9out of
10 people who
read this ad
shouldn't
buy this speaker
If you own areceiver or amplifier
of less than 40 watts per channel the
Gale 401 loudspeaker is not for you!
If your system is just for background
music to create apleasant atmosphere,
not for serious listening, the Gale 401
loudspeaker is not for you!
However, if you demand the best from
your audio equipment
.insist on hearing everything that's
on the record or tape you're playing
.insist on having your sound without
distortion when it's very loud or very soft
.insist on aspeaker system capable of safely
kindling 200 watts .
Then consider the Gale 401 loudspeaker.

ale
CI

Gaie Electronics

23 Bruton Place London W1X 7AB
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The volatile Tommy Beecham reaches (or would have reached)
his centenary this year, and Peter Gammond celebrates the
occasion in our 'Music on Record' feature (p. 101)

Britain's largest circulation journal devoted
equally to records and hi-fi, with an audited
average net circulation of 50,336 copies per
issue at the last count ( January- December
1978).
Technical articles of full page length or over
appearing in HiFi News & Record Review are
detailed in the British Technology Index.
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by Ken Hyder
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by Peter Gammond

COVER PICTURE
'Interactive graphics' is the operative phrase here, whereby one
feeds a drawing into a specially programmed computer, which then
delivers views of the item in question as seen from various angles.
Turntables and pickup arms are the subject of Paul Messenger's
article in this issue, so we offered Martin Tann and Steve
Thompson ( of Timesharing Bureau, Atkins On-line) a very basic
drawing of a player- unit for processing by their APL Interactive
Graphics package. Out came our cover picture, and some other
views as used with Paul's article.
3/A

CLASSICAL RECORD INDEX
John Atkinson, Trevor Attewell, Peter
Branscombe, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Stephen Daw, Kenneth
Dommett, Colin Evans, lain FenIon,
John Freestone, Peter Gammond, Ivor
Humphreys, Peter le Huray, Arthur
Jacobs, Geoff Jeanes, Andrew Keener,
Victor McAloon, Hugh Ottaway,
Benedict Sarnaker, Humphrey Searle,
Peter Turner

HISTORIC FRENCH ORGANS
115 Feature Review ( HM)
C. P. E. BACH
117 6 Sonatas ( van Asperen)
117 St. John Passion ( Schneidt)
117 Cantata BWV 80 etc ( Rilling)
117 Organ Music ( Rübsam)
117 Cello suites ( Gendron)
BEETHOVEN
117 Symphony 4etc. ( Jochum)
118 Symphony 7 ( Muti)
118 Piano/cello music ( Picloux/
Pamboukjian: Piatigorskv/
Solomon).
BINCHOIS
118 Motets ( Turner)
BRAHMS
118 Symphony 1 ( Mehta)
118 18 Lieder ( Ameling)
BRIDGE
118 Cello/ piano Sonata ( Hocks/Jones)
BRUCKNER
118 Symphony 8 ( Jochum)
BUSNOIS
118 L'Homme Armé ( Turner)

SOUNDS

CHOPIN
118 Sonatas 2/3 ( Perlemuter)
119 Ballades 1-4 ( Perlemuter)
COUPERIN
119 Pieces de Clavecin ( Verlet)
DU KAS
119 La Peri etc ( Zinman)
DVORAK
119 Quartet Op. 96 ( Medici)
ELGAR
119 Enigma/Pomp ( Marriner)
FORQUERAY
119 Pieces de Viole (Sayan etc)
GRIEG
119 Peer Gynt ( Weller)
HANDEL
119 St. Cecilia Ode ( Harnoncourt)
HAYDN
123 Scherzandi ( Harsanyl)
123 Baryton trios ( Munich)
HOLST
123 The Planets ( Boult)
KODALY
118 Cello Sonata Op. 8 ( Hocks/Jones)
LEONCAVALLO
123 Pagliacci ( Patana)
LISZT
123 Piano music ( Deyanova)
MASCAGNI
123 Cavalleria ( Gavazzeni)
MENDELSSOHN
123 Violin/Piano Concerto etc
(Menuhins)
MOZART
123 ldomeneo ( Biihm)
124 Symphonies 38/39 ( Maier)
124 Exsultate etc ( Blegen/Zukerman)

124 Piano concertos 9/14 ( Rankl/
Sandor).
124 Piano Quartets ( Rubinstein/
Guarnieri)
124 Piano Duet Sonatas ( Ranki/Kocsls)
124 Piano music ( Badura-Skoda)
MUSSORGSKY
124 Pictures ( Berman)
OBRECHT
125 Motets ( Turner)
PONCE
125 Guitar Music ( Williams)
DE LA RUE
125 Motets ( Turner)
SCHUBERT
125 Symphonies 1/2 ( Mehta)
125 String Quartets ( Chilingirian)
SCHUMANN
123 Carnaval/Arabeske ( Deyanova)
125 Piano Concerto etc ( Ashkenazy)

COLLECTIONS
Not Vocal
128 NEW YEAR'S DAY IN VIENNA (
Boskovsky)
128 PARNASSE FRANCAIS ( Goebel)
129 ROZHDESTVENSKY CONDUCTS (
Rozhdestvensky)
129 TOMIT A : COSMOS ( Tomita)
Voc.,/
129 BERGONZI ITALIAN RECITAL (
Bergonzl)
129 EASTER ON MOUNT ATHOS ( Kenophontos)
129 WHEN WINDS BREATHE SOFT ( The Scholars)
129 SYLVIA SASS: DRAMATIC ARIAS ( Sass)
Solo
129 ART OF YOURA GULLER ( Guller)
129 MUSIC FOR AN OCCASION ( DanbY)

GOOD

The impeccable sound quality
of the A60 belies its low price.
It is perfectly at home in a
budget system or in one
costing over £ 1000. Hear
one at your nearest A&R
dealer.

SIMPLE STYLI NG
FOUR

GOOD REASONS
FOR CHOOSING THE

A60

VERSATILE

SHOSTAKOVICH
124 Preludes ( Berman)
SMETANA
119 Quartet in e ( Medici)
J. STRAUSS
125 arr. Schoenberg, Berg, Webern
(Reichert: Boston)
R. STRAUSS
125 Don Quixote ( Beecham)
TCHAIKOVSKY
128 Serenade etc ( Del Mar)
VERDI
128 Battaglia di Legnano ( Gardelli)
WAGNER
125 Faust overture ( Beecham)
WALDTEUFEL
128 Waltzes ( Boskovsky)
ZEMLINSKY
128 Quartet 2 ( La Salle)

AMPLIFIER

The A60 is styled for the home,
not a dealer's showroom. It
blends into the background
to let you concentrate on
the music not the amplifier. See one at your
nearest A&R dealer.

RELIABLE

IA Mil MOW

"

The A60 has sufficient
facilities to give it flexibility without unnecessary
complexity.
The
newly
available cartridge loading
modules
provide
optimum
loading for your cartridge. Try
one at your nearest A&R dealer

4

¡ISE
rerkh

CAMBRIDGE
Miii F
renc_h sRoan

Cambridge. CB4 3NP.
Tel (0223)54507

The A60 has been designed with reliability as
the
primary consideration. Each amplifier is
exhaustively tested and
has all its major parameters
recorded. Buy one from your
nearest A&R dealer.
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NEW for 1979

MA2 Domestic Reference

from Monitor Audio
Before research commenced Monitor Audio
listed the following design objectives for the
new MA2 which had to be achieved
',Exceptional rendition of musical detail.
',Usefully high sensitivity.
*High power handling.
*Low colouration.
*Full three-way design.
*Wide range large chambered mid- range
section.
*Sealed box bass section with 250 mm bass
driver.
*Complicated internal cabinet design with full
bracing.
g stand.
*Slim floor standing configuration.
*Wide dynamic range.
*Extended uniform frequency response.

sensitivity matching and frequency response.
With the drivers mounted in a vertical- in- line
format the system offers total stereo symmetry in
the lateral plane, while polar irregularities in the
vertical plane are minimised by careful phase
control in the crossover. In addition, the narrow
frontal aspect reduces lateral diffraction
anomalies.
The lower section of the cabinet is open from
front to back and as such forms the equivalent of
an open stand, elevating the speaker cabinet by
the required 20 cm or sa from the floor surface.

Amplifier power
100W per channel peak programme ( 100W/ch
amplifier not driven beyond clipping on speech
and music)
Minimum amplifier power
10W channel ( 8ohm rated)
Considerable care was taken with the choice of Maximum sound output
drivers, these chosen for their outstanding 105dB lin at 1metre
performance on the grounds of colouration and Distortion
transparency. All three units are new additions Less than 1.5% 2nd & 0.5% 3rd harmonic
to the Monitor Audio speaker line. The choice 60Hz-20KHz at 90dB, 1metre
was not confined to the lower efficiency plastic Enclosure
coned types and exhaustive testing allowed the Particle based carcase with bituminous panel
incorporation of two modern LF and MF drivers, damping. Diagonal bracing is incorporated
utilising the latest fibre- pulp cone technology. together with areinforced 17 mm thick multiply
Both have been extensively researched; in front panel for driver mounting
particular the mid unit has benefited from Size
research leading to the production of monitor 850mm ( H) x300mm ( W) x350mm ( D)
11.8"
13.8"
loudspeakers for the Norwegian Broadcasting 33.5"
Price
Authority.
The three drivers are electrically married by a £149.50 plus V.A.T. Recommended Retail Price
complex crossover of some 22 elements and Teak/Walnut (£ 299.00 apair)
which incorporates driver equalisation, for both Black and White finish £ 5extra per unit

',inte ral

11,

See us at

Monitor Audio' Flat Sound Cable
REALLY does make adifference
Monitor Audio unique Flat Sound
Cable can be successfully run under
carpets without the unsightly ridges
made by ordinary cables.

Dave Berriman of Practical Hi -Fi reviews Monitor Audio
Sound Cable.
'Subjectively the Monitor Audio Sound Cable was markedly superior to the
five- amp cable. Ordinary cable was muffled, gave a less open sound and
sounded very dead. The overall effect is of enhanced naturalness and greater life
in the music.'
Practical HiFi December 1978
Flat Sound Cable C3F is available in the following lengths:
3.6 metres ( 11 feet 10 inches)
5.0 metres ( 16 feet 5inches)
7.5 metres ( 24 feet 7inches)

Monitor Audio Ltd
347 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge, England.
Telephone: 0223 46344 and 42898
The BIG name in Hi -Fi

Please send me further information on your NEW products
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FOR BEST PRICES & SERVICES

EALING T.V. & HI-FI

Goodwin s

or

THE Hi-Fi,TV & VIDEO SPECIALISTS
Telephone:

579

567

8703

3718

or

or

579

4258

SONY®
Bang &Olufsen
el Technics

AIWA
Yamaha

JVC
TO: EALING T.V. & Hi Fi ( Dept HFN)
THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, LONDON W5.
Please supply prices on the following:

NAME

Telephone:

888

AMPLIFIERS
Akai AM2200, AM2400
Akai AM2600, AM2800
Armstrong 621
Hitachi HA250, HA300
Hitachi HA330, HA6I0
JVC JASIO, JASIIG
JVC JAS22,1A544
Lecson Ad, AP I
X
Lecson AP3. FMI
National SU2300, SU2400
Pioneer SA606, SA706
Pioneer SA706, 5A8500/II
Quad 33, 303, 405
Radford ZD50, ZD250
Revox A78, A722
Revox A740, B750
Sansui AU217, AU3I7
Sugden A48
Sony TA212, 313, 515
Sony TAF3A, TAF4A
Technics SU7100, 5U7300
Technics SU7700, SU8080
Yamaha CA410, CA510
Yamaha CA810, CAI010
TURNTABLES
Ariston RDI IE
Beogram 2200, 1500
Beogram 4002, 4004
Connoisseur BDI, 2 & 3
Fons CQ30
Hitachi PS38, PS58
JVC JLA20, QLA2
Linn-Sondek LPI2
Michell Reference
Hydraulic
Electronic
Pioneer PL514, 516
Pioneer PL518, PL550
Revox Direct Drive
Sansui SR222P, SR232P
Sony PSTI, PS2I2
Sony PST20, PSX4
Technics SL220, SL230
Technics SL150, SL 1500/11
Technics SL1400/11,
SL1300/11
Transcriptions Skeleton,
Round- table
Yamaha TP-211, YP-511
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD1250, AD6300
Aiwa AD6550, AD6800
Akai CS34D, CS702D
Akai GXC709D
National RS6I2
Nakamichi DT550, DT600
Beocord 1900, 5000
Hitachi D220, 0550
JVC KDIO, KD2I
JVC KD25, KDS5
Pioneer CTF500, 4040
Sansui SCI 110, SC2110
Sony TCU2, TCK IA,
TCK4A

0077

Sony TCKS, TCUS,
TCK96R
Tandberg TCD320, 340A
Technics RS6I5, R5630
Technics RS631, 641, 615
Technics R5678, 686
Yamaha TC51 1
S, TC800GL
TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS/11, GX215D
Grundig TK547, TK747
Revox A77, B77
Sony TC399, TC645
Tandberg TD20A
Technics RSI500
TUNERS
Akai AT2200, AT2400
Armstrong 623, 624
Hitachi FT340, FT440
JVC JTVIOL, JTV1IG
Lecson FMI
National ST2300, ST2400
Quad FM3
Revox A76, A720, 8760
Sansui TU2I7, TU7I7
Sony ST2I2L, ST3I3L
Sony SIS 15L, STA3L
Technics ST7300, ST3500
Technics ST8080, ST9600
Yamaha CT4I0, CT6I0
Yamaha CT8I0, CT1010
RECEIVERS
Akai AA 1010, AAI020
Aiwa AF3060, 3090
Aiwa AX7400, AX7500
Armstrong 625, 626
Beomaster 1500, 1900
Beomaster 2200, 2400
Beomaster 4400
Hitachi SR303L, SR503L
JVC JRSEIL, JRS81
National RE7860, SG25Q
Pioneer SX450, SX550
Sansui G2000, G3000
Sony STRI IL, STR2800
Sony STR3800, STR4800
Sony STR212L, 3I3L
Sony STRV3L, STRV4L
Tandberg TR2080, TR2060L
Tandberg TR2045, TR2030L
Technics SA IDOL, SA200L
Technics SA400, SA500
Yamaha CR200E, CR620
Yamaha CR820,
Yamaha CR420 etc.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Acoustic Research ARI8,
AR17, ARI5, AR14
Beovox S25, 535
Beovox S75, M70, M75,
MI00
Bose 301, 501, 601, 901/111
Celestion Ditton 15XR,
II, 22

Celestion Dicton 33, 44,
25, 66
Celestion UL6, UL8, ULIO
Chartwell PM WO, PM200
IMF Compact II, SuperCompact
IMF ALS40, TLS50,
TLS80/11
JR 149, Super Woofer
Jordan- Watts Jumbo, Janes
Jordan-Watts Jupiter TLS
JBL LI9, L40, LII0
Lecson LB I, SPI, HLI
Monitor Audio MAS, MA7
Monitor Audio MAS, MM
Mordaunt-Short Pageants
Mordaunt-Short Festivals,
Carnivals
Quad Electrostatics
Revox AX2/2, AX3/3
Rogers LS3/5A, Export
Mon tots
Sony G3, GS, G7
Spendor BC', BC2, BC3
Technics SBEI, SBF2, SBF3
Wharfedale Linton,
Glendale
Wharfedale Teesdale,
Dovedale
Wharfedale ESC), E70
Yamaha NSIOOOM
MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa AF5050, AF5090
Akai AC3800L
Beocentre 2800, 3300
Beocentre 4000, 4600
Hitachi SDT300, SDT400
Hitachi 5D17820, 7765
Hitachi SDT7680, 7785
JVC MF55LS, MF47L
National SG 1030, SG 1090
National SG5070, 5090
National SG309OLD, 6070
Sony HMK30, HMK80
Sony HMK55, HMK77
Tandberg TR220GC
SPEAKER CHASSIS
KEF T27, BI 10
KEF 8200, 8139
Lowther PM6, PM7
Tannoy 10', 12', 15'
PICK-UP ARMS
Formula 4 Arm
Hadcock GH228
SME 3009/11, 3009/S2
SME 3009/111
OTHERS
Decca Record Brush
Decca Record Cleaner
Earc
Watts Parastat
Zerostat
BIB accessories etc.

TO: GOODWINS (
Dept HFN)
7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON N22.
Please supply prices on the following:

I NAME

ADDRESS

I ADDRESS
(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

EALING: OPEN Monday to Saturday, 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
Nearest tube station: South Ealing- Piccadilly line.

GOODWI NS : OPEN Tuesday to Saturday, 9.00 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
Nearest tube station: Wood Green- Piccadilly line.

•
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Sounds de Luxe
These headphones are afurther
contribution to the high-grade line
of the AKG product range. The
K141 " cardan" de luxe is aresult of
intensive development work
based on the latest AKG technologies. As usual special attention
has been paid to great wearing
comfort and very light-weight
construction, which features will
now allow you to wear the headphones over even considerable

periods of time while feeling
hardly any contact pressure. A
broad headband with elastic
automatic adjustment at both
ends will guarantee afirm seat.
Just put on your K141 and you'll
have them firmly and comfortably
adapted without any additional
adjustment of the earpieces!
The earphones as such are
suspended in the proven " cardan"

technique i.e. they are freely pivotable in all directions. This will
allow the earpieces to softly
adapt themselves to the ear.
Novel ear pads serve for optimum
physical and acoustical contact.
The electro acoustical part of the
K141 headphones is characterized
by particularly large diaphragms,
the proven AKG " large diaphragm
systems" which also contributes
to an optimum reproduction.
The openings disposed in the rear
of the earpieces will guarantee
spatial hearing and allow you to
escape that " headphone feeling"
you might have with some other
equipment.
Visit your local Dealer and listen
to them.
(- Send

this coupon for information about
AKG products
PSTEREOHEADPHONES
C. -MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES

AKG Acoustics Ltd.
191, The Vale, London W 37QS
TF: 1-749 2042,
TX: 28938 akgrric g

Name
Street _
Town
Postcode

P'OWER

off
t

AND WE CA
The Pye HiFi Sound Project is acomprehensive range
of high performance, high fidelity equipment. The range
covers amplifiers, tuners, receivers, speakers, turntables
cassette deck and amusic centre.
Pye has commissioned each separate model in the
range from the best, most experienced source in the woild.
Receivers from Japan, turntables from West Germany And
in each area Pye has selected amanufacturer of unrivalled
excellence.

The benefits are numerous.
Firstly, the equipment is designed to the most exacting
of specifications, laid down by Pye, with the aim of bringing
you performance of such adegree that other manufacturers
will not be able to better it at the pr.ce. Compare the
specifications and price of the receiver shown above and
you'll see what we mean - 65 Watts per channel at 0.3% total
harmonic distortion (0.05% harmonic distort:on at 60 Watts)
makes it aformidable piece of equipment.

ALSO AVAILABLE 65W AMP f199 00 45W AMP f166 00 TUNER f169 00 20W TUNER/ANIP f159 CIT 34W TLINER/AMP f219 00 45W !UNFIT/AMP f279 00 30W MUSIC CENTRE twillaSparsl f475 00 65W TUNER/AMR 039 00

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge Co-op Society,
Coldhams Lane, Cambridge.
Cotton Audio & Television. High Street. March.
Cotton Audio & Television,
Oundle Road, Peterborouah
Renbro Ltd.. 30 Mill Road, Cambndge.
CHESHIRE
Hi Fi Cenue, Green Lane, Wilmslow.
Yeoman & Russell Ltd., 3,3 George St.. Altrincham.
DEVON
K.1. B. Electronics, 32 South Street, Exeter.
Fo-,-cl& Son. High Street, Sidmouth.
DORSET
K. W. Hurford, 2Church Ste at, Bearmnster.
Jan/ is Radio Ltd, 55 High Street Chnstchurch
ESSEX
Calcheser 3, East Essex Co-op.
High Street, Colchester.
Chelmsford Star Co-operative, 220 Morlsham Street.
Fordhams Electrical Ltd.. 9C rouch Street, Colchester,
Fordharrs Electrical Ltd.. 141 High Street, Dov ercourt.

GLAMORGAN
Western Redo. 102 Eversley Road Sketty. Swane ea
HAMPSHIRE
Raw hugs. 19 St James Road, Shirley, Southampton.
HERTFORDSHIRE
Hitchrn Radic Service ( Spectrum), Bancroft Hitchin
KENT
Chiesrnans, New Riad, Gravesend.
LANCASHIRE
E Ashzralt & Son, Beaconsfield Corner,
Ormskuk.
Brooke Electrical. 2,34 Fog Lane, Didsbury,
Manchester
Gerald Cartes, Stone Crosx, Mark« Square,
Garstang
Cleveleys TV Ltd., el Bispnarn Rd.. Cleveleys.
ti L Elton Ltd , 1278.1382 Ashton Old Road,
Higher Openshaw, Manchester.
Kenneth Gardner Lod.. 28 New Street, Lancaster
Industrial Domestic Serviœs Whitegate Dnve,
Blackpool
T Procter & Son Ltd,
14-16 Ainsworth Street, Blackburn

Record Centre Ltd . 126 Poulton Roui Fleetwoed
RE-cord Centre Ltd, 18 Brek Road, Prulton le Fylde

Timms. Cambridge Street. Wellingbccough
TV Vim Dri Services, Market Place, Brackley

LINCOLNSHIRE
Eastern Tapes Ltd. Corporation Street, Lincoln.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Edgar Welchman & Son.
9-li Grove Street, Retford.

LONDON & GREATER LONDON
Atka:5 Radio, 210 Brixton Hill, SW2
Auchotime, 35 High Road, Chadwell Heath
Ciiesmans, Lewisham High Street, 3E13
Royal Arsenal Co-op, 65 Lewisham ifgh-St SE13
Fkrrods,Knightsbndge SW1
Hi-Way Hi- Ft Ltd. 315 Edgware Read W2 IBN
Olympic Radio, 81 Hammersmith Read. W14
MERSEYSIDE
Runnier and Barlow Ltd,
114 Manchester Road, Southport
NORFOLK
Adams & Deck Ltd Guildhall HIE, Norwich
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Timnis, Corporation Street, Corby
Timms, Newborough Centre. Gad Sheet,
Kettering

OXFORDSHIRE
M A Buzzard,16 Parsor.s Street, Banbury.
SOMERSET
B Woodmancy Ltd., 18 Market Place. Frome.
SOUTH HUMBERSIDE
David B.J ry Ltd , 70 Pasture

areet, Gnnsby.

STAFFORDSHIRE
T Pa, ker ( Retail) Ltd
19IStah m Road, Burton on-Trent
Rugele , R & TLtd, 33 Horse Fair, Rugeley.
Woods Radio &TV Services George Buildup
Upper High Street, Wednesoury
SUFFOLK
Fordhams Electrical Ltd., Btrtermarket, ! lose
A. E L Tyler & Son Ltd, Felixstowe Road, 1pm

C.
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N PROVE IT.
Independent authorities such as the Swedish HiFi
Institute have confirmed even better performances.
Hand in hand with this has gone asingle-minded
insistence on quality Over the years, Pye has gained an
enviable reputation for the above average reliability we
build into our products - reliability that stems from
painstaking initial design allied to stringent selection of
materials and components, and strict quality control. And
since this equipment will be sold throughout the world, we
TURNTABLES EDT 50 and (141 05 CASSETTE DECK C152 50 AIL SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICES

SURREY
Colhart Ltd . 49 Farnborough Road, Heath End.
Farnham
E H Maxwell & Sons Ltd., Guildford Road. Woking
W H Wadham, The Square, Grayshott, Nr Hindhead
SUSSEX
T F. W. Bryan, Bedford Street Bognor Regis.
Smythe & Dame Ltd, 31 Langney Road. Eastbourne
Clear View Rentals & Relay Ltd,
34-40 High Street, Seaford.
R Barker Ltd.. 32 South Street, Tarring, Worthing
The Trading Post, 7Castle Street. Hastings.
TYNE & WEAR
A. B. Caller Ltd. Northumberland Street,
Newcastle- on-Tyne.
WARWICKSHIRE
Wright Rentals Ltd., 35 Abbey End. Kenilworth.
G. Shaw, 212 Alum Rock Road, Saltley, Birmingham.
JCV Organisation Ltd., 41 Emscott Ed., Warwick.
JCV Organisation Ltd.,
8-9 Sheep gtreet. Stratford upon Avon.

WEST MIDLANDS
Sam Riley ( BI kheath) Ltd.,
Kings Theatre Buildings. Rowley Regis

regard built-in reliability as more important than ever
And finally, since Pye are making the HiFi Sound
Project range available only through selected local retailers
throughout the country you'll get the advice, and the service,
you should be entitled to when purchasing apiece of
equipment of this calibre.
So, the Pye HiFi Sound Project isn't simply anew range
of hi-fi equipment It represents aunique approach to high
fidelity: one in which the outstanding performance, quality
and reliability of the equipment i:self is combined with a
highly competitive price and the back up of an integrated,
nationwide dealer and service network
If you need any more proof, there's adealer near you
where you can listen to the equipment for yourself.

WILTSHIRE
Peter Day, Victoria Road, Swindon.
Philip Harris, 42 Roundsione Street, Trowbr.dge
WORCESTERSHIRE
Dilworth's Ltd.. 47 Pon Street, Evesham.
YORKSHIRE
J. W Gray, 41 St. Thomas Street, Scarborough.
Walter Crsne,75 Westgate, Wakefield.
NORTHERN IRELAND
To obtain deta.ls of your nearest stockist 're
Electrical & Hudware Marketing Ltd.
10 King Street Mews, Belfast Tel: Belfast 435 •
SCOTLAND
To obtain detais of your nearest stockist Tel:
Clyde Factors Ltd, 76 Washington Street,
Glasgow. Tel: 041-221 9844

THE PYE HI-FI SOUND PROJECT
A UNIQUE APPROACH TO HIGH FIDELITY

fumy
5YEAR REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

BRING THIS ADVERT WITH YOU

THE LEADERS IN

All offers subject to stocks at lone of going
to press I12791 being unsold. VAT fi 8%.

CUT PRICE TAPES
Attach this advertisement

C48

MemorexT

I

C60 ...

98p

C90 ... £ 1 - 40

New MRX3
é60 ...

88p

C90 ( in bags) £ 1 05
C' 20
£ 1 52

FREE

MEMOREX REELS
QUANTUM
7 - 11300' LP

£ 4 20

7 2400 DP £ 5•85

Quality with every 3 Fuji
you buy at these prices.

I

Please

I

NAD

FL
SUPER

Pioneer

BU120AGFA 510 1008A.077,4X

FX-I Pure Ferrix
(normal position)

C60
C90
79p £110

C1 .
20
E1 51

C46
C60
C90
99p £111 £153

FX-II Beridox
C46
C60
C90
(chrome position) £1.10 £1.22 £1.66

All orders POST FREE - mail to:
LONDON EC2
LONDON N5

73p

C1 10

72p

98p

£1 . 30

f1.01

900 LP
1200 LP
1800' LP
120V DP
1800' DP
2400' DP
5"
18001F
51" 2400'TP
7"
3600TP
101" 4200' Cine
10)" 420V NAB

PE36
PE36
PE36
PEA._
PE46
PEAS
PEES
PE66
PEES
PE36
PE36

5"

£
[1•79

2.06
£2.93
a 13
£2.94
£3.59
£3•36
f4.50
£4.59
£7.89
£13•70

Dept.

7'
'.7•

HF

LEICESTER SOUARE

30 COLEMAN ST

HIGHBURY CORNER

STATION Ticket Hall

(Moor St. Station exit

(01-606 4102)

(01-607 0644)

(Cranbourn St. Exit)
101-439 92191_

-off Open Marker)

BULL RING SUBWAY

(021-643 17661

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI

LP
LP

X8S..
X8E
X7E .
0140E ..
DI4OSE

£28.25
£14.25
£8.95
[11.50

4DTXI
4DTZ1

£36.50
£36-50

M20FL Super
£47 50
1120E Super .. £ 39 95
VMS20E 11 .. £27 90
FISE II .. £ 17 90
FFISE 11 .. £ 12•50
FFIOE 11
£8•90
Stanton 881S .. £69 95
Stanton 681 EEE £ 39 50
Stanton 680EE £25 75
Stanton 500EE £ 17-50

.•
.•
••

D2OFL Super ..
D2OE Super ..
D2OE Elk Ior II
NI5E Mk Ior II
NFI5E Ilk Ior II
NFIOE 11
081
D6800EEE • •
0680 .. • •
D5100EE

£35 00

£
£26-75

.00
[18.95
£11.85
£8.95
£619
£39.55
£19.90
£14.90
£10.90
Stanton 500E .
£14 99
D5100E.. • •
£9-50
Shure M44-7 . £ 6-99
N44-7 .. • .
£5.20
Shure M44E .
E7 SO
N44E .. • •
£5.60
Shure 1155E £8•30
£6.60
Shure M75- GS
£ 7-50
N75- GS.. • .
£5.45
Shure M758 .
£10.40
N75B .. • •
£610
Shure 1175E.1 £ 12•99
N75E1 .. • •
£8.20
Shure M7SED .. £14.90
N7SED . • £11-75
Shure M9SEJ .. £ 13 75
N95E.1 . •
£9.20
Shure 1195E0 . £ 19 95
N9SED . • £15-75
Shure V15 III .. £45 00
VN35E .. • • £16-95
Shure VIS IV .. £64 SO
VN45HE
£26.95
Sonus Blue .. £66 00
Sonos Blue stylus £37.50
NEW! SONUS GOLD Series II Blue Label
£69 95

10

5.03
£ 11 . 75

VIDEO
AGEkt . C3060E8-82: VC45,90 £* 57: VC 60/130 C12.70
7D1(
VHS f7 18 VHS120 £ 920 •

ESSEX

29 DENMARK ST

APPROACH

(Behind Hippodrome)

113 RECTORY GROVE
LEIGH- ON- SEA

(0532-444 692)
-

(061-832 4592)

(0272-290900)

(0702-712861)
- •••""

-

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
CASSETTE TAPES

Satin 11117Z £ 39•95
Satin Eli 17G .. £ 59 .95
Satin M I17Z .. £ 95•95
Satin M 18E
£89•95
Fidelity Research
FRI Mk II
£ 58•50
FRI Mk III £ 83•75
FRT3 Tformer £ 65-75

P.O.A.
£ 36•00

FRT4 Tiformer £ 126 -90
Decca London
Gold ..

£ 54 .00

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS

£
56.50

SS-2. 12 Band

UP ARMS AND ACCESSORIES

Hadcock GH228
£54.00
Hadcock Unilift
£9.00
Stax UA7M
[128.95
Stax UA76F £ 15810
ADC LMF-I
£62.95
ADC LMG- Ishell
£4.50
Monitor Audio Cable
Flat
3'6 m prs £13.95
5 m prs
£16.99
7-5 m prs £2475
Round 5 m prs
£15.90
10 m prs
£27-75
Lucas LV Cable
per metre ..
[1.25
QED Speaker Cable
42 strand per m
30p
79 strand per m
79p
Formula 4 Mk Ill P.O.A

BASF LU SM
£0.63
LH Super SM
.
£ 0 96
Ferro Super LUI
£0 96
Cr Oz
LI 18
Ferrochrom - £ 138
Superchrom - £ 160
FUJI FXII
£ 1 10 £ 122
MAXELL SLN..
£ 0 69
UD
..
£0•98 £ 1OS
UDXL 1
fl 38
UDXL 11
fl 38
TDK TDK
£ 0 63

¿O-82
fl 16
fl IS
El 49
£ 129 £ 169
£ 140 £ 2-00
£ 184 £ 2 13
£ 166
£0 92 £ 1 16
LI 19 £ 157
fl 73 £ 173
£0 85 £ 1.15

AD
£ 0 88 £ 123 SA
..
.
£ 1 II
£159
Postage: 1-5, 50p: 6-10, 65p; 11-30, 85p; 31 +. £ 100.

£ 126.50

Carriage £ 3.00
PICK

I

6 VICTORIA STATION

Ortofon SL20E £42•95
Ortofon SL20Q £63•50
STM72T/former £ 18•75
MCA I0 pre- amp £ 59•95
MCA76pre-amp
£86.75
MCIO • STM72
£49.90
MC20 • MCA76 £125.00
Entré•I

SS- 1. 5 Band ..

LP 1800'
7" DP2400' 10:." LP 3600'
£4.36
f5.53
£4.38 £ 5•89
fl - 99
£3.49
£ 10.25
£4.24
£ 11.49
£4.45 £ 6.70 £ 10:90
£1.99
-

BASF LH
BASF LU Super
'Black Box' Studio
TDK Audua
TDK Audua ( matt)
Sons,
k

MANCHESTER 3 BRISTOL

Ultimo 10X .. £49•95
Ultimo 20A .. £69•95
Ultimo 30A .. £ 99.95

Decca London
Export ..

£ 1.01 *
flea
£ 1.55 -

*Whole stocks last

LEEDS

£ 33-50
£49.95
P.O.A.

Lentek pre- amp

86p
£ 1.10

62 WELLINGTON ST
(off City Square)

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
Ortofon MCIO
Ortofon MC20
Ortofon MC30

79p
-

REEL-TO -REEL

1800'
36011

BASF

ASK FOR ONE C60 SUPERFERRITE LMI.i. WITH EVERY PYRAL *
Scotch Master I
[ 114
f1 31
Sr otchMaster t
I
[ 140
fl . 64
Scotch Master Ill
[ 1 • 44
Cl 74
Sony LN
55o
79p
E111
Sony HF
78p
95p £ 119
Sony C,
£117 [ 1.154 Sony Fo C,
Li- 23 £1.75
71711( Dv ,,,, ",
530
61p
78P *
£ 1.11
TDK At,
T01( S.,

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
AKG P8ES
£57 00
AKG P8E
£46 50
AKG PIE .. £25 70
Goldring G900E £ 16 95
G900SE II .. £37.95
J.V.C. X2 .. £68 00
J.V.C. XI .. £64 50
J.V.C. ZI .. £42 00
J.V.C. Z- 2E
£37 SO
Ortofon

£2.44
£3 58
£8.23
£9 54
£3.33
£5 .60
£9.95
f11 - 95

10j" 3600 .NAB
512w DP
7"
2400' DP
10)" 4200' Cine
101" 4200' NAB

FOTRONIX
£25 95
£17.95
£14 75

900 LP

7"
101"
m
1800
ay Cine
LP

d SONY

SWUM'
C45
C60
C90
C120
Atallo )( HE
fl - 35
[1 • 55 £ 2.05 £ 2-70
SF LU
59p
78p
Cl.14
BASF Super
87p £ 1 . 16 £1.55
BASF Ferro Super I
96p [ 1 . 29 £ 1 . 70
BASF C102
£1 14 £ 1.45
f2.09
BASF FeCr
Cl - 37 £ 1.79 Hitachi LN
56p
80p
fl - 13
Hitachi UD
92
f1.13 Hitach, UD ER ( UD XLII _
£118 £ 1.48 Hitachi UD EX IUD XLIII£. 18 £ 1.48
Pyral OpIrma
£ 1.08
f1.41 Pyral Superfernte - £ 1.52
f1.915 -

la HIGHBURY STN., HIGHBURY CORNER, LONDON N5.(Callers welcome)

HIGHBURY STATION

•
•
•

El 74

PEM ( matt)

Mimi' UD XL I ( normal position)
C60
£. 35
C90
£ 1.89
Maxon UD XL li' ( chrome position)
C60
£ 1.35
C90
fl - 69
Mexell UD/XL Reels

MASONS AVENUE

RSZ.
RSX•
RSV•

£1.26

Agfa

maxell

AUDIO,
LONDON WC2

ADC ZLM
£55 90
ADC XLM Ill .. £ 35 50
ADC VLM III .. £24 50

C1.51

AgfeSFD ( original) -

Meet the Maxell Team
Masan Super Low Noise
SLN C60
67p
SLN C90
89p
SLN C120
[ 1.13
Maud' Ultra Dynamic
UD C46
99p
UD C60
£ 1 . 05
lID C90
fl 19
,r)
El.52

ESTUARY

GENUINE ARTICLE IN MAKERS BOX Post 25p
Cartridges with Styli
Replacement Styli

£1 49

53p

5'
BUY1OAGFA
50
STUDIO QUALITY IT THESE
PRICES & ASK FOR 3C90 TAPE 7 7"
5"
SUPER SOUND CASSETTES 597Apsc),u'l

Recommended by Attn.., Att..
Alpha • Auchotro oc
Beltek
Hanimex • JVC • Marantz
Rotel • Sansui - Teac • Toshiba • Trio

C46
71p

£1.21

alp

REEL -TO • REEL

ask when ordering.

£1.11

99p

Agfa Ferro Colour -

Agfa CrO2

ONE C90 AGFA Studio

79p

83p

Agfa Carat

I

C90

59p

Agfa SFD I

"Is it live or is it

97p

C60

AG FA Studio Quality -

Tape

C, O'
C45

CASSETTE HEAD CLEANER

to your order or fetch it with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

'MEMOREX1

---,Recording

MS MONTHS FRE.E OFFER

SME3009 Fd Hd
£56.00
SME 3009/52 ..
£61.00
S2 headshell
ES•50
FD200 damper £ 17•00
SME Series III.. £ 103 .00
CA- Iarm tube
£14.95
Connoisseur
SAU2 ..
£18-95
Zerostat Pistol
£5.95
Discwasher
03 Cleaner.. £6•25
Disctraker
Damper .. £ 17-50
Vac-O-Rec II £ 19•95
Disc 22 Mat .. £ 12•95
Decca Sweep Arm £ 5•25
Decca Brush ..
[5.00

PR: Arms, Vac-o-Rec, Disk 22, Sound Cables, £1.00
Other accessories, 25p

TEST RECORDS AND CASSETTES
Ortofon direct cut test disc, £ 1I. Shure TTR115-ERA IV,
£5.50. HFS75,. £2.80. Shure TTRI 10, £
4-50. Wharfedale ' Larger than Life', £4.50. Post 65p each- 3 for £ 1
Dolby
cassette,
£2.40.
Azimuth
cassette,
f.2-40.
Frequency cassette, £9.00. Post 25p each.

HEADPHONES (Post £ 1•00)
Sennheiser
HD400
HD414X
HD424X
HD224X
HD420
HD430
Yamaha HP3

£ 10•50
£ 16•50
£ 23•50
£ 33 -SO
£21•50
£27•95
£ 19-35

Stax
SRX3/SRD6 £ 132•00
SR5/SRD6 .. £84•75
Sigma/SRD6 £207 .00
SR44 .. £ 58•50
Yamaha YHI000 £99•95
Yamaha HP- I .. £ 34•65
Yamaha HP- 2 .. £ 25•80

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Prices quoted are correct at Jan. 1979. Whilst we
endeavour to maintain these prices we reserve the
right to adjust as necessary without notice. E. & 0.E.

Koss Technician / VFR.
The first stereophone you fine tune yourself

4
0"
----4111111INalk.

If you've been
missing the brilbant
highs and rich „ lows
you thin K are in your
favourite music, the
new
Koss Technician/ VFR Ste•eophone is for you. Because unlike
any
other, it's the wold's
first stereopione to
let you fine tune the
frequency response
range to suit your
own listening preference. So ine.ead
of
hearing
somebody elne's idea of
what
your
music
should sound like,
you'll lbe able to
shape the acoustic
contour
of
your
favourite music to
the way yotr want to
hear it.

By adjusting the
VFP controls at the
base of each earcup, you'll be aible
to
discover
a
shimmering
new
brilliance in thehighest
notes of
a
piccolo. Or . by reshaping the curve for
more bass, you'll be
able to feel a new
breathtaking Lillness in the deepest
bass notes of an
organ passage. But
no matter how you
set the VFR controls,
you'll
be
shaping your own
response curve. And
that's a lot more
exciting than : istening to a frequency
response cure preset at the factory.

... .• • .

•KOSS stereophones
from the people who invented Stereophones.

THIS IS TH C !Me
OF fl fl.WCIVI
Ifl SO
MAU

THE CRI T 14eOUST/C
TURNTABLE MAT
During the development of reference systems for the
testing of exceedingly accurate high fidelity systems it was
found that conventional rubbe- turntable mats produced a
degradation of sound quality. Many commercially available
mats were tried and no significant improvement was found.
Griffin decided to develop amat to obviate these problems
and to use it on their laboratory reference turntable. After
working out the theory of how the colourations were caused a
solution was finally achieved.
This anacoustic mat immediately caused a dramatic
improvement in Bass detail, iVlidrainge transient accuracy
and Treble smoothness.. The most surprising improvement
was a dramatic improvement in the ocation and stability of
the stereo image.

Griffin

Criffin

pure sound genius

Siddons Factory Estate, Howard Street,
West Bromwich,West Midlands B70 OSU
Telephone: 021.556 0559-0752
Available either direct frorr Griffin or your local dealer
Trade enquiries welcome

However it came as asurprise to find that using this mat
on cheaper turntables also made aconsiderable improvement
to the sound quality and image location, in fact the. difference
was equivalent to changing the tu -ntable to one of twice the
price.
Technically the mat damps record vibrations and standing
waves, improves record stability and prov:des a firm base for
the immense forces involved in playing -.
he groove undulations.
The mat also removes turntable resonances while providing a
good coupling to the table at audi:o frequencies. Rumble and
mechanical noise from the mechanism s. attenuated by the
structure of the material.
WARNING: When purchasing turntable mats it must be made
clear that the AUDIBLE difference is the most important
factor.
Please supply

Anacoustic Table Mats

at £ 4.40 each inclusive of VAT postage & packaging
Name
Address

MC- 2C+

FORMULA 4Mk III

e

The best sounding universal pick-up

MC-2C+ Mk. III
Effective mass 8.35 gm.
LF Resonance II Hz.
Congratulations. Mk. Ill sounds excellent'
with MC or MM Cartridges. R. Jacobsen

EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS

NEW NATURAL SOUND MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE

Room 3102 HIGH FIDELITY '79
Distributed by:

T-24 MC TRANSFORMER

Variable impedance without switching

NOTES ELECTRONICS LTD,
15 Holbein Place, London S.W.I.
Telephone: 01-730 2417

Universal Alignment Protractor
Leaflet & unsolicited testimonials on request

MAYWARE LTD. (
Dept. HFN4)
15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9TS, England

Invite you to
MPROVE YOUR SYSTEM
THE PROWSIONill WAY

RE

dynamic range
X enhancers
The DBX 117 and 119 are units that can
be added to any system to re- expand the
dynamic range that has 'seen lost during
the recording process when used with
disc, cassette. open reel and FM. They
can also be used to compress signals for
various
purposes including recording
constant level background music.
Send for full literature

noise reduction
X units
The DBX II models 122 and 124 give
Improvements in noise reduction of up
range
dB across
used the
with whole
tape or
frequency
cassette
to 30 when

ATC MONITORS
Room 3102 HIGH FIDELITY '79
UK Retail Agents:
KNIGHTSBRIDGE AUDIO,
15 Holbein Place, London S.W.I.
Telephone: 01-730 2417

ti
4,

(compared with 10 dB for Dolby B).
They also enable afar wider dynamic range to
be recorded. DBX encoded records are now aso
becoming available possessing a complete absence of surface
noise when decoded with these units.
Send for full literature
DBX PROFESSIONAL 150 SERIES ALSO AVAILABLE

•

114-116 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2. Tel.: 01-240 3386/7.
ourt Rd , London WI. Tel.: 01-637 2624/5.

•230 Tottenham C
eMail Order & Trade

Enquiries: REW House, 10-12 High St,
Colliers Wood, London SWI9. Tel.: 01-540 9684'5,16.

13

AFTER SALES SERVICE

CREDIT FACILITIES mill

HIGH 1111111ELITIWA.
Dç'‘
1
;011INC011eirris
ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD

e HEADPHONES
Koss K6A .
Koss K6ALC .
Koss PRO4AAA
Micro Serki.
Pioneer 5E305 .

eTAPE

£14.00
£16.00
£36.50
P.O.R.
£18.00

( P & P 90p)
Pioneer SUM .. £36.00
Sansui
P.O.R.
Stax SR5
:. £85.00
Sennheiser HD4 14 £ 15.95

RECORDERS (P & P £ 1-95)

Aiwa AD6500 .. £ 145.00
Aiwa ADI250 £ 135-00
Aiwa AD6550 .. £209.00
Aiwa AD6400 .. £ 185.00
Akai 7250 .. £245.00
Akai 1722 .. £207.00
Akai CS703D .. £93.00
Akai GXC704D £ 123.00
Akai 7060 .. £ 139.00
Akai 7090 .. £ 169.00
Akai 4000DS £ 199.00
Akai 4000DB £219-00
Akai CS702D/2 £ 119-00
B & 0
P.O.R.
Dual ..
P.O.R.
Ferrograph
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC KD2 .. £ 169.00
JVC 1635 Mk 3 £199.00

r

Nakamichi 600
P.O.R.
Pioneer CTF500 £99.00
Pioneer CTF4040 [ 112.00
Pioneer CTF700 £ 195-00
Rotel RDISF .. £99.00
Revox
P.O.R.
Sansui SC2I10 £ 189.00
Sansui SCI 110 .. £ 119.00
Sony TC144CS.. P.O.R.
Sony TCK1A
Sony TCK4A
Sony TCK5
Sony TC399
*S ony ELS .. £270.00
Tandberg
Teat ..
Technics
Trio WR670 ( 125.00
Yamaha TC5I 1
P.O.R.

. TURNTABLES (P & P) £ 1-95)

Aka, AP100 £77.00
AR 77XB .. £79-00
Aiwa AP2200 .. £ 108-00
ADC I
500/Q34 £66.00
ADC 1600/036 £84-00
ADC I700/XLW £ 105.00
Connoisseur
80101 .. £ 32.00
BDI Kit .. £ 19.95
802 Chassis .. £49.50
BD101/SAU4 £89.50
BD2P/C .. £55.00
BID2/A .. £67.50
Dual ..
P.O.R.
G
d
GT20 ( M7SED) [66-00
GT25 ( M7SED) [72.00
GT35 ( M7SED) 014.00
SP25 M75/6 .. £42.00
DD I30/75ED
01.00
JVC JLA20 .. £55-00
Marantz..
P.O.R.
Micro Seiki
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL5I4 £63.00
Pioneer PL5I6 .. £82.00
Pioneer PL518
£108.00

Pioneer PLI 170 [89.00
Rotel RPI 300 .. £89.00
Rotel RP2300 £99-90
Rotel RP5300 £ 109-90
Sansui SR222 £59.00
Sansui 5R232 .. £67.00
Sansui SR333 £ 133-00
Sony PSTI
P.O.R.
Sony PST20
P.O.R.
Sony .. : . P.O.R.
Strathearn SM2000/
VMS20 .. £ 149.00
Technics
Thorens TOI IS £ 129.00
Thorens TOI 10 £ 112.00
Thorens TD104 £85.00
Thorens 10105 £99.00
Thorens TDI26B/C £ 189
Thorens TDI 60BC £85.00
Transcriptors
P.O.R.
Trio KDI033 .. £54.00
Trio KD2055 .. £ 105.00
Trio KD2070 £ 105-00
Yamaha TP511 .. £99.00
Yamaha TP211 .. £89.00

eCLEARANCE BARGAINS
Akai AAI125 [ 119.00
Beoceritre 1600 ( new)
£209-00
Marantz 2100 .. £99-00
Maranta 2238 .. £ 185.00
Maranta 5010 .. £ 129-00
Nakamichi 410/420 ( new)
[384.00
Yamaha CA6I0 ( sis)
£119-00
Sony TA3650 (s/s)£129-00
Maim ( new) .. P.O.R.
Sansui G3000 .. £ 135.00
Sansui SR232 [59.00
Sansui SR333 £ 116-00

Limited Quantitles

TandbergTCD330£399.00
Tandberg 1R2055(305-00
Technics
RS676
(new).. £245.00
Akai video recorder .. £595.00
B & O Beogram
1902 .. £ 105-00
Naim (5/5)
P.O.R.
Technics SL110 £ 165.00
Beocentre 2800
(s/s) £265-00
Technics ST9600 £220-00
Sony EL5 .. £270.00
Technics RS7500 £260 00

1
.

A/Technica 1005 £ 7.00
Connoisseur
SAU2 .. £ 19.95
SAU4 .. £45.00
Decca Intl .. £60.00
Hadcock

(IS

Ortolan
.. £63-00
SME 3009/S2 .. £ 9-00
SME 3009/ND
£55.00
SME Series Ill .. £95.00
SME FD200 .. £20.00

TUNERS/RECEIVERS
(P & P EI-95)

Akai AT2450L .. £ 139.00
Akai AT2250L .. £83.00
Akai AA I125 .. £ 129.00
Akai AA 1I35 .. £ 156.00
Akai AAI 150 .. £209.00
Aiwa AX7600 £210.00
Armstrong 625 £ 182.00
Armstrong 626 £209-00
Armstrong 623 £ 130.00
Goodmans
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC JTV 11 .. £77-00
Maranta 2238 .. £215.00
Pioneer 5)(590 £ 133.00
Pioneer SX690 £ 164.00
Pioneer TX606 £93-00
Revox
P.O.R.
Rogers stockists
Rotel RX303 [99-00
Rotel RX503 £ 139.00
Rotel RX603 £ 195•00

•CARTRIDGES
AKG P8ES
.1KG P7E
Audio Technica PiT14SA
Audio Technica ATI55SA
ADC XLM Mk 3
ADC VLM Mk 3
ADC Q36 Mk 3
Decca Gold .
Empire 2000E/Ill
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring G800E
Goldring G900SE/2
JVC XI .:
Ortolan 1
120E Super
Ortolan FFISE/2
Ortolan VMS20E/2
Ortolan FF I
5XE
Ortolan FISE/2
Pickering VIS/AME3 .
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M55E
Shure M75/8/2 ..
Shure M75G
Shure M7SED
Shure M9SED
Shure M75E1/2 ..
Shure VIS Mk 3
Shure V15/IV
Stanton 68 I/EEE
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 680EE
Ultimo 20A ..
Ultimo 20B :.
Ultimo 10A/10X

111.0'111tIEN

eMUSIC

PICK-UP ARMS ( P& P 70p)

TANDBERG STOCKISTS

HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

0

Rotel RX403 [ 118.00
Rotel RT226 £64.90
Sansui G3000 .. £ 145•00
Sansui TU2I7 £ 105•00
Sony ST5I5L
P.O.R.
Sony STA3L
P.O.R.
Sony STRVL
P.O.R.
Sugden
P.O.R.
Tandberg .. P.O.R.
Technics, Toshiba P.O.R.
Trio KR4070 £ 179-00
Trio KR2090 [ 110-00
Trio KR2090L
£120.00
Trio KR3090
£149.00
Trio KT5300 £85.00
Yamaha CR200 £ 110.00
Yamaha CR420 £ 182.00
Yamaha CR620 £239-00
Yamaha CT4 I
0 £99.00
Yamaha CT6 I
0 £ 124.00

(P & P 70p) STYLI
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

0

£59-00 [35.00
(2640 [ 14.00
¿35-00 [47.00 £38-00
£27.001 P.O.R.
[ 18 00
. . .
.. £ 17 00
P.O.R.
. (6.75 (3-95
¿4-73 (2-95
.. [ 10.50 (7-87
.. [39.99
Ell 71
£S4 00
P.O.R.
.. [48.00 (23-00
.. £ 13.90 .. ¿30-90 .. £ 10.00 .. £ 19 50 .. £ 19.00 £ 16.00
. ¿ 12-00 [6.75
.. £800 (S-86
.. £9 50 £8.60
.. £ 14.95 £785
.. £ 15 85 £9 75
.. £ 15.25 £ 13.95
.. £ 19.95 ¿ 16-95
.. £ 13 75 ( 10-10
.. £46.00 £20.95
.. (64-00 £34.00
.. (47-00 [27.50
.. £22.00 .. [30-00 £20.95
.. £69.00
P.O.R.
.. £89.00
P.O.R.
. £53.00
P.O.R.

eSPEAKERS 8/
Armstrong 602 £ 175.00
Altec
P.O.R.
Acoustic Research P.O.R.
B & W
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio P.O.R.
Celestion
UL6
£ 132.00
UL8
£ 167-00
Ditton 33 .. £ 192.00
Dittos 442 .. £285-00
Dicton 15XR £ 109.00
Dittos 22 .. [ 152.00
Goodmans
IMF Models
Jordan Watts
Module
.. £ 17.50
KEF Corelli
.. £ 145.00
KEF Calinda
.. £222.00
KEF 104AB
.. £268.00
KEF 8139
.. £28.00
KEF B200
.. £ 12.50
KEF BI 10
.. £ 11.00
KEF T27
..
68.50

eAMPLIFIERS
Akai AM2250 £79.00
Akai AM2350 £ 117-00
Akai AM2450 £ 138-00
Armstrong 621 £ 119.00
Cambridge P80
P.O.R.
JVC JASIIG £83-00
Lux ..
P.O.R.
Maranta..
P.O.R.
Pioneer SA5500/2 £68-00
Pioneer SA606 .. £ 112.00
Pioneer SA706 .. £ 145.00
Pioneer SA506 .. 054.00
Quad ..
P.O.R.
Radford HD250
POR.
Revak A78 .. P.O.R.
Rogers A75/2
P.O.R.
Rotel RA2I4 £64.90
Rotel RA4I4 £95.0C

0

£333.00
£239.00
£289.00
£335.00
£355-00
P.O.R.
£197.00
£320.00
£249.00
£212.00
P.O.R.
£289.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£296-00

KITS ( P & P £1-95 ea.) 0
Leak 3020 .. P.O.R.
Monitor Audio stockists
Rogers BBC
Monitor .. P.O.R.
Peerless.... P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 .. [52.00
Twin ..
04.00
Triple
E64.00
S/Triple
E75.00
Tannoy stockists
10" HPD
[89.00
IS HPD £ 120.00
Wharfedale
Denton XP2.. [50.00
Linton XP2 £79.00
Glendale 3XP [ 102-00
Teesdale .. £ 122.00
Wharfedale Kits
Linton 3XP ( pr) £45.00
Glendale 3XP £59.00
Denton 2XP £32.00

(
P & P £ 1•95 each)
Rotel RA3I4
09.00
Rotel RA7I4 £ 139-90
Sony TAF3A
P.O.R.
Sony TAF5A
P.O.R.
Sanyo ..
P.O.R.
Sugden A48/2 .. P.O.R.
Sansui 117 .. £75-00
Sansui 217 .. £ 119-00
Sansui 317 .. £ 159-00
Sansui AU517 £259.00
Technics SU7300 £ 125-00
Technics SU7700 £ 155-00
Trio KA3700 £74.00
Trio KAI 500/2 £77-00
Trio KA6I00 £ 159-00
Toshiba SB420 .. £ 120-00
Yamaha CA5I0 £ 137-00

1,PLEASE INCLUDE POST AND PACKING (send
large S.A.E. for brochures and enquiries).
PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 14% and are subject to alteration due to Manufacturer's increases.
1111ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED
eCREDIT FACILITIES ( SAME DAY POSSIBLE)
eQUAD EQUIPMENT-CALLERS ONLY
OCLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

eALL

REFERENCE TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

NI

CENTRES (
P & P E2.75)

Akai AC3800L
Akai AC3500L
Aiwa AF3070
Avvia AF5300
Aiwa AF5090
8 & 0
Garrard GAI50
Garrard GA200
Garrard GAI55
JVC 45 Dolby ..
Toshiba Systems
Rotel RM5010
Sanyo ..
Sony HMK80
Goodmans
National SG3060 Dolby

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.I9
93 Bus route Open 9OCa m -530p m Tuesday'Saturday
Prices correct at time of going to press and subject to vanatton

DUAL TURNTABLE STOCKISTS
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Good Listeners
RE- 248
ORTHODYnAMIC

RE-238
HIGH VELOCITY

esyr
t,
ROBB

RE- 248

Profeesenal
thin spec...all, caved
allied to powerful magn
headbaed wrh specially designed
yokes that nold be slim, nylon padded
earcups fireybtacomfortably against
any headshape. Open back FR
1622.00Cflz Sers. 100 dB
SRL at 1mW Matching Imp 8 to
1000 Ohms Weght 160 gm

The new concept ( until now featured
in much more expensive headphonesi
that provides performance equal to
Electrostatics and low lines' distortion

O

even at nigh sound levels Leather
grain , eadbant and earmuffs Open
back FR 16-20.000 Hz Sens
90 dB SPL at 1mW Imp. 8 Ohms
Weigrrt 240 gm.

Mound
£15.00 inc.

Around
£ 14.50 inc.

RE- 268
SLIMLITE

RE-258
RARE-EARTH
SUPERMAGnET

Slim lightweights wnhi outstand
performance from drive units

edight-120 grams. SUPerige— -

employMg the most powerful size.fer
size magnets obtainable and speceay
curved diaphragms only 12 5 microns
thick Leaffier gram headband, nylon

only 10 mm tbick, but fitted with advanced technology drive units fiat
outperform bulkier more expensive
headphones. Padded. addstable finir

padded earcups on yokes that tailor to
any headshape. Open back FR
10-25.000 Hz Sens. 125 dB. SPL
at 1mW Machirg Imp 8 to 1COO
Ohms Weigtat 150 gm

headband anci,upra aural earrnutis
provide excephonally comfortable
listening Ooen back FR: 18-22 000
Hz Sens 100 OB SRL at 1mW.
Matching Imp. 4 to 150 Ohms

Around
f2 .100 inc,

ROSS
ELECTRONICS

Around
£30 00 Inc

Quality HI- Fl from beginning to end.
32 Rathbone Place. London WIP IAD TEL 01 580 7112/3

HFN 4
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L2 Amplifier.
33 Watts per
channel.
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Tuner with
electronic
indication.
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L3 Amplifier.
Lén 42 Watts per
channel.

+3.99 ,
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T4 Tuner with
'accutouch'
Quartz Lock.
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L5 Ultra lowdistortion DC
Amplifier. 60
Watts per
channel.
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Don't be fooled by
appearances

The new Lux Studio Series, whilst having the refined appearance and technical
superiority unique to Lux, costs no more than many of the ordinary mass-produced
products which aspire to high fidelity status.

Get it right first time
m.get Lux
To: Howland- West Ltd., 3/5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-609 0293
Name

Address

Please send catalog ueofLux pro duct s.

Pickups itt
Cartridges

Which
Goldring
Cartridge?

The new Lux
Studio Series
is appearing
here:

Tel: 01-366 5015
CARTRIDGES

IIle an

Analog Audio
849 High Road, N.Finchley, London N12

Analog Audio
20 Eldon Street, London EC2

Analog Audio
127 Wilton Road, London SW1

Armstrong Smith Electronics
65 King Street, Wallasey, Merseyside

Custom Hi Fi Centre
82 High Holborn, London WC1

Essex Hi Fi
210 London Road, Hadleigh, Essex

Fotoflair Audio
20 Netherhall Road, Doncaster

Hardman Radio Ltd
The Forum, Northgate St. Chester

Hardman Radio Ltd
19/21 Corporation Street,
Birmingham

Hardman Radio Ltd
St Mary's Gate,
Market Street, Manchester

Hi Fl Fo Fum
14 Bute Street, London SW7

The Hi Fi Shop (Dover) Ltd
43 High Street, Dover, Kent

Houlden Hi Fi
27 Morgan Arcade,
Cardiff, S.Glamorgan, S.Wales

K JLeisuresound
48 Wigmore Street, London W1

Kumar Camera & Hi Fi
61 The Mal,
Ealing, London W5 3TA

Maidstone Hi Fi

Our Cartridge
Compatibility Chart
will tell you exactly
which of our ten
cartridges is designed
to produce the best
sound quality from
your record deck

77 King Street, Maidstone, Kent

Send the coupon to us
and we will send
you your copy

G & F Manders
2/4 Edward Street,
Grimsby, Humberside

Nusound
376/378 Edgware Road, London W2

Pro Audio
81 Long Lane,
Holbury, Southampton, Hants

® Goldring

REW Audio Visual Co
114 Charing Cross Road, London WC1

REW Audio Visual Co

Sound,pure and simple

230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1

Signal Processing Systems
16 Vivian Avenue,
Hendon, London NW4

Goldring Products Ltd, Anglian Lane,

Spaldings

Tel. 0284 64011

352/354 Lower Addiscombe Road,
Croydon, Surrey

Stinson's
36 High Street,
Rottingdean, Brighton BN2 7HR

A. T. LABS

191 Chaseside, Enfield, Mdx.

I

Bury St. Eamunds, IP32 6SS.

IMM

i
s
lie
lsend

the following items by return post
(Recorded Delivery). UK only.

Qty.

Please send me your Cartridge Compatibility Chart

Make

Type

Cost

• Name
I Address

I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable to

linnet Products Ltd

A. T. LABS

Compton House,
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey

C

( inc. postage)

Access/Barclaycard No.
Name

Westgate HI Fi Co
2 Station Road West,
Canterbury, Kent

ADC
£7.25
QLM 30/111 .. £8.45
RSQ30
£8.75
QLM 32/11I .. £9.40
RSQ32.
£10.00
QLM 34/III .. £ 10.35
RSQ34..
£15•25
QLM 36/111 .. £ 16.90
RSQ36
£18.50
VLM Ill .. £24 50
RSV
£22.50
XLM Ill
£35.90
RSX
£32.50
ZLM
£55.90
RSZ
AKG
£31 50
POE
£46 25
X8E
£39.00
P8ES
£56 90
X8S
£15.75
P7E .. £25.70
X7E
£10.15
P6E
[ 17.35
X6E
£7.10
P6R
£ 13 75
X6R
AUDIO TECHN1CA
AT IIE . . £9.35
ATS IIE
£8.25
ATI3Ea • • £ 16 .4 5
ATNI3
£ 13.75
AT2OSLa• £56 50
ATN20
£43.35
Signet TKSE, TK7E, TK7 SU
P.O.A.
DECCA
Deram
£675
Blue .. £ 1.75
London Maroon £49 50
Manufacturer exchange
London Exp Gold £65 50
Manufacturer exchange
EMPIRE
2000E III .. £ 14 75
52000E Ill £ 13 50
2000T .. £31 50
S2000T £25.50
GRADO
FCE ....£ 1250
FCE stylus £8 25
F3E
.
£ 17.50
F3 stylus £ 11•25
Fl
£37 50
Fl stylus £25.00
MICRO ACOUSTICS
QDCIE
£39.00
RIE
.
£21.50
2002e
£63 00
R2002e £27 00
ORTOFON
FFIOE MK 11 .. £9.90
NFIOE MK II .. £7.50
FFISE 11 .. £ 13.90
NFISE II .. £ 10.00
FI5E II
£ 19.90
NI5E 11
£ 13.15
VMS20E/11. . £29.90
D2OE 11 .. £23.15
M20E Super . £49.00
D2OE Super .. £25.90
M20FL . £56 00
D2OFL Super £32 90
SL200
£77•90
STM 72 Transf.• £21.25
MC 20
£60 90
MCA76 Pre-amp • £98.00
SL 20E
£52 50
Stylus ..
P.O.A.
SATIN
II7Z .. £52 00
117NZ .. £35 00
SHURE
£5.75
£6.85
N44-7 ..
M44-7 ..
£7.35
£8.15
N55E
M5SE
£6.15
£7.35
N75-6 ..
M75-65
£6.85
£10 15
N75B 11
M75B II
£9.20
£12.65
N75E1 II
M75E.1 11
£13.10
£14.50
N7SED 11
M75ED11
£13.45
N95E1 ..
M95E1
..
£ 10-25
M9SED
£ 19•35
N95ED
£ 17.65
VIS Ill
£45-00
VN35E.. .. £ 17.00
VIS IV
£64.50
VN4SHE £27.80
M642E• Pre-amp £39.00
N75-3 (78 stylus) £5•60
SFG2 Scales .. £415
VN78E (78 stylus) £ 1615
SON US
Blue Label .. £70.00
Blue .. £37.50
Gold/Blue .. £77.00
Gold/Blue .. P.O.A.
STANTON
500A
[ 13.50
D5I07A .. £8.65
500EE
[ 18.95
D5100EE £ 13.75
68IEEE £42-90
D6800EEE .. £24.35
88IS . £79.00
D8I
£47.50
ULTIMO
10X .. £52•00
Through importer
20A
£75.00
Through importer
20B
£99.00
Through importer
20C .. . [ 108.00
Through importer
PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. at 12•Wo
Postage: Cartridges 25p; Styli 15p; Except • 50p
NB.-All items are genuine branded products in
manufacturers packing. E. & G.E.

Address
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In England are made the best
loudspeakers in the world...

Classic 400
anew model
by Lowther

... Lowther make the best
loudspeakers in England

W

Lowther Loudspeaker Ccmpany
Lowther House,St.Marks' Rd., Bromley, Kent BR2 9HQ Telephone 01- 460 5225

Any hiss you hear
from this cassette
system comes from
your amplifier.
Imagine acassette system that
delivers music with no audible hiss
between tracks.
Acassette system with aS/N ratio
of up to 80dB which means adynamic
range that puts many reel-to-reel
machines to shame.
You're imagining the TEAC MOO
plus dbx unit Probably the ultimate in
cassette tape technology available today.
The Cassette Deck
The TEAC MOO incorporates
many sophisticated features not normally
found outside the professional recording
studio. For astart, its 2-motor transport
system gives optimum tape-to-head contact and keeps wow and flutter down to an
incredible 0.05%.
Dolby circuitry maintains tape
noise at outstandingly low levels, whilst
frequency response is as wide as
30-18,000Hz ± 3dB.

In addition, there's afull function
logic control system with solenoid touchbuttons and athree-head configuration to
enable you to monitor off-tape. And instead of the usual VU meters, advanced
Peak Programme Meters that react many
times faster than conventional systems.
The RX8 dbx Unit
The A-800's Dolby circuits go along
way towards producing noise-free recordings. But for professional quality noise
reduction, TEACs exclusive dbx unit has
to be heard to be believed.
Specially designed to sit snugly
under the A-800 declç the dbx works by
compressing source material in the record
mode and expanding the recorded sound
during playback.
This effectively eliminates tape hiss
and drastically increases the dynamic
range that can be recorded—making aS/N
ratio as high as 80dB possible. That's an

increase of 15dB's over the standard
Dolby system.
The A-800 is just one of the latest
range of cassette and open-reel machines
available from TEAC, acknowledged
leaders in advanced tape technology the
world over.
If you'd like to find out more, post
the coupon and we'll be happy to send
you afree information pack
Please complete the coupon and send to:
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, St.John's Road,
Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HP108HR.
Telephone: Penn (049481) 5221
Name

Address

Postcode_

TOHN4

TEAC.

You can do exactly
what you like with your
equipment...
MU
`-'

DIO'

V

ISUA
As it is the aim
of Broadaker to provide
c:TIONL
arange of models to support any
equipment in a variety of ways.
. I) IRE—
piece permutations
I"
the number of
is large. Please check
details carefully before ordering and use appropriate code.
AU

This is the basic Pivotelli bracket which can be used
for mounting Speakers, TV's, Music Centres and VCR's.
Incorporating a swivelling lockable baseplate with
screw- in mounting available in the following sizes:6" arm, 6"x 3" baseplate, Code P, £ 13.64 per pair
9" arm, 6"x 3" baseplate, Code P9, £ 14-14 per pair
12" arm, 8"x 4" baseplate, Code M, Et 1-73 each
18" arm, 12"x 4" baseplate, Code S, £ 12.46 each

...on Tapley 33

This is the Double Pivotelli with a
24" elbow-action arm and 12" x 4"
baseplate. Allows you to " tuck" your TV or Music
Centre against a wall, into an alcove or wall unit.
Supports up to 250Ibs.
Code D. £ 30.30 each.

l''%11
,

r'
- • 1r

Code
Code
Code
Code

This is Tapley 33. Acomplete range of wall-mounted cabinets
and shelves with free-standing base units. Including shelves as
much as 19 inches deep, and warp-free storage for as many as
200 records.
Every Tapley unit is independent and individual. So you design
the layout that puts just what you want just where you want it.
And the wall units are as easy to hang as pictures.
No need for hired hands.

LP
LM
LS
LL

fits
fits
fits
fits

This illustration shows our
alternative mounting system
—The Limpet.
It is available to
fit all the above models. The tele .1:
z scopic action of the Limpet actually grips
the sides of the cabinet with rubber
lined clamps. Holds equipment securely but
gently with no marking of your cabinetry.
P or P9,
adjusts to fit 7'/"- 11"
add £ 7.06 per pair.
M. S or D, adjusts to fit 11" - 17%" add £ 408 each.
M, Sor D, adjusts to fit 17%"- 30"
add £ 5.18 each.
M, S or D, adjusts to fit 27" - 47'A" add £ 6.67 each.

For even greater listening comfort and pleasure, you may wish to tilt your stereo
speakers. This universal joint is a simple attachment which fits between the bracket
and baseplate, allowing your speakers to be swivelled in two extra directions. It also
gives you a much wider choice of mounting methods. Using this device the brackets
can be completely concealed behind the speakers.
Code UP fits P or P9; £ 9.55 per pair.
Lie
Code UL fits M, S or D; £ 5.97 each.

You won't be troubled with floor vibration of course, not with
wall-mounted units, and there's even an adjustable fixing bar
for precise levelling in any direction.
You'd think Tapley 33 was made for H IA. And you'd be right.
Finally, our triple Pivotelli range gives you
the ultimate luxury of watching TV in bed
without eyestrain or a crick in the neck.
Also ideal for people who are bedridden.
This wall swivel allows your set to be
tucked away when not in use and the
suspension device lets your set be tilted to any angle in absolute safety.

Tapley

Please send me your colour brochure
with full range details for Tapley 33.
Name
Address

Beaver & Tapley Limited, Freepost, Southall,
Middlesex UB 24 BR.Nopostage stamp needed.
mum
immi mum am mug ma am am Imo

Code TM fits cabinet heights 11" - 17 34" + widths 11" - 17%" f45.45 each.
Code TS fits cabinet heights 11" - 17%" + widths 17%" - 33 3
4" £ 46.24 each.
Code TL fits cabinet heights 17 3/." - 30" + widths 17Y.," - 33'h" € 51.60 each.
umml mum

ffl
Please send me Free brochure/
Model ( s) Ref./colour:-

I

lenclose Cheque/P.O. value
NAME

IADDRESS

Sig

Ma MI Ma BIM
HFN 4
POST TO DEPT.

•

4.
1à3

Guernsey, Channel Islands.
Telephone: Guernsey ( 0481)46818 I

"Comparisons are odorous"
We are often asked by audio enthusiasts how our
amplifier compares with so and so's product, and they
are surprised when we reply ' we don't know, we have
never tried!'
It is not that we are unwilling to learn from other
people's mistakes, it is simply that at Quad we recognise
only one standard for comparison, namely the origina].
What we wish to know is how the output of the
equipment under investigation compares with the
original signal fed into it.
Over the years we have developed experimental
techniques which enable us to investigate the audible
contribution of apiece of equipment to amusic signal,
and as aresult we can say with complete confidence
that aQuad 405* contributes absolutely no audible
degradation to the signal fed through it, and that's as
close to the original as you need to get.
For further details on the full range of QUAD
products write to:
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB.
Telephone: ( 0480) 52561.
*or 303 or 33. When operated within specified input and output
levels and at specified loads.

QUAD

1118

for the closest approach to the original sound

CLURD is aregistered Trade Mark
21

THE END OF OPEb

New BASF Chromdioxid Super
finally enables the cassette owner to
achieve aquality of recording as high as
that of reel-to-reel sound

The irrefutable case for chrome
Needles of Cr02 are ideal for
optimising magnetic parameters like
coercivity and remanence so important
in sound recording. BASF alone control
every stage in the creation of Chrome
tapes. Their ability to optimise the
physical properties of Chrome explains
why BASF Chromdioxid Super cassettes
are able to match the technical data of
open-reel recording tape.

The supremacy of Chromdioxid Super
is explained by six important factors.

i) Background noise
The homogeneous shape and
minimal size of BASF's Cr02 particles
reduce background noise to the lowest
point possible today
Studio performance in the
LF range
A 3dB dynamic improvement in the
low frequency range, compared to
conventional Cr02 cassettes, puts
Chromdioxid Super (with Dolby) on the
same quality level as the famous BASF
Studio tape, SPR 50 LH at 38 cms.

Double the performance at
high frequencies
The unsurpassed high frequency
MOL of Chromdioxid Super (see graph)
causes an up to 6dB improvement in the
10 KHZ to 20 ICHZ range, when comparec
with ordinary Cr02 cassettes.
iv) Balanced MOL
BASF's new Chromdioxid Super is
the first cassette to achieve abreakthrough in thé balance between low

REEL SUPREMACY
requency MOL and high frequency MOL.
The factor which has, until now, kept
he cassette lagging behind professional
ir semi-professional, reel-to-reel
:ystems is lack of output at the HF end,
;ausing interrnodulation distortion when
ecording music with alot of top.
Chromdioxid Super breaks this
The truth about the recording
capability of cassettes

particular sound barrier by greatly
improving MOL in the 10 KHZ to 20 KHZ
range. This new cassette enables you to
capture the many harmonics of critical
instruments without which your recording
will lack the reality and presence of a
live performance. With the introduction of
Chromelioxid Super, the recording capability of cassettes exceeds
even that of 91
/ cms reel-to-reel.
2

MOL at 3- distortion for all tapes has been sett) d/3

a,

ling level in compels<

to music energy

-.....'

Studio Tape
BASF SPR SO LH
at 38 cm/s
Very cntical music

y) Modulation noise
No other cassette can surpass
the modulation noise properties of
either Chromdioxid Super or
Chromdioxid.

vi) Low headwear
BASF's unrivalled expertise with
Chrome explains why their Chromium
Dioxide cassettes not only wear less than
Chrome substitutes, but also give 3to 5
times more head life than the average
cassette.

SPOT-ON
SOUND
BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Haddon House, 2-4 Fitzroy Street,
London W1P SAD. Tel: 01-637 8971.

BASF
Chromdioxid
Super
LPR 35 LH 9' 5cm s
Chromdicucid
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We'll take the credit
for your hi-fi
Meridian
101/103

• When you buy from Radfords' you know you're buying the
best equipment at the best possible price and paying with your
Access or Barclay card makes life so much easier.
If you're in the area, drop in and see our three floors of
displays, and the best retail demonstration facilities in the U.K.
Our professional sales team of Hi Fi enthusiasts will be on
hand to give you all the advice you need. By calling personally,
you can get up to £ 500 instant credit with your ordinary
Bankers' Card.
If you're buying direct by post it's just £ 4.00 per package, anywhere in the U.K.- within 48 hours - SAFELY!
*All prices include V.A.T • Personal no-V.A.T. export facilities.
record decks
ARISTON
RDI IE
(with arm)
RD1IS
(without arm)
LINN
LP12
(without arm)
MICHELL
Focus One
(without arm)
Hydraulic
Electronic
PIONEER
PL514
PL516
SONY
PST1
PST20
TTS8000
SID
3050
305M
TECHNICS
SL150 mk II
SL220
SL230
THORENS
TD160BC
TD110

PIONEER
CTF4040
CTF700

£125
£199

RAM
100
150
200

£149
£188
£241
£176
£759

£185

SONY
TCK6B
TCK8B

£265
£469

£249

TANDBERG
TCD320
TCD340

ROGERS
L53/5A
Monitor System

£295
£549

RADFORD
190
SPENDOR
Bd I

£316

YAMAHA
NS100DM

£679

£89

£109
£169
£181
£64
£84

TECHNICS
RS616
RS673
RS-M75
RS-M85
RS1500

£157
£344
£409
£474
£1099

speakers
(per paw)

£89
£99
£240

AR
AR-9
AR- 17
AR- 18

f854
£119
£81

£258
£195

BOSE
901
601
301

£680
£404
£183

£249
f94
£113

MW
DM4
DM2Il
DM7

£178
£298
£399

CELESTION
15XR
442
551
662

£99
£275
£325
£475

GALE
GS401A

£395

£95
£125

tape decks
AIWA
AD6350
AD6550
AD6900

£149
£219
£384

HITACHI'
D220
D555
0900

£99
£160
£271

OPTONICA
RT3838

£249

IMF
Super Compacts £178
TLS5011
£414
TLS8011
£630
KEF
Corelli
Cal inda
104AB
105
Celeste

£149
£229
£275
£729
£99

£303

amps and
tuners

JVC
JAS11G
JAS22

£89
£112

LECSON
A & R
A60
HITACHI
HCA7500
HMA7500

£157

ACI
AP3 Mk 2

£249
£419

MERIDIAN
101
103

£245
£279
£162
£181

1030

£270

PIONEER
SA606
SA706

£114
£154

TX606

£94

QUAD
33
303
405

£132
£126
£196

FM3
RADFORD
ZD22
ZD100
HD250
TT100
SUGDEN
A48
WA
Export

£126
£213
£393
£281
£646
£216
£649

52-54 Gloucester Road, Bristol.
Tel: ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315

receivers
LUX
1030
1040
1050

£250
£355
£460

PIONEER
SX590
SX690
SX980

£139
£174
£389

SONY
STR3I3L
STRV3L
STV5
STV6

£149
£193
£369
£439

TANDBERG
TR2080
TR2045
TR2030L

£589
£336
£299

TRIO
KR2090L

£124

TECHNICS
SA100L

£129

SA200L
SA300L
SA400
SA500
SA 700

£179
£239
£279
£349
£524

YAMAHA
CR220
CR420
CR620
CR1020

£144
£186
£254
£424
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Sounds agreat deal better.'
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Please send me

Make/Model
Make/Model
Name
Address
*I enclose cheque/postal order No.
Amount .£
*Please debit Barclaycard/Access No.
*Delete as applicable
Amount •f
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MAJOR SOUTH WEST AREA DEALER FOR
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ADC AKG ARI STO N ASR AUDI OMA STEFI AU DI
O TECHNI CA AIWA BASF BE ER BOW BOSE BOWERSE.
WILKINS CALREC CELESTION CHARTWELL CONNOI
SSE UR DAHLOUI ST DBX DE CCA DE NON DUAL ENI GMA EMPIR E FERROGRAPH FIDELITY RESE ARCH FORS FUJI GALE
GOLDRING CARTRIDGES GRACE GRIFFIN HADCOC K HAFL ER HARM ON KARDON HITACHI HOWLAN DWE ST IMF JBL JR PRODUCTS JVC KEF KEITH MONK S KIN LEAK LECSON
LENT EK LI NN PRODUCTS LUX MARANTZ MAYCAR E MERIDIAN MI CFIELL MICRO SE IKI MI CRO ACOUSTICS MISSI
ON MONITORAUDI O MXR NAKAMICHI NATIONAL PANA SONI C
NEAL NI GHTINGALE OMAR OPTONICA ORT OFON PI ONEER OED QUAD RADFORD RAM ROGE RS SANSUI SENNHEI
SE R SHEFFIELD LA BS SIGNET SME SONY SPENDOR
STANT ON STAX STD STUDI OCRAFT SHUR E SUGDE N SUPEX TANDBE RG TANGE NT TANNOY TA SCAM TEAC TECHNICS TOSHIBA TRAN SCR,PT ORS TRIO TVA ULTIM O
UH ER VI DEO TONE WAR WHARFDAL E YAMAHA ZE ROSTAT
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SENNHEIZER

••• reaching new heights
in performance
Sennheiser's new ' top of the line' dynamic headphones utilise the latest designed
••
drive units, to raise dynamic headphone performance to new heights. In true ••
• je
Sennheiser tradition, the HD 430's are extremely comfortable and are built on
•• e
the modular principle ensuring along and reliable life.
.. • e
•

To learn more about this new model or any Sennheiser headphones, complete the coupon •'.
•
or consult your local Sennheiser dealer.
..•

Hayden Laboratories Ltd
HAYDEN

Hayden House, Churchfield Road
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9EW
Telephone Gerrards Cross 88447

•
•
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The New Scotch 'Master Series' Cassettes.

SO FAR ADVANCED THEYMAKE
EVEN THE BESTJAPANESE DECKS
SOUND BETTER

%t-;-tt4„

o

Since their launch,
leading authorities on
HiFi have acknowledged
the Scotch "Master Series"
cassettes as amongst
the very best available
anywhere in the world.
Scotch "Master Series" Cassettes
Biased to Meet the Best of
Japanese Standards
Before we developed our new
"Master Series"cassettes, we consulted
the manufacturers of the most
advanced tape decks on the market.
This resulted in three new magnetic tape formulations which give
their optimum output on all high
technology decks, especially those
with Japanese bias settings.
An Advanced Tape for
each Switch Position

New Scotch Master ICassette
(Normal Bias 12ops EQ Switch Position)
Master Itape has anew ferric
oxide formulation speciallydeveloped
for the "normarswitch position, and
for decks with apre-set bias.
Its maximum output is afull 4dB
better than ordinary low-noise
cassettes, coupled with atruly
phenomenal performance in the low
and middle frequencies.

Television Sound
at its very best

New Scotch Master Il Cassette
(Chrome Bias 70ps EQ Switch Position)
Master Il tape is ahigh output,
low-noise tape formulated from
modified ferric oxide encapsulated
with cobalt.
It has a3dB better signalo-noise
ratio and 2dB better sensitivity at low
and high frequencies than normal
chrome tapes. Without many of their
distortion problems. And with low
abrasion characteristics equal to the
finest ferric oxide tapes.
New Scotch Master III Cassette
(FeCr Switch Position)

As you would expect from the
inventors of ferrichrome tapes, the
new Master III tape has aunique
patented construction.
This gives it 3dB more maximum
output at low frequencies, and 2dB
Unlike many other tapes currently more at high frequencies than chrome
casettes. In sheer output in fact, it is
available, each of the three tapes in
just about in aclass of its own.
the Scotch "Master Series" is totally
new.
The Unique New GSX
And between them, they represent
Tape Guidance System
the latest state of the art in their compatability with the"Normal," "Chrome"
No matter how good atape is, it
and "Ferrichrome"switch positions..
still has to survive amechanical
obstacle course before the sound •
Scotch "Master Series" cassettes
reaches your ears.
are recommended for most makes
We tackled it by taking the whole
of quality HiFi decks including:
cassette apart and re-designing it
from the largest right down to thL
Tandberg
Akai
smallest component.
Tea c
Aiwa
And the cassette shell is precision
Technics
B &0
made of tough, translucent material.
Toshiba
Hitachi
So you can see the tape workittg, even
Sansui
Harmon Kardon
though you can't hear it running.
Sanyo
WC
For the address of your nearest
Nakamichi
Sony
stockist contact 3M at the address
National Panasonic Uher
below.
Yamaha
Pioneer
3M United Kingdom Limited, Freepost,
Bracknell, Berkshire RGI2 113R.

3rri

The Television Sound Monitor is acomplete F.M. tuner capable
of reproducing high quality sound from television broadcasts.
OPERATING INDEPENDENTLY OF A T.V. RECEIVER, its only
requirements are a simple aerial and mains supply. The audio
outputs can be fed directly into any high fidelity amplifier or
tape recorder. V.H.F. radio with stereo facilities can be incorporated as an option.
Designed and manufactured in England, the Television Sound
Monitor will operate in any country regardless of frequency or
type of modeilationl — A.M.or F.M: Utilising the latest electronic
tuning it has proved its reliability in television studios, relay
networks, schools and Hi Fi homes throughout the world.

• Instant press button station selection. •
• ci:apable of reproducing high quality sound from any television
system in the world.

• Available

in four versions:—UHF only; VHF only; UHF/VHF
and UHF/VHF radio/stereo.

• In Teak veneered cabinet or chassis only:
• Unconditional two year guarantee.

•

• • •

MOTION ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Wistiria House, Tonbridge Road, Wateringbury, Kent.
Maidstone 812814.

postage stamp -for your reply would be gratefully received.
Please send details of the Television Sound Monitor to

A

at

NAME
ADDRESS

Telephone

Scotch Cassettes. Engineered to improve your listening.

number

Don't let your
camera get on
top of you.

GROOVAC
vacuum record cleaner
and anti- static brush

Groovac IV offers complete record and stylus care
In one highly efficient unit. It tracks in like a
second pick-up arm and operates while your
record is playing.
The new Mk IV is even more effective and quieter
than its predecessor—and at no Increase in price.
The new enclosure is an attractive matt black.

Highly recommended

John Peel, HiFi Weekly

It doesn't take aHasselblad to confuse some amateur
photographers. Leave them alone with an Instamatic for the day and the
only thing they'll snap is anerve or two.
In Camera User of course, we assume acertain level of camera
competence in our readers. But we don't expect them to be
professionals.
We include awealth of tips on how to get the very best out of your
equipment — cameras, films, accessories and darkroom.
And how to present your subject with taste and panache, be it a
DwarfAmazonian Dung Beetle or Miss Lytham St Annes 1978, from the
selection process right through to the printing.
So read Cam era User and show your camera who's boss.

CA

MONTHLY 45P

Is osuccess

Chris Dawson, Classical Music

Price £ 19.50 inc. VAT
For further details contact-

3Ezz AUDIO

Kemick Road, Penryn, Cornwal I, TRIO 9DQ

tel: 0326 72753

ALink House Magazine. Il

Superexcellence from the US of A.
Superex
TRL-77
A stereophone utilising the perfected,
open design 'Trans- Linear' principle.
Also featured is ahigh efficiency
Mylar driver which helps to generate a
realistic ' solid- bass'. The TRL-77
features apadded, fully adjustable
stainless- steel headband and comes
complete with 7foot 'Y' cord.

Specifications:
Frequency Response: 45-20,000Hz
Impedance: 80 Ohms ( IHF standards)
Maximum Input: 5volts
High Efficiency Mylar Driver

SUPEREX
Send for details
of the Superex
range of stereophones,
from about £22.

Weight: 11%2 oz ( less cable)
Cable: 7foot ' Y' cord with moulded
plug and strain relief

Address

® Gold ring
Sound, pure and simple
28

Goldring Products Limited, Anglian Lane, Bury St. Edmunds IP32 6SS

HFN

11111 fact:
dramatic freedom
from distortion comes to a
mid-priced cartridge:
the new Shure M95HE...
HARMONIC AND INTERMODULATION
DISTORTION FOR M95 CARTRIDGE
WITH VARIOUS TIP SHAPES

56%

an affordable, audible improvement
One of the critically acclaimed advances
introduced in Shure's incomparable V15 Type IV
pickup is its revolutionary and unique
distortion- reducing Hyperelliptical stylus. Now,
you can enjoy this standard of sound purity in a
new,.essentially flat frequency response, light
tracking, high trackability cartridge that will not tax
your budget: the new Shure Model M95HE.

the Hyperelliptical stylus tip

1

SPHERICAL

rii

56%

HYPERBOLIC

BIRADIAL

Second harmonic distortion
Average bOth channels. 8 kHz.
5 cnVsec peak recorded velocrty

3 5%

FL

HYPERELLIPTICAL
Intennodulaten chstortion
Average both channels,
kHzrl 5 kHz

a measurable drop in distortion
As a result of the optimized contact area of, the
Hyperelliptical tip, both harmonic *
distortion
(white bars in graph above) and
intermodulation distortion ( black bars) are
dramatically reduced.

upgrade your present M95

NICTION
V.i
BIRACIAL '
ELLIPTICAL)
STYLUS SUCH AS
IN I
i9SED

.
111L.

FA-

SECIICN

01,1
Editer A

-8

ti

e

DRECÏCN
.
HYPERELLIPTICAL
STYLUS Of
THE M9SHE

The Hyperelliptical nude diamond tip
configuration represents a significant advance in
tip design for stereo sound reproduction. As the
figures show, its "footprint" ( represented by black
oval) is longer and narrower than the traditional
Biradial ( Elliptical) tip-groove contact area.
Because the Hyperelliptical footprint geometry is
narrower than both the Biradial and long-contact
shapes such as the Hyperbolic, it is pre-eminent
for reproduction of the stereo-cut groove.

If you already
have aShure M95 Series Cartridge, you can improve
its freedom from distortion right up to the standards of
the new M95HE cartridge simply by equipping it with
aModel N95HE stylus. The cost is extraordinarily low
—yet the difference in sound will be immediately
apparent. Takes only seconds to install— requires no
tools whatsoever.

M95HE cartridge &
N95HE stylus
Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881
29

10 AN
ALREADY
POWERFUL
FAIV11111
,
Al11dB SON.
The Wharfedale E50 and E70 developed aloud reputation very quickly. And no
wonder; no-one had ever seen or heard anything like them.
Now they are joined by the compact, but by no means quiet, E30.
A pair of E30s will cost around £215 and take up very little space. Yet asingle
E30 in anechoic conditions can generate 111 dB at one metre; while in the livelier acoustics of
alounge, apair can produce an astonishing 118 dB.
Wharfedale Es are ten times more efficient than most speakers, and thirty times
more than some. They can make twenty watts sound like two hundred; and, more
importantly, recreate the dynamic range of alive performance without clipping your amplifie
around the transistors.
Wharfedale Es look the part too, with their brushed aluminium rings and
contour controls, and their see-through wide mesh grilles.

Not that they produce prodigious volume by sacrificing quality. Optimum bass
performance for their cabinet size and efficiency is assured by our unique computer
optimised design technique. The overall sound quality can best be described as tight, crisp,.
and- above all-accurate.The details are set out in our free E-Series brochure.
WHARFEDALE
For your copy, send us the coupon.
And we'll send you aquiet word or two on the biggest noise in loudspeakers.
NAME

ADDRESS

Please send me the Wharfedale E-Series brochure. Post to:

SERIES

eRank Hi Fi, Highfield Road, Idle, Bradford, Yorks, BD10 8FE

HNE4

BRITAIN'S MOST FAMOUS SPEAKERS Câ
Distributed in Ireland by: Kilroy Brothers Ltd.. Shanowen Road,Whitehall, Dublin 9. Tel: 423966

WE'RE READY FOR ANY REVOLUTION!

78, 45,33 , . . . it's all the same to our
305 D turntable. We've got them all
under complete control.
Very sensitive and exact
control in fact. Just one
of the many precision
features of this remarkable
turntable. Independent
evaluation by hi-fi experts
have found the 305 D's
performance quite remarkable
too. We don't think there is
anything very revolutionary about
that but then we know the high
levels of quality control we apply
at every stage of manufacture.
That's what makes records sound so
good on the 305 D... at any speed..
and that's what counts.

Strathclyde Transcription Developments
Midton Road, Howwood, Renfrewshire PA9 lAC1
Telephone Kilbarchan 5151 ( 6 lines) Telex 779654
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IIIORDHAMS
bring you the best from
Philips&Pye

Over the past two decades, we at Fordhams have steadily built up an
unparalleled reputation as exclusive Philips and Pye stockists and are
geared to supply virtually anything from the comprehensive ranges of
these two internationally renowned companies at special Mail Order
prices.

SUPER M CARTRIDGES

AMPLIFIERS & PRE- AMPS
Py•
A
8000 £ 139.95
A 12000 £ 167.75
Philips
RH
551 £115.00
RH
384 £ 145.00
AH
386 £ 159.95

Pye Model TAPC 6000
combines a3- band
stereo receiver with
a superb HiFi
record player and
cassette recorder.
The price of

TUNER- AMPLIFIERS/
RECEIVERS
Pye
TA 4000 £ 134.75
TA 6000 £ 179.95
TA 8000 £229.95
TA 12000 £279.95
Philips
AH
683 £ 179.75
AH
684 £227.50
AH
686 £277.50
RB
740
E 39.95
RH
741
E 69.75
RH
743
E 99.95
AH
794 £ 179.50

ONLY

£379.95

Includes a pair
of Pye 5775
loudspeakers.

TUNERS
Pye
T
Philips
AH
RH

This
months
selection
Pye Model 3533
Stereo Cassette Deck
Front- loading.
Hydraulically damped
eject system. Review
and cue facilities
f
or instantaneous
rewind/fast wind.
Long Life record/
playback, double
gap erase head.

SPECIAL PRICE

with styli
Philips
GP
GP
GP
GP
GP

8000
186
640

£ 139.95
£ 139.50
E 69.95

TURNTABLES
with cartridges
Pye
5673
5877
Philips
GA
209
GA
214
GA
222
GA
227
GA
312
GA
418
GA
427
GA
437
AF
677
AF
777
AF
877
AF
977

£ 57.95
£ 124.95
£ 129.0(1
£ 19.95
£ 117.50
£ 39.75
£ 79.75
E 46.75
E 47.50
£ 57.50
£ 74.75
£ 79.95
£ 117.50
£ 174.75

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Mk1 £ 11.95
Mk2 £ 11.95
Mk2 £ 15.95
Mk2 E 38.95
Mk2
54.95

LOUDSPEAKERS singly
Pye
5775 £ 39.95
Philips
RH
407
E 37.50
RH
426 £ 29.95
RH
443 £ 22.50
AH
460 £ 14.75
AH
470
E 23.75
AH
485
a 37.95
AH
486
E 55.50
AN
487
E 66.00
RH
532 £ 105.00
RH
541 £ 94.75
RH
544 £ 139.00
RH
545 £595.00
ER 9205
E 14.95
MUSIC CENTRES
Pye
1600
1601
1604
1605
TAPC 6000
Philips
RH
953
AH
961
AH
963
AH
970
AH
979
AH
985
AH
990

£ 139.00
£ 139.75
£ 154.75
£219.00.
£299.95 •
£ 199.95

£139.95

£ 199.95
£ 147.75
£ 189.95
£269.95 •
£ 124.75

AUDIO/STEREO SYSTEMS
Pye
ZU
51 £ 149.00 •
ZU
530 £ 219.00
Philips
RH
802 £ 104.95 •
RH
832 £ 454.75
RH
837 £219.00
RH
852 £ 99.95 • •
N
2415LS £ 85.95'

CASSETTE SLAVE DECKS
Pye
3507 £ 66.75
3537 • £ 127.50
Philips

400
400
401
412
422

2501
a 59.75
2515 £ 72.75
2521 £ 199.95
2534 £ 119.95
2538 £ 139.95
2543 £ 139.95
2544 £ 139.95

• Loudspeakers NOT included.
BOOKS
PYE BOOK of AUDIO £

0.95

Send 18p stamps for catalogues
and full price lists.

REEL to REEL SLAVE
DECKS
Philips
N
N

£92.50

4512
4515

Showroom facohnes at
43 Buttermarket. Ipswich. Suffolk
9Crouch Street, Colchester. Essex
141 High Street. Doyercourt. Essex

£ 189.0(1
£289.00

#•11
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To Fordhams Audio Et Hi Fi. 9 Crouch Street, Colchester. CO3

3 EN. , Esses.

Piease send cheque/postal order made payable to Fordhams
or complete your Barclaycard/Access number in the appropriate squares.

II
i

NAME
DELIVERY ADDRESS

MODELS REQUIRED
IBLOCK CAPITALS PLEASEI
MODEL No
MODEL No

£
£

No

£

MODEL No

£

All goods new and guaranteed for 12 months. TOTAL £
Flegstered No. 750598

BARCLAYCARD/ACCESS No

MI IIIIIIII11

Peace, Qualed abOve Include VAT fir carrtage and wall be honoured for
60 days icon, publ.catton dat• sub,ect to Governmens VAT changos
Order w.th confidence Every 0/d111 acknowledged GOOdsdeSpetched
o,,,‘aiy and Of , caenny . n orinnal 00.•5
C•rr.age and . nsurenc•

Ii[q@

I

le

covered fOr

d•nver ,es . n England

Wales &

Scotland

FORDHAMS
The Best From Philips & Pye
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...advanced
loudspeaker
technology
-at its most tasteful
Our superb new Ditton 551 loudspeakers
have been conceived by designers and
engineers who are among the élite in their
field.They represent an impressive
achievement in the successful integration
of exceptional acoustic performance
and ahigh- quality furniture appeal.
Mahler or Marley, Wagner or Wakeman,
whatever your taste, you hear your
music the way you want to hear it. In the
famous Celestion tradition,the Ditton 551
offers something truly outstanding
for even the most critical enthusiast.
Every subtle detail
contributes towards
their perfection. For
example, aunique
fabric construction
has been specially
developed for the
substantial front
grille which is trans•
parent to sound
and opaque to light.
This,coupled with
the asymmetric
positioning of the
mid- range
and tweeter units,
obviates any
dispersion prpblems

that might have otherwise been created.
One of the principal design features is a
vented box, which provides
excellent extension of the
low frequencies from the
290 mm PC101 Bass unit,
which is fed via aquasiButterworth third order low
pass filter.
For the mid range,
the MD701 unit is
fed from a
constant impedance
attenuator,which
enables the level
to be adjusted by
up to 2dB boost,
and more than 6dB
cut, by using the level
control on the front baffle.The HF2001
treble unit has asimilar control with the
addition of an overload protection
circuit incorporating aquickacting fuse with LED failure
indicator. The Ditton 551 is
suitable for amplifiers of 20
to 140 watts ( continuous
rated sine wave output) and
has afrequency response of
38Hz to 20kHz :L
-3dB into
half space (
27r steradians).

Rola Celestion Limited,
Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP.
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THE NEW OBS ACCURACY, POWER & ATTACK
THE BIG COMPACT ONE FROM VIDEOTONE -THE GBS SPEAKER SYSTEM
Combining Coral technology and Videotone design ability
Here's the largest hi-fi loudspeaker in the Videotone range,
but measuring only 12 W(D)X11 1
2 "(W)X 24111), it is still
/
compact enough to sit comfortably in the average room.
Based on Japanese technology and British design ability,
the GBS is asuperior loudspeaker which meets the
standards of Britain's most discerning audiophiles.

At only £320 per pair + VAT, GBS speakers certainly live
UD to the Videotone motto — quality plus value — always.
For more information and copies of reviews, just complete
the coupon and post it to: VIDEOTONF
VIDEOTONE Ltd.,
98 Crofton Park Road,
London, SE4. Tel: 01-690 1914

Drive units
Videotone engineers have
selected three of Coral's top
drive units for the GBS
— the 10L60 10" bass
speaker, the MD4
21
/"midrange
2
module and
the Coral HD2
tweeter. By
using asimplified
crossover, Videotone have ensured
the optimum overall
balance, coupled with
low colouration and
distortion.

Quality plus value- always

Note the exceptionally
low distortion shown in
the accompanying graph
taken at an independent
laboratory. It remains below 0.3%
from 60Fiz to 20KHz. This,
combined with the accuracy of the
dome mid and treble units, gives
the GBS its unique clarity and
low, colouration.
Outstanding transient response
and stereo imagery
Yideotone have taken extra care to
design the GBS for good transient
response. And the results can be heard
loud and clear. You'll instantly notice
the superb dynamic attack of this
unit — adrum really sounds like a
drum! Organ enthusiasts will
appreciate the ' feel' of those deep bass
notes, as well as the overall tonal
quality of the GBS system.
Three vital factors ensure that apair of
GBS units will give you outstanding
accuracy in stereo imaging — correct drive-unit
configuration, narrow cabinet width and close tolerances
between the drive units in each loudspeaker. That's why you
hear every orchestral instrument clearly, however
complex the work.

r
To: Videotone Ltd., 98 Crofton Park Road, London, SE4. Please send ml
a

more information about the GBS speaker system, and copies of reviews.

NAME
IADDRESS
4HFN/79
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Meet the ULTIMO family
Conceived and born out of the new generation of the highest technology
the Ultimo family have inherited in-bred technical specifications
which enables them to be used without atr an sformer,* making them
the family even "The Jones's" of the cartridge world try to keep up with.

ULTIMO 10X The baby of the Ultimo family, at
only £ 66, is one of the most popular and least
expensive moving coil cartridges in the world.

ULTIMO 10%
1.8 mV at 1kHz 5cm/ser
Output Voltage
Over 20 dB at 1kHz
Separation
20-20,000 Hz
Frequency Response
Elliptical
Stylus
Tapered Aluminium
Cantilever
10%10 • cm/dyn
Compliance
200 ohms
Wiring Resistance
Recommended Tracking Force 1.5 gms
'Weight 9.5 gms
Mounting
inch centres

Invite the Ultimo family into
your home and enjoy abetter
relationship with your hi-fi.

ULTIMO 30 Series These are the elite of the
Ultimo family, whose integrated headshell
design permits them to be used with all SME
ype tone arms. They consist of:
30A—£140
308—£168
30C—£185

ULTIMO 20 Series Theselhree cartridges are
the pillar of the Ultimo family. Their high
specilcations and low prices make them the
world leaders of moving coil design. They
consist al:
20A—£92
208—£129
20C—£138

30A ( High Output)

SPECIFICATION
Output Voltage
Separation
Frequency Response
Stylus
Armature Material
Cantilever
Compliance
Wiring Resistance
Recommended
Tracking Force
Total Weight
Effective Length
Azimuth Angle

ULTIMO 20A- 20B
Output Voltage
2mV at 1kHz 5crn/se,
Separation
Over 20 dB at 1kHz
Frequency Response
20-40.000 Hz
Stylus
Shibata
Cann ever
20A Tapered Aluminium
208 »flight Berylium
Compliance
8410'. cm/dyn
Wiring Resistance
150 ohms
Recommended Tracking Force
1.5 gres
Mounting / inch centres
Weight 9.5 gms
ULTIMO 20C
Output Voltage
0.18 mV
Separation
Over 20 dB at 1kHz
Frequency Response
20-50.000 Hz
Stylus
Line contact
Cantilever
Straight Boron
Compliance
10x10 -rcm/dyn
Wiring Resistance
40 ohms
1.5 gms
Recommended Tracking Force
Mourting Iinch centres
Weight 95 gms

1.8 mV at 1kHz 5cm/sec
Over 20 dB at 1kHz
20-20,000 Hz
Shibatatypel0
Super permalloy
Tapered aluminium
12x10 -.cm/dyne
200 ohms
1.5 gms
le gms
50 mm ± 3mlle adjustable
*5 degrees adjustable
30B ( High Output)

SPECIFICATION
Output Voltage
Separation
Frequency Response
Stylus
Armature Material
Cantilever
Compliance
Wiring Resistance
Recommended
Tracking Force
Total Weight
Effective Length
Azimuth Angle

DV 505 DYNAVECTOR TONE ARM
This unconventional tone arm is our answer to
today's advanced record cutting technology.
The DV-505, with its bi-axial arm, dynamic and
electromagnetic damping systems and
constant tracking force, gives you 100%
cartridge performance.
Winner of the 1977 CES Design and Engineering
Award, the DV- 505 is now standard equipment
on many professional turntables.
Treat yourself to its luxury. You'll find the
experience well worth it. £250, less cartridge

1.8 mV at 1kHz 5cm/sec
Over 20 dB at 1kHz
20-20,000 Hz
Shibata type III
Super permalloy
Straight berylium
12010 -1 cm/dyne
200 ohms
1.5 gms
19 Ens
50 mm ± 3mm adjustable
:} 5degrees 1Cdjustable
30C ( Low Output)

SPECIFICATION
Output Voltage
Separation
Frequency Response
Stylus
Armature Material
Cantilever
Compliance
Wiring Resistance
Recommended
Tracking Force
Total Weight
Effective Length
Azimuth Angle

ULT)M0 DV- 505
335mm incl. head shell
Overall Length:
241mm
Effective Length:
21.5 degrees
Offset Angle:
0 at inner grooves,
Lateral Tracking Error:
2.2 at outer grooves
15mm
Overhang:
38-70mm
Adjustable Height Range:
Lessthan 50mg
Lateral and Vertical Sensitivity
Standard EIA type
Head Shell Connection
4- pole Connection

0.18 mV
Over 20 dB at 1kHz
20-40,000Hz
Special parabolic
Polyacetal
Straight boron
IWO -4 cm/dyne
30 ohms
1.5 gms
18.5 gms
50 mm ± 3mm adjustable
± 5degrees adjustable
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In the beginning, there
was belt drive. And then along
came direct drive.
It wasn't long before the
hi-fi world produced abetter
turntable still. The quartz lock
servo system.
Now Micro Seiki has
taken the initiative to produce
an even better turntable:
The DQX 500.
We think it's the world's
most advanced turntable and
now we'll tell you why.
A heavier platter.
An ideal turntable should
rotate silently and accurately to
give you perfect reproduction.
Hi-fi manufacturers
striving for this perfection

came up with all the
technologies above.
However these systems
only answer half the problems.
That is, improving static
characteristics but leaving the
problem of dynamic load
fluctuations unsolved.
The DQX 500 has the
answer.
Its extremely high
mpment of inertia, ( 600Kg/
cm 2)due to the unusually
heavy platter, is akey factor in
eliminating unwanted speed
fluctuations.
It also compensates for
any wide groove modulations
in the record which can cause
speed wobble.

Result: acleaner sound,
better stereo imagery, improved
phase coherence and more
high frequency detail.
Lack of stroboscope.
Lack of boxes.
Lack of frills.
You won't find a
stroboscope system on the
DQX 500. We've eliminated it
in favour of asimpler method
of telling you when the platter
has reached its rated speed. A
standby lamp.
Quite simply, when the
platter has gathered its full
momentum, the lamp goes off.
We've also eliminated the
conventional box shaped
construction that houses most
turntables.
Because the three legged
frame we came up with, means
the turntable functions as a
mechanical circulation system
that is hardly affected at all by
external vibration.
And we've hushed hum.
By featuring apower
transformer that can be used
away from the cartridge and
tone arm, we've kept away the
hum that transformers can
sometimes give you, especially
with moving coil cartridges.
Talking of tone arms.
The tonearm is straight as
opposed to the normal ' S'
shape. It has an offset headshell for optimum geometry.
The tonearm's torsion bar

spring system for applying the
tracking force means the arm is
dynamically balanced. This
enables the tracking force to be
kept absolutely constant even
when the tonearm is traversing
minor warps, common in most
records today. The constant
tracking force will be achieved
with optimum transparency
and clarity of musical
reproduction, no matter which
cartridge you use.
And finally, the added
beauty of this tonearm is that it
can be used with any make of
cartridge. You can tune the
resonant frequency to suit any
cartridge and even with alow
compliance design the optimum
resonance can be obtained by
adding asmall rider weight.
All these features, from
the heavy platter through to
the straight tone arm mean one
thing.
You can buy acomplete
package. A ready assembled
record deck whose parts have
been engineered together
perfectly.
The DQX 500 from
Micro Seiki.

MICRO SEIKI
If you'd like to find out more, post the coupon and
we'll be happy to send you afree information pack.
Name
Address
Post Gode
Complete and return to:- Harman (
Audio) UK Ltd.,
St John's Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe,
Bucks HP10 8HR Telephone: Penn ( 049481) 5221
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KEITH MONKS ACCESSORIES

FROM THE COMPANY WHO MANUFACTURE

THE ULTIMATE IN RECORD CLEANING
"STATE OF THE ART" Rating by Absolute Sound Magazine, Spring 1978
The Keith Monks RECORD CLEANING MACHINE is a tried and tested product, and is used
by broadcasting authorities and record libraries all over the world. It is also installed in the
premises of selected Hi -Fi & Record Dealers. ( A list is available) who, for asmall charge will clean
records and pack them in fresh dust free liners. Hi -Fi enthusiasts are buying this machine in
increasing numbers, as they strive to achieve better results from their equipment, bearing in mind
the high cost of replacing their favourite L.P. In addition records become less available and it is
almost impossible to replace some records. Over 5000 machines have now been sold in 76 different
countries.
Records are cleaned using a mixture of industrial alcohol and distilled water and the surface is
scrubbed with a nylon brush. A suction arm then travels across the record removing dirt, and
perhaps more importantly all traces of liquid, leaving the record completely dry, as well as clean.
The whole process can be completed in about 14- minutes per side of the record. R.R.P. £606.85+
£48.55 V.A.T.

EXPERTS AGREE

"THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAY OF CLEANING RECORDS"
YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM DESERVES THE BEST
Keith Monks RECORD SWEEPER
The " RECORD SWEEPER" is adevice for keeping dry dust and dirt off a record. It is finished in
attractive black matt and comes in a smart presentation box. Just as important as the cleaning
properties, is the facility for removing static from the surface of the record. A discharge lead is
provided to connect to the earth of the turntable. The RECORD SWEEPER uses animal hair in
contact with the record, and in addition, at the join at the top to the cap, as small metal wires which
do not touch the record, but act as aconductor to discharge the static through the whole all metal
accessory to the discharge lead at the base.
The RECORD SWEEPER is suspended on 2 pivots for vertical movement and horhontal
movement, a ball bearing assembly giving very free movement in every plane. There is an adjustable height control and the pressure of the animal hair brush can be regulated by an adjustable
counterweight. As this accessory uses the dry method of removing dust and dirt, it is advisable
to use the RECORD SWEEPER for day to day operation, and say every 10 to 20 playings to have
your record cleaned on a RECORD CLEANING MACHINE.

ARECORD CLEANING DEVICE ANY ENTHUSIAST WOULD

BE PROUD TO OWN!

Keith Monks
DAMPED
LEVELLING KIT

The Keith Monks DAMPED LEVELLING
KIT consists of 4adjustable feet with built in
damping facility, to assist in the removal of
rumble and acoustic feedback. Each foot has
a felt pad to protect furniture surface from
marks, and an adhesive surface for sticking
to the bottom of the turntable. A high quality
spirit level is also included, which is finished
in the same matt black.
The operation of the pickup arm and stylus
will be more effective if the turntable is level,
and will certainly reduce wear on the stylus
and the record itself. R.R.P. £5•95+74p V.A.T.

Keith Monks
RECORD
WEIGHT

The Keith Monks RECORD WEIGHT is
possibly the most exciting accessory to come
on the market for some time. It weighs just
under 1lb ( 450 grams) and certainly improves
the tracking of the cartridge moving across
the surface of the record. The record sits
more firmly on the turntable, the weight acting
as a clamp by adding pressure to the record.
It has been found that the quality of signal is
improved, and it certainly " tightens up" the
bass and mid range frequencies. A strobe is
included with the RECORD WEIGHT to
ascertain that the turntable is operating at the
correct speed. It is advisable to ask your
local specialised dealer if the weight will
operate on a particular belt driven turntable.
R.R.P. £3•75+47p V.A.T.

KEITH MONKS (AUDIO) LTD.
26-28 READING ROAD SOUTH, FLEET, ALDERSHOT. Tel.(02514) 20568
HI-FI CARE Tottenham Court Road, London W1.

SEND FOR OUR
COMPREHENSIVE LEAFLET.
AVAILABLE ONLY FROM
A SMALL NUMBER OF
SPECIALISED RETAILERS,
INCLUDING MAIN LONDON OUTLETS

ELLIS MARKETING HI- Fl CENTRES Brixton Hill, SW2 ad S Norwood SE25

How low
can you get?
Never before has such adeep and thrilling bass
been possible, with such low distortion, in such a
compact cabinet (18 3116" x17 7/
16" x21 1
2 ”).
/
A young Swedish electroacoustics engineer
applied aneglected law of physics and changed the
mechanical parameters of aspeaker system by
connecting aspeaker to an amplifier with very
peculiar output impedance characteristics—
The result, the
SUB/40MR FREQUENCY FF-SPONŒ
B2-50 Subwoofer.
Normally, to
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loudspeakers (something like the size of .a telephone
booth!) By adding the B2-50 you can extend the
response of your existing system down to 20Hz.
You get greatly reduced distortion (2% at 96dB SPL)
bass response is cleaner and lower than you've heard
before (20-200Hz. + OdB-3dB), you can add or
subtract damping at will and the performance is
virtually unaffected by temperature, humidity
and ageing.
You don't scrap your existing speakers—you
enhance them, matching their outputs perfectly by
sensitivity and crossover controls for the Subwoofer
and side systems.
The B2-50 Subwoofer is not to be confused with
motional feedback or boosted bass speakers:
Its principle, like its performance, is totally different.
We urge you to hear it for yourself and get so much
more out of your system. Send for the
technical leaflet and name of your
nearest Audio-Pro stockist.

audio pro

another first
from audio pro
BIM

Ma all MI

MIR

To: Audio Pro (Hi-Fi) Ltd
Brook House, Crewe Road, Wheelock,
Sandbach, Cheshire.
Please send me details on the new Sub
Woofer and name of my nearest stockist.
NAME
ADDRESS
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The Nev.- Empire ED& 9
Phono Cartridge.

The improvement
in reproduction quality
is amazing.

Your phono cartridge, or stylus
assembly, is one of the most
important parts of your entire
audio system.
It's where the mechanical
information recorded in the groove
is turned into an electrical signal.
So if your cartridge isn't right,
nothing else is right.
When you bought your hifi
system, the turntable probably
came complete with its own
cartridge.
A good cartridge, carefully
chosen by the manufacturer.
But not chosen by you.
And not making use of all the outstanding developments in stylus
and assembly design which Empire
has made in the last two years and
incorporated in the outstanding
new EDR.9.
For example, the LAC (Large Area
of Contact) stylus contour gives
better- than-ever tracking ability,
but with'a pressure index of 0.9 on
the EIA Scale (hence the . 9in the
name). This is 6times better than

conventional elliptical stylus
designs, and 4times better than
most of our advanced competitors'
models. Low pressure, of
course, means better response to
details in the music and less wear
on both stylus and groove.

Contact area
of ordinary
Elliptical
Diamond.
Many cartridges on the market,
including some very expensive
ones, suffer from resonance effects,
where the stylus, at its resonant
frequencies, tends to build up
movement greater than the
amplitude of the groove waveform
itself. This is bad for the stylus, bad
for the groove, and very bad indeed
for the quality of reproduction.
Another important technical
advance is the ' tuned stylus' design
which virtually cuts out resonance

effects. These and other technical
improvements are described
in more detail in our new EDR.9
leaflet. Write for acopy or ask your dealer.
At Empire, an essential part of ou r
research team is the expert listening
panel which joins in at all stages of
development. Our listeners found
the EDR.9 performance ' amazing:
We believe you will too.

EDR.9 comes in abeautifully
machined plastic enclosure, complete
with mounting hardware, screwdriver,
bottle of stylus cleaning fluid, and
stylus cleaning brush.

Hayden Laboratories Ltd Hayden House Churchfield Road Chalfont St. Peter Bucks SL9 9EW England
Telephone: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447 Telex: 849469 (HAYLAEI G)

BVID
IFE
Headquarters: Garden City, New York, USA.

KEF CELESTE III
L.

KEF CONCORD III

Two compact and efficient
loudspeaker systems giving superb
sound reproduction.

ILS2

plional stand ULS1

Both systems have been designed to work with amplifiers as small as 10Watts per channel,
but can safely be used with larger amplifiers to give surprisingly loud volume,
without any sacrifice of the tonal quality which has made KEF famous.
Visit your local KEF dealer for ademonstration
or contact KEF for more details.
KEF Electronics Ltd,Tovil,Maidstone,Kent ME15 6QP,England.
Telephone 0622 672261. Telex 96140.
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MAgu-t ' 79 Ar

ZDAV

A & R, Acoustat, ADC, Amcron, Audiomaster, Ari ston, BAS, B & W, Bolivar, Celef, Dahlguist, Denon, Dual, Entre, Ferrograph,
Gale, Grace, Grado, Griffin, Hadcock, Harbeth, IMF, JR, JVC, Keesonic, KEF, Lentek, Lecson, Linn Sondek, Lux, Mayware,
Meridian, Monitor Audio, Michell, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Nakamichi, National, Neal, Ortofon, Quad, Radford, Rappaport,
RAM, Revox, SME, Sony, Soundle,ase, Spendor, Stanton, Stax, STD, J. E. Sugden, Supex,Tandberg,Tangent,Tannoy,Thorens,
Trio, Ultimo Vi deotone,Yamah a.
MAIL- ORDERS - To Watford please.Telephone orders by credit card
only- ring Watford 45248. All goods sent carriage FREE.
CATALOGUES - FREE from any branch or send to our Watford
address enclosing 10p for postage.
CREDIT - Flexible instalment credit facilities instantly available.

HARROW
UXBRIDGE
WAT FORD
LONDON W1
LONDON EC 4
CROYDON

Tel: 01-863 8690.
340, Station Road.
Tel: Uxbridge 33474.
278, High Street.
Tel: Watford 45250.
101, St. Albans Road.
Tel: 01-486 8263.
48, Wigmore Street.
Tel: 01-353 7935.
53, Fleet Street.
Tel: 01-686 1343.
89, London Road.

A N AUDIBLE

DIFFERENCE

Open Monday— Saturday 9.30am-5.30pm.
Thursday Late Night until 8pm.
(Fleet Street closed Saturday).
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SL1000 Mk II from standstill to full speed in .25 of asecond. Speed accuracy within 0.036 seconds in
,S.,k Promonon Department 107 109 Wlutby Road, Slough, Berk, St I3DR I
el Slough 27516

a30 minute LP side. Titanium nitride pick up arm with dynamic damping. Obsidian base. £1,299.85.
All price, inclusive of VAT and correct at time of going to Fress.

High••Fidelity 79
AT THE

CUNARD INTERNATIONAL HOTEL HAMMERSMITH
LONDON

"The High-Fidelity ' 79 Spring Exhibition gives you the
chance to hear side-by-side demonstrations and seek
the instant advice of leading High-Fidelity
equipment manufacturers?'
Three complete exhibition
areas under the one roof. Over
150 brand names of quality Hi Fi
equipment and accessories on
demonstration and display.

CENTRALLY LOCATED

Well served by Public Transport,
,

e

P

The exhibition also uses the
entire third floor consisting of 95
rooms providing display and
demonstration facilities for your
convenience.

British Products

Fully Equipped Sound
Studios

The mezzanine floor (new to
the exhibition) provides 5sound
studio areas, ideal for comfortable
listening and discussion. In the
Ballroom and Foyer areas on the
main floor, you will find adazzling
array of products representing the
whole range of high fidelity
equipment — sound studios here too!

An important feature of this
High Fidelity 79 Spring Show is the
40 plus BRITISH manufacturers
exhibiting original British made
equipment.

r

UNDERGROUND District, Metropolitan
and Piccadilly Lines.
BUSES The following buses stop on
Hammersmith Broadway: 9, 30, 72, 73, 74,
226, 290, 714 and 716.

* FREE ENTRY
* FREE CATALOGUE
EXHIBMON DATES AND TIMES
FRI

APRIL 27

SAT

APRIL 28

10am-8pm
10am-8pm

SUN

APRIL 29

10am-4pm

New Products

In addition to all these
features many NEW product ranges
will be released for the very first time.
So make sure you make it a
date — High Fidelity 79 at the Cunard!

SEE AND HEAR OVER 150 LEADING HIGH FIDELITY PRODUCT RANGES

HOW OLD WILL YOU
BE BEFORE YOU CAN AFFORD THE
SYSTEM YOU WANT?

Clearly, you need to be alittle cautious when
you're considering serious hi-fi.
Especially when it's as serious as £600 for
Pioneer's X90 rack system.
On the other hand, you can't hold out forever.
With this in mind, Pioneer have gone along way
to ease the load.
We've introduced aunique credit system.
And it's almost painless.
ANNUAL FLAT INTEREST AT 8%.
HOWEVER LONG YOU TAKE TO PAY.

It's called the Pioneer Privilege Purchase Plan.
No other hi-fi manufacturer has ascheme that
can touch it.
Whatever the size of
your loan, the annual flat
interest rate is amere 80e
Apart from being
extremely low, it never varies or fluctuates- whether
you spread it over 12, 18, 24 or 30 months.
The period you choose is entirely up to you.
This is how it works out.
WHAT'S IN THE SMALL PRINT?

There's nothing in the small print that we're
reluctant to put in big print.

You're not confined to buying any particular
Pioneer equipment. The choice is strictly up to you.
All we ask is aminimum deposit of20%. And the
minimum purchase must exceed £200.
That's virtually the
end of the conditions
we make.
It could also be
the end of waiting
indefinitely for the
equipment you want.
Just send in the coupon.
And we'll send you full details, together with the
name and address ofyour local Pioneer dealer
operating the scheme.
124nendle
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Perten146
kme 15 4%

art*
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Amount Irrxes1 0118%

£10
£20
130
£40
£50
£60
£70
£80
£90
£100
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270
120
360
400
450
180
540
660
6,30
640
7.>3
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1600 : 8CD
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232
166
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967

2.00
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
20 00
40 00

'Annual LA Pate ol 8% 00.4 eglInkrd a. tr....16%.1166488
ratmol.nterel 0115 6% over 30 months.
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EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE.
To: Pioneer, PO Box 108, !vet; Bucks. SLO 9JL.
Please send me full details of the Pioneer Privilege Purchase Plan

NAME
ADDRESS

0.40
aso
120
140
200
240
280
3.20
3.60
400
600

"Pyral has certainly hit the jackpot with their new
Superferrite cassettes and frankly have developed,
at their British Factory, atape which is excellent by
any ferric standard" Angus McKenzie, HiFi for Pleasure July 1978

FOR EXCELLENT DYNAMIC RANGE WITHOUT PRINT- THROUGH PROBLEMS

Suitable for most cassette recorders especially high bias Japanese decks

MAIL-ORDER PRICE PLEDGE
If you find alower price elsewhere
we will match it.

EUROPE'S TAPE SPEC/AL/ST

CASSETTES
All prices include
8%VAT and correct
at 2812179

THIS MONTH'S EXTRA
SPECIAL C90 OFFERS
EMI
Hi-Fidelity

DYNAMIC

C45

ACOUSTIC DYNAMIC
C60
C90
C120

99p

MEMOREX
MRX3

£0.89
£1.08
£1.69

SUPER AVILYN
C60

£1.19

PYRAL
Super Optima

£0.55
£0.63
£0.85
£1.15
£2.79

C60
C90
C120
C180

C90

89p

TDK
Acoustic Dynamic

This is anew product,
recommended for decks
designed to give opt7mum
performance using ahigher
bias tape, particularly those
made in Japan.

£1.08

SUPER FERRO I
C60
C90

ULTRA DYNAMIC

C60

C90
C120

£ 079
f099

£1.13
£1.19
£1.72

UDXL I
C60
C90

NO TOP TAPE BRANCH IN YOUR AREA?
Please be patient - we are always seeking
established retailers to be included in our
advertisements.

UDXL II
C60

C90

£0 76
FX-11
C60 I
C90 l

e

In Store
Special Offers

Export
EUROPEAN POSTAGE
RATES

Hitachi

(including insurance)
Number of
Cassettes

KILOS
(packed
weight)

COST

1-10
11-20
21-30
31-50
51-100
101-150
151-200

2
3
5
10
15
20

£ 2.38
£ 3.43
£ 4.00
£ 5.00
£ 6.50
E 9.00
£11.00

Cassettes are supplied Free of UK tax, currently
at 8%. An additional amount to cover postage
and insurance is required, varying according to
weight.
Quotations can be obtained from Top Tape,
Watford for specific requirements, the most
economical Post Office rates being obtained by
purchasing a total of 50, 100, 150 or 200 cassettes
Note: To calculate TAX FREE price at 8% VAT
divide UK price by 1.08.

Hinckley Sound Centre
Unit 3 Castle Street
Hinckley
Leicestershire
Fh.ckley 6115411

Ctuadraphenia
10 Nursery Street
Sheffield S3
Sheffield 77824

LOW NOISE
C60
f057
C90
£081
ULTRA DYNAMIC
C60
£094
C90
£ 115
UDER (XL I)
C60
f1 27
C90
Check Availat ¡ lay
UDEX (XL III
C60
£1.27
C90
Check Availability

LOW NOISE
C60
C90
C120

£0.56
£0.80
£1.12

HIGH FREQUENCY
C60
C90
C120

£0.79
£0.96
£1.20

FERRI CHROME

C60

£1.24
£1.75

e

PHILIPS- VCR
LVC 120
120 mins
LVC 150
150

Also wide range of Reel to
Reel Tapes including AGFA,
MAXELL,SONY and TDK

MAIL-ORDER POST FREE ( UK) to:TOP TAPE, Bridle Path, Watt ord, Herts.
Tel: Watford 33011

Video
£12 77

£14 49

SONY - Betamax
L125
30 mins
L250
65
L500
130
L750
195

£ 5.86
£ 6.62
£ 9.07
£11.34

JVC - VHS
E30
E60
E120
E180

E 5.19
£ 6.35
£ 899
£10.85

Aerco
27 Chobham Road
Woking Surrey
Woking 4667

30 mint
60
120
180

Paul Green Hi Fi
At Harpers Furn ,
Kensington Showrooms
London Road, Bath
Bath 316197

KJ Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street
London VV1
01 486 8262

Radford Hi Fi
52 Gloucester Road
Bristol
Bristol 422709

KJ Leisuresound
340 Station Road
Harrow Middx.
01 863 8690

Speechley Hi Fi
1Hawthorn Way
Chesterton Cambs.
Cambridge 312120

Hi- Fi Consultants
42 Cowgate
Peterborough

Eastern Audio
87 Norwich Road
Ipswich
Ipswich 217217

KJ Leisuresound
53 Fleet Street
London EC4
01-353 7935

KJ Leisuresound
101St. Albans Road
Watford Herts.
Watford 45250

Runnymede Hi Fi
172 High Street
Egham Surrey
Egham 5036

KJ Leisuresound
278 High Street
Uxbridge Middx.
Uxbridge 33474

Jeff ries Hi Fi
4 Albert Parade
Green Street
Eastbourne Sussex
Eastbourne 31336

Oxford Electrical
Rentals
256 Banbury Road
Oxford

Peterborough 41755

Oxford 53072
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Visit your Wharfedale hi-fi dealer this
month, and you won't see any Wharfedale
speakers at all.
Because you'll be invited to take part
in the Wharfedale Blindfold Challenge-a
competition which begins with ablindfold
listening test,and which could end with a
weekend in NewYork with travel by
unforgettable Concorde.

The fairest way to judge aspeaker.
The Wharfedale
XP2s are the best
sounding speakers for
their price on the market.
And we have enough
confidence in that claim
to invite you to compare

them with any other speakers of abroadly
similar size and price.The blindfold will
remove any preconceived ideas you might
have about any particular speaker.
There are five models in the XP2
range. One of them is right for almost any
hi-fi system or music centre-whether you
are buying for the first time or upgrading
an existing set-up.
To take part in the Challenge all you
have to do is go along to your local
participating Wharfedale dealer and ask.

The Wharfedale 'Larger than Life'd raw.
The first thing
your dealer will do
is play you atest
tape to demonstrates

the speakers. He will then give you an
entry form,which is your ticket to our free
draw.There are 1,000 prizes of ahi-fi record
compiled byWharfedale and called
'Larger than Life: It includes some superb
tracks by famous artists, specially selected
for their recording quality.

There's something special for the ten
runners-up, too: aweekend for two in
Paris,with travel and accommodation
expenses paid.
If you like the sound of it all,why not
give us aring on Bradford (0274) 613883 for
the address of your nearest participating

WHARFEDALE
FOLD CHALLENGE.
AL EYE OPENER.
The Faster-than-Sound Competition.
If you agree that Wharfedale XP2s
offer outstanding sound quality and value
.diege,,

Wharfedale dealer. At the very least, it'll
open your eyes to our
speakers.

au

for money,
you'll probably buy apair.
When you do that you are automatically eligible for our Faster-thanSound Holiday Competition.
First prize is the weekend of alifetime
for two.You will travel to NewYork and back
at twice the speed of sound in Concorde.
Having reached NewYork's KennedyAirport,
you will be met and taken by limousine to
the famous Waldorf Astoria Hotel.
Accommodation for two nights,
meals, service charges and taxes are all
included in the prize. So are tickets for a
Broadway show.
It'ç aweekend \foil %en' ild never forget.

But hurry now as
the closing date for the
competition is April
28th 1979.

LY.YÀ
WHARFEDALE

BRITAIN'S MOST FAMOUS SPEAKERS.
Rank Hi Fi Highfield Road.Idle.Braciford.Yorks.BDIO 8FE

London now boasts Europe's
Michell Engineering

Lux

Moving Coil IRU:s

Leeson

Moving coil pickups offer advantages in
terms of transient response and overall
quality. We stock models by Denton,
Satin, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Ultimo and
Fidelity Research.

Disproving the growing belief that the
British cannot compete with the Japanese
in terms of styling and performance,
Lecson produce some of the worlds best
amplifiers. On demonstration at REW.
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Just arrived, the new turntable from
J. A. Michell, the Focus One. Featuring a
new flat platter and very modest price,
this is surely aturntable to consider when
upgrading. Of course the classic Hydraulic
Reference is still available.

REW are main Dealers for Lux— truly the
ultimate in high fidelity equipment Most
models are held in stock including the new
Laboratory Standard Series.

Quad

Gale

Quad have been making quality equipment
for over 20 years, and as one of their
original stockists, we have been recommending
it for as
long. British
audiophiles will however appreciate the
news that we can now supply all models
for immediate delivery.

The speaker that must be heard. Used
in conjunction with high quality ancillary
equipment, the Gale GS401 is capable of
phenomenal performance with remark.
able dynamic range.

Definite
Improvements
Most people are sceptical when we tell
them that we can give their system a
C200- L300
upgrade
for
under £ 50
expenditure. They are, however, pleasantly surprised when we demonstrate
this to be true by giving an A- B comparison of the Monitor Audio Sound Cable
against normal speaker leads. The sound
cable gives a convincing improvement in
all areas.
Used in conjunction with
Gold- Ens High Definition Phono Leads,
another veil is removed between the
listener and the sound stage. We also now
carry a full range of accessories from
Discwasher
and
QED,
designed
to
extract more pleasure from your existing
equipment.

Technics

The name of Technics means excellent
value for money and outstanding quality.
We now have the new range of Technics
turntables including the SL 1400 Mk II
quartz lock on full demonstration.

Linn

To hear what a difference a turntable can
make, come and listen to the Linn Sondek
LPI2 at REVV's new showroom at 114-116
Charing Cross Road.

Main Agents for: AR, Akai, Altec Lansing, Amcron, B & W, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Dokorder, Dual, Fidelity Research, Gale, Grace, Harman Kardon, Harrison,
HH, JBL, JVC, KEF, Kensonic, Lecson, Linn Products, Marantz, Michell
Engineering, Monitor Audio, NAD, Nakamichi, Pioneer, Quad,
Radford, Revox, SAE, SME, Sony, Soundcraftsmen, Spendor,
Stanton, Strathearn, Supex, Tannoy, Tandberg, Teac,
Technics, Transcriptors, Ultimo, Videotone,
Yamaha.

LONDON
VCR
CENTRE
An entire floor covering
2000 sq. ft. where all the
latest video recorders, cameras, CCTV systems, projection TC systems, etc., are on
display. Come and compare
the Sony 3- hour Betamax,
National Panasonic 3 hour
VHS, Philips 21 hour VCR.
Discuss your requirements
with our experienced staff
who will be pleased to give
you expert, unbiased advice.

.....

•••
•• ......

finest HUI and Video Centre
REW is one of the few firms in the audio and video fields that can truly claim to have years and years of experience
behind them. Established in 1948, REW is still a family business yet is numbered amongst the leading hi-fi and video
retailers in the land. And it is with great pride that we introduce our new Hi -Fi & Video Showrooms, covering
4000 sq. ft. in the heart of London's West End at 114-116 Charing Cross Road. No detail has been overlooked nor any
expense spared in our efforts to make this the finest hi-fi store in Europe. The widest range of exclusive equipment
is on display with superb demonstration facilities. You'll receive VIP treatment from our expert staff and our own
van delivery and installation service is available throughout Greater London. If you want to choose the very best
equipment under the very best conditions come along to REW now.

RE

Also at:
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Audio Visual C
Established 1948

114-116 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7

230 Tottenham Court Road, London WI. Tel: 01-637 2624/5.

Mail Orders to: REW House, ( Dept. HFN), 10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood,
London SW19. Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

WE ARE PERSONAL
EXPORT SPECIALISTS
EXPRESS EXPORT SERVICE
ANY
IN THE WORLD
WELCOME TO REW
best equipment
best prices
BENVENUTO a REW
aparacchio ottimi,
prezzi ottimi
VELKOMMAN REW
beste hanlagget,
beste prisan
BIENVENU au REW
le meilleurs equipment,
le meilleurs prix
VVILLKOMMEN zu REW
beste gerate,
beste preise
DOBRO DOSLI U REW
Najbolja oprema,
Najbolje cene

The XSV/3000 is the source of
perfection in stereo sound!
Four big features...all Pickering innovations over the past years...have made
it happen.
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1. Technical drawing of the Stereohedron shape.
1976: Stereohedron ®.This patented stylus tip assures
super traceAbilitynA, and its larger bearing radius offers the
least record wear and longest stylus life so far achievable.
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2. Typical frequency response and channel separation curves
of the XSV/3000.
1975: High Energy Rare Earth Magnet. Another Pickering innovation, enabling complete miniaturization of the
stylus assembly and tip mass through utilization of this type
of magnet.
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1968: Dustamatic ® Brush. This Pickering patented invention dynamically stabilizes the cartridge-arm system
by damping low frequency resonance. It improves low
frequency tracking while playing irregular or warped records. Best of all, it provides record protection by cleaning
in front of the stylus.
1959: Record Static Neutralizer. The patented V-Guard
Record Static Neutralizer has been afeature of Pickering
cartridges since 1959. It eliminates electrostatic dust attraction at the stylus and discharges record static harmlessly into the grounded playback system.

PICKERING & CO., INC., P.O. Box 82, 1096 Cully, Switzerland
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3. Damping effect on tonearm resonance.

4.

V-Guard Static Neutralizer:
'Where the Stylus meets the groove':

se PICKERING
"for those who can [hear the difference"

Austria Boyd & Haas, Rupertusplatz 3 - 1170 Wien - Tel. 46 27015
Belgium- Luxembourg Ets. N. Blomhof, rue Brogniez 172a - 1070 Bruxelles - Tel. 522 1813
Denmark Audoscan. Oster Farimagsgade 28 - 2100 Copenhagen 0 - Tel. ( 01) 42 8000
Finland Oy Sound Center Inc.. Museokatu 8 - Helsinki 10 - Tel. 44 03 01
France Mageco Electronic. 117, rue d'Aguesseau - 92100 Boulogne - Tel. 604 81 90
Germany Pioneer-Melchers GmbH, Schlachte 39-40 - 2800 Bremen - Tel. 0421/31693 23
Greece Elina SA.. 59-59a "( ribs Septemvriou Str. - Athens 103 - Tel. 820 037
Iceland E. Farestveit & Co. H.S., Bergstadastreti 10 - Reykjavik - Tel. 21 565

Israel Electron Csi ag Ltd. - 107, Hachashmonaim Str. - Tel Aviv - Tel. 260 533
Italy Audio soc., Strada di Caselle 63 - 10040 Leuru/Torino - Tel. (011) 99 88 841
Netherland. Inelco Nederland by. - Turfstekerstraat 57 - 1431 GD-Aalarneer - TeL (02977) 28201.
Norway Skandinavisk Elektronikk A/S Ostre Aker Vei 99 - Oslo 5 - Tel. 15 00 90
Spain Audio SA., La Granada 34 - Barcelona 6 - Tel. 21715 54
Sweden Eden-Ljud, Skattungsvâgen 19 - 12170 Johanneshov - Tel. (08) 91 58 97
Switzerland Dynavox Electronics, route de Villars 105 - 1700 Fribourg - Tel. (037) 24 55 30
United Kingdom
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IUST lately the controversy over methods of reviewing hi-fi equip%) ment ( whether subjective or objective) has been getting heated,
with apparently punitive action taken by one manufacturer against a
reviewer committed to the subjective approach. The arguments for
and against both attitudes to reviewing have been examined at length
in the hi-fi press, but there now appears to be asplit, dividing manufacturers, reviewers, editors and readers into opposed groups. One
UK manufacturer has gone so far as to state publicly that most
measurements carried out on hi-fi equipment are ' complete and utter
rubbish and totally misleading to the consumer' and to imply that cold
objectivism has no place in the assessment of ' equipment designed to
give sensual pleasure'. This naive position is patently as untenable as
that of the engineer insisting that all relevant parameters of amplifier
performance are known. One, taking Macluhan literally, totally
confuses the medium with the message; the other cannot see that the
medium may be more complex than it appears.
However, easy as it is to take up such entrenched attitudes, in trying
to serve its readers' best interests amagazine has to produce equipment reviews which, while accurate and informative, will have some
bearing on the reader's own experience. At the same time, by regularly
examining the whole field, magazines are in the unique position of
being able to push the subject forward from outside. The work carried
out by Martin Colloms last year (
HFAIIRR November'78) could be
considered in such alight. He attempted to differentiate subjectively
between three good power amplifiers which measured reasonably
differently on the conventional parameters of distortion and frequency
response. The test procedure was extremely rigorous; but despite
this, or because of it, it emerged that such panel listening testing
doesn't have sufficient resolving power to detect such differences.
[See also Moir, p. 81.— Ed.]
A side point here: Iam convinced that had the panellists been aware
of the identity of each amplifier in turn (as happens elsewhere) there
would have been atidy, definitive result. However, it would have been
meaningless, any ranking being due to prejudice reinforcement ( a
point madeby Angus McKenzie in February, p.67); tidy indeed, but
having only acoincidental relationship with the actual properties of the
amps themselves.
One becomes increasingly aware that comparatively little work has
been done on the relationship between performance parameters and
what we hear. Designers and engineers come up with answers
without any evidence that they've been asking the right questions; the
only tangible result is aspec-manship race to which, it must be
admitted, reviews relying almost exclusively on objective measurement
have contributed. Assessment techniques need to combine both
objective and subjective methods; one to indicate what is happening,
the other to give ameasure of its relevance or to show that the
objective work has perhaps not been rigorous enough. Such is the
case with Poul Ladegaard's work on turntable/tone-arm/pickup
behaviour, described by Paul Messenger on p. 85 in this issue. Such
also is the intended case with our equipment reviews. The result of a
subjective test can only be regarded as valid if all potentially misleading
variables have been removed, but this is very often not the case. The
methodology of listening tests in general hasn't so far been rigorous
enough.
With the less refined items in the disc- playing chain, such as
pickups or loudspeakers, listening tests tend to produce ranking
orders which reinforce the measurement work. It is with amplifiers,
where the audible effects of distortion mechanisms haven't yet been
examined thoroughly, or in systems such as the disc- player ( where the
mechanical behaviour is more complex than it first appeared), that
better integration of subjective and objective testwork could provide
answers relevant both to the designer and the consumer.
John Atkinson
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Zeepa Instruments Ltd 15 RichmondGrove Surbiton Surrey
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BGW change
BGW the Californian amp heavyweights, hase recently changed
their
UK
distribution
from
Webland International to studio
gear specialists, Court Acoustics.
Coincidentally, they've introduced
a new preamp and power amp.
The basic 103 preamp at £210
joins the 203 at £340, the main
difference between the two being
the 203's provision of separate
tone controls for each channel
and extremely comprehensive
filters and switching arrangements. The 103, however, does

Qas
A new 3- way tape selector from
QAS permits controlled interconnection of one amplifier and
up to three tape recorders. DIN
sockets are used and each unit is,
of course, fully screened. The
switching possibilities are legion:
'amp to 3recorders to record only;
amp to 1, 2 or 3 recorders to
record/playback; playback on 1
recorder monitored by amp while
recording on 2 recorders; playback from 1 tape recorder whilst
monitoring the recording made on
either of the others'. Gracious!
The 3- way tape selector costs
£11.67 plus VAT.

Hafler news
Howland West are now able to
supply the DH- 102 moving- coil
pre- amp designed to complement
the very successful DH- 101 preamp reviewed last November.
Supplied fu ly assembled and
tested, the unit is accommodated
within the case of the preamp,
taking around an hour to install.
The existing ' phono 2' input then
becomes a moving- coil
input
while ' phono -1' remains unchanged, to suit conventonal
magnetic types. A discrete transistor in the fully complementary,
mirror- image mould of the DH- 101,

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

adiriKets

offer adjustable input capacitance
on the disc inputs for optimum
cartridge matching. Joining the
200 wpc 410 power amp first seen
at Harrogate last year, is an
identically sized 1C0 wpc model,
the 210 which also has the distinctive curved LED meters of the 410.
The design is DC- coupled, fully
complementary and incorporates
relay speaker protection. Price
will be £320 against the 410's £420
(all prices plus VAT) and further
details can be obtaired from Court
Acoustics Ltd, 35/39
Britannia
Row,
London
N.1 8QH.
Tel.:
01-359 0956.

Empire building
A completely new range of five
Empire cartridges is now available
from
Hayden
Laboratories.
Heading the list is the EDR9
(EDR =. Extended
Dynamic Response) which is a totally new
design intended to match the
imaging, depth and ' smoothness'
of the best moving- coil types. To
this end Empire have developed
their ' tuned stylus' technique
based on ' inertial damping'. This
is a kind of mechanical equaliser
which both balances out the
natural resonant frequency of the

Heybrook
Who? Well, it's the marketing
name of a new company, Mecom
(Acoustics) Ltd., which has been
set up by the indefatigable Peter J.
Comeau to produce a range of
high quality audio equipment. The
first product to appear is the
Heybrook HB2 loudspeaker, ahigh
quality two-way reflex design
intended for stand or shelf mounting and capable of handling up to
60 watts of amplifier power.
Although a modest 407 x230 x
250 mm, the bass response is said
to extend to 35 Hz via the resistive
port which opens to the rear of the
cabinet. Screw/4 mm ( banana)
connections
are
provided.
Normally teak finished, with white
to order, the speakers cost £ 145
per pair inclusive. Details from
Mecom ( Acoustics) Ltd., Filham
House, Ivybridge, Devon. Tel.:
075 54 4205.

it maintains similar standards of
low noise, distortion, phase shift
and transient response. Particular
attention has been paid to high
level, high frequency signals.
Either 20 or 34 dB of gain can
be selected and power for the
unit is taken from the existing
DH- 101 psu. A few figures: THD
at rated 0/P of 300 mV, < 0.005%;
frequency response 2Hz- 1MHz
(-3 dB points); slew rate 40 V/iis;
input impedance 600 ohm/0.01 iiF;
output impedance 50 ohms. Price
£65 plus VAT.
News, also, of a power amp to
match
the
DH- 101
has just
reached
us.
Again
designed
around completely symmetrical
mirror- image, push-pull circuitry
throughout, the DH-200 is supplied
like the preamp in the form of ... is the name of a new full-time
finished
modules
plt.s
power audio consultancy set up by
supply and
mechanical
com- widely- known and respected
ponents, to ensure that DIY- Donald Chave, founder of the
assembled units meet the factory famous Lowther Manufacturing
specs. Separate inputs for DC or Company. His new venture proAC- coupled connections are pro- vides a specialist service to
vided. Generous power reserves: manufacturers of speakers, ampli150 watts/4 ohms;
100 watts/ fiers, tuners and pickups and
2 ohms; frequency -esponse operates from The Granary,
—3 dB, 1Hz- 100 kHz at 1watt; Jackass Lane, Keston, Kent. Tel.:
±0.5 dB, 10 Hz-40 kHz at 100 watts; Farnborough ( 0689) 52051.
slew rate 30 Vffis. Prices £260 for
the kit, £340 assembled plus VAT.
Howland West, 3-5 Eden Grove, Sony have introduced three new
London N7 8EQ.
direct- drive fully automatic turn-

stylus assembly and maintains the
bandwidth from 20 Hz to 35 kHz
(±1.75 dB) to preserve a good
transient
response.
They've
developed their own LAC ( Large
Area of Contact!) stylus which is
said to retrieve subtle harmonic
content and, of course, reduce
record wear. Effective tip mass
0.3 mg, compliance 28 cu, trackability 38 cm/sec at 1kHz at
0.9 gm.
Three new 2000 series cartridges
have benefited from the EDR9
R & D. Top model here is the
2000X, high quality with moderate
compliance ( 20 Cu). The 2000E/4 is
abudget priced, good performance
model, and the 2001/E is an inexpensive, general use design.
Price in descending order of
merit £99, £37, £ 19.20 and £9.50, all
plus VAT.
The fifth cartridge is a tough,
high
quality ' Broadcast/Disco'
model costing £ 19.80 ( plus VAT).
table combinations, the PSX40,
—60 and — 70. Each uses crystal/
IC controlled speed control, the
PSX70 with ± 10%, adjustment.
Wow and flutter figures for all
three models are 0.025% W RMS,
0.045% DIN. All the essential
functions, including raise or lower
of the arm, are available from
feather touch switches on the
front panel which is outside the
dust cover. Prices: £ 114, £ 199 and
£244.

Chave
Innovations

Sony

APRIL 1979

Hitachi Speakers
Two reasonably priced speakers
have been introduced by Hitachi
featuring paper- cone woofers with
the ' pleated' surround patented
by Hitachi and first used on their
metal- cone designs. Both designs
use a recessed semi horn- loaded
tweeter.
The two-way SS 8490
costs £ 109 per pair while the larger
two-way SS 8500, at £ 169 per pair,
uses two woofers for increased
handling.
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AKAIR

Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950s. Expert
guidance from qualified staff. We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of charge for 12 months on any item.
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by reputable
manufacturers. All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by a cheque
card. Prices correct at time of preparation, subject to change without notice.

order by phone 01-952 3238

Event

Phone for special low prices on
all Akai stock.
For example:

x

400DS Mk11
AAI125
AA1135
AC3500L

e
L750D

£18500
£13000
£145 00
£25500
£365,
;.
10,

Amplifiers
ADC SSI Soundshaper
ADC 552 Soundshaper
ADC SLM2 Meter ..
Armstrong 621 ..
Harman Kardon
Pioneer SA506
Pioneer SA606 ..
Pioneer SA706 ..
Pioneer SA8500 Mk II
Pioneer SA9500 Mk II
Quad 33/303/405 ..
Rotel RA214.. ..
Rotel RA3I4..
Rotel RA414.. ..
Rotel RA7I4..
Rote! RA2020/2030/2 .
040
Sansui AUI17
Sansui AU2I7
Sansui AU3I7
Sansui AU517
Sansui AU7I7
Spender DC40 ..
Yamaha CA5I0/710/810/
1010/2010 ..

£59•50
El 34-75
£4000
£11500
P.O.A.
£85 00
£114 00
£14500
£230 75
£299.00
P.O.A.
£59 50
£74 SO
£94.50
£119-50
P.O.A.
£73-00
£113 00
£163 00
£265 00
£345•00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Receivers
Aiwa AX7400
Aiwa AX7600
Aiwa AF3070 Casseiver
Aiwa AF3090 Casseiver
Aiwa AF5300 Music Centre
Aiwa AF5600 Music Centre
Akai AA1125
Akai AA I135
Aksi AC3500L Cass./Rec.
Armstrong 625 FM .
Armstrong 626 AM/FM
Goodmans Module 90
Harman/Kardon
Pioneer 5)(590
Pioneer SX690
Pioneer LX690
Pioneer SX790
Pioneer SX890
Pioneer 5)(980
Pioneer SXI080
Pioneer SXI980
Rote RX203
Rote RX203L
Rote RX303
Rote RX403
Rote RX503
Rote RX603
Rote RX803
Sansui G301
Sansui G401
Sansui G6000
Tend berg TR2030L/2045/
20600080
Yamaha CR220/420/620/
820/1020/2020

\ir
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£163 00
£219 00
£315 00
£369 00
£362 00
£450 00
£130 00
£145•00
£255.00
£189.00
£217.75
£133-00
P.O.A.
£132 00
£167 00
£189 00
£211-00
£262 00
£354 00
£420 00
£725 00
£89 50
£99 SO
£109 50
£119 50
£139 75
£177 50
£198 00
£155 00
£175 00
£380 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

HI-FI +
VIDEO
All prices include VAT @ 124%.
Please add £3.00 per item towards
carriage and insurance (cartridges
and styli post 75p). •
Demonstrations, Expert Guidance
and after sales service.

Speakers
SPEAKERS Complete
Celestion UL6 ( pair)
Celestion UL8 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton II ( pair) ..
Celestion Ditton 15XR ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 22 ( pair) ..
Celestion Ditton 33 ( pair) ..
Celestion Ditton 442 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 551 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 662 ( pair)
Goodmans RBI8 ( pair) ..
Goodmans RB20 ( pair) ..
Goodmans Beta ( pair) ..
Goodmans Kappa ( pair) ..
Goodmans Sigma ( pair) ..
Goodmans Mini 2 ( pair) ..
Harbeth H. L. Monitor Mk 2
IMF Electronic all models ..
Jordan-Watts Janet ( pair) ..

£12915
£165.75
£6815
£99.75
[139-75
£18915
£275.00
£325 00
£475.00
¿58 00
¿74-00
£138-00
¿182-00
£255.00
£53 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£61-00

Jordan-Watts Juno ( pair) ..
£82•00
Jordan-Watts CT ( pair) .. mom*
Jordan-Watts TLS ( pair) .. £182.00
KEF Celeste Ill ..
KEF Corelli ..
All
normally
KEF Calinda
KEF Concord Ill
in stock
KEF Cantata ..
Prices on
KEF Model 104AB
application
KEF Model 105
JR 149 ( pair) ..
£128-so
JR Super Woofer ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Spender BC Mk II BC3/SA1
Tannoy Oxford 1125
P.O.A.
Tannoy Ascot TI45
••
P.O.A.
••
P.O.A.
Tannoy Chester TI65
••
P.O.A.
Tannoy Dorset TI85
Tannoy Mayfair T225
••
P.O.A.
Tannoy Berkeley
•.
P.O.A.

Turntables
£69 00
ADC 1500FG
£8800
ADC 1600DD
£109 00
ADC 1700DD
£225 00
ADC Accutrac 4000
£10500
Aiwa AP2200
£15900
Aiwa AP2500
G
d
SP25 Mk 6/Shure M75-6 .. £42 00
GT35P sem/auto Strobe/Shure
M75ED-II
E84.50
DDI30 D/Drive riisED/2
£89.50
Harman/Kardon ..
Linn Sondek LP12
Pioneer PL512
£53.00
Pioneer PL5l4
£60.00
Pioneer PL516
£80.00
Pioneer PLSI8
£ 109.00
Pioneer PL540
£ 135.00
Pioneer PLC590
£297.00
Pioneer PL630
£245.00
Rotel RPI300
P.O.A.
Rotel RP3300
P.O.A.
Rotel RP5300 . r
P.O.A.
Thereon TD160BC/Mk 11
(less arm)
..
£85•00
Thorens TD 110 .. £ 109.50
Thorens TD115 .. £ 126 00
Thorens TDI26BC/Mk Ill
11
4
/
i
(
i
l
ess arm)
..
[ 18?7

Altai GXC570D Caos/Dol/3H
P.O.A.
Nakamichi
£115 00
Pioneer 4040 Cass./Dol.
Pioneer 500 Cass./Dol.
£100 00
Pioneer 700 Cass./Dol. • • £199 SO
£299 50
Pioneer 900 Cass./Dol.
£39900
Pioneer 1000 Cass./Del./3H
Pioneer RT707 ( Reel) .. £405 00
Rotel RD I5F Cass./Dol.
£99 SO
£13950
Sansui SCI I10 ..
Tandberg TD 20A Reel ..
P.O.A.
Tand berg TCD320 Cass./Dol. P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD340A Cuss.!
Dol./3H
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC520 Cass./Dol...
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC1000D Cass./Dol.
P.O.A.

Tuners

Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624 ..
1-larman/Kardon
Pioneer TX606 .
Pioneer TX8500 Mk Il
Pioneer TX9500 Mk II
Quad FM3 ..
Rotel RT426
Rotel RT726
Sansui TU217
Sansui TUS 17
Sansui TU717
Yamaha CT510/710/13I0/
1010/7000 ..

[134 00
E103-75
P.O.A.
[93.50
£186.50
£260.50
P.O.A.£8450
[99.50
£105.00
£183-00
£202-00
P.O.A.

After long and careful
evaluation of this medium we
now stock the latest Akai
home and portable equipment
Akai VHS 3- hour

SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Jordan-Watts Module ..
El 9.00
Jordan-Watts HF Unit .. £9•00
KEF DN22 104AB Convert Kit P.O.A.
KEF 727
cels
KEFBII0
[ 11-25
KEF B200
t12.511
KEF BI39
neao
KEF DNI2 (727/B110/B139) £7.50
KEF D N I3 (T27/(3200) .. £5•25

Pick-Up Arms,
Cartridges& S Ii

Tape Decks & Recorders
Aiwa AD1250 Cass./Dol. £ 134.00
Aiwa AD6350 Cass./Dol. £ 143.00
Aiwa AD6550 Cass./Dol. £ 195.00
Aiwa AD6800 Cass./Dol./3H £269 00
Aiwa AD6900/Cass./Dol./3H £ 360 00
Akai GX4000D Reel
Akai GX4000DB Reel/Dol...
P.O.A.
Akai CS703D Cass./Dol.
P.O.A.
Akai GXC704D Cass./Dol...
P.O.A.
Akai GXC706D Cass./Dol...
P.O.A.
Akai GXC709D Cass./Dol...
P.O.A.
Akai GXC715D Cass./Dol...
P.O.A.
Akai GXC725D Cass./Dol./3H P.O.A.
Akai CS732D Cass/Dol/Rev
P.O.A.
Akai GXC735D Cass/Dol/Rev P.O.A.
Akai GXC750D Cass/Dol/RH P.O.A.

Tannoy Arden
Wharfedale Denton XP2 ( pr) [49.50
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 ( pr) £63•50
Wharfedale Linton XP2 ( pr)
aeso
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 ( pr) £ 104•00

.. £599 00

•.
•.
•.

ADC LMGI Head Shell
Formula 4Mk Ill
SME 3009 Improved
SME 3009 S2
SME 3009 Mk Ill ..
SME FD200 Damper
Cartridges
Price
ADC VLM Mk 3 .. £24.50
ADC XLM Mk 3 .. net»
ADC ZLM
(.58-50
Entre M/C
£ 2-00
Goldring DI10 ( Styli for G800)
Lentek Pre-Amp .. £53.00
Mayware M/C 2C .. P.O.A.
Ortofon FF I5XE £ 10•00
Ortofon FF 15E2 .. £ 13-00
Ortofon Fl5E2
E19-00
Ortofon VMS20E .. [29.00
Shure M44/7 .. £8.00
Shure M55/E.. .. [8 50
Shure M75/E12 .. [ 13-25
Shure M75/ED2 .. £ 15.75
Shure M95/ED
Shure M95/HE .. £23/5
Shure VIS/3 (
Styli) ..
Shure VI5/4 [65•00
Shure N75/6 ( Stylil .. Shure N93/E ( Styli) -

Headphones

Akai ASE7
Koss HVI
Koss HVI/LC..
Koss KI25
Koss KI35
Koss K145 ..
Pioneer SE205
Pioneer 5E305 ..
Pioneer Monitor 10
Yamaha HP1/HP2/HP3

C4-50
P.O.A.
L51-00
[55-75
02-00
[16.50
Styli
£18.50
[22-50
[32-75
£3.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
[6-00
£7-75
£10.00
£13•50
£17.50
P.O.A.
[20-50
£31.50
[7.00
[t 1•00
[8-50
£26 50
[2975
¿15-50
£18 75
£26 00
£12 50
£19 SO
£37 00

•..

p.y

88 High St., Edgware.
Middlesex, HA8 7HE
Telephone: 01-952 3238
Close to the MI Motorway
OPEN:
9.30 to 6
Mon. to Sat. A.,.
Except
MWARE
Thursday.
Closed all day
Easy parking
v.
..
(at rear). • s 01.0Gmst
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Cunard
It's time, once again, for the
London Spring Show. The venue
as last year, is the Cunard International Hotel, Hammersmith and
the exhibition runs from 24th to
the 29th April. The first three
days are for the trade only, but it's
a free-for-all on the remaining
three.
Opening times 10 a.m.8 p.m. except for the final day,
Saturday, when it closes at 4p.m.
Admission and catalogue are
free.
Some 86 companies are
exhibiting around 140 brand names
and there is a particularly strong
British representation to compete
with these foreign chaps. Several

Lux aeterna
Ten new models in Lux's Studio
and Laboratory series are now
available from Howland West,
with afurther six due shortly. Four
amplifiers, the Studio Standard
L2, L3, L5 and Laboratory Standard
L11 provide 33, 42, 60 and 100 wpc/
8ohms respectively for less than
THD. The first two models
feature independent bass and
treble controls for each channel,
while the L5 has selectable turnover frequencies for its tone
controls and the L11 has, instead,
a ' linear equ-aliser' to compensate
more accurately for source or
room anomolies. All the amps are
direct- coupled (' Realtime processed'), with fully complementary
output stages and high output
damping factors.
Prices £ 150,
£200, £330 and £ 625.
Two new tuners in the Studio
Standard range are the T2 and T4.
The former features LED displays
of signal strength ( on AM and
FM) and tuning. The T4 has the
Lux CCL (' Closed Loop Locked')
tuning
system
which
detects
exact centre tuning and temporarily locks the tuning knob ( for
about 1sec.). Rapid and extremely
accurate tuning is achieved with
this system. Both tuners have
MOS FET front- ends and high
quality ganged capacitors to provide exceptional interference and
intermod rejection. Prices £ 168
and £245. The R-1070 receiver is
an AM/FM, 75 wpc/8 ohms device
with THD no more than 0-015%.
LED
peak
indicators
monitor

magazines will have stands
cluding, of course, HFNIRR.

in-

We've gone up
As you will have noticed by now,
you just paid 50p for your monthly
hi-fi shot in the arm and not ( as
you may remember from last
month) 45p. Well, sorry about that
and we'd like to keep things as
they were too, but our Publishers
find that it's difficult to make ends
meet and so on. Our tins of beans
are costing us more, not to
mention paper and ink and and
and. Never mind, it's still less
than a week's milk bill and much
more interesting to read.

output level and are calibrated in
3dB increments. £540.
Two cassette decks in the
laboratory series are the K-12
Standard and 5K50 Reference.
The former utilises apure Sendust
record/replay head,
while the
Reference model
uses three
separate heads for record (4
gap), replay ( 1
and erase, as
well as three motors to control the
transport.
Both machines
are
capable of handling the new
generation of metal tapes. Four
digit LED displays monitor the
tape transport to read recording
time in minutes and seconds, and
fluorescent plasma displays are
used to show the instantaneous
level ( with a separate scale to
read + 10 dB for metal tape).
Feather touch control of the
transport is IC controlled. £ 622
and £ 1170 respectively.
Last, but by no means least,
in the G11 Laboratory Graphic
Equaliser 0.005% THD and intermod, and a S/N ratio exceeding
110 dB ( IHF A- curve) are claimed.
It has 10 bands at octave intervals
based on A = 440 Hz. Selection of
the variable amount of ' peak and
dip' is available in 2 steps (± 6dB
and ± 12 dB).
Input sensitivity
1V, output voltage typically 1V,
max 6 V ( flat). £350. Also available now is the LK 30 record/
equipment cabinet, capable of
housing any of the Lux range at
£92. All prices exclude VAT.
Expected soon are the ST10
tuner, K5 and K10 cassette decks,
PD 277 automatic turntable, C115
m- c cartridge and TA- 7tone arm.

Pye
New from Pye is the 3533 frontloading cassette deck. Featuring
Dolby B, chrome/ferro switching,
double- gap erase head, hydraulic
eject, tape counter, auto stop,
review and cue facilities, it has
simple, uncluttered styling. Inputs
are level and balance controlled,
illuminated level meters are provided and FM pilot tone suppression is built in. Front- mounted
jack sockets for mics and phones
are included. Suggested retail
price is £ 100.67.

New weaves

loaded to their manufacturers'
recommendations, they have produced these plug-in modules
(one required for each channel)
which can add capacitance and
modify the resistive loading to
provide
some
18
difference
conditions via 5 miniature ' computer- type' slide switches.
RF
filters are built in. To set the
optimizer accurately a special
battery operated capacitance
meter ' CCM-1' is used to determine the existing values of the
pre- amp and arm/leads. Dealers
will have these meters and will be
able to supply the optimizers
already set-up for £24.95 inc.
Wealthy devotees can purchase
the meter as well for atotal cost of
£69.95.
Details
from
Wilmex
Limited, Compton House, New
Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE.

Two
new
moving- coil
Satin
cartridges to complement the
existing versions of the popular
117 range are now available. The
M117Z is a budget priced unit at
£49.50 plus VAT, utilising a
bonded conical stylus. The M117S
heads the new range at £ 120. It
has a new stylus shape and
boasts an exceptionally smooth
response which eliminates the
rising upper end response often
encountered
with
m- c types.
Transient response is claimed to
be outstanding and the damping
well controlled. As with the other
models in the 117 range the output
at approx. 3mV is high enough to
obviate the need for pre- preamplification. More details from
Howland West.
New to the range of Wharfedale's
E ( for efficiency) series of speakers
is the E30, smallest of the three.
Two port- loaded 170 mm bass/
midrange drivers are used, crossEnglish firm BSR are one of the
ing over at 4kHz via a 9- element
most successful operating in the
network to a 25 mm horn- loaded
hi-fi field, with now nearly all
tweeter. Efficiency is 94 dB/watt/
their turntable production finding
metre as with the other models,
its way abroad. Some years ago
and atreble control is provided to
they acquired ADC from the USA
give — 4 to + 2dB adjustment
lock stock and barrel and built up
in the 3-20 kHz range.
Power
their range of pickups and tonehandling capability is 50 watts and
arms and now it appears that
the speaker is suitable for amps
they've widened their sights some.
of 15 watts RMS.
Dimensions
They've taken over dbx, the noise
580 x335 x261 mm, finiSh walnut
reduction people, and Paragon,
with black baffle/transparent grille,
an American firm making exotic
price around £200 per pair.
valve amps who have been in
difficulties for a little while now.
Further details on both product
ranges, including the new dbx
'V/ A
C K
S
2 disc system, from BSR Ltd,
A
H
1313 El. E
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath,
F U 1313111 0 13
CI II
Warley, West Midlands 864 5QH.

E by gum

ADC/dbx/Paragon

Crossword Solution

El El 1313
sIME11111 CI CI
El 13 13
CI
S ' 0 11/113
CI
13 CI 13
CI s M al N G s o
I,N

Optimum Imports
Wilmex are now importing the
DSD ' Optimizers' manufactured
by the American Dynamic Sound
Devices Company. Being concerned that many cartridges
currently in use are not being
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American Letter

Report from Las Vegas
George Tillet picks out some highlights from the WCES

the second year
FORWinter
Consumer

in succession the
Electronics Show
(WCES) was held in Las Vegas, city of slot
machines, sin and sex—where Room Service
means just what it says. In Austria the
greeting is ' Gruss Gott' and in America it's
'Have aNice Day', but in Vegas the salutation
is ' Be Lucky' or ' Good Luck'. And it must be
said that the opportunities are almost unlimited, as every hotel has its garish casino
and the robot-like ' One Arm Bandits' are
lined up everywhere—even at the airport.
However, several
CES exhibitors
were
definitely unlucky, as their products never
arrived at the Show due to extra severe
weather conditions. But the majority of the
850 exhibitors were very happy and so were
the 49,000 trade visitors who trudged around
the convention halls and the plush Jockey
Club where the ' esoterics' were segregated.
These numbered over 100 and were chiefly
smaller companies who specialised in superlow- distortion amplifiers, exotic loudspeakers,
and so on.

Nakamichi 582 Cassette Deck
A tremendous number of new products
were to be seen, but space will not permit
more than a brief mention of some of the
most interesting. Last year, the appearance of
metal tapes caused a sensation and now
almost every manufacturer is joining in the
race. Samples were shown by TDK, Scotch,
BASF, MazeII and Fuji. How about cassette
decks to play them on? Well, Icounted no
less than 13 at the Show and Iknow more will
be introduced later this year. Although there
is a move towards standardisation, deck
makers are not agreed on the correct designation for the tape selector, some using Fe
while others use Z or Metal.
The Technics RS-95 not only has provision
62

for metal tapes, but It also features two
motors, ahorizontal fluorescent VU display, a
sophisticated memory circuit and two built-in
signal generators for optimum bias adjustment. This is not unusual; the idea has been
used by Kenwood ( Trio) and Aiwa for some
time, but the Technics circuit is a little
different as the signals (400 Hz and 8kHz) are
applied to separate channels. JVC's ' metal
compatible' deck also uses two motors, with
full logic control, but instead of afluorescent
indicator it employs a multi- LED array. An
ingenious circuit using a micro- computer
called the B.E.S.T. tuning system gives
automatic correct matching for Bias, Equalisation and Sensitivity (that ' T' stands for
Total).
Nakamichi were one of the first companies
to realise the potential of metal tape. They
introduced three new models, two of which
can record on metal tape. Model 582 uses
three heads with provision for monitoring,
while atransformer arrangement is employed
for the high- current erase bead which has a
claimed efficacy of 80 dB. An interesting
feature of all three models is the Asymmetrical
Diffused Resonance Transport, which involves
the use of two capstans. Each pressure
roller, flywheel and capstan has a different
diameter, so distributing the resonances.
Other features include a differential amplifier
for the motor circuits, built-in signal generators for 400 Hz and 15 kHz (that certainly tells
us something about the HF response) and
separate adjustments for the record and play
heads.
Quite a number of new amplifiers were to
be seen and heard. There was Burwen's
(KLH) Model 6000 with a rating of over 2kW,
or 650 watts into each of four channels. It
uses 64 power transistors and the transformer
weighs 57 lb! Infinity were demonstrating a
hybrid transistor- valve amplifier ' containing
the best features of both'. If you thought that
the valves were in the output stage, you'd be
wrong—they are employed at the front-end.
The output stage consists of 12 high-speed
transistors for each channel, operating in the
Class- A mode. Rated power is 280 wpc into

4ohms, with distortion below 0.2%.
Perhaps the most interesting amplifier there
was the new ' magnetic field' design from the
Carver Corporation. Bob Carver was the
founder of Phase- Linear and he states that
his new amplifier ' steps down voltage and
stores the energy in a relatively small, lightweight and low-cost magnetic field coil,
thereby eliminating the need for a power
transformer and electrolytic capacitors'. It
would appear that ahigh frequency switching
circuit is employed, but details were not
available. The unit itself is a 7in cube
weighing 12 lb, with arated output of 200 wpc.
Full power is maintained with loads from 1to
8ohms and efficiency is said to be over 90%.
I can certainly attest to the fact that this
remarkable amplifier dissipates very little
heat.

Carver Power Amp with Orson
Sony's new TA-N86B amplifier is another
unusual device as it can operate in Class- A or
Class- B with ratings of 18 and 80 watts. It
uses a 20 kHz pulse- locked power supply
instead of a 60 Hz power transformer, thus
reducing size and weight. This may well be
the start of a new design trend and Iam sure
we will see more ' transfornnerless' amplifiers
before the year is out.
A number of Class- A amplifiers were to be
seen, but the new Hafler DH-200 is claimed to
'achieve the advantages of Class- A ... without the high cost, high heat, low efficiency and
thermal instability'. No details were available,
but the circuit is a symmetrical complementary, mirror- image configuration with a rated

demonstrated by Jumetite of Vancouver, with
a corner horn using a heavy-duty ribbon
speaker crossing over at the relatively low
frequency of 600 Hz. The horn is about 48 in.
long and faces up to a reflector, and inventor
Gil Holbrough uses several patented methods
to avoid the use of a steep crossover that
could cause ringing. The ribbon itself is
3in. long by Iin. wide and 0.000275 in. thick,
while the magnet weight is 64 ounces.
Frequencies below 600 Hz are handled by a
pair of 10 in. bass speakers—the enclosure
resonance being at 40 Hz. As one might
expect, the sound was excellent, with superb
transient response.
Prize for the best demonstration would
have to go to B & W, who introduced the
Model 80 which gave a good account of
itself in spite of its small size. KEF's Model
105 was attracting a lot of attention, and so
was the Rank display, which included Leak
and Wharfedale systems. Here again, much
thought had been given to the presentation
and good use was made of film projection.

Hailer DH-200 Amplifier

output of 100 wpc at less than 0.02% into
8ohms. Yamaha's new C-4 preamp looked
interesting too: the distortion is said to be
less than 0.0035% and it features a 4- gang
volume control and the bass tone control
turnover is continuously variable from
100 Hz to 500 Hz. Low distortion figures are
also claimed for the Sony TA-E88B preamp,
which uses cascode connected FETs at the
front-end. THD is less than 0.002% and
phono signal/noise is quoted at 88 dB ( ref.:
2.5 volts out). Another amplifier using a
cascode input stage is the Threshold SL 10
which ' is incapable of sonically altering any
signal passed through it which is in the range
of human perception'. A Class- A mode is
used throughout and the slew- rate is given as
150 \
ibis. The input stage consists of four
parallel transistors per channel, directly
coupled, and operated without feedback to
act as an impedance matching arrangement.
Pioneer introduced three new amplifiers
which are described as ' non- switching'
because the output stages are operated in a
quasi- Class- A mode with the signal controlling the bias. The circuit is called ' PVB' or
Pioneer Van- Bias. All three models use a
fluorescent display for power output indication.
Loudspeaker sales for 1978 in the US were
estimated to be about $400 million: up by 11%
from the previous year. Judging by the
number of new models, and the appearance of
more and more loudspeaker makers, this year
will see another increase—even if some of the
companies fall by the wayside.
Infinity
introduced another Reference System—the
4.5 ( No, Idon't know what it means). The
system stands 644 in. high and uses two 12 in.
bass drivers, four planar mid- range units and
four planar tweeters—one of which radiates
to the rear. Cone material for the bass
speakers is polypropylene and the crossover
frequency is 150 Hz. Provision is made for
bi-amping and the systems come complete
with an equaliser- control unit.
The Hill Plasmatronic system, which made
its appearance at last year's Atlanta Show,
has been redesigned and the sound quality
was clean and uncoloured— most impressive.
So was asystem demonstrated by Precedent,
a new company. Imagine a cabinet measuring about 30 in. square and 14 in. deep. Now
on the front on one side are two small cabinets
projecting forward about 10 in., while a small
bookshelf enclosure is located on the top.
The main enclosure forms a transmission
line for the bass speaker, while the midrange
and treble units are housed in the aforementioned box appendages. The drivers are
standard KEF units and in spite ( or because
of) of its ' unusual' appearance, the reproduction was very smooth.
Another interesting system was being

IN BRIEF
AR introduced a new model, the AR90, a
floor- standing system using two side-firing
10 in. woofers which seems to be a scaleddown version of the AR 9.
RTR now offer two electrostatic arrays to
the DIY enthusiast, one with six elements and
one with 15. Crossover is 1.2 to 1.5 kHz and
both units come complete with self-contained
power supplies.
Rotel had an unusual
product called the ' Play Mixer', consisting of
a 7- input stereo mixer combined with an
electronic rhythm maker and ' echo chamber'.
There is achoice of ten different rhythms and
two VU meters are provided. Not to be outdone, Panasonic were demonstrating a radio
receiver combined with a 23 key electronic
organ, while nearby the same company were
showing a remarkable Slide Processor which
could produce a monochrome 35 mm slide
from an original in 40 seconds, using an
electrostatic method.
Pioneer were demonstrating their ' Bodysonic' car system which employs low

Yamaha C-4 Control Amplifier

Pioneer SA-9800 'Non- Switching' amplifier

The AR9, the AR90 and designer Tim Holl

frequency transducers mounted in cushions
to augment the sound by bone conduction.
Oh, yes—it works all right, and there was a
definite sense of loss when the gadget was
switched off. However, the demonstration
car was stationary and Idon't know what the
effect would be if it was moving at speed.
, Fosgate also had a demonstration car, but
this was fitted with ' Tetra- 1', a4- channel SQ
system based on a Tate decoder—and most
impressive it was too.
Outside the Show, a humble Volkswagen
was shuddering under the influence of an
Advent-Audiomobile 1000 watt (that's right—
akilowatt) system which could be heard from
aconsiderable distance. Rear speakers were
heavy-duty 15 in. models with 4in. speech
coils. Needless to say, extra batteries were
installed, as the installation ( which included
an equaliser, Dolby system and a bi-amp
crossover) consumed 320 amps.
If they
combined the system with a Bodysonic it
would probably beat the driver to d- death.•
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If it is your intention to make an investment in a Hi Fi system rattler than buy something to cell next year, consider the advantages of
the modular system offered by Boothroyd Stuart. Despite future development of digital dsc or even plug-in digital music memories,
your domestic music system will always need a loudspeaker — we do not foresee large corceptual changes here — and a means to
control the signals from whatever source, te drive the loudspeaker. Our recipe in an evolving market is flexibility and this is the safeguard of your investment. The active loudspeaker will accept the output of a preamplifier and make sounds as beautiful as the source
allows. Our modular amplifier system is clean, clear, precise, powerful and has lasting beauty.
The control unit 101 illustrated is constructed with three interchangeable electronic modules, two of which are solely devoted to the disc
soJrce. The first module you choose to suit the pick up of your choice, now or next year. Our commitment is to offer within this framework the possibility of today's preamp for tomorrow's music system. The perfect match for your pick up or tape recorder is offered — a
perfect concept.
Plug-in modules for Supex, Entree, Denon, Fidelity Research, Asak, Decca, Magnetic, Ultimo, Grado and others...
Also equalisation ayalable for RIAA, RIAA lEC rec 1978, coarse groove ( 78).
Write or ' phone for details to BOOTHROYD STUART LTD, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBRIDGESHIRE, ENGLAND PE18 7EJ
(0480) 57339 TELEX ( MERIDN) 32577.

3COTHROYD S UART/V1ERIDIAN
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Subjective Sounds
Paul Messenger's column of impressions and opinions

underside of the disc. The same arguments
about mechanical impedance apply in
damping, transmitting
and
reflecting
vibrations here. The secret is to choose the
right material or combination of materials to
suit your system and your taste, and it is not
necessary to lash out a lot of money immediately on exotic commercial products.
Felts, suedes, foams and even old shellac
discs are all worth experimentation. The
strength of this ' system dependence' was
illustrated when recently trying the urethaneplastics Spectra mat imported by Rogers
(Swisstone); on a well-damped/decoupled
Thorens 160/Mission the substitution resulted
in a clear reduction of mid- range coloration,
and was retained, while on aSondek/Mission
a similar effect was also accompanied by a
notable loss of the Sondek's transient
detail capabilities, so it was hastily removed.

but others are not; those who carry out
irrevocable changes to their equipment may
well sacrifice any guarantee extant, the right
nearly two years ago, even getting as far as
to manufacturer/importer or dealer servicing,
scheduling before abandonment, while the
and aproportion of the second-hand value of
proposed subject has since provided many
the product.
pages of editorial fodder as a regular feature
The record player itself is the happy
in another magazine! The subject is ' modifihunting ground for most modifiers, and this is
cations' or ' component tuning' and its
the very area where mutually conflicting aims
exponents have much in common with the
most get in the way. Starting first with the
do-it-yourself constructor who has been the
arm/cartridge: every cartridge exhibits a
cornerstone of hobbyist hi-fi since the term
frequency- dependent mechanical impedance
was invented. In the early days, when manuat the stylus, the resistive portion of which
factured components themselves looked like
signifies movement of energy into the
they had been assembled on the kitchen
cartridge itself. What should happen to
table, the kit and scratch builders accounted
this energy is the subject of some disagreefor asizeable percentage of the market. Their
ment between designers, but basically it
numbers have probably increased since, but
can be transmitted, reflected, or absorbed
at nowhere near the same rate as the market
(presumably all three will happen in different
itself, while the modicum of technical knowproportions.) To generalise, absorption may
how that was almost a prerequisite for the
result in minimum coloration, but this can only
early dabbler is less widespread and inresult from resistive damping of some sort,
creasingly faced by a fearsome degree of
which implies a degree of relative particle
technological sophistication ( whether justified
movement and hence possible loss of
or not) in manufacturer's hardware. Thus the
'information'; transmission usually implies
amateur is now unable to emulate the prosome attendant reflection due to the mechfessionals, for the kitchen table is not the
The less expensive Planar 2
anical impedance mismatch and attendant
place to conduct experiments in beryllium
coloration, but also involves close mechanical
vapour- deposition techniques, while the local
coupling between cartridge and headshell,
It is relevant to note that Rega's Planar 3 is
chemists or hardware store is unlikely to
which will avoid relative movement. So one
designed very much as an ' information
respond positively to requests for boron wire
can reduce colorations at the possible
compromise' system and rarely approaches
or sapphire rod for cantilevers.
expense of signal information by damping
the theoretical ideal solutions; but the thick
This has meant that the would-be conand decoupling the cartridge from the headmat, controlled amount of arm bearing play,
structor has increasingly limited his activities
shell, or alternatively increase information,
and ' stiff' shelf coupling are all chosen to
to building loudspeaker boxes, while insometimes at the expense of coloration, up to
produce a balanced compromise. For the
creased manufacturing efficiency in every
the point where the ' information capability' of
individual there is no substitute for careful
sector has made it harder and harder to make
the system is limited by the mechanical
listening when attempting to undertake
savings commensurate with the efforts
integrity of the cartridge or arm. ( I must
improvements.
involved. But, happily for the hobbyist, the
apologise for my use of the word ' information'
A popular object of modifiers' attentions
pressures of manufacturing ( and even
in this manner, which Iknow irritates some of
has been the Thorens TD160 series. These
more so of marketing) have ensured that
our more academic readers, but it seems to
can certainly benefit from a mat change ( but
most commercial products are riddled with
convey the essence of the matter— Ihope!)
remember that increasing the mass loading
compromises designed to make them either
Another point of weakness in many systems
on a bearing by asignificant percentage risks
slightly cheaper to manufacture or more
shortening its life), while improvements in
is the detachable headshell coupling, where
marketable. This may indeed be sound
coloration may also be had by increasing the
the mechanical connection is normal!" pretty
business practice, but for the hobbyist or
Q of the decoupling system, by removal of the
nebulous. Opinions differ on the worth of the
purist it is anathema, so there has been a
foam cores from the springs and careful
little rubber gasket, but if one can stand to be
steadily increasing interest in improving the
deprived of the detachable facility I would
dressing of the arm lead- out wires, so that
commercial product.
suggest that a little Araldite and afirm hand
they become part of the springing rather than
The reason that the original article remained
damping or short-circuiting it.
on the locking screw will assist the joint in
still- born was twofold: first, the modification
The fundamental difficulty with turntable
coupling headshell to arm mass.
'scene' quickly showed itself as one of the
systems is that for every action there are a
While some enthusiasts claim improved
most fashion- conscious around, the overwhole variety of reactions, some of which may
bass by taping the centre section of a thin
night volte-face being a common occurrence,
be favourable and some unfavourable; the
arm tube, the next major discontinuity occurs
and new mods were introduced faster than
trick is to know when you are going in the
at the arm bearings. There is little one can do
an importer's model change in aslack market;
right direction— and where to stop. If you are
about these; some form of damping may
second, Ibecame more and more conscious
happy with the sound from your system, it is
indeed
help
prevent
bearing
rattle,
but
also
of the trade-offs existing in, for example,
safest to leave well alone, but the inveterate
appears to have the same sort of effect on
record system optimisation, and the degree to
experimenter may find that abalance between
'information capability' as other mechanical
which personal taste becomes involved. It is
resistances, and its efficacy will be very
coloration and information which suits his
simple enough to effect a change, but it is
system- dependent. Also, of course, in an
taste can be achieved by painstaking experivery much harder to determine whether or not
ideal system no audio frequency energy
ment and careful listening.
it constitutes an improvement. However,
Ihad hoped to fit in some cunning tips on
from the record groove would ever get that
interest in modifications is high, so Ihave
ruining the trade-in price and/or blowing up
far from the cartridge!
decided to use this space to examine the sort
some amps and speakers, and yet there is still
Turning to the other side of the cartridge,
of things that can be attempted and discuss
much to be said about turntables; maybe I
very few commercial turntables are provided
the mechanisms involved. One word of
should have made it afeature article after all!
with decent mats that contact properly the
warning: some changes may be reversible,

M of afeature article that was first planned

Y column this month is really the detritus
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Watts ~ the first name
in record care
_
Humkt.Mqp,Kit £1.39
=

New Formula Parostatik®
Antistatic Fluid
/ oz 26p. 1oz 42p
2
1

Parastat Wash Brush ( Replacement Brush
for Manual Parastat) £ 1.41
Packs containing replacement parts are
readily available.
11.1.
11.1.
11111.1.111111111111

PAR ASTAT WASH BRUSH

Manual Parastat
£5.36

Parostatik
Dise Preener® £ 1.07

Hi- Fi Paraste £4.55

Stylus Cleaner 42p

Dust Bug® £ 1.94
Cecil E Watts Ltd., Darby House,
Sunbury- on- Thames, Middlesex.
Telephone: Sunbury- on- Thames 83252.
Telex: 27750

Please send me the following items -

All prices include 8% VAT. Available from all good hi-fi stores and record
shops or in case of difficulty order direct adding 10% to cover postage
and packing ( minimum P&P 10p) UK only.

Name
Address
Illustrated leaflet and full price list

Ienclose cheque/P. 0. value £

Hi.N4

(please do not send postage stamps)

e ight

million pounds down the drain on the
Stra thearn fiasco, the real cash lo ss must be

Audio Patents
VEN though Strathearn is now officially
dead, patents continue to issue on the
new technology initially envisaged as an
essential part of the company's grand plan.
BP 1533 842, for instance, claims an innovative approach to tracking weight and bias

E

Adrian Hope

well over twenty million. Strathearn themselves confirm that the pay ments to Pats
Centre were ' considerably greater' than the
officially ac know ledged £342,000.

the current feed to the coi ls,thereb yenhancing tracking. In a sophisticated for mat the
left and right channel outp uts are separately
sensed to control both trac kin g and bias
i
n depen dently.
In this way a relative ly low
no minal tracking force can be set ,with heavily

control and BP 1522 473 protects related
control circuitry. The aim of the invention
covered by these patents is two-fold: to
provide bias and tracking weight control
manually, but electronically at the turn of a
knob, and to offer automatic control in
dependence upon the program material being
produced. To achieve both these aims the

mo du lated

passages automatically tr acked at
commensu rately higher weights. The se nsin g
circuit has afast rise -time but a lon gfall- time,
so that a succession of transients will not
cau se hunting or ' pumping' of the tracking

and bias adjustment.
In the early heady days ,Strathearn planned
to incorporate this electronic control feature,
first in the up -market pa rallel tracker and then
pickup arm pivot point is formed around a su bsequ ently introduce it in the lowe r market
complex of permanent magnets, soft magnetic
range. But of course the para llel tracker never
cores and crossed coils. A conventional
got past the Pats Centre protot yp e stage, and
counter- balance enables the pickup arm to be
the rest is sad history. It will be interesting to
immedofto current
equilibrium h
andcoils
subsequently
the
t
upply
at the pivotsee
what happens now to these and other
sr
point produces a magnetic field which
Strathearn patents. Will they be allowed to
creates effective down and side forces.
lapse so that all the expensive research and
Essentially, the higher the current fed to the
development work commissioned from Pats
coils the greater the tracking and bias force
Centre and protected by a string of patent
supplied. Electronic control at the turn of a applications passes into the common domain?
knob is thus easily achieved.
Or will the government step in and buy the
Automatic control in dependence upon
Strathearn patents as they issue, making the
program content is achieved by sensing the
output signal from the pickup cartridge and
using the sensed level to control the current
feed to the pivot coils. A large output signal,
as produced by heavy modulation, increases

SMALL group in Scotland calling itself
Scotsoun Productions, which over the

past five
recording
literature,
recording

years has issued 50 cassettes
' the soun o Scots in language,
music and song', should inspire
enthusiasts elsewhere to try some-

thing similar.
Although Scotsoun sells its recordings —
most of them at £3 or £3.50 a time—its
activity is essentially alabour of love. Neither
Alan Ramsay, who looks after the technical
side, nor Dr. George Philip, who acts as
seeretary, depends on the label for a living.
Receipts from the sale of one cassette are
used to meet the costs of producing the next.
Proceeding in this way, they have been able
to build up an impressive catalogue of 50
titles already and their ambition is to present
about 30 significant poets, each of whom has
contributed to the six- century Scottish
literary tradition.
Apart from that section of the catalogue,
there is a growing selection of recordings of
music and song of many kinds, several tapes
specially for children, historical narratives,
and readings in the vernacular. The producers
have used imagination to produce a remarkable variety: there is a souvenir cassette on
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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that

one

of

Until recently it has been

all too easy to obtain a patent on a trivial old
idea, especially if the

Patent Office examiner

entrusted with handling the patent application
has no real over- view of the technology which
he is examining.

Although in such a case the

patent granted is vulnerable to attack on the
grounds that what it claims is old, there has
in the past been a fair amount of legal red tape
involved

in

obvious

reasons,

mounting

such

only

a

an

firm

attack.
likely

to

For
be

directly affected by the grant of an apparently
invalid

the trouble

and

expense of involvement in legal red tape.

patent

would

go to

But

now, under the new British patent laws, which
came into force in June 1978, the situation is

very different.
According to the new laws, not only
granted patents, but also pending applications, are published. Thus some of the
inventions reported in these pages in future
will originate from pending applications rather
than granted patents. They will be identified
as such in each case. It is open for any reader
who believes that such an invention is old to
write to the Comptroller of Patents, The
Patent Office, Southampton Buildings,
Chancery Lane, London WC2 A1 AY and say
so. There is no form to fill in and no fee.

Douglas Brown
the Golf Courses at Turnberry, and another
production titled ' Neeps and Tatties—a
concise monthly guide to growing vegetables
in the Scottish climate'. The full catalogue
can be obtained from Scotsoun, 13 Ashton
Road, Glasgow G12 8SP.
Alan Ramsay and George Philip are
pioneering atrail. There is no reason why a
small group in Yorkshire, or on Merseyside,
or in Wessex, or East London should not
follow their example. There is rich material
everywhere and a large enough, even if
restricted, market to cover the costs.

THE FEDERATION of British Tape Recordists has a big anniversary occasion at
hand. The 21st annual general meeting will be
held in
utton, Surrey, next month. The
actual membership of the Federation has
never been large—currently it runs at something over 500— but it has done a very good
job of representing the keenest and most
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sometimes

a truly original idea.

patented technology available to other
companies under licence? The least the
British tax payer is entitled to is an answer to
this question. Despite smokescreens and red
herring talk by officialdom of only around

Tape Matters
A

READERS

the patents reported in this column is not for

creative amateurs.
It works away quietly over a wide front of
activity. For example, at the present time it is
collecting opinions df amateurs about the
current situation concerning copyright. The
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[lips present abiased
guide to cassettes.
Naturally we feel that our cassette tapes are the best. After all, we invented the compact
cassette. But tins has not led to complacency. There are now five Philips cassettes
PHILIPS
available from your audio dealer, and the chart above shows which one is best
suited to each cassette deck.
But don't take our word for it. Try aPhilips cassette in your machine, and
draw your own conclusions.
Simply years ahead
PHILIPS

or
jpiitte ft,
Ung 6
670
-.

eer SUPER FERRO

Low noise tape.
nue Balanced output
and response.

High output. Low
um noise. Suitable for
machines with low bias
settings.

A

High output. Low
noise. Suitable for
machines with higher
bias settings.

L.

PHILIPS

CHROMIUM

•••••
»gm*
•••••

O

Chromium Dioxide
coating. Improved
high frequency
reproduction.

PHILIPS
FERRO
CHROMIUM

«HMO
41161116111
1
--1Combines the best
characteristics of
Ferric and Chromium
Dioxide tape coating.

Soundings
Donald Aldous

ror

years rumours have been circulating
that the BBC's Radio 3 would be axed or
at least curtailed as its minority audience did
not warrant the rising costs involved, particularly in these times of financial stringency.
Ihope my friend Angus McKenzie will not
think I'm poaching on his ' FM Radio' feature
by referring to this topic; in fact, Ithink he
will support my plea that all hi-fi devotees and
music- lovers taking advantage of the wealth
of music of all kinds available on the Radio 3
network—in FM stereo on VHF frequencies—
should make known to the BBC their sustained interest in these transmissions.
This thought, and a much broader appreciation of material the BBC is offering the
British public in the UK, and overseas via
the superb World Service, was triggered off
recently by letters and visits from friends who
live in New Zealand, Australia and Canada.
For the present we'll leave the American TV
and radio scene out of our story, but in addition to the remarks of my friends, readers
have written to me, notably from Canada, on
hi-fi themes and mentioned in passing the
poor programmes on the CBC network.
Certainly from the few tapes of presentations from Canada Ihave heard, the material can hardly be said to be stimulating but,
not living in Canada, their broadcast problems
do not directly concern us. Over the years I've
seen a lot of acid criticism of radio and TV
programming, but I cannot refrain from
quoting the vitriolic comments of Jim Smith,
Music Editor of a Canadian magazine AudioScene (February 1979) on CBC's failings.
He writes: ' The CBC is out of control.
Costs are staggering, quality lower than
low ...' In referring to the dismissal of a
popular
announcer,
Bruce
Smith,
on
Toronto's CBC AM radio outlet, Mr. Smith
remarks ' this station saddled Bruce with
station managers who should have been
managing meat packing stations, with producers whose concept of interesting programming would have been dated in Marconi's
day, and with facilities which could only
(charitably) be called primitive ... The CBC
should be used for what it does best: pumping out a signal. Anything creative is without
question beyond the competence of the
broadcast bureaucracy.'
These criticisms—and I cannot assess
their justification from afar—are worthy of
the BBC's lately lamented programme ' Disgusted, Tunbridge Wells'. The moral of this
anecdote is simply, despite some weaknesses: let's praise dear old Auntie Beeb,
regarded by many widely travelled people as
the best broadcasting organisation in the
world.
WHILE in this critical mood, Iwant to touch
on— not for the first time—the impact of
noise today on all of us. Admittedly Iam
rather ancient to be in total sympathy with the
sounds of ' heavy rock' and the ' discomaniacs'
gyrating in an avalanche of decibels. But my
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Castle Associates
Electronic Lighthouse
antipathy does not prevent me from gaining
some first-hand experience of what many
young people are exposing themselves to
aurally.
A musical called Tommy, running at
London's Queen's Theatre as Iwrite, was
presented as ' rock opera' on record by the
Who, and later transferred to film by Ken
Russell. The film, which Isaw, had an earnumbing soundtrack, and I cannot resist
quoting Milton Shuman's Evening Standard
review of the theatre production. He said
The noise level of a relentless succession of rock numbers was so deafening that
Inow know what it must sound like going over
Niagara Falls in a tin barrel. No doubt the
rape of the eardrum is what the younger
generation demand in their popular music.
Could it be that this gap between us is due to
the fact that they were conditioned as infants
to the snap, crackle and pop of breakfast
cereal, while Iwas reared on the less uproarious qualities of porridge?'
That reason is as good as any Ican think
of, after braving the sound levels ( plus
distortion) heard in acouple of discotheques,
admittedly only for a short spell. To cope
with the tendency to edge the volume level up,
as more youngsters start dancing— Ithink
that's the term used—on a club or disco
floor, an ingenious Sound Level Switch has
been on the market for some years.
Castle Associates, of North Street, Scarborough, designed their Electronic Lighthouse—see illustration—to exercise automatic control over excessive sound levels in
places of entertainment. This device, which
cuts off the power supply when predetermined peak levels are overshot, also controls
a multiple level light display. The Electronic
Lighthouse has electrical safety approval from
authorities in Canada and Sweden, and the
latest De Luxe design has an earth- leakage
trip option, and a management over- ride key
switch enabling the switch mechanism to be
by-passed, which in turn means that power can

be left connected to amplifiers while not
effecting the display.
In case the picture's relative sizes confuse
you, the actual height of the device is only
1.5 metres! It costs £495, but aless expensive
device is produced, known as the Electronic
Orange, for the same function.
Castle
Associates also manufacture a mini Sound
Level Meter, model CS 142C, which fits in
the pocket. This meter meets the requirements of an American Standard, ANSI. S1. 4
(Type 3A) and is useful for all classes of user
from students learning the principles of
sound measurement to the professional
consultant requiring a ' second line' quick
check survey instrument. This design can be
accurately calibrated using one of the range
of calibrators produced by the company.
Its external microphone permits closed
coupler calibration. Price is £99, including
case.
The Electronic Lighthouse is most effectively employed in the Empire Ballroom,
Leicester Square, London. [ For another view
of the device, however, see ' News' p. 42
February ' 78.—Dep. Ed.]
Closing on a
practical note this month, two other devices
have been under test with me for very different purposes.
Lynwood Electronics (20
Stourcliffe Avenue, Bournemouth, BH6 3PT)
have produced an electronic timer, intended
for precision on/off switching of radio,
audio, TV, video and recording equipment.
In fact, any mains driven appliances up to a
maximum of 1kilowatt can be handled.
This module is a precision- made solidstate module combining the usefulness of a
24 hour digital clock ( LED display using
Hewlett Packard digits 0.43 ins, high) with a
facility to switch any meins-powered system
on and off at predetermined times, accurate
within seconds of time selected, either once
only or daily. Having checked this with
various systems, I must say it performs
accurately and reliably. Price is £38-50, inc.
VAT.
The second product is G. A. Audio's
'Soundisc', made by G. A. Audio, of
82, Bromsgrove Road, Redditch, Worcs.
B97 4RN. This is a precision ground glass
disc intended to be placed directly on one's
turntable platter ( recess uppermost) with the
existing mat removed. Glass, it is claimed,
provides a rigid, non- resonant perfectly flat
surface so that the disc is supported over its
entire playing area, thus preventing any small
verticle movement of the disc. Price is less
than £10.
Several hi-fi devotees have written to us
about the results with this glass mat, in two
instances rhapsodising about the improvement in clarity, depth and solidity of the
stereo image. Subjectively, they claim, it
cleans up the bass end, enhances the midrange and introduces a purity to the treble

response.
My tests are now proceeding, including I
hope some objective measurements, as an
early listening check does not reveal the
marked improvements suggested. So many
factors are involved— mass of the existing
turntable, type and standard of pickup arrr
and cartridge fitted, and the amplifier in use
How efficient is the turntable base decoupled from the rest of the system, and sc
on? If any readers have played with this
glass disc, Iwould value a report on results
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If you like our names you'll love our prices
AIWA • AKG • AKAI • ARMSTRONG

• AUDIOMASTER • AUDIO TECHNICA •

BANG

& OLUFSEN •

BEYER • BOLIVAR • BOSE • CELESTION • CORAL • DUAL • EMPIRE • ENTRE • FERROGRAPH • GRADO

HACKER • HARBETH • HITACHI • IMF • JBE • JVC • KEESONIC • KEF • KOSS • LENTEK • MICRO

SEIKI •

MORDAUNT-SHORT

•

MONITOR

AUDIO •

NATIONAL PANASONIC •

NEAL •

ORTOFON •

PIONEER • QUAD • RAM • REVOX • ROGERS • SENNHEISSER • SHARP • SHURE • SMC • SME • SONY •

SPENDOR •

STAX •

SUGDEN •

TEAC •

TECHNICS •

• VI DEOTONE • WHARFEDALE

THORENS •
• YAMAHA

TOSHIBA •

TRIO •

ULTIMO

•

This sign iv' means asuper discount-phone for our special price!
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong
621 Teak
621 Rosewood
Hitachi
HA330
JVC
JAS11G
JAS22
JAS44 with SEA
JAS77
Pioneer
SA506
SA606
SA706
Clued
33
303
405
Revox
8750
Sony
TA313
TAF4A
TAF5A
Sugden
A48
Technics
SU8011
SU 8022
SU8044
SU8055
SU8080
SU 9011
SE 9021
Trio
KA3700
KA5700
Yamaha
CA510
CA710
CA810
CA1010

£118.00
1120.00
£116.00
diab

(89.00
£119.00
£159.00

air
air
air

an e

£82.00
£136.00
£139.00
£200.00
£249.00
£339.00

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa
AD1250
£ 139.00
AD6350
£ 149.130
A06400
£ 181.00
A06550
£212.00
A06800
£275.130
AD6900
£359.00
Bang It Olufsen
Beocords in teak or rosewood
1900
5000
Hitachi
0220
£96.00
0550
£ 122.00
0560
£145.00
0850
£210.00
0900
£260.00
JVC
K0720
KDIO
K025
KI355
KD65
Pioneer
CTF500
£105.00
CTF700
£204.00
Sharp
RT3151
£189 00

Technics
RS616
R5631
Yamaha
TC520
£ 199.00
CASSETTE RECEIVERS
Aiwa
AF3070
£312.00
AF3090
£379.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocentres en teak or rosewood
2600
4000
HEADPHONES
AK G
K40
£14.90
K80
£24.00
K141
£32.00
K240/4
£37.00
Beyer
07440
£24.00
Koss
Pro 4AAA
£ 40.00
Sennheisser
HD400
£ 11.00
HD414X
£ 18.00
HI:1424X £26.00
HD224X
£34.00
HD420
£23.04:1
HD430
£30.00
LOUDSPEAKERS
Armstrong
602 Teak
1173.00
602 Rosewood £ 195.00
Audiomaster
L53'5A
MLS1
MLS2
MLS5
Bang & Olufsen
Beovox S25
teak
rosewood
Beovox S35
teak
rosewood
Beovox S45/2
teak
rosewood
Beovox 575
teak
rosewood
C40 slum or black
C75 alum or black
Bolivar
125H
£ 129.00
Bose
601
£385.00
301
£ 159.00
Harbeth
HL Pro monitors £269.00
IMF
Super Compact II £ 159.00
Jim Rogers
JR149
LPA System
KEF
Corelli
Calinda
Concord Ill
104AB
105
Celeste Ill
Monitor Audio
Mini Monitor
£99.00
MA6
£139.00
MA4 Mk 2
£196.00

Mordaunt-Short
Carnival tk/walnut
Festival tk/walnut
Pageant tk / walnut
Signifer 1k/walnut
Clued
Electrostatic
RAM
Compact
Mini- Bookshelf teak
Bookshelf Mk 2teak
100
150
200
Rogers
Expo.. Monitors
L53. SA
Spendor
BC 1
Technics
SEIX3
Videotone
Minimax
0100
Wharfedale
Denton XP2 teak
Shelton XP2 teak
Linton XP2 teak
Glendale XP2 teak
Yamaha
NS615
NS635
NS655
NS1000M

£70.00
£94.00
£114.00
£139.00
£175.00
£225.00

£49.00
£39.00
£53.00
£68.00
£83.00
£110.00
£118.00
(151.00
£251.00
£599.00

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa
AF5300
£ 379.00
AF 5600
£ 469.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocentres teak or rosewood
2800
grir
3300
4600
Hitachi
SDT400
£369.00
Sharp
SG400
£289.00
SG450
£354.00
SG460
£399.00
SG500E
£ 599.00
Toshiba
SM2950
£259.00
SM3350
£299.00
SM3750
£399.00
PICK-UP ARMS
SME
3009 fixed
£54.00
3009/S2
£59.00
3009/S3
£99.00
FD200
£19.00
PICK-UP CARTRIDGES
Ortofon
MCIO
£39.00
MC10 Inc. Trans £59.00
M20E Super
£42.00
MC20 Moving coil £54.00
M20FL
£49.00
VMS20E Mk 2
£29.90
MCA10 Pre amplifier £79.00
Fl 5E Mk 2
£ 18.90
FF15E Mk 2
£ 13.90

AKG
P8ES
P8E
P7E
Grado
FCE + 1
F3E + '
F1 +
GI +
Shure
V15-3
V15 Mk 4
M75ED

TUNERS'
Armstrong
623 teak
623 rosewood
624 teak
624 rosewood
Hitachi
FT340
JVC
JTVI1G
JTV22
JTV77
Pioneer
7%606
Clued
FM3
Revox
8760

Cheque/PO enclosed for £

Open 9am to 5pm Epping closed Wednesday - Saffron Walden closed Thursday
Prices and stock shown are correct at the tim e o fgoing to press.

credit card account

& Osborne

148 & 156 High Street, Epping, Essex. Tel: ( 0378) 74242
26 King Street, Saffron Walden, Essex. Tel ( 0799) 23728

£60.00
£47.00
£26.00
£11.00
£16.00
£34.00
f59.00
£49.95
£69.00
£15.00

RECEIVERS
Aiwa
AX7600
(229.00
Armstrong
625 teak
£ 186.00
625 rosewood £ 189.00
626 teak
£214.00
626 rosewood
1217.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beomasters en teak or
rosewood
1500
1900
2200
2400
4400
Hitachi
5R3031
£123.00
SR 503L
£139.00
JVC
JRS61L
JRS201L
JR 5301
Pioneer
SX590
£ 142.00
SX690
£ 179.00
Technics
SA200L
SA300L
SA400
SA600
Yamaha
CR420
£ 149.00
CR620
£ 199.00
CR820
£269.00
CR2020
£475.00
REEL TO REEL
%vox
877 2- track
877 4- track
Sony
TC399

Please fill in and post the coupon with your cheque or postal
order. Add carriage: Cartridges 35 pence; Headphones 75
pence- all other items £4.00. Or order by phone using your
credit card number. All prices include VAT. Credit terms
available. Personal callers welcome.

c-eChew
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£85.00
£109.00
£149.00
£540.00

£132.00
£134.00
£102.00
£104.00
£97.00

£95.00
air
a‘r

Sony
S7313L
ST515L
STA3L
Technics
ST7300
ST8011L
ST8044L
ST8077K
ST8080
ST9031
ST9038
Trio
K75500
£92.00
Yamaha
C7510
£116.00
CT710
£ 149.00
TURNTABLES
ADC
1500FG
£68.00
1600DD
£ 87.00
1700DD
1110.00
Aiwa
AP2200
£ 109.00
Bang & Olufeen
Beograins in teak or rosewood
1500
2200
4002
4004
Dual
CS504
£89.00
CS52I
£ 109.00
CS604
£ 139.00
Hitachi
H7350
C92 00
JBE
Series 3slate
f209.00
Series 3clear £ 189.00
JVC
OLA2
OL F4
OL70
Mitchell
Focus One excl. arm
E109.00
Focus One inc. arm
1169.00
Monitor Audio
ET500
£ 129.00
Pioneer
PL514
£63.00
PL516
£85.00
PL518
£ 114.00
Revox
8790 with VMS20E
8790 with M20E
Sony
PSTI
PST20
Strathearn
SM2000 incl. VMS20E £ 139 00
Technics
SL220
ØW
SL230
SL150
SL3200
SL3300
SL5200
SL5300
SL150Mk 2
Th eeeee
TD104
TD105
TD110
TD115
TD126 Mk 3C
TD160 Mk 2BC

Chew & Osborne, 148 High Street, Epping, Essex.
Make

£86.00
£ 104.130
£ 113.00
( 129.00
£235.00
£ 79.00

Please supply

Model
or charge my
Signature

Name
Address
(Phone)HFNR4
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AHexagonal Double-bass
E. J. Jordan presents the theory behind an unusual loudspeaker design
employing four treble modules and two front-to- back bass units—
all in a hexagonal cabinet suitable for home construction
damping component Rm will dominate, so
again into equation 2we have:

start with the basic facts of sound
W Eradiation.
If we consider asingle cone

loudspeaker unit mounted in ahole in the wall,
the expression for radiated sound power is:
F2
PA = 4 X RA

PA =

This shows a condition of absolute bass
cut at a rate of 12dB/octave. In practice it is
not that bad, since Rm cannot exist on its own,
but it does indicate the futility of excessive
damping. No system can possibly incur a
condition of oscillatory resonance if the Q is

PA = Radiated sound power.
F = RMS force applied to the voice- coil.
impedance

X1
2 X A2

2
PA CC 1

1

Where

Zm = Total
mechanical
moving parts.

F2
nm

of

RA = Radiation resistance.

"FIG. 2

(For the sake of clarity, all constants are being
omitted.)
The radiation resistance has the form
shown in fig. 1, where it is seen that RA has

a
•-•
b•
,

EMINENCY

two distinctly separate parts above and
below the ' knee' at frequency k. This frequency is an inverse function of cone
diameter. For a cone of 250 mm diameter k
will be approximately 800Hz, and for a50 mm
cone it will be about 4000 Hz.
The two parts of the radiation resistance
curve are served by separate equations, and
by substituting in equation 1we have:
Below k

PA =

Above k

PA =

F2

i

Zm

F2
Zm

Z

X1
2 X A2

2

xA

3

We will assume for the next part that the
force Fapplied by the voice- coil to the cone
has a linear amplitude characteristic and is
independent of frequency, which now leaves
the entire performance characteristics of the
loudspeaker defined as afunction of Zm .An
electrical voltage waveform applied across
the voice- coil will cause a corresponding
oscillatory force to be applied to the cone,
which we would then ' like' to respond with a
corresponding oscillatory motion, but it
does not. All would be well if Zm were nonexistent or even well behaved,. but in due
course we shall see that when Zm is dissected
into its constituent parts all sorts of nonlinear and frequency- selective nasties come
HI FI NEWS & RECORD,REVIEW
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crawling out. But we shall then see what can
be done to tame them.
The three major components of Zm are:
the total moving mass M (
which can vary with
frequency), the stiffness ' S' of the suspension
(which is usually non-linear), and the
electromagnetic damping Rm (which is usually
anything but the correct value). The presence
of mass and a stiffness component immediately indicates a resonant condition. These
components in fact determine the fundamental resonant frequency . of the cone f
0.
Now, not having three hands, Iam going to
ask Rm to assume for itself avalue such as to
damp the resonance to a Q of unity. In this
case, at frequencies below f
c
,the motion of
the cone is mainly controlled by the stiffness
of the suspension, and putting this in
equation 2gives:
PA = F2‘X 1
2 X S2 X 1
2 X A.
PA cC 1
4
This shows the radiated power to be falling
at a hell of a rate as frequency falls (24dB/
octave).
Above f
0,
where the controlling component
is the moving mass, equation 2 becomes:

PA

F2
— f2M2

X 12 X

A2

Here it is seen that the 1
2 terms cancel and
P & is independent of frequency. How conve-nient! If, however, as is so often the case,
the loudspeaker has been fitted with a
magnet far too large for it, the value of Q will
be much less than un ty, in which case the

less than unity. Fig. 2 shows the effect of
different magnetic flux densities on a given
unit. It is seen that increasing the strength of
the magnet does not so much increase the
overall efficiency as tilt it about a certain
frequency (which so happens to be k). In my
view, there is absolutely no justification for
the cost of the unnecessarily large magnets
fitted to many loudspeaker units; but back to
this anon.
Above the frequency k, if the movihg mass
continues to be the dominating component,
equation 3gives us:
PA =

F2

xA

So now our treble power is vanishing at
12dB/octave. Is there no justice .... But for
once, and just for once, our prayers are heard
and the immutable power in charge of these
things provides us with an artifice to overcome the problem. This is the fact that aforce
applied to the cone centre by the coil cannot
be transmitted all over its surface instantaneously. There are therefore phase displacements between the centre and the edge
of the cone from which it follows that parts
of the cone surface are flexing.
One effect of this flexure is that the effective
cone area is reduced, and by the same token
so is the effective mass. Looking again at
equation 3, it is apparent that if M is proportional to A:
PA

••• PA cx

F

2

f2A2

X

A

1
f2A

Now if, as we have said, A is decreasing as
fincreases, this will provide some compensa71

tion for the treble loss originally indicated.
At this point the directivity factor becomes
relevant. At frequencies below k, whether we
like it or not the loudspeaker is virtually
omni-directional. Above k it becomes progressively more directional, and since the
radiated power PA is being concentrated over
a progressively smaller area, although PA
may be falling the actual sound pressure level
in the listening area could actually rise as
frequency is increased. It must be noted that
the directivity/frequency characteristic of a
loudspeaker is determined purely by the
dimensions of the effective radiating area
which, as we have said, is a function of
frequency. This leads to a very complex
situation— but don't worry, Istill know what
I'm doing even if you don't.
By attention to the appropriate details of
cone design, it is possible to evolve aflexure
characteristic that will very closely compensate for the intrinsic reduction in treble power,
so that asubstantially frequency- independent
sound pressure level is maintained over a
wide listening area. To those who think that
that is a tall order, Iwould point out that the
moving- coil loudspeaker system in which this
problem has been solved in any other way
does not exist.
In developing the JORDAN 50 mm unit I
decided to avoid ' over engineering' and to
concentrate on the development of a basic
loudspeaker module that could, on the one
hand, be incorporated into ' money no object'
systems which could be designed to meet
practically any specification, and on the other
hand be used to provide an outstanding
performance in systems of relatively modest
cost. In addition, there exists the means for
providing performance features that Iconsider worth having, but lacking in other
systems.
So, starting at the top end, if the upper
frequency spectra of live speech and music
are taken in conjunction with our ear charactersitics as shown by Fletcher & Munson, it
is my opinion that 20 kHz is a very adequate
top limit. This limit is set by the mass of the
voice- coil. It was also decided to set the
directivity characteristic to an included angle
of 60° for reasons that will be seen later.
Considerable research was then undertaken to optimise the flexure characteristics
of the cone, which, together with considerations of sound pressure levels and many
other factors, led to the development of a
cone of 50 mm diameter.
The selection of the cone material was to a
large extent determined by afactor which, as
far as we know, has not received any previous
mention. If we accept that cone flexure is a
fact of life, it is imperative that when at any
instant a particular flexing force is removed,
the cone restores very quickly to its original
form. Many materials, especially plastics, do
not fully restore for quite long periods. This
delayed restoration rate inhibits the ability of
the cone to follow rapid detail in the input
waveform, and can be a source of considerable harmonic and intermodulation distortion,
a fact sadly evident with many plastic domed
tweeters.
It was therefore decided to use an aluminium alloy having avery fast restoration rate.
A further reduction in distortion was achieved
72

Cut-away showing constructional details
by the use of astraight- sided cone, thus fully
endorsing the findings described by Hugh
Brittain in an article in the November 1952
issue of Wireless World. This article covered
the development of the GEC 8in. metal- cone
unit, which became very well respected during
the relatively short period of its existence.
A less desirable effect of cone flexure is the
occurrence of resonant frequencies, and it
might be supposed that the use of a metal
cone would increase the problem. In fact, the
reverse can be true. Try this simple test: Tap
a wine glass and a plastic beaker. The wine
glass will ring; the beaker won't, but it will
produce a distinctly coloured sound. Now

try again whilst gripping the edges of the wine
glass and beaker with the fingers. The sound
from the glass will be quite dead, but the
beaker will still exhibit its coloration. The fact
is that narrow- band high resonances found in
low- loss materials are often much easier to
'kill' by damping than the wide- band low Q
resonances found in lossy' materials.
The Q of aresonance is proportional to the
moving mass, therefore by keeping this to a
minimum we have a big starting advantage.
Any residual resonances.are almost eliminated by arranging for the cone surround to
present the correct termination impedance.
The moving- coil cone loudspeaker is particuHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The core of the matter—one of the treble drive units (on the right!)

magnet system. Even the minute mass of this
tube is decoupled from the cone at high
frequencies. Particular attention was paid to
the design of the voice- coil and the magnetic
gap, to minimise inductive losses and to
provide a drive system that was as linear as
possible under peak drive conditions.
Having developed the 50 mm module, it was
found that most of the major problems of
total system design seemed to evaporate. The
modules themselves require only to be
mounted in an enclosed volume of not less
than 1.5 litres per module when the most
critical frequency range from 100Hz upwards
is dealt with. For the bass end, there are many
excellent drive units and enclosure designs
that would effect a good match for a 50 mm
system. In our own designs, however, we
prefer to use the classical reflex principle
according to A. N. Thiel.
Over a narrow band of frequencies the
reflex enclosure operates as an acoustical
transformer, inasmuch as it provides an
improved match between the low impedance
of the radiation resistance and the relatively
high impedance of the cone. Also, like an
electrical transformer, it provides phase
inversion, so that over the operative band of
bass frequencies the energy from the rear of
the cone is radiated in phase with that from
the front. The reflected acoustic load applied
to the cone results in a considerable reduction in its amplitude of movement at these
than the conventional arrangement. Accordfrequencies.
ingly, a roll surround having extremely low
The advantages accruing from reflex
stiffness was developed, and an extremely
loading are: high efficiency, increased power
linear restoring force provided by a unique
handling capacity, reduced distortion, and
suspension
system
housed behind the
aesthetically acceptable enclosure dimenmagnet and coupled to the cone via a very
sions. So why is reflex loading not far more
light, rigid microtube passing through the

larly amenable to this type of damping, since
at high frequencies it is effectively a transmission line in which the force is applied at
the centre and travels to the edge, where the
energy can be absorbed. Dome units cannot
operate in this way, hence the need to use
intrinsically lossy plastics.
A 50 mm cone will have a k frequency of
about 4kHz, below which the radiated power
remains constant provided the condition of
mass control is maintained, as we have seen.
The next thing to consider was how far down
in frequency the unit would work within the
bounds of a reasonable power handling
capacity. At high frequencies this was limited
to about 20 watts by the heating effects of
the voice- coil. Using this as acriterion for the
low frequencies, it was found that afrequency
of 250 Hz could be achieved before exceeding
reasonable limits of cone displacement. This
meant that the unit could be safely used at
this continuous power level with a 12dB/
octave crossover operating at — 6dB at
150 Hz. This also gave a frequency of 100 Hz
as a reasonable place for the bass resonant
frequency of the unit. The instantaneous
power capability is, of course, much higher:
in excess of 50W.
A suspension system capable of allowing
a total moving mass of only 1.3 grams to
remain in control down to 100 Hz would
obviously have to be much more sophisticated

generally used? There are two reasons. The
principal one is that a reflex system has three
critical frequencies where the reactive terms
represent potential resonance. If the drive
unit and enclosure are not correctly matched,
these resonances will be manifest. However,
with correct er ;
losure design and choice
of loudspeaker parameters, the critical
frequencies can be given aQ of unity, resulting in a non- resonant system which will
operate with all the advantages claimed down
to the fundamental resonant frequency of the
loudspeaker drive unit.
The basic requirements for acorrect match
between drive unit and enclosure are few and
simple: the reactive terms of the enclosure
must be zero at the fundamental resonance of
the drive Lnit; the stiffness reactance of the
enclosed air volume must equal 0.62 that of
the cone restoring force; and the free- air Q of
the drive unit must equal 0.62. This brings us
back to our earlier references to loudspeaker
damping, as many of the drive units available
to the designer are far too over- damped for
good reflex loading. The effects of this are
shown in fig. 3.
Another problem with reflex loading is one
which the designer should not really be asked
to accept. It is that at very low ( rumble)
frequencies there is very little loading on the
cone, and excessive displacement can occur.
At the risk of treading on toes, Iwould say
that loudspeaker systems having performance
standards of the level being discussed should
not have to contend with equipment that
rumbles. In any case, the correct place for a
rumble filter is in the pre- amp, not in the
loudspeaker system.
In all but the smallest of my Jordan system
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'Expand the company
make afull range of HiFi
Only when we're ready'
Since 1954, our first commitment has been to the
development of hi-fi tape recorders.
This was simply because we believed tape to be the
superior method of reproducing sound. (In fact all recordings
are originally made on tape, and only afterwards transferred
to records and cassettes.)
From tape decks it was only natural that the next steps
should be our own hi-fi amplifiers, tuners and speakers.
Only then could we be responsible for the total sound of our
equipment.
Yet still we resisted the temptation to 'branch out
Instead, we concentrated on making further improvements
to our existing machines.
Then one bright spark made asuggestion.
"Surely we can incorporate many of our tape-deck
developments into the design of aturntable. Our constant
speed motors, for instance. Our knowledge of balance weights
for the tone arm, and our precise casting techniques for
the platter."
74

to
equipment?

"Then, having
acomplete range of
n
SI
c
hi-fi separates, why
not combine some of them into receivers, hi-fi centres and
casseivers? There need be no sacrifice in quality"
And so that is what we did. Our AP306 is from the
second generation of Akai turntables. Our AA1135 receiver
and AC3500 casseiver are our two latest combined units.
And since no hi-fi system would be complete without apair
of speakers, we show our latest and best SW187s.
We still believe firmly in the superiority of tape. But no
longer to the exclusion of everything else.
--!..
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—.—.. ........
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.....á.e.
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AKAI

Have responsibility for and pride in what you make:
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How long will you
go on listening to lies?
Most receivers can't help distorting the
truth just alittle. Eric Clapton's guitar, the
LSO's first violin and the soprano hitting a
high note are all plagued by the same problem.
You probably know it as " transient
intermodulation distortion',' the world at large
calls it "transistor sound!'
Key elements in the elimination of the
problem were Bang & Olufsen's innovative
use of RF transistors, Bessel filters and high
current transistors. But what matters is the
result:
The Beomaster 4400. A receiver capable
of perfectly reproducing every tiny nuance of
recorded or broadcast sound, across every
frequency audible to the human ear.
Harmonic distortion at full power is less
than 0.3%. And full power means 75 watts
RMS per channel. You could fill alarge church
with music and even abat with perfect pitch
would hear no distortion.

Connect up to two pairs of stereo
loudspeakers for perfect ambio sound
(preferably Bang & Olufsen advanced linearphase speakers), or plug in headphones for a
little night music. The 4400 gives you achoice
of six pre-set FM stations plus amanual tuning
facility. You can hook it up to arecord deck,
cassette deck and reel-to-reel tape recorder.
Of course the 4400 is not cheap. ( For
lower budgets, we recommend its cousin, the
Beomaster 1500.)
But what the 4400, unlike so many of its
equally expensive competitors, can promise
you is that it will tell you the truth, the whole
truth. And, of course, nothing but the truth.
In hi-fi, as in all high technology, you get
what you pay for. Bang & Olufsen Beomaster prices
start at around £ 10 and extend to somewhere
over £400.
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Isn't technology beautiful
FURTHER DETAILS FROM: BANG & OLUFSEN UK LIMITED, EASTBROOK ROAD, GLOUCESTER GL4 7DE. 0452 21591
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designs, afurther feature is introduced in the
form of twin push-pull bass drive units. This
is a further distortion reducing technique
designed .to overcome the intrinsic nonlinearity of conventional corregated cloth
suspensions. It is characteristic of these
devices that their stiffness tends to be higher
in one direction than in another—and invariably in the same direction. Therefore, if
two bass drivers are used with one fitted in

reverse relative to the other, and the phase
restored by reversing the connections, then
the predominately even harmonic distortion
will tend to be cancelled. It's asort of ' doublebass' system.
The design of the crossover circuit is very
simple and basic, since at the frequencies
concerned the electrical impedance of treble
and bass systems is substantially resistive.
Also, the design does not incorporate the
'curve bending' components found in many
systems which tend to flatten the frequency

our whole design philosophy is one of
simplicity, which is soundly based upon
long-established basic principals of electro acoustics. We have shown how all the various
mechanical and electrical components can
add their own degradation to the sound
quality, and how these have been reduced to
a minimum. It must also be apparent that
whilst our designs lack the complexity of
many, no effort has been spared in attention
to the details that matter.
So, having evolved techniques for the
accurate translation of electrical waveforms
into sound, are we home and dry? The
answer is '
No', not if we want to capture some
of that elusive magic of which one can only be
fully aware at alive performance. We are now
onto the question of subjective qualities,
which,
since
music
is
essentially an
emotional experience, is in our view as
important as the rest.
A live performance has width, depth and
ambience which are often far from fully
served by the conventional pair of stereo loudspeakers. It is quite amistake to think that the
provision of two separate sound sources
handling left- and right-hand bits of the
program will automatically combine to
provide a homogeneous stereo format. The
loudspeaker system has sometimes been
referred to as a ' window on the orchestra'; if
we stay with this concept for a moment, a
stereo pair of loudspeakers could be analog-

response at the expense of transient and
phase distortion.
The circuit is shown in fig. 4, where it will
be seen that it is aseries rather than the more
usual parallel arrangement. This reduces the
power requirements for the inductors. The
2.2 1.8.F non- polarised capacitor by-passes the
100iLF capacitors to compensate for the
inductive losses of the latter at high frequencies. The overall approach described makes
possible a very wide variety of total system
designs, all of which are based upon the use
of one crossover frequency only, ie 150 Hz.
We are frequently asked if the addition of a
'super- tweeter' for the extreme high's would
be desirable, and our answer is invariably no.
We have yet to meet the tweeter capable of
anything like the detail resolving power of the
50 mm module at high frequencies ( with the
possible exception of a ribbon), while the
transient, phase and harmonic distortion
incurred by most tweeters and their associated crossover circuits is avery high price to
pay fôr a few kilohertz of ultrasonics, which
very few of us can hear.
It will be apparent to the reader by now that

ous to two windows in the wall, each only a
few square feet in area, With the orchestra on
one side of the wall and the listener on the
other. What we would like to do is take the
wall away.
Iadmit that this is something of a personal
quirk, but Ihave found that Icannot enjoy
music if Iam conscious of it emanating from
two relatively small areas, one each side of
the supposed sound- stage. In fact, at its
worst Ifind this more disturbing than mono,
so over aperiod of many years Ihave indulged
in considerable research in order to find a
means of overcoming the problem.
An article of mine was published in Wireless
World (February 1971) which fully outlined the
problems and proposed anumber of possible
solutions, the ultimate one being the use of a
long continuous line of drive units, extending
horizontally right across the effective soundstage. The units were interconnected with
phase delay networks and the left- and righthand inputs were connected at each end.
This system worked extremely well, but had
the disadvantage that it required the total
devotion of at least ten feet of wall space.
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To specify our aim, it is to produce in the
listening room an effective sound- stage area
consistent with the program. For a solo
instrument or voice a mono system would be
perfectly adequate, but in the case of an
operatic production the ears expect a large
sound area and may not be happy to accept
two small ones. We would therefore like the
loudspeaker systems ( preferably in the form
of left- and right-hand enclosures) to create a
totally continuous sound- stage on which each
voice and instrument is well defined and
correctly positioned, irrespective of listening
position, and leaving the listener with no
awareness of the loudspeakers.
It was found that some speakers were
better than others in this respect, and further
investigation showed that this was very
closely associated with the polar distribution
pattern of the system. It appeared, in principal,
that the broader the polar response, the worse
was the performance in terms of the present
discussion. About this time, various writers
commented adversely upon the stereo
performance
of
omni-directional
loudspeakers. We saw earlier that polar distribution was solely a function of the physical
dimensions of the sound- source; a wide
distribution implied a small sound- source,
and this seems to be exactly the way the ears
hear it. Although a further complication is
introduced by the room reverberation, the
wider the polar distribution angle the greater
will be the proportion of reflected to direct
sound. This can give an artificial impression
of a larger sound- source size, but will tend
to confuse the actual stereo images even
more.
It is very interesting to note that many
loudspeakers using dome tweeters provide
good stereo imagery, which is usually attributed to the wide dispersion characteristics
of the tweeter. In fact it will be found that these
systems also employ cone units for the midrange, which becomes quite directional at the
upper middle frequencies, and it is this and
not tweeters that are responsible for the
stereo performance. As a result of considerable work in this area, Iam convinced that the
best stereo image stability that can be obtained from a simple system is that provided
by acone loudspeaker handling all the middle
and upper frequencies. By avoiding the use
of high frequency crossovers and tweeters a
very high degree of phase coherence is
maintained, which makes a further very
significant contribution to a well defined
stereo performance.
Let us now examine the factors which
determine how the location of a particular
image is defined within the effective sound
stage. Imagine two loudspeakers in the
conventional stereo position, reproducing a
central voice. If the listener is in the centre he
will hear acentral image of the voice, because
the loudness from each loudspeaker will be
equal, the time taken for the sound to travel
to the listener will be equal, and the sounds
will be in phase (fig. 5a).
If the listener now moves left of centre, the
apparent sound level due to the left loudspeaker will be increased and that from the
right speaker decreased. We will call this the
proximity effect, and if the speakers have a
wide polar distribution angle ( which implies a
77
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spherical wavefront) the sound level at the
listener due to either loudspeaker will be
proportional to 1/d 2.Also, the time taken for
the sound to reach the listener will be decreased from the left speaker and increased
from the right speaker. This is called the
precedence effect, and the time taken will be
proportional to distance.
So it is seen that if the listener moves left
of centre, both proximity and precedence
effects operate to shift the image to the left;
and since with omni-directional systems the
proximity effect obeys a square- law, even a
small shift to the left on the part of the
listener will tend to move the image over to
the left loudspeaker—or it will become
vaguely broad and have a markedly leftward
bias (fig. 5b).
If now the actual voice were to move to the
right, the sound level would increase from the
right loudspeaker and decrease from the left;
but the voice will have to move well over to the
right before the loudness of the right loudspeaker is sufficient to overcome the
proximity advantage of the left, which in any
case will still retain its precedence advantage.
At this point, our listener still patiently
sitting left of centre will hear the voice now as
an image widely stretched between the
loudspeakers, with no positive location at
all (fig. 5c).
When listening to music in this situation,
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most of the sounds will appear clustered
around the nearest loudspeaker, with wide
images of indefinable location stretching
between the speakers. Background accompaniment will be heard from the further
loudspeaker contributing extreme ' end of the
line' instruments only. In practice the situation is not usually so- bad as this, since most
loudspeakers are not omni-directional and
the proximity effect is reduced. Provided
good phase coherence is maintained, an
acceptable stereo performance can be
achieved for reasonably centred listening
positions—but the precedence effect remains.
The problems we have described can be
almost completely resolved quite simply ( if
not very cheaply) by the use of specific polar
distribution patterns. An approach which has
proved extremely successful uses a left- and
right-hand mirror- image pair of loudspeakers,
each of which utilises four Jordan 50 mm
modules fitted in a vertical linear array
formation. The polar distribution pattern will
be fairly restricted in the vertical plane down
to about 300 Hz, but in the horizontal plane
will have the same characteristics as asingle
unit. The overall distribution pattern will then
be cylindrical up to the upper- middle frequencies, above which it will become progressively
wedge shaped as frequency increases. The
two arrays are inclined inwards so that their
axes cross well in front of the listener (fig. 6).

Now what we have is, firstly, a cylindrical
wavefront which provides asound level at the
listener proportional to 1/d so that the
proximity effect is far less severe. It will also
be noticed that as our listener moves to the
left he will move progressively off the axis of
the left speaker and more onto the axis of the
right. This results in an effective phase
delay in sound from the left speaker relative
to that from the right, giving the latter an
artificial advantage tending to cancel its loss
of time precedence. By correct control of the
polar response and correct positioning of the
array, a wide effective sound- stage can be
created, with the location of each voice or
instrument well defined in its correct position
irrespective of the listener. The effective stage
width will automatically adjust to the requirements of the program, acentral voice remaining central and the sound of a full orchestra
filling the space between the loudspeakers.
The situation will sometimes even ' hold' for
listening positions beyond the width of the
loudspeaker spacing.
The sense of realism that can be achieved
from a full sound- stage, with the sounds of
voices and instruments emanating from fixed
points in space between the loudspeakers,
is quite remarkable—especially when the
latter appears to be producing no sound at all.
This, Ithink, will be particularly appreciated
by people who frequent live performances.
We now describe a complete loudspeaker
system which we call System Four. It embraces
all of the technological features discussed in
the foregoing and it can be built without any
great difficulty by the home constructor.
The complete system comprises two
floor- standing enclosures, each incorporating
a linear array, together with the twin- unit
reflex arrangement for the bass. Correct
angular positioning of the linear arrays is
served by the hexagonal form of the enclosure,
which also provides an unusual and attractive
styling. The two bass units are fitted one at
the bottom facing up into the enclosure, and
the other at the top facing up out of the
enclosure.
Construction of the enclosures is not
difficult provided the hexagonal baffles 'are
accurately cut. All joints must be substantially
airtight. See fig. 7 for the general layout,
which should be studied in conjunction with
the Cutting List. Then proceed as follows.
(1) Assemble the three internal sides of the
treble chamber, lay in connecting cables,
lightly fill with fibre glass wadding ( roof
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FIG.7 JORDAN SYSTEM FOUR

(ALL DIMENSIONS IN CENTIMETRES)
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surfaces may now be finished to the constructor's taste.
(7) Connect the fourJordan 50 mm modules
as shown in fig. 8 and fit, using an impact
adhesive. Junctions between the modules
may be taped, but this is not essential.
(8) Connect cables to upper bass unit and
fit facing upwards on top of baffle. The cables
should be brought out through a hole drilled
in the lower baffle ( see fig. 8).
(9) Fit lower bass unit onto the underside
of the lower baffle so that it faces up into the
enclosure. The Jordan crossover is also
fitted onto the underside of the lower baffle,
with suitable input connection facilities and
all connections made. Make sure that the bass
units are connected as in fig. 8.

7.5-

2
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(10) Fit top hexagonal cover, using support
blocks as shown or dowling. ( It might be
advisable to make this removable). Fit grille
material wrapped round top supports and
over 50 mm module array.
(11) Position both systems as shown in fig.
9, connect to amplifier, switch on, stand back
and enjoy the music.

[FIG. 9
LINEAR ARRAY
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insulation grade) and fit to side 1.
(2) Assemble vent pipe onto side 4, and
chamfer the edges to assist air flow.
(3) Fit ' feet' to sides 2, 4and 6.
(4) Fit sides 1 and 4 to hexagonal baffles,
making quite sure that they are square.
Cables from the treble chamber should be
brought out through the lower baffle.
(5) Fit sound absorbing material between
vent and treble chamber. This may be a
medium density foam block as shown in the
photograph ( p. 72), but a ' sausage' made from
fibreglass waddin.g wrapped in polythene is
preferred.
(6) Fit sides 2, 3, 5, and 6. Tape the insides
of the joins and run afillet of adhesive down
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FOOT

the external ' V' grooves; alternatively, afiller
may be used and run down with the finger to
produce a convex curve'in the grooves. The

CUTTING LIST (
for one enclosure)
high density chipboard
Hexagonal top
1)
Hexagonal Baffles
2)
Sides
6)
12 mm high density chipboard
*Treble Chamber
Back.
1)
Sides.
2)
Top and Bottom.
2)
Vent
Back.
1)
Sides.
2)
Bottom.
1)
Timber
Feet.
3)
Top support blocks.
6)

For readers who would like to build a less
expensive system now, and upgrade to a
Linear Array later, the system may be built
as above, but using only one 50 mm module.
The latter is fitted at the top of each aperture,
the remaining part of the aperture being
blocked off with 1/8 in. hardboard. In due
course this can be removed and the remaining
three modules fitted to each baffle.
In addition to the above systems our
literature contains four alternative designs,
and if necessary we will undertake the custom
design of systems to match any acoustic or
aesthetic requirements. Jordan 50 mm Modules, crossover units and 100 mm bass
drivers may be obtained directly from E. J.
Jordan Ltd., Stoneyway' Bovingdon Green,
Marlow, Bucks., SL7 2JH, or from Messrs.
Wilmslow Audio, or Messrs. Badger Sound,
who can also supply ancillary parts for the
home constructor. e

18 mm

34.2 x29.6 cm
30 x26 cm
80 x15 cm
71.5 x15 cm
71.5 x6-75 cm
15 x8cm
41 x9.5 cm
41 x7 cm
9.5 x8.2 cm
15 x8x2.5 cm
3x1.8 x1.8 cm

DRIVE UNITS (
per speaker)
Four Jordan 50 mm modules
(mid and treble)
Two Jordan 100 mm cone units
(bass).
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EMI choose Stanton

EMI wanted areference monitor to check all
equipped with aStanton 681series cartridge.
stages of record production.They chose Stanton.
His aim: to achieve an exact copy of the
original tape. Obviously, acartridge of very high
From the cutting rooms where they check the
quality is vital. Obviously, Stanton is the answer.
accuracy of the first cut, through to the production
at the factory where batch testing is done to check
Stanton-the choice of professionals
for faults, Stanton is the choice of the professionals
throughout the world- in radio stations, recording
companies and record libraries, offer the home
at EMI.
Nowhere is ths more important than in the
audiophile arange of professional cartridges
disc cutting room at Abbey Road where Stanton
including the 881S Stereohedron:' the 681 individually
cartridges are used for comparison between the
calibrated series, the 680 Reference range and the
mastertape and the lacquer The transfer engineer,
500 Broadcast series. Whatever your need, Stanton
Chris Blair, plays back the lacquer on aturntable
have the perfect cartridge.
STANTON-the choice of professionals
(Jn(ted Kingdom -Wilmex Ltd.—Ccm pto nHouse—New Malden, SuFrey KT3 4DE—Tel. 01-949 2545
Belgium-Lu xem bourg - ETN, De Greef - Steenweg OP Alsemberg 367-1180 Brussel- Tel 02/345.39.18
Denmark - Palen 0ies an - NY Strandvei 28- 3050 Hi..mlebaek- Tel. (03)19 14 47
Finland -0y R Vikstrom Ltd.- Uivilant e28/4 - 003%0 rleKinki 35 - Tel. 451 647
France - Delta Magnetics - 41,Quai de, Martyres dela Rés sta nce- 78700 Conflans -"el 972 6981
Germany -Thorens Geratewerk Lahr GmbH - Echgarten 6 - 7630 Lahr- Tel. (07821) 7025
Greece - lünotechniki 0 E.-Stournara 47- Athens - Tel. 360 6998
Holland -Audroscript BV- N etAv-Loosdrechtsednk 107-Loosdrecht - Tel. (02158) 3706
Italy-Societa » aria Telecomunicazioni Siemens &p.a.- 20149 Milano p ie Zavattan 12- Tel. 4388
Norway -J. M. Feirong A/S-Ns Hansens vel 7- Oslo 6- Tel. (02) 68 63 60
Spain,- Mabel WAD. LTPA - Ripo)les. 84 - Barcelona - Tel. 235 4000
Sweden- EL FA - Radio & Te evision AB - 5-17 117 Solna, Sweden - Tel 08/730 07 00
Switzerland - Tho ens Franz AG - Hardstrasfie 41-54.30 VVettingen - Tel 056 26 28 61
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would I
ke to knaw more about the choice of professionals like
EMI. Please send ne the Stantdri catalogue and stockist list.

Name
Add'ress

My record deck is a
Wilmex Ltd.. Compton House, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4DE. Tel. 01 -949 2545. HFN «79
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Positive Feedback
Panel Testing of Sound
Equipment

Itook no part in the voting so Iwas under no
form of stress, but Icame to the same conclusions. Although five different groups of
OLLOWING the Walker/Moir comparisons
listeners have taken part in these sound
of valve and transistor amplifiers and the
quality comparisons, some possibly under
subsequent confirmation by Colloms, a
stress and others who were certainly not
considerable amount of effort has been and
under stress, they all came to the same
is being devoted to showing that sound
decision. This does not suggest that stress
quality judgements by an experienced panel
has any significant effect.
of listeners cannot be expected to give
Iwould add another piece of evidence that
'correct' results. The criticism is a general
while stress might affect a result, it need not
one and is not particularly directed against
do so. Some time ago as part of an investiany of the amplifier comparisons.
gation of panel test techniques we had a
All kinds of vague explanations for this
small group rank a series of loudspeakers,
belief are suggested; generally the more
acting as a panel and again acting as individvague they are, the more convincing they can
uals, performing the switching themselves
be made to appear. It is suggested that a
and listening until such time as they were
'correct' decision cannot be reached by
convinced that they were getting the ' correct'
anyone working under stress and that the
answer. There was no significant difference
members of sound quality judging panels are
in the ranking obtained by the two techniques,
indeed working under great stress. I have
although
the second procedure left each
taken part in, or organised several hundred
panel member much more convinced that he
quality judging panels in the past thirty years,
had the ' correct' answer.
so I can discuss the subject with some
Thus there is evidence that provided the
experience. Theories are of little value if
proper techniques are employed, stress or
they cannot be substantiated by test, but the
any of the other vague psychological factors
recent series of amplifier comparisons offer
that are now being suggested as having a
an opportunity to check the effect of stress
controlling influence do not have any
on the judgement of listening panels.
significant effect on the final result. They
Good amplifiers have been compared in
certainly might have an effect, but so might
four separate full-scale panel tests during the
the room temperature, the lighting level, the
last year, the Walker/Moir tests reported in
wind direction or the pattern on the wallWireless World, the Colloms and Chadwick
paper.
What is required is a positive
tests reported in HiFi News, and the Canadian
approach, some evidence that stress, etc,
tests reported in Audio Scene. All these
does have some effect in practice, not the
panels agreed in concluding that there are no
vague suggestions that it might have.
sound quality differences between amplifiers
'Might have' is too easily converted into ' does
of good design. If panel members are under
have' by lack of a logical approach or a need
great stress when coming to a decision, is it
to achieve journalistic mileage.
reasonable to believe that the stress was such
James Moir,
as to produce the same result in every
16 Wayside,
instance? Is it not more reasonable to believe
Chipperfield,
that such external influences are more likely
Herts, WD49JJ
to produce differences than agreements?
Ican quote some more detailed information
Disc Pre-amplifier Circuit
from the Walker/Moir tests which suggests
that stress is not a significant factor in
Options
coming to a decision, if the tests are properly
VOUR
February issue contained two very
organised. During the week before the actual
interesting comments on disc pre- amps.
panel, tests we ran a trial test primarily to
Firstly, Paul Messenger remarked that devices
select some programme tapes from the large
with a passive HF roll- off seem quieter on
number we had available, but we used the
background noise than others. Secondly,
opportunity to check the operating and
John Linsley- Hood stated that shunt feedstatistical procedures to be employed in the
back equalisation for RIAA produces a
real comparison. The panel members were
better sound than series feedback.
under no stress because there was no vital
My own experience is that when using
decision to be reached, but when we analysed
amplifier stages of modest performance
their voting on the amplifier differences they
(e.g. the two- transistor design of fig. 2a of
were found to be almost exactly the same as
Mr Linsley- Hoods' article) quite an improvewere produced by the final panel during the
ment results in using part or full passive
actual comparisons in the following week.
equalisation between stages with identical
The engineers running the tests made an
attempt to discover differences themselves
during the days preceding the official panel
tests. They knew which amplifiers were in
circuit at any given time, but they could not
hear any differences; yet there can be no
suggestion that the engineers were under
stress. Isat through all the preliminary runs
and through the actual panel comparisons and
Ipersonally could not hear any differences.
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gain. Of course, the better the amplifier
block the better the sound performance of
the shunt feedback equalisation, and possibly
the less noticeable would be any improvement
due to passive equalisation or series NFB.
A point of note is that as a result of mis tracking, turntable vibration, and cartridge HF
distortion in a budget priced player, a harsh
type of sound occurs when using budget
priced amplifiers. With such systems it is
quite likely that a recording will sound better
when played back in a cassette form. The
only explanation is that the PU cartridge is
producing an output at frequencies above
20 kHz which is causing amplifier problems.
Mr Linsley- Hood argues his preference for
shunt feedback very convincingly. A well
researched article in Wireless World just over
a year ago showed the technical reasons for
the superiority of shunt feedback for magnetic
cartridge inputs. My own preference is to use
full passive equalisation in two separate
stages located between three high- quality
flat- response
amplifiers.
Incidentally,
I
believe that a design of mine available in kit
form is currently the only passive equalisation
circuit on offer, but Iwould be very interested
to hear of any others.
Perhaps the ideal disc pre- amp would
have a full passive equalisation shunt feedback circuit, but Ihave not yet tried such a
design because of the difficulties involved.
To get adequate gain on a shunt feedback
stage one needs a fairly low input impedance—say around 10 k ohm to 22 k ohm
in practice. To prevent this affecting the
accuracy of equalisation of the preceeding
circuit the impedance of the passive network
might be around 330 ohms at 1kHz. To drive
this circuit properly the previous stage
requires a very low output impedance—and
this means additional emitter-follower type
circuits. However, as passive equalisation
circuitry presents a fairly low impedance to
the input of the amplifier stage at high
frequencies it is possible that the distortion
which results from shunt feedback in the
following stage is almost negligible, and that
the real advantage lies in operating the first
stage only in shunt feedback.
Taking my comments on possible distortion outputs of cartridges at supersonic
frequencies, perhaps the ideal disc input
circuit is the one shown here. The value of the
capacitor Cl is that which keeps the most
music in and distortion out. The gain block
designed by Mr Linsley- Hood for his shunt
equalisation design would be ideal for the
amplifying stages.
As an afterthought, do different types of
RIAA equalisation have different phase- angle
responses, and if so which network(s)
provide zero phase shift at audio frequencies
from the signal fed to the RIAA encoder at
the recording stage?
Graham Nally
6, Mill Close,
Borrowash,
Derby.
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MICHAELSON & AUSTIN
THE FINEST
AMPLIFICATION
IN THE WORLD
TVA-170 watts per channel £650.00
TVA-10 50 watts per channel £390.00
TUP-1 revolutionary new all tube pre amp £336.00
AMERICA
Ref Monitor International

DENMARK & FAREO ISLAND
Quortrup Electronics 03764324
7581240

GERMANY & LUXEMBOURG
Audio Trade 03373512
707567

SINGAPORE
Kingsley Co 363907
SWITZERLAND
Bischofberger Electronics
TAIWAN
Thai Fu Audio

Retail & Trade Suppliers. Send
for fully illustrated brOchure of
this beautifully made, highly
effective unit. We are sole U.K.
distributors.
To obtain this unit please
write for nearest stockist.
Enclosing S. A. E.

Swing ' S'
(Also Swing ' E' for TV)
A new concept in set-top aerials.

ASTRA ( QUALITY D.I.Y.) AERIALS
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK

10% off ALL AERIALS

BELGIUM & HOLLAND
Audio Import Co 833306

ITALY
Audio Ref

FROM FABULOUS FUBA ( WHO ELSE?) comes the unique, eye-catching Swing ' S' amplified set top aerial for VHF/FM radio. Unable to have
a loft or roof FM aerial? Within 20 miles of a transmitter ( often further)
THIS IS YOUR ANSWER.

Backed by 24 years practical aerial rigging expelience
714270 0970

AUSTRALIA
Audio 2000 02939 2159

FRANCE
Audionic ASRL

MAKE YOUR STEREO RADIO
GO WITH A SWING

For new glossy, highly graphic
lists and brochures, send 35p and
xe sae. 35p credit on 1st order.
Stockists of fine aerials:
Fuba TV/FM aerials ( W. Germany)
Plemi TV aerials ( Holland)
UKW FM aerials (E. Germany)
Stolle FM aerials ( W. Germany)
Antiference FM/TV aerials ( U.K.)

Golden anodised Fuba
Stereo 8. We are DX
and rotator specialists

Over 3000 aerials ( all bands) stocked: probably the most diverse
stock of aerials and parts available in the U.K. All continental
aerials ( guaranteed for five years) are golden anodised.

311927

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY

3013093/4

ALL UK ENQUIRES TO

MICHAELSON & AUSTIN

Open 9-5.30, Mon.-Sat. Closed
lunch 12.30-1.30, Mon.- Fri.
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
Nr. Gloster Pub and Garage.

Tel.:
01-684 4300/5262
24 hr. answering service

140 New Bond Street, W1. 01-4994510

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
Accessories are playing an ever important role in helping the enthusiast to
improve his system and we like to think that we carry most of the worthwhile
items. For example:
TRISTAN 22C Speaker stands ( pair) .. .. • .
£ 0.00
APOLLO Mk IV Speaker stands (pair) .. .. ..• •
£17-50
SOUND FOCUS Telescopic Speaker stands ( pair) ..• •
0.150
FIDELITY Fastening FFI wall brackets .. .. ..• •
F.5•50
APOLLO Wall brackets .. .. .. .. ..
MICROSORBERS ( Set of four) .. .. .. ..
:••
PERMOSTAT Kits .. .. ..
••
&kilo
PERMOSTAT Refills • • • •
NAGOAKA Rolling record cleaner
•
•
£449
SOUNDGUARD Kits
..
..•
.
£41.99
SOUNDGUARD Refills
..
..•
•
£. 25
MICHELL Record clamp
..
..
•
••
.
£. 50
SPECTRA Turntable mat
..
..
•
••
.
£17.50
TDK Tape head demagnetiser .. . •• •
£9.75
EAGLE Tape head demagnetiser .. •.• .
£3.2S
BIB "Groov Kleen" . • • . • • . •..
Cl 90
GOLDRING " Ex-static" record brush
•
.
£1.00
KEITH MONKS Sweep arm
•
•
•
•
.
•
£8.45
KEITH MONKS Spirit level
•
•
•
•
..
[1.65
"NION" Record cleaner .. .. . • • •
£1825
KEITH MONKS Damped turntable level kit
•
•
£5.415
SHURE SFG-2 Stylus guage
All prices include V.A.T. and are correct at 12.1.79. Please add 35p for postage
on all items except speaker stands, please add [ 1.00. E. & 0.E.
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The requirement: superb performance from aspeaker of modest proportions
at a price also of modest proportions.
The answer: Lentek S.4. 19-5 x 9.75 x 10 ins. Power handling capability,
25 to 71 watts sinewave. Suitable for stand or shelf mounting. Cost, not
cheap, but not that expensive by todays standards.
This speaker is not going to blow your mind by reproducing bass notes
beyond the range of audability, but it is going to knock you out with its accurate
reproduction of not just the frequencies that go to make up sound. but also the
depth, clarity, and spatial imagery that add up to the truthful reproduction of
music. ( It's a little difficult to put into words, why not come along and hear
what we mean for yourselves, they are on demonstFation at both Reading
and Brighton).
Out friends at Lentek can help you on your trek towards beautiful sounds in
other areas too, the Lentek moving coil cartridge pre- amplifier is a universal
head amp that can be partnered very successfully by most moving coil cartridges,
especially the Entr- I. which, since its introduction has been held in very high
regard in most quarters.
We like Lentek!
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5-4 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET,
READING, BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463.

N.B. MARANTZ, REGA and SPENDOR are available at Reading only.
YAMAHA available at Brighton only.
Both shops open TUESDAY-SATURDAY, 9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Entrance to the Brighton shop in Trafalgar Street.
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I YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX. ( 0273) 695776
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FM Radio
Angus McKenzie

I RECENTLY received a copy of a very
interesting letter sent to the BBC by a
collection of listeners calling themselves the
'disgruntled twelve', members of a group
residing in various Northern towns. They
jointly make many valid points, but in my
opinion a few of them are not really fair.
However, we are living in a democracy and
their views at least need some airing.
Several of their points refer to the fact that
Radio 4is now on LW only for aconsiderable
proportion of the time, while VHF is hi-jacked
for schools and Open University. They also
bring up the point that many Radio 1 programmes are on MW only, and yet are of
music. They further ask that if the BBC is
so hard- up, why should Radio 2 have been
allowed to continue through the night for ' a
few tired night shift workers'?
Dealing with the last point first,the audience
listening to radio in the early hours of the
morning, albeit mainly as a background,
surely runs into hundreds of thousands, and
is possibly not far short of a million. Someone on night duty has just as much right to
have radio, perhaps to relieve boredom, as a
commercial traveller who wants to listen to
his car radio during the day. The very fact that
the BBC has introduced the service is highly
significant, but this introduction was long
overdue anyway. The ' disgruntled twelve'
imply that the audience is small in the early
hours, but if their statement is true then why
should so many advertisers be prepared to
buy time in the early hours on ILR stations?
Although Ivery rarely listen after 1.30 am,
there are occasions when Iam returning from
a social evening,. or when Ijust can't get to
sleep, when Ido indeed listen to radio for a
few minutes.
The ' twelve' repeatedly ask why there cannot be additional VHF channels to allow
Radio 4 and Radio 1 to be heard without
interference on VHF. Of course Iagree with
them, and news has now come through that
the BBC are seriously considering plans to
enable provision of more VHF channels on
Band 2. The World Administrative Radio
Conference, which is held every decade or so,
will be considering among other things
Band 2 planning, and while at the moment
each country is recommended to keep Band 2
for public broadcasting only, it is not mandatory—just strongly encouraged.
The Home Office state that so many transmitting installations at Police, Fire and
Ambulance Stations would have to be
changed over to new frequencies, that the
cost of re- equipping the road vehicles
additionally would be almost prohibitive.
Notwithstanding this, in my opinion it is for
the Home Office to subsidise the complete
cost of a frequency change; but it is only fair
to add that these public utility services were
actually on Band 2before any BBC broadcasting began on VHF. In looking at the overall
scene involving an extension of the UK Band 2
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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up to 104 or, even better, 108 MHz, it struck me
the other day that there may be a sizeable
proportion of transistor radios, tuners, etc,
which do not cover the whole of Band 2
anyway, a typical example being my old
Hacker portable Sovereign, tuning up to only
101 MHz. Some older Philips sets can only
tune to 104 MHz, and surely many other
models are limited in the same way. The
problem, though, is similar to that of many
receivers not incorporating LW. It is thus
important to ascertain how many receivers
have a limited frequency coverage, and this
must be carefully considered by the BBC and
IBA when taking over the top end of Band 2.
Possibly asmall converter could be supplied
to transform the high band down to low band,
perhaps with a knob to vary the frequency to
avoid interference with the direct breakthrough of low- band stations. But such a
converter will be pricey, and thus would not
be economical for use with other than good,
expensive transistor radios or receivers. We
will thus have to accept that many people
would have to purchase new sets covering the
whole of the new Band 2.
There will be so much more room, though,
if an extension to 108 MHz is achieved, that
many new types of broadcasting become
possible. Isuppose the situation would not
be too unlike television's move to Band 4, etc,
in that in order to receive BBC 2 ( television)
one had to have a new set, whether it is blackand- white or colour. A 20 MHz band will
allow each of five BBC national networks to
have perhaps 2.5 MHz of the band for each
network, leaving 2.5 MHz to cover educational
transmission networks and 5MHz for use with
lower- power transmitters for local radio BBC
and ILR.
We thus might have a band which encompasses the existing four BBC national
networks with a fifth channel for regional
broadcasts, including Radio Scotland, Welsh
Radio and perhaps Northern, Central, SouthWestern and South- Eastern English regions.
A sixth network might include two or even
more educational channels, which may themselves be multiplexed with different channels,
thus giving perhaps four reduced- quality
programmes on a single carrier. To receive
all these programmes a listener might well
have to have a special set, but this should not
be too expensive since hundreds of thousands
might be sold.
The remaining 5MHz would give much
more space to local broadcasting than is at
present available, and here again much room
for expansion would be given. However, one
could also consider a complete take-over of
TV Band 1 for all educational broadcasts,
whether video or audio, the latter perhaps
being multiplexed to achieve more channels.
This would then allow the possibility of
quadraphonic broadcasting on Band 2 with
four discrete channels, whether multiplexed
onto one carrier or not, and this possibility I
find very exciting. It might be necessary to
design a completely new multiplex system
giving four discrete outputs rather than
adapting the existing GE- Zenith system.
Quite frankly, I have become totally disillusioned and fed- up with any matrix system
that Ihave heard. It was really rather horrific
to compare with my colleagues some of last
year's Proms with those of 1977, finding

many of the latter to be almost write-offs in
terms of serious enjoyment, because of the
phasing problems introduced by Matrix H.
My colleague Peter Willison listened in
almost disbelief at some of the phasey
sounds, not having heard them before when
they were originally transmitted, and yet last
year's Proms ( fortunately broadcast in stereo
only, because of industrial action) restored my
faith in the wonderful quality which the BBC
can transmit from the Royal Albert Hall.
Imust here put in the strongest possible
plea that this year's Proms should either be
transmitted in stereo only, or perhaps a few
in binaural, or alternatively that quadraphonic
transmissions should be attempted using
Radio 3 and Radio 4 in a way that I have
frequently recommended. The BBC Matrix H
parameters have been changed several times
in an attempt to make the sound more
compatible between stereo and quad, but I
think it is generally agreed that the matrix
battle would seem to be lost, for even many
American classical music stations are now
abandoning matrix quad transmissions, including Chicago WFMT.
John Atkinson made a point to me recently
concerning the frequently appalling hiss
levels on Prom re- broadcasts on Sunday
mornings. In recent tests on some of the tape
of a similar type to that used by the BBC Iwas
struck by the lack of available dynamic range
on the tape type used, but there is atremendous problem in that the tape is obviously
bought relatively cheaply and better tapes
could cost the BBC perhaps 50% more. I
have frequently heard complaints made by
BBC studio managers that they have to work
with re- used tape, sometimes full of joins, and
that much time has to be taken up re-recording bits where a tape join has been audible.
This is all very difficult, but if noise reduction
systems were used tcannot see why 19 cm/s
could not be considered for quite a lot of
material, provided that machines were kept in
tip-top condition. The basic problem here is
that of compatible azimuth settings, while if
noise reduction systems are in use, accurate
record level calibrations are necessary to
allow the tape to play back with de- processing
at the right level in the continuity suites.
Something will have to be done sooner or
later, but the state of maintenance of much
BBC equipment leaves a lot to be desired,
since the BBC lost quite a number of competent engineers before the recent round of
wage increases. Fortunately, the situation is
now rapidly improving in that the salary
increases approach a reasonable day's pay
for a hard day's work. In the meantime we
will have to forgive the BBC's equipment
problems, including poor playback azimuth,
poor frequency response and distortion on
many tape recordings, particularly those used
in the news studios.
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THE ALTEC TANGERINE. IT GIVES YOUR CUSTOMERS ANATURAL. HIGH.

It may not look like much, but this simple, innocentlooking disk brings you closer
to the fullest possible sound in
the high frequencies. Called
the "Tangerine:' it's abrand
new patented radial phase
plug. And we're the only one who has it.
We build it into our high-frequency compression drivers on our Model 15 and 19 speakers. That's why
they sound more natural and as close to live sound as
you can get.

Circumferential Phase Plug

Tangerine Radial Phase Plug

get super- high efficiency and greatly extended highfrequency response. A much wider band of clear and natural highs, unbroken by any artificial barrier.
After filling in the highs, we created aunique dividing network for our Models 15 and 19. It has abuilt-in
dual-range equalizer so you can achieve variable equalization of mid and high frequencies. The combination of
adual-box design and tuned vent offers precise internal
volume and enclosure tuning. The outcome is an unheard-of
low frequency response: the best ratio of lower limit vs.
sensitivity yet.
It's not surprising that all these improvements in
sound technology were made by Altec Lansing. The
name that's been the number one choice of professionals
for over forty years.
For our free, full- line catalog and the name of your
nearest Altec Lansing dealer. Write: Altec
Sound Products, Ltd., 17 Park Place, Stevenage, 1._-rac
Hertfordshire, SG1 1DU, England.
L-ANJSINg

Until now, the old circumferential phase plugs put
up obstacles to high frequencies. By forcing sound
through evenly spaced slots, the plug developed its own
undesirable acoustic characteristics. Because the distances between slots were even, certain high frequencies
never made it through.
That's why we came up with abetter idea. Instead
of circumferential slots, we have radials. The prime number of the slots and the tapered distances between them
provide aclear path to high frequencies. As aresult, you

ALTEC LANSING.THE NUMBER ONE NAME
IN PROFESSIONAL SPEAKERS IS COMING HOME.
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'n the first of two articles,
Paul Messenger examines
the findings on disc- player
performance pu3lished
iecently by Poul
Ladegaard and puts
some interesting
measurement cats
an-ong the listening- lee.°nil/ pigeons.

URING the Summer of 1978 a Danish
gentleman named Poul Ladegaard came
to London and presented a paper to the AES
which opened the proverbial ' can of worms'
and gladdened the heart of many a heretic.
The material was not all new: much of it had
been presented at the AES Convention in
New York 1977, and has since been published
as a B & K Application Note: Audible Effects
of Mechanical Resonances in Turntables.
Ladegaard, though, has been examining the
behaviour of record playing systems for many
years ( observant readers may recall that t
once quoted his work on pickup arras in my
monthly column) from his days as technical
editor of the Danish magazine High Fidelity,
so the lecture was the distillation of a great
deal of work which came out of his personal
enthusiasms for hi-fi, was fostered through
his career as a journalist, and continues to
thrive in his work for B & K.
Even though many of the find ngs were by
no means new, the way they were put together
(with impressive wit and erudition for one
lecturing in a foreign language) makes their
discussion
here more than
worthwhile.
Rather than merely repeat the lecture verbatim,
Ihave decided to take a critical stance, using
the basic content as a framework from which
to hang the results ot other recent findings,
and attempt generally to place the work in a
wider context.
Ladegaard's fundamental tenet when trying
to find meaningful measurements that give
some correlation with subjective perception
is not to attempt to measure directly what we
hear, but rather to lock for indicators whose
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relationship with the perceived effect may not
be immediately obvious, but which give the
same general ranking order. In the introduction he points out that the traditional
'freedom' of the hi- ti enthusiast to mix and
match components rom different sources
ironically often results in an ill- matched
system, because the matching or ' interfacing'
of the irdividual components in the record
playing system plays one of the most importand roles in determining the overall sound
quality. And because of the inherent complexities, it is one of the most difficult things
to get right. In fact, he goes further and
suggests tnat few manufacturers are reaby
aware of the problems themselves, party
because very few are actively engaged in the
manufacture of all the components concerned.
The area of performance that Ladegaard
chose to examine in great detail is that old
friend, the low frequency cartridge compliance
resonance. This immediately limits one to the
examinat on of systems rather than components, but, by changing only one variaole
at a time Ladegaard shows convincingly that
significant improvements on measurements
within the accepted 20-20,000 Hz audio range
(and on trackability in general) can be obtained
with a little care in optimising this subsonic
behaviou, -,despite the fact that thls is outside
the auaio band.
For : hose not too familiar with the techn.calities, some sort of resonarce at low

Irequencies is inevitable in any arm/cartridge
combination, because the cantilever springiness and cartridge/arm inertia are seen as a
mass/compliance system from the stylus. The
frequency ana amplitude of this resonance
are determined by a number of factors, whose
nterrelationships involve compromise. For
example, the compliance of the cartridge is
chosen largely to optimise the low frequency
Irackability at the desired downforce ( perhaps
.as a result of the historical ' accident' which
somewhat arbitrarily chose 300 Hz as the
'trackability test frequency') and the pursuit of
better tracking at lower weights has had the
effect of increasing the compliance to higher
and higher figures. With all the other parameters held constant, this undesirably
reduces the requency of the resonance.
Research by Happ & Karlov for Shure has
shown that the disc itself contains a convenient minimum of information ( whether
wanted or unwanted) in the region between
10 Hz and 20 Hz; above this frequency we
start to get into the audio band with wanted
information, while below 10 Hz record warp
problems increase markedly.
Ladegaard's findings provide significant
evidence to support claims which have been
made for a number of years, namely that it is
desirable to keep the resonance within this
'minimum' reg,on. If the compliance is high
to give good tracking at low downforces, the
masses of both cartridge and arm must be
low, and all tco often this is not the case.
Major obstacles to low arm mass include
detachable headshell systems, which seem
to be inherently far more of a liability than a
benefit, and the inevitable difficulty of decreasing rigidity along with mass. Cartridge
nanufacturers
are
not
prevented
from
reducing mass merely by the minimum
materials required to do the job, but the need
to provide a mass which is compatible with
tie counterweight offered by arm and system
manufacturers is also vital! Ortofon have
recently shown ( see ' News', p. 83 December)
that it is eminently possible to slash the mass
of a moving- magnet type by at least half, and
are now faced with lengthy negotiations with
arm manufacturers to produce lighter counterweights to suit, while Micro Acoustics, whose
cartridges work on an electret principle and
contain no magnets, actually have to add
ballast mass. It is not perhaps surprising
85

that a decrease in compliance and increase
in tracking weight is being pursued by a
number of cartridge manufacturers at the
moment. It is nevertheless odd that the ' line
contact' stylus, which should have been the
green light for this movement by increasing
contact area, does not seem to be regarded
as a key element in the equation, and manufacturers are still, inexplicably, fitting suchstyli to low tracking-weight/high-compliance
devices.
Although a sidetrack from
Ladegaard's argument, the foregoing does
serve to show the problems that face the
designer of components and assembler of
systems.
The effect that the LF resonance can have
on standard measurement techniques is
nothing short of dramatic. Taking rumble as
the first example, fig. 1 shows the same
turntable and cartridge measured using three
different arms, each of different effective
mass. The DIN ' A' weighting shows
enormous differences ( which is why this
standard is now virtually ignored as ameasure
of motor unit quality, and why DIN ' B' was
introduced.) DIN ' A' shows what is usually
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discriminate in the favour of a system with a
very low frequency resonance, as this will
now be reduced relative to the 10-20 Hz
region.) DIN ' B', on the other hand, uses a
weighting curve that rolls off ( 12 dB/oct)
either side of 300 Hz; rumble is traditionally a
low frequency phenomenon, so this curve
tends to give very optimistic figures—
frequently with little discrimination—that
can approach the limits of reliable measure-
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Comparison of wow and flutter measurements, same turntable and cartridge.
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Comparison of rumble measurements, same
turntable and cartridge.

considered a very pessimistic figure which is
heavily dominated by the characteristics of
the arm and cartridge chosen. In effect the
standard weighting network which rolls off
above 300 Hz and below 10 Hz is distorted by
the non-linear behaviour of the cartridge
below 20 Hz ( and this, in fact, may even
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spectrum which obviously has a poorer
actual motor performance. In fact the significant 25 Hz motor rumble component in the
second trace would be effectively ' shielded'
by the (fairly well- controlled) LF resonance,
while in '
B' weighting both curves would be
dominated by the hum component that
arises from the wiring of the test situation,
and again the motor rumble would be shielded.
In fact the '
B' weighting would probably have
correctly discriminated in favour of the first
motor unit, but rather more by luck than
anything else!
Having shown some of the yawning pitfalls
awaiting those who would put their trust in
rumble measurements, Ladegaard proceeded
to cast aspersions on that other great harbinger of turntable performance, wow and
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ment. It is obvious that isolated single-figure
characterisations of rumble can be fairly
meaningless, although comparative data on
motor units using the same arm and cartridge,
or on ' fixed' integrated systems do have some
(limited) usefulness.
To give finer discrimination of actual rumble
and motor quality, it is mandatory to carry out
some form of spectrum analysis. An example
of this is shown in fig. 2, where two typical
spectra illustrate how misleading a single
figure would have been. The left-hand trace
shows a very good result, apart from a hum
component which, in practice, could probably
be removed, and the enormous dominating
arm/cartridge resonance at 5Hz. Using '
A'
weighting, this. would have given a similar
or slightly worse figure than the second

Fig. 5

How headshell movement at resonance can
give rise to 'scrub' pattern.

flutter. When measuring the turntable with
the same cartridge and three different arms,
the results again show considerable discrepancy (fig. 3). To ascertain whether this,
too, is a product of the arm/cartridge resonHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fig. 6 Weighted wow and flutter spectra for aturntable fitted with 3different arms. Records used were Bek
QR 2010 (right) and alacquer (left). Dynamic range shown is 40 dB.

ance we must again make aspectrum analysis:
fig. 4shows the various wow and flutter components and their causes, the 25 Hz motor
drive shaft problem• being the only one for
which the motor unit is directly responsible.
When one then applies the standard weighting function, which is claimed to represent
best the ' subjective annoyance factor' and
rolls off either side of 4Hz, it can be seen that
the effects of the tone- arm resonance dominate once again.
It is not perhaps easy to appreciate how the
amplitude modulation of the tone- arm resonance can have a frequency modulation effect
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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causing wow and flutter, but examination of
fig. 5 shows that vertical movement of the
headshell ref. the disc due to excessive
cantilever flexure will produce fore-and-aft
'scrub' flutter effects proportional to the
length of the cantilever and the vertical
tracking angle ( which should be, but rarely is
20°), and similar effects will be generated in
the horizontal plane. As a final broadside
further exposing the difficulties of wow and
flutter, fig. 6 shows narrow- band spectrum
analysis for the test turntable using three
different arms each made using two different
test records. Even the record change pro-

duces adifferent picture which is by no means
consistent, due to each disc's own peculiar
'fingerprint' of imperfections, and yet greater
magnification of the lower frequencies will
show that the harmonics of these faults
play a dominant role which can be easily
identified and correlated with the rumble
spectrum.
Up to now, Ihave merely examined the low
frequency aspects and not discussed their
effects on signals in the audio band. One
supposition that can be tested is whether the
excited LF resonance produces significant
intermodulation products with audio signals,
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throughout the world today.
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dynamic changes that occur in tracking
weight during the playing of adisc. When one
stops to think for a moment, it is not at all
surprising that the oscillation of the cantilever
at low frequencies due to record imperfections
will cause momentary changes in tracking
weight.
Using a strain- gauge cartridge,
whose voltage is directly proportional to the
tension in the gauge and hence also the
tracking force, the results in fig. 8 for a disc
with a medium-sized warp at the beginning,
and an apparently flat disc played at 8cm
radius, show that both the heavier arms
momentarily have a negative downforce
(excuse the Americanism) and spent much of
their time below the set tracking weight ( the
third example spending 20% of its time at
less than half the preset value). Consequently,
an ill- matched combination can introduce
significant mistracking. Another revealing
test for this is shown in fig. 9, where the three
arms using the same cartridge are tracking
the high frequency pink- noise signal from a
B & K test disc with notably different degrees
of success ( or failure) in producing significant
intermodulation products in the midband and
lower HF ( aregion where the ear is much more
sensitive). It is not unlikely in my estimation
that this effect may be the cause of a fair
amount of the accentuation of so-called
surface noise with which many systems seem
to be plagued.
In summarising this part of his work,
Ladegaard introduced us to amechanism that
he refers to as BIM, or bass intermodulation;
there can be little doubt, after the weight of
his evidence so far, that this is far less of an
elusive chimera than other Scandinavian

Fig. 7 Narrow band analysis oía 3kHz tone from

Record 1

three arm/cartridge combinations with (
A) undamped
resonance at 7Hz, (
8) undamped resonance at 9.5 Hz
(C) damped resonance at 16 Hz. Below are shown the
corresponding plots of the tone-arm resonance.

whether due to FM type ' scrub' flutter effects
or by straining the linearity of the transducer
by producing gross movements in the
mechanics of the cartridge. Fig. 7 shows
the narrow- band analysis of a single tone
generated by three arm/cartridge combinations. When examining the relative levels of
the sidebands produced at the addition and
subtraction frequencies of the fundamental
resonance and its harmonics, one can see
that the low resonant frequency example
'A' has significant difficulties. Although
Ladegaard implies that ' C' is similarly superior
to ' B', Ido not think the situation is completely
clear-cut, as ' B' shows an apparently cleaner
'floor' and sharper central peak. Interesting
though this technique is for system analysis,
I suspect we have not yet seen enough
examples to correlate with listening and other
measurements to be sure that there are not
various other poorly understood or appreciated mechanisms at work—the ' can of
worms' may have only had its first layer or
two removed!
Still more unpleasant effects can be traced
to the LF resonance. The use of adeliberately
damaged disc to give a step function showed
that the transient signal thus produced
invariably excited the resonance, and that the
better damped and higher frequency systems
regained control considerably sooner than the
lower resonant frequency examples. Even
more interesting was an examination of the
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10 mN
8 mN
S mN
4 mN,
2mN
O mN
Record 2

%÷.4"ialieéghei4e4

10 rc.N
8 mN
.
4 mN
2 mN

Arm 1

A7rn 2

Arm 3

Fig. 8 Tracking force variations during playback of two average records. The pictures show aperiod of
two record revolutions. The initial tracking force was set to be 10 mN
(number 1) clearly outperforms the other two.

25 Hz

Arm 1

20 kHz

25 Hz

1gwt). The most lightweight arm

20 kFi,

Fig. 9 Increase in distortion due to mistracking using the same cartridge in 3arms. Signal is 1/3 octave
pink noise at 20 kHz, recorded at — 22 dB ref 10 cm/sec at 1kHz ( from QR 2011 record).
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IMs! While Ladegaard does not claim to be
the first to observe the way that flutter- effects
and the like from the subsonic region can
influence the audio band, one can only admire
the elegant way he has spun his evidence
together to produce a solid web of interrelation, as can be clearly seen in fig. 10.
In his conclutiun to this topic, he recommended that the tone-arm/cartridge resonance
should be engineered to lie in the 13-18 Hz
region ( or even higher) with some damping,
and that there should perhaps be further
discussion of these suggestions. Obviously
there is a good argument for taking the
resonance up towards the audio band, but the
influence this may have upon the frequency
response, giving an added heaviness to the
bass, perhaps + 3dB at 20 Hz, should not be
ignored. However, if the IEC recommendations for an RIAA response pole giving
—3 dB at 20 Hz do become widely adopted,
the net result should be nicely ' fie! Indeed,
during the lecture Ladegaard went rather
further than. in the paper by suggesting that
the mechanical resonance should be tailored
to mimic this recommended response, thus
rendering the amplifier filtering less necessary. However, there is also plenty of evidence
which shows that the heavy arm- pivot damping which would be necessary to flatten the
LF resonance to this extent has undesirable
effects on tracking at eccentricity and warp
frequencies, by acting as a form of friction,
and thiS produces its own unpleasant side
effects affecting dynamic tracking
weight. Iam tempted to speculate
whether the undue thickness of the
single tone in the lowest mass arm used for
the sideband analysis ( fig. 7) compared to the
rather heavier ' middleweight' may not have
been due to the interaction between damping
and eccentricities, giving ' sidebands' corresponding to + t:- 2Hz. In fact, now that we are
digging into the subsonic, it would be a
mistake not to ensure that every point down
as close as possible to DC is investigated, in
order to avoid any possibility of acting in a
blinkered fashion, ignoring one area corn90
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pletely for the sake of another. One notices,
for example, that the LF resonance plots show
that the signal below resonance does not in
fact continue to roll off at 12 dB/oct as theory
would predict, but often begins to rise again
below about 6Hz ( fig. 7); there may be a
simple explanation to do with the measuring
conditions, but it must not be ignored merely
because it appears to be inconvenient.
There is also a current school of thought,
which is admittedly neither fashionable nor
respectable at the moment, which claims
that there are significant subjective gains to
be made by deliberately lowering the LF
resonance as far as possible— even by
glueing coins tD the headshelll On the
strength of Ladegaard's work, such a move
would appear to court disaster, yet it must
not be dismissed out of hand, because the

A

II

presence of extra mass at the headshell
could act as a substitute for inadequate
stiffness in the arm structure. There are also
some philosophical justifications in widening
the pass bandwidth, provided the net result
is not to introduce too much work. Indeed, as
the resonant frequency is lowered, the
distinction between fundamental and sideband
becomes
increasingly
small
in
frequency terms, and if the associated
harmonics do not play atoo dominant role, the
single tone signal could remain surprisingly
clean. Iuse this example not in support of
such ' infra- bass' theories, but to emphasise
that there are always more ways of killing a
cat than by raising its resonant frequencies.
Ladegaard's work arose from a desire to
measure effects that were originally observed
subjectively, so the refutation of any sub-

Construction of Sony's electronically
controlled tonearm

Fig. 11
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It is always encouraging to find general
confirmation of research findings, particularly
when the source is obviously entirely separate.
Conventional tonearm
The Japanese English- language electronic
trade magazine JE/ recently carried atechnical
I
I1111
f
examination of Sony's revolutionary new
I Right ch output
Left ch output
motional- feedback pickup arm, which employs
small linear motors to control the movement
of the tone- arm in response to velocity
I I
sensors. As well as providing contactless
Right- to- left crosstalk
mechanical control over arm operation,
counterbalance, tracking weight and bias
compensation, the design approach enables
the fundamental resonance to be reduced in
magnitude to a mere 3dB. The construction
of the arm is shown in fig. 11, while fig. 12
shows how control of the LE resonance can
control impulse excitation and improve
surface noise and wow and flutter ( all points
covered by Ladegaard) while also improving
cartridge crosstalk, not only at resonance but
also apparently by 10 dB at 100 Hz. Could it be
that cartridge crosstalk measurements are
Electronically controlled tonearm
now also rendered dubious because of their
I
system dependence, or do the crosstalk plots
dB
1
10
I I I III III,'
contain unfiltered noise and merely reflect the
Right ch output
Left ch output . ;
S/N ratio improvement at higher frequencies?
Once again the ugly spectre of misleading
measurements is raised sufficiently to cast
doubt and emphasise the need for caution in
—4 11
those who rely upon them. And, moreover, the
to
left
crosstalk
Right
Left to- right crosstalk
cartridge once again shows that it may have
10
been the victim of its ancillaries and innocent
iH
I
of blame where such has been attached. An
interesting implication of this new Sony
-20
product is that cartridge de.igners ( or at any
rate those who work for Sony) will perhaps
,-...have greater freedom to maximise performance ( damping and the like) at mid and high
20
10
frequencies if the LE resonance is kept under
better control ( it is noticeable that some of
the more ambitious recent cartridge designs
such as the Shure V15 IV and Ortofon MC30
jective claims, however unlikely they might
have gone to considerable lengths to apply
seem, should not be taken too lightly. Idon't
frequency- selective damping using tuned
believe, however, that this approach is likely
mechanical systems in order to try to combat
to offer any practical benefit, except perhaps
this problem more effectively). Once again it
in an already thoroughly ill- matched system
should be pointed out that the Sony device
with a long cartridge cantilever, because of
may be particularly effective in controlling
the excessive cantilever movement required
the bass resonance, but even though it
to track the warps. Nevertheless, without
will probably help, this, in itself, does not
wishing to be sidetracked into chasing a guarantee that it will be agood tone- arm.
rambling red herring at this moment, Ido
The greater understanding and awareness
believe that the reproduction of subsonics is
of BIM as aconcept should undoubtedly elp
of far greater significance than has been
to improve the overall standard of record
generally accepted hitherto.
playing systems. It may also change the
A further criticism that must be levelled at
Electronically controlled tonearm
emphasis away from separate components
Ladegaard's BIM work is that the arms chosen
towards systems, in the manner that B & 0
to do the tests were all rather atypical, and
1
.1_1
have advocated for many years. Indeed, the
therefore may not be particularly representaowner of a carefully optimised system,
tive of the commercial options normally
¿ 1V
,
chosen, presumably, with the expertise and
available. They include: the Transcriptors
experience of agood retailer or manufacturer,
Vestigal, whose pivoted headshell and
will very probably get better results than
string- and- weight counterbalance is about
the inveterate mixer and matcher of even the
as outré as it is possible to get; ahome-made
most expensive separates. It is nevertheless
Or4h1*00114bielÑ
parallel tracker with the balsa wood arm tube,
important that BIM does not become rehaving some physical resemblance to the
garded as the universal panacea, however,
B & 0 and Rabco models, and therefore again
and Ladegaard does not stop here. There are
far from the norm; and the heavyweight
in fact a number of other factors which paint
SAEC Japanese component arm, which again
an equally bleak picture of turntable performis rather a fringe audiophile product which
ance, and it is my personal feeling that a
incorporates some unusual ideas on
Fi g. 12 Comparison of performance of Sony XL55
variety of sometimes conflicting criteria need
geometry. Ido not know the identity of the
cartridge in electronically-controlled and conventional
to be satisfied, and if any of these are overother
arms
used,
but
feel
that
a
more
typical
tone-arms, showing If resonance, crosstalk and signal
looked the overall performance may be quite
selection would have rendered the results
from unmodulated groove.
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severely compromised.
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THE HIGHEST QUALITY
STANDS at aprice you can buy
The p nrange of music stands provides you with acomprehensive
range to,suit all your playing requirements-whether you're an
earnest amateur or the most demanding professional. Find out now
about p + nquality stands at realistic prices by telephoning Treforest
(044 385) 2453 or by writing to-

lyilli Peter and Nicholas Engineering Company Limited,
Treforest Industrial Estate,
Mid. Glamorgan CF37 MIA.
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Letters...
.about diminishing hi-fi returns
From: John A. Bell, 3328 Queen Frederica
Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario L4Y 382,
Canada
Dear Sir, I would like to comment on the
subject of hi-fi costs, raised in recent letters,
as 1.wholeheartedly agree with the feelings
expressed regarding a continuous barrage of
material aimed at the consumer, urging him to
upgrade. After much A/B-ing with audio
equipment on trial- loan from Toronto and
district dealers, Ihave come to the conclusion
that, once one owns a system of compatible
components ( or receiver and speakers, for
that matter), which can be honestly considered good quality and of high performance,
any further striving for improvement by
climbing the ' top- end' ladder is hard to justify.
My friends and 1have discovered that, for us
anyway, and psycho- acoustics being what it
is, our memory of perceived sound is only
accurate for about half an hour. Thereafter
we tend to rely on overall impressions based
on our subjective enjoyment of the music.
Admittedly this probably varies somewhat
with the individual, but it does prove that one's
own $ 1500 system can be the subjective
equal of that $ 15,000 rig down the street—
once they have been separated in time by
about 30 minutes ( even though one is mentally
aware that differences do exist).
Surely the true audiophile listens to the
music, not the electronics and transducers;
and why, oh why does music in the home
have to sound like music in the concert hall?
1can think of no other area of entertainment,
hobby or recreation, where the law of
diminishing returns is so apparent as in the
hi-fi industry. Ihave recently found that the
most dramatic improvement in sonic realism
can be achieved by very careful selection of
source material. Record albums, whilst still
being generally superior to all FM broadcasts
(in Canada) and most pre-recorded tapes,
leave much to be desired, and the everincreasing availability of direct- to- disc and
digitally recorded material provides a very
economical way to improve .dynamic range,
definition, S/N ratio, etc. While recognising
the fact that some direct- to- disc releases
have been near- disasters, there are many
quality records available where the combined
effect of superb performance and technical
excellence is nothing short of astounding.
Yours faithfully

. . . about Havergal Brian's Gothic
Symphony
From: David Brown, Secretary, The
Haverbal Brian Society, 33 Coopers Road,
Little Heath, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 1JQ
Dear Sir, As the initial response to the
Havergal Brian Society's recent book on the
subject has shown, the Gothic Symphony
remains the work by Havergal Brian which has
most caught the imagination of the general
musical public.
Some of your readers
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will already be aware that plans are well in
hand for a professional performance of the
symphony under Sir Charles Mackerras in
London in May 1980.
May we appeal to those who would be
interested in acquiring a recording of this
historic occasion to make their wishes known
to the recording companies now rather than,
as has sometimes been the case with similar
rare and important events in the past, indulging in recriminations over a lost opportunity
after the concert has actually take place. Not
only is this fairer to the companies, but it may
stand some chance of actually achieving the
desired result.
Yours faithfully

.about copyright and the
changing climate
•

From: R. W. Montgomery, Managing
Director,
Mechanical- Copyright Protection Society Ltd, Elgar House, 380
Streatham High Road, London SW16 6HR
Dear Sir, Irefer to Mr. MacLauchlan's letter
about our amateur recording licence published in your March issue.
This licence has been in existence for a
number of years, during which the climate has
changed considerably, so that with the best
will in the world it is not possible for any one
organisation to give totally clear guidance
regarding the recording of music by members
of the public for their own use.
Iwould welcome an opportunity to air the
subject and thope that Iwill be able to write
to you with information covering the other
parties besides ourselves who are concerned
in this matter.
Incidentally 1 note that we last replied to
Mr. MacLauchlan on the 28th November 1978.
Yours faithfully

. . . about polarity reversal again
From: Stanley Lipshitz, Dept. of Applied
Mathematics, University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
Dear Sir, 1regret belabouring the point ( see
my letters in ' Positive Feedback', January and
July 1978), but, with reference to the A/B
comparison test of the Hafler DH- 101 with
the Quad 33 preamplifier ( November 1978,
pp. 205-209), it would appear once again that
their relative polarity inversions were not
compensated for. ( The Quad has an inverting
high-level stage, the Hafler is non- inverting.)
Consequently they cannot sound alike in such
an A/B comparison. Unless and until polarity
is taken into account, subjective comments
are virtually worthless. It is interesting to
compare your reviewer's comments on the
audible differences between the preamplifiers
with those in my July letter describing the
effects of a polarity reversal! Perhaps he
would care to comment? I am, however,
encouraged to see that some people are
listening ( November 1978, p. 114).
Yours faithfully
Note: Since the Hafler preamp review our
listening tests have been repeated, comparing
the Hafler with a current production Quad 33

whose disc input matching board had been
modified to correspond to the measured input
parameters of the Hafler. The phase inversion
of the Quad was taken into account and a
consistent overall polarity maintained regardless of which preamp was in circuit. Equipment
used: Elac 555E; Hadcock; STD 305M; Quad
405; KEF 105. The results of these new tests
substantially corroborate our earlier findings—
News Ed.

. . . about a constant voltage
solution
From: Ian Goodwin, Inglenook, Valley
Road, Darrington, Pontefract, W. Yorkshire
Dear Sir, A letter in the ' Readers' Problems'
section of your November 1978 issue from
T. M.' of Castleford ( only afew miles from my
home) referred to a buzz interference which
occurred at predictable times, and was therefore almost certainly external, and probably
mains transmitted.
1have suffered a similar buzz/hum, which
first occurred in about August 1977.
It
was usually, but not always, present in the
evenings, but I did not originally think of
mains interference, and as the hum was
independent of amplifier input ( deck, tuner or
tape), output ( loudspeakers or ' phones),
mode, and volume level, I suspected my
Quad 33/405 ( what a fool!). After correspondence and conversations with Mr. J. H.
Walker of Acoustical, Ireturned both units for
checking. Ithen hardly used the equipment,
due to absence from home, until February
1978 when Iunfortunately found the hum still
present. Acoustical were again most helpful,
and further correspondence and conversations narrowed down the suspect unit to
the ' 33'. By this time the predictability of the
hum was making me consider external
interference. However, to my amazement
Acoustical sent me a replacement control
unit on loan so that they could check mine
again.
Unfortunately, substitution of the
unjt did not eliminate the hum; the only
possible explanation was an external fault.
The Post Office and Yorkshire Electricity
Board did not show the same level of concern
as Quad, and two or three months passed
before the PO advised me that the interference
was almost certainly mains transmitted and
caused by thyristors in a certain make of TV
set drawing from the mains supply at a point
between the last mains ' booster point' and my
house. The suppression device supplied by
the PO did not remove the hum, nor did a
home-made device constructed from adesign
in HFNIRR, December 1977.
Fortunately, your August 1978 issue carried
an advertisement from Gould Electronic
Components of Bishops Stortford for
Constant
Voltage
Transformers.
These
transformers are claimed to give a stabilised
AC supply with transient voltage spike
attentuation from the most heavily distorted
AC input. Gould kindly loaned me an appropriate TCVN transformer and this has
eliminated the mains hum completely.
I
should mention that the transformer is best
sited in adifferent room to that containing the
to page 99
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MC 10
MOVING COIL REALISM
ATA REALISTIC PRICE

There are as many expert opinions on HiFi as
there are experts. With all the variables, an
incredible range of systems can be produced and
all have their different advantages but almost all
experts agree that moving coil is superior to
magnetic construction for cartridges.
Moving coil's detailed reproduction of
spaciousness, three dimensional imagery and
startling transient response surpasses that of
even the best magnetic cartridge.
There is really only one choice if you wish to
take full advantage of the capabilities of your
HiFi system. Until now the high cost of the
hand built moving coil cartridge has kept peak
performance beyond the reach of all but the
most wealthy.
Now Ortofon who have continuously developed
moving coil technology since 1948, are able to
produce amoving coil cartridge at aprice which
compares to the cost of medium quality magnetic
cartridges.

orrofon

accuracy in sound
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Ortofon's long experience of cartridge design
and manufacture make the finest reproduction
available to all discriminating listeners with the
MC 10 moving coil cartridge.
The MC 10's cantilever has been designed on
new principles, making it easier and faster to
produce. It is as light and as rigid as possible,
utilizing anew aluminium alloy. The new
cantilever design, together with atiny, specially
polished diamond, gives avery low stylus tip
mass, excellent tracking ability, easy handling
of transients and minimal record wear.
Owing to their small output voltage and low
inner resistance, moving coil cartridges cannot
be connected directly to aconventional phono
input and it is therefore necessary to boost the
signal.
MC 10 Cartridges are available separately or in
acost saving pack complete with the specially
developed STM 72 step-up transformer for perfect
matching to your amplifier.
Ask your dealer for ademonstration or write to:-

harman UK

St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR
Telephone: Penn (049 481) 5331

Re- assessment of recent ' star' quality
recordings; comments based on actual
releases, not test- pressings. Following equipment employed :—Cartridges:
Entré1, Stanton 881S, Ortofon MC 30.
Step-up device: Lentek. Arms: SME
Series Ill.
Turntables: Thorens TD
125/150, Linn Sondek LP12.
Amplifiers: Quad 33/405, Meridian 101MC,
Hafler DH- 101. Loudspeakers: Quad,
KEF 105, B&W DM6/DM5, Rogers
LS3 5A, Acoustic Research AR9.
The equipment used by the QM team is
not claimed to be the best available, but
should be representative of high quality
domestic installations.

In November J. A. awarded A*/A to the
AAM/Hogwood original- instrument Handel
Water- Music suites on Oiseau -Lyre OSLO
543.
He mentioned a somewhat limited
dynamic range (fine, however, for those living
in normal rooms), otherwise finding a sound
of sumptuous detail and ambient bloom which
'causes one's speakers to disappear'. Our
KEF 105s remained obstinately visible, but we
too found the extraordinary delicacy of
imagery and uncanny depth of field mentioned
in the review. There was a qualified star in
view of a failure to achieve just that final
degree of realism; but very fine sound indeed
(the ' original drums' in the last suite sounding
almost tangible), and a marvellous record for
those who like this music on the right instruments. The recording supports splendidly
the stunning playing of Mr. Hogwood's group:

a nice one.
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble recordings
appear with almost monotonous regularity in
QM; in fact, they could be regarded as a
TWENTY recordings and nearly as many pointer to our reviewing team's consistency
on technical quality. P. G. was the star- giver
I composers ( spanning Handel to Henze)
in January, the recipient this time being ' Easy
come together this quarter in music ranging
Winners' ( Argo ZRG895) a collecfion of
in its demands from solo piano to grand
pieces ranging from originals by trombonist
opera, via the string quartet, a brass group,
Roy Premru and long-time PJBE producer
various sizes of orchestra and blends of
Chris Hazell to arrangements of Debussy,
voices and instruments up to the full modern
Mozart and Scott Joplin. P. G. commented
symphony orchestra. We will move through
on the recording being ' ahi-fi addict's delight',
this spectrum— rather approximately in places
and it is extremely detailed, with instruments
—on the principle of increasing magnitude of
pinpoint positioned within the cosy ambience
ensemble, which means that we take off with
one of those minor composers who seemed a of Kingsway Hall—even when they are all the
same one, John Fletcher's tuba, in his multigiant in his own time: John Field.
tracked, multi- tuba arrangement of the first
Daniel Adni's recording of Field Nocturnes
movement of the Eine Kleine Nachtmusik.
(HMV ASD 3599) was given a qualified starry
reception by C. B. in November. It is indeed a One point still puzzles us: what are the
balaphoniums, so lovingly blown/strummed
fairly close-up recording of generally excellent
by Philip Jones and Peter Reeve? Agreeably
quality; but we feel not outstanding, tending
A*.
somehow to emphasise the middle octave or
Richard Hill's score for the TV series Will
so of the piano. This may be an effect of the
Shakespeare recorded by the London Gabrieli
hall/miking arrangement, as the higher
Orchestra under the composer ( Pye NSPH 22)
registers seem also to lack a little sparkle—a
gained aqualified star from P. G. in November.
slightly contained sound. It does open out on
He commented that the recording was ' abold
occasions, though, but for us these are not
one with studio echoes: ideally it could have
frequent enough to justify the split rating, so a
been more sharply analytical ...'. We have
straight A is preferred.
very little to add: apart from the perspective
The Decca recording of Britten's 2nd and
being occasionally confused and some of the
3rd quartets ( SXL 6893) with the Amadeus
individual sounds being a little close-miked
was given amixed rating [
A*/A] in November.
(the basson solo on side one, for instance,
The recording of the 3rd is new, the 2nd dates
has breathing and key clatter but is also rather
from 1963. I. H. mentions the Snape acoustic
reverberant) the sound is rich and impressive.
in connection with the later recording, but
Somehow, as with the PJBE record mentioned
although it is richly resonant we are close
above, the sound of wind instruments expertly
enough to the instruments ( occupying about
played ( and the LGO include some of the best
three-quarters of the stereo stage) for inner
brass and wind players around, as well as
detail of the writing not to be obscured.
Marie Goosens on harp and Tristan Fry on
However, while some breathing is sometimes
percussion), lends itself to a ' hi-fi' treatment.
apparent, we are not so close that ugliness
All- in- all, a straight A would be about right.
intrudes on the individual instrumental
But Pye, your surfaces!
sounds, and this side is definitely of star
B. S. was rather less than verbose in his
quality. The earlier recording is excellent and
remarks about the recording quality of
probably would have warranted a star in 1963
Henze's Voices (
London Sinfonietta/Henze)
had we been using our rating system then.
in December ( Decca ' Headline' HEAD 19-20),
These days, however, a B is perhaps a more
confining himself to ' outstandingly good'.
accurate rating, reflecting its rather close, dry
Well it certainly is that. Rock- steady imagery,
sound quality.
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a sensible, fairly close miking arrangement,
and a balance which preserves every nuance
of vocal inflection, every detail of instrumental
texture. Even as involved a track as No. 4,
'The Electric Cop' with its simultaneous
musics and added sound effects is as well
managed as one could reasonably expect,
and apart from the benefits of visual detail it
is doubtful whether a concert performance
could supply amore cogent impression. Star
rating confirmed.
'Beautifully recorded' is the only comment
K. D. offered when giving Bernstein's
Washington NSO-plus-soloists Songfest (
DG
2531 044) a qualified star in December. The
overall acoustic may be over- reverberant for
some tastes, in this cycle based on American
poems, but we would raise the rating to A*
for the excellent sense of ' being there' that
this record gives. There is an unambiguous
impression of depth, the orchestra definitely
'layered' behind the solo voices ( and loudspeakers), but no matter how far back
instruments are, their image never widens.
Bernstein's superbly colourful scoring is
given every chance to shine. Incidentally, this
must surely be the first time the word ' tootsieroll' ( from Frank Ferlinghetti's The Pennycandystore Beyond the El) has appeared in a
'serious' piece.
Returning from two unusual vocal/instrumental issues to more conventional music,
Mozart late symphonies in a3- disc boxed set
featuring BPO/Karajan ( DG 2740 189) received
a qualified star in January, although K. D.
made no reference to recording quality in his
review. Well, we have listened with care, but
making due allowance for differing views on
the validity of hearing Mozart from a big
orchestra set in a reverberant hall, we cannot
recommend even an A rating, let alone any
sort of star. A generally undistinguished
sound, with some variations of balance (the
Haffner is a bit too bright against a slight
stodginess elsewhere), a suggestion of
gruffness at times, and actual break-up
distortion on the opening chords of the
Jupiter on one or two sets heard—all these
force us to re- rate somewhere between ' good'
and ' moderate': B/C. A very disappointing
set.
Elgar's

Violin

Concerto ( Haendel/LP0/

Boult/ASD 3598) was starred by H. O. in
December for naturalness, dynamic range,
balance and colouring ' within a unified,
concert- like perspective.' Snap comparison
of this with Hugh Bean's 1973 RLPO/Groves
version on ASD 2883 reveals that while the
orchestral detail might be a little more
pointed- up ( in, also, a fine balance with
soloist) Mr. Bean plays a somehow more
'plastic- sounding', albeit less sniffy, instrument. For all the aspects H. O. mentions and
for an orchestral sound that is after all replete
with rich mellowness in EMI's best current
tradition, star happily confirmed.
Also
(praise be!) our copy was near- perfect.
In December, C. B. gave a qualified star to
Zubin Mehta's set of Tchaikovsky symphonies
(Decca 0950 6) with the LAPO. Recorded in
that city's Royce Hall, it is characterised by a
rather dry sound which we have noted on
other recordings emanating from that venue.
The sound can only be described as splendid,
and is superb, though the woodwind seem to
be a little over- wide, without appearing too
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March 31st
Unilet has always given you more — now
you can get something extra.
The sky's the limit. Send for the Unilet price
list today and get three free vouchers. You can
cash the vouchers up to any amount between
March 31st and April 21st. The more you
spend the more you save. For instance, spend
up to £ 200 and you can cash a5% voucher;
spend between £ 200 and £ 700 and you can
cash an% voucher, while if you're abig

April 21st
spender over £ 700 you can cash a10%
voucher which will give you savings of at
least £70.
And remember, Unilet is famous for its low
prices anyway so these represent real savings.
And there are still the same superb
demonstration facilities, enormous range,
second- to- none after- sales service and credit
facilities.

WIN A SONY VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
Anyone sending for the price catalogue will have their name put into adraw
for afree Sony home video recorder. The new SL 8000 UB uses the highly
successful U-matic system giving the superb picture quality and reliability that one
would expect from Sony's professionalism. Phone or send for the catalogue now —
you've nothing to lose, you can certainly save alot, and you could win the
video recorder.
MAJOR BRANDS STOCKED
Accuphase, Aiwa, AKG, AGI, A 8 R, Austin- Michaelson, B 80. Bose,
Cambridge, Castle, Celef, Celestion, Cerwin-Vega, Chartwell,
Dahlquist, D.B.X., Disk 22, Dual, Ferrograph, FR, Gale, Grace,
Harman Kardon, Harrison Chapman, IMF., J B.L., J.R., J.V.C..
K.E.F., K.L.H., Lentek, Linn, Luxman, Marantz, Maxell, Mayware,
McIntosh, Monitor Audio, NAO, Nakamichi, Optonica. Ortofon,
Pioneer. Quad, Revox, Sansui, Satin, Shure, S.M.E., Sontis, Sony,
Soundcraftsmen, Spendor, Stanton, Stax. Sugden, Supex, Tandberg,
Tangent, Tannoy, Teac ,
, Technics, Thorens, Transcriptors, Trio,
Uher, Ultimo, Videotone, Yamaha, Zerostat.
ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, INSTANT CREDIT
'Tee:7

UNMET

HI•Fl - sour«) ADVICE tIT II BETTER PRICE
Unilet Products Ltd., 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY. 01-942 9567/8.

1
-Please send me your April price catalo gue
and my free discount vouchers.
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scheme is very acceptable here. We must
confess to a slight disappointment pith
G. J.'s ' magnificent / 8/2- like crash with which
her [the Witch's] oven explodes across the
stage', but there are many splendid purely
orchestral sonic moments, while the sense
of space around voices is notably aided
by Hafler-style rear speakers without the
anomalous effects sometimes produced in

forward. Perhaps this was C. B.'s reason for
withholding a full star; anyway, we certainly
wouldn't want to change his rating.
We stay with the same reviewer, composer
and record company for the next issue—also
involving an American orchestra.
C. B.

worst in the Symphonies (
hardly a ' suite of
numbers' by the way). Here, too, ugly lumps
in the ambience behind chords surely betray
the post- recording mix- down and do little to
help the ( surprisingly for Boulez of all conductors) often sloppy ensemble. Sorry, but

divided his February rating of Decca's Detroit
Tchaikovsky cocktail (
1812 Marche
Slave, Capriccio Italien, SXL 6895) into A*/B,
reserving his star for ' the pinpoint location
and wide dynamic range of the couplings' and
expressing slight disappointment at the 1812
because ' the effects bring some blurring'.
We certainly agree that the pealing bells in
the finale create a sense of confusion—
perhaps partly because they seem to be out of
tune with the orchestra—although the
dubbed- in cannon shots are effective enough.
We were rather more worried by an overemphasis of some concerted string psssages
in the overture's middle parts, where musical
dynamics have been sacrificed to some
misguided idol on the mixing desk. In fact
this whole issue is a classic example of
artificially set-up stereo, often impressive but
not really very natural. Hafler helps to smooth
edges a little, but we suggest an overall B
would be a fairer rating. For an altogether
more natural— but nevertheless stunning—
Tchaikovsky programme including the 1812
we would stick to the Concertgebouw ( see
QM, July 1974) on Ph.6500 643.
C. B. was unreserved in his praise for the
engineering quality of Decca's latest Rimsky
Scheherazade with Maazel/Cleveland in
November ( SXL 6874— American, Decca and
C. B. again). Certainly the sound is admirably
clear—analytically so—to the extent that one
can almost identify the ambience captured by
each separate mike. We were slightly too
aware of this effect in the louder passages
where, for example, the strings seem to
occupy a marginally drier acoustic than the
winds and brass.
These are quibbles,
though, and perhaps belong more to arguments about the whole multi- mike philosophy,
We certainly concur with the comments about
spatial instrumental location, realism and
balance, so only aslight reduction to A/A*.
Two somewhat contrasted Stravinsky discs
received similar sonic accolades from C. B. in
December. Colin Davis' vital account of the
1947 version of Petrouchka (Ph. 9500 447) is
matched by arecording of great clarity, depth
and detail. Typical of the very best Philips
Concertgebouw recordings ( which are
arguably among the finest, most coherent
examples of the multi- mike approach), it
largely avoids the ' multi- mono' confused
ambience effect which seems to dog so many
recordings using the technique. One extra
and , not- so- welcome detail is the capturing
(just) of Davis as he groans his way through
some of the more urgent moments. This is
very quiet, though, and only intrudes because,

BIC is really more appropriate.
It sometimes happens that a reviewer says
just the sort of things about sonic aspects o
this mode by Decca recordings.
a recording that the QM team would say, and
The D. G. recording of the 1977 Edinburgh
such is the case with A. K.'s February
Festival production of Bizet's Carmen (
2709
comments on the splendid Concertgebouw/
83), with the star-studded line-up of Berganza,
Haitink coupling of Debussy's Images and
Domingo, Milnes, Cotrubas
and
the
Danses sacrée et profane (
Ph. 9500 509). He
Ambrosian Singers/LSO/Abbado, earned a
wrote of ' instrumental colours' which ' emerge
qualified star from A. K. in December for a ' big
from within the overall picture with a wholly
bright theatrical' sound quality which he often
natural ( rather than electronically aided)
found star- worthy. We too found the sound,
brilliance'. Quite so, to which we would
though dryish, vividly real with plenty of depth
simply add that despite a wonderful sense of
and complementing the performance splenspace and distance (which can be exploited
didly. A. K. found voices alittle too close; we
very well with Hafler-style rear speakers), the
would qualify this by picking out the dialogue
orchestral sound- stage is impressively wide,
passages as being too forward compared
while the deep bass is exceptionally fullwith the chorus or soloists, who are better
bodied—which should help small speaker
integrated with the orchestra. Abbado's
systems. Star confirmed with enthusiasm.
tightly reined orchestra, producing asound at
Now to opera— but via the barely operatic
times so fragile that you find you are holding
back- door of Gilbert & Sullivan. P. G. awarded
your breath, provides a transparent backa star last December to Decca's recording of
ground which sometimes throws voices into
The Zoo and Cox and Box (
TXS 128), with the
high relief, as in Carmen's first solo, the
D'Oyly Carte Opera Company/RPO/Royston
'Habenera'. This does tend to make soloists
Nash, and commented on its vivid theatrical
seem slightly forward, but a splendid proquality. Previous D'Oyly Carte G&S reduction nevertheless.
We were almost
cordings have been somewhat on the dry
tempted to give it a full star rating, but
side, but this one places you most satisfyingly
commonsense prevailed, so A*/A confirmed.
in the audience. Perhaps the only flaw is that
A truly exceptional recording ( not to say
we are rather close to the soloists when they
performance) of Salome from Karajan/VPO
sing ( not during dialogue), making the
(HMV SLS 5139) was applauded by C. B. in
orchestra rather quiet in comparison. If the
November.
Reading the review before
backing were any louder, though, intelligibility
listening, we were a little concerned to note
would undoubtedly suffer and Decca's team
the reference to balance adjustments through
have probably made the best compromise.
which the engineers have provided an
Star very enjoyably confirmed. Rataplan!
'illumination of Strauss' opulent scoring'.
Britten's children's opera The Little Sweep
However, these worries were completely
conjures up images of school halls, raucous
dispelled at the first hearing, for there Is
voices and great enthusiasm, and this is just
nothing at all artificially contrived here which
the sort of mixture captured in the performdoes not serve the best interests of the
ance conducted by Philip Ledger on HMV
music—it is a fine example of the art of
ASD 3608. H. O. gave this astar in January for
recording. Perhaps the overall dynamic range
'
vividness, immediacy and overall presence',
should have been wider and the decays
and we can find nothing to contradict his
between the final chords less ' engineered',
findings. Some pickups may not like the
but these really are mere quibbles. Split
louder vocal passages, but ours did, while
rating confirmed, but leaning starwards.
this Bishop/Parker production contrives with
great success to create just the right type of
lively acoustic. With Hafler speakers in
action one really is transported into a school
hall, complete with piano over on the right.
LETTERS Continued
An altogether different style of ' children's
opera' is Humperdinck's Hansel and Gretel,
using very much more than Britten's modest
hi-fi equipment, to avoid interaction with
piano, string quartet and percussion to
audio frequency circuits.
accompany the voices. Georg Solti directs a
These transformers are expensive (from
distinguished vocal team, backed by the full
£49) but seem to be the only solution for those
forces of the VP0 in a performance of this
experiencing strong mains hum ( unless your
lovable work on Decca D131 D2, an issu
local Electricity Board is helpful— Iam still
starred for sound by G. J. in December. A
waiting to hear from mine!). They do perform
typically reliable Sofiensaal production ( by
an additional function by eliminating the clicks
Christopher Raeburn), this has all that
and pops caused by fridges, electrical
cleanliness of sound and care of balance
heaters, light switches, etc, while many
which we associate with the name of Decca at
current run-of-the-mill devices only reduce
its best. As often happens, the orchestra has
such clicks and pops.
aslightly drier sound than one might hear in a
To summarise, these TCVN transformers
hall such as the Sofiensaal in real life, but the
are really a ' last resort' solution for those of
give-and-take of opera recording imposes
us with aparticularly grotty mains supply, but
many compromises, and the generally
they certainly do work.
Yours faithfully
not-too-far/not-too-near vocal/orchestral

having once heard it, one listens out for it!
A/A* rating happily confirmed.
The contrast with the CBS recording of
Boulez' readings of Scherzo Fantastique,
Symphonies of Wind and Pu/cine/la with the
NYPO ( 76680) could hardly be more pointed,
C. B.'s allusion to a ' workshop atmosphere'
and his mention of a ' certain hard glare to the
sound' are surely too polite and understated,
respectively, since the sound is thin- toned
and harsh with aquite disturbing edge—at its
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INTRODUCING MITSUBISHI AUDIO.
HEAR WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING!

Impressive specifications are
all very well. But it's going to take
awhole lot more than that to
convince you to buy Mitsubishi.
Like the superb sound quality.
The smooth feeling controls.
The amazing value for money.
Or Mitsubishi's incredible

DP210 RECORD DECK
Turntable Motor:
4 pole synchronous belt drive
Wow and flutter: 0 15% ( DIN)
Signal to noise ratio: 65dB ( DIN)
Tone arm:
S- type universal static balance
Effective length: 215mm
Possible cartridge weight: 4g toi Og

Tracking force adjustment:
0to 3g ( 0 1gstep)
Cartridge: Movung Magnet
Recommended tracking force: 2g
Frequency response: 20Hz to 20 kHz
Output level:
(at 1kHz 5cm/sec. mono) : 3mV
Channel separation ( at 1kHz): 30dB

DA -F210 TUNER
FM Section (
Din)
Sensitivity: I30/ ( mono) 320./ ( stereo)
Image frequency rejection: 60dB
IF rejection: 80d8
Spurious rejection: 70dB
AM rejection: 50dB
Selectivity: 50dB
S N ratio: 70dB ( mono) 68dB (stereo)
TH D: 0.2% (
mono) 0.5% ( stereo)

Stereo separation: 40dB
Frequency response: 3OHz-5kHz± 3t
AM Section (
DIN)
Sensitivity: 3000,//m
S, N ratio: 50d8
Selectivity: 30(113
Image frequency rejection: 50dB
TH D: O 8%
Output level impedance: 200mV/5 kol"

DA -U310 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Continuous power output
(20Hz-20kHz) 50W - 50W ( 8ohms)
55W t- 55W ( 4ohms)
THD ( 20Hz-20kHz) :
0.03% ( 25W + 25W)
Intennodulation distortion:
0.15% (
50W - 50W)
Power bandwidth: 10Hz-40kHz ( IHF)
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A distinctive conductors that this country

S one of the most distinguished and most

has ever produced, Sir Thomas Beecham,
the centenary of whose birth is celebrated this
month, is hardly likely to be forgotten. Nevertheless he has already suffered from the
changes in musical fashion. At present we
seem to be moving through a phase, slightly
misguided to my mind, when the search for
so-called authenticity is being carried to
extremes. It is interesting and valuable to
hear music played on the instruments of its
day, but it is going too far to suggest that all
the music of the early 19th century and beyond
was played with an icy sort of earnestness in
which charm and warmth seem to have little
part. There is a curious insistence at the
moment, particularly on record, that every
note should be delivered with hard-hitting
precision; with an underlying suggestion that
emotive interpretation is out of fashion. It is a
process that has been going on since the
early days of recording, areaction against the
romantic approach to music of the Victorian
period. As nobody can verify the facts from
actual experience it seems too great an
assumption to believe that all performances
before then were less personalised, less
romanticised, less interpreted. Could it not
be possible that they were even more this
way inclined? The music that Mozart and
Schubert wrote hardly suggests that their
performances of it would be cool and
academic.
Imake the point as apreparatory defence of
my excessive liking, which Iknow to be shared
by so many, of the kind of music- making that
Sir Thomas Beecham represented. To put it
in a nutshell, the attraction and lasting value
of a Beecham performance seems to rest on
his sheer pleasure in bringing out (to use a
few old-fashioned words) the warmth, charm,
beauty and joyfulness of music; in emphasising
that music is one of the good things in a
naughty world, there to be enjoyed to the
full by everyone rather than treated as an
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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academic preserve. Iwould like to cite as an
example of this ashort ' lollipop' (recorded by
Beecham and the RPO in the early 1950s and
first appearing on a 45 rpm record and
apparently not available at the moment— but I
know that all Beecham enthusiasts will
remember it) of aGerman Dance by Mozart—
one of the K605 set, popularly known as ' The
Sleigh Ride'. Iquote this sample particularly
as Ican never forget the pleasure it gave to
me at the time (and, of course, still does) and
knowing that it enjoyed very wide popularity.
The sheer charm and life that Beecham pul
into this gracious little piece has never been
approached. Ihave heard worthy recordings
since, but even Boskovsky and the VPO seem
colourless beside the Beecham performance.
Isuppose it was not ' authentic' and it was
probably arranged to some extent, but the
Beecham effect was magical. One could
quote many such examples of his matchless
art.
The object of this ' Music on Record' feature
is to draw the attention of the uninitiated ( if
there are any) to the Beecham records
currently available. But abrief summary of his
life and achievement should perhaps be
made. Beecham was persuaded by his father
that a university education was desirable, but
he left Wadham College, Oxford without
pursuing the intended course to its end and,
with the helpful knowledge that the Beecham
Pill fortunes were there in the background,
set out on acareer in music. After conducting
the Hallé in St. Helens in 1899 he studied
composition with Charles Wood, intending

to become a composer.
But conducting
gradually took over and he made his first
London appearance in this role in 1905. Taking
perilous financial risks with his own opera
company, he launched on various seasons
from 1909 up to the Great War, also during and
after, in which he showed a true pioneering
nature by introducing a number of unfamiliar
operas to the public, not least the works of
various British composers of the time, thus
showing a streak of patriotism. By 1929 he
had developed a special interest in the music
of Delius and gave a festival of his works in
London. In 1932 he founded the London
Philharmonic Orchestra and was extremely
active as a conductor all over the world
during the Second World War. He founded
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra in 1947 and
put his own special imprint on their performances and recordings (the style was unmistakable). He had been knighted in 1914
and succeeded to his father's baronetcy in
1916.
A glance at the Beecham discography
shows an incredible quantity and diversity of
activities in the recording studio, amply
reflecting his work in the opera house and
concert hall. It also shows those few gaps in
his tastes, for he was not the sort of person to
record music for which he had no particular
liking. He did not follow the accepted course
for all ' great' conductors and plunge wholeheartedly into Beethoven, for example. When
he did, he favoured the even- numbered
symphonies, the most Mozartian. He appears
to be unrepresented in this area at the
101
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moment, but anyone who can should sample
his recording of the 2nd Symphony with
the RPO. Its clarity and simple grace is a
revelation.
If we state the obvious by saying that
Beecham had an overwhelming regard for
Haydn and Mozart, it is with the reservation
that he never felt constrained about playing
them with afull orchestral sound and adding
his own touches. ' Very remiss of Haydn' he
said at one famous recorded rehearsal on
finding that there was very little percussion in
the Military symphony. His recordings of
Symphonies 93-104 made in the 1950s are a
monument to his rich and personal view of
the composer. Needless to say they are
different from more recent issues. The
Beecham flavour can especially be appreciated in the minuets— listen to the trio in the
Miracle symphony, for example. Anyone
lucky enough to possess this set will also
have the incomparable ' Beecham in Rehearsal'
disc which was also issued separately on
HMV ALP1874 and WRC SH147 previously. It
includes the famous rehearsal of three of the
Haydn symphonies and aMozart opera and is
not only deeply revealing of the Beecham
'method' but also happens to be one of the
most amusing records ever issued in the
classical field. For his Mozart the World
Records set of nine symphonies ( plus
overtures) is also a necessity of life.
His Mozart, you will find, is essentially
Mozart with a lilt, not hard- driven as he so
often is today. It was often said that Beecham
liked fast tempos, but his recordings bear out
time and again that the opposite is true. His
performances simply seemed fast because of
their rhythmic liveliness and lift. Certainly the
two sublime recordings of Schubert's 3rd and
5th Symphonies, which have rarely been
bettered, are some of the slowest on record
(barring Bruno Walter's incredibly funeralpaced versions) but there is no impression of
them being drawn out once you are into the
performances. One of the saddest omissions
is the lack of a recording of the ' Great C
Major' which Beecham would surely have
handled to perfection. His recordings of the
early symphonies 1 and 2 ( not currently
available) have never been matched.
Beecham's relationship with English music
was amixed love affair. As we know, he did a
tremendous lot to champion it and produced
many English operas that have rarely been
heard since. Yet he was heard to start atalk
on English opera in Oxford during the War
with the typically provocative remark: ' English
opera! There is no such thing!' He had
something of a blank spot as far as Elgar was
concerned, but he certainly knew how to
bring the best out of composers like Bantock
and Bax. It has remained something of a
wonder that the Mozartian Beecham should
have found such an affinity with Delius.
Greatly to over- simplify his approach ( he
pursued Delius, in his own words, because he
felt there was something to get his teeth into),
it would seem that his performances of the
composer's works succeeded so admirably
because he treated them in the same way that
he treated Mozart and Haydn— going directly
to the rhythmic heart of things and giving the
music a strong pulse. You can hear this, to
give but one example, in his performance of
the Florida suite which becomes richly

romantic. But this is not to suggest that he
merely pounded his way through Delius, for
the floating, misty quality is there when
needed and his performance of awork like the
Mass of Life is unlikely to be bettered in this
respect.
His interest in the music of Sibelius,
bolstered by apersonal visit to the composer,
comes in the same category as his Delius
affinity. He added awarm breeze to Sibelius'
potentially cold climate, arhythmic pulse that
added a rich inner life, an attention to detail
that such careful scores deserve. And yet it
was not over- romanticised as we can hear by
comparing his performances with the recent
full-blooded interpretations by Colin Davis.
Beecham had a penetrating eye for a score
which he would quickly memorise, having
thoroughly marked and noted the points he
wished to emphasise. Typically, he tended to
underplay his deep concern for the music with
a persuasively frivolous approach to the task
in hand.
As English and French music tend to be
considered by some as being poles apart
(particularly by the French), it is interesting to
underline his particular affection for French
music—of a kind: the sort that either has a
swagger about it ( like the delightful Bizet
Symphony in C) or at heart is Mozartian ( in
the French opéra-comique tradition) under its
warmth of modern orchestration: the Berlioz
of the overtures and the finely poised, quicksilver Berlioz; the Bizet suites; César Franck;
Lalo; alhthese glowed from his treatment and
we may perhaps have forgotten how much the
popularity of some of these now well-known
pieces owed to his promotion of them. It was
an area where he found many of his famous
lollipops.
His Rossini overtures were always quoted as
classic examples, usually in comparison with
the Toscanini versions. There was always a
partly real, partly unreal rivalry between these
men in our early comparisons between the

two on treasured 78s; and fuel was added to
it by Beecham's amusing comments on the
great Italian conductor. In view of Beecham's
great interest in opera, his complete recordings in this field were lamentably few. One of
his operatic momuments is the immortal
La Bohème with Victoria de los Angeles,
recorded by the happy chance of all the
component forces happening to be in New
York together and someone having the
foresight to organise an almost impromptu
session. To add to the Mozart treasures: his
Magic Flute is one of the most magical ever
put on record; his Entführung dem Serail one
of the most exhilarating.
But we should not take adulation to the
point where the idol can do nothing wrong.
Personally Ithink the Handel purists have
been too pure in their concern with the
liberties he took with their sacred composer:
the cheerfully arranged Love in Bath is a
perpetual delight to those of impure mind.
Perhaps his Messiah, with all guns blazing in
the ' Hallelujah' chorus, is abit much; but it is
an exhilarating experience. It was a pity that
more pains were not taken to obtain the great
Tales of Hoffmann that we would expect, as it
was one of his great successes in the opera
house.
It is to be hoped that this Beecham year will
produce more than Schubert's year did for
him. At least the Beecham collector will be
able to gloat over the splendid collection that
World Records ( no doubt pushed hard by that
great Beecham enthusiast Tony Griffiths)
have put together. It takes us right back to
the very earliest Beecham recordings which
were mainly of items from the operas he was
putting on stage from 1910 onward; and
includes some interesting oddities such as
his rather strange recording of some of
Stravinsky's Firebird, probably one of the first
recordings ever made of Stravinsky's music—
a subject Beecham later failed to pursue; his
accompaniment to Clara Butt in a patriotic
to p.107
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Things IHear

John Freestone

T'S some time since Iwrote anything about
I
the collecting of historical records and I

hope it may be of interest to readers if Igive a
brief résumé of recent trends in this field.
In the early 1930s so called ' historical'
records were fairly easy to find in second
hand record shops or indeed in most junk
shops, but as the interest increased and the
years went by, the supply of material began to
dry up, and by the end of the second world
war it had become difficult to unearth anything
worth- while. This coincided with the arrival of
the long playing record and the development
of the tape recorder, and so it was not surprising that some of the more enterprising
specialist dealers had master tapes made of
many collectors' items and then reissued
these in LP form.
Many people immediately foresaw this as
marking the end of record collecting, at least
as far as 78s were concerned, and it was
commonly supposed that the value of rare
original items would be lessened as copies
became generally available at a very modest
price. The reverse has proved to be the case;
the values of major rarities have rocketed
in recent years, and although the number of
collectors is now probably less than it was in

the 1930s, the demand for really unusual items
has increased.
Indeed the 78 rpm record and the wax
cylinder have become such ' respectable'
rarities that they have been accepted for sale
by the major London sale rooms, and bidding
for the most desirable pieces has been
remarkably keen and very high prices have
been obtained.
The most important reissue of recent years
is undoubtedly the EMI album called ' The
Record of Singing' which aimed to include
one or more examples of every singer of
repute who recorded up to 1914. Some of the
artists were past their best when they came to
the gramophone studios and their contributions may well give little pleasure to music
lovers, although they may prove fascinating
to the musical historian as examples of a
style of singing or playing which has long
since vanished. On the other hand there are
countless examples of really great artistry
which emerges undimmed from the primitive
recordings. Many of the finest examples are
not collectors' rarities and would not fetch
high prices, because their artistic merit
ensured large sales and the discs are by no
means uncommon even now. The records of

Caruso are acase in point. They represent a
standard of excellence which overcomes the
defects of acoustical recording and will
always appeal to true lovers of great singing.
It is inevitable that rarity should exert a
great influence on the value of early discs.
After all, one could hardly suggest that the
early Mauritius stamps are of great artistic
merit but this has no bearing on their present
value as collectors' items.
Similarly, a
recording of the great Victorian baritone
Sir Charles Santley singing the ' Non più
andrai' from Le Nozze di Figaro could not
possibly compete with any of a dozen or so
more recent versions for freshness of voice
or quality of recording. Nevertheless, the
Santley disc, because of its great rarity and
unequalled importance as an example of the
style of one of the very greatest of Victorian
artists, might well be worth—tothe collector—
a hundred times the price of any modern
version. To the musician this may seem
incredible, but to a collector it makes sound
common sense.
In all events the success of ' The Record of
Singing' cannot be questioned. It was sold
out within afew weeks of publication, and no
doubt the second volume which is being
prepared, and which will include singers who
recorded after 1914, will be equally successful.

ballad; and his recording of Atterberg's
winning symphony in the Schubert centenary
competition. It continues through the years
and includes previously unissued items, live
performances, and lectures by Beecham—
which are always worth hearing.
Beecham was unique. He is remembered
with affection by those who played under him.
His sins were forgiven, for he loved his
musicians and never believed in driving them
too hard or killing their enthusiasm with too
much rehearsal. But he was unstinting in the
demands he made upon himself. He believed
that the magic spell would always work in the

actual performance—and mostly it did. In
concerts he was like apower- house, generating electricity, his ancient- mariner- like ' glittering eye' commanding the orchestra; a baton
that almost hypnotised. In concert there was
no more quirkish fun, but intensely serious
concentration with the intent of being enjoyably satisfying. Singers he expected to be
perfect instruments, but he rarely found
them so. He was full of high praise for those
he admired, like John Coates; but few people's
feelings were spared for the sake of mere
politeness.
Fortunately for us he was a prolific record-

ing artist and seemed to spend an incredible
amount of time in the studio in view of his
other intensive activities. He had a mixed
regard for the recording art and prophesied
that it would be hundreds of years before
records reached perfection. Perhaps he was
right. In the meantime, he came to the studio
meticulously prepared and saw to it that he
and his musicians did their utmost to make it
all as perfect as possible under the trying
circumstances that he alleviated with humour.
Which is why the Beecham discography is so
well worth exploring, and the magic comes
through all the technical shortcomings.•

SELECTED AVAILABLE
RECORDINGS
BALAKIREV
Symphony No. 1 (with BORODIN: Polovtsian Dances) [ RPO]
HMV SXLP30171*
DELIUS
Delius, Vol. 1 (early recordings 1927-38 and 1948) (also recorded talks
and Beecham's book on ' Delius') [ LPO]
World Records SHB32 (5)
Appalachia/North Country Sketches [ RPO] (1952/3)
CBS 61354
Brigg Fair/First cuckoo/Sleigh ride/Sunrise/Summer night/etc [RPO]
HMV ASD357
Florida/Dance Rhapsody 2/Over the hills [ RPO] (1959)
HMV HQS1126
FRANCK
Symphony in d [ French National] (1957/8)
HMV SXLP30256*
HANDEL
Love in Bath (Suite arr. Beecham) [ RPO] (1958)
HMV sxuncrise
HAYDN
Symphonies 93-104 [ RPO] (with Rehearsal Record) (1950s)
HMV SLS848 (7)
The Seasons [ RPO] ( 1959)
World Records ST786/8
LALO
Symphony in g (1886 [ French National] (1959)
HMV SXDW3022 (2)
LISZT
Faust Symphony [ RPO] ( 1958)
HMV SXDW3022 (2)
•Also available as cassette.

MOZART
Clarinet ( Brymer) and Sassoon ( Brooke) Concertos [ RPO] ( 1958)
HMV SX LP30246'
Symphonies 29, 31, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40 and 41 and Overtures [ RPO]
World Records SHB20 ( 5)
'The Magic Flute' (1938)
World Records SH158/60
PUCCINI
'La Boheme' ( Los Angeles, etc) [ RCA SO] (1956)
HMV SLS896* (2)
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
Scheherazade [ RPO] ( 1957)
HMV SXLP30253*
ROSSINI
Overtures (
RESPIGHI; Rossiniana) [ RPO] (1933/9)
World Records SH313
SCHUBERT
Symphonies 3and 5 [RPO] (1958)
HMV SXLP30204*
SIBELIUS
Pelleas/Oceanides/etc [RPO] ( 1958)
HMV SXLP30197*
Symphony 4/In Memoriam/Legend 4 [ LPO] (1936/7)
World Records SH133
World Records SH207
Violin Concerto (Heifetz) [ LPO] ( 1935)
Collections:
FRENCH MUSIC
(Berlioz: Troyens/Delibes: Le Roi s'amuse/Bizet: Symphony in C) [ RPO
and French National]
HMV SXLP30260
OVERTURES
(Beethoven/Rossini/Mendelssohn/Berlioz/Brahms/Suppe) [ RPO]
HMV SXLP30158*
A MUSICAL BIOGRAPHY
Beecham recordings from 1910 to 1959, including some tin- issued items,
(Beecham talking, etc)
World Records SHB100 (8)

The End of 'Tape Head Hangover'
Cassette decks can be abit like people
at times— too much of agood thing can
leave the heads of your deck feeling alittle
like the morning after the night before.
After anything over 30 hours use, tape
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Richard Hickox
Berg
THESibelius'

Violin
Concerto,
Second Symphony
and Aida— hardly the kind of
repertoire with
which
British
audiences associate Richard
Hickox, who is to conduct the two
orchestral works next year at
St. John's, Smith Square ( his
operatic career continues with
Aida at the ENO this year). Yet,
as he pointed out during our
conversation at St. Margaret's,
Westminster, it is in the role of
orchestral conductor rather than
choral conductor that continental
audiences hear him. ' I've never
been asked to conduct a choir
abroad; there it's always as an
orchestral conductor— rather the
converse of the British situation.
I'd really like to even out in both
territories. In Holland Ido alot of
work with the Overijssels Orkest;
I've just returned from atour with
them.' Such exclusively orchestral
work is surprising for a musician
who runs three London- based
choirs; the London Symphony
Chorus, the St. Margaret's,
Westminster Singers and a small
professional group named after
him. For concerts and sessions
this group, the Richard Hickox
Singers, frequently teams
up
with Richard's similarly- named
orchestra. What were the beginnings of this ensemble—were they
friends? ' Well, Iwas conductor of
the Cambridge University Purcell
Society, which was a chamber
orchestra and choir, and I was
doing the sort of repertoire there
that Iwanted to go on doing when
Ileft Cambridge. It would have
,been easy to have gone on doing
in London what I was doing
in Cambridge with friends, but
obviously this doesn't lead you
anywhere, so we decided to form a
fully professional group. Igot the
advice of the leading players in
London at the time and invited a
lot of people to play whom Iknew
only by reputation; the orchestra
started in 1971, and the nucleus as
it is now dates from around 1973.'
Part of this nucleus is
double- bass player
Barry Guy, whose
varied musicianship
reaches back to the
sixteenth century as well
as taking in composition and
solo work. Richard was quick
to take up this drift. ' There's
also Simon Standage, who's
done so well on Baroque
fiddle and recorded The
Seasons with the English
Concert, and Andrew
Watkinson as subleader who's becoming
very well known as a
soloist. Then there's

Stephen Orton, a fine cellist, Jan do certain things my way. Some- had simply seen advertised on the
Schlapp, viola and Crispian times I might , totally disagree.' back of a Boosey and Hawkes
Steele- Perkins, trumpet; if you're Then what? ' Then Ijust shrug— vocal score— I'd certainly never
going to mention names, Ithink not that I'm frustrated or cross heard of any performance, though
these figure particularly promi- because of it; if that were so I she remembered hearing it at the
She'd not heard it
nently.'
The quality of this wouldn't be doing the job. But premiere.
orchestra can be heard on an I've learned so much, particularly since and couldn't be certain
When we about the piece, but she told me
attractive disc from Argo, which from Colin Davis.
includes the ' Albinoni' Adagio, the were about to record the Missa to go away and look at it. Well, I
Pachelbel Kanon and Purcell's G Solemnis, we were going through was completely bowled over when
the score from the chorus' point Iread through it, and when the
minor Chacony ( ZRG 866).
We moved on to Richard's of view, discussing the best way recording comes out, I'm sure
work with the London Symphony to tackle various problems, and it that'll be the piece that's going to
Chorus, which, over the past year was then he discovered that Iwas be noticed; a lot of people know
or so, has been involved in some going to conduct the work the Dies Nata/is, and know it's very
highly successful recordings, very next day. Well, from that beautiful, but the Ode is a reamong them Hoist's Hymn of moment he just conveniently markable work.'
l chanced to mention one
Jesus with Sir Charles Groves forgot what the original point
(ASD 3435), Beethoven's Missa of the meeting was, and gave passage in the piece which,
Solemnis and Mass in C with me what amounted to a free seemed to me to typify both the
Colin Davis ( in a 3 record sub- lesson.... Nothing matters to him finest and the least satisfactory
scription boxed set, Philips 6769 except the music ... politics and aspects of it: here, set to words
001), along with sessions for things like that just go out of the evoking the names of great
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony window. With him it's just the composers of the past, the music
(Eugen Jochum) in January and music, and Ithink that's fantastic.' enters a series of remote tonal
Britten's Spring Symphony with This month sees the release of the progressions within a remarkable
André Previn last June. With world premier recording of Gerald depth and stillness— surely a first
such avaried roster of conductors, Finzi's Ode for St. Cecilia's Day, a class example of embarrasingly
some sessions inevitably pro- recording in which a liaison trite poetry set at the service of
gressed with greater equanimity between conductor and chorus fine music? ' Well, I'm rather fond
than
others.
When
he was trainer—amicable or otherwise— of that Blunden poem! Is'pose he
preparing the London Symphony has no place, as Richard conducts wasn't Shakespeare, but you see,
Chorus for another conductor, the work himself. How did he I've lived with this work for some
did Richard Hickox ever find his come by the piece? ' Well, first of time now, and I've looked through
artistic conscience ruffled by a all, Dies Nata/is was a work I'd all the correspondence between
particular maestro's interpretation known and loved for along time— Finzi and Blunden, who actually
of a work if that vision differed I've done it many times with my wrote the poem especially for the
radically from his own? ' No, I own group—and Ifelt that a new music. To Gerald Finzi the words
don't think my conscience gets recording was long overdue. After were therefore an integral part of
ruffled; very often I do see the all, the Wilfred Brown/Christopher the whole; indeed, many, many
work differently, but Idon't think 'Finzi record, which is a very fine drafts of the poem went back and
it's aquestion of right and wrong, performance, is over fifteen years forth between the two men—at
and surely ' conscience' is a word old now. Ithen met Joy Finzi, the least fifteen times, Ishould think,
which implies right and wrong. composer's widow, and told her before corrections got down to
Often I'll start out with a very about my thoughts on the matter; altering just one or two words.
different view of the work, and she thoroughly agreed, and to my Finzi was avery slow, painstaking
sometimes I'll be totally persuaded great surprise offered to help the composer who'd take ages over
by the maestro in question that financial burden of the recording one bar, which is amazing when
his way is better. Other times I with a donation from the Finzi one looks at the tremendous line
can see the virtue in their interpret- Trust. She then suggested that of much of his music; a real
ation, although I'd still prefer to we look as well at the Ode, which I craftsman. In fact, I'm convinced
that the Ode can stand beside the
best of
Elgar and
Vaughan
Williams, and the only other work
of Finzi's to compare with it is, I
think, the cello concerto'—awork
recorded recently for Lyrita by
Yo Yo Ma and Vernon Handley.
Any more records of British
music to come? ' Argo and Iare
now talking of a whole series of
records of English music; they are
delighted with the LSO Chorus in
the Finzi, and have expressed a
firm intention to do more English
music with us.'
Andrew Keener

Eric Hill
What emerges in conversation with Eric Hill is
a sense of continuum,
the essence of which
is a highly sensitive
awareness of a
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ing, plus an indefinable quality of
fire, like electricity which exerts a
gut impact on the listener. Hill
says that he also learns alot from
his recording producer, Martin
Compton, whose pertinent comments he welcomes.
Itried to get him to define his
own style but it was difficult—he
could only say that he responds to
a guitar. His instrument is a
'Fleta', which since the death of
the maker has become considerably enhanced in value. He is very
happy with it, but is looking
forward to having one made for
him by Romanillos. Hill thought
particular quality of sound cornbined with the determination to
extract that sound from his
instrument, the guitar. He has a
B.Sc in Chemistry; 'that was
easy— Iplayed the guitar most of
my time at Leeds University; that
was what, and still is difficult.' He
is adamant that the degree is no
insurance policy, quite the reverse,
something done and firmly rejected. An award from the Martin
Musical Scholarship Fund enabled
him to become a professional
guitarist after graduating.
Although he is not complacent about
the gaps in his musical knowledge,
he is glad that he did not study
music formally; he feels that he
might well have become adifferent
kind of player, inevitably in the
mould of someone else.
Hill is almost entirely selftaught, as are many of his idols—
Julian Bream, Charlie Parker, and
to some extent Richter. At 13 he
had his first acoustic guitar, and
began listening and learning. The
school band came next, and with
it an electric guitar, which was
a quite different proposition.
He played long sessions on
the rhythm guitar, which he soon
began to find very boring, though
excellent for stamina. He loves
jazz ( he spent some time at York
doing post-graduate research into
jazz guitar) but the electric guitar
was not for him—too cool, with
no vibrato.
Then, hearing Segovia, and
Casals, the classical guitar stirred
him profoundly—it seemed so
much more subtle—so he set
about the daunting task of teaching himself to master it. It is
probably much harder this way he

the best way to demonstrate his
approach to his art was to name
some of his favourite artists, the
ones that make music live for
him: Louis Armstrong, Django
Reinhard, and Billie Holiday in
jazz, and Casals who would reveal
himself through his music. Richter
is the only pianist who has' the
real magic for him, because of the
way he caresses the keys. There
is an animal galvanism which
stirs him when he hears Karajan
and the Berlin Philharmonic and he
greatly admires Janet Baker for
her warm tone.
The question of repertoire is no
great problem. Yes, compared
with the piano it is limited, but only
intellectually. ' You don't have to
go for high art—when you listen
to a guitar you're not going to
church.' Hill feels the closest
affinity with 20th century music.
Wilfrid Mellers wrote a piece
for him called A Blue Epiphany
for JB Smith. The piece was
based on the song which was
subtly altered each day by its
creator, JB Smith—anegro convict
in solitary confinement for murder.
The Arts Council has agreed to

thinks, asort of two steps forward,.
and one back process, but you are
doing it for yourself, not for a
teacher, and what you achieve is
your own personal sound and
style. Later on, when he was
23, he went to Julian Bream
for advanced study. He greatly
admires Bream and regards him
as an inspirational teacher, not a
pedagogue. Again it is the sound
Bream makes that he finds excitHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

self with the whole body.' Quite a
different approach needed than
for lieder though, surely? ' Well, I
think if it's right one helps the
other, because an opera singer
who does not do any lieder may
well forgo some of the finer
nuances, whereas the sense for
detail that you need to have for
lieder singing might be a great
help in opera. I think the one
helps the other'. At present she
is confining her operatic endeavours to the one work—' 0f
Elly Ameling was over here last course Icould sing many more
summer for some recording operas— in the baroque field for
sessions with Philips, shortly instance, or some more of Mozart
before departing for Vienna where —but at this stage of my career it's
she was to join, among others, hard to give all the other things
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau and Jorg up. You have to check out for six
Demus for a series of lieder or eight weeks to prepare an
master ' classes at the Schubert opera. But we will see!'
One of the highlights of her
Institute. We met in London for a
recording career, surely, was her
brief chat.
Born in Rotterdam, she was a participation in the superb 1960s
student at the Hague conservatory, Haitink Mahler cycle for Philips,
at
Scheveningen
and
then recently reissued in a single box
Amsterdam before leaving for (see Deja Vu in February)—the
Paris to study with Pierre Bernac: soprano solos in the Resurrection
'and Ialways say who did not? and, of course, the fourth
Everybody went to him'. First Symphony. Early last year, she
prizes at the international con- recorded her second ' four' with
and
the
Pittsburgh
course at Bois-le-Duc and, subse- Previn
quently, Geneva launched her into Orchestra. This news prompted
a career as one of the most me to ask if she listened to her old
conspicuously successful of con- recordings when preparing for
temporary sopranos in the fields new ones. ' Only if Ihave to! One
of oratorio and lieder, a position always notices things and it can
she has maintained with great be so bad to hear an old record
because the ideal that you want to
flair and consistency.
Philips have released this month achieve is in your head all the time
arecital of Brahms lieder in which and although you hope to achieve
it on the record, you never will.
she is accompanied by Dalton
Baldwin ( see reviews). Does she That's why you will always be

he intends to explore further, and
his versatility ensures an Interesting programme.
Eric Hill's recording of music
by Moreno-Torroba on SAGA
5462, reviewed in October, is now
available. This selection exhibits
his flair for variety of tone, and his
technical mastery—a fine recording from a sensitive artist.
Shirley Harris

Elly Ameling

view her affinity with lieder as a
purely individual gift or is it,
perhaps, related more to the
general Dutch temperament? ' I
think it comes because the Dutch
have a feeling for the interior, for
support Hill's commission of
the human psyche. Look at the
another piece from Mellers.
paintings of Ter Borch or Vermeer
When he makes records Hill
—they all give the interior, not only
likes to concentrate on the work
of the room, but also of the person
of one composer, as he has
in the room. Ithink that is aDutch
done with Villa-Lobos, Morenofeature.' It is this temperament
Torroba, and (for future release)
perhaps,
which
explains the
Rodrigo. In this way he can
depth of her approach to, and
express the range of that corn sympathy for the lieder of, say,
poser's palette, while giving full
Brahms or Schubert: ' I would
rein to his interpretative gifts.
almost say that of all " German"
He has given many concerts,
composers, Schubert is the first
both here and abroad, and he
and foremost because of the disappointed with your own
feels that often the best art comes
honesty with which he expresses records. But the audience doesn't
from fringe theatres and clubs. He
• ' mato himself. Ithink that appeals to have that ideal—they may have
is at his best in an in
another one, but not yours— so
atmosphere; the proximity to an people in the beginning (and in the
they are not disappointed with the
audience excites him, and makes end) the most.'
end
product.
This shouldn't
for a good rapport. His recitals
The commitment to lieder and
sound pessimistic though—it's
frequently include jazz; for oratorio had, until comparatively
just the truth that you have to cope
instance A Duke Ellington Suite at recently, - precluded any sorties
with.' Some of the happiest and
a recent Purcell Room concert, into the field of opera, but in
most durable recordings are of
and he might well slip in one of his recent years she has appeared on
live performances, of course.
own compositions or improvis- occasions in ldomeneo, with con'Well, maybe—there is the unations. There has been some spicuous success. ' Imust say I
mistakable
influence
of an
interesting experimental work with love opera very much. There is
audience on these recordings and
contemporary dancers, a medium more opportunity to express yourAPRIL 1979
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The world's best
recording engineers,
that's who, and they're
talking about AMPEX
studio mastering tape —
atape so good that it's
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When we play the world listens.

Looking Back
DERHAPS a150th anniversary of someone's

Records SHB53); with the runner-up Lieder
Vol. 1 by Gundula Janowitz ( DG 2740 196).
There are still late arrivals to consider, but
1978 was certainly disappointing from the
Schubertian angle.
So what might have been expected?
Certainly more gap- filling, which would
include a less half-hearted coverage of
Schubert's operas than we have had so far.
This really does seem to be the greatest
potential for rediscovery, along with the
choral and church music which is not
adequately represented.
Here, especially,
Ishould like to have avery good performance
of the Lazarus music, yet another incomplete
Schubert masterpiece. The small amount of
orchestral music is well- covered, except that
somebody ought to be able to make the Rondo
for Violin and Orchestra into a popular
favourite. The chamber music has been
reasonably well explored, though one of those
excellent wind ensembles ought to ferret
around abit. The vocal music does seem the
most neglected and Iwould like, once again,
to thank the Baccholian singers for that
delightful record in January ( Pearl SHE549).
Opera lovers will continue to welcome the
progressive re- issue of the various Callas
recordings by EMI, including some material
not previously available. Amongst the latest,
it is good to have her performance, indeed
any performance, of Rossini's II Turco in
Italia in which we find her enjoying abel canto

death is not as significant as a straightforward centenary or bicentenary, but most of
us will not be around to celebrate Schubert's
double century in 2028 so we had to make the
best we could of it in 1978. On the whole it
was rather disappointing. There were, but
there always are, a lot of issues and reissues
of the Trout Quintet and the Unfinished
Symphony. On the whole, most attention was
given to his piano music and Ithink we can
say that the Sonatas are now well covered
with even a very commendable complete set
by Walter Klien available on Turnabout to
coerce those who plead poverty. The diffuse
but pleasant Divertimenti appeared on several
occasions, notably in the Eschenbach/Frantz
collection ( HMV SLS5138) on which they were
beautifully played, and the àla francaise one by
the Gilels duo ( DG 2531 079) where it was
played with a touch of genius. Giulini and
Mehta both ventured into the symphonies
with variable results. There were very worthy
recordings of the String Quintet—Melos
(DG 2530 980) and the Octet—ASM Ensemble
(Philips 2740 195). The impression on the
whole was that the companies had simply
made token gestures and not done much
more than they would have done in any other
year. It turned out that the best Schubert
issue of the year was areissue from the 1930s
of Chamber Works played by the Busch
Chamber Ensemble and Rudolf Serkin ( World
there is, and should be, something going from both sides. I
maintain that a singer alone
cannot give a lieder recital. In
opera it's different because you
direct yourself to your colleagues,
sideways. In lieder you direct
yourself to the audience.' Does
this mean, then, that when recording lieder you sing to the
recording team? ' Yes. This has
been quoted before; Isaid to Jorg
[Demus] once when I was recording " Oh, I wish I had an
audience", and he said, " But Elly,
I'm your most grateful listener"—
and Inever forget that! With all
the
producers and
recording
engineers that Ihave worked with
Ihave always been very happy in
this respect.
I've never met
anyone who only listened to the
notes in rhythm and in pitch.
There was always great attention
paid to the thing as a whole. It's
so much the work of co-operation.
You cannot say " this is a singer's
record"— it is the singer's record,
the pianist's record, the producer's, the engineer's and so on.
It's absolutely ateam effort.'
With a few notable exceptions,
such as the Vienna lieder course
mentioned at the start, Miss
Ameling is reluctant to tackle
much in the way of teaching at
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Peter Gammond

this stage in her career, ' because
I'm just far too busy with touring,
and if you do it well, it's so
exhausting— much more so than
recitals, because you have a
double task. First you try to get it
out of yourself, to explain it to the
student. Then you have to make
him do it and drag it out of him
again! But he must also learn for
himself. The notes, the music and
what is behind the music must be
the inspiration, not just what the
teacher says. I learnt the most
from my pianists and from the
conductors Ihave worked with. I
find teaching very tiring, but later
on when Ihave more time, Iwill do
more. Ithink it is athing for later
anyway. Look at Schwarzkopf—
she's giving her first master
classes now in America.'
Ivor Humphreys

Boult at 90
The BBC is promoting a special
Promenade Concert at the Royal
Albert Hall on Sunday 8th April to
honour Sir Adrian Boult on the
occasion of his 90th birthday. The
concert is being given in the
presence of the Duchess of Kent.
Three conductors are involved:
James Loughran, Vernon Handley
and Norman Del Mar, and the
APRIL 1979

role and in especially lyrical vein. Polydor
have been issuing an attractive series of
highlights from their various opera sets and
I have been able to sample with pleasure
excerpts from two 1977 productions; the
superb Simon Boccanegra under Abbado
(DG2537 046); and Tchaikovsky's Pique Dame
under Rostropovitch ( DG 2537 042). ' The Art
of Nicolai Ghiaurov' ( Decca SXL6859) is a
rewarding collection from the finest bassbaritone of the present generation. It is
always a pleasure to hear Elly Ameling's
vivacious voice: a record called ' Souvenirs'
(CBS 76738) wanders through an entertaining
collection of 17 varied vocal items— Rossini,
Canteloube, Hahn, Ives and Britten, to
mention afew of the attractive selections, well
accompanied as usual by Dalton Baldwin. A
collection of German folksongs arranged for
vocal ensemble by Brahms ( CBS 76638) is
beautifully sung by the Gâchinger Kantorei of
Stuttgart under Helmuth Rilling, with clear
diction and expressive performance helped by
a beautifully balanced recording. With our
view of Shakespearean song somewhat
coloured by later settings, particularly those
of Victorian vintage, it is extremely valuable
to be able to hear settings by Shakespeare's
contemporaries and songs and music that
Shakespeare knew and drew into his dramatic
experience. It helps us to feel what an
important and effective part music played in
the Globe Theatre and elsewhere. On an
expectedly well- documented record ( Archiv
2533 407), James Bowman and James Tyler
explore a vivid and fresh world of music In
'Songs in Shakespeare's Plays'.

programme comprises Brahms'
Fourth
Symphony,
Vaughan
Williams' Ta//is Fantasia and
Elgar's The Music Makers, in
which the soloist is Sarah Walker
with the
BBC
singers/BBC
symphony chorus/CBSO chorus/
BBCSO. The BBC are producing
aspecial souvenir programme and
all proceeds for the concert go to
the Musicians Benevolent Fund.
Coinciding with the concert will
be the release of Boult's new
recording of Hoist's Planets suite
with the LPO ( review in May). This
has been produced by EMI in
association with KEF Electronics
in appreciation of Sir Adrian's
unique and outstanding contribution to music- making throughout the world.

Reviewing the Situation
Advertisements for Elsinore's
power audio system are couched
in such extravagant terms, ' Sound
me from my lowest note to the top
of my register', that we asked our
listening panel to give us their
impressions.
No
praise
was
forthcoming, but lay members of
the panel did voice opinions on
what they found lacking. ' A
lover's ear will hear the lowest
sound' from Byron, does indicate

that the bass is a matter of faith;
and Blake's forthright comment
that ' the sound is forced, the
notes are few' confirms that
power is obtained at the expense
of frequency response.
Our
technical members, Dodgson and
Yeats, volunteered this advice to
readers contemplating modifications: ' Take care of the sense,
and the sounds will take care of
themselves', and ' To articulate
sweet sounds together, is to work
harder'. By this we take them to
mean that the performance is
improved by correctly phasing the
feedback connections. Holmes,
our ' Music Grinder', was obviously
impressed by the dynamic range:
'Silence, like a poultice, comes to
heal the blows of sound'. But for a
final unprejudiced comment we
must turn to Ms Austen, whose
summing-up of the session was:
'I always say... there is something
direful in the sound'.
Desmond Thackeray

Musical pix
If you happen to be going along
to the Festival Hall for a concert
before 8th April do look in on ' An
eye for an ear' at the Riverside
Terrace-an exhibition _of Clive
Barda's fine photographs of some
of the word's leading musicians.
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range of equalizers by the largest specialist manufacturers in this field. All models feature octave equalization indepett
dently on two channel, ± 12db each àctave, and zero gai:
controls. They may be conveniently connected via a ta
monitor, circuit, or alternatively
re on
amp!'
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2204
The most popular model, fitted with a walnut cabinet, front
panel finished in satin gold. Now with front panel tape
E.Q. £ 199
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2205-600
Features 600 ohm output for studio or PA use; plus LED's
for visual indication of channel balance. Supplied in black,
19" rack mounting format. Also features front panel
switching for tape equalization. £226
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2209-600
Similar format to 2205, but features balanced input and
output with XLR connectors. £319
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2217
The ultimate pre- amp equalizer featuring full octave equalization together with one of the most highly rated pre- amps
available. £337
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN MA5002
New Class H vari-portional power amplifier. 250 watts
RMS per channel. Power meters. £399
ABOVE PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT
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Akai C57020
Akai GXC706D
Akai GXC709D
Akai 4000DS
Akai 4000DB
Aiwa AD1250
Aiwa AD6400
Aiwa Range
Hitachi DT550
Hitachi DT555
Sony- Yamaha
Technics ..
Bang and Olufsen
Hitachi-JVC

£199-00
£229 90
£89 90
£I09 90
£118.00
Low price
£155 00
£139 00
£174.00
£219.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES/CARTRIDGES
Garrard GT20 Ow cart. .. £63.00
Garrard GT25 c/w cart. .. £70.00
Garrard GT35 c/w cart. .. £8400
Pioneer PL5I2 .. • . £ 54.00
Pioneer PL5I4 .. • . £ 64-00
Pioneer PL5I6 .. • . £8100
Pioneer PL518 .. • • £ 113.00
Dual Range.. In stock
SME 3009ND Arm .. £ 58-90
SHE 3009ND Ill Arm • • £ 97.00
Shure VI5 Mk 3cart. • • £ 42.00
Ortofon VMS20E Mk II cart. £28.00
ADC Range • .. In stock
STO., Yamaha, B & 0,
JVC, Technics, Thorens,

HEADPHONES/CARTRIDGES
Pioneer-Sony-Beyer-ShureSennheiser-B & 0-ADCOrtofon-Koss-etc.
CASSETTES (price each)
BASF LH C90
BASF Super C90 ( SM)
TDK AD C90
TDK SA C90 ..
Maxell UD C90 ..
Memorex C90 ( twin pack) ..

•
•

•

£95•00
£106.00
£59.90
£84.90
£99.90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
.. £ 102.00
.. £ 11900
.. £ 203 00
£8500
.. £97.00
.. £ 16590
.. £ 17200
.. £21990
.. £229 00

.. In stock
.. £119.00
.. £ 154.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS ( pair)
Leak 3020 ..
£74.90
Leak 3030 ..
[109.90
Leak 3050 ..
[14910
Leak 3080 ..
[219.90
Celestion Ditton 15XR
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 22
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 33
P.O.A.
Celestion UL range ..
P.O.A.
Celestion 442-551 .. In stock
Wharfedale Linton XP2 £ 79.00
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 £ 103.00
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 £ 125.00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP? £ 162.00
Wharfedale E50
Low price
Wharfedale E70
Low price
Goodmans..
B & W
Quad ......
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio
P.O.A.
Castle -JR -AR .. • •
P.O.A.
Videotone-Spendor • .
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short • • . •
P.O.A.
Bang and Olufsen• . • .
P.O.A.
Tangent- Mission
In stock
5 rate
£1182
£1.34
£1 18
El 58
£1.33
£0.92

10 rate
£0-78
£1-29
£1 13
LI 51
El 28
£0 88

20 rate
£0-77
£1.26
[I - 1I
£1.48
£1.25
[0.86

POSTAGE: 30p per five: 60p per ten: 86p per twenty
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

•
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souna

TEL 71933

64 chapel st. chorley, lanca shire.

cLassical. Reviews
HISTORIC FRENCH ORGANS by Harmonia Mundi
A Tour de France by TREVOR ATTEWELL
HM 756 Orgues de France— music by 9
composers played on 9 organs by Lucienne
Antonini, Michel Chapuis and Rene Saorgin
HM 760 Orgues de Provence— music by
6 composers played on 5 organs by Lucienne
Antonini,
Francis Chapelet and
Michel
Chapuis.
Orgues Historique ( Le monde de l'orgue)
E No. 1 ( H MU 714) Saint -Maximin —
Couperin: Parish Mass, played by Michel
Chapuis El No.2(HMU1202)Saint-Guilhem:
music by Couperin and Roberday, played by
Jacques Betoulieres E No. 3 ( 947) Tende:
music by Davide, Martini, Petrali and Zipoli,
played by Rene Saorgin E No.4 ( HMU 1204)
Saint-Victor: music by J. S. Bach, played by
Rene Saorgin E No.5 ( HMU 1205) Nantua:
music by Lefébure-Wély, played by Rene
Saorgin E No. 6 ( H MU 532) Souvigny : music
by Marchand, played by Michel Chapuis
No. 7 ( HMU 1206) Taizè: music by Cuilain,
played by Jean Jaquenod 2 No. 8( HM 531):
Marmoutier: music by Daquin, played by
Michel Chapuis. £4.35 per record ( Rediffusion).

A

LTHOUGH these are not new issues, they
are relatively recent imports into Britain
which have not been previously reviewed in
these pages. They include some very important instruments, many of which are not otherwise available on disc in this country.
HM 756 might be called a sampler, offering
organs from locations spread over almost the
whole of France, three of which are included
in the Historic Organs series ( Nos. 1, 6and 8).
The works played include a good selection of
classical repertoire, mainly contemporary
with the organs in each case, and the performances reach generally excellent standards.
Recording levels are rather high and compressed at times, with some hollow background noise and wind rumble, side 2 being
better than side 1. At the end of the latter
there is a surprise—BWV 601, unannounced,
by an unspecified player on a mystery organ!
A new game for winter nights, perhaps— spot
the organ and player! ( But please don't send
us the answer).
A mixed bag— mostly
[B: 1].
HM 760 is in similar vein, but confines itself
to Provence, an area rich in organ styles,
including
the
obvious
Italian
influence
exemplified by Avignon Cathedral organ, on
which Frescobaldi is aptly played. Excellent
performances here, too, with a slightly
variable recording quality— mostly well

balanced
and
with
quiet
backgrounds,
but some curious low- frequency ambience.
[B: 1]
Both the previous discs carry virtually no
useful information, but the Historic Organ
series is very different—each is an eight- page
booklet, in a newspaper style that Ifound a bit
irritating, but which gives a great deal of
technical and historic detail, including photos
and descriptions of pipework and action, pipe
scales, mixture compositions and wind
pressures, plus some musical discussion,
and a good selection of registration data.
Every column- inch in French, of course, and
enough to keep all but the language scholars
busy for hours.
No. 1 features the well-known 1772 Isnard
organ, which is probably unique in the tonal
possibilities provided by its Résonance
manual, and possibly in its chamade
trompette. Chapuis' treatment is effective, in
his consistently forthright style, and the
engineering is clean, alittle on the close side,
with excellent imaging of the pipework, and
only a slight rumble. [
A: 1/2]
No. 2 brings to our notice another of those
complex histories ( and puzzles) so commonly
found in organ history. The original organ,
incomplete, was by J. P. Cavaille, grandfather
of A. Cavaillé-Coll. It survived the Revolution
by alittle fiddling of the consular records, and
was left reasonably undesecrated prior to a
reconstruction by Alain Sais in 1968. Its
slightly Spanish flavour, particularly in the
reeds, may reflect the original builders work
in Barcelona, and it has a notably boomy
bombard stop. The performance is careful
and precise, if not inspiring emotionally, and
the reproduction is very good apart from
minor amounts of wow and background—
these are not intrusive. [
A/B: 2]
The organ on No. 3 dates from Giuseppe
Serassi ( 1807), whose original contract
included a Tamburro, or large drum, and a
4- note Timballe, each note sounding two
bass pipes a semitone apart, giving a drumroll effect. A set of bells ( Campanelli soprani)
was added later. The latest reconstruction
was by Hartmann ( 1971). Side 1 represents
the 19th. century French taste for concertante
and operatic styles in organ music, while
side 2 is devoted to flute sonatas and Zipoli's
Canzone. Impeccable performances display
this Italian instrument and its appurtenances
(typical of its period) to best advantage, and
the recording is again very good indeed apart
from the hollowish background— luckily not
noticed except in pauses. [
A/B: 1]

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
ssumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
.ccompanied by:

2 (monophonic)
T ( stereo transcription)
PRICES

0 ( quadraphonic: stereo compatible).

We do our best to ensure that prices given are
correct, but we cannot always guarantee accuracy,
since price rises are too frequent and often arrive
just after we go to press.
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%.
Compatible

refers to a UK reissue.

® records

are reviewed as ' stereo'.

Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.

It is a surprise to find an all- Bach programme on No. 4, played on the Dunnnd
organ, reconstructed in 1974 with 27 restored
earlier ranks ( notably Zeiger, 1839) plus 23
new ones. The record demonstrates that a
good French organ comes second only to a
North German one for Bach- playing, and that
only in terms of strict authenticity. A tonally
mellifluous and
interpretatively
splendid
account of some better-known works— I
particularly liked the Toccata, Adagio and
Fugue in C—with a technical quality that
shares the close, clean and spatially accurate
character of the series, and disappoints only
in the amount of rumble. [B: 1]
There is an unbelievable contrast between
the previous disc and No. 5, the whole of
which is devoted to the meretricious theatricality of Lefébure-Wély—this programme
would not be at all out of place during an
interval at the cinema. It is played on an
organ by Lété. Saorgin takes on the mantle of
the spotlit virtuoso with gusto, and is given
the best recording of the series, with amazing
bass effects and a normal ambience, sensibly
maintained through the scrollings. [
A/A*: 1]
The F. H. Cliquot in No. 6is avery beautiful
instrument, and a well-known one. Chapuis
is at his most effective, adding insight to his
formidable technique
in this
enjoyable
account. Hand- blowing during soft passages
reduced the wind noise—certainly there is
some rumbling background, but a firm
recommendation is still possible. [
B: 1]
A 1974 Ahrend, used for No. 7, is hardly
historic, but it is likely to become so. Without
the need for historical debate, the sleeve
notes give more data and photos, forming a
useful base document. The four Magnificat
suites are played with warmth and fluency by
the resident organist, and the recording has a
thoroughly enjoyable clarity in all respects.
[A: 1]
Finally, No. 8features the Andre Silbermann
instrument of 1710, restored by Mulheisen and
Kern ( 1955). This truly glorious organ speaks
for itself, and must surely find a place in any
serious collection. Perversely, Chapuis plays
Nitiels more slowly than anyone else, but
acceptably so—the music is stilfjoyous. Fine
sound quality, too, apart from a hairy edit on
side 1. [
A: 1]
While the recording quality of some of the
records might be bettered, this set is an
important contribution to French organ
history, including several instruments otherwise little known in Britain. A series well
worth investigating.
RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports— and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A

D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
or 1, 2, 3, 4
H (
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B: 1., A.: 2 or ( exceptionally) A.:1..
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This exciting new moving coil cartridge from Elite Electronics is now on
demonstration.
One of our better systems is shown above, to make it into a super system you
need to add

two more Naim power amps and a Naxo active filter network.

Meridian and Griffin also make triple amplifier systems which we will be
pleased to demonstrate.
Being a family business we are interested in your long term satisfaction
and will go to a great deal of trouble to accomodate genuine clients. We
therefore are normally only able to offer demonstrations by prior appointment.
Our top systems are delivered and set up in the customers home, at
Lunch 1-2.15.
Closed all day Wednesday
Demonstrations by appointment.

no extra charge.
Linn Spndek turntables are assembled and set up with the arm and cartridge
at no extra cost; and tape decks are biased and equalised to optimise
their performance.
To celebrate the Fifth Anniversary of our Linn Franchise,
we are now offering:

WA

5 YEARS FREE AFTER SALES SERVICE
On our [ Pl 2s. The LP12 is " Simply Better".
We believe that this underlines the VALUE of dealing with a
SPECIALIST.
OUR AIM IS SERVICE TO MATCH.

&SON
401 SMITHDOWN ROAD LIVERPOOL L15 3JJ

Tel: 051-733 6859
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Muti's Beethoven 7th
Peer Gynt: Weller
Aureum's Mozart 38/39
Mozart: Guarnieri Quartet
Badura-Skoda's Mozart
Ponce by Williams
New Year's Day Concert
Bergonzi Italian Recital

118
119
124
124
124
125
128
129

C. P. E. BACH: 6 ' Württemberg' Sonatas, W.49
Bob van Asperen (hpd)
Telefunken EK6.35378 (
2 records) (£9.00) (
Selecta)
'Mr C. P. E. Bach stands so high in my opinion, that
Ishould not scruple to pronounce him the greatest
writer for the Harpsichord now alive or that has ever
existed....' Thus Charles Burney on the composer
of this startlingly brilliant, profound, positively
epoch-makinglset of sonatas—and it is grand as well
as high time that we have them complete in this
handsome two- record set. Ihope Bob van Asperen
will go on to record the ' Prussian' set too which,
published two years earlier than the Württemberg
Sonatas of 1744, would make a fine pendant to this
Issue. The present works, written between 1742 and
1744 and dedicated to Duke Carl Eugen of Württemberg, are all in three movements of moderate and
roughly equal length and weight; although they are
ornate, ornament has not yet taken on that mannered
quality we find in some of the later 'empflndsam'
keyboard works—at this stage C.P.E., barely 30 years
old, was pioneering a musical style that must have
puzzled his father and that was still potent in Haydn's
(and even Beethoven's) maturity. Our debt to Bob
van Asperen is thus considerable. He plays here on
a modern harpsichord by Rainer Schütze, based on
a Dulcken of 1745: a fine, firm-toned instrument
which is recorded closely yet cleanly (on the last
side Ithought the sound somewhat harsh, though
there is no denying the sense of presence). Mr van
Asperen has a strong rhythmic feeling, and he
phrases with musicality and remarkable neatness;
If some of the passage-work is a shade mechanical,
there is no doubt about his eloquence in melodic
presentation. Strongly recommended. [
A/B: 1]
Peter Branscombe
J. S. BACH: St John Passion
Hopfner ( ten) IBa/din (bass) IRegensburger Domspatzen ICollegium St. Emmeram ISchneidt
DG 2710 027 (
3 records) (£14.25)
Having no sleeve notes to guide me I can only
assume that the instrumentalists here are members
of the Collegium St. Emmeram, and that they are
using baroque instruments, or copies thereof. The
pitch is down a semitone, as is the case with the
Vienna-Concentus performance on Telefunken
FK6.35018 ( March '67). Vienna and Regensburg are
indeed comparable in every way. Boys sing the solo
alto and treble parts, the choir is all male, and the
sonorities are period sonorities. Even the tempi are
surprisingly comparable, and altogether right.
The choice between the two, in fact, focuses
chiefly on individual preference for a particular kind
of recorded sound. Telefunken set us down in a
spacious, reverberant building, perhaps twenty rows
back from the ensemble. Appropriately enough
there is little obvious stereo separation. DG set us
down in the third or fourth row from the front, on the
left hand side of amuch smaller room; the ensemble
is stretched across afairly wide stage with the solo
voices directly in front of us. Some listeners may
find the effect less than realistic in places, particularly in the arioso, ' Betrachte, meine Seel' where the
lute Is at some little distance from the solo bass:
compare too the alto aria, ' Von den Stricken', and
also the imitative entries that occur during the
course of the opening chorus.
There is asignificant difference too in the way that
the role of the Evangelist is interpreted. Equiluz
(Vienna) treats the narrative in a highly dramatic
manner which may not be to everyone's taste (though
HI-H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Imyself find it most satisfying). The Regensburg
Evangelist is more lyrical, and yet he manages to
retain a good sense of forward movement: a first
class performance of its kind. The Instrumental
playing reaches a high standard in both, the Vienna
Intonation being afraction more secure.
As for the rest, it is very much a matter of swings
and roundabouts. The admirable Regensburg choir
is possibly to be preferred in the reflective choruses,
but the crowd scenes lack the Vienna excitement
and urgency. The Vienna boy alto is atrue alto; the
Regensburg boy is really a treble but he sings with
greater subtlety. The Vienna solo bass, being further away from the microphone, is able to use the
building more effectively; on the other hand, the
closer DG recording picks up slightly more of the
complex polyphony of the first chorus.
The DG offers a bonus, a sixth side (Vienna has
only five) with Bach's second thoughts, which he
prepared for the 1725 Leipzig performance. [
A: 1/2]
Peter le Huray,
J. S. BACH: Cantata, BWV 80, ' Eln feste Burg'
0 Motet, BWV 227, 'Jesu memo Freude'
Fahberg IBence IMaier ISchaible IFigura/cher of the
Stuttgart Memorial Church I Württemberg Chamber
Orchestra I Rilling ( BWV 80) I Stuttgart Hymnus
chorknaben abd Stuttgart Bach Choir IGerhard (BWV
227)
Turnabout TVS 37113 (
f-2.35)
The Reformation Festival cantata, BWV 80, doubtless owes much of its popularity to the fact that
several of its movements are based on the wellknown Lutheran hymn, ' A safe stronghold our God
Is still'. The best of the recent symphonic accounts
of this cantata is the one on HMV ASD 2381 ( Dec.
'68) despite the unauthentic brass parts that have
been used in the choruses (to rather splendid effect,
it must be admitted!). There have also been two
very respectable Archly Issues, one by the St.
Thomas' Leipzig choir ( Archly 198 407: ,June '68) and
a somewhat ponderous one by the Munich forces
under Richter. There has also been the TelefunkenVienna recording In Vol. 21 of the collected cantatas,
presenting the work in its proper colours but with
some curiously mannered choral phrasing of the
opening movement.
Presentable as this newcomer Is it falls just short
of the HMV on almost every count. The sound has
not quite its depth of perspective; the balance Is
uncomfortably contrived In places—compare for
Instance ' Mit unsrer Macht', In which the Turnabout
bass is on an altogether different tonal plane from
the chorus soprani. The Turnabout soloists (with
the exception perhaps of the soprano) lack distinction. The almost uninterrupted use of double bass
In the continuo group makes for undue heaviness—
as for instance in * Komm in mein Herzenshaus'.
The motet is well managed; the standards of intonation and enunciation are high, and a pleasing
balance has been secured between the wind ensemble doubling the voices, and the choir. Again,
there are better versions, though none Is available
separately: afine performance from the Louis Halsey
singers on SOL 340-1 (July ' 75), and a quite remarkable achievement by the Regensburg cathedral
choir on DG ' Archly' 2708 031 (July'74). Comparison
with this latter interpretation will reveal at every turn
the greater vitality and the higher level of technical
accomplishment of the Regensberg forces: sample,
for instance, section two, 'Troz dem alten Drachen',
the beginning of ' Wag mit alien Schâtzen' and the
lovely ' Gute Nacht'.
There Is no denying, nonetheless, that this disc
is very fair value for money. [
8: 2]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: Passacaglia and fugue In c, BWV
582 D Fantasia in c, BWV 562 D Six ' Schubler'
chorales, BWV 645-650 CI Fugue on the Magnificat, BWV 733
Wolfgang Rübsam (org)
Philips ' Festivo' 6570 069 (£2.85)
Philips recently issued a limited ' Complete Bach'
edition, sold as asingle item, and not made available
to reviewers. This disc is taken from that edition,
and one other ( possibly more) will be issued later.

The organ is the 1969 Metzler at Frauenfeld,
Switzerland, with the fine voicing characteristic of
that firm, slightly sweet In the principals. Its typical
North German disposition of 44 stops (3M + P) is
detailed on the sleeve.
Wolfgang Rübsam's background Is omitted— he
was born In West Germany In 1946, but now lives In
America, where he Is Professor at the North-West
University of Illinois. His performance is very fine
and highly considered, perhaps a shade academic
in its punctilious phrasing and use of rubato. This
is Intended as constructive comment, not criticism—
by any standards Rübsam is clearly an outstanding
player, with a complete committment to the music.
The production is of the standard expected from
Philips, admirable in all respects, with blessed
silence where It should be found. The microphone
placement allows avery natural perspective, and the
long reverberation time of the building, while slightly
clouding fast detail, does not actually obscure it.
Definitely recommended. [
A: 1]
Trevor Attewell
J. S. BACH: Suites for unaccompanied cello
(BWV 1007-1012)
Maurice Gendron (v/c)
Philips 6770 005 (
3records) (£8.99)
Although many have tried to produce a superlative
account of these masterpieces for the record industry and the listening public, nobody ( not even
Casals or Tortelier . . .) has quite managed It yet.
Possibly we have afuture candidate for superlatives
in the young baroque-cellist Wouter Willer, but
while we wait for him to commit himself to disc, the
situation remains open and unresolved.
Maurice Gendron's new recording is athletic and
tidy; at times It Is breathtaking for clarity, for control,
for a few moments of musical poetry. However, at
other times—even much of the time—commitment
sounds low, speeds are too fast or unsteady (there
is some rushing), lines are ill- shaped or afew notes
out of tune. We are led to wonder whether Gendron
has listened carefully to the tapes, whether Philips
have rushed the sessions, whether there is affection
as well as some kind of ' respect' for the music. The
wrong sorts of exaggeration are obviously ill-suited
to Bach; but too little character makes baroque
music sound anaemic, which is arguably worse still.
It Is a pity that the excellent, if slightly backward,
recording, which is otherwise very good, Increases
the impression of superficiality. The documentation
Is rather sketchy and obvious, yet the English translation makes ponderous reading. [
A: 2]
Stephen Daw
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 4 in B5, op. 60
Leonora 3, Op. 72a
LSO IJochum
HMV ASD3627 C) (f..4.40)

o

Jochum has modified his view of the Fourth to something more rugged, more weighty, since his 1961
Berlin recording, now ' Privilege'. Certain personal
touches have become intensified, eg. the cello line
in the scherzo from 35-50 is very underlined ( incidentally, a Walter-ish ' stamp' anticipates the sforzando at 70), but there is less intimacy in the string
playing encouraged in the slow movement, and the
accents towards the end of the finale are stormy
rather than good-humoured. The characteristic
attack immediately after the Menuetto Is replaced by
a longish pause ( and scroll)—though in this new
LSO recording, as before, the last if chord in the
coda is oddly subdued. Nowhere can the introductory adagio to this symphony be found on records
with more sensitive shading.
In short, afine version, if without quite the former
brio in the third movement, and with one or two untidy ends. All repeats are observed. About the
overture, at the end of side 2, Iam less enthusiastic.
The opening seems unsteady and the allegro too
free In accelerandi for my taste; the fortissimi are
surprisingly vehement for so benign a conductorl
Idon't think this can be classed with the superlative
concert performance by Bernstein ( DG), with
Jochum's former Bavarian Orchestra—Just contrast
the way each conductor moves into the allegro. How
much more effective is Bernstein's hushed pp, and
steady crescendo at constant speed; where Jochum
anticipates the increase in tone, and rushes the
tempo.
The EMI sound Is very naturally balanced, rich,
and clean. But in the overture the DG cutting
engineers took full advantage of acomplete LP side
to achieve a wide dynamic range. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
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BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7 in A. OP. 92
Philadelphia IMuti
HMV ASD3846 (£440)
'The new Philadelphia sound' It says on the sleeves
for these first EMI recordings, under Ormandy and
Muti. And a new location has been used—the Met.
Church, formerly the purchase of the NY Metropolitan Opera Company, where over four thousand
could be seated. Certainly Muti's Beethoven Seventh
is the best sounding version we have: tying with the
most recent Karajan/DG ( although that is a more
demanding recording).
Indeed, the opening of the Allegretto shows that
the Berlin strings have strong rivals in Philadelphia,
still. Perhaps the winds are less interesting—
initially Ithought the first flute slightly ' coy' in his
tone- production in the passage at the opening of the
vivace, and although he phrases it very beautifully,
the oboist makes a nasal, or pinched, timbre In the
dolce from 300. The wind balance Is generally reticent, and I'
lost' the sequence for clarinet, bassoon,
oboe, and flute, in Muti's string crescendo from 145152. To be fair, these instruments are covered In
Karajan's recording, and Previn's—also supervised
by Christopher Bishop, who works here with Muti—
although on Haitink's and Kleiber's they are audible.
As noted in our February interview, Muti takes all
the marked repeats. He reveals matching Integrity
in his choice of speeds: flowing in the Allegretto
(no ' purple' procession), fast in the scherzo and
finale, with a finely judged meno presto in the trios.
One senses that he has wrestled with the problems of
speed versus expression, as discussed by Karajan,
and in the opening movement he Is faithful to the
markings without losing the weight and power
Impressed by such as Konwitschny and Klemperer
In their classic recorded interpretations. ( It might
be said that the speed for the vivace In Klemperer's
1959 Philharmonia Seventh now seems tryingly slow.)
Only in the finale does Mull not quite manage to
avoid blandness—but there we have Karajan at his
most sweeping! In Muti's fourth attempt...?
Above all, there Is Muti's attentiveness to balance.
He uses Intelligence and taste—as In the crescendo
for lower strings towards the end of the first movement, atemptation for inflation for many conductors.
I liked the pointing of the fugato In the second
movement, and the placing of accents. No more
faithful reading has been recorded, and It Is Interesting that over the last twenty-odd years, the Philadelphia Is the one Important American orchestra not
represented In Beethoven's Seventh, In the English
catalogue. Muti's performance is so free from idiosyncracIes (the comma before the tied note for
violins/violas at 185 is a curious exception), that Its
perceptive qualities take time to absorb. At present,
my personal preferences are the Karajan/DG,
Kleiber/DG and Haitink/Phillps, but this Is a most
auspicious EMI release. [
A*: 1.]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas and Variations for
piano and cello ( complete)
Roland Pidoux ( vIc) lIrene Pamboukfian (pno)
Harmonia Mundi HM491-3 (
3records) (£ 10.20)
BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonatas 1-5
Piatigorsky ( v/c) ISolomon (pno)
HMV RLS731 )1(
2 records) (£5.50) rt 1957
The artistic personalities of the two French musicians are sharply contrasted and defined in these
Harmonia Mundi recordings. ( The pressings, made
in France to the highest standards, are boxed with
asheet of fairly simple historical notes; there are no
biographical details of the pianist or cellist.) Pamboukjian has an exceptionally clean technique, and a
rigorously ' classical' approach; Pidoux is perhaps
more imaginative— but he needs more time to
eypress his aims, and although the pianist is by no
means ungenerous, there are slight discrepancies in
timing and attack. Thus the earlier sonatas and
Op. 69 suit the pianist well—fluent allegros—where
Pidoux is most convincing in the two late works,
where Beethoven's writing is more inward and
complex.
There are some fine details here: outstanding is
the lead into the last movement of Op. 69, where in
the ad lib bar Pidoux persuades you that he is to
launch, not an Allegro vivace, but rather a slow cantabile'. The teneramente passage just before the 68
Tempo d'Andante, in Op. 102: 1, is memorable too
(as it is in Piatigorsxy's hands). There are more
penetrating readings on record, but I found the
Harmonia Mundi set surprisingly rewarding. As the _
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musical focus changes, so the engineers tend to
fade in piano or cello, but generally the sound perspective is good—the Stradivarius has a dry, close
balance, and is going to seem aggressive on some
systems.
The HMV recordings were made in October 1954,
and first released on five 12 in. sides. The new side
layouts divide Op. 102: 1, and the balance favours
the cello, so that Solomon's playing has to be taken
on trust here and there. Piatlgorsky was not on
good form for Op. 69, and my impressions are that
he had no strong compunctions about exact ensemble throughout the cycle. Solomon, of course,
had a profound understanding of Beethoven's style
—far more than is realised in the Harmonia Mundi
set. The extremely slow tempo he sets for the Adagio
cantabile from Op. 69 is very characteristic. But
there is a ' diluted' quality about these mono transfers, and insufficient in the playing to warrant the
attention of the average collector here. HM —[ A 2]:
HMV—[ C: 1/3]
Christopher Breunig
BINCHOIS:
Motets /
BUSNOIS:
'L'Homme Armé'
Pro Cantione Antigua ITurner
DG 2533 404 (£2.75)

Missa

This Is an adventurous choice. Gilles Binchois,
known largely if at all for his chansons, spent some
time In the 1420s in the service of the Duke of Suffolk
in Paris. Here he would have become acquainted
with English liturgical music of the early fifteenth
century, an Influence which Is very noticeable in the
motets on this record, as it is in the writing of his
greatest contemporary Dufay.
The connection,
obvious enough in the use of fauxboudon technique
in pieces like Veni creator spiritus, was recognised by
Tinctoris, who linked Binchois not only with Dufay
but also with the finest of all English composers of
the period, John Dunstable. Antoine Busnois, a
generation younger than Binchois, is less wellknown and again Is chiefly remembered as a composer of secular music. The Missa ' L'Homme Armé'
was probably composed about 1475, and uses as a
cantus firmus one of the most famous fifteenthcentury songs. A simple, distinctive melody, the
'L'Homme Armé' tune was used as a cantus firmus
for mass compositions by a series of distinguished
composers from Dufay to Carissimi, and Busnois'
setting belongs, together with those by Dufay and
Ockeghem, among the first to make extensive use of
the polyphonic possibilities of the tune. Pro Canhone Antigua's treatment of these works is characteristically robust, though the tempi are more sensitive to the pace at which complex polyphonic textures of this kind need to move if they are to speak
effectively than on some of their other recent discs.
The use of instruments in the mass and one of the
motets is unauthentic, and the effect of alternating
a cappella and Instrumentally supported sections in
the former totally incongruous. The recording is
warm and lively. [A: 2]
lain Fenton

BRAHMS: Symphony 1 in e, Op. 88
VP0 IMehta
Deceit SXL8798 (£4.50)
Like Abbado and Kertesz, Mehta takes the firstmovement repeat, in this fifth current stereo recording by the Vienna Philharmonic. He is well recorded
—although the sound is not appreciably better than
in Kertesz's 1973 version. The musical approach is
'big' and Ifind inconsistencies between, say, the
mannered shaping of the stringendi at the beginning
of the finale, and agenerally relaxed attitude to solos,
none of which shows the distinction and care of
those in Abbado's or (to instance an American
orchestra) Ozawa's performances—both DG. If
Mehta's principal aims were to obtain feelings of
spontaneity and powerful expression, then no-one
has matched the achievements of Levine with the
Chicago SO. There, you have extraordinary discipline as well ( RCA). [
A: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
BRAH MS : 18 Lieder
Ameling ( sop) IDalton Baldwin (pno)
Philips 9500 398 (
E4•75)
Unlike Hugo Wolf who placed supreme importance
on the words of a poem and tried to express every
verbal nuance in musical terms, Brahms was content as a rule to express the mood of a poem in
music which conveyed the general atmosphere of
the text. It is particularly interesting to compare
Brahms's setting of ' In dem Schatten meiner
Locken' with that of the younger Wolf. Certainly the

latter is more introspective but both settings are
equally justifiable. Brahms wrote this and two other
songs Included in this recital—' Der Frühling' and
'Die Trauernde' before he was twenty one, and these
early examples make an Interesting contrast to his
folk song settings like ' Vergebliches Stândchen' and
the late ' Immer lieser wird mein Schlummer' and
'Von ewiger Liebe' which are among the masterpieces of German Lieder.
Elly Ameling brings her gifts of characterisation
and intelligence to bear on all these songs, and her
performances, if sometimes a little lacking in individuality are always deeply musical. Dalton Baldwin
is the expert accompanist, and the record is well
recorded and presented. Th ç translations in the
leaflet which accompanies the record are given in
English and French, but surely the line from ' SpanIsches Lied' which in German is ' Und doch schlief
er bel mir em' should hardly be translated by ' And
yet he has gone to sleep with me', but rather ' And
yet he is sleeping by my side'. A minor point, perhaps, which certainly does not prevent my giving the
record an [A: 1].
John Freestone
BRIDGE: Sonata for cello and piano / KODALY:
Cello Sonata, Op. 8
Christian Hocks ( vIc) IMartin Jones (pno)
Nimbus 2117 (£3.99) ( Rediffusion)
The main work here Is the remarkably intense and
resourceful Sonata for solo cello by Kodaly in an
impassioned performance by the young German
cellist, Christian Hocks. This is potentially very
rewarding, but the recording Is problematical. Ican
imagine that some hi-fl people will acclaim the clarity
and impact as superlative. For myself, even with the
volume much reduced, Ifelt battered and bruised at
an early stage. The sound image seems greatly
Inflated and every forceful stroke has arasping edge
to it.
The Bridge Sonata for cello and piano is likewise
given a sensitive and vital performance, which compares favourably with that of Rostropovich and
Britten ( SXL 6426). The recording is less extravagant than that of the Kodaly, but the cello is still
close—appreciably closer than the piano. This
difference is further emphasized by the stereo
separation, the cello ' leaning' to the right, the piano
to the left. A difficult one to rate, so Ipropose a
generous [
B: 1].
Hugh Ottaway
BRUCKNER: Symphony 8in e ( Nowak edition)
Staatskapelle Dresden IJochum
HMV SLS 5147 (
2 records) (£7.95)
Eugen Jochum's previous recording of this symphony, first issued over here in February 1965 and
made with the Berlin Philharmonic, is still happily
with us. For his new version, the start of acomplete
cycle of the Bruckner symphonies for EMI, he moves
to the Dresden Staatskapelle, which also has a
proud Bruckner tradition. Over the years Jochum's
approach to the Eighth has not changed much—he
still takes the opening Allegro moderato and the
scherzo at asplendidly brisk pace(like Haitink, unlike
Karajan, to take extreme examples). The Adagio
now yields even greater profundity and warmth ( it
is almost the slowest recorded performance, but so
finely is its structure controlled that there Is no
feeling of waywardness). The finale, has many
admirable qualities in this new performance, though
here Jochum's characteristic changes of tempo
make for arather diffuse reading—the fast passages
are taken at a spanking pace, but the gear-changes
to the slower episodes do not always convince, and
the speeding- up at Rr seems to me afair example of
the danger of his approach. All the same, the final
peroration is majestic, very beautiful. The performances is strong in atmosphere, but there Is occasionally some lack of definition in chording, and the
important timpani part at the end of the first movement is almost inaudible, Elsewhere little Is lost
even In the densest textures: the sound is full, resonant, eschewing extremes. Seldom does one hear a
Bruckner recording in which there Is no trace of preecho, yet that is the engineer's achievement here (I
trust the exceptionally noisy surface on side 4 Is
confined to my test pressing). An auspicious start
to Jochum's new cycle. [
A/B: 1]
Peter Branscombe
CHOPIN : Sonata No.2 in tit, ID Sonata No.3 In b
Vlado Perlemuter (pno)
Nimbus 2109 C) (£3.99) ( Rediffusslon)
Artur Rubinstein's counsel to pianists that there Is
little to be gained by ' playing safe' ('to take risks Is to
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cLassicaL
make even the failures magnificent') seemed potently apposite to much of this record, which Ifound
a perplexing experience. Too much, it is true, has
been made of the unevenness of Perlemuter's temperament— how regrettably easy it is to condemn
than to cast around for fresh superlatives— but even
so, the cautious impression left by the Finale of the
B minor Sonata, for example, does seem to rob this
music of much of its sheer excitement. In this
movement especially there is no real fortissimo and
little of the whirlwind:exhilaration that Percy Grainger
brought to those coursing semiquavers in his 78 rpm
account of the twenties with its full share of ' magnificent failures' and incidental mishaps. Not to be
lightly dismissed, however, is the distinguished
tradition ( he studied with Ravel) of which Perlemuter
is adescendant: the second subject in the B5 minor
first movement is addressed in aloving, even private
way which seems part of a more civilised age than
our own, and graphic touches such as the extended
diminuendo throughout the final statement of the
Funeral March (
the cortège receding in the distance)
all serve to heighten this impression. On the other
hand, fine harmonic detail is often skimped ( the
important, active bass- line in the 6/4 section of the
13, minor first movement is left largely to the imagination), and some wrong notes seem to be caused
more by lapses of concentration than anything else.
No sooner has this registered than a gracefully
controlled turn of phrase, beautifully sounded, will
utterly confound criticism. Beautifully sounded, that
is, as far as the oddly ill-focused recording will
allow. This produces a confused, cloudy and imprecise piano sound—a sort of ' empty classroom'
recorded characteristic. Clarity and positional precision are largely lost. Nimbus are apparently
standing firm on this approach to piano sound—one
which strikes me as rather misguided. [
CID: 2/3]
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Ballade No. 1 in g, Op. 23 n Ballade
No. 2in F, Op. 38 ; - Ballade No. 3in Al,, Op. 47 0
Ballade No. 4 in f, Op. 52
Vlado Perlemuter ( pno)
Nimbus 2110 C) (£3.99) ( Rediffusion)
When, above all, this music demands an ability to
sustain beautiful tone throughout a long- breathed
melodic line, or the patience to trace a ruminative
piece of counterpoint as if there were all the time in
the world, then Perlemuter's interpretations reflect
all the distinction one would expect of such an artistic pedigree. Particularly fine is that unexpected
glimpse of two-part writing ( ashort-lived fascination
on Chopin's part) some two-thirds of the way
through the fourth Ballade. Elsewhere there is a
greater spontaneity and, it seems, a stronger commitment here than in Perlemuter's companion disc
(reviewed above): the coda of no. 1is both passionate and heroic ( a spendid balance) and fortissimi
are projected this time with greater strength and
bigger tone—once again, little thanks to the recording. Even if Perlemuter's Chopin is shown in a
better light here than by the Sonata disc, there are
still some unsettling, awkward touches. The profusion of notes towards the end of No. 2 sounds unhappily taxed, and the idiosyncratic lapses tend to
wear with repetition— it would surely have been the
work of a moment to start No. 3 afresh in order to
give us an unsmudged LH answer in the work's
opening phrase. Trivial, maybe, but such things, while
instantly forgotten in the concert hall, return time
and again to haunt the domestic listener, and in the
process they acquire a significance out of all proportion to the surrounding music. For sound quality
assessment, see review above. [
C/D: 2]
Andrew Keener
COUPERIN: Pieces de Clavecin, Vol. 1
Blandine Verlet
Telefunken FK6.35411 (
3records) (£13.50) ( Selecta)
In keeping with the current trend towards recording
complete works, this three- record set is the first of a
series which will ultimately include all of Couperin's
keyboard music. This first contains eight ( rather
curiously the last eight) of Couperin's ordres, aname
used by the composer himself to describe his very
personal adaption of the conventional dance suite.
The ordres contain many more movements than
usual, each with adescriptive title. In the later suites,
the titles are programmatic in as much as they set
the general mood of the movement, but they account
in part for the astonishing variety and inventiveness
which Couperin brought to the suite form. Blandine
Verlet is clearly thoroughly conversant with the
problems of interpreting music of this period. Her
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ornamentation and treatment of notes mega/es are
exemplary; only the occasional tendency to overindulge in rubato is a little disturbing. The problem
of recording harpsichord tone has been sensibly
dealt with; afull rich sound has been obtained without placing the microphones too close to the
instrument. [A: 1]
lain Fenton

DUKAS: La Péri— Fanfare et Poème dansé
L'apprenti sorcier G Polyeucte—overture
Rotterdam Phil. IZinman
Philips 9500 533 (£4.75)

0

Apart from the C major Symphony, the bulk of
Dukas' surviving orchestral output is set out on this
disc—in a particularly severe bout of self-criticism
shortly before he died, Dukas destroyed some twentyfive years of work, a course of action even more
drastic than that of John Ireland. La Péri is a haunting piece, originally written for Diaghilev's Ballets
Russes, but premiered by Natachka Trouhanova in
1912. Taken from Persian mythology, it portrays the
vain attempt of Iskamder to gain the Flower of
Immortality, held by the sleeping Péri on the steps
of the Hall of Ormuzd. She awakens, dances seductively for Iskamder and finally, as the shadows
lengthen for the Persian King, she wins back the
Flower. The orchestration, with its tingling, phantasmagoric use of percussion, harp and celeste
recalls something of the young Stravinsky's Scherzo
Fantastique of four years earlier, although the full
orchestral sound is rather more sumptuous, at
times even Straussian. Choice between the new
disc and Boulez's New York Philharmonic account
(CBS) is a tricky matter. During the dance itself
Boulez's disc projects the will-o'-the-wisp percussion effects in eerie close-up, and I'm not sure
that this isn't more appropriate than the more refined,
comparatively distant Philips balance. On the other
hand, the new disc is particularly poignant in the
remote final pages (there is a real sense of veils
being drawn slowly one by one across the darkening
scene), whereas on CBS much of the mystery is
dissipated through a lack of any real pianissimo. A
rather Debussy- like passage in the Dance ( a lilting
figure in parallel octaves for violin and violas, the
latter above the former) also emerges with greater
subtlety on the new disc. Neither record offers
immaculate playing: on Zinman's disc there is a
distressingly early tambourine stroke a moment or
two before the Dance's climax ( a wild affair indeed
under Boulez) and Isuspect that neither orchestra
plays this music every day. Never mind, for both
performances reveal La Péri as the fine work it is.
Marginally less original is the overture to
Corneilles tragedy, Polyeucte: the opening bars are
strikingly Wagnerian, and the danger here is one of
over- inflation. The lyrical episodes emerge with
greater simplicity under Zinman than on Almeida's
Supraphon disc, which contains the same music as
this new issue. As with The Sorcerer's Apprentice
which is treated to a delightfully pointed reading
(just once or twice Ifelt that the horns were getting
the better of the trumpets), the playing is first-rate,
and the recording is superb with especially vivid,
substantial timpani. [A: 1/2]
Andrew Keener
DVORAK : String Quartet in F, Op. 96
'American'
SMETANA: String Quartet in e,
'From My Life'
Medici Quartet
HMV ASO 3694 (£4.4o)
The historical and textual links between these two
quartets make them a logical as well as interesting
pair to be ajoined on record. Surprisingly, perhaps,
only the Amadeus Quartet of recent recordings do
so, so they constitute the obvious comparison with
the present issue. The Medici Quartet shape up to
the competition with outstanding success. They
produce some of the most ravishing sounds of any
string quartet recording to have come my way
recently; their tone is full, rich and sweet, qualities
which the distancing of the recording helps to
emphasise without any loss of detail. In matters of
interpretation Ifind the Medici's virile readings more
to my taste than those of the Amadeus; they have a
firmer strength of the pulse of the music and are kxs
open to the temptation of pulling the music about in
order to make expressive points, and when called
upon to do so, as in the finale of the Dvorak, they can
pull out the stops while their performance of the
Smetana will stand comparison with that of the
Gabrielis, one of the finest recent versions of this
intriguing work. [
A: 1/11
Kenneth Dommett

ELGAR: ' Enigma' Variations, Op. 36 D ' Pomp
and Circumstance' Marches, Op. 39, Nos. 1, 2
and 4
Concerlgebouw IMarriner
Philips 9500 424 (£4.75)
In view of the proliferation of recordings already
in the catalogue, the chances of new Enigma
that would challenge the best available were
foreseeably small, and three versions of the complete Pomp and Circumstance (
1-5) have appeared within the last two or three years. I suppose it is all a matter of name-values and salespredictions. However, this Enigma is ' goodish
ordinary', more notable for clear articulation than for
warmth, and on the whole rather pedestrian with a
tendency to slowish tempos and an over- deliberate
approach. There are no extravagances, but also
there is little flair. The three marches come closer to
Solti's brashness than to Boult's excellent shaping
and pacing, and in this they are abetted by a somewhat high-powered recording style. The second
side, which includes the finale of the Variations,
seems to have been cut at a higher level; the sound
source is felt to be closer, the impact more forceful
and more selective. This is particularly noticeable
after the wholeness and comfortable distancing of
most of the Variations. [A/B: 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway
FORQUERAY: Pieces de Viole, Suites 1 ( in d)
and 2 ( in G)
Jordi Savall ( gamba) ITon Koopman ( hpd) IChristophe
Coin ( gamba)
Telefunken AP 6.42366 (£4.50) ( Selecta)
Antoine Forqueray ' le pere' was one of the foremost
viol virtuosos of all time, the friend and rival of Marain
Marais, and an active Musicien Royale under Louis
XIV and Louis XV. This recording is another of
Telefunken's series of Original Instrument records,
and the programme is, if restricted in some senses,
at least representative and contrasted in others.
Jordi Savall, playing a seven- string viol by the
great English maker Barak Norman, has an agreeable
tone, musical insight and a good ear for balance.
There are different schools of opinion about the
correct approach to bowing the viol in music of this
era, and if Imiss the rather more strongly articulated
bite of John Hsu's playing here, or the vigour of
Wieland Kuijken's, this is partly because of my own
personal preferences for them. The fact is that
Savall sounds altogether more introverted than
either, more a ' renaissance' or a ' continuo' specialist,
in fact. Contemporary reports give the impression
that Forqueray's playing was of a rather different
order—brilliant and extrovert, though of great taste
supported by superlative control.
As with other records in the series, the volume is
accompanied by rather meagre documentation;
however, what there is is well managed. The
ensemble has been clearly recorded and cleanly
pressed. [A: 1]
Stephen Daw
GRIEG: ' Peer Gynt'—selection
music
RPO IWeller
Decca SXL 6901 (£4•50)

from

incidental

Only a few months after Unicorn's complete Peer
Gynt music ( RHS 361-2; see HFNIRR, February,
p. 99) comes this selection of 12 items, eight of
which are familiar from the concert suites, the others
being the Prelude to Act I, The Bridal Procession in
Johann Halvorsen's arrangement, Dance of the
Mountain King's Daughter and Solveig's Cradle Song.
Although this cannot rival the Unicorn set, it has a
very strong claim on its own account; for here, too,
are deeply satisfying performances and recording as
it should be done. True to expectations of Walter
Weller, the interpretation is thoughtful, sensitive and
vital, and the playing is genuinely felt. There is an
occasional slight raggedness among the strings,
but this is incidental in an otherwise outstanding
account of these pieces.
Whatever technology was used, it was put to the
service of the music. Here is the Kingsway Hall at its
best, which is to say its most natural, with aconvincing wholeness and excellent perspectives and
colouring. Depth and warmth, good distancing and
a realistic dynamic range are further virtues, none of
which is in the least ostentatious. A split rating is
necessitated only by a couple of instances of preecho on the first side. [A*/A: 1*]
Hugh 011a way
HANDEL: Ode for St. Cecilia's Day
Felicity Palmer ( sop) IAntony Rolfe Johnson (ten) I
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No hassle HIIR
THE FERGUSON HI-FI SYSTEM 25

Messy wires, trailing leads, mismatched
components, storage problems— who
needs the hassle?
To overcome such problems Ferguson
have designed, developed and manufactured
their new HiFi System 25, acombination
of perfectly matched components in astylish,
compact cabinet — all at aprice that won't
break the bank
The advanced stereo cassette deck
features the Dolby Noise Reduction
System. The belt drive record player has

COlonersrsom I is oregistered trademark of Dolby Laboratories ro.

astroboscope for fine speed adjustment
and the sensitive radio tuner receives long,
medium and stereo VHF.
The superb stereo sound from these
individual units reaches the matching floorstanding loudspeakers via apowerful stereo
amplifier producing 25 watts RMS per
channel at better than 0.1VoTHD.
Not only that but with interlinked
power supplies you need only one mains
plug for the whole system.

_L FERGUSON
Tedinology you can trust

Also, for ease of use, the components
can be switched on individually, or from the
amplifier, with the connecting leads concealed
at the rear of the integral horizontal housing
cabinet Styled to complement any room
setting, this elegant unit includes extensive
storage space for records and cassettes
behind asmoked glass door with touch
latch opening.
So if you're looking for hi-fi without the
hassle, look for the new Ferguson HiFi
System 25 at your Ferguson dealer now.

Hi Fi .System 25
Specifications
AUDIO AMPLIFIER
RMS Power Output both Channels
Working at 0-7 %TN D
into 8Ohms
25 Watts per
channel
Frequency Response
25Hz-30KHz @+ 0,-1dB
Power Band width
25 Watts @ 0.1%
THD Maintained
between 20Hz and
20KHz
TUNER
Wavebands

WILMSLOW

for
further
information
contact

Roger
Denny
01
686
2599

Long, Medium
and Stereo VHF with
switchable AFC

VHF Sensitivity ( IHF) 1-2/1V
Stereo Separation at 1KHz
40dB
AM Sensitivity at 20dB Signal to
Noise Ratio
Medium Wave
700 V M
Long Wave
1-5m V M
CASSETTE UNIT
Noise Reduction System
Dolby B
Frequency Response ( within 5dB)
Ferric Tape
30Hz-12 - 5KHz
Ferro Chrome Tape 30Hz-14KHz
Chromium Dioxide Tape 30Hz-14KHz
Signal to Noise Ratio Dolby In/Out
Fe2O3
55/46dB
FeCr& Cr02
59/50dB
Wow and Flutter . 2%0IN
TURNTABLE UNIT
PlayerType
Thorn SP204
Semi- automatic
Turntable
Wow and Flutter
Rumble
Drive
Speeds RPM
Motor Type

Die-castwith
Stroboscope
0.5% DIN Weighted
65dB DIN Weighted
Belt Drive
33 1/
3,45
DC with Electronic
Speed Control

LOUDSPEAKERS
Impedance
8Ohms
Type of Drive Unit
8 Bass Unit & Soft
Dome Tweeter
Frequency Response
+4dB— 8dB 50Hz to 25KHz
HOUSING UNIT
Supplied in aFlat Pack with full
instructions for easy self- assembly.

BEST FOR AUDAX
HD12.9D25 tweeter 8ohm
HD10D25AV tweeter Sohn)
HD13D34 tweeter 8ohm ..
HD13D34H tweeter 8ohm
TW97G tweeter 4ohm ..
HD13D37 dome midrange 8ohm
HP11P25TC 4i" twin cone 8ohm
HD11P25 4#" single cone 8ohm
HIF13E 5" 10 watt 8ohm .. • •
HD17625H 6}' 20 watt 8 ohm . •
H D17637 64" 40 watt 8 ohm • •
HD20825J4 8" 35 watt 8ohm • •
HD20825H4 8- 35 watt 8ohm . •
HD21837 8" 40 watt 8ohm
HIF21E 815 watt 8ohm .. ..
TIA24BR 10"10 watt 3ohm ..
HD24S4SC

le

70watt 8ohm

£6 00
£6 00
£6 98
£12 50
£2 95
£11 50
£6.50
£6.50
£5 25
£10 95
£13 10
£9 45
£11.98
£15-75
£ 6.95
£ 2.75

£19.95

Post & packing: tweeters, 40p each;
other units, 75p each.
KITS FOR

MAGAZINE DESIGNS
EMPLOYING
AUPAX DRIVE UNITS:

HIFI NEWS TABOR
(JONES)
2 HD20825J4, 2 HD12.9D25, 2 assembled
crossovers, BAF wadding, Laminated
bituminous felt panels, reflex tubes,
recessed connection panels, T- nuts and
bolts.
mews carriage £3.50
AS ABOVE BUT WITH HD20825H4
UNITS IN LIEU OF HD20825J4
£59.00 carriage £3.50
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Attach this advertisement to your order or fetch it
with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

CARTRIDGES Ft STYLI

Cut out this discount coupon ad to buy at these ' ultraspec lei' prices ( Errors and price changes • itcepted).
CARTRIDGES
STYLI
£15-75
Shure M3D
ES 45
ADC RXL
£I195
Shure M44-7 £ 55')
ADC RVL
f24-25
Shure M44E £7.00
ADC RSZ
£16.75
Shure M55E
£. 75
ADC RSX
£14-65
ADC RSV
Shure M75-65
£7.00
ADC RSQ36
£11.45
Shure M7513111
£9 65
ADC RSQ34
75
Shure M75E1:01 £ 3.85
ADC RSQ32
Ell 45
Shure M75E1/II £I2.10
ADC RSQ30
£7 15
Shure M75G/I1 £15 75
ADC Headshell£ 25
Shure M95ED
£I8 55
Shure N3D
El 90
Shure M95E1
£I2 80
Shure N44-3
ES 45
Shure M24H
£27 15
Shure N44-7
£5 15
Shure VI5 III
£45 10
Shure N44E
£.535
Shure VIS IV
£65 00
Shure N55E
a 50
Shure M9IE
£I6 50
Shure N75-6
£5 10
Shure M9I ED
£13 85
Shure N75-3
£555
Shuré M93E
£11 75
„N750 Mk. II£ I5
Stanton 500A
£I3 45
„N75ED Mk. Il £11.60
Stanton 500E
CI 545
„N75E1 Mk. II
£8.15
Stanton 500EE £I7 85
„N750 Mk. II
al 50
Stanton 680EE £25 75
Shure N95-3
a 10
Stanton 68IEEE £39 75
Shure N95ED
£14 95
ADC ZLM £53 95
Shure N95E1
V? 10
ADC
Shure VN35E
£I5 95
„XLM Mk. Ill £34 50
Shure VN I
5E
£ 575
„VLM Mk. III
£24 45
Shure VN78E£
75
„QLM 36 Mk. It £16 85
„QLM34 Mk. Ill EICI 30
Shure N24H
£16 20
Stanton D5107A £800
„QLM32 Mk. III £9 35
„QLM30 Mk. III £13 45
Stanton D5100E £10 75
„05100EE
£13 65
Ortofon VMS 20E,
.,D6800EE
£I9 75
Mk. II
£27 95
Add P&P 25p
Add P&P 25p
ALL MAIL TO: ESTUARY AUDIO, DEPT. AC/HF , 1HICHBURY STATION,
NIGHBURY CORNER, LONDON NS 60706441 CALLERS WELCOME
I
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FERGUSON
Technology you can trust
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The firm for Speakers

AUDIO

Leicester Sq. Stn.
ificketHall
Cranbourn St. exit)
01439 9210

Masons Ave
30 Coleman Si
01 6064102

Bal Rog Subway
(Moor St Stn exit
loft Open Market)
021 643 1766

HIFI ANSWERS JULY ' 78
(JONES)
2 HD17825H, 2 HD12.9D25, BAF wadding,
Laminated bituminous felt panels,
2assembled crossovers, recessed
connection panels.
£50.00 carriage £3.50
SMART BADGE FREE WITH
ABOVE KITS ( TO GIVE THAT
PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TO D.I.Y.
SPEAKERS!)
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Everything in stock for the speaker
constructor! BAF, long fibre wool,
foam, felt panels, crossovers and
components.
Large
selection
of
grille fabrics-- send 15p stamps for
grille fabric samples.

Send 15p stamps for FREE 38- page
catalogue
"CHOOSING A SPEAKER".

WILMSLOW

(
IC; G1111 -FiT

The firm for Speakers

Swan Works, Bank Square, Wilmslow.
Cheshire. Tel: 0625-529599.

F1
-

29 Denmark Street
htnd Hippodrome)
0272 290900

113 Rectory Grove
Foe An Sea
0702 712861

MiM

6Velma Stabon 62 Well ton St
MI City Squarel
Approach
0532 444692
0618324592

'BMW

= Lightning service on

telephoned credit card orders'

SEWNOAKSMe
NEW
Loudspeaker
demonstration
room and Sony &
'Pioneer Centre'
'Super Hi Fi'
at Sevenoaks
Branch

A=118

jor

LONDON ROAD, SEVENOAKS, KENT TN13 1BA. (0732) 59555
162 POWIS STREET, WOOLWICH, LONDON S.E.18. 01-855 8016
34 MOUNT EPHRAIM, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT. (0892) 31543

Phone our hot lines for really keen prices!

Prices include VAT and
correct at time of-preparation
- February ' 79. E & 0 E

11111111111,
MI11111111111111MINV
• AMPS & TUNERS
SONY
TA212, TA313, TA515,
TAF3A, TAF4A, TAF5A,
etc.,
51212L, SI313L, etc.
TECHNICS
SU7I00, 5117300, SU7700,
S17300, etc.
YAMAHA
CA410, CA510, CA710,
CA810, CTS 10, CT7I0, etc.
TRIO
KA I50011, KA3700,
KA5700, KA0100, etc.
KT5300 II, KT5500, KT6500,
etc.
PIONEER
SA506, SA606, SA706,
SA8500 II, TX606,
TX8500 II, etc.
J.V.C.
JAS lo, JAS IIG, JAS22,
JAS44, JVTIOL, JTVI IG,
etc.
ARMSTRONG
621, 623, 624
QUAD
33, 303, 405, FM3
la RECEIVERS
SONY
STR212L, STR3I3L,
STRV3L, STRV4L, HST49,
HST89A
TECHNICS
SAIOOL, SA2001_, SA300L,
SA400, SA500, etc.
YAMAHA
CR420, CR620, CR820,
CRI020, etc.
TRIO
KR2090, KR2090L,
KR3090. KR4070, etc.
PIONEER
SX590, 5)(690, SX790,
SX890, etc.
AIWA
AX7400, AX7600,
AF3070, AF3090
J.V.C.
JRS6 IL, JRS81, JRS20IL,
JRS301, etc.
B&
1600, 1900, 2200, 2400,
4400
ARMSTRONG
625, 626

• RECORD DECKS
SONY
PST I , PS2I2, PST20
TECHNICS
SL220, SL230, SL3200
SL3300, SLI50, SLI500 II,
SL5200, etc.
YAMAHA
YP2I I, YP511
TRIO
KDI033B, KD2055, etc.
PIONEER
PL5t2, PL5I4, PL5 16,
PL518, etc.
AIWA
A P2200, AP2500
MICRO
All models
J.V.C.
JLA20, QLA2, QLF4, etc.
Et& 0
1500, 2200, etc.
THORENS
All models
1111 MUSIC CENTRES
SONY
HMK 33, HMK 55, HMK 77,
HMK 80
AIWA
AF5300, AF5600
B d.
4000, etc.
NAT PAN
SG1090L, SG3060L,
5G5070, SG5090, SG6070
TOSHIBA
SM3350, SM3750, etc.
HITACHI
SD7785, SDT400, etc.
• CASSETTE & REEL
SONY
TCI58SD, TCU2, TCK IA,
TCK4A, TCK5, TCU5,
TCK60, TCK96R, TC399
TECHNICS
RS615, RS616, RS630,
RS63I, R5641, etc.
YAMAHA
TC5I IS, TC520, TC 1000
TRIO
KX530, KX830, KX 1030
PIONEER
CTF500, CTF4040, CTF700,
CT FI
000, R1707
AIWA
AD 1250, AD6350, AD6400,
AD6500, AD6800, etc.
J.V.C.
KD720, KDIO, KD25
KD55, etc.

At all our branches we
have asuperb display of
top quality, competitively
priced equipment.

best to phone to check
prices and availability
before setting out on your
Journey.

Demonstrations are
available and our helpful
staff are always happy to
offer unbiased advice. We
can also arrange home
demonstrations and
installations- just ask for
details.

GUARANTEES
Everything sold by
Sevenoaks Hi -Fi is fully
guaranteed for parts and
labour for aminimum of
1year. Our service
department will maintain
all goods bought from us.

STOCKS
Most goods are available
from stock, although it is

SERVICE DEPT.
For added peace of mind
ask about our service

CONTACT ANY OF OUR 3 BRANCHES
FOR UP TO DATE INFORMATION

• SPEAKERS
SONY
5570, SS2030, etc.
YAMAHA
NS500, NS 1000M
BSI 0
525, 535, 545, etc.
ARMSTRONG
602
A.R.
AR8, etc.
B&W
DM5, DM4, DM7, etc.
CELESTION
Ditton I5XR, 22, 23, 441,
551, etc.
CELEF
Domestic, Monitor,
Mini Pro, PEI
I.M.F.
ALS40, etc.
BOSE
All models
J.R.
JRI49, Woofer LPA
K.E.F.
Celeste Ill, Corelli, 104ab,
Concorde, etc.
MISSION
710, 720, 730
MONITOR AUDIO
MA7, MA6, MA4, etc.
MORDAUNT SHORT
Carnival, Festival, Pageant,
Signifier
TANNOY
Oxford, Ascot, Dorset,
Mayfair, etc.
VIDEOTONE
Minimax, DI00, etc.
WHARFEDALE
Sholton XP2, Denton XP2,
Linton XP2, Glendale XP,
etc.

RAM
Compact, Bookshelf,
etc
CASTLE
Richmond Mk II, etc.

100,

▪ T.V.
SONY
KV900OUB, KV14.00UB,
KV182OUB, KV 1822UB,
KV200OUB, KV220OUB,
TVI21, TV5II, FX412
NAT PANASONIC
TC38 IG, TC48 IR,
TC2203, TR565G, etc.

VIDEO
Sony Betamax,
J.V.C. VHS,
Panasonic VHS,
Philips LVC

contracts and extended
guarantees.
OPENING TIMES
Sevenoaks and Woolwich:
Monday-Satuday 9to I,
2to 5.30 ( late night
Thursday until 7.30).
Tunbridge Wells: Monday
to Saturday 10 to 5.
All shops closed all day
Wednesday

MAILORDER
(Sevenoaks only)
Hi -Fi sent to any address in

TRIO
KA I500/11 £ 69.00
KA3700
£ 69.00
KA5700
£115.00
KA6I 00
£ 159 00
K01033
£ 55 00
KR2090
£ 03 00
KR3090
£ 139 00
KR4070
£ 189 00
KR4070L £ 209 00
TOSHIBA
SM2950 £ 239.00.
SM3350 £279 00.
SM3750 £ 379.00.
MONITOR AUDIO (pr)
MA6
£139 00
MA4/1I
£ 179 00
MORDAUNT SHORT
(pr)
Festival £ 109 00
Pageant £ 159 00
HITACHI
SDT7680 £ 349 00.
SDT400 £ 369 00.
5017785 £ 369 00
TAN NOV (pr)
Oxford
£ 159 00
Ascot
£ 239 00
Dorset
£ 279 00
Mayfair £ 319 00
SONY
HMK55
£279 00*
HMK77
£ 398 00o
Colour TV's, phone- very
low prices!!
• Music Centres include
speakers
JVC
JASIO
£ 66 00
£ 79 00
JASI IG
JRS61L
£ 113 00
JRS81
£ 157 00
1RS201
£ 229 00
JRS301
£ 289 00
JLA20
£ 59 00
QLA2
£ 102 00
KD720
£ 88 00
KDIOB
£ 113 00
YAMAHA
CR220
£ 119 00
CR420
£149 00
CR620
£ 209 00
CR820
£ 279 00
CRI020
£ 349 00
CA5I0
£119 00
CA710
£169 00
CA810
£229 00
YP211
£ 79 00

the British Isles from our
Sevenoaks mail order store
(not from Woolwich or
Tunbridge Wells). Contact
us to verify price before
ordering. Send cheque ( or
quote credit card number)

B & 0
Gram 1102
Master 901
Master 1100
Master 3400
New models

£9 00
£139 00
£139 00
£159 00
P.O.A.

THORENS
Special introductory offers
-please phone for details
AIWA
AX7400
£169.00
AX7600
£ 219.00
AF3070
£314.00
AF3090
£ 369.00
AF5300 £ 379.00.
AF5600
£449 00
ADI250
£ 139.00
AD6350
£ 145 00
AD6400
£ 184.00
AD6550
£ 199 00
AD6600
£ 259.00
AD6800
£ 269 -00
AD6900
£ 369 00
TECH N JCS
SA5270
£ 189.00
SA5370
£ 219-00
SL150
£ 119 00
RS6I5
£ 109 00
R5630
£ 127-00
SU7100
£89 00
51.17300 £ 119-00
SU7700
£ 149 00
RS64I
£ 219 00
CELESTION (pr)
I5XR
£ 99 00
22
£ 139 00
33
£ 179 00
JR
149 ( pr)
£ 129 00
VVoofer-1-- LPA £ 169-00
VIDEOTONE (
pr)
Minimax
£49.00
WHARFEDALE (
pr)
Denton XP2
£49.00
Shelton XP2
£ 62 00
Linton XP2
£ 75 00
Glendale XP2
£ 99 00
Teesdale XP2 £ 124 00
SME (p & n £1.00)
3009 5/2 FH
£ 55 00
3009 5/3
£89.00
EXTRA SPECIAL OFFERS
ON ALL SONY/PIONEER
products- please phone for
details

to cover cost and carriage.
Everything fully insured
against loss and damage
during transit.
Carriage and insurance
£4.00 per item.

cLassicaL
Bachchor Stockholm l Concentus Musicus Wien I
Harnoncourt
Telefunken A P6.42349 (£4.50) ( Selecta)
Handel's Ode for St. Cecitia's Day was advertised in
the London Daily Post and General Advertiser of
November 22nd 1739 in the following manner:
'Lincolns Inn Fields. At the Theatre- Royal in
Lincolns Inn Fields, this Day, November 22, ( being
St. Cecilia's Day) will be perform'd An Ode of
Mr. DRYDEN'S. With two new Concerto's for
several Instruments. Which will be preceeded by
ALEXANDER'S FEAST. And aCONCERTO on the
ORGAN.'
It is interesting to notice that Handel's name does
not appear in the announcement. Undoubtedly the
reference to ' Alexander's Feast and a Concerto on
the Organ' was sufficient to indicate the composer's
identity.
Nikolaus Harnoncourfs production of Handel's
immortal tribute to St. Cecilia strives for authenticity.
The performance is very convincing indeed and
there is no doubt in my mind that the magnificent
sounds produced by this amazingly versatile ensemble approach atrue baroque tonal picture. The
solo natural trumpet, with its rich, husky tone, plays
a magnificently sombre fanfare of doom in ' The
trumpet shall be heard on high' and is sumptuously
sonorous in ' The Trumpets loud Clangour' where it
is reinforced by an exciting contribution from the
tympani.
Felicity Palmer and Anthony Rolfe Johnson are an
admirably matched pair of soloists who offer ravishing accounts of their respective arias. The Stockholm
Bachchor too, offers some magic moments and is,
perhaps, at its best in ' The Trumpets loud Clangour'.
Crescendi and dynamics are ably managed and
much variety of tonal timbre has been achieved by
the intuitive variation of continuo instruments which
may be heard either singly or in varying combinations
as dictated by the implicit requirements of the
musical text.
The recording is well focused and lifelike with an
appropriate acoustic. [A: 1]
Victor McAloon
HAYDN: Scherzandi, Hob. II/33-38
Piedmont CO / Harsanyi
Turnabout TVS 37112 (£2•35)
Early Haydn, but excellent Haydn, nicely presented
and recorded, and at a nice pricel The so-called
'Six Scherzandi' are listed in the Breitkopf catalogue
for 1765, so we know they were written earlier than
that. They are striking little works, all in four brief
movements ( minuet coming second). They are
scored for solo flute ( in the trios), pairs of oboes,
horns, violins, bass and continuo harpsichord;
some sources have strings alone, and just five
works. All are in major keys, though the trios and
slow movements are usually in the minor. Despite
their brevity they are solidly, skilfully put together,
with delicate touches of scoring and phrasing, and a
tender, even elegiac quality about the best of the
Adagios (for instance that of the A major work, the
last of the set— here alone Haydn chooses not the
tonic minor but the subdominant). The Piedmont
Chamber Orchestra and their director, Nicholas
Harsanyi, are alike strangers to me. They acquit
themselves well, with neat playing. The pizzicato
attack in the slow movement of no. 4 in G is rather
fierce, and the harpsichord continuo is at times
frenetic, unimaginative. Iam sure, though, that all
Haydn- lovers will be delighted with the chance to
add seldom- heard little treasures to their collections.
[B: 2]
Peter Branscombe

enjoyed no. 52, with its D minor Adagio introduction
to a D major Adagio first movement, and closing
minuet alla zoppa (
with limping gait); and no. 101,
with striking fugal finale ( this piece dates from 1772,
the year of the opus 20 Quartets). But there is not
one dull movement here ( Imight have preferred an
extra work or two to all the repeats, nevertheless).
The performances are stylish, well balanced, with
particularly sensible dynamic variation; just once or
twice Iwould have welcomed a rather more unbuttoned approach. Tempi are just, apart from an
overfast fugue in no. 101. And, apart from a few
clicks, the recording is admirable: clean, close, and
with no loss of quality over two long sides. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

HOLST: ' The Planets'
LPO IGeoffrey Mitchell Choir IBoult
HMV ASD 3649 (£4.40)
'Newly recorded,' says the sleeve, lest anyone confuse it with the 1967 version ( ASD 2301). And so it
is, but there is something about the quality that suggests an old recording. This has both positive and
negative aspects: on the one hand, wholeness and
comfortable distancing, on the other a feeling that
much of the sound is slightly veiled and slightly
recessed. Iwould stress the slightly; nonetheless,
in clarity, immediacy and presence, this recording
falls short of EMI's starred version of 1974 ( LSO/
Ambrosian Singers/Previn—ASD 3002), which is. I
think, the work of the same production team. Nor Is
this the best performance that Boult has recorded.
Mars seems alittle tired, as if reluctant to be roused,
and in the early stages of Venus there are both untidy
woodwind chords and signs of rhythmic instability.
Elsewhere, too, the playing of the LPO is not always
quite secure. But the end of Venus is magical, the
buffetings of Mercury are articulated with lightness
and ease and, appropriately, Saturn is excellently
captured. The most remarkable, however, is Neptune,
which is given an eager tension such as Ihave never
heard before. At once strange and fascinating, this
quality extends to the ladies of the Geoffrey Mitchell
Choir, whose wordless contribution is beautifully
integrated with the orchestral sound. It is the performance of this one movement that Ishall always
associate with Boult at 90. Overall, then, somewhat
uneven, but containing many fine things. [
A/B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway

HAYDN: Baryton Trios nos. 44, 52, 61, 96 and 101
Munich Baryton Trio
DG 2533 405 (£4.75)
There is much music here of grave, austere beauty,
and less of the elegant wit and high spirits we might
have expected. This is a very welcome selection
from the 126 divertimenti that Haydn wrote in the
1760s and ' 70s for Prince Nicolaus's baryton, with its
plucked sympathetic strings, and the accompaniment
of viola and cello. In fact, although the endearing
sonorities of the paradon, as it was named in
English, rightly stand out ( especially at the end of a
movement, thanks to the lively acoustic of the
Herkules-Saal), interest is by no means confined to
the prince's instrument—democratic
principles
obtain. As luck ( or judgment?) would have it, only
no. 96 of the five pieces here presented has cropped
up in other recordings, which means that the keen
collector may well have twenty or so of these fascinating works on disc. Of this selection, Iparticularly
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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LEONCAVALLO: ' IPagliaccr* / MASCAGNI:
'Cavalleria Rusticana'••
Pavarotti I •Frenl I • Saccomanl I • Wixell I * Bello I
**Varady I **Bormida I ** Cappuccilll I ** Gonzales I
London Voices IFinchley Children's Music Group l
National PO I • Patané I ** Gavazzeni
Decca D83D3 (
3 records) (£ 13.50)
This now makes eight versions of Pagliacci available,
four of them coupled with Cavalleria Rusticana, and
six versions of the latter. Decca have not ventured
into these well-trod paths since some ten years ago,
when the Gardelli Pagliaccl appeared, so their need
for a new version of such popular works is perhaps
understandable. The most obvious reason for the
present issue is to find a suitable vehicle for the
robust talents of Luciano Pavarotti, the one person,
apart from chorus and orchestra, common to both
productions. In the old days it was Mario del Monaco
who blasted his way through these pieces. One can
reasonably expect the same approach with another
Italian tenor of great presence and voice. Pavarotti
'King of the High Cs' has enough wave power to
make all but the best behaved pickups leap out of the
grooves, but he is also an eminently musical singer
and well above average in his dramatic appreciation
of an operatic role. It is perhaps admirers of Pavarotti
who will lead the way to this new issue and they will
not be disappointed with his full-blooded, immaculately sung performance. However powerful the
notes they are still sweet and spot on. Of his
supporting casts the best comes from Mirella Freni
in Pagliacci who also attempts a powerful performance with success. It is difficult to see what you can
do with these works far from the normal things, and
this is an eminently conventional production with
the traditional highly charged and romantic Italian
approach. It will be some time before Karajan's
superbly controlled and sensitive performances are
bettered, but if you wish for the high-powered
performance this one can be recommended. The
choral work by the London Volces is particularly
thrilling and effective. The orchestra performs well
for both conductors and, indeed, there is not much
to tell them apart. The recording is clean, clear and

full-blooded in keeping with the works but both
performance and recording are too close and lacking
in theatrical perspective to deserve a star. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond
LISZT: Concert Study
in f, G.144 ' La
Leggierezza'
Transcendental Studies, G.139—
No. 9 ' Ricordanza' / SCHUMANN: Carnaval,
Op. 9
Arabeske in C, Op. 18
Marta Deyanova ( pno)
Nimbus 2116 C) (£3.99)
The aims of this small Monmouth- based company
are to record artists of some individuality, who are
neglected elsewhere, and to produce an ' honest'
sound, without faking balances or dynamics. The
directors are committed to quadraphonic mastering,
and Nimbus stereo- compatible discs are transferred
using the Hj matrix system; they have their own
studios, where there is areported increasing reliance
on valve equipment, in preference to transistorised.
Nevertheless, reviews elsewhere have suggested
that their piano recordings have a controversial
sound I
Here, the image is biased to the left; the ambience
is that of an empty room, and there Is adisagreeable
blurring as the dynamic level is increased—especially
in the upper register. ( My pressing had some
obtrusive background fizz.) The blurring is partly
attributable to the pianist; a Bulgarian prize-winner,
Deyanova is an impulsive player who tends to rush
her fences, at the expense of clean articulation—and
even notes at the ends of phrases. Her Carnaval is a
classic instance of overstating the composer's
Florestan-Eusebius duality; speed- changes are
violently contrasted, rubato is exaggerated, and the
general approach is arbitrary. After the Liszt here, it
is a relief to turn to the masterly control of Arrau's
pianism, and to the clean focus of Philips' engineering. [
C: 3]
Christopher Breunig
MENDELSSOHN: Concerto for Violin and
Piano in d [7] String Symphony in g
Yehudi Menuhin ( yin) IHeptizibah Menuhin (pno) I
Menuhin Festival Orch IMenuhin
HMV ASD3628 (£4.40)
Since its first appearance on the Schwann Musica
Mundi label in 1967, I have enjoyed this early
Mendelssohn concerto for violin, piano, and strings.
That version ( VMS2011) is still stocked by Import
specialists—though I should warn of the odd,
vacuous acoustic. The Turnabout alternative,
charmless, and aggressively recorded, Is cut In the
Adagio. The Menuhins take this lovely movement,
with its long middle section written without accompaniment, very tenderly. The music sounds like
slight Mozart, whereas on Schwann the approach Is
more robust, and in the allegro molto finale Menuhin
is relatively staid.
The twelfth of the juvenile symphonies has
become popular: there are mid- priced versions by
both IMusic (Universo), and the Academy ( Argo).
Here, by contrast, it Is Menuhin who takes the finale
—seemingly modelled on Mozart's K.550—at the
fastest speed; the Italians are the slowest, weightiest
of all. But Ithink IMusic are right to adopt such a
flowing tempo for the first- movement fugato. In the
Introduction to this work Menuhin's strings produce
a quality that is both Bach- like and sheerly voluptuous. Marriner makes the music ' swoon': IMusic
realise a church- like gravity in Mendelssohn's
criss-crossing polyphony. The approaches are so
different that there is a perfect excuse for acquiring
all three—each is a superb example of stringensemble recording. A star for this new one ( though
it is cut without scrolls, and Ido prefer IMusic,
overall).
The concerto, too, is given EMI's best sound—the
piano beautifully alive, ' present'—though the violin
image tends to shift laterally, presumably as Menuhin
turns and is caught by afurther microphone. ( A/A:
1/11
Christopher Breunig
MOZART: ' Idomeneo'
Edith Mathis, Julia Varady, Peter Schreier, Wieslaw
Ochman etc/Leipzig Radio Choir/Dresden Staatskapelle
IBern
DG 2740 195 (
4records) (£14-75)
Considering its reputation, Idomeneo has not been
particularly well served by the gramophone. Nor has
it been in the opera house, for, possibly Cluck's
Orfeo apart, the public ( in contrast to scholars and
critics) have little real taste for the opera seria. Ican
recall only three previous recordings, a very old
Viennese one on, Ithink, Vox or Nixa, and a much
123

better though cut version of the Glyndebourne
performances under Pritchard. The only one left in
the catalogue is Philips' 1969 recording with aBritish
cast under Colin Davis. This one is complete, as is
Brihm's, and on the whole is very acceptable.
Comparisons with the new version do, however,
leave one with little doubt that the recording of the
German performance Is superior on most counts,
better balance and more detailed. Both emanated
from productions in the opera house, Colin Davis'
from Covent Garden, 136hm's originally from
Salzburg, and as is usual in such cases neither cast
nor conductor appear to have fixed ideas about
stylistic refinements. These, like the treatment of
appoggiature, don't bother the public unduly though
they tend to worry a critical listener once their
omission has been noticed.135hm has the advantage
of an international cast headed by the excellent
Idamante of Peter Schreier and the Ilia of Edith
Mathis, supported by fine singing from Julia Varady
as Electra, and Wieslaw Ochman's compelling
ldomeneo. The British cast, good as they are, do
not outshine these performances though in my view
the handling of the lengthy recitatives is better in
Davis' version. He too adopts a rather more flexible
approach to the score which compensates to some
extent for EiShm's measured, majestic reading,
superb in the abdication scene in the last act where,
incidentally, Mozart (taking a leaf out of Gluck's
book) rises to his greatest sustained intensity. There
is much great music in this opera, and a few set
pieces which find their way into the repertoire as
separate arias but many more that are seldom heard,
and it is good that we now have two worthy representations of the work on record even if in the last resort
13r5hm's is marginally the better of the two. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphony No.38 in D, K504 ' Prague'
Symphony No. 39 in Ele, 1(543
Co/leg/urn Aureum IMaier
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 786 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
Collegium Aureum have now recorded all of Mozart's
last four symphonies, though Ido not think their
G minor, issued by BASF in 1976, has reappeared
yet. Their ' Jupiter', issued last September, was
satisfactory but not to my way of thinking outstanding. These two are. Both are performed in
fairly close accord with the practices of Mozart's own
time and, as usual, on instruments of the period.
These do not make a dramatic difference but the
results when compared with alarge modern orchestra
(as in Karajan's recent recordings), are superior.
Much of course depends on the style of the performance, and here the Collegium Aureum have clearly
mastered the style as well as the content. The
playing is more flexible than is sometimes met with
in large-scale performances, the lines are kept
flowing and because of the clarity of the textures the
ear remains intrigued by the interaction of the voices.
The adagio introductions are particularly mobile and
seem faster than usual but absolutely right: indeed,
the tempi throughout strike me as wholly appropriate.
The balance between wind and strings is also noteworthy, and the reedy sound of the oboes, particularly
noticeable in the slow movement of the Prague, is
curious but pleasantly incisive. The sound is full and
uncongested, very dissimilar to that of the piano
concerto recordings made with Jórg Demus in the
same location with the same orchestra. All repeats
are observed so that one gets extremely good value
for money, to say nothing of added delight. [
A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Exsultate Jubilate, K165 (
7] Vorrel
spiegarvi, Oh, Dio! ( 1(418) D L'Amero, sago
costante, 1(208 D Non temer, amato bene, 1(490
Judith Blegen ( sop) IMostly Mozart Orch IZukerman
CBS 76814 (£4.39)
With Exultate Jubilate running to just over sixteen
minutes it seems a trifle extravagant to devote an
entire side to it even though it is delightfully sung
and played. Judith Blegen tends to play down the
brilliance of the concluding Alleluja though her
performance loses none of the inherent virtuosity of
the music, and her singing of the central recitative is
full of beauty. There are no bands dividing the
movements so it will be difficult to make selections
though Ithink the players are right to treat the piece
as one continuous movement. The arias on side
two bring us to an aspect of Mozart's music still
urgently in need of a more thorough exploration.
Most of the later ones have been recorded from time
to time with variable success and inevitably singers
tend to gravIlate to those which have the added
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attraction of asolo instrumentalist to supplement the
voice, an oboe in the case of Vorrei spiegarvi, here
played by Leonard Amer, and a violin, presumably
played by Zukerman, in the other two. Vorrei spiegarvi
calls for some extremely high tessitura and this
appears to tax Miss Blegen alittle. The tone remains
pure but the volume seems to falter. The demands
of the other pieces are less extreme and each
receives a polished performance from both singer
and orchestra. In terms of length this side is good
value. It would have been nice if side one could have
been made to incorporate another of these enchanting yet unfamiliar works. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 9 in Eb. K.211 D
Piano Concerto No. 14 in E5, K.449
Derso Ranki (pno) lFerenc Liszt CO / Sander
Hungaroton SLPX 11942 (£3.50) ( Selecta)
Derso Ranki has already established himself as
an interpreter of Bartok with his two albums for
Telefunken and with a number of recordings in
Hungaroton's impressive Bartok edition. He has
made some recordings of Schubert but this, Ithink,
is his first excursion, on record at least, into Mozart's
concertos. If this is a debut it is an impressive one.
It was perhaps appropriate that he should have
chosen K.271 to make this entry since it is uniquely
Impassioned In a youthful way, technically very
difficult and entirely satisfying. In it Mozart distilled
youth's urgency and romance, and he never did
anything like it again. It Is Interesting to compare
this performance, full of that surging energy, with
Engels' more staid yet still satisfying account also
due out this month. The other E flat concerto is
again sul generis, a strangely private sort of work
with which Mozart the virtuoso introduced himself to
Vienna in 1784. It is still not too heavily recorded and
again Ranki's response to Rs quite different demands
on expression and technique confirm the feeling that
in him we have another young virtuoso likely to
become a world figure. The Ferenc Liszt Chamber
Orchestra Is probably about the same size as that
accompanying Engels but it sounds smaller and
more flexible with a consequent lightening of the
orchestral texture that accords with the nature of
both concertos. Unfortunately the recording Is at a
very low level, and increase of volume brings up the
tape hiss, and for that reason this impressive debut
must be accorded a qualified welcome. [
B/C: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Plano Quartet in g, K478 D Piano
Quartet in E, 1(493
Rubinstein (pno) IMembers of Guam/enlQuartet
RCA RL 12676 (£3.99)
It is now over three years since the last recording of
the two Mozart piano quartets though there have
been individual accounts of them. The two classic
versions, by Curzon and Crowson, still appear to be
available though both now show signs of age. This
new version will, Isuspect, supplant both, not least
on the grounds of its superior sound, though Istill
retain an affection for the sensitivity of Sir Clifford's
playing and for the vitality of Lamar Crowson's. But
what an extraordinary phenomenon is Rubinstein!
Now well into his eighties, he contrives to add to an
acute musical understanding aflexibility of performance that would shame many ayounger player. Like
Curzon he has built up an understanding with the
other players, in this case members of the Guarnierl
Quartet with whom he has made several notable
recordings, among them acelebrated Brahms Piano
Quintet. Nowhere is this rapport more clearly
demonstrated than in the G minor Quartet where the
near- Romantic melancholy is caught to perfection,
though some might argue that in the finale it is
perhaps slightly overdone. At least the performance
is all of apiece and not plotted for ahappy ending as
it is in those performances where the players,
exhausted by the intensity of the first two movements,
sit back and relax in the last. The Eflat, to my mind
just as exciting as its companion, also received a
patrician reading and is quite in the same class. RCA
have taken great pains to ensure that the presentation matches the performances and I have no
hesitation in commending the results to anyone who
loves Mozart and admires excellence. [
A*: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Sonatas for Plano Duet (complete)
Derso Rank!, Zoltan Kocsis (hpdlpno)
Hungaroton SLPX 11794-5 (
2 records) (£7.00)
(Selecta)
The last recordings of the Mozart sonatas for piano

duet came from Eschenbach and Frantz. These
were issued piecemeal and not all of them are still
available. The appearance of this pair of records
is consequently most welcome as they contain
music not over- exposed which is both happy and, in
the two later sonatas, of considerable depth. The
early sonata K19d was written in London and is
chiefly interesting in having a finale thematically
related to that of the big wind serenade K361. It is
played here on the harpsichord. • The rest are
played, as is more usual nowadays, on the plano.
Ranki and Kocsis make a great duo and sound as
if they had been playing together for years. Apart
from the first movement of the D major sonata
which in my view is taken much too fast, their choice
of tempo is almost exactly right, and they play with
commendable attention to detail, particuarlly in the
slow movements, all of which are extremely attractive. The profounder music of the F major and C
major sonatas which complete the cycle brings out
an appropriate response. It is perhaps arguable
that they might have given greater weight to the
F major work which has a strange chromatic adagio
introduction, but this is, after all, domestic entertainment music and perhaps does not really justify
too sombre an approach. The recording is generally very acceptable though the piano is just ashade
under- recorded for ideal reproduction. A very welcome issue. [
B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Prelude and Fugue in C, 1(394 O
Kleiner Trauermarsch, K4.53a D Adolo in B,
K540 El Minuet in D, K355 ID Kleine Gigue an G,
1(574 D Fantasy in d, 1(397 D Rondo in a, K511 D
12 Variations on ' Ah, vous dirais-je, Maman',
K265
Paul Badura-Skoda (f-pno)
Telefunken AP 6.42425 (£4.50) (Selecta)
The pursuit of authenticity is a precarious undertaking, particularly when keyboard instruments are
involved. The restoration to favour of the fortepiano
as avehicle for the presentation of late 18th century
music is still incomplete and is still fraught with
problems of intonation, to say nothing of style. There
have been several recordings recently which have
sought, with varying degrees of success, to put
matters right, none to my knowledge as successfully
as this. Paul Badura-Skoda is an acknowledged
authority on the performance practice of the music of
Mozart and his contemporaries and he has studied
and collected the instruments of the period. This
one, from his collection, is by Johan Schantz or
Schanz), aname not to be found in Grove, but whose
pianos were warmly regarded by Haydn who recommended them to Maria von Genzinger in 1790—which
is when the one used here is believed to have been
built. The fullness of its tone, especially in the lower
octaves, will probably surprise those who are used
to the thin tinkling of so many restored fortepianos
of the period, and it gives the music adimension not
to be expected from the quasi- harpsichord sounds
evoked in some performances. The playing itself is
exemplary and ideally suited to the abilities of the
instrument, while the music, all smallish in scale
though frequently large in scope, justifies attention.
The Adagio and the Rondo are accepted masterpieces and the variations are popular, but the other
pieces, notably the Gigue and the Funeral March,
though less familiar, will surprise and delight, and
the Minuet, of doubtful authenticity perhaps, will
astonish by the boldness of its harmonies. Recording is first class but the sleeve unfortunately tells us
nothing about the music. [
A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition /
SHOSTAKOVICH : Preludes, Op. 35—excerpts
Lazar Berman (pno)
DG 2531 096 (£4.75)
Berman gives us an erratic account of the Mussorgsky, laboured in effect, and not to be classed
with the recorded performances by his compatriots,
Richter or Horowitz. (There are two Horowitz versions on RCA, one a Carnegie Hall recital tape.)
Unfortunately, the DG sound picture is of the ' head
under the lid' variety; to judge from, say, Berman's
recent CBS disc of encores, this must reflect this
pianist's preference. At a proper replay level the
quality becomes aggressively metallic, and Ifound
certain repeated sforzando attacks extremely
fatiguing. Whereas the opening Promenade and
Gnomus suffer from Berman's heavy fortes, the
slow, sadly reflective tempo for Tuileries is eccentric
but pleasing; the Old Castle is sensitively done.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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dassicaL
The last two movements are transferred on side 2,
which has a selection of ten Preludes by Shostakovich, of one to three minutes' length. These are
essentially ' private' pieces, where Pictures is very
much the public display piece. Perhaps Berman
finds the responsibility of this virtuoso work too
demanding, leading to the wrong kind of Intensity;
In the inner world of the Preludes he is very sympathetic. [
B/C: 1/2/3]
Christopher Breunig
°BRECHT, DE LA RUE: Motets
Pro Cantione Antigua 1Turner
DG 2533 357 (£4.75)
Regular readers will be familiar with this reviewer's
irritation at Bruno Turner's continuing use of
instrumental support in liturgical music despite the
almost watertight case against doing so produced
by recent scholarship. This is not the place to
rehearse the arguments, but on musical grounds
alone it takes little sensitivity to realise the fierce
problems of balance and ensemble that result from
thickening the strands of apolyphonic texture by the
addition of what, after all, are fairly crude instruments such as sackbuts and cornetts. And so with a
number of items on this new record, most unfortunately with Obrecht's delicately-wrought setting
Salve regina which opens the record, and which
suffers quite markedly from problems of ensemble,
attack, and intonation, some of which at least can be
attributed to the difficulties caused by instrumental
participation. Far more successful as a performance is Obrecht's more modestly- scaled and
restrained Beata es for four voices. This side of the
disc is completed by Salve crux, arbor vitae, a work
whose length and wealth of structural device makes
it the most substantial of any of Obrecht's motets.
It is only rarely that the freely imitative style practiced
by Obrecht's most distinguished contemporary
Josquin is used in his motets, but there are some
impressive moments of sensitivity to textual detail In
this most mathematically controlled of works. The
second side is devoted to four pieces by Pierre de la
Rue who, unlike Obrecht, seems to have spent his
entire career in the service of Burgundian patrons.
The above reservations aside, Turner presents this
unfamiliar repertory with authority, and the recording, made in a warm acoustic, is lively and reproduces smoothly. [
A: 2]
lain Fenton

PONCE: Variations and Fugue on ' Folia de
EspagnanTres Canciones Populares Mexicanas
John Williams ( gtr)
CBS 73730 (£4.39)
Manuel Ponce died in 1948. He was a Mexican,
but studied composition in France and became
enamoured of French harmonies. He composed
much piano and guitar music and songs, together
with two concertos—for violin and for guitar. The
last three pieces on this record are In fact guitar
transcriptions Of piano pieces; and very well they go.
The main work here—the ' Variations and Fugue'—
can well be included in the Masterworks series: the
theme is simple, but the ingenuity and musical
resourcefulness of the variations is quite admirable:
some of them are exercises In spotting the Hidden
Melody, and the changes of mood and tempo are
masterly. The concluding fugue demands all the
resources of the single plucking hand of the guitarist,
and brings the work to a splendid conclusion. The
'Tres Canciones' and the other pieces on the
second side are all of slighter stature, but in no way
diminish the regard which the first side engenders:
this is a delightful programme. John Williams is a
master amongst masters when it comes to tonecolour, and the Variations provide endless scope for
his artistry. Rarely have Iheard him in such form as
he displays on this record: the performances are
flawless, and show such an ardent imagination that
the whole recital is unalloyed enchantment.
The engineers rise to the occasion. With a small
instrument such as the guitar, one really can invite
the player into one's home, and this recording does
just that; by no means all guitar recordings do.
May 1979 bring us many more like it! [
A*: 1*]
Peter Turner

eminent conductors in producing a complete set of
the Schubert symphonies. I'm afraid Ihave been
slightly less than totally enthusiastic about some of
the performances so far, though Ienjoyed his lively
and fairly straightforward account of the Great C
major symphony. Nos. 1and 2, the composer's first
major orchestral works, stand just outside the other
symphonies, starting with the 3rd, where he takes a
step forward into the highly individual, slightly
melancholy lyricism that we expect to flavour
Schubert's main works. They are symphonies in the
accepted Viennese tradition, conventionally scored,
that still show a clear debt to Haydn and Mozart,
though there are clearly some individual Schubertian
melodic touches and the usual Schubertian breaks
with convention. Mehta seems to have taken a firm
grasp of these two works and gives them a bold and
living shape. They are well suited to the rather
assertive tones of the Israel Philharmonic who play
with considerable elegance and assurance, rounding
off phrases nicely and really giving these symphonies
just about all they could be given. In short, these are
strong, robust, likeable readings that are the equal of
most. The recording quality also seems to be better
than some of the previous recordings; warmer and
less echoing. Nevertheless they run into stern
competition from such as 13Ohm and the new
Karajan set ( see next month) and for these two
symphonies In particular Ishall frequently turn back
to the old and at present unavailable Beecham
versions. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: String Quartet 13 in a, D804 O
String Quartet 14 in d, 0810 Death and the
Maiden' Ill String Quartet 15 in G, 0887
Chilingirian Quartet
Nimbus 2301/3 (3 records) (£9.60) ( Rediffusion)
It is an attractive proposition to be able to buy the
last three Schubert quartets in a handsome box at
£3.20 a record in the face of today's prices. The
Chilingirian Quartet is composed of four young
players who have all graduated from the Royal
College of Music—Levon Chilingirian and Mark
Butler, violins, Simon Rowland-Jones, viola, and
Philip de Groote, cello. They have been touring
together since 1971 when the quartet was formed and
have obviously acquired a true togetherness and
understanding of each other's playing. To my ears
they too readily accept the currently fashionable
manner of quartet playing which is to attack every
note so that it gets aclean start (which is probably a
commendable thing in itself) but then to let it die
away; so that all the music gets a sort of comingand-going sound which Induces a slight feeling of
nausea. They also accept the modern trend for
avoiding too much sweetness. My feelings about
these performances are therefore mixed. They are
structurally very sound and well- shaped but they are
emotionally cool, and the general effect Is of intensity
rather than the relaxed feeling that Ilike to get In
Schubert. One Is always in doubt as to whether
listening to quadraphonic recordings [ Matrix Hj in
this case] on ordinary stereo is being fair to them,
but technical notes attached to the records are
reassuring on this point. But this recording has,
even at the quietest points, a hard and rather unlingering sound, and at louder moments becomes
positively harsh with apiercing quality to the violin's
top notes. The only other quartet to offer all these
works together is the Amadeus and as they also
include two other short works on their three records
at £7.77 and offer warmer performances and recording (though of a decidedly older vintage), I
would tend to make my recommendation there.
[C/D: 112]
Peter Gammond

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 1 in D, 082
Symphony No. 2in Bb, 0125
Israel PO 1Mehta
Decca SXL6892 (£4.50)
Zubin

Mehta Is

now

obviously following
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SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in a, Op. 54 0
Introduction and Allegro Appassionata, Op. 92
D Concert Allegro, Op. 134
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno) 1LSO ISegal
Decca SXL6881 (£4.50)
The Schumann concerto is an elusive work, and
there are major disappointments in nearly all of the
available recordings. (
I don't happen to share
Andrew Keener's bitter view of the Argerich/DG.)
But Ashkenazy's is, surely, as fine a version as we
shall ever have: clear, masculine, yet sensitive, unflagging, and with the LSO in its best form. There
are memorable contributions from the clarinet (first
movt), and from the cellos ( slow movt). There is
also a keen sense of unity between conductor and
pianist; in the Op. 92 coupling Ashkenazy directs
from the keyboard, and without disrespect to Url
Segal, Ifelt that the pianist was very much at one
with the LSO in the concerto!

Further, Decca's Kingsway Hall recording has a
pleasing openness and range—it's interesting to
contrast the sound with that achieved by EMI in the
Tchalkovsky Fifth reissued this month ( LPOI
Rostropovich), the orchestral presentation could
hardly be more different. So—atop recommendation
for the Schumann Op. 54. A version Ihave played
many times in the last six weeks, with continuing
interest and satisfaction. The logical couplings (as
In the deleted Serkin/CBS and Barenboim/HMV
records) are the composer's lesser works for plano
and orchestra; as a whole this is superior to the
Turnabout alternative with Frankl. [A*: 1*/1]
Christopher Breunig

JOHANN STRAUSS, arr. SCHOENBERG,
BERG and WEBERN: Kaiserwalzer: Rosen eus
dem Süden: Weib und Gesang: Schatzwalzer
Ensemble 13 Baden-Baden 1Reichert
Harmonie Mundi 085-99 731 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
SAME CONCERT
Boston Symphony Chamber Players
DG 2530 977 (£4.75)
These waltz arrangements were made In 1921 for
Schoenberg's ' Society for Private Musical Performances' in Vienna, where they were first performed on
27 May; after the concert the MSS were auctioned to
raise money for the Society. The only exception
among the works on this record is Schoenberg's
arrangement of the Emperor Waltz, which he made
four years later for a Festival of Viennese Music
organised in Barcelona by his pupil Roberto Gerhard;
this Is for flute, clarinet, string quartet and plano,
whereas the other arrangements are for string
quartet, piano and harmonium, the standard café
orchestra of the time. The Emperor Waltz is freely
arranged to some extent, in that Schoenberg Inserts
additional counterpoints here and there; the other
arrangements are more or less straight—Schoenberg
wanted to show that it was possible to avoid the
thick, muddy sound which was typical of most
Viennese café orchestras. Schoenberg himself
scored Roses from the South, Berg took on Wine,
Woman and Song and Webern the Sweetheart Waltz.
The arrangements are subtly done, though, apart
from the Emperor Waltz, they do not show the
individuality of other arrangements by composers of
this school, such as Webern's orchestration of the
Bach Ricercare.
However they are interesting
curiosities; as far as Iknow they have never been
recorded before, and now we suddenly have two
recordings simultaneously. Both are well played; in
contrast to their Stravinsky record reviewed further
on, Ensemble 13 is given a good forward recording,
and the pizzicatos in particular come out splendidly.
The Boston Players' recording, though adequate, is
slightly less forward, and though the Baden-Baden
players are presumably South Germans rather than
Austrians they come nearer to the true Viennese
style than the Americans do; also their record is
slightly cheaper. Ensemble 13 ( Harmonia Mundi)
[A: 1]; Boston Players ( DG) [
A: 1/2].
Humphrey Searle

R. STRAUSS: ' Don Quixote', Op.
WAGNER: A Faust Overture*
NYPO 1 • LPO 1Beecham
HMV HLM7145 8 (£2.85) rec. 1932, * 1938

35

I

Beecham was a noted Strauss interpreter for over
fifty years, also a considerable Wagnerian, as this
powerfully concentrated account of the Faust overture shows, made with the London orchestra he
founded in 1932. That year he had programmed Eln
Heldenleben with the New York Philharmonic, but at
the last minute he decided to conduct Don Quixote—
this recording was made in Carnegie Hall the following month. 78rpm masters were made and experimental ' long playing' discs, of 8-9 minutes' duration,
were cut simultaneously. The sound compares well
with the composer's own 1933 version, and with the
1940 Feuermann set with Philadelphia/Ormandy. It
is a pity Beecham did not have such an eloquent
soloist: he made alater recording with Tortelier, but
here the cellist is Alfred Wallenstein, then an
orchestral principal. Beecham's is a sharp, witty,
snappy portrayal; the pacing is brisk, but still glowing In sections like the Knight's vigil ( V). The cymbal
clashes at the first solo entry are prominent—on
Strauss' own recording they are hard to hear—and
elsewhere new points of orchestration are revealed.
A fascinating LP transfer. [
H: 1]
Christopher Breunig
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STRAVINSKY: Apollon Musagéte: Septet:
Concerto in D
Ensemble 13 Baden-Baden IReichert
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 730 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
Ensemble 13 consists of 21 players in the two string
works, plus of course the extra instruments for the
Septet. Apollo, one of Stravinsky's more strictly neoclassical works, receives a careful rather than an
inspired performance here: the string tone Is warm,
but the balance is rather bass-heavy and needs
treble adjustment. The music only really takes wings
in the Coda just before the end. The Septet is also
rather disappointing; the performance is careful,
but has been recorded at a very low volume level,
and the wind instruments tend to predominate over
the strings. There are rival performances by two
American
ensembles,
the Boston Symphony
Chamber Players on DG and Tashi on RCA; of these
Tashi has a more forward recording and bright and
pointed playing. The Boston Players are equally
good, the recording Is rather more resonant and
heavier, with some loss of brightness. [
B/C: 2]
Humphrey Searle
TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade in C. Op. 48 0
Suite 3 in G, Op. 55—finale
LPO Idel Mar
CFP40300 (£1.49)
Even if it does follow the composer's example, when
he presented this music in London in 1888, it seems
perverse to ignore such delightful music as that
contained in the first three movements of the Suite—
especially the orchestration in the scherzo—and
merely to record the Theme and Variations. In any
case, after Norman del Mar's fine Richard Strauss
coupling for this label ( CFP40289), Iwas disappointed
to hear him mainly brisk and efficient in Tchaikovsky.
Professional, but instantly forgettable conducting
here. The sound is basically good, with some depth,
although the upper strings are rather bright and thin,
and the leader's solos are located in the centre of the
left speaker plane, which Is rather unnatural. [
A/13:
2]
Christopher Breunig
VERDI: ' La Battaglia di Legnano'
Ricciarelli ICarreras IManuguerra Ghluselev IORF
SO and Chorus IGarden!
Philips 6700 120 (
2 records) (£.8.99)
Not every revival of an obscure Verdi opera is as
welcome as this one. It is a work of solid, if not
shining, musical qualities, splendidly performed and
recorded—and, being unusually short in musical
span (though in four acts) it can be contained In
only two records. In such circumstances a slightly
awkward turnover- point between sides 1 and 2 is
tolerable.
The story is set in a medieval conflict between
Italians and the German Emperor, Barbarossa.
(Curiously, Julian Budden's admirably full introductory notes omit to specify the century: the
published score gives the exact date, 1176.) The
personal conflict, however, is between two Italians,
husband ( baritone) and lover (tenor) over the
anguished wife. It is ' solved' (the lover dies honorably) in the usual succession of solos, duets, a
prayer scene and plenty of patriotic marches. The
opening martial strain, on trumpets and trombones
alone, is a true Indication of what the opera is to
unfold. First produced in 1849, it reflects Verdi's
own preoccupation with patriotic struggle.
It would be difficult to cast three singers more
attuned to the main roles, and even more difficult to
find a better conductor than Lambert° Gardelli for
this music. Kqtya Ricciarelli's high C and coloratura
runs are at the service of the character, and Jose
Carreras fulfils the emotion of the lower without
vulgar distortions of Verdi's line. Matteo Manuguerra
is now in the front rank of Italian opera baritones, and
only Nicola Ghiuselev (appearing in a single scene
as Emperor Barbarossa himself) brings a rather unfocused tone to weaken the line.
Ifind myself much less often complaining these
days about opera orchestras allowed to overpower
the voices. Here it is almost the otherway: the voices
are always properly prominent, but a little more
orchestral backing at climaxes would not have been
unwelcome. Actual tone- quality, both vocal and
orchestral, is outstandingly good, and so is the
stereo placing including off-stage effects. Never
before available complete and in stereo, the opera
stands up excellently in this Philips enterprise.
[A: 1]
Arthur Jacobs
WALDTEUFEL: Waltzes: Très jolie 0 Les
Sirènes I: Pluie de diamants D Pomone D The
Grenadiers D Mon Rêve
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LPO IBoskovsky
HMV ES D7070 (£2.85)
A previous album of Waldteufel's music (' Waltzes
and Polkas', ESD7012) was generally hailed with
delight by lovers of light music. Emil Waldteufel, the
one-time waltz- king of Paris and strong rival to
Johann Strauss, was tending to become a somewhat hazy figure with little reference in print. Gradually some facts have been assembled and Andrew
Lamb in his excellently detailed notes to this issue
has added many interesting points to what has been
available. Waldteufel's waltzes, though the Viennese flavour is there to some degree, are partly
French in their melodic inspiration with something
of the Offenbach spirit in them. They have wonderfully rich sweeping melodies and Strauss himself
would have been pleased to write such as Pomone.
The English title of The Grenadiers came when it was
dedicated to Dan Godfrey of H.M. Grenadier Guards
—in French it was simply Valse militaire. Most of
those who purchase this disc will find familiar
strains throughout. With the first album, we now
have a fair representation of Waldteufel's best
music, and Itrust that more will follow. Boskovsky
coaxes the LPO into the same lilting brilliance that
he gets from his Viennese players, and EMI have
provided a recording of full-blooded quality. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
ZEMLINSKY: String Quartet 2, Op. 15
LaSalle Quartet
DG 2530 982 (£4.75)
Alexander Zemlinsky was acomposer of the Second
Viennese School; he taught Alma Mahler before her
marriage, and Mahler subsequently furthered his
career—introducing the opera Es war einmal, and
giving him a conductorship at the Hofoper in 1907.
Later, Klemperer appointed him at the Berlin Krolloper, but when Hitler came to power Zemlinsky
emigrated to America, where he died in obscurity in
1942.
Although he did not compose atonally, he was
much admired by Berg, Webern, and Schoenberg
(to whom Zemlinsky was related by marriage).
Schoenberg had also studied with him at one time,
and he accepted the dedication of the second
quartet. Dating from 1911, it was written as a continuous argument lasting almost forty minutes. The
opening is extraordinarily unassuming—the music
almost 'faded in'—although it contains a motto that
runs through the entire score. If you can follow such
works as Berg's violin concerto, Mahler's unfinished
Tenth, or Verklârte Nacht, this passionately expressive quartet should present few initial difficulties.
Predictably, it is authoritatively presented by the
LaSalle Qt. and the playing is beautifully reproduced
by DG. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig

Colledictnc
Not Vocal
NEW YEAR'S DAY CONCERT IN VIENNA
J. STRAUSS I: Loreley-Rhein-Klânge Li
Radetzky-Marsch / J.'STRAUSS II: Bitte Schün
CI Wein, Weib und Gesang E] Bei uns z'haus
Tik-Tak Polka LI Auf der Jagd H Leichtes
Blut t
-1An der schtinen, blauen Donau / JOSEF
STRAUSS: Die Emancipirte LJ Monlinet-Polka
Rudolfsheimer
Sphâren-Klânge E ( with
JOHANN STRAUSS) Pizzicato- Polka / EDUARD STRAUSS: Ohne Bremse / SUPPE: ' Die
schiine Galathee'—Overture
ZIEHRER: Herrreinspaziert
VPO IBoskovsky
Decca D147D2 (
2 records) (£8.95)
This Is a set of some considerable significance.
Firstly, It is the 25th Anniversary Concert of this
memorable event in Vienna, recorded on December
30th and January 1st in the Musikvereinsaal, for
which special occasion we are granted a double
album for the first time. This is alive recording with
all the attendant applause and atmosphere and
apparently a very healthy audience for we are not at
all disturbed by coughing or sneezing. From the
musical point of view it is everything that you would
expect from the occasion and from Willi Boskovsky

and the Vienna Philharmonic, and more. Everyone
and everything is in superb form and, without need
to go into any detail Ican award a star in that direction without any hesitation. Apart from a couple of
minor items, there is not much that will be new to
any Strauss collector, but if he wants to hear one of
the best Strauss concerts put on record he must be
prepared to enjoy the old favourites.
The other point, of perhaps even profounder
significance for the future, is that this is the first
commercial issue of a digitally encoded recording
by amajor UK company, if only the first phase in the
development of digital master recording facilities
by Decca. In technical terms this produces a
recording with a potential of 20-20,000 Hz (± 0.5 dB)
frequency response, a dynamic range ( signal-tonoise- ratio) of 90 dB, virtually no distortion at maximum volume, no wow or flutter, and a recording
achieved without the need of any noise reduction
system. Digital recording means that there is no
loss of quality as there is in the copying process
with analog machines; and conventional records
can be produced with the quality of ' direct-to- disc'
records but with the normal advantage of editing,
retakes and normal production. Before wo can rill.,
enjoy digital recording it will have to be applied to the
discs themselves; but we will have to have special
machines to play them on—an entirely new system
in which the recording will be untouched by stylus
or tapehead, using, so Iam told, some sort of laser
beam. For the moment we are offered some of the
advantages, while the records are played on normal
high-class equipment.
So was there any startling difference to be noted?
Well, to begin with one certainly senses awidening
of the frequency range, and a quality which allows
you to hear everything with a noticeable increase of
impact and clarity. Playing this record without the
advantage of any special equipment Iwas at first
disturbed by a slightly over- powering quality but as
Igot used to the atmospheric presence Isensed
that there was something of that all-round characteristic that quadraphonic recording has been aiming
at, adefinite sense of real space. Isuspect that this
record would be ideal in avery large room. Iam not
merely adding a quibble for the sake of doing so
when I say that, digital considerations apart, the
recording engineers have not entirely succeeded in
rimple listening terms. In fact the orchestra here is
thrown very much in your lap; even at times giving
you an impression of being in the orchestra rather
than in front of it, with the audience facing you. I
would have liked more of the proper perspective of a
large hall. There is no question that, on comparative
terms, the record must have a star, but Ishall wait
with bated breath, for once, to hear what the Quality
Monitor team make of it. Imust admit that, as amere
'music' critic, Ican only offer a tentative prophecy
that we are on the edge of a technical advance of
real importance with very exciting possibilities; but
perhaps with this present disc we are still at the
novelty stage. [
A*: 1*]
Peter Gammond
LE PARNASSE FRANCAIS
Works by Marin Marais, Jean-Féry Rebel, Françols
Couperin
Musica Antigua, Cologne IReinhard Goebel
DG 2533 408 (£4.75)
A record of French late baroque string chamber
music might at first sight appear to be one for the
specialist, but this really is not the case here. Any
danger that a whole record of string sonatas might
begin to pall on the ear is avoided by Musica Antigua
choice of music, and by their playing, which is
stylish, polished and expressive. The result is one
of the best records of music of the period to have
been issued for a long time, and one which is
definitely to be recommended to anyone who is
interested in broadening his collection to include
this slightly less familiar aspect of the baroque. The
four works on the record are Couperin's sonata ' La
Sultane', Jean-Féry Rebel's ' Tombeau de Monsieur
de Lully', and two pieces by Marin Marais, his
'Sonata à la Marésienne' and, perhaps the best
known piece of the four, ' La Sonnerie de Sainte.
Genevieve du Mont de Paris'. All four are delightful
works, full of contrasts and giving the five players
many opportunities to display both their virtuosic
and their expressive talents. The string tone is full
and rich, without either being over- romantic or
having that slightly nasal thin quality which is sometimes the result of ' authentic' performances. The
harpsichord sound is never allowed to be obtrusive,
even in relatively thickly textured movements. [
A: 1]
lain Fenton
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GENNADY ROZHDESTVENSKY CONDUCTS
BACH-SCHOENBERG: Prelude and fugue in
BWV552 ' St. Anne'*" / IVES: The Unanswered Question* / JANACEK: ' The Cunning Little Vixen'—suite /PANUFNIK: Homage
to Chopin? / SHOSTAKOVITCH: ' Christopher
Columbus'—Overture*** / WEBERN: Five Orchestral Pieces, Op. 10*
Leningrad PO I tRadik Suleimanov WO I *Moscow
Radio SO I ** USSR SO l ***Moscow Conservatoire
Students IRozhdestvensky
HMV ' Melodiya' ASD3633 (£4.40)
It is obvious from the titles above that we are here
offered an unusual and interesting concert of music
from what is described as the ' heroic' period in
20th Century music. It is unnecessary to try to find
a common denominator other than a vivid use of
orchestral colour and a spirit of what was then
experiment but is now accepted as traditional
modern. The suite from the Janacek opera makes a
splendid opening; atmospheric, attractive music full
of strange animal sounds. It is not a suite in the
ordinary sense, being rather a transcription of the
orchestral part of Act 1, arranged by the conductors
Talich and Smetàéek. Recorded at a concert, one
is at first aware of atmosphere and coughs but we
can also appreciate an exceptionally clear and
spacious recording. The Webern and Ives are
known pieces; the Schoenberg Bach transcription
of 1928 is for a large orchestra with no less than 18
woodwind, hardly a purist's view, but immensely
effective and exciting. Panufnik's Homage to Chopin
does not use Chopin's music but tries to dig into
the roots of his music by using folk-themes from
Masovia in Central Poland where Chopin was born,
and using them most attractively and effectively. The
Shostakovitch opera Columbus of 1929 was lost
except for two short pieces listed in the standard
catalogue of his works. Now the Overture has turned
up, bright, neurotic, satirical music in The Age of
Gold vein of the same period. The recordings are
not all recent; the Webern and Ives date from 1963:
the Bach from 1975; but the rest are of 1978 vintage.
A high standard is maintained with ideal clarity for
such music. A record not to be missed by those of
enquiring mind and adventurous taste. [
A: 1*/1]
Peter Gammond

original intentions, both technically and artistically;
it would be best represented by [
A*: 1*/3] with the
1* for the Ives and 3for the Wagner. John Atkinson

Vocal
CARLO BERGONZI: RECITAL OF ITALIAN
SONGS
Songs by Bellini, Buzzi-Peccia, De Curtis, Denza,
Donaudy, Donizetti, Mascagni, Rossini, Tirindelll,
Verdi.
Carlo Bergonzi (ten) IJohn Wustman (pno)
CBS 73747 (£4.36)

TOMITA: COSMOS
Works by Grieg, Richard Strauss, Wagner, ives,
Dinicu/Heifetz, Bach, John Williams
Tomita (synthesisers etc)
RCA RL 42652 (£4.49)
This album, the fifth by Tomita to be released In the
UK, has, like its predecessor the Holst/Tomita
Planets (
RCA RL11919 and still available abroad),
been hit by legal problems due to the owners of the
copyright objecting to the way in which the works
have been ' arranged' to fit modern electronic instruments. The original Japanese pressing of ' Cosrros'
featured Honegger's Pacific 231 and the slow movement from Rodrigo's Concerto d'Aranjuez, neither
of which appear on the UK release and the situation
probably wasn't helped by Mr. Tomita claiming cocomposer credits on the original sleeve—these now
read, for instance, simply Ives or Dinicu arr. Tomita
Instead of Ives-Tomita and Dinicu-Tomita.
The general theme of the album is science fiction,
with, for instance, a piece entitled Space Fantasy
rather unsuccessfully attempting to meld the '2001'
bits of Also sprach Zarathrustra with the ' Pilgrim's
March' from Tannhäuser and the Ride of the Valkyries.
Much better integrated is The Sea named Solaris,
after the excellent book by Stanislaw Lem, which
uses Bach's C minor 3- part invention (the one with
the beautiful falling 5th/minor 7th phrase) to represent the phantoms created by the living sea and the
chorale ' Icall to Thee, Lord Jesu Christ' to represent
eternal longing, all over a swirling surging infinite
surf.
The same sense of timelessness is conjured in a
superb (faithful) rendition of Ives' Unanswered
Question where spacey synthesised strings get
much closer to representing the ' silence of the
Druids...' and synthesised trumpets, the ' perennial
question of existence', than do the real instruments
which are far too earthbound. John Williams' Star
Wars Theme is represented, of course, and saved
from over-exposure by a robotic dialogue on Für
Elise; the other tracks are an amusingly flamboyant Hora Staccato and melancholy Solvejg's Song
from Peer Gynt. My ratineas to be purely subjective,
depending only on how successfully Ithink Tomita
has realised the thought behind the composer's
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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What an artist Bergonzi ¡ si This recital includes
many of the best-loved Italian songs, and how well
they are written for the voice! Apart from the
operatic composers like Donizetti, Mascagnl,
Rossini and Verdi there are countless minor composers who wrote little melodic gems and Iparticularly liked ' Occhl dl fata', ' Ideale' and ' 0 del mlo
amato ben'.
Possbily Bergonzi's voice now sounds a little less
resonant than it once did, but his singing of these
songs is as near perfection as we are ever likely to
hear. The diction is superb, and the utter commitment and complete sincerity with which he invests
them makes them quite irresistible. After the rather
tasteless exhibitions one so often hears In this sort
of material Bergonzi's quiet sincerity and elegant
phrasing is a Joy to hear. The piano accompaniments of John Wustman are well in the picture and
the recording is very good indeed. A leaflet is enclosed with the record giving translations of all the
items. [
A: 1*)
John Freestone
EASTER ON MOUNT ATHOS
Abbot Alexios and Community, Xenophontos Monastery, Mount Athos
DG 2533 413 (£4.75)
No notes accompanied my copy of this recording,
but Ijudge It to have been made ' live'. In any case,
it gives a vivid impression of the Easter Vigil at the
Xenophontos Monastery, and therewith an opportunity, denied to all but afew Western Christians, of
an Insight Into a very different tradition of worship,
which nevertheless celebrates the Christian belief
in the Resurrection.
There could be several reasons for acquiring this
disc: for devotion—which was doubtless the primary
purpose of the community; as an example for the
student of liturgiology, in which context it is amasterpiece; and for the student of musical origins and
influences, who will find it agoldmine. As a source
of musical pleasure in a more general sense, it cannot be said to offer so much: the vocal quality is not
outstanding, and the music is repetitive, with strong
influences of more Eastern cultures. Nor is the
pattern of the worship apparent, with several things
going on at once, with the occasional intervention
of a series of bells, and at least one drum of some
kind, which produces an effect which has long since
passed from Western liturgies. Yet the record provides an hour during which anyone with the slightest
liturgical sense can be immersed in an ancient and
venerable Christian celebration of the Resurrection.
The recording is lively and as clear as the circumstances permit—quite an achievement, in fact. It
reproduces an intensely real, deeply-felt occasion,
and is profoundly impressive: one touches an immense continuity of experience, and no-one can do
that without being enriched. [
A/B:1] Peter Turner
SYLVIA SASS SINGS DRAMATIC ARIAS
BELLINI: ' Norma'—Sediziose voci—Casta Diva—
Ah' bello a me / PONCHIELLI: ' La Gioconda'—
Suicidio /VERDI: ' Macbeth'—Nel di della vittoria
—Ambizioso
spirito—Vieni
t'affreta—Or
tutti
sorgete LI La luce langue Ill '
La Traviata'—E
strano—Ah, fors' elui che l'anima—Sempre libera []
'II Trovatore'—Vanne,
lasciami—d'amorsull'ali
rosee'
Sylvia Sass ( sop) INational PO IGarde/ii
Decca SXL6921 (£4.50)
The opening scena ' Sediziose voci' from Bellini's
Norma is not the best way to start an LP record.
Forcing the soprano down to a mezzo, almost concontralto, range it makes for a difficult passage, all
right in the course of the opera; and Sylvia Sass
shows some strain here. Far better to have started
the record with the La Tray/ala item. Once airborne
and back into the soaring soprano levels her voice

smooths out like a car going Into overdrive and we
are treated to a record of beautifully controlled and
sensitively dramatised singing. She Is one of those
rare singers who have the ability and timing (so
important on the stage) to hold and draw our attention to every note. She makes light of the airy
reaches of ' Sempre libera'. Ihope it is not out of
place to say that there Is frequently an uncanny
resemblance to the Joan Sutherland of a few years
ago; in certain ranges the tone of voice is exactly
the same. Here, undoubtedly, we have another
Sutherland with an equally distinguished operatic
career ahead. When the lower notes have been given
the same ease as the top ones we shall have the perfect singer. The title of the record makes the most
important point—that here is an operatic singer who
is not just a pretty voice but who has a deep feeling
for the drama beneath. Lamberto Gardelli offers
attentive support, perhaps nobly not stealing any of
the limelight but he could safely have added a few
more imaginative touches to make these into inspired
performances in every way. The recording is nicely
balanced between voice and orchestra. [
A: 1*/1)
Peter Gammond
WHEN WINDS BREATHE SOFT: GLEES
The Scholars ( Shelagh Molyneux (sop) INigel Dixon
(c-ten) IRobin Doveton (ten) IMichael Leighton Jones
(bar) IDavid van Asch (bass)
Oiseau Lyre DSLO 33 (£4.50)
The glee is a purely English form of music, the high
period of which was roughly from the middle of the
18th century to that of the 19th. It is unaccompanied
singing, originally for male voices only, and harmonic
rather than polyphonic—though the division Is not
precise, as songs here show.
This record presents pieces by Thomas Linley,
Samuel Webbe, Jonathan Battishill, Dr. Benjamin
Cooke, Dr. John Wall, Thomas Walmisley, William
Beale and Thomas Attwood, and demonstrates very
well the range and style of the genre. Much of it Is
frankly sentimental, but it drew upon a wide variety
of lyrical sources: those here include Craddock,
Carew, Ariosto and Anacreon. It demonstrates
some of the moral attitudes of its time ('The humble
tenant of the rural cot is forced to yield to Death's
Impartial sway'); and of course love is never absent
for long (' Woman be fair we must adore thee, Smile
and a world is weak before thee'). There Is some
splendid musical writing here, and a great deal of
fun: glee-singing is an enchanting pastime, even
when not done so well as it is here.
And it is well done here. Purists may object to a
woman soprano, but they cannot object to Miss
Molyneux's performances. A text is provided, but
even without it nearly everything can be grasped.
Glee-singing may be due for a revival; and how
vastly superior it is to much barber- shop rubbish!
The recording is very good, too: nicely balanced and
very natural, making the musical structures easy to
follow. [
A:1]
Peter Turner

Solo
THE ART OF YOURA GULLER
BACH/LISZT: Prelude and fugue in a ( BWV
543); Fantasia and Fugue in g ( BWV542)
CHOPIN: Etude in f, Op. 25, No.2 / SCARLATTI
Sonata in C ( L104); Sonata in g ( L338); Sonata
in E ( L23); and works by Albeniz, Couperin, Rameau,
Daquin and Balbastre
Youra Guller (pno)
Nimbus 2106 C) (£3.99) ( Rediffusion)
Madame Youra Guller is one of those musical
figures who, for various reasons, are not as well
known among the average music lovers as they
should be. Although she began her career as an
infant prodigy, later studying at the Paris Conservatoire, her career was interrupted by the Second World
War and a long period of ill health. It was this, perhaps, that kept her from the recording studio, just at
a time when musicians were discovering that the
recording industry could make them international
figures in a comparatively short time. Maclaine
Guller made her re- appearance in London during the
mid- sixties, and evidently surprised the critics with
the quality and perception of her playing.
The monumental Bach works were recorded four
years ago, and are played with tremendous vitality
and conviction. The Scarlatti sonatas strike me as
completely different in approach. To some ears
Madame Guller's playing might seem a bit oldfashioned, which is hardly surprising since she is
now in her eighties. Old fashioned they may be, but
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serendipity in surrey
ACOUSTATS
Full range electrostatic speakers from the
USA featuring direct coupling from the in•
built amplifiers to the electrostatic plates
highly recommended for those wishing to
recreate the concert hall listening experience, has stupendous ambience and
detail with commendable bass reproduction
which is usually lacking in electrostatics.
Capable of high sound levels, but requires
the right equipment to drive them. Let us
show you what they can do. Home demon.
strations are amust for these units.

BEARD AUDIO SYSTEMS
At last! A high quality matching value pre and power amplifier that we can
endorse completley.. The P500 pre amp has a sensible array of controls with
facilities for 2 tape decks while the P500 power amp is capable of driving the
most intransigent load without perspiring. The P500 is especially recommended
with the acoustat electrostatic loudspeakers.

MERIDIAN
"Why should Ipay 330 for a dinky
little amplifier thats got only 35 lousy
watts per channel, no filters, no headphones jack, and not even an on•off
light. Thus might the acoustically
unsophisticated rightly react to the
spartan simplicity of the BoothroydStewart Meridian amplifiers. Any such
reservations should quickly be dispelled after a short listening spell. It is
especially adept at demolishing the
pretensions of many highly regarded
and more expensive) muscular oriental amplifiers. 50 and 100 watt
versions are also available,

RE VOX
We were standing tall when the
representative of Bauch pinned our
"Revox B dealership - badge on our
heaving bosom. Alter all, they have
been acknowledged as the manu.
lecturers of the finest tape deck ever.
Now they are introducing a complete
product range that seeks to achieve

the same status for adigital fm tuner
03760) and integrated amplifier ( B750)
and a radial- tracking turntable that
must leave the Japanese gasping with
disbelief and envy. " Nuff said. just
hear it all at GHF and draw your own
conclusions.

111"1111114

SOUND LEASE
The Soundlease TVA I is the first
product from an aspiring pair of
designers. Messrs Austen and Michaelson who are convinced that value
technology is enjoying a renaissance
of popularity. It is of meticulous
construction and indeed its only

drawback is its hernia- inducing weight
of 5 stone 10. Nominally 50 watts
per channel. it is an ideal companion
to the Paragon preamplifier which
allows you to listen to the music once
more and not the equipment.

1P>
PARAGON

Paragon is not too well known in this country since we are the only shop bringing
them in from the USA. We don't advertise them heavily since they are in such
scarcity, even in the States If your hearing hasn't been permanently impaired
and you can still appreciate the sound of a live orchestra, we are sure you will
never want to return to the screeching, edgy, constructed, sterile sound that
emanates from transistor phono preamps. Strong stuff, but we believe a listen
preamp is C450 - while the model 12A
will convince you. The Paragon system
is C895.00.

We also recommend an audition of the following high- quality equipment: Linn Sondek LP12 turntable ( alas, nothing seems to
approach it for quality), ADC carbon fibre arms and Grace G707 arms, cartridges by ADC, AKG, Decca, Grado, Sonus, and
Stanton. For the impoverished but discriminating music lover we have the Dual CS507 turntable and for the exisemely patient,
the Rega Plannar II Er Ill ( up to ayears wait). We also have the commendable A Et RA60 amplifier, the Enigma variations, and
Quad 33/405 amplifiers. Also recommended are the Technics and Nakamichi amps and tuners. Among speakers one should
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they are also remarkably beautiful. The Scarlatti
E major sonata comes out as purely pianistic, as
though it were composed for the instrument rather
than the harpsichord. The tempo is relaxed, the
music poised and delicate. These are tremendously
mature performances, which may be a bit out of
fashion by today's standards, but nevertheless have
a great deal to offer in terms of sheer artistry.
The little French pieces are very attractive, but
particularly delightful is Claude Balbastre's Romance
in C, its simplicity refreshing after the Bach and
Scarlatti. The sound is adequate, but the piano is
given a very soft watery sound, and sounds a bit

cligit(Vu
A reissue roundup conducted
by John Atkinson, Christopher
Breunig, Peter Gammond, Ivor
Humphreys, Geoff Jeanes, David
Pickett.

O

A Pressing Saga

NCE upon a time, when HEN cost
half-a-crown and a new Quad II
power amp £25, LPs from Saga were
ten shillings each. Now—twelve years
later— Saga have just deleted most of
their classical catalogue.
But (the
good news) they have decided to
reintroduce material in fresh transfers,
pressed by Teldec, priced (the bad
news) at £2.75. Certain items, such as
the excellent Satie piano recital by
John McCabe—yes, with the Trois
Gymnopédies—and Jill Gomez's recital
of Mozart songs, are already in the
German Decca lists ( SAGA5387 and
5441): [ A: 1]. Other discs—with impeccable surfaces—sent for reassessment included Livia Rev's fine readings
of the two books of Debussy Preludes
(5391 and 5442), again with clean full
piano sound but some tape noise:
[A: 1/1*]; the heartfelt augmented
Aeolian Qt. performance of Schubert's
Quintet In C ( 5226): [A/13: 1]; and
David Sanger's Widor recital on the
modern
instrument at St
Peter's
CI erkenwell—with
the
complete
Symphony 5, and movements from
Nos. 6 and 8 ( 5439). A recent production, and— if you can tear yourself
away from the famous Toccata— one
with 'some interesting music, nicely
presented: [A: 1]. Recorded at Ely
Cathedral, anthems and voluntaries by
William Boyce are worth hearing (the
ambience is most persuasive), but
don't expect Kings' standards of choral
and solo singing: [A: 2/3].
The
temptations
of
having
Albinoni's
Adagio and Vivaldi's Four Seasons on
one disc ( 5443) are obvious, but tapes
by the Sinfonia di Siena are dim,
monophonic, and poorly separated; the
one sonic dud in this series: [
C/D: 2].

Orchestral/Symphonies

S

IR Thomas Beecham was a con ductor who knew what he liked,
excelled in these areas of music- making
and left the rest alone. Alongside his
predeliction
for
the
Mozart/Haydn
school, and English music ( especially
Delius) came a special liking for the
more lyrical representatives of French
music. This is delightfully sampled in
the reissue of his recordings of Bizet's
Carmen suite and the two L'Arlesienne
suites, made in 1960 and 1967 respectively (
HMV '
Concert Classics' SXLP
30276, £2.85). To all this music Beecham
adds atremendously rich flavour by his
Iii- Ft NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

distant. But perhaps it's allright for the style of
playing. [
C: 1*]
Colin Evans
MUSIC FOR AN OCCASION
Music by Davies, Elgar, Gowers, Handel, Harris,
Parry, Vaughan Williams, Weitz, Whitlock
Nicholas Danby ( org)
CBS 76790 (£4.39)
Nearly half this programme consists of orchestral
pieces played on the organ. My own view of this
practice is simply that it can only be justified if the
transcription has something of musical significance
to say in the new format, as it did at Bach's hands,

for example. As far as I'm concerned, that is not the
case here—even allowing for the solemnity of most
'occasions' these efforts struck me as sombre and
lifeless, a travesty of their orchestral selves.
The organ pieces fare better, and do more justice
to William Hill's highly regarded work at Eton
College Chapel, though the registration tends to
under- use the brighter stops.
The recording is also a little dim, being cut at a
lower level than average, but it is free from noise and
distortion, so that the level can be raised without
problems. It also has excellent bass extension.
[6: 2]
Trevor Attewell

with each track, but a touch of treble
propulsive rhythms, his elegant yet
cut mellows things somewhat and a
rich orchestral texture, equally home
pleasant clean sound results. Depth,
in the essential swagger of Carmen and
spread and detail are good, and we can
the delicate pallette of the L'Arlésienne
music. The sleeve is entirely given to a recommend these as perfectly acceptable bargain performances. [C: 1/2]
glowing appreciation of Beecham's
Fine, considered 1963 performances
'gentle art of conducting' by Jack
of Haydn's '
Surprise' and ' Clock'
Brymer, justified on this occasion.
Returning to these performances, one
symphonies from
BPO/Richter
reappear in the DG ' Privilege' 2535 289
is once again caught up in the Beecham
magic. The sound is excellent. [A: 1*] (£2.75). The playing is superb and the
The name of Benjamin Britten is warm, glowing acoustic nicely compliments
Richter's
persuasive
tempi.
attached to all the works on CFP40308,
Good recording overall, tending to
£1.49, but it still makes a somewhat
incompatible mixture suitable only for 'crowd' a little in the louder passages.
those rare people who have truly [13 1]
It is perhaps odd that EMI should
catholic tastes. One side is made up of
release the Fifth—the most extreme
the Matinées musicales and the Soirées
interpretation in Rostropovitch's LPO
musicales, in which Britten orchestrated
cycle of the Tchaikovsky symphonies
some tuneful Rossini snippets taken
separate release
from his operas, songs and ' sins of old —as their initial
age' for use as two ballet suites, later (ASD3641, £4.40) from the boxed set.
joined as the ballet Divertimento'. The The opening is unusually lugubrious;
lightness and joyfulness of these the general approach is expansive,
belong to a different world to the rather with heavy underlining. On the other
hand, the climax to the slow movement
intellectual, though virile and exciting
is superb, and the playing in the finale
Variations on a theme of Frank Bridge.
Let us hope enough will enjoy both, for is aflame with commitment. The sound
is recessed, but rich, with some
they are equally excellent in their own
eg, tympani
way, well played by the Philharmonla Incisively projected detail (
accents). Not a clear first choice—it
under Robert Irving and the Bath
all depends on your response to
Festival
Orchestra under Yehudl
Rostropovitch. [A: 1]
Menuhin respectively. 1958 and 1965
Recoupled
recordings
by
the
recordings are still quite acceptable.
Philadelphia Orchestra/Ormandy pro[Et: 1]
Bernard Haitink's performance of vide aTchaikovsky concert, smoothly
opulent, for the CBS '
Embassy' label-the
Bruckner
Symphony
No.
7,
Romeo ct Juliet, excerpts from Swan
in the original version, with the
Lake,
and
the
overture
and march from
Concertgebouw Orchestra ( Philips 6833
30109, £2.49). Yet there is
253, £2.35) Is typical of his glowingly Nutcracker (
persuasive and generally highly- rated little here to really delight the ear, and
performances of this composer. Re- the ' spotlighting' techniques are tiresome—as are some mannered tempi.
markably it has now been contained on
one disc (the previous issue was on
[C: 2]
In any case, Ormandy's Romeo &
two, with the Te Deum), sides of 31 and
29 minutes approximately, which has In Juliet Is quite eclipsed by a superb
reading
taped by Guido CantellI and
no way detracted from the pleasantly
warm and clear sound. In the slow the Philharmonia in 1951, reissued
with the original HMV coupling: a
movement
Haitink falls
into
his
occasional fault of a dreamy sort of lovely account of Wagner's Siegfried
drifting along, where extra glow is Idyll, Intimate, flowing, impeccably
most needed, but it is a performance of controlled and finely detailed, with
beautiful horn solos played by Dennis
general excellence. [A: 1]
One of the finest Elgar recordings Brain. ( By 1957 both musicians had
(at least, in lighter vein) is happily been killed, in plane and car crashes.)
A pity the Tchaikovsky has such faded
perpetuated (HMV '
Greensleeve' ESD
7068, £2.85).
Titled ' The Miniature sound—Cantelli did make some stereo
Elgar', with the RPO conducted by tapes with the orchestra—but one
Lawrance Collingwood, who worked
quickly adjusts. Not to be missed!
closely with Elgar in his final years, it ( World
Records SH287 £2.65)
includes
many old favourites like [
H: 1*].
Chanson de matin, Salut d'amour and
Sir John Barbirolli had a very distincthe 2nd Bavarian dance, all played to tive and effective approach to the light
perfection in true Elgarian style and
classics of Vienna, which is nicely
given a richly rounded recording of sampled on his Gold and Silver—
great warmth and clarity. Not least of Music of Vienna' (
HMV ' Greensleeve'
its glories is the singing of the late ESD7067, £2.85). He followed his bent
Frederick Harvey in the two Organ for sometimes eccentric rubato, proGrinder's songs from The Starlight ducing performances here which latch
Express; nobody could match him in on to some of the obvious charactermusic of this kind. A lovely record full istics of such music yet which one
of splendid music. [A: 1.]
would hardly confuse with the real thing
Handel Water Music and Fireworks as purveyed by Boskovsky and the
music are coupled with Corelli's Suite Vienna Philharmonic.
His readings
for String Orchestra on CBS '
Embassy' were rich, schmaltzy and personal if
30105 (£ 2.49), with
Philadelphia/
occasionally, as in The Blue Danube, a
Ormandy ( 1960). Fireworks is in the little slow and lacking in the ultimate
Hamilton Harty transcription, Water- lilt. Most attractively he liked to underworks being arr. Ormandy. Heavy tape line, or . even add, inner parts, parhiss ( and slight rumble) comes in ticularly for his favourite cellos. As
sharply and fades out rather abruptly with all highly mannered conductors
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the listener has to decide on his
commitment.
This is essentially a
record for admirers of Barbirolli first,
Strauss and the like second. The 1967
recording is pleasantly full and warm.
[A: 1]
A two- record set to celebrate the
conductor's 50th birthday '
A Musical
Portrait— Bernard Haitink' (Philips
6768 093, £5.99) is packed full of
excerpts from his finest recordings. To
single out any for special mention is
difficult, but to give an idea of the riches
therein we might mention the excerpts
from his excellent recordings of Ravel's
Daphnis et Chloé; Stravinsky's The
Firebird; Mussorgsky's Pictures from
an Exhibition; Rim sky-Korsakov's
Scheherazade; Brahms' Symphony No.
4; Mendelssohn's A Midsummer Night's
Dream;
Kodaly's Nary János; and
Wagner's Tristan und lsolde-16 items
in all, variously recorded with the
London Philharmonic and the Concertgebouw orchestras. It adds up to avery
clear picture of Haitink's tastes and
achievement. [A: 1./1]
A single- record issue of 'Music You
Have
Loved'
(Pickwick
SHM944,
£1.49) is the first half of the double
album of the same name already issued
at a very reasonable price. This has
now been given a Music Trades
Association award so, even on this
budget label, you can be sure of a
recording of top quality with fine
performances by the LSO under Vilem
Tausky, Music of Verdi, Grieg, Binge,
Mendelssohn, Massenet, Waldteufel,
Mascagni, Hummel, Delibes, Debussy,
Tchaikovsky, Elgar and Gounod. [A: 1]

Concertos/Instrumental
IMPORTANT to the specialist ( or
'adventurous) Beethoven collector,
the Collegium Aureum recording of
Piano Concerto 4, with Paul BaduraSkoda—who uses an 1820 Graf instrument— reappears on Harmonia Mundi
(065-99 657 0, £4.35) in a cleaner, more
delicate- sounding transfer than on the
1974 BASF/Decca pressings.
The
master- tape included Beethoven's
alternative first- movement cadenza at
the end of side 1. Although listed on
the new sleeve, this bonus has been
omitted by the cutting engineers!
Apart from some bumpy solo playing,
and the fact that the 15 strings sound
like a full complement in this Schloss
Kirchheim
production,
this
is
an
interesting version which allows us to
savour the composer's
prescribed
left- pedal effects, lost on the modern
grand. The filler is the Op. 77 Fantasy.
[A: 1]
Julius Katchen's Brahms recital on
Decca SDD 535 (£3-25) contains the
16 Waltzes, Op. 39, 4 Ballades Op. 10 and
2 Rhapsodies Op. 79. The sound is
generally good with a nice ambience.
The very occasional distortion on high
notes will only worry the unmusical.
The performances have power and
imagination and a deep sensitivity.
The Waltzes have been conceived by
Katchen as a set, and the integrity of
these
performances
reminds
one
strongly of late Beethoven. [B: 1]
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From Decca ( SDD 536, £3.25) comes
adisc of all Brahms' Hungarian Dances
played by Julius Katchen and, in the
four- handed version of Nos. 11-21,
jean Pierre Marty. All the playing has
superb panache, sensitive rubato and a
suitable gypsy spirit. The sound is well
spread with low distortion; but, while
the four- handed titles are tonally well
balanced,
the
solo
dances
have
decidedly more bass and less treble.
However, this sound, although rather
unnatural, does suit Brahms and in any
case it can easily be modified by tone
controls. There are no scrolls but with
playing of this calibre interest is fully
maintained
throughout each
side.
Highly recommended. [A/B: 1*]
'French Overtures' on Decca
'Eclipse' ECS 827 (£2.35), with OSR/
Ansermet, is a 1960 reissue containing
overtures by Auber (Le Domino Noir/
Fra Diavolo), Hérold (
Zampa), Lalo (Leo
Roi d'Ys) and Offenbach (
Belle Helene/
Orpheus in the Underworld). Only moderate tape hiss evident on this very clean
and restrained offering: detail and
spread is natural, a warm and vivid
acoustic surrounds and all is very well
done. A splendid and lively collection of
'bits'. [A:11
1965 recordings of Mozart's Clarinet
Quintet in A K581 and Oboe Quartet in
F K370 from BP° soloists reappear on
DG ' Privilege' 2535 287 (
E2.75). The
quintet is superb, with Karl Leister
producing some marvellous shadings;
a performance of great purpose and
distinction with a recording to matchgood balance and a nicely captured
acoustic. The quartet recording seems
to fare less well, but it is adequate
nevertheless and the performance is
excellent. Pressing tends to fizz alittle
In louder passages. [A/B: 1]
CBS ' Embassy' 30104 (£2.49) has
Mozart four Horn Concertos played
by Mason Jones with Philadelphia/
Ormandy ( 1969). Good CBS sound
around a workmanlike and happy
performance, pleasantly wide orchestra
-though
with
comparatively
little
depth-fronted by a nicely- balanced
hornplayer. A good bargain. [B: 2]
Those who delight in the sumptuous
sound of orchestral strings well- played
will enjoy the collection '
Violins of
the Bolshoi' (
HMV ' Melodiya' ESDW
707, 2 records, £5.50). The playing is
both
immaculate and
romantically
full-blooded and the recordings, though

ranging from 1963 to 1976, are of agood
average quality.
The set contains
popular works by such composers as
Granados, Debussy, Dinicu, SaintSaens, Grieg, Khachaturian, Fauré,
Sarasate,
Ravel, Sibelius,
Handel,
Lully, Schubert and Rimsky-Korsakov.
[A/B: 1]

EIRST

Vocal/Operatic

heard in 1803, Beethoven's
oratorio
Christus am Olberge'
(Op. 85) was written for three soloistsJesus, the Angel, and Peter-with a
chorus of soldiers and disciples, and
orchestra. Although composed hastily,
it is a dramatic and fascinating early
piece, with pre- echoes of the music for
Florestan (
Fidelio). Recordings tend to
be short-lived: the excellent remaining
VSO/Klee disc is now only available as
part of a DG set, so the Stuttgart
version conducted by Bloser is welcome
as a Turnabout reissue ( TVS34458,
£2.35). The performers are adequate,
and the recorded sound satisfyingly
clean-then we come to a typically
maddening Vox production idea, when
the first choral entry is channeled into
the extreme left-hand side. Full texts
on the sleeve. [B/D: 3]
BASF issued the first recording of
the Mozart Requiem to use Franz
Beyer's new edition in May 1975. Recut
and now in quadraphonic sound it is
reissued on Harmonia Mundi 065-99 694
C) (£4.35) ( Rediffusion).
Much improved sound and sympathetic performances under the direction of
Gerhard Schmidt-Gaden make this very
competitive, especially if you like the
somewhat insecure boy treble and alto
soloists and the very much nicer ( Tolz)
boys' choir. Werner Krenn and Barry
McDaniel are admirable, as is Collegium
Aureum's orchestral support. [
A/A*:
1]
Beecham's celebrated version of
Mozart's Die Entführung aus dem
Serail (
HMV SLS5153, 2 records, £7.20)
makes its third appearance since its
original appearance in 1957, but really
sounds older. Beecham's exhilarating
if cavalier attitude to the score is
enhanced by Simoneau's Belmonte and
Frick's excellent Osmin. On the debit
side is Lois Marshall's Constanze
stretched even beyond the threat of
marriage to the Pasha. Ilse Hollweg
and Gerhard Unger give stolid support
as Blonde and Pedrillo. [
C: 2]

Cassettes

Volume 12 in Phonogram's 'Mozart
Edition' is full of rich treasure, containing the three operas which Mozart
wrote to librettos by Lorenzo da Ponte
(Philips 6747 385, 12 records, £30.00)
The Marriage of Figaro is probably the
finest modern version available ( closely
rivalled by Biihm's account on DG), the
orchestral part and general production
kept sparklingly alive even in the
recitatives. The cast is excellent, with
Ganzarolli first-class as Figaro and
Yvonne
Minton
outstanding
as
Cherubino. The recording has great
atmosphere about it to add to a really
sensitive performance. Don Giovanni
is equally fine with the cast, including
Arroyo, Kin iTe Kanawa, Freni, Wixell,
Ganzarolli and Burrows, being led to
almost faultless achievement by Colin
Davis in a dramatic and immediate
performance. A typically smooth and
pleasant Philips recording. Cosi fan
tutte is likewise full of energy and
sparkle with
Caballé,
Baker and
Cotrubas as impressive atrio of ladies
as you will find anywhere; and the men
almost as good. Again it is Davis'
superbly sensitive and inspired conducting that brings it all together, and
again the recording is beautifully
balanced and clear. Rarely can so
much inspired music- making have been
gathered in one splendid packageoverall [A: 1*] with negligible reservations.
The two recent ' Privilege' reissues of
operas by R. Strauss, cond. Bohm, are
followed by two 1963 Munich Festival
performances
under
Keilberth-Die
Frau ohne Schatten (
2721 161, 4 records,
£12.00),
and
Arabe//a (
2721 163, 3
records, £10.00). ( With synopses but
no texts). When both have Lisa Della
Casa in the title role, it is difficult to
choose between DG's Arabe//a and the
comparably priced Decca studio production, with VPO/Solti; the Munich
cast has Rothenberger and FischerDieskau, in place of Gueden and
London. On Decca the voices are
fairly close; the live recording has an
attractive theatre ambience, but ultimately the fluctuating voice balances
as characters move across the stage,
and odd ' thumps', prove a little disconcerting here. Keilberth's conducting is less excitable than Solti's-yet
the Vienna ' flavour' is a considerable
ingredient. [B: 1]. Principal singers in
Frau ohne Schatten are Borkh, Bjoner,

8 Knox Grammar School, Australia) Decca K120K 32 (
2 cassettes) (£9.95).
D: Nov ' 78. R: Crisp, clear, good
separation. P: Thoughtful and detailed.
[A: 1*].
DELIBES: ' Sylvia' - Paris
Opera
Orchestra lJean Baptiste Mari- HMV
TC-SLS5126 (
2cassettes) (
ETD)).
Although this section uses the same D: Oct ' 78. R: Rich and well-balanced.
technical rating system as our disc P: Full-blooded, theatrical. [
A: 1].
record sections, readers should be HAYDN: The Seasons-Cotrubas I
aware that mass production techniques Krenn Sotin IBrighton Festival Chorus I
can degrade cassette sound quality RPO
Dorati-Decca K88K 32 (
2
between samples, and that the ' record- cassettes) (£ 13.50).
ing' ratings given here apply only to D: Dec ' 78. R: Fresh and natural.
our review copies. KEY: P - Per- P: Full of vitality and sparkle. [A: 1].
formance; R - Recording; D - OriHUMPERDINCK: ' Hansel
und
ginal review of disc version, when
Gretel'-Fassbaender IPopp lBerry I
discoverable.
Hamari ISchlemm IVienna Boys' Choir l
VP0 I Solti-Decca K131K 22 (
2
cassettes) (£8-95)•
Peter Gammond
D: Dec ' 78. R: Realistic and smooth.
P: Very good to superb. [A*: 1*/1]
MOZART: Piano Concertos 9, 11,
14, 20, 21 and 24-Murray Perahia
(pno and dir) IECO - CBS 40-79317 (
3
BOXED SETS
J. S. BACH: Organ Works, Vol. 1 cassettes) ( 12.99).
D: 1977. R: Good balance, clear sound.
(36 items)-Peter Hurford ( Organ of the
P: Sensitive and mobile. [A: 1*11].
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows, Toronto
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Mtidl, Thomas, Fischer-Dieskau. Keilberth is hardly ' oveshadowed' by the
mid-fifties Bohm/Decca alternative; he
approaches Strauss' complex score in
a fairly deliberate manner, but the
singing is impassioned-the balances
favour the cast, rather submerging the
orchestra. Technical flaws suggest the
use of rehearsal tapes, and some cuts
are made. [B: 1]
Highlights of Solti's and Decca's
recording of Wagner's Die Meistersinger are issued on SET 625 (£4.50).
The full set ( 10 sides) was reviewed by
G. J. in September 1976 and we are
given over an hour of extracts from this.
Side Two, which is devoted to substantial sections of Act Ill, has the
well known Sofiensaal sound and is
excellent; but Side One, which includes the pandemonium scene of
Act II, is a different matter. Here we
find the orchestra generally too far
back and the ambience clouded, with
evident over- use of compression in the
crowd scene itself, so that the intended
steadily- increasing sound level seems
actually to get quieter (
with swamped,
muted orchestra): C for this oddity,
which seems, we're sorry to say, to
correspond to the original set. Naturally
any variations in sound quality ( or
level) show up more on a highlights
disc, but when sections written at
mezzo-forte are actually subjectively as
loud as the big climaxes ( Hans Sachs'
singing alone is as loud as the entire
population of Nuremberg), one begins
to wonder what has happened. An
excellent libretto is supplied and the
musical extracts, which omit the wellknown Preludes, represent a fine
balance of the many elements which go
to make up this fascinating study of
humanity. ( For a cheap complete set
it seems EMI are likely to reissue the
mono Kempe recording: but technically
Karajan is comparable, sometimes
better.) Overall, then, [ A*/13/C:
Marvellously considered 1967 readings of Wolf's '
Spanish Songbook'
from Schwarzkopf, Fischer-Dieskau/
Moore reappear on DG ' Privilege'
2726 071 (£5.50, 2records). Schwarzkopf
at her most poised and F- D masterly
in his diction and the sublety of his
Inflexion. Good, clear recording, but
the pressing tends to induce some
mistracking during the more urgent
moments.
Warmly recommended.
[B: 1*]

ROSSINI: ' Il Turco in Italia'Callas I Gedda I Rossi-Lemeni l La
Scala, Milan I Gavazzeni-HMV TCSLS5148 (
2cassettes) (£ 7.20).
D: 1955, DV Feb ' 79. R: Slightly constiCID:
pated. P: Sparkling Callas. [
1*/1].
STRAVINSKY: L'Oiseau de Feu L7
Le Sacre de Printemps, ,• Petrushka
-New York PO I Cleveland Orchestra I
Boulez- CBS 40-79318 (
3 cassettes)
(£12.99).
D: 1975. R: Oiseau murky, others good.
P: Oiseau fair, others excellent. [ 13/C:
1*/21.
VERDI: ' Nabucco'-Gobbi Suliotis
Cava l Vienna State Opera Chorus I
Vienna Opera Orchestra l GardelliDecca K126K 32 (
2cassettes) ( 1350).
D: 1965.
R: Impressive, resonant.
P: Dramatic and memorable. [
A: 1*/1].
J. C. BACH: Sinfonias, Op. 6: 3,
OP.,9: 2, Op.18: 2and 4-Bournemouth
Sin fonietta I Kenneth MontgomeryH MV TC-ASD3544.
D: Feb ' 79. R: Not quite ideally clear.
P: Spirited and crisp. [B: 11•
BEETHOVEN:

Symphony

No.

6

'Pastoral-Cleveland I Maazel- CBS
40-76727.
D: Feb ' 79. R: Spacious and realistic.
P: Beautifully shaped. [
A : 1*].
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7Cleve/and IMaazel- CBS 40-76724.
D: Feb ' 79. R: Artificial, slightly hard.
P: Straightforward. [ C: 1].
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No.
3 n Choral Fantasia- Serkin (pno) I
NYPO I Bernstein- CBS '
Maestro'
40-61917.
D: 1964, DV Feb ' 79. R: Congested and
rough. P: Boldly assertive. [
C/D: 1].
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas No.
17 and 18-Ashkenazy (pno)-Decca
KSXC6871.
D: Mar ' 79. R: Wide dynamic range.
P: Penetrating, impressive. [
A*: 1*].
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonatas No. 5
and 15 - Ashkenazy (pno) - Decca
KSXC6603.
D: 1973.
R: Clean.
P: Sensitive,
balanced. [
A: 11.
BERLIOZ: Symphonie fantastique
-LSO lPrevin-HMV TC-A503496.
D: Feb ' 79. R: Spacious and brilliant.
P: Poised, graceful, attentive. [A:1].

overleaf
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BRUCH: Violin Concerto No. 1 /
LALO:
Symphonie
espagnoleZukerman ( On) l Los Angeles Philharmonic IMehta-CBS 40-76726.
D: Feb ' 79. R: Slightly muffled. P:
Lalo, good. Bruch, less so. [B/C: 1/21

ing. P: Full-blooded. [A*: 1*/1 ].
SAINT-SAENS: Le Carnaval des
Animaux O Variations sur un thème
de Beethoven G Polonaise-Phillppe
Entremont (pno and dir)IGaby Casadesus
(pno) IEnsemble-CBS 40-76735.
D: Mar ' 79. R: Spacious and clear.
CHOPIN: Sonata No. 2 Li Fantasy
P: Sensitive and witty. [A: 1].
In f
etc- Fou Ts'ong (pno)-CBS
SCHUBERT:
Symphony No. 8
40-61857.
'Unfinished' / BRAHMS: Haydn
D: Feb ' 79. R: Forward but pleasant.
Variations- Philharmonie I GiuliniP: Good but variable. [A/B: 1/2].
HMV ' Concert Classics' TC-SXLP
DEBUSSY: Images n Danse sacrée
30278.
L'
Danse
profane- Vera Badings
D: 1962, DV Feb ' 79. R: Heavy bass.
(hrp) I Concertegebouw I Ha/finkP: Warm and direct. [B/C: 1].
Philips 7300 669.
SCHUMANN: Symphony No. 2 D
D: Feb ' 79. R: Well-balanced, Power'Hermann and Dorothea'-overture
ful. P: Sensitive and exciting. [
A*: 1*].
-Philharmonia IMuti-HMV TC-ASD
DVORAK: Symphony No. 9 ' From
3648.
the New World'-Concertgebouw I D: Mar '79. R: Not always ideally clear.
Davis- Philips 7300 671.
P: Polished, detached. [ A/B: 2].
D: Mar ' 79. R: Lacking separation.
SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto ID
P: Controlled. [B: 1].
Carnaval CI Symphony 1 D etcHANDEL: Water Music fl] etcvarious I Decca ' Favourite ComAcademy of Ancient Music / Hog woodposers' KDPC623/4.
Oiseau -Lyre KDSLC543.
D: 1960/78. R: Good average. P: Good
standard. [B: 1/2].
D: Nov ' 78. R: Lifelike. P: Precise but
full of spirit. [
A/A: 1*].
SHOSTAKOVICH : Symphony No.
15-LPO / Haitink-Decca KSCX6906.
MOZART: Serenade No. 4Ll Rondo
D: Feb ' 79. R: Incisive and detailed.
in Ely- Vienna Mozart Ensemble I
P: Lively and understanding. [A*: 1].
Boskovsky-Decca '
Jubilee' KJBC54.
R. STRAUSS: Don Quixote CI
D: 1969, DV Mar'79. R: Good but overDon Juan- Tibor de Machula ( vic) I
resonant. P: Full of verve. [A/B: 1].
Concertgebouw IHaitink-Philips 7300
PROKOFIEV: Violin Concertos 1
647.
and 2-Isaac Stern ( On) IPhiladelphia I
D: Feb '79. R: Pleasantly clear and
Ormandy- CBS 40-61796.
balanced. P: Straightforward. [
A: 1].
D: 1964, DV Feb ' 79. R: Good natural
R. STRAUSS: Ein Heldenlebensound. P: Convincing. [A: 1./1].
VP0 Solti-Decca KCET601.
PROKOFIEV: ' Romeo and Juliet'D: Feb ' 79. R: Over- blown. P: Intense
suite III '
Chout'-suite-LSO IAbbado
but exaggerated. [
A/B: 2].
-Decca ' Jubilee' KJBC56.
TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture o
D: 1967, DV Feb ' 79. R: Rich and excitCapriccio italien D Marche slave-

Detroit SO I Dorati-Decca KSXC
6895.
D: Feb ' 79. R: Showy but effective.
P: Full-blooded and exciting. [
A*/A:
1*/1].
TCHAIKOVSKY: Suite No. 3LAPO ITilson Thomas-CBS 40-76733.
D: Feb ' 79. R: Good quality. P: Stylish
and convincing. [B: 1*].
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto
No. 1 / • LITOLEF: Scherzo-Curzon I
VP0 ItSolti I •Boult-Decca '
Jubilee'
KJBC29.
D: 1959/60, DV Feb ' 79. R: Hard.
P: Good piano, ( t)rough accompaniment. [ C: 1/3].
TELEMANN:
Wassermusik
Overture In g-Prague CO IBerlinHMV TC-ASD3631.
D: Mar ' 79. R: Overbearing. P: Harddriven. [ C: 2].
VIVALDI:Four Seasons D Concerti
Gloria
o etc-various- Decca
'Favourite Composers' KDPC609/10.
D: 1962/77. R: Generally good. P: A
good introduction. [B: 1/2].
VIVALDI:
Flute
and
Recorder
Concertos-Hans-Martin Linde/Prague
CO- HMV TC-ASD3554.
D: Feb ' 79. R: Realistic. P: Sensitive.
[A: 1].

King's Singers- HMV TC-A5133557.
D: Feb ' 79. R: Immediate. P: Immaculate. [
A: 1].
ITALIAN BAROQUE CONCERTOS
Works by Albinoni, Barsanti, Geminiani
and
Manfredini-Bournemouth
SinfoniettalWangenheim-H MV TC-ASD
3830.
D: Feb '79. R: Well-balanced. P:
Smooth and euphonious. [
A: 1].
DANCES
ANCIENNES
DE
HONGRIE ET DE TRANSYLVANIA
Various-Clemencic ConsortIClemencic
-Harmonia Mundi HM40.1003.
D: Jan '
79. R: Generally excellent.
P: Polished, lively. [A : 1).
DUETS.
From operas by
Bizet,
Donizetti, Bellini, Verdi and PucciniLuciano Pavarotti and others- Decca
KSXC6858.
D: 1968/'77, DV Feb ' 79. R: Good.
P: Good to excellent. [B: 1*/1].
DUETS. From operas by Massenet,
Gounod, Giordano and MascagniRenata Scotto and Placido DomingoCBS 40-76732.
D: Feb ' 79. R: Voices not dominant.
P: Sensitive and moving. [A/B: 1].
OBOE CONCERTOS.
By Vivaldi,
Albinoni, Telemann, Hummel and
Handel-John Williams (obo) IBournemouth Sin fonietta I WangenheimH MV TC-ASD3609.
D: 1979. R: Slightly rough. P: Slightly
COLLECTIONS
insensitive. [ B/C: 2].
JOSE CARRERAS. Neapolitan and
WORLD
OF
MECHANICAL
other romantic songs- José Carreras I INSTRUMENTS. A 45- minute tour
ECO IBenzi-Phillps 7300 707.
of a collection that includes the Weber
D: Feb ' 79. R: Equable. P: Assured
Unika, Violano Virtuos, Duo- Art and
and polished. [B: 1].
Xylophone piano, Weber Grandezza,
etc-Saydisc CSDLB292.
CONTINENTAL
COLLECTION.
R: Good quality reproduction.
P:
German and Spanish partsongs-The
Slightly zany, totally enjoyable. [B:
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Roe
Fred Dellar
The

every which way. With Billy Idol,
a reasonable rock vocalist but an
erratic lyricist, leading the way,
they slam through a couple of
tasty riffs in English Dream and the
album's title track, but ultimately
rock'n'stroll amid a string of less
distinguished items—though to be
fair, nothing is mindless and
Idol/Tony James, who between
them write virtually all of the band's
material, are obviously thinking in
terms of a less nihilistic audience
than that which Gen X originally
sought to pander to. Trouble is,
while Idol and Co. are quite
capable of producing asuccession
of good singles, they are, at this
moment in time, not able to bring
in aconsistent album. [El : 2]
The beauty of writing for HFN1RR
is that one virtually covers every-

thought of Tim Blake as
I King Supersynth has always
both amused and intrigued me.
For he's the naive child who never
lost his belief in fairies, wide-eyed
and willing to concede that it'll all
come right in the end. A heart
musician on ahead instrument. A
10 year- old let loose in a wonderland of electronics. The weed— or
rather the High Tee Moonweed—
turned Superboy. His faults and
attributes once more surface on

Iguess few folk could encounter
many problems in listening to
Nicolette (
Warner Bros K56569),
debut album by Nicolette Larson,
back-up singer to such notables
as
Hoyt Axton, Neil Young,
Commander Cody etc. The disc
is all part of the new MOR way of
things, as exemplified by Linda
Ronstadt, and of its type is nigh
faultless. Ms Larsen sings well
and her songs— which cover awide
area of popular music forms
(oldies, rock, soul and country)—
are generally well-chosen. The
musicianship— by such as Albert
Lee
Herb
Pederson,
James
.
Burton, Billy Payne, Jim
o,
Plas Johnson, Paul Barrere and
Vic Feldman, with aid from vocalists Ronstadt, Valerie Carter and
others— is of high order, and the

thing from the Hallé to hallelujah,
this month's portion of the latter
arriving in the form of Andrae
Crouch And The Disciples' Live
In London (
Light LSD 7048), alive
double
recorded
at Crouch's
Hammersmith and Manchester
gigs, last year. Crouch himself is
tremendous, the Stevie Wonder of
gospel. A fine, soulful pianist, a
songwriter capable of providing
instantly ear- catching melodies
and the possessor of a warm,
voice he's also got atight

yetthere are others— notably Funky
Space Reincarnation, atrack which
has been culled for a single—
when Gaye and his back-up squad
are so good, one wonders how
Anna G. ever had the heart to pack
her suitcase. A piece of the
master, rather than a masterpiece,
then. But a touch of genius is far
better than none at all. [
A:1]
I have long given up trying to
figure out what some rock songs
are about. Unravelling Dylan has
long been afull-time obsession for
many and I've known acts who've
made their songs deliberately
vague purely as an exercise to
the critics intrigued. Though
I've never met Elvis Costello and
probably never will (the lad's opted
for the Greta Garbo ' publicity by
non- publicity' gag) Isuspect that

production, by the reliable Ted he too is in the habit of stringing
Templeman, leaves little to be phrases together purely because
desired. All- in- all, I place it an they happen to rhyme or have
alley or two ahead of Linda R's interesting
sounds.
Not that
last offering and note that Lotta there's much wrong with that—
Love, a Neil Young composition after all, abstract art's been around
culled from Nicolette, has already for years and nobody has to be a
taken off as a single in the States, spell- it- all-out Lorenz Hart nowreaching top 10 status. But despite adays. So with Elvis C. it's really
all the aforementioned excellence, all down to the tune and the
I have some qualms about the performance.
In
which
case,
album. It's a mite too marketable, Armed Forces (
Radar RAD 14),
atrifle too easy- to- take. Ultimately his deftly packaged third album,
it's the type of offering that initially can be counted an overwhelming
th n success. Not a particularly wellsits up and begs o p y,
New Jerusalem (
Barclay
settles down to gather dust some- equipped vocalist, Costello can
7005), an album which finds Blake little band and a strong line in
where at the back of the racks. still produce the kind of stuff from
retreading the path once travelled back-up vocalists. Non- believers
by his illustrious namesake, seek- may find a couple of the crowd Then again, maybe I'm just one of which juke-box dreams are made
ing aplace to build the perfect city, participation items difficult to live those critics who'd look for flaws —there has to be half adozen hits
in the Kohinoor.
There's no on this cache of catchies(Accidents
untainted by avarice, pestilence with, while Crouch's religious
pleasing some people, is there? Will Happen, Senior Service, Big
and all the other everyday things commercials, though pitched low
[A:1/2].
Boys, Moods For Moderns and the
that make the earth such a perfect ( as aptly demonstrated on the
•
already high- flying Oliver's Army
launching pad from which to blast intro to the gem of a cut titled
are cuts that immediately spring
into space. And it's only out there, You Don't Have To Jump No Pews),
to mind). To the rear, his band,
somewhere beyond the planet could cause some to head out for
The Attractions, are sufficiently
Gong, that Blake believes our a tea-break between songs. But
'60s oriented ( is that a Farfisa
salvation lies.
He guides his ultimately there's more good black
organ Ihear?) to win my amateurcrystal machine through beautiful, musicto Livethan on many heavily
night heart.
And Nick Lowe's
tranquil seas of stars, perceives publicised,
commercial
soul
name is on the production credits.
the wonder of new suns and albums. Grab a tambourine and
[A/13:11
nomadic meteors and... well, you enjoy yourself! [A/I3:1]
know the route already star- trekked
I must confess I didn't enjoy
TAIL END CHARLIES
by similar tangerine dreamers. But No Mean City (
Mountain TOPS
Elvis
Presley— A
Legendary
Blake, being Blake, is not merely 123), on which the new-look
Performer Vol. 3(
RCA PL 13082).
content to let the journey become Nazareth have made their return
The other Elvis, once more remema complete bore. Amid the asdic to the boogie scene. The trouble
bered by an album I'd like to forget.
blippery, the space whispers and with the Naz's brand of boogie is
Mainly
unreleased
takes
that
the mellowdrones, he inserts a that, unlike the innocent bangshould have stayed that way,
. «
Genour- head- while- you- suck- yoursong for Mekkani
erator—Lazer
Beam),
an acoustic
flossisapproach
the filled
Quo,
strum that would
go down
well in candyeverything
broodingofand
Marvin Gaye, far from happy
plus photos, an interview— and
any Martian folk club (
Song For A with a kind of Gothic evil, as
Certainly Marvin Gaye is far from the odd inclusion of Hound Dog,
New Age) and other acceptable typified
by, Rodney Matthews' happy.
His marriage to Anna just to show the way it could have
diversions.
So
while
Blake's brilliant but horrific sleeve design. Gordy is now merely the reason
been. For collectors only. [6:3]
musical journey may suffer from Dan McCafferty, who hastheability for alimony and the Gaye fortunes Various Artists-20 Of Another
the kind of problems generally to be one of the best British rock would seem to have suffered the Kind (
Polydor POLS 1006). The
mo re squanders
biggest cras h since Wall St ree t Adverts' Gary Gilmore's Eyes,
Sham 69's If The Kids Are United ,
last emulated Hump y
inherent
in
most
synthes iser voc
Here, My Dear (
Motown TMSP The Cure's Killing An Arab and
sorties, the trip would ult imatel y his talents with snarling, scream- 6008) is Mary's personal logbook others by Stiff Little Fingers,
appear to be well worth ma kin g. in g, well over- the- top forays and to the affair, akind of What's Going Generation X, Otway and Barratt,
[A:1]
though the addition of ex-SAHB
On ? meets Reggie Perrin, Marvin 999, The Jam, The Boys etc. Yes—
Less praiseworthy is Generation guitaris t Zal Clemenson has proand Anna's rise and fall being
it's one of the best new- wave
X's journey through th e Valle y Of vided the Naz with some extra documented
in
double- album
samplers yet. [A/13:1]
The Dolls (
Chrysalis CHR 1193). dimension— he and fellow axeform. The songs are loose, easy Gilgamesh — Another Fine Tune
An Ian Hunter productio n, the man Manny Charlton proving a to spend time with but difficult to You've Got Me Into (
Charly CRL
album once more proves Ge n X to partnership of some possibilities
remember. The surround- sound 5009). Alan Gowen ( keyboards),
be a band without a road- ma p. — one feels distinctly battered after aptly allows Gaye to drift, swoop,
Phil Lee ( guitars), Trevor Tomkins
Which way are they head in g? a couple of play-throughs. Only provide his usual quota of 0000h (
drums) and Hugh Hopper ( bass).
Heavy
metal
land?
Juke -box on a couple of occasions does
Another fine jazz-rock album
Jun ction?
Or are they merely McCafferty opt for a less frenetic babys and generally perform a full
range of glide- easy vocal gym- you've got me into— but with no
surfing on a sandy beac h once utilisation of his vocal chords, nastics. There are times when the space to enthuse about it. [
A : 1]
w ashed by the new wave?
Truth predominantly on Star, the only
going gets kinda sloppy underfoot, anyway.
is that Gen X, like Doolitt le '
s Pushtrack
on
the
album
I'd
reprise
me Pull- you, are attempting to go without having my arm twisted.
13f
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folk

accompany the records, revealing
the
blues- like
sentiments
of
Soileau and Robin's La Valse
Penitentiare
about
a 99- year
sentence at Baton Rouge. [H 1]
What were the antecedents of
the music? Folksongs of the
Louisiana Acadians (
Arhoolie
5009) is a reissue of Harry Oster's
Folk- Lyric album of field recordings that he made in Grand
Mamou in the late ' fifties. They
include music of the Eighteenth
Century
like
the
Contredanse
Francaise played on harmonica
(French harp) by Isom Fontenot,
which breaks into a Cajun dance
Paul Oliver
at the conclusion, bridging the
gap of centuries. Bee Deshotels
contributed some beautiful unaccompanied
songs
like
Aux
ISCUSSING the
American Natchitoches while some wild
folk artists that Iwas planning rural fiddling was heard from
to review in the February/March septuagenarian Shelby Vidrine.
issues this year with an interested Later music is represented by the
friend, Iwas the subject of a mild Colinda, the erotic slave dance
reproof. ' In all these years you've that was banned in New Orleans
Several
never reviewed a Cajun or a before the Civil War.
Zydeco
record'
she
said.
I examples have the live atmosphere
do- do (
literally, ' go to
couldn't believe it, but a check of the fais over past issues confirmed her sleep', or lullaby, sung so that
criticism. So this month I'll devote mother can go to the dance!) or
all my space to ' Cajun', but first country dance. Traditionally held
I'd better explain the term. To do all Saturday night, these revels
so we have to go back nearly four keep Cajun music flourishing in
centuries to the time when the the cabins and wooden dancefirst French colony in the New halls that line the Bayou Teche,
World was established in ' Acadie', the Bayou Lafourche and the
Novia Scotia, by settlers from inlets of Atchafalaya Bay. This
Brittany and Picardy. 150 years fine collection comes with comprelater, in 1755, the newly established hensive notes. [ H: 1*]
Cajun music is characterised by
British settlers expelled the French
'Acadians' in a shameful episode its marked beat, occasional use
which caused the exile of eight of cross- rhythms, the drone of the
thousand people, half of whom accordion and the buzzing notes
died at sea. The survivors re- of its melodies, the incisive lines
settled in Louisiana and were of the fiddles and often the
joined by other victims of the support of guitar, triangle or even
British oppression to found new spoons. On first acquaintance it
communities
of
Acadians—or may seem monotonous, though
'Cajuns', as they were called. infectious, but just as the people
They intermarried with Indians themselves are hybrid so too their
and Spanish, Louisiana French music has hybrid elements, while
undeniably
Cajun.
and, sometimes, descendants of remaining
Old
slaves, creating a strong, hybrid, Volume 2—The Early 30s (
Timey
109)
has
Hawaiian
echoes
French-speaking
minority
in
the
swamplands
of
southern on Cleoma Breaux Falcon's Prenez
Louisiana. Much must have hap- Courage, hillbilly yodelling on the
pened in the intervening years, Guidry Brothers' La Valse du
but in 1928, when Lafayette and Mariage, and blues influence on
The Waltz that Carried me to my Lawrence Walker's Alberta, sung
Grave by Joseph Falcon was in English in this instance. [H 2]
Volume 3—The String Bands
issued by Columbia, a rich folk
Old Timey 110)
tradition was revealed. The ori- of the 1930s (
ginal
issue
is
included on features Cajun bands that for the
Lousisiana Cajun Music Vol 1: most part did not use the acFirst
Recordings, the 1920s cordion but included drums, dobro
(Old-Timey 108). Falcon's high- or steel guitar, and perhaps bass
The
sound
is
pitched but plaintive voice with its or mandolin.
cadences and strange accents is different, as on the sprightly Une
A
heard against his own rhythmic Pias Ici et Une Pias la Bas (
accordion and Cleoma Breaux's Dollar here, a Dollar there) by
guitar. Sometimes he was ac- the Hackberry Ramblers led by
Darbone
and
Lennis
companied by other instruments Luderin
too, like the fiddle and triangle Sonnier on fiddle and guitar.
which, with his accordion, give a Country and Western influence is
dark and brooding background to evident ( the Hackberry Ramblers
Aimevet Pedre. In spite of the eventually became a kind of
English titles used sometimes all Cajun Blue- Grass group!) but
these Cajun songs are sung in an the authentic Cajun sound is
argot, the Cajun French of the right there in J. B. Fuselier's Ma
bayou country. Full transcripts Chere Basett, or Hackberry Hop by

D
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the popular band led by Leo
Soileau. With its western overtones this is among the most
accessible of Cajun records to the
new listener, and musically excellent: [ H:
1].
Another is
Volume 4 1930-1950s (
Old Timey
111), but I find Joe Werner's
Wondering—a '
hit'
record—too
close to Jimmy Rodgers. The
Hackberry Ramblers' version of
the Cajun standard Jolie Blonde
has the authentic relaxed sound
of this evocative theme, sometimes called the ' Cajun National
Anthem'. It was recorded in a
famous version by the young,
engaging fiddler Harry Choates
who was beaten up and killed in
a Louisiana jail in 1951; he is
heard here playing some pleasant
music on Saturday Night Waltz,
though the slide electric guitar is
rather too insistent: [ H: 2/3].
There's more than a touch of
compromise in these recordings
made up to the ' 50s when most
racial minorities were suffering
crises of identity.
Volume 5
recaps The Early Years ( 1928-38)
and opens with a classic first
recording of Joie (
sic) Blonde—
Ma Blonde est Partie by Amadie,
Ophy and Cleoma Breaux. The
captivating pulse of their music is
projected on Vas Y Carrement
(Step it fast) and this record has
fine examples by Soileau et Robin
and others.
An archaic but
beautiful recording is Madame
Young Donnez Moi Votre Plus Joie
Blonde by the old fiddler Denis
McGee, while the catch- voice
style of falsetto singing so essentially Cajun is never heard better
than on Angelais LeJune's Bayou
Porn Pom One Step. This fine
album concludes with a curiosity,
a two-part campaign speech on
behalf of the Cajuns and against
the oil industry and taxes by
Walter Coquille ( in
English);
Mayor of Bayou Porn Porn. [H: 1]
All these records were made for
'majors' like Victor or Decca, but
in the ' fifties some home-grown
labels like George Khoury's Lyric
and Khoury records from out of
Lake Charles recorded local talent.
Cajun Music, the Early 50s
(Arhoolie 5008) opens with some
furious music from Shuk Richard
and
his
Louisiana
Aces
on
Madam Entelle Two Step, with
vocal by Marie Falcon. Western
influence is evident in Ain't No
More by the Texas Melody Boys
but the vocal is French, the cries
of Pee Wee Pitre and the pumping
accordion irresistibly Cajun. New
names appear, like Floyd LeBlanc,
Elsie Deshotel or Amar deVillier,
evidence of a living tradition,
while old-timers like Lawrence
Walker are still playing Ton Papa
Ta Mama Ma Sta Da All (
Your
Mom and Dad threw me out!).
[H: 1/2]
Nathan Abshire was one of
Khoury's best- loved Cajun singers
and he has a side to himself on
Nathan
Abshire
and
Other

Cajun Gems (
Arhoolie 5013) recorded by George Khoury in the
40s and 50s. Pinegrove Blues is a
blues in Cajun French with trilling
accordion. Reflecting their dance
function they are virtually all
waltzes and two steps.
I like
especially Shamrock Waltz and
Point de Lou Two Step. Other
'gems' include ablues Tran La Ezy
by the otherwise
anonymous
Musical Four Plus One, a couple
of items by Floyd LeBlanc and
Harry Choates' Joie Blon's Gone.
[H : 2]
What survives to the present?
Well, Cajun music has been in a
very healthy state since the 1960s
with many recordings coming out
on
local labels like Swallow
(Soileau!) and Goldband, and live
recordings on radio shots like
the regular Saturday broadcasts
on Station
KEUN at Eunice.
Introduced by Revon Reed, these
live broadcasts are well represented on Cajun Fais Do- Do
(Arhoolie F5004) ' Hosted by Revon
Reed over KEUN Remote from
Mamou Louisiana.' Nathan Ab shire's Pine Grove Boys with
Nathan singing on the old standard Ma Negresse and on Le
Temps A Pres Finir and with some
equally good singing by Dewey
Balfa. Versions of Crowley Two
Step by the Breaux Brothers, and
by Fontenot and Devillier, make
interesting comparison while the
unique sound of Isom Fontenot's
French harp is heard again on
La Bataille. [B: 1]
That brings us back to where we
began, but to complete the survey
we couldn't do better than listen
to Joseph Falcon and His Silver
Bell
String
Band
(
Arhoolie
F5005). The first Cajun to record
was born in 1900 and was still
active in the ' sixties; this record
was made two years before his
death in 1965, having been recorded on location by Valerie
Post at the Triangle Dance Hall in
Scott, Louisiana. No other record
that is generally available so
completely captures the sound
and the spirit of the authentic
'Fais Do- Do' with the old master
squeezing his box for all he was
worth, and singing with
undiminished vigour. There were no
restrictions on time to fit 78 rpm
length and so the items run on to
the full playing time of afais do- do
tune. There are just four titles a
side and they include a remake
of
Falcon's
first- ever
record,
Allons a Lafayette, and another
old time Cajun theme, Allons
Danser Colinda. On Les Femmes
d'Enfer Falcon sang ' I'm condemned to the flames of hell for
the rest of my life,' but I can't
believe that anyone who gave as
much pleasure as he did, had that
fate to face. [B: 1*]
All Old Timey and Arhoolie
Records are obtainable through
specialist importers: try Flyright
Records, 18 Endwell Road, Bexhillon- Sea, Sussex.
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Ken Hyder
ritish jazz can be the dullest,
least imaginative and most
B
cliché- ridden jazz in the world.

Whole chunks of British jazz of all
styles are pale imitations of the
real thing. A lot of British jazz
listeners recognise that sad fact
and tend to avoid home grown
records. But of course there are
exceptions. Unfortunately these
exceptions are not always recognised. Drummer John Stevens
and altoist Trevor Watts are hitting
their peak right now. No Fear on
Spotlite SPJ 508, with virtuoso
bassist Barry Guy, hits that crest
of the wave with acreative energy
that's as strong as you're likely to
encounter on any record. The
sheer agility of this trio is in itself
astounding. But that's not what
this music is about. The dexterity
serves the music, which is about
the creation of musical tensions
and their release. Watts is now
very much his own man, having
built on his influences, and arrived
at an individual way of self-expression on his instrument. He stands
way above any other alto player in
this country, yet as far as the
British • public are concerned,
familiarity breeds neglect. However, Iget the feeling that the lack
of recognition these musicians
have attained has shaped the
music considerably. There's a
sense of frustration and anger in
the music on this album and awail
that states: why don't you just sit
down and listen to what we're
saying? It's a pity it wasn't better
recorded, but this rare kind of unity
nevertheless deserves a place in
your collection. [C:1]
Hampton Hawes deserves a
good long listen. Hawes—who
died two years ago—was one of
the list of under- rated players. His
piano playing was optimistic. He
had the spiritual outlook of hope—
like Rollins, say, or Ayler—which
imbued his music with a warm
cheeriness.
A Little Copenhagen Night Music is the contrived title of a live session recorded in 1971. Thesetrio numbers
are enjoyable, and there's the
added bonus of one track featuring
Dexter Gordon, on tenor. It's on
Freedom FLP 41043. [ B: 1/2]
The youthful vitality of drummer
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Roy Haynes is amazing. On Times
Square, ECM 1111, this 53- yearold veteran, who played with both
Pres and Bird, wipes the vinyl with
Gary Burton, Tiger Okoshi and
even Steve Swallow. Throughout
the album Ifound myself listening
only to Haynes. In so much frothy
disposable playing, Haynes cuts
through with a crisp logic and a
sense of urgency. It's ashame that
the other members of the quartet
failed to come up to Haynes'
powerful and authoritative contribution. With his kind of prodding
and propelling style of drumming,
it's hard to understand why the
music as a whole is so disappointing. One for drummers certainly—[ A :11 for Haynes.
What afresh, bright and breezy
welcome What's Goin' On made
to this month's collection. The
title track burst out of the speakers
and immediately the Frank Strozier
Quintet were making an impact.
Strozier himself is an exciting
altoist who has spent years in dark
obscurity. Here he's surrounding
himself with strong sidemen like
Harold Mabern, piano, Stafford
James, bass, Danny Moore, trumpet and the man responsible for
much of the album's punch and
fire, drummer Louis Hayes. The
quintet swings forcefully in the
mainstream of modern jazz, playing
appealing heads, and improvising
with stimulating chance-taking
sadly missing from many other
performers in this area. As long
as players are still playing jazz
with this sense of commitment
there will always be a refuge from
the sterility of a lot of what has
become merely fashionable. By
the way this is a direct cut disc, if
you're interested in that sort of
thing—Steeple Chase SCD 17001
(Distributed by Metrosound.) It
doesn't sound any different to
other well- recorded albums, and
perhaps not as good as some Ican
think of, recorded by the usual tape
methods. What really matters of
course is the music, and in this
case it matters. [
A : 1]
Some worthwhile reissues this
month. A selection of the best:
Witches And Devils is arelatively
early Albert Ayler album, and
although there are moments when
trumpeter Norman Howard isn't on
top of it, it's still a beautiful album
with a magic interplay between
Ayler and Sonny Murray—Freedom FLP 41018: [
A/B:1]. Atlantic's That's Jazz series continues
and number 40 is John Coltrane
and Don Cherry's The AvantGarde ATL 50 523: [
6:1]. Not the
best of either giant— but it has its
fascination. Gato Barbieri has
latterly become almost a by- word
for slick and soppy commercial
jazz, and, hearing him now, it's
hard to remember for instance his
Complete Communion album
with Don Cherry. Around the
same time he recorded a trio
album, Obsession. There's an
air of '60s gritty freaking on it, and
it's not totally successful— but
there are enough good moments
for it to merit a purchase. Affinity
AFF 12. [
A/B:1/2]
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Peter Garnmond

Bechet mode, by leader Roger
Bennett's soprano- saxophone ( no
trumpet) who romp crisply through
a variety of items— I particularly
like the Bechet number Coffee
grinder. They have the not-tooslick touch, in the best sense, that
such music ought to have so that
you can sense them enjoying it all.
[A*:1]
It will probably be mainly the
admirers of the book of the
same name Lanky Spoken Here!
who will come first to the record
(EMI NTS 161). It is only loosely
based on the publication, being a
'live' recording at the Derby Room,
Leigh, and its chief humour is the
contrast of Lanky with BBC
English. Good, homely humour
and warm atmosphere: [
A:1].
Transatlantic culture is the subject of Invitation to North
America (
Saydisc SDL 280), with
Tish Stubbs and Sam Richards

iF variety

is truly the spice of life offerin g a vista of 'the New World
I then handling the ' Light' section seen through English folk song'.
of this magazine should add all There is some delightful and
the flavour necessary to mine. The fascinating material offered which
record Ihave particularly enjoyed provides rich material for the
this month is entitled Parlour popular culture historian. The perPoetry (
Saydisc SQL 294), on formances are in a broad enough
which Kenneth Williams recites style to appeal to tastes outside
such monuments of Victorian the folk- music world. [A: 1]
verse as Little Jim, The Wreck of
A 3- LP album Beautiful Music,
the Hesperus, Christmas Day in the Beautiful Words (
Rim RIM 7001/3
Workhouse, The Green Eye of the — Rediffusion) has the beautiful
Yellow God, Casablanca and Come music and beautiful words all
Home Father intermingled with right, being a good collection of
well-known
examples
of
the well known standards of the
genius of Lewis Carroll such century—Autumn leaves to The
as You Are Old, Father William. Song is Ended— but Icannot see
Ihad feared that Kenneth Williams many being attracted in the first
might fall into his habitual activity place to an album of unalluring
of ' taking the mickey', but he reads plainness—a yellowish box with
here not only with commendable small lettering on it, and no billing
clarity and variety but also with of artists but simply the statement
great sensitivity. He makes the on the labels ' leading orchestras
Victorian sentiments genuinely and soloists'. A suspicious statemoving and adds marvellous ment that covers some fairly backtouches of character throughout, groundish sorts of performance.
especially to the enticing Carroll2] [A :
items. A richly rewarding record.
In Tempos Fugit(EMI EMC3268,
[A: 1]
£4.40) The King's Singers indulge
Ihave naturally not been able to in an album of well-arranged, imreport in practical terms on Hush- maculately sung modern pop
a- bye- baby (
RCA RL42751), a classics—writers such as Paul
record intended for pregnant Simon—Fee/in' groovy; Bob Dylan
mothers with music especially — Mr. Tambourine Man; Lennon
selected for its effect on babies & McCartney. Such albums are
still in the womb. They are much always a bit of a dilemma. They
affected, apparently, by sounds are not lusty and crude enough
heard during the last 16 weeks for teenage pop tastes, while
of pregnancy, which includes King's Singers admirers may not
'womb music' provided by the go for the repertoire. It is very
mother and added here. Having good of its kind and you pay your
no medical comments to add, I money: [
A: 1].
A Festival of
can only say that if future gener- Massed English Male Choirs
ations could only be brought up ( Grosvenor GRS1071, £2.99) reon tile pleasant programme cf cords a gathering of 21 choirs in
music offered here— Pachelbel, the Albert Hall in May 1978. Full
Bach, Fauré, Richard Strauss, of full-blooded choir favourites
Canteloube and Dvorak among like the Soldier's Chorus from
others, the world would be a Faust, it is a stirring sound and the
more harmonious place and the engineers have done well to get
'Rock' column out of business. It it on record at,all: [
A/B: 1]. One
may well simply be a way to sell can hardly apply criticism to Bells
some of RCA's excellent record- of the Cotswolds (
Saydisc SOL
ings, but Imust say that the ' womb 290). This is simply what it says;
music' was quite pleasant as well, samples of ringing from such
[A:1*/1]
towns as Burford, Moreton- inFor the trad-jazz fan: the Marsh, Chipping Camden—eight
Bluenote Jazz Band from Bristol in all. Obviously intended for the
(Saydisc SOL 288), a pleasant, bell enthusiast and connoisseur,
vivacious group dominated, in the and well recorded. [
A]
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Six High Quality Pickup Cartridges
Noel Keywood
IN THE relatively short period between this and the last moving-coil
Icartridge report [ August 1978], there has been afairly sieady flow of
new models onto the market. Five were gathered for assessment and
form the central core of this report. This, however, is not to relegate in
importance asixth ' outsider', the Decca London Gold Mk. VI cartridge.
This, as many readers will know, is acontroversial moving- iron design
that excites far stronger reactions from all those who have had abrush
with it, than any other cartridge Iknow. Consequently, it is a cat
amongst the pigeons here, mischievously slipped in by the kiffsIIRR
editorial staff to shorten my lifespan (for reasons you will shortly come
to understand).
Manufacturers are obviously confident that the moving-coil principle
is of sufficient value to justify significant technological development; a
gratifying trend. Amongst the cartridges tested were some interesting
innovations and refinements, as well as some apparent ambiguities.
Ortofon recently introduced their most advanced and certainly their
most expensive m- c cartridge to date, the MC30, which embodies
many minor improvements to the basic moving- coil system used by
Ortofon. Most are concerned with reduction of effective tip mass by
use, for example, of lighter signal coils, athin- walled aluminium alloy
cantilever tube and asmaller diamond stylus than that used on earlier
designs such as the MC20. Ortofon have also incorporated a new
cantilever damping system which reduces the amount of damping
applied at high frequencies ( see fig. 1). The cantilever, platinum disc
FIG.1 MC30 DAMPING ARRANGEMENT

N

RUBBER; CR
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RUBBER CR
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CANTILEVER ; I
MODULATION

and interposed damping layer move as one at low frequencies where
mechanical impedance of the disc is relatively low. With rising
frequency, though, the disc's impedance increases and it effectively
becomes a stable platform from which the stylus bar operates, in this
condition being controlled by the damping action between it and the
disc. While this is a very good way of achieving the particular end
aimed for, ie controlled damping, it also causes the pivot point to move
with frequency, something other cartridge manufacturers go out of
their way to avoid. As a solution to one problem it is elegant, but,
otherwise, benefits are arguable.
JVC, in the meantime, were also chasing that universally popular
goal, reduced effective mass of the stylus assembly. Their solution
was somewhat more radical though, involving the development of an
ultra- small and lightweight printed- circuit coil assembly which they
were able to attach close to the stylus, gaining at one stroke the
benefits of low effective mass together with signal pick- off from the
cantilever close to the stylus tip. Iwonder if JVC had Decca's ' positive
scanning' system in mind when they devised this arrangement, which,
they claim, reduces group time delay during transmission of the
signal up the cantilever. The new type of coil is extremely small and
weighs about one- hundredth of a conventional wound coil. It can be
seen beside the pen nib as an illustration of relative size in fig. 2.
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Denon use a cross- yolk armature and two-piece cantilever on their
DL- 103D, both ideas also seen on Sony's XL-55, while providing the
ambiguity mentioned earlier were cartridges from EEI and Mayware,
fitted with conical styli rather than the more common bi-radial form. In
theory, a conical stylus has an inherently higher level of tracing distortion, caused by geometric error in the stylus- groove relationship,
and increased scanning loss ( lowertreble cutout) towards the centre of

Fig.2

adisc. One advantage of the conical stylus, however, is that it cannot so
easily be misaligned during manufacture; but that, in theory at least, is
its only advantage ( apart from low cost). Practice, however, appears
to say the opposite, and although in measurement at least the two
cartridges with conical styli showed the expected weaknesses, they
still sounded pretty good. This raises the question of what is and isn't
important to the human ear in determining fidelity, an area where
knowledge is still thin on the ground. In this instance, it would appear
that the production of increased harmonic distortion levels from the
two cartridges concerned was of little aural importance and was
overshadowed by other effects. Ishould explain quickly that Iuse
distortion measurements as an approximate indication of quality in
these reports and do not mean that Model A is better than Model B
simply because it produces 1% less distortion on lateral modulation,
for instance. This would be agross simplification of the real situation
and totally misleading. You should, however, expect acartridge that
has an essentially flat response and low all-round distortion at least to
sound reasonable, although even this can't always be guaranteed. In
pickup cartridges, there is the further complication that certain
theoretical distortions, mainly from geometric tracing errors, should be
found. If they are not present, then the cartridge is distorting! So a
cartridge that produces zero measurable distortion, unlike an amplifier
or tuner, for instance, would be avery suspect device. This situation
is most pertinent to conical types, which cannot provide a playback
signal identical to that implanted by the chisel- shaped cutting sapphire.
On this, Walton showed some years ago that within certain limits
'tip mass distortion' effects could cancel tracing errors, but there
were restraints regarding modulation levels and other factors.
,The restraints don't apply to long- contact' and elliptical styli that
more closely approach the shape of the original disc cutter and don't,
as aresult, suffer from such calculable drawbacks. In fact, some of the
largest cartridge manufacturers now rely on the sort of distortion
measurements used in this report as a measure of quality when
developing new stylus geometries.
In away that isn't immediately apparent, this brings us to the Decca
London Gold cartridge. Some readers may be aware that Itested this
cartridge in its original conical stylus form some years ago and, while
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acknowledging some good features to its sound quality, pointed out
some quirky aspects in its performance, most notably very high third
harmonic distortion levels. Decca vehemently defended the London at
that time, on the grounds Ihave already mentioned, ie that acartridge
with a conical stylus must produce distortion. In fact the general
response to that original report was very heated by any standards, with
infuriated London users questioning everything from my ears to my
sanity, while an equally large body of ex- London users agreed with the
observations made. Although the London in Gold form has an elliptical
stylus, measured performance was much the same and there is still a
lot of disagreement over this particular version of Decca's unusual
design. What most people seem to agree about with this cartridge is
that it sounds radically different from all others, with adramatic sound
quality. However, whether what you hear is right or not is the point at
which argument starts.
As fascinating as the performance of this cartridge is its construction. While talking about the innovations within the five moving- coil
models, Icannot then go on to ignore the totally unique build of the
London. Figure 3 shows this fairly clearly, where separate coils

are used for sensing vertical and lateral stylus cantilever motion,
connected in sum and difference fashion, as it is known, to provide an
output of the same polarity as a conventional cartridge. The fact that
signal sensing is taken from in front of the pivot, close to the stylus
tip for lateral motion, is a feature Decca emphasise, claiming that
'Positive Scanning' avoids translation loss up the cantilever. As I
mentioned earlier, JVC also point to the merit of this technique on
their MC-2E so one may perhaps expect certain similarities in sound
quality if the benefits are so great. Points to note about the London
stylus are that it doesn't have asingle defined pivot point in the normal
sense but relies on torsional movement in the cantilever for lateral
motion and bending for vertical motion. The presence of a tie- back
wire further complicates the motional path of the stylus, so you can
see that both mechanically and electrically this product is very different
from its competitors.
Assessment Techniques
Initially, all the cartridges were measured for frequency response
using CBS STR-120 for a10 Hz-500 Hz sweep and JVC TRS1005 for a
1kHz-50 kHz sweep. However, JVC released anew test response disc,
TRS1007, during this period, which Ihave now tested and found to be
more accurate in high frequency level and alignment of modulation
axes than any other disc currently available. Consequently, it was used
for this report even though, disappointingly, you lose the visually
interesting information below 20 Hz and above 20 kHz. Correct alignment of the modulation axes, low surface noise and use of ahigh-pass
filter (- 12 d13/oct, — 1dB at 35 Hz) ensure that with TRS-1007, crosstalk levels shown are accurate, a problem with the CBS discs. However, high frequency level on CBS discs, notably STR-120 and 170, was
accurate, as is the case with TRS-1007. JVC's TRS-1005, used by a
majority of Japanese manufacturers for their response plots by the
way, suffers falling level above 4kHz. Below the left and right channel
response and crosstalk traces are respectively frequency response of
each cartridge on laterally and vertically cut signals. Ideally, these
latter traces should be identical, in which case the individual channel
responses (45° modulation) will also be the same. Otherwise you will
find that the left/right plots are a product of the combined lateral and
vertical plots, so if, for example, there is apeak in cartridge response
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Fig. 4

on lateral signals but none on vertical signals, then the individual
channels will display the difference between the two which would be a
lesser peak, of half the original level. Lateral stylus movements, ie
where the stylus wiggles from left to right, caused by lateral modulation
on a disc, produce equal and in- phase signals at the cartridge output
pins on both channels. These add together acoustically to form centre
images, so if, for instance, the lateral frequency response of acartridge
had falling treble, then centre images would sound dull. If the vertical
response is identical, which it should be, then everything will sound
dull, ie you have a dull cartridge, If, for the sake of illustration, the
vertical response has rising treble, then left and right images will
sound normal tonally, but out- of- phase signals ( vertical modulation),
which have to be limited in level during disc cutting, will sound bright
and all- in- all you would have -apretty odd sounding device. Ihope this
explains why Ihave included the lateral and vertical frequency response
plots and what their significance is. To elaborate just a bit further:
going back to the above example, rising treble response on vertical
modulation may be due to insufficient damping and would therefore
pinpoint a problem that would otherwise pass unnoticed.
Lateral and vertical response was measured near the outside of the
disc and again on inner bands, the latter traces indicated as a dotted
line. High frequency response on inner grooves will fall off due to
scanning loss and translation loss. ( The former is due to inability of
the stylus to trace very short- wavelength modulations due to its size,
whilst the latter is caused by yield in the vinyl under load.) Scanning
loss is reduced by use of an elliptical stylus, something very apparent
when comparing the two conical styli cartridges here with their
elliptical competitors, whilst translation loss is minimised by a manufacturer through ensuring that contact pressure between stylus and
groove is not too great. This depends on geometry and tracking force
and is one very good reason for the development of extended- contact
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ellipticals. Obviously, the less treble output falls on inner grooves the
better, so the significance of these curves is not difficult to understand.
To the left of the dB scale on each graph are four ' blocks' showing
relative channel output levels on 45°, lateral and vertical modulation
respectively ( left- to- right), at 1kHz crosstalk levels and disc surface
noise levels. Ideally, to avoid imaging anomalies all levels should be
identical, as on JVC's MC2E for instance, and crosstalk should be the
same on both channels too.
The comparative distortion level graphs, fig. 4, speak for themselves
Ifeel. They show average level computed from that produced by each
channel of the cartridge under test. Both second and third harmonics
were measured for the Total Harmonic Distortion curves, with THD
computed from them. Distortion on vertical modulation is determined
primarily by the Vertical Tracking Angle of each unit, which ideally
should be 20° according to IEC 98. However, CBS have cut STR-112,
the test disc used, to possess a final modulation slant of 15° and so
there is a slight bias in favour of cartridges with a VTA on the lower
side of nominal on the vertical plots, but Ihave taken this into account
when making judgements.
Listening tests are in my opinion all-important, as is the way they are
conducted. You can arrange tests to disguise differences or to
magnify them, and needless to say Itried to achieve the latter. A
manageably small panel of four experienced people spent a day
listening to the six units in what Ihope was afairly relaxed but reasonably organised fashion. Fairly lengthy sequences of music of all kinds
were played first by a reference cartridge and then the sample under
test. ( The reference cartridge, an MC20, was chosen only as areference
by the way, not as a standard of goodness, something the panel were
well aware of.) After playing asequence of music, direct A-B'ing was
carried out between the reference and sample with duplicate discs.
This tends to highlight tonal differences. Both pink and white noise
were also used in A- B tests at the start of each session in order to
highlight obvious peaks, etc. Finally, the cartridge under test played a
disc against acopy of the master tape from which it was cut, and this
proved to be a particularly revealing test of ambience and imagery
from the cartridge concerned. The monitor system comprised a
Hitachi HMA-7500 MOSFET power amp and HCA-7500 preamp with
KEF R105 loudspeakers—a particularly impressive combination, Ifelt.
(Room temperature was held thermostatically to 20°C.)

and the fact that this component is attached to the cantilever near the
stylus, so providing as JVC term it ' direct- coupling' between disc
groove and the signal generator. Both features are at present unique
in moving- coil cartridges and, in principle at least, • should provide
benefits in performance.
Body dimensions are fairly normal and fixing, which requires quite
short screws, should not be any problem. Mass of the MC-2E is,
however, high at 9gm and so there is little to be gained by using it in a
very low mass arm. With fairly low compliance, stated as 8x10 -6 cm/
dyne, and reasonable disc clearance this cartridge will suit arms of
medium mass without bottoming over warps.
The MC-2E is in fact a less expensive version of JVC's MC- 1, the
only difference between them being stylus type. This is elliptical on
the MC-2E with quoted dimensions of 7k
um x14
the former figure
being a relatively small radius of contact. Tracking force is quoted as
1.5 gm optimum with a tolerance of ± 0.2 gm and coil impedance is
30 ohms. JVC recommend a load impedance for this cartridge of
'greater than 30 ohms' and it would be normal to terminate it with
60-100 ohms. Cueing was fairly easy since the stylus can just be
seen beneath the body when viewed from above and there is also acue
line on the body.

Listening Test Programme
Stravinsky: Petrushka. Concertgebouw/Davis. Philips 9500 447
Night dDay from the LP ' First Offence' by Bunk Dogger. RCA PL25138
Songbird by Jesse Colin Young from the Wharfedale/Warner Bros.
LP ' Larger than Life' K56283
Drum solo from ' Charlie Byrd'. Crystal Clear ( Direct- cut) CCS 8002
Jongen: Toccata from Sinfonia Concertante. Virgil Fox. Crystal Clear
(Direct- cut) CCS 7001
Holcombe: Three harpsichord airs from the LP ' Bath's Musical
Heritage' by Gerald Gifford. Crescent BVR 1001 (
A crossed- pair
recording).

GROOVE
RESPONSE

Measured performance

JVC MC2E
Distributor: JVC (UK) Ltd, Eldon wall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley
Way, London NW2.
Price (inc. VAT): £99.50

Recently introduced by JVC, the MC-2E moving- coil cartridge is
distinguished by its use of a miniature ultra- light printed circuit coil
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Frequency response of both channels was flat across the audio
band up to 5kHz, after which the MC-2E exhibits a significant rise in
treble output (+ 3dB at 15 kHz) whilst tip mass resonance occurs at
20 kHz. This performance doesn't match that depicted by JVC in their
owners' leaflet where output remains substantially flat to 20 kHz and
there is little rise in crosstalk. Although crosstalk was very well
suppressed over much of the audio band, sinking lower than — 30 dB
between 300 Hz-3kHz, there is a dramatic rise to tip mass resonance
which suggests inadequate high frequency damping and generally
poor control in this part of the audio band. Above 20 kHz output falls
away steadily.
At low frequencies, the MC-2E was well damped but even in the low
mass SME Series Ill arm ( effective mass about 2.7 gm) and taking into
account the low compliance, LF resonance at 11 Hz was still somewhat lower than that of the other cartridges due to significant body
mass. Howev9r, Idon't consider this a particularly bad point since it
ensures that the arm + cartridge combination has a sufficiently high
mechanical impedance to maintain low frequency separation between
channels.
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The rise in high frequency output was more pronounced on lateral
modulation and so it does look as if one could expect the MC- 2E to
sound over- bright or wispy due to the HF peak and inadequate damping, but relatively forward and detailed due to alack of upper mid- band
droop.
It is interesting that this cartridge was the only one to display no
playback losses on inner grooves when tracking lateral modulation, so
in effect central images should remain tonally unaltered from outside
to inside of adisc. Iwould attribute this ability to small tracing radius
and accurate alignment of the stylus. There was, however, some high

Mayware MC-2C
Distributor: Mayware Ltd, 15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middx. HA8 9TS.
Price £69.50 +VAT, and there is also astep-up transformer available.

1kHz square- wave, lateral ( top), vertical ( bottom)(0.2 ms/div.)
frequency loss on vertical modulation, but this is of less consequence.
Relative outputs from the m- cgenerator were well matched for vertical,
lateral and 45° stylus movement, proof of accurate coil alignment on
the stylus cantilever.
Square wave tracking performance is a reflection of the cartridge's
response and damping characteristics, a small leading edge peak and
some ringing being due to the response peak and light damping.
Tracking performance was fairly good at low frequencies but
deteriorated in the mid- band. For best results, it should be used at the
upper recommended VTF limit of 1.7 gm to avoid possible mistracking,
since mid- band energy levels on disc can, these days, be very high.
JVC quote avertical tracking angle of 20° and it measured fractionally
less, about 19.5°. Consequently, distortion from the cartridge on
vertical modulation, which will affect left and right images, was low.
Whilst intermodulation distortion was low and rose little with recorded
level—a good feature— harmonic distortion was somewhat worse at
around double that of some cartridges here.
Output measured 255 thV at 5cm/sec which is quite healthy as m- c
cartridges go and is enough to ensure that the MC- 2E should keep
most of its electrical information above the noise floor of any matching
pre- amplifier.
Listening panel results
The panel were well aware of high trequency lift from the MC- 2E but
were a bit undecided as to whether this was a good thing or not,
according to taste, it would seem. However, those who felt the top end
was ' bright', ' gritty' or ' tizzy' prefaced their comments by ' slight' and
did not rate the cartridge down much on this characteristic. It was
interesting that a degree of unanimity existed over approval for a
'clear' and ' detailec' mid- band performance, whilst bass quality was
marked up over the reference and felt on the whole to be both firm and
well defined. The panel accorded this unit a mediocre subjective
tracking score, in line with its measured performance, and all felt that it
essentially performed well against the master tape with a good sense
of reality marred only by slight colorations.
I personally found the MC- 2E quite pleasant to use with just a
slightly bright but fairly clean presentation overall. There is some
uneasiness in its treble quality, though, Ifeel, and this prevented
me from becoming over- enthusiastic about the cartridge. I must
acknowledge, though, that it does behave well in most areas and
consequently one is never aware of any serious shortcomings in use.
A very competent if not inspiring design, JVC could perhaps pay
more attention to final assembly of the MC- 2E in order to tame its high
frequency performance.

An interesting point about Mayware's MC- 2C is that it is fitted with
aconical stylus, unusual for a high quality cartridge.
With a radius
of 13 iim ( 0.5 thou.) this obviously will present a larger contact radius
to the groove wall than, for instance, the JVC's stylus with a radius
half this figure. Traditionally, loss of detail and a more rapidly deteriorating inner groove performance are drawbacks attributed to the
conical stylus, together with increased distortion, so it is interesting
to see how it affects matters in this instance [ these comments also
apply to the EEI MC555 which also has a conical stylus].
The MC- 2C is compact and easily fitted with two short screws. It
has aflip- down stylus guard which clips up well out of the way in use
so that the stylus can be quite easily seen for accurate cueing. Weight
at 6.8 gm is fairly typical as m- c cartridges go, but, with a fairly low
compliance of 8x 10 -, cm/dyne, the MC-2C is best fitted to medium or
possibly high mass arms in order to keep its LE resonance away from
the audio band. Disc clearance is good and so there should be little
problem with warp riding, this being atrade-off against vertical tracking angle, though.
Recommended tracking force is 2gm with a tolerance of ± 0.2 gm.
Fairly large contact area on the conical stylus ensures that contact
pressure is not too great and record wear should not be a problem as
a result. With a generator impedance of 3ohms, a low figure, the
matching impedance can be around 6ohms or more and this unit will
work with Ortofon pre- amps if need be, since they are designed to
operate with low impedance cartridges.
Measured performance
At the relatively long wavelengths encountered at the outside of a
disc the MC-2C displayed ar unusually extended response right up to
50 kHz with little fall in output above 20 kHz. Left and right channel
frequency response curves differed by a small amount in level at high
frequencies, but the cartridge exhibits no upper mid- range droop
(more a property of moving- magnet cartridges due to the impedance
of their generator) and the high frequency rise in output is fairly
restrained. Iwould expect a cartridge like this to possess fairly good
detail and even treble as a result of these properties. Unfortunately,
coil alignment wasn't very good, with the result that left channel crosstalk was much poorer than it should have been and there was a2.6 dB
difference in output level between lateral and vertical modulation which
would lead to unbalanced imaging across the sound stage. Frequency
response on lateral and vertical modulation did not differ a great deal,
which is good, but as mentioned earlier, high frequency output falls

Less extreme than some of the methóds by which cartridges are packed is this neat
Perspex package shared by the Ma)ware (shown) and the EEI
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The MC- 2C tracked securely at low frequencies and performed very
well in the mid- band, only just falling short of matching the performance of the best cartridges available in this respect. There should be
no tracking problems with it in practice. Output, however, was low at
173 ji.V for 5cm/sec; doubtless there has been some trade-off between
this and low effective tip mass. It needs to be used with a low noise
pre- amp ( Sony or Ortofon) or a good transformer in order to prevent
hiss becoming a problem, but we understand that production models
will have a higher output.
On balance, the MC-2C measures well but its generator coils need
to be aligned more accurately and vertical tracking angle should be
decreased, which will however reduce disc clearance somewhat.

50k

Listening panel results
The panel felt that the Mayware cartridge was slightly brighter than
the reference and consistently remarked on ' edginess', ' peakiness'
and similar tinges to treble quality. Nobody was too happy about this
aspect of the MC-2C. However, mid- band clarity was judged as good
and clear, if not exceptional, whilst bass output was felt to be ashade
tighter than the reference and marginally preferable ( although the
reference was admittedly weak on bass quality, being somewhat ' soft'
and ' warm'). The panel were aware of inadequate separation and
remarked on a lack of depth to the sound, although were fairly happy
about lateral imaging. Iwas however surprised at their verdict on
trackability which was consistently rated down and felt to be poor.
There is usually surprisingly good correlation on this between subjective and objective assessment, but not in this instance. Ican only
imagine that the panel possibly were being upset by the edginess they
all remarked upon and felt it was due to poor tracking performance
since this does often produce afeeling of unease in much the same
fashion.
Although the mid- band was detailed Ifelt treble quality was a bit
tiring on the MC-2C after a while. This was a pity, since it otherwise
sounds quite well balanced and would otherwise be apleasant sounding cartridge. And it is offered at a reasonable price.

1kHz square- wave, lateral ( top), vertical (bottom) (0.2 ms/div.)

off rather more rapidly on inner grooves compared with a cartridge
possessing an elliptical stylus of smaller contact radius. This is not to
say that the inner groove performance is particularly bad. Output at
20 kHz is a matter of a few dB down over elliptical types and Idon't
consider this to be of too much aural importance.
As expected from body weight and compliance figures, the LF
resonance occurs at the relatively high figure of 15 Hz and as aresult
the MC-2C is best fitted to arms of medium mass in order to reduce
this figure somewhat. Whilst high frequency damping of the cantilever is effective in controlling motion and hence providing smooth
response and crosstalk characteristics, low frequency damping is
light and, if possible, extra damping should be applied on any arm
used. One other feature worth noting is the low tip mass which puts
high frequency resonance out at 25 kHz.
Distortion performance was consistent in that both harmonic and
intermodulation products were low on lateral modulation but relatively
high on vertical modulation, due to a high vertical tracking angle of
24°. No doubt if this latter feature were altered it would then be an
inherently low distortion design. As it stands, however, left and right
images will suffer greater distortion than those central on the sound
stage. Measured performance figures also show a lack of third
harmonic and were identical on both channels, indicators of competent
design.
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EE1 MC555
Distributor: Elite Electronics, 24 Old Oak Common Lane, East Acton, London W3.
Price (inc. VAT): £99 and there is abattery-powered head amp available.

Technically, this cartridge is very, very similar to the Mayware MC-2C.
Both are made in Japan and come in identical packaging. Like the
MC-2C. EEI's MC555 is fitted with a conical stylus and its cantilever
looks similar to the naked eye. Microscopic inspection confirmed this,
with the tube end crimped in an identical fashion on both units and a
square shank diamond stylus very neatly cemented in position. Both
have low impedance coils (3ohms), an unusual feature in Japanese
m- c units and both are supplied with identical response graphs
signed by the same operator—a certain '
M. J.'. However, the coil
shroud at the top of the cantilever is different, being larger on the EEI
cartridge, and EEI have a small additional label on their packaging
with the words ' manufactured in Japan to exact specifications for EEI
Australia'. Mayware state categorically that they do not receive their
cartridge from the same firm as Elite ( EEI). Other differences between
the cartridges are largely cosmetic. It is of course possible for the
units to be different in small but important ways in spite of the similarities mentioned and it would be very unwise of me to imply that they
are likely to sound the same.
Differences in body housing make the MC555 fractionally heavier
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EEI MC555 possesses an unusually flat response right up to 50 kHz,
which is in itself a fairly unusual attribute, but one the MC-2C also
displays, and their low frequency response characteristics are also
identical. As you can see from the graph, the MC555 does in fact
possess the flattest response of all six cartridges in this report, with an
unusually smooth response free at high frequencies from peakiness in
either signal or crosstalk channels. High frequency damping of the
MC555 tested was somewhat better than that of the MC- 2C, but it is
impossible to say whether this is due to sample variation or genuinely
a result of different construction. Separation between channels was
not particularly good at 23 dB, but as you can see there was little
deterioration at high frequencies, which suggests good control. Both
lateral and vertical responses were similar, causing little tonal imbalance across the sound stage. It is interesting that output from
vertical modulation on inner grooves was somewhat better maintained
on the MC555 than the MC-2C, and in spite of the conical stylus playback losses were minimal.
On lateral modulation distortion levels were quite modest, but ahigh
vertical tracking angle of 26° was responsible for deterioration on
vertical modulation, so overall the MC555 is not a low distortion
design, much like the MC-2C. Tracking was good at low frequencies
and in the mid- band, although extremely high test level tracks were not
negotiated successfully. However, Iwould expect the cartridge to
behave pretty well in use.
Output was relatively low and in order to prevent noise from an
associated pre- amplifier becoming a nuisance only very low noise
designs such as those from Sony or Ortofon should be chosen. The
low output impedance of the MC555 allows it to work into all pre- amps
without difficulty, or it could be used with an Ortofon transformer such
as the T30. Square wave response was fairly clean and free from
ringing, indicative of good HF damping—as with the Mayware.
Listening panel results
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1kHz square- wave, lateral (top), vertical ( bottom) (0.2 ms/div.)

at 7.1 gm than the MC-2C. It does, however, have a stylus of 13 icm
radius and tracking force is quoted as 2gm for atemperature range of
20°-30°C.
There is no flip- down stylus guard but the stylus can be seen easily
for accurate cueing. Compliance is low and disc clearance good, so
together with a normal body weight this unit, like the MC-2C, can be
used in medium to high mass arms, the former being preferable.
Measured performance
Perhaps the most persuasive piece of evidence linking these two
cartridges is similarity of high and low frequency performance. The
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The MC555 provoked a rather different reaction from the listening
panel than Mayware's MC-2C, in spite of measured similarities.
Treble quality, in particular, was praised and consistently marked up
over the reference. It was described as sweet and crisp, with a more
airy quality. This praise carried on into mid- band performance which
was felt to be clear and open but without an unpleasant edge or
colorations. Bass quality was put on par or just better than that of
the reference. The panel found it acceptable, quite good even, but
were obviously not so enthusiastic here as with the other features
mentioned.
On imagery, there was agreement that lateral images were very
precise and well defined across the sound stage, although on depth
perspective the MC555 didn't excite a lot of comment and it obviously
failed to achieve such agood feeling of depth as some other designs.
Much like the Mayware, EEI's cartridge didn't get quite the score
Iexpected for tracking ability and was in this area placed either
equivalent to or slightly worse than the reference although its measured
performance was good. However, against the master tape the panel
were happy to mark the MC555 highly, noting good tonal balance
which was obviously due to its flat response, and a pleasant open
quality.
I must admit to being happy that the panel liked this cartridge
because Ihad independently come to the same conclusion. It is very
poised in my opinion, showing no obvious traits of character such as
hardness, attack, etc, but is remarkably easy and sweet to listen to and
yet detailed and accurate at the same time. It is unusual to find this
mixture of qualities in a cartridge. Had separation been somewhat
better and vertical tracking angle nearer to the optimum 20° this unit
may just have received even greater praise.
Postscript
Hearing that another sample of the EEI MC555 possessed a significant
upper mid- range droop in response, differing significantly from our
sample, Iasked for a second unit to be supplied for this report. Unfortunately, this suffered from the same effect, with output falling
above 1kHz to — 2dB from 1kHz-14 kHz, after which there was a
slight rise toward tip mass resonance ( see graph). In use, this made
the cartridge sound very soft on vocals and somewhat distant. Obviously this makes me wary of recommending it since Ithink few
dealers will be able to assure a prospective buyer categorically that
the sample they may wish to purchase is a good one.
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Decca London Gold Mk TI

Fig. 5— Triangulation of asinusoidal test signal on lateral modulation at 300 Hz at
+12 dB ( top) 1kHz at + 6d B ( bottom). Centre trace shows vertical 300 Hz modulation
at same level as top trace.

Distributor: Radford High Fidelity International Ltd, 4 Somerville Road, Bristol
857 9AA.
Price ( inc. VAT): £ 73.13.

As I mentioned in the introduction, this is a very unconventional
cartridge. Its body of pressed metal is a square box ( sometimes
unkindly likened to a biscuit tin!) with a shallow ' prow' at the front
indicating the centre line and hence stylus position. This is rather
important with the London since its stylus is well hidden underneath,
projecting as a small point from the centre of its lateral sensing coil.
Without some sort of guide, cueing would be hopelessly difficult. The
body slides upward onto aplastic fixing clip that is attached to aheadshell, afeature that makes fixing fairly easy. Although disc clearance
beneath the lateral pole pieces of this cartridge is very small, limited
compliance in the vertical direction, plus an upward rake to the lower
face of the body behind the stylus, combine to allow reasonable warp
tracking to be achieved. Doubtless, the Gold would bottom over
warps in heavy arms, so they should be avoided. However, at 5.3 gm,
the cartridge is very light and this, together with its relatively low
compliance figures, means that it is best fitted into medium mass
arms if the LF resonance is not to occur in the audio band ( more of
which later). Limited disc clearance and the tie- back thread conspire
to trap dust and hairs so it needs fairly regular brushing in use.
The Gold is fitted with an elliptical stylus of 7.8 iLm x15 ,itm and in
order to keep contact pressure equivalent to that of the conical stylus
version, tracking force has been brought down from 2gm to 1.5 gm
optimum, although Decca quote a wide ± 0.5 gm tolerance on this
figure. Compliance has been increased somewhat too and it looks as
if Decca are putting fewer turns on the signal coils of the Gold since
quoted inductance has dropped to avery low figure of 60 mH. Output
has dropped too, although it is still relatively high as quality inducedmagnet ( variable reluctance in fact) cartridges go. Low signal- coil
inductance makes the London Gold relatively insensitive to capacitive
loading.
Measured performance
Frequency response on both channels was relatively flat from 50 Hz
to 20 kHz with the TRS-1007 test disc. However, TRS-1005 and CBS
STR-120 response discs give a more vivid picture of performance at
high frequencies, with asudden drop in level at 9kHz and afairly sharp
rise to resonance at 20 kHz. This feature— plus the fact that crosstalk
rises to a peak at 9kHz and then peaks again at 20 kHz— suggest
significant stylus resonance at these frequencies. Isuspect that, due
to its construction, the cantilever exhibits full effective mass in its
vertical bending mode, producing the first resonance at 9kHz. Moving
laterally, however, it is subject to torsion and the pivot point moves
forward since the rear portion is aflat plate, not easily twisted. As a
result, this part of the stylus assembly is mechanically decoupled
and effective mass decreases to give the second resonance point.
This is borne out by the lateral and vertical response curves, since only
the latter has a peak around 9kHz. It is obvious from response
plots, not all of which can be shown here, that the Gold deteriorates in
performance over the treble end of the audio band, suffering varying
output and reduced separation. A + 2dB peak at 7kHz on vertical
modulation will make images at either side of the sound stage sound
somewhat brighter than those in the middle. These measured results
would lead me to expect inferior treble quality from the cartridge.
Distortion levels were often extremely high, as the comparative
graph shows. A consistent feature of the London is that it ' triangulates'
a sinusoidal waveform. In the accompanying oscillograms performance of the Gold is shown beside that of the Denon DL- 103D, whose
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Fig. 6—Identical signals as in fig. 5, but from the Denon DL- 103D for comparison.
Most cartridges return awaveform that is visually clean like this.

behaviour is typical of a good modern cartridge. As you can see,
significant distortion ( 7%) occurs on lateral modulation where the
cantilever moves in its torsional mode. Triangulation is caused by the
production of high third harmonic distortion and in this case it was
dominant. Second harmonic usually dominates, so behaviour of the
Gold is unconventional in this respect. Ibelieve this distortion is
caused by the unusual motional path of the stylus due to its construction and presence o5 the tie- back thread. Not unexpectedly it is
amplitude rather thar velocity- dependent and therefore prevalent on
high level signals below 1kHz. The cartridge didn't produce reliable
results when tested for vertical tracking angle and so this has to be a
matter of speculation. but since distortion on vertical modulation was
of reasonable level performance in this area is acceptable.
Tracking ability on lateral modulation was good in that the needle
stayed in the groove, but distortion on high level signals was extreme,
reaching 10%. While output was cleaner on vertical modulation,
tracking ability, where compliance is limited, was worse than normal
for amodern cartridge, although theoretically still adequate. Distortion
levels altered considerably with bias applied, but not in a consistent
fashion. The bias usually stipulated for 1.5 gm VTF is about the best
compromise to employ.
Limited vertical compliance caused low frequency resonance to
occur at 30 Hz, preventing crosstalk from reaching a minimum until
100 Hz. Lateral resonance occurred one octave lower at 15 Hz. The
Gold is best used in trms of medium mass in order to keep the vertical
resonance at 20 Hz maximum. The later& resonance should then lie at
around 10 Hz. Heavy arm damping is needed to reduce output at
resonance. There are no arms available that fully meet these requirements unless one uses the SME Series III, with about 10 gm mass
added to the headshell, and the white paddle.
Listening panel results
The panel unanimously rated treble quality as worse than the
reference and described it as ' harsher', ' bright' and ' thin', to name but
a few adjectives. One panel member accurately detected a ' 10 kHz
peak' as he put it. Mention was also made of adced sibilance on
vocals—a sign of high frequency mistracking. Opinion on mid- band
quality did, however, split in an interesting manner. Two people liked
the Gold here, although in a reserved fashion. One thought it had
more ' depth and space' although didn't like harshness and a ' hard,
hollow' effect on vocals, ' rather like a megaphone' as he put it. Two
didn't like it though, saying it was ' strident', ' cutting' and ' fuzzy or
woolly'. Again, mention was made of coloration on vocals but this
time they were ' singing through a woolly hat'. Bass quality was both
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lei tracking system
rating aunique 1.5"
arm, combined with full
control and quartz referenced direct
emotor...that's the Revox B790.
Of course there are afew other
z-referenced direct drive turntables on the market.
Some of them rather expensive.
All of them require delicate handling.
eRevox doesn't.., it will even withstand an accidental jolt, yet still
be gentle with your records and stylus.
GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE;
Wow and flutter
better than 0.05% (weighted)
Tracking error
less than 0.5°
Speed accuracy ± 0.01%
Rumble
better than 68 dB (weighted)
Revox offer acomplete music system
with the following matched components:
turntable, tape recorder, amplifier, tuner,
audio rack and loudspeakers.

r

;lease send me details of the complete range of Revox
HiFi equipment, including the B790 direct-drive turntable.
(Available from selected dealers only).
Name
Address

BAUCH LIMITED, 49 THEOBALD STREET, BOREHAtvi WOOD, HERTS. WD6 4RZ

CBS STR 120
JVC TRS 1005
-RIGHT CH,
-LEF TCH.

catch the ear, but strong vices are also obvious. Consequently,
whether on balance you like it or hate it has to be a matter of taste.
Personally, Ilike it and hate it! Having tested the London so often, I
well know its weaknesses and am constantly aware of them in use.
However, it is exciting to listen to, with very strong transients and
extremely tight bass, plus sharp imagery and good detail.
This has to be balanced against wiry treble quality, very bad tracking, sibilance and hardness. What must also be borne in mind with
the London, and this is important in explaining some of the anomalies
in its sound quality, is that the unit is very sensitive to recorded level.
At low levels where tracking is stable and distortion reasonable, its
strengths really come over. At high levels, though, serious confusion,
hardness and mistracking become overpowering, Ifeel.

00
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Denon DL-103D

50

Distributor: Eumig ( UK) Ltd, 14 Priestley Way, London NW2 7TN.
Price (inc. VAT): £ 17713.

50

Against the other units in this report the Denon DL- 103D cartridge
from Japan initially looks uninspiring. Its body is made of grey plastic
and there is no stylus guard. On internal construction, Denon point
out that the cantilever is hinged at its upper end on a piano wire
(le stiff, springy wire) which allows free movement in all planes except
along the path of the record groove, eliminating frequency modulation
effects and allowing optimum damping to be achieved.
Mass was on the heavy side at 7.8 gm but, as usual with moving-coil
cartridges, limited compliance allowed competent warp riding and
good disc clearance ensured that the body didn't bottom easily, even
with arms of medium mass. The DL- 103D can be used in arms of low
to medium mass, but because of its own body weight Iwould not use
it in high mass types. A vee groove allows the stylus to be seen for
accurate cueing and there is also ared cue line on the body as afurther
aid. Denon fit a ' special elliptical stylus' which may well be an extended
contact type, but they do not quote its dimensions. Optimum tracking
force is quoted as at 1.5 gm with a tolerance of ± 0.2 gm. Electrical
impedance is 33 ohms and the recommended load 100 ohms or more,
so this is afairly high impedance device as moving- coil cartridges go.

IkHz square- wave, lateral (top), vertical ( bottom) (0.2 msidiv.)

criticised and liked. Everybody said it was ' hollow' and ' resonant' but
liked its tightness and punch. Again, the panel split with two marking
it above the reference and two marking it down.
On imagery, Ifeel that the comments accurately reflect measured
performance. Limited treble separation was detected as a ' closed- in
high end', whilst another person thought violins sounded ' amorphous'
and pinpointed ' bad HF separation'. However, this same person liked
'pinpoint images and good lateral precision' whilst another commented on a ' more open mid- band'. Again, there was aprecise split of
opinion on imaging abilities with two marking slightly up on the
reference and two marking slightly down. However, all four listeners
accurately marked it down on trackability. It was on the ' Reality'
rating against the tape that the Gold fell from grace rather severely.
Even those that had earlier liked its qualities demurred at this point and
it was given the lowest rating of all six cartridges with appended
comments of ' light and brittle', ' veiled', ' tinny and plummy', ' more
honky with images less wide'.
Happily, Ithink the panel's reaction was very representative of
knowledgeable listeners and revealing of cartridge properties too. In
essence, it is distinctive- sounding with certain dramatic traits that
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Measured performance
The DL- 103D possessed a relatively flat smooth response, free of
serious peaks or resonances right up to 20 kHz. Output doesn't fall off
significantly even at 50 kHz, in fact, and tip mass resonance occurred
at 30 kHz, a very high figure indicative of low effective tip mass which
means that high frequency tracking should be good with this cartridge.
Separation in the mid- band was high at — 30 dB on both channels and,
due to the tip mass resonance being well out of the audio band, inband separation up to 20 kHz was well maintained, particularly on the
left channel. Frequency response on both lateral and vertical modulation was identical to that at 45° and there was no assymmetry in the
performance of this cartridge in any respect. This indicates that it has
been competently designed and assembled and will provide even
tonal balance and imagery right across the stereo sound stage.
Playback loss on inner grooves was low, being in the order of — 2dB at
20 kHz on both lateral and vertical modulation, due to effective stylus
geometry and alignment. As expected from the body weight, low
frequency arm resonance was, at 11 Hz, lower than is common with an
m- ccartridge in alow mass arm and for this reason it is better fitted to
low or medium mass types. Both low frequency and high frequency
damping on this cartridge was appropriate for best results, with well
controlled LF and HF resonances. The square wave oscillogram
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One classic and
three new releases
for your collection.
'Sound
Guard

Sound
Guard
Reccrd
Preservatior
Kit

Sound Guard Record Care Work Pad

Sound Guard Record Preservation Kit

Now you can clean one side of your record without damaging the
other side. The Sound Guard record care work pad is nonabrasive, so it won't scratch. It prevents the record from slipping
while you're buffing toa It's non-conductive, so it can resist the
transfer of particles from dirty records. And it's not afabric, so it
has no lint to spread around. Ingenious channels collect any
excess fluid, so it won't run over to the other side of your record.
To keep your record care wo-k pad clean, simply wash it off with
water.
Suggested Retail Price £ 4.99.

Before Sound Guard record preservative, you destroyed the records you loved, a
little at atime every time you played them. Friction was the culprit. It's what happer
when ahard diamond stylus tracks in soft vinyl grooves. But now you have the
protection your records need. The regular use of Sound Guard record preservativE
A by-product of dry lubricants developed for aerospace technology. Its unique
lubricating properties significantly reduce friction and wear. It's so thin, less than
0.000003in, that the most delicate modulations aren't dsturbed. What's more,
Sound Guard preservative can be applied repeatedly without buildup, because it's
self-limiting. The fact is, when you use Sound Guard preservative as directed, youi
record keeps its full fidelity and maintains the same absence of surface noise and
harmonic distortion as it did the first time it was played. Application is easy. Simply
spray it on and buff it in.
Sugges:ed Retail Price £ 4.99. 59ml refill £ 3.24.

Record
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Sound Guard Record Cleaner Kit

Sound Guard Stylus Care Kit

Even though you might not see i:, the build
of dirt on your records is inevitable.
But now there's asolution. Sound Guard record cleaner. To remove oily deposits
and dirt that have worked their way down into the grooves, just spray Sound Guard
cleaner directly on your record and let it sit for about 30 seconds. It literally lifts the
dirt and oily deposits from the grooves. Then with our moistened non-abrasive
sponge you remove the contaminants with alight wiping. Finally any remaining
contaminants and cleaning fluid are removed from the grooves with the cleaning
pad.
Suggested Retail Price £ 4.49. Refill £ 2.99.

One of the most critical factors in ahi-fi system is the performance
at the stylus/record interface. The Sound Guard stylus care kit
contains all necessary components for keeping the stylus
environment in optimum working order. The kit includes cleaning
solution with applicator brush, adry brush for cleaning the stylus
between record plays, abulb air blower to remove particulates
from the cartridge shell and a3X and 10X magnifier for stylus
inspection.
Suggested Retail Price £ 5.45.

Sound
Guard

Total Record Care Pack comprising Record Cleaner Kit and
Record Preservative Kit £ 9.48. ( Suggested Retail Price).

F

MUM

rfurther detai sof Sound Guard products write to Pyser Ltd.,
I Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6HA.
ITelephone: Edenbridge ( 0732) 864111 ( 8 lines).
IName

I
Address
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felt to be similar to that of the reference, which means it was on the
warm side but not found offensive or particularly lacking apart from
this. Imaging was liked but again not felt to be exceptional. The panel
did however mark the Denon up over the reference, which places
it fairly highly amongst the six units in this report. Trackability was
felt to be similar to the reference, which is a correct assumption.
Comments about coloration remained vague until the master tape test,
wherupon aslight ' nasality', ' murkiness' or ' hollowness' was detected.
This appeared to affect the panel's marking and the DL- 103D only
achieved an average rank in this respect.
Iquite liked the Denon for stable and relaxed reproduction free from
any serious defect. There is afairly bright but quite nice sheen to its
sound and images are well placed, with quite good depth apparent.
Treble quality was sweet and transients are delivered quite potently
too. Ithink it is a good if not exceptional moving- coil cartridge that
would suit most people's tastes.
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Ortofon MC30
Distributor: Harman UK, St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks.
HP10 8HR.
Price ( inc. VAT): £250.

1kHz square- wave, lateral ( top), vertical (bottom) (0.2 ms/div.)

shows little overshoot, but there is some leading edge droop due to the
small upper mid- range droop in frequency response.
On lateral movement, distortion generated by this unit was slightly
higher than that of the others tested, with the exception of the London
Go/d. However, a vertical tracking angle of exactly 20° ensured that
with vertical modulation the picture reversed and therefore overall
distortion was broadly equivalent to that of the other models. Tracking
performance was good if not exceptional, with all but the highest
recorded test levels being cleared. In practice, Iwouldn't expect this
cartridge to mistrack very often.
The DL- 103D was most unusual for the sheer level of output it
achieves, which, at 311 µV for 5cm/sec, is higher than most other m- c
types, the exception being Ultimo and Satin cartridges. It will consequently provide avery good S/N ratio in use and will work well with
most m- c pre-amps.
Listening panel results
The panel felt that treble was a bit sweeter and more pleasant from
this cartridge than from the reference and liked it as a result. It was,
overall, marked up on the reference. It seems that neutrality and lack
of particular character, perhaps a good feature, made the panel
undecided on mid- band performance. Overall they marked it level with
the reference but just perceived the slight upper mid- band suck- out as
asoftening of the sound in comparison. Bass quality was, on balance,
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The MC30 is a new top- of-the- range addition to Ortofon's steadily
expanding family of moving- coil cartridges and is substantially more
expensive than a majority of its competitors, including the other five
cartridges in this report. This was borne in mind when commenting
on its performance and so my approach to the MC30 here was rather
more critical than toward the other units.
Housed in a body of the same pattern as the MC20, SL20, etc, this
cartridge is distinguished by its gold colour. There has been no
radical alteration to the operating principle successfully established
in earlier designs, but Ortofon have brought together a number of
detail improvements such as revised frequency- dependent damping
and even lower tip mass. Weight at 7.4 gm is the same as earlier
models and disc clearance beneath the coil shroud limited. As a
result the MC30 is best used in low mass arms where it will not bottom
over warps and run into dynamic non- linearity. Compliance is slightly
greater than that of the MC20 but LE damping appears to be increased.
There is no trouble fitting the Ortofon but it is difficult to cue accurately
due to the obstructive flip- down stylus guard. Once installed, it is a
good idea to remove this. The MC30, like the MC20, is one of the few
line- contact stylus moving- coil cartridges available, with a small
tracing radius of 8 // rn employed. Ortofon recommend a vertical
tracking force of 1.5 gm. Coil impedance is low at 3ohms and in
general should be terminated by 10 ohms or more.
Measured performance
As the frequency response graph clearly shows, both channels of
the MC30 exhibit a + 1.5 dB hump in the upper mid- band centred
around 6kHz, followed by a rise toward resonance that puts output at
20 kHz + 2.5 dB up. This unusual feature will certainly make the MC30
sound bright compared with a majority of cartridges on the market
which, like the Denon for example, tend to suck out in this region.
This rise can be seen both on lateral and vertical modulation and so
it will affect all images on the sound stage equally. In fact, on vertical
modulation overall output above 5kHz is lifted, tending to add further
brightness since wideband effects such as this can affect sound
quality significantly. After Ihad tested this MC30, Ortofon told me
that the damping had been revised and so a later sample was also
measured. It did, however, display aresponse identical to that shown
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Dear Dalesford,
I'm told the'in'
sound is D shaped.
Please tell me more
about your Dalesford D
speakers.
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Address

To: Dalesford Loudspeakers Ltd
Calverley, Pudsey,
Yorkshire.

34 Northumberland Street,
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Eastbourne.
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A ci,,ality and service centre of the South- East
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tip mass of any cartridge on the market, and this does aid tracking
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at high frequencies.
Low frequency resonance occurs at 12 Hz in the SME Series III arm
and this indicates that it would be unwise to use the cartridge in arms
of significant mass, especially since disc clearance is limited. Harmonic
distortion was low on both lateral and vertical modulation, a vertical
tracking angle figure of 22° aiding the latter. Also notable, as with the
MC20, was the relatively slow increase in distortion with recorded
level exhibited by this cartridge. However, intermodulation distortion
was somewhat higher from the MC30 than many of the other units in
this report, which alters the picture somewhat, and, on balance,
overall distortion levels were not exceptional.
Tracking performance has improved over earlier designs, however,
and the cartridge clears all but the highest recorded levels at 300 Hz,
whilst being the only unit in this group to track very high mid- band signals successfully. Output is lower than before, though, due to reduced
coil turns employed decreasing tip mass, and at 137 iLV the MC30
provides less output than most, if not all, other moving- coil cartridges
available. With many pre-amplifiers this will lead to audible background hiss levels and users should use either the Ortofon MCA- 76 or
the new T30 transformer which is even quieter (though expensive at
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£199) and which Ifund excellent.
Listening panel results
Panel comments for the MC30 made fascinating reading, since
Ortofon's own MC20 (
a late sample) was the reference against which
it was judged. On treble quality the panel very accurately pinpointed
what they described as a ' lighter' and ' thinner' quality which was
described as ' cold' and ' hard'. This was undoubtedly due to the lift in
response above 5kHz. Not surprisingly, the same effect was heard
in the mid- band which again was termed ' lighter' although ' detailed'
and ' clear'. Whilst treble quality was marked down against the MC20,
mid- band quality was, overall, put on par. One listener managed to
describe accurately the MC30's response as ' shelved HF lift'. Bass
quality was rated just ashade above that of the MC20, due to a ' tighter'

ORTOFON MC 30
10

JVC TRS 1007
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—
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quality. Imaging was felt to be worse than that of the reference, with
good depth but mediocre accuracy of positioning. One listener again
showed exceptional accuity in hearing good mid- band but poor HF
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separation. Tracking ability was unanimously marked down against
the reference, although is was marginally better in measurement. This
may have been caused by a feeling of unease many panel members
felt, caused by the lifted top end, but attributed to poor tracking. The
MC30 scored reasonably well on ' reality' against the master tape but
was not accorded much praise. The panel had adifficult time with this
cartridge and none of them were, in the end, happy about iistening to
it, although they weren't entirely sure why.

It was summed up as

'strange', ' an enigma', ' fatiguing'.
On first using the MC30, Iwas very enthusiastic about it since I
found it both clean and detailed. However, overall brightness which I
guessed was due to shelf lift simply did become annoying after a
while and you could hardly term the MC30 subtle. Imagery was good
and bass quality a trifle soft, although better than earlier designs.
However, when one trait of a product such as this becomes dominant
you either learn to live with it or you don't. Idecided not to.

2nd sample

Conclusions

1kHz square- wave, lateral (top), vertical (bottom) (0.2 ms/div.)

here. However, whilst crosstalk from the first sample was, as shown,
well balanced ( although not as wide at 20 kHz as the MC20 tested in
August ' 78), that for the second sample was unbalanced. Separation
measured 20 dB on average for the second sample, although when
tilted for maximum separation and then measured, it was apparent that
Ortofon had managed to improve HF separation to some extent. By
moving tip mass resonance up from 30 kHz on the MC20 to 38 kHz on
the MC30, Ortofon obviously had hoped to remove deterioration in
high frequency channel separation almost completely, but poor
assembly accuracy defeated their aim on the second sample, whilst
inappropriate high frequency damping did the same for the first
sample. These results aren't very satisfactory considering price.
However, in its favour, it does look as if the MC30 has about the lowest
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When looking for final recommendations Ithink we can say that
Ortofon's MC30 is just too expensive for what turned out to be somewhat questionable performance results. It would appear that the
manufacturers are still wrestling to get this model to perform properly
and so, whilst in the future all may turn out well, Iam not inclined to
recommend it now. Decca's London Gold is and will remain, I'm sure, a
fiercely controversial cartridge. There's no doubt that many will listen
to nothing else, feeling that its version of the information on adisc is
correct and all others are wrong. But most experienced listeners
reject this, myself included. The London's technical weaknesses
cannot be ignored and are responsible, Ifeel, for its sonic peculiarities.
Mayware's MC- 2C behaved quite well but, like JVC's MC-2E, was
criticised on its treble quality. Both cartridges have potential and the
Mayware is modestly priced, but both were bettered by other designs
here. Of the two remaining cartridges, the original EEI MC555 was
preferred for a good overall blend of qualities. The second sample,
though, revealed adisturbing variability, and a prospective purchaser
should attempt an audition first. The Denon DL- 103D was a trifle
brighter in its presentation than the original EEI and it can be recommended as a competent design that will provide excellent results.•
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NEWSPLASH:
ROMANS LEAK
SPECIAL OFFER

This is probably one of the most important special purchases
Hardmans have made for along time. We've been able to buy a
massive consignment of Leak speakers at really exciting savings.
Leak Time-Delay Compensation
A simple, genuine step forward in stereo reproduction.
In aconventional loudspeaker, treble and bass midrange units
are mounted on aflat baffle. Because the bass unit is deeper than
the treble unit, it is slightly farther away from
the listener.
This means higher frequencies reach the
listener slightly before the lower frequencies.
This time delay has the effect of flattening the
'depth' of the recorded material.
The Leak answer to the problem is simply
to step back the treble unit slightly. This unique
structure cancels out the time delay effect,
giving superb three-dimensional positioning of
instruments and voices.
Perhaps the most significant thing of all
is that because this innovation is so simple,
it won't cost you asmall fortune to enjoy it.

LEAK 3080. One of the finest transducers
available for domestic use. Magnificent bass.
Astonishing clarity across the audible spectrum.
Frequency response: 38Hz-22kHz:Use with
amplifiers up to 12-90 watts RMS:per channel.
Really has to be heard to be believed.
At only £ 198. tremendous value for money
NORMAL HARDMANS PRICE £289.90.
SPECIAL PRICE £198.00
LEAK 3050. 40 litres
internal volume for excellent
bass performance. Low notes
will shake your floor even at
low listening levels. Use with
amplifiers of up to 12-60 watts
RMS per channel.
Tremendous midrange clarity
resulting from twin bass
midrange unit. Frequency
response: 48Hz-22kHz.
NORMAL HARDMANS
PRICE £ 199.90
SPECIAL PRICE £119. 00.
LEAK 3030. Twin bass
midrange drive units.
A satisfying combination of
good bass response and
crisp midrange.
Used with amplifiers 12 to
35 watts RMS per channel,
for performance usually
associated with larger
speakers. Frequency
response: 60Hz-22kHz.
NORMAL HARDMANS
PRICE £ 132.90. _
SPECIAL PRICE £ 98.00
LEAK 3020. Chosen by Radio France for their
studios. For use with amplifiers 12-25 watts ex
RMS per channel, a compact speaker.
incorporates a port reflex design for
extended bass.
Frequency response: 62Hz-22kHz
Very popular at a really low price.
NORMAL HARDMANS PRICE £93.90

£89.00

MAIL ORDER FORM to:

11111

111
I

NB. ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS ON HARDMANS NORMAL
LOW PRICES.
Choice of Teak or Walnut finish.
All equipment shown Is backed by the
usual Hardmans service:
*All equipment is checked by our service
engineers before despatch.
*2-year guarantee on labour and parts.
One year on portables.
*Goods ordered by post sent Securicor for safety.
A wide range of proven quality equipment is always in stock.
Phone for aquote on any item not shown
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Hard'sIan Radio. Mail Orde• Dept FIFN 479
26 E ¡ change Street East. Liverpool L2 3PH

£

,(Payable to Hardman Radio

'Please add £3 per rem. packaging and insurance All goods delivered by Secuncor ( UK Mainend only.

Or debit

Address
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my Access ' Barclaycard No

Signature
Full refund should we be out of stock of item required

15r,

Mail Order Action Line 051-236 2828
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Description of goods required:
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Easy terms
available

Talk to the helpful Hiqi people I
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ROTEL 603 AM FM A
RECEIVER.
The receiver more and
more enthusiasts are asking
us for. 50 watts RMS per
channel with less than 0.1%
THD. Particularly good
FM performance.
LED function indicators.
RRP £347.90
HARDMANS PRICE £179
JCV JF1S 400 RECEIVER
80 watts RMS per channel
AM/FM stereo receiver.
SEA tone controls. 2-tape
facility. High and low filters.
Uncompromising standards of
quality and performance
at an attainable price.
RRP. £410.
HARDMANS PRICE

r

GOODMANS MODULE 90 ,•
AM FM RECEIVER.
The ever- popular 30 watts
RMS per channel receiver at a
tremendously low price. Very few
units can match it for quality at
the price.
HARDMANS PRICE £98.00.

'Ale'

A ROTEL

803 AM FM
RECEIVER. The big brother of
the 603. now less than half price. 75 watts
RMS per channel. MOS FET FM front-end for
fabulous FM sensitivity. Highly recommended.
RRP £417.86. HARDMANS PRICE £ 199.00

• AMPEX TAPES
Ser. 2020, 7", 1800', £3.95. Ser. 351, 7
-,
2400', C2.95. Ser. 361.
7', 3600', £3.75. Ser. 292, 7", 1800', bk. ctd., £ 1.95.
SHAMROCK TAPES (
All Polyester)
T", 1800', £ 1.50. 7, 2400', £2.20. 5', 900', 75p. 5, 1200', £ 1.20.
EMI White Box. T. 1800', MIS.
MEMOREX. r. 18C0', £ 30.

TECHNICS SL 150 INCLUDING
SME 3009 ARM.
Direct drive, perfectly
matched with the separate
SME tone arm. Rumble at
-73dB DIN B. 0.025% WRMS
wow- and- flutter. Variable pitch
control and illuminated strobe.
A lot of technology for
the money. RRP £ 236.70
HARDMANS PRICE>

HARDMANS PRICE £ 89.50

DEPARTMENT

• CREDIT
FACILITIES

You get a fair deal at a fair price when you buy it from

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON, SW16 6E6
Iruin. St Leonard's Church
Phone. 01-769 0466, 01-769 0192
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

£179.00

HARMAN KARDON 330 À
RECEIVER
Truly astonishing performance
for the price. 25 watts RMS per
channel with excellent clarity
and very low distortion High FM
image rejection and sensitivity
A good buy. RRP £ 175

Add 35p for PIP Prices subject to alteration without notice.
ALL PRICES INC. VAT
C60
C90
CI20
• APPOINTED
£1 00
DEALERS FOR
£3 20
LI 35 £ 180 SONY VIDEO
£1-00
£0 85 £ 110
£0.60
£1 65 £2 15
£1.35
£1 OS
£1 40 £ 185 • APPOINTED
PIONEER, J.V.C.
£2.00
£1 50
AND YAMAHA
LI 00
£0 70
STOCKISTS
£1.11
LI 53
£1 66
£1.22
LI 10
LI 51
£0.79
• Head Cleaners by
£1.05
£1.35 £ 1.85 Philips, Bib, BASF,
LI 45
LI 85
TDK, Pyral.
95p £ I-35
65p
£1 40 £ 190
LI . 25
£1.45 £ 1.85 • PHILIPS, SONY.
£1.10
809
LI IS B.A.S.F. AND VHS
60p
90p —
709
£1 00
80p
• REEL TO REEL
LI 20
LI 65
£1.40
£1 80
Appointed stockists for
55p
80p £ F00 Tandberg, Sony, Philips
88p
£1-20
Akai. Hitachi, Uher,
£1.10
7Sp
and many others.
£1 70
£1.35
Mies., Mixers, Acces£0 90 £0.88 sories.
£0 60
£2 00
£1 30
£0 90
LI 30
£0.60
• HI-FI
£2 05
LI 45
£0 90
LI 25 £ 1.55 Amplifiers,
speakers,
£2 15
£1.75
motors, pickups and
£0 90 £ 1.10 accessories by leading
LO 60
£1 75
LI 30
makers, music centres.
£1.25 £ 1-85
£
ten
.45
£1.95
• OWN SERVICE

• CASSETTES
Ampex 2020 Studio ..
BASF Super Chrome
B.LH/SM Super ..
LHISM
Chrome ..
Super Ferri LH/SM.
Ferrichrome
EMI X-100/UD
Fuji FX I ..
Fuji FX 2 ..
Fuji FL
Hitachi UD ( inc. head cleaner)
Hitachi EX or ER ..
Hitachi LN ( inc. head cleaner)
Maxell UD ( inc. head cleaner)
Memorex MRX3 . •
Philips Ferro
Super Ferro
Super Ferro 1 . •
Chrome . .
Ferrochrome • .
Pyral Hi-Fi
Maxima ..
Optima ..
Super Ferrite
Scotch
.
Scotch Classic .. C45, £ 1.25
Sony Low Noise ( library cases)
Sony Chrome
.
Sony HF ..
Sony Ferrichrome .
TDK Dynamic .. C45, £0.55
SA
AD
.. C45, £0.85
Chrome

SOUND THINKING!

LEAK 3000 >
HEADPHONES
A remarkably
low price for headphoefes built on
the fiat field drive principle.
Damped hear-through design
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz.
A well thought-out, comfortable
headphone. Highly recommended.
NORMAL HARDMANS PRICE £34.50
SPECIAL PRICE £24.50.

Major stockists of Technics,
Quad, Tanberg, Revox,
Mordaunt-Short, Mission,
Aiwa, Hitachi, NationalPanasonic, Lux, Audio Pro,
Harman Kardon, Etc., Etc.Headphones sent by recorded
Ring for our latest prices.
delivery. Please add 50p.
Hours ot business Monday 9-6 pm Tuesday 10 30-6 pm Virectiesday 9-6 pni
Thursday 9-8 pm Friday 9-6 en Saturday 9-6 pn
Prices include VAT and correct at the time ot going to press

33 Dale Street, Liverpool Tel: 051-236 2828
St. Mary's Gate. Market Street. Manchester Tel 061-832 6087
Guild Hall Arcade. Preston Tel ( 0772) 59264
The Forum, Northgate St. Chester Tel: (0244) 317667
19 21 Corporation Street Birmingham Tel 021-632 6303

AT
35
MOSCOW
ROAD,
where
thoroughgoing
knowledge
and
unequalled experience of Audio merges
with a deep understanding of music, you
will invariably encounter sound thinking
about every aspect of Hi -Fi. After 35
years as specialists in this field ("The
doyen of hi-fi music"— Penguin's London
Shopping Guide), we are not overly impressed by technical jargon or statistics:
what we care about are musical results,
reliability, domestic convenience and, by
no means least, value for money. Musical performance must be paramount, and
we aim for sound of the utmost naturalness, not ' technicolor' thrills. Reliability,
too, rates a high priority, since it is our
policy, wherever geographically possible, to install and to maintain all equipment purchased from us, and we no less
than our clients would suffer if insufficient attention were paid to this factor.
Domestic convenience means not only
helping you choose the right equipment
for the surroundings, but providing any
necessary fitments—ready-made or custom-built— to blend whatever you require into your home (and, where necessary. arranging extensions into other
rooms), while our advice is invariably
directed at making the very mostof whatever sum you are prepared to lay out.
Although, in general, we favour
'separates' for a variety of reasons, we
also stock some selected Music Centres,
provided the latter do not include
speakers as pan of the ' package'
Speakers are, without question, the

dominant audio components, and our
hand-picked range—from the Videotone
D100 at around £45 per pair to the new
Rogers 'state of the art' system costing
over £ 800—may well surprise you since
it contains few of the most widely advertised names. Come and hear the magnificent Harbeth HL Monitors (today's
outstanding domestic loudspeakers), the
astonishing BBC-designed LS3/5A Monitors (marvellous sound from tiny enclosures) and the new Audiomaster
MIS- 1, in our view the finest speaker
yet produced for those not prepared to
spend over £ 100 per pair. Other recent
arrivals which we warmly recommend
include the JVC KD720 and KDIO
Dolby cassette decks, the splendid JVCCiLF4 direct-drive auto-turntable (especially if fitted with the top AKG cartridge) and, for budget systems, the belt'
driven Garrard SP25 Mk VI module plus
the JVC JASIO amplifier.

LIVE RECORD REVIEW
Every Saturday afternoon for over 20
years music-lovers have been flocking to
our studio for LIVE RECORD REVIEW,
our weekly record recital devoted to the
latest classical releases ( 2o'clock to 4.30).
Why not join this happy throng when next
you have some time to spare? You can
come and go as you please and, while
there, listen at ease to the finest new
recordings on a range of superb equip.
ment. Afterwards there is plenty of time
to discuss musical and audio topics.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd.
MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

TEL: 01-229 2071

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30;
Thurs. 9.30-1;

Fri. 9.30-7
15

It's not an expensive cartridge
It's an inexpensive way ofupgra
£90.

The Denon cartridge on the right costs about

And if you don't have acartridge transformer
already you'll nccd another £45 or so for that.
Does all that mean this is only for hi-fi afficionados with as much money as sense?
That's certainly the traditional view.
The fact is, many people skimp when it comes
to paying for acartridge.
Acartridge, after all, has none of the glamour of
aMos Fet amplifier. Or alinear phase loudspeaker.
It offers you no banks of shiny dials. Or gleaming rosewood cabinet.
Yet, for all that, the quality of your entire hi-fi
system depends on the input the cartridge delivers.
Indeed, your present cartridge is probably
stopping the rest of your system doing justice to
their specifications.
The weak link in your hi-fi.
Of all the jobs the different parts of a hi-fi
system have to do, the cartridge probably has the
hardest.
The average record groove, for astart is barely
the width of ahuman hair.
The stylus tip that tracks along this groove is,
though apparently tiny putting the record under
immense pressure.
About 30 tons per sq. inch is typical.
This can distort the vinyl at the point of contact
in away that suppresses much of the high frequency
musical information.
The stylus has many other difficulties in collecting all the musical information that's encoded in the
groove.
So it's no surprise that avast amount of musical
information remains stuck in the groove. And
never gets fed into your hi-fi system.
The cartridge the record companies use.
If you think we're exaggerating the importance
of your cartridge, let us quote from an American
hi-fi magazine.
"Every new advance in cartridge fidelity means
abigger step upwards than asimilar advance in
any other component'
We know that's true. We make most of the other
hi-fi components as well: record decks, tuners,

amplifiers, even the records themselves.
And we know that their performance totally
depends on the cartridge.
So rather than rely on someone else's cartridge,
we decided to develop our own. Today you'll find
them being used by virtually every Japanese radio
station.
You'll find that several record companies use
our cartridge when they are checking the quality
of master recordings before they're pressed.
And you'll find hi-fi magazines use one of our
cartridges as the reference standard in comparative tests. (As HiFi for Pleasure did when they
compared nine top quality cartridges).
The cartridge on the right is one of our 103
series that have earned us this place in professional
hi-fi.
And now it's available to you in
Britain.
You can't hear how good it is.
The heart of the Denon 103 series
cartridge is its patented vibration
system.
This enables the 103D, for example,
to reproduce afrequency range of
65 kHz.
As the human ear can only hear arange of
20 kHz you may wonder why we bother.
It's because of the fidelity this performance
creates in the audible part of the frequency range.
One reviewer observed: " for the first time in
records" the cartridge quality "allowed apiano to
sound like apiano. This natural tonal balance is
indeed reminiscent of the sound of amaster tape."
This came from areview of some of the world's
most expensive cartridges.
The Denon 103 was the joint winner. (The
other cartridge was alaboratory item not actually
on sale).
Since then we've improved our performance
still more with the 103S and the 103D.
Both of them have elliptical stylus that matches
the shape of the record cutter stylus.
Both have acantilever support system made
out of aspecial light alloy to reduce the cartridge's
effective mass.

ling your hi-fi.
We've even mounted the diamond stylus in a
new way that nccds only avery small amount of
binding agent.
With results that the stylus pressure on the
103D is down to 1.5 grams. And the compliance is
8x6/10cms/dyne.
A professional cartridge for an
amateur system?
Specifications like these clearly put our 103
series in aprofessional class:
If your system cost under £ 1000 you may think
that's more than you want.
It's true that an advanced system will make

more of the superior input that our cartridge
delivers into it.
But it's also true that virtually every hi-fi system
will sound better with an input from one of our
cartridges.
You can easily prove this for yourself.
Simply send us the coupon and we'll send you
details of your nearest Denon dealer.
Then you can hear our cartridge in action.
And once you've heard it, you'll realise that everything we've said is true.
Please send me details of the Denon range of cartridges 0
Also please inform me of Denon's cartridge transformers, 111
record decks, 0 tuners, D amplifiers D
Name
Addresg
Denon Customer Service Division,
Eumig (UK) Ltd., 14 Priestley Way
London, NW2 7TN Tel. 01-450 8070.

THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARD IN HI-FI.
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• EXPERT, FRIENDLY ADVICE
•VERY COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS
•12 MONTHS FREE SERVICING

PRICES ARE CORRECT AS AT 5,2,79
BUT MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE- ($ 10)
SPECIAL OFFERS, LIMITED SUPPLIES
ONLY AVAILABLE AT THESE PRICES
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(C & 1 £2.75)
Aiwa AF3070 .. £317.95
Aiwa AX7400 .. £ 169.95
Aiwa AX7600 £224.95
Akai AAI010 ( s/o) £89.95
Akai AA I125 . . £ 139.95
Akai AAI 35L . £236.95
Akai AA1150 £279.95
Akai AAI 175 .. £402 95
Akai AAI200 .• £558.95
Amstrad EX222 £ 68.95
Amstrad EX333 £ 94.95
Amstrad 5050 .. £89.95
Armstrong 625 (T) £ 190 95
Armstrong 626 ( T) £219 95
Beomaster 1100 ( s/o) £ 129-95
Beomaster 3400 (s/o) £ 189.95
Harman Kardon
330C (s/o) £99.95
Harman Kardon
730
(s/o) £209.95
Harman Kardon 340,
450, 560 ..
P.O.A.
JVC JRS300 ( s/o) £229-95
JVC JRS.400 ( sic.) £289-95
JVC JR-S6IL, S8I,
S20IL, S301
P.O.A.
Marantz 22I6B, 222613/1_,
223813/1_, 2252B
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX850 ( s/o) £279.95
Pioneer SXI250 ( s/o) £414.95
Pioneer SX590 .. £ 130.95
PioneerSX690 .. £ 163.95
Pioneer SX980 £ 355.95
Pioneer SXI080 £ 416 95
Pioneer SXI980 £ 21 95
Rote RXI603 ( s/o) £469 95
Rote RX203 £ 94 95
Rote RX203LW .. £ 104.95
Rote RX303 .. £ 114-95
Rote RX403 .. £ 119 95
Rote RX403LW £ 129 95
Rote RX503 .. £ 149-95
Rote RX603 .. £ 249 95
Rote RX803 .. £ 299 95
Rote RX I
203 . £499-95
Rote RX1603 .. £ 599 95
Sansui G301 . • £ 155 95
Sansui G401 .. £ 175.95
SonySTR4800 ( s/o) £ 184.95
Sony STR2I2L, 3I3L, V3L,
P.O.A.
V4L, HST49, 89A
Technics SA5070 (s/o) £94.95
Technics SA5270 ( s/) £ 154.95
Technics SAIOOL, 200L, 300L,
400, 500, 600, 700
P.O.A.
Trio KR2090L £ 129.95
Trio KR3090 .. £ 161.95
Trio KR4070L • . £23745
Yamaha CR220. 420, 620,
P.O.A.
820, 1020, 2020 ..

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
(C & I £ 275)
Akai AM2250 £ 84 95
Aka, AM2450 £ 137 95
Amstrad IC2000
Mk. III ( s/o) £ 39 95
Amstrad EX220 . £ 52 95
Amstrad EX330 £59 95
Armstrong 621 ( T) £ 120 95
Harman Kardon
A401 ( s/o)
£79.95
Harman Kardon
HKA402 (s/o) £ 179.95
Harman Kardon 503
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon 505
P.O.A.
JVC 1S-S10, SI IG,
S22,544, 555,577
P.O.A.
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OVER THE COUNTER PERSONAL EXPORT(SAVE V A T ) AVAILABLE AT ALL OF OUR BRANCHES
• DIRECT EXPORT TO ANY COUNTRY • WRITE, TELEPHONE OR TELEX ( ANDROMEDA 8951525)10 OUR KINGS CROSS BRANCH

Lux L31 .. ( sit)) £ 139.95
Lux L8 .. ( s/o) £219 95
Lux L85V ( s/o( £ 334 95
Lux L100 .. ( s/o) £599.95
Marantz 1050, 1072,
1090 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA506 .. £81.95
Pioneer SA606 .. £ 111 95
Pioneer SA706 .. £ 148 95
Pioneer SA8500 II £225•95
Pioneer SA950011 . £313-95
Quad 33 Cont. Unit,
303, 405 ..
P.O.A.
Rote RA413 ( so) £ 92 95
Rote RA7I3 (s/o.) £ 109 95
Rote RA214• £ 64 95
Rote RA314 .. £79 95
Rote RA4I4 £ 109.95
Rote RA714 £ 139.95
Sansui AU 117
£72.95
Sansu i
AU2I7 £ 111.95
Sansui AU3I7 £ 160 95
Sansui AU517 £264-95
Sansui AU7I7 £310.50
Sansui AX7
£ 156.95
Sony TA5650 (s/o) £ 149.95
Sony TA2I2, 313, 515,
F3A, F4A, F5A, 5650 P.O.A.
Technics SU7100 ( s/o) £89.95
Technics SU7300 ( s/o) £ 124.95
Technics SU7700 ( s/o) £ 154.95
Technics SU801 I,
8022/8022K, 8044.
8055, 8077K.
8088K. 8099K,
9011. 5E9021
P.O.A.
Trio KA3700A ( s/o) £79.95
Trio KAI500 Mk II £79.95
Trio KA3700 .. £79.95
TrioKA5700 .. £ 131-95
Trio KA6 100 .. £ 181-95
Trio KA7 I
00 .. £235 95
Yamaha CA4I0 ( s/o) £ 89 95
Yamaha CA510, 710,
810, 1010, 2010 ..
P.O.A.

TUNERS
(C 8i I £2•75)
Akai AT2200 ( so) £ 79 95
Akai AT2600 ( s/o) £ 174 95
Akai AT22SOL £84 50
AkaiAT2450L £ 133 50
Amstrad EX202 . • £51 95
Amstrad EX303
.. £54 95
Amstrad MPX3000
Mk 11 • .. £40 95
Armstrong 623 ( T) £ 135-95
Armstrong 624 ( T) £ 104-95
Harman Kardon 500 P.O.A.
JVC JTVIOL, 11G,
22
Marantz 20501_,
2100, 2100L
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX606 .. £90.95
Pioneer TX6500 . £72.95
Pioneer TX8500 Elk II £ 182.95
Pioneer TX 950011 £254.95
Quad FM3
Roce RT425 ( s/o) £74.95
Rote RT226 .. £64.95
Rote RT226LW .. £74.95
Rote RT426 .. £89 95
Rote RT426LW £ 99 95
Rote RT726 £99 95
Sansui TU2I7 £ 105.95
Sansui TU717 .. £ 198.95
Sony ST IIL ( s/o). £77.50
Sony ST2I2L, 313L,
5I5L, A3L, 3950,5950 P.O.A.
Technics ST7300 (s/o) £ 104.95

Technics
ST8011 L8011LK,
8044L, 8077K,
9031 ..
P.O.A.
Trio KT5300 Mk 11 £88.95
Trio KT5500 .. £88.95
Trio KT6500 .. £ 151-95
Uher
—
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT4 .
I
0, 510, 710,
810, 1010, 7000
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
(C & 1 £2.75)
Accutrac 4000 F.R.A.'P.O.A.
Aiwa 2200 + Cart. .. £ 103.95
Aiwa AP2500 — Cart. £ 158.95
Akai API 00— Cart. £75 00
Akai AP206
£96.95
Akai AP306 £ 128.95
Amstrad TPI2D ( so) £43 95

DDI30 W/C
£98.50
Goldring CK2 Kit
(Inc. Arm) (s/o) £ 19.95
Goldring G103 (s/o) £29.95
JVC JLA20. QLA2, QLF4,
QL5, QL7, QL70
P.O.A.
Lenco L65 ..
(
i/o) £34.95
Lento 1134 ( s/)
£44-95
Lento 190 ..
(
ski) £69-95
Lenco Plinth/Cover
for L45 .. (s/o) £6.50
Marantz
P.O.A.
Micro Seiki M810, MBI4,
DD24
P.O.A.
Micro Seiki DD 40 £ 169.95
Pioneer PL5I 2
£50 50
Pioneer PL514 £59 95
Pioneer PL5 16
E80 95
Pioneer PL518 . £ 108 95
Pioneer PL550 .. £ 139.95
Rotel
RP2300—Cart.(s/o) £54 95

BANG 84

;lie \

OLUFSEN
At our two specialist B & 0 Centres we have on display,
ready for immediate demonstration, the complete range of
superb Bang & Olufsen Hi Fi equipment. Please telephone
for our prices, special offers, credit terms, etc.

CITY:

228 Bishopsgate, EC2. 01-247 2609
Mon.— Fri. 9-6 p.m., Sun. 10-2 p.m., Closed Sat.

WEST END.

378 Edgware Rd, W2 01-724 1583
• Open Mon.— Sat. 9are-6p.m.

Connoisseur
BD1 Kit .. £ 18 00
BD2/A Assembly £ 56 95
B03 (so) •. £69.95
BD101 — Arm .. [ 45 SO
B0101
Arm ..
£61.50
BD101+SAU4
Arm .. £ 78 95
BD103 — Arm . £ 76 95
BC1103 Assembly
+Arm .
£90 50
Compact Plinth £ 16 50
Standard Plinth .. £22.50
Garrard GT55P Mod.+
Cart. ( s/o)
£ 415
DD75 with Shure
M75ED11(Exp)(s/o)£64.95

--1)

RP5300 — Cart. ( s, o) £ 82 95
RPI300+Cart. .. £89 95
RP2300+ Cert. .. £99 95
RP33004•Cstrz- .. £99 95
RP3300
95
RP5300
£109 95
Sansui ERIC:18OP ( s/o) £59 95
Sony PSTI, PST20,
PS2I 2
..
P.0 A.
Technics 51150 (s/) £89 95
Technics SL150 Mk 11, 220,
230. 1300 Mk II, 1310
Mk 11, 1400 Mk 11, 1410
Mk II, 1500 Mk II, 1510
Mk II, 3200, 3300, 5200,
5 300 •
P.O.A.
Thorens TDI26BC
II
. (s/o) £ 144.95

CUSTOM HI Fl
CENTRE

Our High Holborn branch specializes in all the leading ' top
of the market' brancs and is staffed by extremely
knowledgeable and helpful Hi Fi specialist salesmen.
The NUSOUND CUSTOM HI- F1 CENTRE is ' the
place' for the man who wants the best available in
equipment, advice and service.
(Address etc. below OR Telephone 01-242 8354)

GT20+75ED 11 .
GT25 + M75ED II
SP25 Mk VI W/C
GT35 + M75ED 11

£71
an
£47
£97

95
95
95
00

Thorens TDI04, 105, 110,
115, 126 Mk IIIC, 126
Mk IIIBC, 160
Mk IIBC
P.O.A.

Toshiba 5R370— Arm
(s/o) £ 109.95
Trio KDS00 .. £216.95
TrioKD550 .. £237.95
Trio KDI033B .. £56.95
Trio KD2055
4105.95
TrioK 02070 • . £109-95
Trio K03070
£145-95
Yamaha YP2 I1, 511
P.O.A.

PICK-UP ARMS
(C & I£1.75)
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 16-50
Connoisseur SAU4 £39.50
SME 3009 ( PH),
/S2 ( DH), III
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS
(C & IBookshelf [3.50)
(C & 1Console £5.00)
Amstrad 1000 .. £ 19.00
Amstrad Acousta 1500 £37.95
Amstrad Acousta 2500 £41.50
AR AR9, 10, II, 12,
14, IS, 17, 18 ..
P.O.A.
Armstrong 602 ( T) £ 182.50
B & W DM2/I I + Stand,
DM2/1 I + Plinth,
DM4, 5, 6, 7 ..
P.O.A.
Celef Domestic 1lino.,
II Super, Monitor
Improved, Mini Professional SM, PEI
P.O.A.
Celestion UL6, UL8, UL 10,
Hadleigh Mk II, Dicton II,
I
5XR, 22, 25, 442, 551,
662 ..
P.O.A.
Gale GS401A, IC ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans RBI8 .. £59 95
Goodmans RB20 .. £ 75.95
Goodmans RB35 £ 109.95
Goocimans RB65 .. £ 130 95
IMF Super Compact
II, Studio ALS40 II,
Studio TUSO
TLS80 II, Monitor
Mk. IV
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Jim Rogers 1R149
Jim Rogers Super Woofer
& LPA Unit ..
P.O.A.
Keesonic
F.R.A./P.O.A.
KEF Calinda, Cantata,
Celeste III, Concord Ill, Corelli,
104AB, 105 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 4G, 4 Mk II, 5 Mk II,
6 Mk II, 7 Mk II..
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short Carnival II,
Festival 11, Pageant 11 P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic
P.O.A.
Sony
, F.R.A/P.O.A.
Tannoy Ascot. Chester,
Dorset, Mayfair,
Oxford, Arden,
Berkeley,
HPD385A Chassis P. O.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Videotone
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Wharfedale
Chevin XP2 (T) £33.95
Denton XP2 (T) £50.95
Glendale XP2 ( T) £ 104•50
Linton XP2 (T) .. £78.95
Shelton XP2 ( T) £64 95
Dovedale SP2 (T) £ 175 95
Teesdale SP2 ( T) £ 129 95
ESE)
£ 252 95

HOLBORN

3761 Edgware Road, W2.

EDGWARE RD.

82 High Holborn, WC1.

Tel

E70
£311.95
Denton 2XP Kit £26.95
Glendale 3XP Kit £56.95
Linton 3XP Kit .. £41.95
Yamaha NS500, 615, 635,
655, 1000, 1000M
P.O.A.

CASSETTE/REEL TO
REEL RECORDERS
(C & I£2•75)
Aiwa AD1250
Aiwa AD6350 £ 149•51
Aiwa AD6400 .. £ 184.95
Aiwa AD6550 £215.95
Aiwa AD6800 £ 314.95
Aiwa AD6900 £366.50
Akai GX2I5D £321.95
Akai GXC570D 11 .. £616.95
Akai CS702D Mk 11 £ 118.95
Akai GXC706D £ 161.50
Akai GXC709D £ 193.50
Akai GXC725D £246.95
Akai GXC730D £284.50
Akai GXC750D £428.95
Akai 1722 Mk II £289-95
Akai 4000DB £268.95
Akai 4000DS Mk 11 £214.50
Harman Kardon
1500, 2500 ..
P.O.A.
JVC KD2, 10S, 21, 25, 55, 65,
S201, 720, CDI635 P.O.A.
Neal
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Pioneer CTF500 £96.95
Pioneer CTF700 £ 194.95
Pioneer CTF900 £289.50
Pioneer CTFI000 £393-95
Pioneer CTF4040 £ 111 95
Pioneer RT707 £402.95
Rotel RDI5F £99-95
Sansui SCI100 £ 120.95
Sansui SC I110 £ 120.95
Sansui SC2I00/10 £200-95
Sony TCU2
P.O.A.
Sony TCU5
P.O.A.
Sony TCK IA
P.O.A.
Sony TCK4A
P.O.A.
Sony TCK5
P.O.A.
Sony TCK60
P.O.A.
Sony TCK96R
P.O.A.
Sony TCI44CS
P.O.A.
Sony TCI50
P.O.A.
Sony TC158SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC399
P.O.A.
Sony TC520CS
P.O.A.
Sony TC525
P.O.A.
Sony TC645
P.O.A.
Tandberg TD20A
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD320
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD340A
P.O.A.
Teac A103, 106, 107, 300,
2300SD,2300SX,3300SX4T,
3300SX2T, 3340S,
43005X ..
P.O.A.
Technics RSM22
P.O.A.
Technics RSM33
P.O.A.
Technics RSM56
P.O.A.
Technics RS6I6
P.O.A.
Technics RS63I
P.O.A.
Technics RS641
P.O.A.
Technics RS646
P.O.A.
Technics RS673
P.O.A.
Technics RS686
P.O.A.
Technics RSI500
P.O.A.
Technics RS7500
P.O.A.
Trio KX520 £ 138.95
Trio KX620 £ 161-95
Trio KXI030
Yamaha TC520, BOOD,
800GL, 1000 ..
P.O.A.

01 242 7401
01 724 1583

KINGS CROSS');' 242/244 Pentonville Road, NI.
LEWISHAM
36 Lewisham High Street, SE13.

01 837 8200

01-852

2399

ILFORD
Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford. 01-478
WALTHAMSTOW 252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow E17. 01-520
one's NOURS:- NOCORN. 10G WARE ROAD. Mon Set! I

2291

IL FORD. LEWISHAM. KINGS CROSS Mon SMI.6 Mr's! IWALINAMS

Mon Sans

WedS l
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KINGS CROSS
BRANCH FOR
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SPECIAL OFFERS

MICRO-SEIKI DD-40
Another NuSound Exclusive!!
We have a very limited number of the superb direct drive, platter
stroboscope turntables by Micro-Seiki. Th -s ' top of the range' model
is fitted with the outstanding MA- 505 dynamic balance tone arm which
has a linear tracking of between 015-3 grammes, thus ensuring that it is
capable of accepting some of the finest cartridges available. The DD- 40
à mounted on a solid Palisander-Rosewood finish base supported on
special ' acoustic feedback prevention' shock absorbers. Base size:
19 12g "w x 15-A - dx6y," h.
Additionally these superb turntables have provision for the mounting
of a second arm and we are able to supply the relative mounting plate for
those that require this facility.

OUR PRICE £169.95
LIST PRICE £ 262 .00

Building up to
ci good sound
Richard Allan cfler tneir largest ever range of loudspeaker kits.
for the most econorn cal way to achieve the Richard Allan
high standard Of performance, at a minimum cost.
Follow the simple instructions and you can make up the
equivalent of our factory produced models.
Illustrated is the RA82 Assembly Kit.

C & IC3 -50

Tango Twin Assembly
Mounting plate for 2nd arm available at only £ 29 95.

C & I £ 2 00

ARISTON RD 11 E

Maramba Triple
Charisma Thole
RAS
RA82
RA82L

8
12

£24.00 0
£34.00 o
£41.00 o
£27.00 0
£43.00 o
£46.000

All the above prices are subie -: tto VAT at the present rate.

Rifitturd,,411tut

P ease send

¡
wilier ' Ilion -nation (
AI the ab Live kit assen-italy.
Please tick appropriate box(es.
Plus a list of Richard Al an stockists in my area.

Another NuSound bargain!! Just look at this
specification. 33¡ / 45
rpm, 4% ± pitch control. Wow and flutter
0.04%, Rumble — 72dB
unweighted. High mass
platter
4}
lbs.
Self-lubricating
PTFE bearings on Teflon- padded
main shaft. Free floating sub cradle
suspension, LED display to indicate speed and
mode. Illuminated strobe prism, levelling bubble,
Gimble mounted arm with anti- skate. Will take the best cartridges
currently available. Complete with plinth and cover. Limited supplies
available.

OUR PRICE £ 89.95
Llsi

PRICE

C150 00

C & I £ 350

!
Tie

Richard Allan Radio Ltd., Bradford Road. Gomersal.
Cleckhaton BD19 4AZ, Yorkshire. England.
Tel: Cteckheaton ( 0274) 872442
Telex: 51112 Concab-G Cables: ' ACOUSTICS' Bradford
Name
Address
HFN 4)

HI-FI CASSETTE FESTIVAL AT
CROYDON

EDGWARE RD

S' ARAYS

STOKE NEWINGTON

-ittek

itetttee-

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME AT ALL BRANCHES TO SAVE YOU VAT

12 MONTHS FULL GUARANTEE ON PARTS AND LABOUR WITH NOTHING MORE TO PAY

BIG REDUCTIONS ON ALL
HIBFI, AUDIO, TV and VIDEO
AIWA AX

admisaa

melon

00
*

7400 RECEIVER

b•

AIWA AD 6550
CASSETTE DECK

AP 2200 DIRECT
DRIVE TURNTABLE

JVC SYSTEM E
HI-FI SYSTEM

NATIONAL PANASONIC and TECHNICS
Extra big discount on all models of National Panasonic and Technics Hi Fi, Music Centres, Audio,
Television etc.
Consult your nearest branch of SARAYS before making your purchase of National Panasonic
or Technics.

ARAYS'

ving Selection & Service
'
Open 9.00 to 6.00 Monday lo Saturday. Please phone —

Late operung at Edgware Road, and Baker Street on Fndav to

7 Orr,

43 CHURCH STREET, CROYDON. 681 3344
272 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2. 723 5304
334 336 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2. 723 0916
207 BAKER STREET, W.1 935 5451
131 KING STREET, LONDON, W.6. 748 4747
92 STOKE NEWINGTON HIGH STREET, N.16 254 1739
223 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1
Tel: 01-637 1619

JVC
SPECIALISTS

DUAL CS 604

...one of the finest
sounding
turntables around
The new Dual CS 604 explodes the myth that Direct Drive turntables sound
inferior in comparison to Be tDrive models. Engineering design and quality are
what count IExtensive listening tests have convinced reviewers such as Mike
Ballance of Popular HiFi, see September 1978 issue; dealers and customers alike
that the CS 604 sounds as good as anything in its price range. What's more, it offers
the bonus of: auto return, two speeds, variable pitch and is readily available.
The pick-up arm is of extremely high quality and will accept most modern
cartridges including moving coils.
If you consider our claims contentious, please visit your Dual dealer and listen for
yourself. We think you will be surprised and converted !
A fully automatic version CS 621 is also available.

The new
CS 504

(
illustrated)

A direct drive, semi- automatic turntable
that comes complete with cartridge.
SUGGESTED SELLING PRICE only £ 136.00
(excluding VAT)

Dual

For the
finest
in sound

For further information about Dual
products please mail this coupon to
Hayden Laboratories Ltd.,
Hayden House, Churchfield Road,
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9EW
Tel: Gerrards Cross ( 02813) 88447
Name
Address

Available now, our new belt drive semi- automatic
turntable complete with cartridge.
SUGGESTED SELLING PRICE only £ 8E.80
(excluding VAT)

HAYDEN

Code

HFN 4/79
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Acomputerised receiver that tunes hi-fi
into the next century
This is the brainiest receiver in Britain.
The Audio Pro TA150 solves the problems of conventional
receivers by simply refusing to be conventional.
Instead, it uses amicroprocessor as its computer, brain'—
and the results are revolutionary both in sound and use.
For instance, the TA 150 thinks of you and for you.
When you switch on, the sound comes in quietly, not in
ashattering roar. The receiver adapts to the varying
sensitivity of your ears across the entire frequency range —
and remembers your hearing chaiacteristics every time
you tune in. And its memory stores radio frequencies
ready for immediate selection even if you've
forgotten them.

There are many extra functions, like hiss- free
tuning between stations. And a 18Hz subsonic fitter
to eliminate Doppler distortion.
The microprocessor also brings anew meaning
to the world ' reliability'.
Many of the old leads, knobs and dials are gone.
At the back of the one and only control knob there are
no fault-prone mechanical connections: Instead,
electronics pulse are flashed to the ' brain'.
It takes an 8page booklet to tell you all the tricks
the TA 150 can get up to.
And alive hearing to
believe your own
2•1X1
ears.
Fill in the coupon
and be a
mastermind of
the hi-fi
world.
-

WI al MI Ill

Tuning is always computer- precise, thanks to an
analogue controlled PLL Tuner.
And adigital display, which shows you the time
when the set is off, tells you the frequency when its on.
Diodes talk to you, telling you the volume, balance,
bass, treble and mid- range performance.
Conventional controls, which cause phase shift,
distortion and frequency limitations are eliminated —
together with their shortcomings.
164
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To: Audio Pro ( HiFi) Ltd., Sandy Lane,
Moston Road. Sandbach, Cheshire.
Please send me the brochure on the compu ter-controlled
TA 150 and the name al my nearest SIOCIUSi.

▪

NAME

I.

ADDRESS

•

Ilummummulaammana dl

If you're looking for
something in the audio field you'll find it at Gratispool.
More than that, you'll find it at Gratispool at aprice that's almost impossible to
beat.
Look around. See for yourself. You'll discover that you can buy the best for
less at Gratispool NOW,

Sea VALU

SUPe SONY

Poke
SDNY
AST-I

3hour colour video cassette recorder
Features
• Full 3-hour record/playback time— 2-hour,
1-hour and 1
/2
hour videocassettes also
available ( E-180, E-120, E-so and E-30)
• Electronic TV tuner — permits pre-selection
of any broadcast channel to correspond with
any one of the eight programme selectors
• Records TV programmes while viewing them
• Records TV programmes while viewing a
different programme
• Records IV programmes when absent with
built-in automatic timer

Direct drive stereo turntable.
• Magnedisc servo system for accurate speed
sensing
• Direct drive tumtable with iinear BSL
(brushless and slotless) motor for stable
speed, low wow and flutter, and ahigh S/N
ratio
• Easy to use semi-automatic system: the
reject button can be used with the dust cover
closed
• Aluminium die-cast platter with illuminated
stroboscope
• Cartridge Supplied

MAle MORE
OF YAMAHA

leAlfele
TWINICP
Q
.neeeeeÉià

YAMAHA CA 516
The CA510 amplifier sets new standards for
its class. For starters, the phone pre-amp has a
new Yamaha-designed NF type circuit, resulting
in an exceptionally high S/n ratio of 85 dB.
Low noise, low distortion tone controls
ensure accurate reproduction and the
fast response meters provide output level
indication from 0.01 watt to 50 watt (8ohm
speakers).
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»Met Re615111
Front Loading Cassette Deck with Dolby
NR System.
Features built-in timer stand-by system for
convenient use with external timer to record or
playback at any pre-selected time. Dolby NR
system results in S/N ratio of 65 dB. SuperPermalloy head for added clarity, extended
range, longer wear. Large VU meters calibrated
up to .5dB 3-position tape selector for Cro2 FeCr, or Normal tapes.
Line/Microphone input selector. Oil-damped
cassette door, illuminated compartment

entice POINT

Tó PANACONIC
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Front- loading Stereo Cassette Deck with
Dolby NR System and Timer
Recording/Playback Facility.
Separate bias and equalisation selectors for
optimum recording with any type of tape. Dolby
noise reduction system for noise-free recording
and playback. Super permalloy head for greater
recording and playback performance. Timer
recording/playback facility. Oil-Damping
system eliminates the ear jarring noises
formerly associated with cassette ejection.
Record indicator lamp, 3-digit tape counter, 2VU
meters. Mechanical pause control

SPEAKIN4
DP SAVINGS
There are lots of speakers to choose from,
and at Gratispool you will find the world's best
speakers at what must surely be the world's
best prices.
Shop around and compare value. You'll
come back to Gratispool every time. So try us
first and save yourself time and money.

WHARFUNE
LINTON »2

o

With separate specially
designed drive units for bass,
mid-range and treble.
the Linton XP2 has a
high power handling capacity
and asmoothness of
response unusual in so
modestly-priced aspeaker.
The mid-range unit is especially interesting:
it is perforated with four lines of minute holes,
to absorb unwanted sound waves which would
otherwise cause distortion.

TURN ON Tb VALUE
RAM Care, expertise
and craftsmanship
They go into the
construction of every RAM
loudspeaker. And it means
S e4
we can afford to fully
guarantee every one for
three years.
All our cabinets are veneered both inside and
out. To prevent unwanted flexing of the walls at
low frequencies. The interiors are dampened
with layers of bitumen and slabs of BBC
specified anechoic grade foam.
Allowing you to hear the music as it was
meant to be. With aclarity and lack of
colouratiOn that is common to all our models.

mio

f5
AMA AD 6350 Stereo cassette deck.
The most common and widely used tapes
currently available are of the LH ( Low noise.
High output) variety. Until fairly recently the
owner of acassette deck was compelled to use
the brand of tape recommended by the
particular manufacturer in order to obtain
optimum performance from his machine. The
main feature of Aiwa's new Ad E50 is auseradjustable fine bias control which ensures the
best possible recording results with different
brands of LH normal tape

JLLT AFtWellie

MONTOBARCANII

KEF mode1104aB.
Areflexed system of
only 361itres ( 1.25 cu. ft.)
fitted with two drive units
and an acoustically
coupled bass radiator
Designed for vertical use on astand the HF
unit is fuse protected and fitted with an acoustic
contour control.
Owners., 63)• MC.
260m.
2413x 13002
',Me ml 16 34 lab
poss 15442,0
No«..v.ecoance Bohn,
Hale:1 ,1W power 10:1 watts

ptmtan,,te
Sernantly 12 Swans ta 96 ali
F',marry mom.
at It• am Ill 11, rn awn.
50.20 COD Ilz . 203
comt.tots
System resonance 35 lit
Attlee requirements
ratee..
IS 100 watts otto Berm
DmdtM trettœmm 451i, F «sheet tvaimt or teak
ant13070•1,
Grtile Net loam

Nakamichi N630
tuner/preamplifier
Trio KR 3090
tuner amplifier
Aiwa AD 6550
cassette deck

1341950

• • • ouso
• • • £199.95

JVC CD 1970
cassette deck

£18. 915
• • • g87.50
VideotoneGB3speakers • £59.95

Shure M95 ED cartridge • •
Sony TC 136 SD
cassette deck

SWITCH ONTO
SAVINCt
_
'6 -1 6 ;
e,e ,

KA3700
Stereo integrated amplifier.
• 25 watts per channel at 8ohms from 20 Hz to
20,000Hz vq'th no more than 0.08°% total
harmonic estortion
• Direct-coupled low noise phono equelizer
provides precise RIAA playback rgponse
accurate to within 10.4 dB to reproduce
faithfully the wider dynamic range of records
today
• High S/N ratio of 72 dB with a2.5 mV input
ensures there's no distortion, even with
heavy musical passages

THE MCAtle
OFA4001à1APC
Cassette Price Cassette Price Cassette Price
tape
each tape
each tape
each
TDK
Sony
Fuji
DC60.... £0.67 LN C60 £0.60 FX 1C46.. . £ 095
DC90.... £0.90 LN C90 £0.87 FX 1C,60 £ 106
DC120..£1.23 LNC120 £1.21 FX1C90...£1.49
AD C60 .£0.94 HF C60 £0.85 FX 11C46 .£ 1.02
AD C90 .£ 1.32 HF C90 £ 1.04 FX 11 C60 .£ 1.11
ADC120 £ 1.79 HFC120 £1.29 FX 11030 .£ 1.56
SA C60 .£ 1.19 FE CR C60. £ 1.33
SA C90 £ 1.70 FE CFI C90. £ 1.89
Video tape — phone for best price
*TDK * JVC * SONY

wirroodi wileeli woutà, You epoiT IT!
Let's face it — audio equipment is
not cheap, but the listening pleasure
makes it amore than worthwhile
investment.
Techniques are constantly changing
and keeping up to date with the latest in
sound technology can be acostly hobby
That's where Gratispool can be of
enormous help.

As you move on to more
sophisticated equipment. there's
always somebody else who's just
starting so we'll offer you the best part
exchange prices you could get.
Bring to us what you want to offer in
part exchange and we'll advise you of
its value. Your old equipment could be
worth alot more than you think, so
now's the time to update your audio
collection . . . at Gratispool.

Certainly! We have achoice
of payment methods, one of
which will be ideal or you.
There's 203
/0 deposit and up
to 3years to pay.
You can use your Access or
Barclaycard.

And you could get up to £500
instant credit on presentation
of any current credit card.
Come on in and see how
easy it is to shop at Gratispool.

GRATISPOOL
LOOKS AND SOUNDS TERRIFIC

66 Queen Street Glasgow GI 30S.
Telephone 041-221 3740
94/96 South Bndge. Edinburgh.
Telephone 031-2259250
38 Lands Lane, Leeds IS1 6L8.
Telephone 0532 35714

27 Queen Victoria Street. Reading.
Telephone 0734 586650
83 The Horse1 air. Bristol.
Telephone 0272 20633
82 King Street. Maidenhead.
Telephone 0628 25483

7Church Street Kingston-upon-Thames.
Telephone 01-5466196
10 Martineau Way. Birmingham B2 4UN.
Telephone 021-236 1024
14 Humberstone Mall. Haymarket Shopping Centre,
Leicester. Telephone 0533 536469
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Most people would
offer you arange.
But then most people
are prepared
to compromise.

All we offer you is one tuner and one amplifier.
Both superb.
We could increase your choice by building
down to aprice or adding expensive gimmickry.
But the people who choose Rogers want, and
get, no-compromise hi-fi equipment.
Our T75 Series 2FM Stereo Tuner combines
proven sophisticated circuitry with asensitivity
of 1.0 u/V.
The result is reception and sound of the
highest quality.
Our matching A75 Series 2Stereo Amplifier
gives you the power you need (45Wr.m.s. per channel)
and the controls you're likely to want.
Indeed, you may have seen the glowing, but
none the less exacting, report of the A75 in the
January issue of Popular Hi-Fi.To quote, " It is difficult
to describe in words how far ahead the A75 was of all
other amps tested."
The robustness and reliability of our
168

equipment is legendary and our service second
to none.
What's more, we are as careful in selecting our
dealers as we are in making our equipment.
So your nearest Rogers dealer may not be as
close as your local high street. But ademonstration
from him makes the visit well worthwhile.
It certainly saves you making an unnecessary
compromise.
We'll gladly supply technical literature and
review reprints. Just send alarge, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Swisstone Electronics Ltd.,
4/14 Barmeston Road, London SE6 3BN.
Telephone: 01-697 8511. Cables: Swisselec London SE6

Rogers
BRITISH SR HIGH•FIDELITY

The ear knows how to deal with gross distortion.
It simply stops listening. But what happens when
the distortion is so subtle that it is barely perceived?
Usually this kind of distortion is accepted by the ear
as part of the musical information. It's not untl
you've listened for awhile that you start to sense
something isn't quite right, that there's something
between you and the music. To some, it's like
listening through closed curtains; for others, it's an
uneasy, fatigued feeling. What happens, in effect,
is that your ears and brain try to listen through the
distortion and end up working too hard to hear all
of the music.
Harman Kardon's new generation of stereo
components are designed, built and tested with
new understandings about distortion and what
makes one component sound better than another.
All Harman Kardon receivers, separates and tape
decks are of ultrawideband design for excellent
phase linearity and superb transient response
(transients are crisp, textures remain clear, open and
transparent). The electronics are engineered for low
distortion with minimum feedback. Negative
feedback is in universal use to reduce conventional
forms of distortion. But too much feedback causes
TIM (transient intermodulation distortion).
At Harman Kardon, distortion is kept down to the
lowest possible levels before feedback is applied.
Then, we add just the slightest bit of feedback to
reduce those levels even further while keeping TIM
at almost anonexistent level. You hear all of the
music, free from dynamic, as well as static, forms
of distortion.

Harman Kardon engineers also use new dynamic
list procedures for their cassette decks including
critical listening to every sub- component to eliminate
or reduce distortion that can be heard but not Qs
yet quantified. Tape drives are designed to eliminate
all audible speed variations. Even when they fall
outside the scope of conventional measurements.
Each of the decks feature ultrawideband response,
phase linearity, rugged and precise tape transports,
permalloy heads, low noise electronics, Dolby®, and
an array of other outstanding features. Whether
you use aHarman Kardon stereo cassette deck in
combination with Harman Kardon separates or a
Harman Kardon receiver, we think you will agree
the combination is subtly different and immeasurably
better- designed, engineered and tested to let you
hear all the music.
Pictured here:
hk670 Twin Powered 60/60 Watts
DC Coupled Ultrawideband AM/FM Stereo Receiver
hk3500 Front Loading Dual Motor
o
Three Head Stereo Cassette Deck with Dolby
For complete technical information.
write to the following address:

harman/kardon
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR
Teephone: Penn ( 049 481) 5331.
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For all those people
who thought Maxell tapes
had no competition

Anyone, we thought, who cares enough about
music to choose Maxell tapes, deserves abonus.
Like the very latest Alfasud Sprint 1500.
That's the prize you could win in the great
Maxell "Golden Oldie" Competition. Along with
25 bumper runner-up prizes.
To ente; all you have to do is follow the
excellent practice of buying Maxell tapes. An
even better practice now that we're introducing
our new range. Each cassette you buy will
entitle you to one attempt.
There's new Maxell UL.A vast improvement
on ordinary low noise tapes.
Maxell UD.For superb sound quality that
stands the test of time.
And Maxell UDXL Iand II. Produced by the
unique Epitaxial process that binds the ferrite/
cobalt coating together for total uniformity and
matchless sound.
Use the entry form opposite and enclose the
outer wrapper (including tearstrip) from any
Maxell cassette as proof of purchase for each
attempt you make.
We hope you'll enjoy ashot at that Alfa.As
well as the pleasure of listening to your Maxell
recordings.
Either way, you can't lose.

maxell®

brings music to life
Natural Sound Systems , 10 Byron Road,Wealdstone,Harrow, Middx. HA3 7TL.Tel: 01- 863 8622

The Maxell `Golden Oldie'
Competition
How to enter:
Below, you'll find six picture of "golden oldie"
Alfa Romeos.
You'll also find alist of "golden oldie" songs,
dated to make things easier.
Six of the songs came out at almost exactly the
same time as each of the six cars.All you have to
do is match the right song with the right car.
For example, if you decide Car No.1 came out
round 1935, write "K" in the corresponding box on
the entry grid. And so on,until you've matched all
the cars with the song from the right era.

(a) Chattanooga
Choo Choo (1939)
(b) I'm Forever Blowing
Bubbles (1919)
(c) Luck,Be ALady (1951)
(d) Everybody Loves
My Baby (1925)
(e) Wooden Heart (1960)
(f) No Particular Place
To Go (1958)
(g) IDo LikeTo Be Beside
The Seaside (1910)
(h) There's No Business Like
Show Business (1947)
(i) Substitute (1966)
(j) She LovesYou (1963)
(k) Lullaby of Broadway (1935)
(1) June Is Bustiri Out
All Over (1945)

There are 5rows on the grid,allowing you 5
attempts. But for each attempt you make you should
send us one outer wrapper (including tearstrip)
from any Maxell cassette.
Last, but not least, to help us make afinal
decision in the event of atie,we'd like you to think
up aname for our Maxell man,shown opposite,
and give us your reason for choosing that name in
not more than15 words.
Completed entry forms must reach us not later
than May 31st,1979.
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MI Mall Ian
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address on the opposite page.
1. The competition is open to UK residents except the
employees and families of Natural Sound Systems,Jonathan
Fallowfield Ltd,Alfa Romeo , their Advertising Agents,
Dealers, or anyone directly connected with the competition.
All entrants will be deemed to have accepted and agreed to
be bound by the rules.
2. Each individual entry must be accompanied by perforated
tearstrip from aMaxell cassette.
3. Prizes will be awarded in order of merit to competitors giving
correct answers to the competition and completing sentence
in the judges' opinion in the most apt and original way.
Judges' decision will be final.No correspondence may be
4.

MI

Entry Form

Competition RWes:
These are abridged rtdes.A full version may be obtained by writing wthe

entered into.
No competitor may win more than one prize. No cash
alternatives will be offered for the prizes.
Entries not in accordance with the roles will be disqualified.
Proof of posting not accepted as proof of delivery.
All entries must be received by May 3Ist,1979.
All entries become the property of Natural Sound Systems,
and will not be returned.
The competition solution and the sentence that wins the top
prize will be published in Competitors' Journal at the end
ofJune 1979.
All entries for the competition must be posted to
competition address.

IMIM

Now all you have to do is think of aname for the Maxell man and,in not more than
15 words,tell us why you think it suits him.

ITHINK THE MAXELL MAN SHOULD BE CALLED
BECAUSE

Your name
Address
•

Tel
Completed entry forms should be posted to: Dept 494 (NCH) 34 Queens Square,
Corb y, Northants NN17 INN.
IMII IBM
IMB BM MIMI ail 8118 BM

MIN IIM

ZIM

WHARFEDALE
knewbelifeSPEAKER KITS
evER
Lower
pee

Connoisseur,
New and Exceptional
SAU4 Pick Up Arm

Three fantastic. unrepeatable offers on high quality,
/famous Wharfedale speaker kits. Each kit comes com pl et
e
.with speaker chassis, crossover units, hardware and
comprehensive easy-to- assemble cabinet instructions,
template. etc ( no cabinets supplied)

Especially designed for modern high compliance cartridges and
featuring.

WHARFEDALE DENTON 2XP SPEAKER KIT

Impedance 4-8 ohms. Maximum input 25 watts
DIN per channel.
Typi ca l enc l
osure
si
ze
il .
355 x‘ 246 x222 mm.
Fr equenc y response i
n
typical enclosure: 65-20,000 Hz DIN.
Kit comprises: Two 8" base dri
ve un i
ts. Two 2- i.iree.
(
way crossover units. Two t
wee t
ers . Assorte d x
hardware. Instruction m anua l an d temp l
ate.
Price £ 24.95 per pair. Pl us post an d pac k £2.50 .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

e

Light weight metal headshell
Calibrated downforce pressure weight
Ball spirit level for visual indication of central balance.
De- coupled counter balance weight
Viscous damped unipivot
Lateral balance weights
Viscous damped raise/lower device
Light weight aluminium tube

WHARFEDALE LINTON 3XP SPEAKER KIT

Impedance 4-8 ohms. Maximum i
n pu t30 watts
DIN per channel.
Typi ca l enc l
osure
si
ze
476 x264 x240 mm.
Frequenc y response i
n
! W
typical enclosure: 50-20,000 Hz DIN.
Kit comprises: Two 8' base drive units. Two 4' midrange units. Two tweeters. Two 3-way crossover units.
Assorted hardware. Instruction manual and template.
Price £37.95 per pair. Plus post and pack £2.50.

e
4
'

WHARFEDALE GLENDALE 3XP SPEAKER KIT (As

Illustrated)
Impedance 4-8 ohms. Maximum input 40 watts DIN per channel. Typical
enclosure size 560g 305 x265 mm. Frequency response in typical enclosure:
50-1,900 Hz± 3dB.
Kit comprises: Two 10' base drive units. Two 4" mid-range drive units. Two
tweeters. Two 3-way crossover units. Assorted hardware. Instruction manual
and template.
Price £54.95 per pair. Plus post and pack £ 2.50.

£48.00
plus V.A.T.

Also available from all our branches.
ALL UNITS SUPPLIED FULLY GUARANTEED
Hi Fi Care ( Retail) Ltd.
245, 7, 242, 227 and 231 Tottenham Court Road, London WI, England.
MAIL ORDER DEPT.
Phone 01-580 4534 and 01-580 7592.
Access and Barclaycard orders can be made by telephone on 01-580 4534.
Cheques made payable to
HiFi Care ( Retail) Ltd.
Postal address: Hi Fi Care ( Retail) Ltd.
245 Tottenham Court Road, London
WIP 9AD. DEPT. ( HEN)

'1 (1

(0

'I

tIll• ha
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A. R. Sugden & Co. ( Engineers/ Ltd.
Manufacturers of Connoisseur Sound Equipment,
Connoisseur Works, Atlas Mill Road,
Brighouse, West Yorkshire HD6 lES
Telephone: Brighouse (0484)712142, Telex: .
317144 Sugden G
Telegrams & Cables: Connoiseur Brigham..

LEADING SPECIALISTS IN CARTRIDGES, STYLI AND AUDIO ACCESSORIES
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Personal shoppers can take advantage of
our ' over the counter'

export scheme.

o

We also ship directly abroad, contact us
for tax free

price quotes and

delivery

costs to anywhere in the world.
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Phone for our competitive
prices, available on most
makes of equipment.
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VVenn man
lana Hi- Fi von
kann man Geld
sparen. VVir spezialiseren
uns
Dir ekt und Privatexport.
Si vous achetez votre Hi- Fi
d'Angleterre vous pouvez faire
des economies.
Nous
jin

facilities available
to personal callers.
BARCLAYCARD

Personlig export.

Audio T

The Audio Consultants

specialisons dans l'exportation
nous
directe et personnelle.

190 West End Lane
.London NW61SQ
Tel. 01-794 7848.
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ith aSwift in yout dash you
need never have another dull
journey. The Swift stereo
radio/Stereo cassette combination
unit with MPX mono/stereo switching
and IAC.
At around 'Z.' 08 ( inc. VAT) it's
streets ahead of anything in the
same price range. And it's British.
Swift. It'll put new life into
the car in your life.

Falcon: A really powerful
LW/MW car radio/stereo cassette
player combination that's hard to
beat for real value for money.

Or there's Hawk: 5pushbutton LW/MW/VHF stereo radio
complete with mu ti-pin DIN

connector to take an additional remote
matched stereo cassette player.

Or Kestrel: Manually tuned
MW/LW radio for superb reception
especially in poor signal strength
areas.

Or Merlin for push button
MW/LW radio — high output and
clarity.

Or Harrier An advanced
version of Merlin with an LED
illuminated pointer.
(A II prices quoted are Recommended
Retail Prices as at 1st January 1979)

If you already have a radio in
your car, Osprey is astereo cassette
player for superb reproduction of
your favourite tapes.
And of course, we also offer
awide range of speakers, aerials
and accesso•ies.
Whichever you settle on you
can be sure you're getting your
money's worth.

lid
AUDIO

SYDNEY S BIRD & SONS LTD,
Fleets Lane, Poole, Dorset
Tel Poole (02013) 4641 Telex 41169

The new
low-cost
way to
enjoy
stereo
records
and tapes

Hire your stereo
recordings from
the Wilson
Stereo Library

Saving money by hiring records and tapes by
post is becoming increasingly popular among
lovers of all kinds of music — classical, opera,
jazz, rock and pop. Instead of spending out
pounds and pounds of hard earned cash on
buying records and tapes that may be played
only afew times, why not join with asuccessful,
long established and thoroughly reliable
Collection?
As aprivileged member of The W.S.L. you have
the benefit of acollection of stereo and quad
records, plus stereo cassettes that most people
can only dream about.
The cost? Surprisingly little — only 5p adiy for
discs; 4p or 5p for cassettes. If you decide you'd
like to keep any particular recording, you can...
the price will depend on how many times it's been
hired. What's more, you don't pay any hire
charge on arecording you purchase
and you
don't pay any hire charges at all until you return
the recordings.
Finest condition. Every record you hire from The
Wilson Stereo Library, is in superb condition. By
using advanced test instruments, and the same
type of maintenance as leading broadcasting
stations, all W.S.L. records are in excellent
condition.
How does the Wilson Stereo Library work? You
join the Record Library, the Cassette Library, or
both. An annual subscription (£3.50 for records,
£3.60 for cassettes) brings you the catalogue(s).
Just choose the recordings you want, send us the
list and we post them to you in batches — what
could be easier?
The new W.S.L. catalogue
features all
the recordings we judge as the best in their class.
(We check our findings by Opinion Polls to see
that other people agree.) Each month, we update
with alist of all the latest worthwhile new
releases. Buy your own copy of the latest W.S.L.
catalogues now — even before you decide to join
the library. The cost is amere £ 1.25 (plus 10p

p&p) for records, only 80p (plus 10p p&p) for
cassettes
and you even get that back when
you join!
How about unplayed records? For those who
insist on new, unplayed stereo records, the W.S.L.
provides its Perfectionist Service. As you would
expect the hire charges for this service are alittle
more than the main library but then it does cater
for the perfectionist.
For full detail of all the services available from
the W.S.L. send for our free booklet. Remember
you could be enjoying the full benefit of low-cost
listening just seven days from now!
The Wilson Stereo Library Limited,
104-106 Norwood High Street, London SE27
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To: The Wilson Stereo Library Limited,
104-106 Norwood High Street, London SE27
Please send me:
booklet " The Wilson Stereo Library", which gives
LI full details of all W.S.L. services ( and accessories),

n W.S.L. Catalogue of stereo and quad records. Ienclose
L_J £ 1.25* plus 10p post and packing.

Catalogue of stereo cassettes. Ienclose 80p* plus
10p post and packing.
Uw.S.L.
•I understand that this trill be credited to me in fuit should Idecide to become a
member of either the Cassette or Record Library, or both.

Name
Address

L Total sum enclosed

£

HFN 4/79
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super— compact II

studio ALS40 II

studio TLS50 II

monitor TLS80 Il
professional monitor IV

The Reference Standard
Professional Monitor Mk. IV
epitomises ano- compromise
approach to loudspeaker design.
If there had been abetter
procedure, we would have used it.
Intended as alaboratory
instrument by which the standard
of input signals may be judged,
it extracts every detail captured
within the finest recordings.
Employing full transmission line
loading, bass extends to the
subsonic, whilst stands angle the
RSPM IV to ensure optimum
overall response both axially and
hemispherically. Acclaimed
world wide for its neutrality;
that indeed is areference.

professional speakers ° IMF
ELECTRONICS
VVestbourne Street High Wycombe Buckinghamshire Tel High Wycombe 35576

NEW

An extension of the legend
Tannoy's dual concentric loudspeakers
have been used all around the world
by more recording studios for alonger
time than any other loudspeaker system.
What are the reasons for this?
Some of the technical reasons are
point source sound and phase
coherence for precise stereo imaging;
compression drivers for transient
attack; high efficiency for undistorted
amplifier performance- and much more.

But the most important reason of all is
the Tannoy sound. Tight, biting bass.
Lucid, shimmering highs. Finely etched
definition of the midrange.
Now we have anew range of dual
concentrics that incorporate technologies surpassing everything we've
built our reputation on.
And the sound they offer you today
will be the basis for even better
recordings tomorrow.

Hear the new Tannoy at
your Audio Specialist now.

T 165 Chester
RRP £299.00
The Audio Specialists
who offer Tannoy have
been selected for their
ability and willingness to
help you make choices
about your entire system.
To match components to
speakers, and both to
your budget.
LONDON, SOUTH, SOUTH EAST
AND SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
Upton Electronics,
31. Torquay Road. Paignton
Management Electronics,
264. Old Christchurch Road.
Bournemouth
Hamilton Electronics,
35. London Road. Southampton
John Ham, 75-76, Mansel Street, Swansea
Sewards
Fnar Street Reading
B. and B. HiFi,
Priory Roac, High Wycombe
Unique,
16, Queensrnere, Slough
Mr=
27, Chobham Road, Woking
M. O'Brien,
95, High Street, Wimbledon,
London, S.Vt/.19
Landau Radio,
195-199, High Street, Sutton
HiFi General,
39, Bedford Hill, Balham, London, S.W 12
South London HiFi,
210. BrixtonHill, SW2
Frampton Cameras,
90-92, Cornwall Street, Plymouth
Centre of Sound,
120, Notting Hill Gate, London, W.I1
Martins of Chelsea,
Kings Road Chelsea
Ellis Marketing,
5• 7, Arlington Parade, Bnxton
London, S.W.2

T185 Dorset
RRP £349.00

EJ. Leisuresound,
48, Wigreore Street, London, WI
27, Springfield Road, Harrow
278, High Street, Uidondge
101, St. Aloans Road, Wattord
Cavendish Sales,
317, Whitechapel Road, Lon ion. E I
Berry's Radio,
219-3M. High Holborn. London, W.0 1
Craig HiFi,
47, Tottaaham Court Roa 1. London WI
13, South Street, Rcmford
Darby's,
tPeter's Street, St. Albans
Kelley's Radio Ltd.,
High Street, Brentwood
New London Road, Chelins -ord
Swan Walk Romford
East We>. Basildon
Rush HiFi,
Corritill. Chelmsford
POP097111/1, High'Street. Barnet
Sevenoaks HiFi,
118, London Road, Severmal-s
Chappells Music Centre,
50, New Bond Street. London W 1
Harrods
Enigh:ehndge, London. W 1
H.C. and C. Coppins,
131-137,Bellgrove Road,
Welling. Kent
Lincoln HiFi,
271, Hich Street. Lincoln
NuSound,
82, Hign Holborn. London, W.1
276,5 igware Road, London, W 2
Nandos,
228, Ehgware Road, London, W.1
Southern Audio,
43, High Street, Kingston-upon-Thames
Analog Audio,
549. 1-ligh Road, Finchley
SleafordHi-Fi,
E. Sauticate Shopping Gen re,
leaford

T225 Mayfair
RRP £399.00

Unilet,
35 High Street. New Malden
CHANNEL ISLANDS
Sound Engineering,
69, K.ng Street, St. Helier. Jerset,..
NORTHERN IRELAND
J.S. Martin,
The Hi-FiShop,11, Lisburn Roan.
Belfast
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen Radio,
11. Back Wynd, Aberdeen
Audio Aids,
52, George Street. Edinburgh
43,45. SouthClerk Street, Edinburgh
Brysons,
7, Hamilton Road, Motherwell
John McLachlan,
56, Cld Snecdon Street, Paisley
McCormacks,
33, Bath Street, Glasgow
MIDLANDS AND THE NORTH
J.G. Windows,
1-7, Central Arcade,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Tyne and Wear
Audio Projects.
45, Heading yLane. Leeds
Tom S. Ford,
242. Park Tew Whitley Bay
Tape Recorder Centre,
Kings CrossStreet Halifax
Saxons,
•
20-21, Waterloo Place, Sunderland
C.M.C., Audio Visual,
Ke.chlev
Stuart Westmoreland,
67,St Peter': Street. Derby
Norman H. Field HiFi,
Albany Holum, Hurst Street,
Birnangham
Syd Booth,
Queen Street, Mansfield

T 145 Ascot
RRP £299.00
Barnslee HiFi,
40-42. Saeffmld Fbad. Barnsley
Swifts of Wilmslow,
5, Swan Stre.el, W,Imslow
Lloyd Paton Ltd,
34, Mood:ell Walk, Urmston,
Manchester
Kirk Stereoelectronics,
202. St Georce's Road, Bolton
Armstrong lime,
65. King Street Wallasey
New Dawn HiFi,
1-3, Casle S-reet. Chester
Avon Hi-Fi,
13, Wye Cop Shrewsbury
Midland
1, Old Hall Street. Wolverhampton
Mays HiFi,
29, Churchgme, Leicester
Norman Audio,
51, FishE r
gate. Preston
RS C.,
13, Exchange &rreet, Sheffield
17. Shelton Sguare, Coventry
30-31 G' eat Western Arcade, Birmingham.
16-18 Cc unty Arcade, Bnggate, Leed.:
Leicester HiFi,
215-219, Melton Road, Leicester
Forum Hi-Fa,
Tivoli :lemma, Coventry Road,
Birmingham
UnA 3-9 Lorefellow Road, Coventry
600, Ivlansfieirl Road, Sherwood,
No -nrigharn
Hardman Radio,
1-4, Guildhall Parade, Preston
12-14, St Mary's Gate, Manchester
26, Exchange Street East, Liverpool
19, Corporator. Street, Birmingham
Bucklands,
41 49, London Foad, Derby
Available at ail branches of La skys,
Principally at:
Tottenham C Dun Roa
Bristol
Kingstba
Glasgow
Manchester
Oxford
Croydon
Nottingham
Watford

The European Professionals
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, HIg1.Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR. Tel. Penn 5221. Telex 837116
Prices per pair including VAT A.1 Iceispeakers supp;iecl complete with gri:les

Amid the confusion .
So much is stated, contradicted and re- stated, but
in the end it is not amatter of opinion.
Other things being equal, ' goodness' can be
expressed in simple terms. A pick-up arm should
have the lowest possible effective mass, coupled
with the highest possible rigidity.

A cartridge should have the lowest possible
effective tip mass, coupled with a correctly
related compliance and tare ( cartridge weight).
These are the rules of physics and engineering.
They can be denied for various reasons but the
penalty is then paid each time you play arecord.

Immediately available.
In case of difficulty write to Dept 0350,
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, 8N4 3GY

The best pick-up arm in the world
The Series Ill precision pick-up arm
and Shure V15 Type IV cartridge.
Designed and built by the rules for
faithful, uncoloured musical
reproduction.

"Stereo Sound is Japan's principal hi-fi
magazine. The Summer ' 78 issue carries an
article compiled by seven leading critics.
Of forty-three arms they recommend
the SME Series Ill as the best and the
Series II Improved as good".

Design Council
Award 1978

AZAIT

Visit our showroom (off Tottenham Ct.Rd)
61 Charlotte St.VV1. 01-580-4632/4 lines

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
RECEIVERS TUNER AMPS
Akai
AA1010
AA1125
AA1135
AA1150
AA1135L

.. £89.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Amstrad
5050 ..

£87.95

Harman Kardon
330C
£116.50
JVC
JRS600 .. £335.00
Marantz
2238BL..
2226BL..
1515L • •
1530L • •
1550L • •
2226 • •
2238B • •
2252B .•
22658 • •
2285B • •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Pioneer
SX450
SX590
SX690
SX850

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rotel
RX303
RX403
RX503
RX603
RX1603

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui
S2000
S3000 ..
6060 ..
8080
QRX9001

.•
• •
• •
.•
• •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui
AU117 .
AU217 .• •
AU317
AU517 .. •
AU717 .. •

P.O.A.

Toshiba
SB220
SB420

£80.10
£132.41

Technics

P.O.A.

Yamaha

Full range

Denon

P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Amstrad ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Marantz
2100 .. • •
2100L .. • .
2120 .. • •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Nakamichi •.

P.O.A.

Pioneer
TX9500, II
TX606

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rotel
RT226
RT425
RT925
RT1024

P.O.A.

Technics

P.O.A.

Yamaha

P.O.A.
£74.95
£157.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Full range

Denon

P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Akai
AMPLIFIERS
Akai
AM2250
AM2450
AM2600
AM2800

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Amstrad ..

P.O.A.

JVC
JAS11G
JAS22
JAS44
JAS55
JAS77

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Marantz
1050 ..
1072 ..
1040 ..
1090 ..
1122DC
1152DC

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£72.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

••
••

Nakamichi

P.O.A.

Pioneer
SA606 .
SA706
SA8500 II
SA9500,II

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rotel
RA413
RA214
RA314
RA414
RA714

•

.. £69.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

.•

AP100
AP101
Aiwa ..

•.

Sony ..
Technics
SL1900
SL1800
SIAM ••
SLIM)..
SL230
SL220
SL5200
SL5300 ..
SL1500/10 II
SL1400i10 II
SL1300/10 Il

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Toshiba
ST220 ..
ST420 ..

£51.95
£72.95

JVC

P.O.A.

Marantz
6150
6025 ..
6170 ..
62700 ..

.•
• .
• •
• .

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui
FR5080 .. • • £135.00
SR333 .. • • P.O.A.
SA222 II
•. P.O.A.
Sony .. • .

P.O.A.

Thorens
TD110C
P.O.A.
TD160BC/II
P.O.A.
TD115
P.O.A.
TD126C/II .. £175.00
TD1261/II/C
P.O.A.
T01261/Il/BC
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Micro Seiki

P.O.A.

Pioneer
PL115D
PL514 • • . •
PL516 • . • •
PL518 . • ..
PL520 • • . •
PL530 • . •
PL550 . • • •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Chester ..
Dorset ..
Mayfair

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Technics ..

P.O.A.

Wharfedale
ChevIn XP2 .. £33-64
Denton XP2 £so.45
Shelton XP2
£84.30
Linton XP2
£75.10
Glen XP2 £103•78
Dove SP2 £174.65
Teesdale SP2.. £128.72
ESC,
P.O.A.
E70
P.O.A.
Yamaha

Full range

Full range

Denon

Akai
AT2250. •
AT2450••
AT2600• •
JVC
JTV11G
JTV22
JTV77

Rotel
RP2300
RP3300
RP1300

Yamaha

TUNERS

Sony ..

Full range

.
•

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony ..

Sansui
TU217
TU517
TU717
TU9900

Yamaha

•
.

P.O.A.
CASSETTE DECKS

CARTRIDGES
SME
3009, II I
3009 S2.. ..
3009 non DT ..
Shell 2S ..
FD200

£92.95
£56 SO
£51 - 50
£4.90
£18.25

Empire

P.O.A.

Ortofon
Denon
Shure
M75EJ/II
M75EDill
M9SEJ/II
M95ED/II
V15/11I
V15/IV

••
••
••
••

F.R.A.

P.O.A.

Amstrad

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

JVC

P.O.A.

£13.66
£14.99
£16.93
£19.95
£50.75
£66.50

(PAIRS)
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P0 A

Celestion
D11
£71.43
D15XR .. • • £99.95
022 .. • • £145 61
033 .. • • £187-76
D44 .. • . £224.56
D25 . • £259.61
066 .. • • P.O.A.
UL6, 8, 10 • • P.O.A.
JBL
KLH
CB8
CB10
CL3

P.O.A.
£109.95
£ 169.95
£220.00

Leak
3020
3030 ..
3050
3080 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Aiwa ..

SPEAKERS
A.R.
AR9 .. • •
AR10 pi
AR18 • • .•
AR14• .
AR12• • • .
AR11 • • • •
AR17 • • • •
AR15

Akai
CS702D II
GXC706D •.
GXC709D • •
GXC725D •.
GXC730D • •
GXC750D .•

$ 85.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Monitor Audio

F.R.A.

Marantz
4G Mk II
5G Mk II
6G Mk II
7G Mk II
HD440
HD550
HD660
HD770
HD880
4G ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£58-00

Tannoy
Oxford..
Ascot ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Marantz
5010 ..
5025 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Nakamichi

P.O.A.

Pioneer
CTF4040 . •
CTF700• •
CTF9191 • •
CTF1000 • •
CTF900•.

P 0.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rotel
RD3OF
£145.95
RD1OF .• .. £90.95
Sansui
SC1100/1110 •.
SC2100/2110 •.
SC3100/3110 • •
SC5100/5110 •.

Sanyo

P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Teac

P.O.A.

Technics ..
Yamaha

P.O.A.

Full range

REEL TO REEL DE'_KS
Akai
40000S/II
4000DB..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics

P.O.A.

Pioneer RT707

P.O.A.

Teac
A2300SD

P.O.A.

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa ..

P.O.A.

Akai
AC3800L
JVC

P.O.A.
.•

P.O.A.

National • •

P.O.A.

Hitachi • •

P.O.A.

Sanyo.

•

P.O.A.

Sony .. • •

P.O.A.

VIDEO
CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Sony, National, JVC
Please call for inquiries
American Express

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Access • Barclaycard
Credit facilities available

WE HAVE A LARGE SHOWROOM;
YOU ARE WELCOME TO
COME AND BROWSE
AROUND

Iffy( HI-FI )
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AIWA
AA8700 2 x 75

352.92 289.90

AXAI
AM 2250 2 x 25

-

79.90

AM 2450 2 x 45

-

124.90

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

All the prices in this advertisement
were prepared approximately 6weeks
ago to meet the necessary publication
date. But should a change in VAT be
announced in the Chancellor's budget
- new prices will be available from
all Comet outlets.

Turntables- continued
CONNOISSEUR
BD1 kit
BD2

-

18.50
38.90

GARRARD
SP25 Mk. 6 belt drive
with Shure M75/6/SM

67.50

44.50

101.25

65.90

113.91

74.90

auto stop M75ED
DD130 direct drive

137.12

89.90

Shure M75ED

139.22

89.90

GT20 belt drive Shure

AMSTRAD
8000 Mk. 3 2 x 10

42.86

24.90

IC2000 2 x 25

-

29.90

EX 220 2 x 25

70.13

49.50

EX 330 2 x 35

87.66

62.90

ARMSTRONG
621 2 x 40

150.00 114.99

M75ED
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Tuners- continued

1050 2 x 25

133.00

92.90

1072 2 x 36
1090 2 x 45

173.00 119.90
205.00 149.90

PIONEER
SA 506 2 x 25

109.52

SA 606 2 x 40
SA 706 2 x 60

148.10 111.90
198.25 143.60

81.90

TU 217

62.90

RA 314 2 x 25
RA 414 2 x 35

77.80

RA 714 2 x 50

126.90

SANSUI
AU 117 2 x 15
AU 217 2 x 30
AU 317 2 x 50 D.C.
coupled
SOLAVOX
SA 2020 2 x 20

97.90

-

72.90

-

109.90

60.62

160.90
47.90

TENSAI
TA 2030 2 x 23
TA 2045 2 x 35
MR/V1101

-

-

ST 2002 FM/MW/ LW .

TT 3045

45.90

77.90

PIONEER
SX550 2 x 20

99.90

SX590 2 x 20
SX750 2 x 50

174.22 134.90

SX690 2 x 30

218.12 169.90

SX980 2 x 80

473.72 369.80
554.95 439.90

169.90

SX1080 2 x 120
ROTEL
RX 203 2 x 20
RX 403 2 x 25
RX 503 2 x 35

CASSEIVERS
TUNER/AMPLIFIER/CASSETTE

89.45
-

114.94

AIWA

G3000 2 x 26

138.84

AF3070 2 x 30 Dolby
cassette
419.84 314.90
AF3090 2 x 40 Dolby

SOLAVOX
SR 2220 2 x 20

COMBINATIONS

cassette

492.04 354.90

AKAI
AC 3500L

-

-

97.90

Hi-Fi

music

4000
2 x 28 Dolby
cassette inc. pair
Goodmans
MC
loudspeakers

218.90

299.90

2250L MW/LW/FM

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

TENSAI
TR 1030 2 x 23

82.90

AMSTRAD
3000 Mk. 2

60.36

35.90

EX 202
EX 303

68.18
79.87

45.90
56.90

ARMSTRONG
624 FM
623 MW/ LW/FM

130.00 99.90
168.00 129.90

MARANTZ
2020L

126.00

2100

160.00 109.90

PIONEER
TX 606

120.14

89.90

104.90
132.90

TR 1045 2 x 35

-

64.90

RT426

-

83.90

RT726

-

-

99.90

92.00

68.90

141.00

99.90

67.33

52.90

79.62

61.90

PIONEER
PL512 belt drive
PL514 belt drive auto
arm return
PL516 F.G. Servo belt
drive auto arm return.
PL520 direct drive
drive auto return

107.31 82.90
109.90
144.38 113.90

SR222P

57.90

SR232E auto arm return

63.90

TENSAI
TD860B belt drive with
cartridge

54.90

TD855D direct
with cartridge

93.90

rezurn inc. cartridge
138.00 104.90
AP2500 Direct drive atu o

drive

129.90

210 inc. mag cartridge

TP12D belt drive

182/ADC AC30

-

49.90

AMSTRAD
EX222 2 x 25

101.29

69.90

fitted ADC QLM33
mag. cartridge

EX333 2 x 30

138.80

99.90

Quanta 500 belt drive,

ARMSTRONG
625 FM 2 x 40

237.00 184.90

626 AM/FM 2 X 40

273.00 209.90

24.90

26.30
57.48
87.67

19.90
41.90
62.90

EX 300

28.90

CELESTION
Ditton 15 XR

158.00 104.90

UL6

169.06 129.90

Ditton 22

217.74 142.90

U L8
Ditton 33

213.16 164.90
245.10 189.90

39.90

QLM32
49.90

Quanta 600 belt drive
DC Servo auto return,

Dicton 442

340.20 284.90

Ditton 551

401.78 334.90

GOODMANS
Mini 2

-

44.94

-

58.50

Quanta 700 Direct drive

RB20

-

73.90

189.90

auto return, fitted
ADC QLM34 mag.

RB35
RB65

-

108.90
129.90

259.00 184.90

79.90

Beta
Kappa

163.55 139.90
214.99 184.90

397.00 289.90

cartridge
Quanta 800 Direct drive
quartz locked, auto
return, fitted
ADC

HE2
HE1

261.21 222.90
297.37 249.90

495.00 299.90

XLM mag. cartridge

109.90

Sigma

305.42 259.90

MR230 2 x 30

215.00 148.90
-

96.90

FM/

MW/LW

ADC

AMSTRAD
ACOUSTRA 1000
ACOUSTRA 2500

34.90

auto

mag. cartridge

fitted

MR250 2 x 50

drive

ARE PRICED AS PAIRS

RB18

143.00

2252B 2 x 52

belt

fitted

MARANTZ
MR215 2 x 15

2238BL 2 x 38
MW/LW

-

67.21

UA1500 2 x 15

P208

ALL SPEAKERS

209.94 158.45

BSR

2238B 2 x 38 FM/MW

ROTEL
RT226

6170 direct drive

AIWA

AMSTRAD

AA1125 2 x 25

2226BL 2 x 26
92.90

69.90

ALBA
296.52 209.94

ALBA
-

MARANTZ
6025 belt drive

AP2200 Direct drive auto

AKAI

AXAI

GT35 Servo belt drive

35

AX7600 2 x 40

371.59 269.90

auto

SANSUI
82.99

TURNTABLES

AIWA

digital FM

GT25 belt drive
stop M75ED

PL518 DC Servo direct

stop and lift

AIWA
AT9700 quartz-locked

117.90
134.90

SANSUI
G2000 2 x 16

GOODMANS

'see' ascratch or noise pulse in an audio
signal waveform then electronically
delete it giving clean record replay.
130.78 85.90

60.62

TENSAI

72.90

recovery module, this unit is able to

105.90

SOLAVOX

ROTEL
RA 214 2 x 20

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Tuner/Amplifier- continued

SANSUI

MARANTZ

GARRARD

23.63

-

194.94

FM/

ADC

QLM32

mag. cartridge

69.90

479

180

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.
cfr-4»e Ch.m."
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Speakers-continued
JR
149
163.13 129.90
L.P.A. System with 30
watt bass amp. for use
with amps 15 to 100
watt, priced singly

202.50 172.50

MARANTZ
4G

89.00

4G3

111.00

HD440

153.00

PIONEER
CS323
CS424
CS525

-

GOLDRING

79.90
98.90

D110E Stylus ( G800E)
DI IOSE Stylus

54.90

74.90

SOLAVOX
TK15

36.90
PR25 Mk. II 2way ....
51.05
PR35 Mk. II 3way ....
77.50
PR45 Mk. II 3way .... 102.10

22.90
38.90
57.90
77.90

TENSAI
TS900U

49.94

T5930

73.90

9.72
16.22
-

49.16

33.90

Denton XP2

73.73

49.90

Shelton XP2
Linton XP2

93.96
114.17

59.50
74.50

Glendale XP2

151.67 101.90

Teesdale SP2

188.15 126.90

Dovedale SP2

255.26 169.90
-

199.90

295.72 262.90
364.82 322.90

185.66 139.90

10.50

AD6350 Dolby
AD6400 Dolby

195.80 149.90
243.44 189.90

AD6550 Dolby

285.33 219.90

150

AD6900 Dolby

485.00 389.90

5.50

AKAI

8.90

D2OE Mk. II for
VMS 20E Mk. II ..
SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus
N95ED

19.90
8.44
13.16
18.90

5.50
8.50
11.90

24.30

15.50

CTF 1000 Dolby 3 head 524.04 399.90

19.90

SANSUI
SC1110 Dolby

116.90

SC2110 Dolby

179.90

12.56

9.50

TECHNICA AT13EA

21.94

14.50

GOLDRING
G800
G800E

8.44
14.06

4.90
7.90

G800 Super E

19.69

10.90

G900E

27.00

19.90

14.90

K125

20.76

15.90

K135
PRO-4AA
K145

25.31
43.87
33.69

17.90
23.50
23.90

15.15
23.46

12.90
19.50

PIONEER
5E205
5E305

SOLAVO X

13.90
29.90

14.85

8.90

21.94

12.90

M75ED

24.98

14.90

M95ED
V15-Mk. 3

33.41
69.19

19.90
48.90

V15-Mk. 4

90.79

64.90

18.68
26.16
38.64
59.96

16.90

-

4.90

122.90

89.90

-

84.90

AKAI
4000 DS Mk. II
N4504 4-track DNL

14.90

11.90

FD200 Damper

24.47

18.50

17.50
26.90
40.90

3009 Ser II fixed head
shell
3009 Ser III

80.72
147.32

-

0.99

AD C90

-

1.42

AD C120

-

1.90

-

1.27
1.80

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90

-

149.94

MA XELL

PIONEER

MICROPHONES
ADM20
-

7.50
8.50

18.99

13.90

Hi, Low

-

3.99

-

11.90

-

1.95

NAB

C90 five pack with rack .

SLN C60
SLN C90

0.69

SLN C120

0.89
1.10

UD COO
UD C90

1.10
1.29

UD C120

1.70

UDXL1 C60
UDXL IC90
UDXL2 050

1.80
1.45

UDXL2 C90
UD 3590 ( 7 1800)..

4.00

UD 50 120 ( 101" 2500)

8.40

UD 35180 ( 10)" 3600)

8.90

1.45

1.80

MEMOREX MR X3
16.82

12.90

0.99
1.35

C60
C90
C120

SME
7.43
21.38

AD C60

SP. PACK

UD5OHLdual impedance

CAI Carry arm

0.69
0.99
1.29

139.90

RT707 auto reverse ... 536.04 399.90

(pair)

16.90

-

--

EAGLE
23.63

D60
D90
D120

LAZER

PHILIPS

ACM50

SAU2

2.35

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES

L1800
L3600 on metal
reel

RECORDERS

AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack

CONNOISSEUR

1.60

TDK AD CASSETTES

AKAI

PICK- UP ARMS
AND HEADS

S2 head shell

500 EE
680 EE
681 EEE

-

1.29

C90
CI20

TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE

SANSUI

300

T175EJ

98.90

12.50

20.92

8.90

SHURE
M55E

-

TENSAI

volume

SS30

STANTON
500A

ROTEL

SOLAVO X

10.75

K6/LC (with
control)

AUDIO
TECHNICA ATI1E

17.00
36.50

BASF CRO2
C60

99.90

6.90
10.90
14.90

17.66

1.10
1.48
1.90

128.75

HI-FI TAPE

K6

1.29

0.90

PIONEER
CTF 500

259.26 204.90
385.67 304.90

16.56

C120

485.00 349.90

TFL 805 Dolby

19.90

0.68

5030

(
3meters)
CTF900

9.90

28.17

C60
C90

BASF SUPER LHI
C60
C90
C120

24.50

-

49.90
55.90

BLANK TAPES

186.00 132.90
213.00 154.90
320.00 229.90

34.76

AKAI

SR 30213

5000 Dolby
5010 Dolby
5025 Dolby

RD15F Dolby

47.90

64.50
74.75

SOLA VOX

147.00 104.90

SCD 2060 Dolby

ASE7

66.90

148.20 114.90

HEADPHONES

14/622

29.90
31.90

BASF LH
111.04

CTF 4040 Dolby
CTF 700 Dolby

D5100EE for 500EE
D680 for 680EE
D680EEE for 681EEE

38.95
42.75
64.50

14/617
14/618

1820 Dolby

ROSS

CARTRIDGES

FF15E Mk. II
VMS 20E Mk. II

7050 Dolby

17.50

STANTON
D5107A for 500A

HPS 6A

12.50

172.90

24.30

AMSTRAD

ORTOFON
FF1OE Mk. II

88.90
143.90

MARANTZ

VN35E Stylus for V15
VN45HE Stylus for V15
Type 4

CS702D Mk. II Dolby.. GXC706 Dolby
GXC709D Dolby
AMSTRAD

N15E Mk. II for FF15E
Mk. II

Hi -Fi housing units in
wood finish
14/619
14/620

6.50

7.90

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
SCHREIBER self-assembly

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
AD1250 Dolby

ORTOFON

Type 3

WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP

E50 High Power
E70 High Power

TECHNICA
ATSI1E
(for AT11E)
TECHNICA ATN13
(for AT13EA)

(G800 Super E)
65.61

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

AUDIO

D110 Stylus (G800)

SANYO

E30 High Power

«MD

58.90

127.42 102.90
151.52 123.90

Hi- Fi One

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

5.25

HI-FI FURNITURE

1.75

MEMOREX Chrome
C60
C90

59.90

AMSTRAD
SR 302

26.30

19.90

99.90

SR 301

29.02

22.90

-

1.20
1.65

All offers subject to availability.

4/79
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System Z...

HiFi with aracking system
They look good — they sound superb!
Three powerful systems ranging in
performance presented by Pioneer.

System X 50 H
Stereo Integrated Amplifier SA-506
Delivering 25 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz with no more than 0.08% total
harmonic distortion, the SA-506 keeps intermodulation distortion down to 0.08% too. An
impressive specification includes IC phono equaliser,
twin illuminated power meters, click-stop volume,
bass and treble controls, loudness contour and
advanced circuitry for low noise.
FM/AM Stereo Tuner TX-606
This tuner is high in sensitivity, signal-to-noise ratio
and wide band reception. Amongst its many
advanced HiFi features are:— FET-equipped FM
front end, ceramic filters, IC in FM discriminator,
MPX, phase locked loop, 2 large tuning meters,
extra- long tuning dial and multi- purpose FM
muting/FM mono- auto AM selector switch.
Stereo Turntable PL-514X
Belt-driven by a synchronous motor, the PL-514X
incorporates an end-of-play/arm-lift/return mechanism. Power-off on return is automatic too — and
the quick start facility is synchronised with motor
switching so that moving the S-shaped tonearm
towards the record on the platter automatically
starts rotation. With anti-skating, oil- damped cueing
and free- hinged acrylic cover, this turntable keeps
wow and flutter down to ±0.06% ( DIN). Comes
complete with PC- 110 II magnetic cartridge.
Stereo Cassette Deck CT-506
Incorporating apneumatically- damped front loading
mechanism, the CT- 506's many outstanding features
include Dolby, 3- position tape selector, permalloy
head, piano key operation and full auto-stop. With
Dolby on, signal-to-noise ratio is better than 64 dB.

Each system comprises amplifier, tuner,
turntable and cassette deck perfectly
matched to ensure peak performance and
good looks, and each system is housed
in Pioneer's beautiful HiFi furniture,
tastefully finished in satin black with
chrome look trim to display your hi-fi to
the very best advantage and to give you
the utmost convenience.

System X 90 H

System X 70 H
Stereo Integrated Amplifier SA-606
With an output of 40 watts RMS per channel into 8
ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, the SA-606 keeps both total
harmonic and intermodulation distortion down to
0.05%. Features include twin power meters with LED
peak indicators, discrete twin power supplies for
Class A/Class B circuits, IC phono equaliser with
outstanding signal-to-noise ratio, and reliable
circuitry throughout. Click stop volume control, bass
and treble controls, loudness contour switch, tape
monitor ( stereo) switch - all give you full control.
FM/AM Stereo Tuner TX-606
The same sensitive tuner as used in System X 50 —
and the perfect complement for the SA-606 amplifier.

Inom...0=1

Stereo Integrated Amplifier SA-706
Total harmonic distortion and intermodulation
distortion are as low as 0.04% with the SA- 706, an
amplifier producing 60 watts RMS per channel into 8
ohms from 20-20,000 Hz. This unit has all the features
of the SA-606 — plus phono interference switch, tape
duplicate and monitor switches, speakers switch
and click stop volume control.
FM/AM Stereo Tuner TX-606
Sensitive and efficient, the TX-606 is the common
denominator of all three Pioneer systems ... areally
high performance stereo tuner.

Stereo Turntable PL-516X
Auto-return/quick-start
convenience,
reliable
mechanism and superb styling are some of the
outstanding features of the PL-516X. This belt- driven
tuntable brings wow and flutter down to ±0.05%
(DIN) — thanks to a high- torque FG servomotor
which assures quiet, always constant speed platter
rotation. Other features include S-shaped tonearm,
anti- skating, oil- damped cueing and an easy- view
strobe for high precision speed control. Comes with
PC- 110 II magnetic cartridge.
Stereo Cassette Deck CT-606
This versatile, front- loading Dolby deck incorporates
a 3-stage, direct- coupled preamplifier which minimises distortion and widens the dynamic range.
In addition to manual bias/EQ switching for FeCr
and STD tapes, the CT-606 also offers automatic
Cr02 selection. Precision driven by a DC servomotor, this high performance cassette deck has a
signal-to-noise performance better than 64dB with
Dolby on.

Stereo Turntable PL-518X
The direct- drive PL-518X has a built-in DC servo,
and the platter ( rubber mat included) reaches its
regulated speed in less than half a rotation. Its
accuracy is reflected in the low wow and flutter figure
of ±0.04%(DIN). Pioneer have also incorporated
features like auto-return/quick-start, strobe speed
control, S-shaped tonearm, anti- skating and oildamped cueing. Complete with PC110 Il magnetic
cartridge.
Stereo Cassette Deck CT-606
As in system X 70, the CT-606 cassette deck was
chosen to ensure outstanding high fidelity
performance.
Rec. Ret. Price £500.63

Rec. Ret. Price £681.75

Rec. Ret. Price £610.88

Comet Price £ 397.90 inc. VAT

Comet Price £546.90 inc. VAT

Comet Price £489.00 inc. VAT

Matching glass fronted cabinet and speakers extra.

Matching glass fronted cabinet and speakers extra.

Matching glass fronted cabinet and speakers extra.

Matching glass fronted cabinet (06770 BM)
illustrated above available as an optional extra.
Rec. Ret. Price £51.93
Comet Price £43.90 inc. VAT

Matching glass fronted cabinet (013770 BM)
illustrated above available as an optional extra.
Rec. Ret. Price £51.93
Comet Price £43.90 inc. VAT

Matching glass fronted cabinet ( 0B770 BM)
illustrated above available as an optional extra.
Rec. Ret. Price £51.93
Comet Price £43.90 inc. VAT

Recommended speakers for above:
Pioneer CS 323
Rec. Ret. Price £65.61
Comet Price £54.90 inc. VAT

Recommended speakers for above:
Pioneer CS 525
Rec. Ret. Price £ 151.52
Comet Price £ 123.90 inc. VAT

Recommended speakers for above:
Pioneer CS 424
Rec. Ret. Price £ 127.42
Comet Price £ 02.90 inc. VAT
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AKAI

Compact Cassette
or Reel-to-Reel...
Akai quality at super prices!
Here are two dramatic Hi Fi bargains from Comet . . . a front- loading Dolby cassette deck
and a reel-to-reel recorder that has proved the most popular of its kind in the country.
Both are outstanding examples of high fidelity engineering — and both are available at
dramatically- reduced discount prices at Comet.
Cassette or reel-to-reel, you can take your choice. Either way, Comet are offering you one
of the very best value- for- money buys!

AKAI CS 702D Mk. 2 CASSETTE DECK

((CC:
,••-•

SPECIFICATIONS
Track System: 4 track, 2channel stereo. Wow and Flutter ( WRMS): <0.08%. Frequency
Response ( 3 3dB): Chrome 40-15. Distortion ( 1kHz OVU): < 15%. Signal- to-Noise ratio
(Dolby on + 10 dB): >50 dB. Heads: (2) Perrnalloy. Motor: DC Electronically speed
controlled. Dimensions: 380(W) x 150(H) X28.5(D) mm.

Here's an IC equipped front- loading Dolby deck that is
literally bristling with Hi Fi features. Powered by an
electronically-controlled DC motor, the CS 702D Mk. 2
includes alarge flywheel with aflat belt drive to assure
smooth capstan rotation. The impressive specification
includes asuperhard permalloy recording/playback head,
limiter switch, direct function change control, tape
selector switch, pause and auto-stop. This deck was a
"Recommended Buy" in Hi Fi Choice Cassette Decks
and Tapes. At this new Comet cut- to- the- bone discount
price, the CS 702D Mk. 2 has to be incredible value for
money!

COMET PRICE £88.90 inc.VAT

AKAI 4000DS Mk.2 REEL-TO-REEL TAPE DECK
Akai's original reputation for high quality Hi Fi was based on
their reel-to-reel machines — and the outstanding 4000DS
Mk. 2has increased that reputation. There's the exclusive
Akai one- micron gap head, which gives excellent frequency
response and really low distortion. Then there's the
combination of atape monitor switch and three heads to
give you off- tape monitoring. There's also atape selector,
MIC/LINE mixing — and sound- on- sound for building up
several recordings on one track. Other features include
automatic shut-off, pause control, two large VU meters, and
an equalisation switch for tape speed ( 71
/ or 33/
2
4 i.p.s.). A
fantastic recorder — at afantastically- low Comet price!

SPECIFICATIONS

Track System: 4 track, 2channel stereo/monaural. Reel Capacity: Up to r reel. Tape
speed: 71,and 33., ips (±2%). Wow and Flutter: Less than 0.12% WRMS at
ips.
Less than 0.15% WRMS at 33., ips. Frequency Response: 30 to 23,000 Hz ( 33 dB) at
7' zips (Low Noise Tape); 30 to 16,000 Hz (±3dB) at 33, ps ( Low Noise Tape).
Distortion: Less the 1% (4,000 Hz 0 VU) using Low Noise Tape. Signal to Noise
Ratio: Better than 56 dB. Erase Ratio Better than 70 dB. Bias Frequency: 100 kHz.
Heads: (3): 1one-micron gap playback head, 1recording head, 1erase head. Motor:
4- pole induction motor. Fast Forward and Rewind Time: XX) seconds using a 1,200 It.
tape. Output Jacks: Line (2): 0.775 V (0VU); Required load impedance: more than 50
kohms; Phone 30 mV/8 ohms. Input Jacks: Microphone ( 2): 0.55 mV/30 kehms;
Line (2): 50 mV/200 kohms. Din Jack: 0.5V/3mV. Dimensions: 407(W) X 314(H) x
196(D) mm ( 16 x 12.4 x 7.7 ins).

COMET PRICE £ 139.90 inc.VAT

AKAI
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PIONEER®

CT—F500 Cassette Tape Deck
A PEG/PLAY head of Hard Permalloy
a ferrite erase head. 3- position tape selector,
Dolby NR and pneumatically- damped vertical loading door - these are some of the valuefor- money features of the CT- F500 A single DC servomotor provides drive stability equal
to many 2- motor designs, thanks to separate drive belts to capstan and take-up reel
SPECIFICATION
REC/PB Head 1x Hard ParmaPloy, Erasing
Head 1 • Ferrite Frequency Response
(REC/PB) Standard/LH tape 40Hz-13kHz.
3dB, Chromium Dioxide tape 40Hz. 15kHz,

o 3dB. Ferrichrornium Dioxide tape
40Hz-15kHz. o 3dB Signal- to- Noise Ratio
Dolby off > 54dB. Dolby on > 64dB Wow
and Flutter WRMS < 0 05% Dimensions
380 ( W) x 140 ( H) x 261 ( 0) mm

Rec. Ret. Price £128.75 inc. VAT COMET

PRICE £99.90 Inc. VAT

CT—F4040 Cassette Tape Deck
This front- loader incorporates many exclusive features found only on Pioneer's more
expensive models There's Dolby IC. 3- position tape selector. LINE/MIC and DIN input
selection and full auto-stop There's the Comet discount price too ,
SPECIFICATION
Heads " Hard Perrnalloy" Wow and Flutter
No more than 0 08% ( WRMS) Frequency
Response. Standard LH tape 30 to 14,000Hz.
(40 to 13.000Hz o 3dB) Ferrichrornium

choxidé tape 30 to 16,000Hz ( 40 to 15,000Hz.
* 3dB) Chromium dioxide tape 30 to
16.000Hz ( 40 to 15.000Hz. * 3dB) Signal- toNoise Ratio. Dolby on. > 62dB. Dimensions
380 ( W) x 150 ( H) a325 ( 0) mm

Rec. Ret. Price £ 48.20 inc. VAT COMET PRICE

mum inc. VAT

CT—F700 Cassette Tape Deck
The CT- F700 gives you a unique " Third Meter" which enables you to adjust for dynamic
level. bias and peak level without guesswork You also get a ferrite- solid PEG/PLAY head,
soft- touch mode buttons, a new vertical- hold tape mounting system. automatic Cr02 tape
selection. Dolby, memory stop and EC) selection
SPECIFICATION
Heads " Ferrite Solid", Wow and Flutter
< 0 05% ( WRMS) Frequency Response
Chromium dioxide tape 25 to 17.000Hz

(30 to 16.000Hz. * 3dB). ( 40 to 14.000Hz
DIN) Signal- to- Noise Ratio Dolby on,
>64dB Dimensions 420 ( W) a 187 ( H)
304 ( 0) mm

Rec. Ret. Price £259.26 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £204.90 Inc. VAT

CT—F900 Cassette Tape Deck
The CT- F900 invites you into the age of microprocessor- programmed audio, with a digitron
tube display replacing traditional meters for recording and play-back level monitoring An
electronic digital counter permits memory play and repeat and memory stop - and there's
even a timer start facility for use with optional electronic timer With features including
Dolby NR switch, chrome tape sensor with automatic bias and equalisation, monitoring for
tape and source, and continuously adjustable bias, the Pioneer CT- F900 is the tape deck of
tomorrow
available from Comet today
SPECIFICATION
REC/PB Head 1xComb. Sendust Alloy
Solid. Erasing Head 1a Ferrite Frequency
Response ( REC/PB) Standard/LH tape
30Hz-15kHz 0 3dB Chromium Dioxide tape

30Hz-17kHz. * 3dB, Ferrichromium Dioxide
tape 30Hz-17kHz, u 3dB Signal- to- Noise
Ratio Dolby on > 64dB Wow and Flutter
WRMS < 0 05% Dimensions 420 ( W)
187iH) a 362 ( D) mm

Rec. Ret. Price £38.5.67 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £.304.90 inc. VAT

CT—F1000 Cassette Tape Deck
Three heads to give you off- the- tape monitoring. 2- motor tape transport Dolby NR with
calibration control pitch control on playback. MIC/LINE mising, MPX filter switch and
memory STOP/PLAY - the CT- F1000 really puts it all together Other features include
automatic Cr02 tape selection. 2- position bias, 3- position E0 and direct logic controls
SPECIFICATION
Heads
Uni Crystal Ferrite Solid
recording head/playback head Wow and
Flutter < 0 05% ( WRMS) Frequency
Response Chromium dioxide tape 20 to

19,000Hz ( 30 to 17,000Hz, o 31113) Signalto- Noise Ratio Dolby on, > 64dB ( over
5k 2
36
Hz(0
))D
mim
m ensions 420 ( W) ' 87 ( H) •

Rec. Ret. Price £.524.04 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £399.90 inc. VAT
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Mini" PIONEER®

SA- 506 Stereo Integrated Amplifier
Here's an outstanding budget buy from Pioneer — an amplifier delivering 25 watts RMS per channel
with no more than 0.08% total harmonic distortion. With aspecification including IC phono equaliser,
twin illuminated power meters. click- stop volume and tone controls, loudness contour and advanced
circuitry for low noise, the Pioneer SA- 506 represents high quality engineering without unnecessary
frills. The Comet discount brings it well within reach of most pockets.
SPECIFICATIONS
Continuous power both channels driven at 20
Hz - 20 kHz, 8 Ohms: 2 x 25 W. Total
Harmonic Distortion at rated output power 20
Hz - 20 kHz: 0.08%. Frequency response at
AUX input: 20 Hz - 40 kHz (± 2 dB). S/N fee):

Phono: 76 dB, Tuner, Tape, PB, AUX 92 dB.
Loudness contour (at —40 dB position) ± 6 dB
(100 Hz). Dimensions: 420(w) a 147(h) a
261(d) mm.

REC. RET. PRICE £ 109.52 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £81.90 Inc. VAT

SA-606 Stereo Amplifier
Peak Hi- F. quality - this is the goal Pioneer have achieved with the modest- priced SA- 606. You get a
low distortion output of 40 watts per channel, both channels driven .. and features including twin
power meters with LED peak indicators, discrete twin power supplies for Class-A/Class-8 circuits, IC
phono equaliser with outstanding signal-to-noise ratio, and reliable circuitry throughout. An impressive
performer - and you'll be impressed by the Comet discount price.
SPECIFICATIONS
Amplifier Section - Continuous Power
Output as 40 watts per channel, min. at 8
ohms from 20 hertz to 20,000 hertz with no
more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion.
Total Harmonic Distortion: ( 20 Hz to
20.000 Hz. from AUX) No more than 0.05%
(continuous rated power output)
Frequency response PHONO ( RIAA
Equalization). 20 to 20.000 Hz ± 0.3dB
TUNER, AUX, TAPE PLAY: 20 to 40,000

Hz ± 2dB Tone Control BASS: 4- 12dB. 10dB ( 100Hz) TREBLE: • 10dB, - 10dB
(10kHz) Loudness Contour: . 6dB ( 100Hz)
.3dB ( 10kHz) ( Volume control set at
-40dB position) Hum and Noise ( IHF, shortcircuited A network) PHONO: 78dB TUNER.
AUX, TAPE PLAY: 95dB Hum and Noise
(DIN: continuous rated power output/
50mW) PHONO: 66dB/58dB TUNER,
AUX, TAPE PLAY: 85dB/60dB Dimensions:
420(w) x 147(h) x 261(d) mm

REC. RET. PRICE £ 148.10 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 111.90 Inc. VAT

SA- 706 Stereo Amplifier
With a bigger output of 60 watts per channel, both channels driven, the SA. 706 is another amplifier
that concentrates on the essential H4• F1 basics. And this means all the features of the SA- 606 - plus
phono interference filter switch, tape duplicate and monitor switches, speaker switch and 41 position
volume control. Pioneer value•for - money engineering sounds even better et Comets discount price I
SPECIFICATIONS
Continuous Power Output is 60 watts per
channel. min. at 8 ohms from 20 hertz to
20,000 hertz with no more than 0.04%
total harmonic distortion.
Total Harmonic Distortion: ( 20Hz to
20.000 Hz. from AUX) No more than 0.04%
(confinuous rated power output)
Frequency Response PHONO ( RIAA
Equalization): 20 W 20.000 Hz t 0.2dB
TUNER, AUX, TAPE PLAY: 20 to 40,000
Hz ± 2dB Tone Control BASS: . 12dB.

-10d8 ( 100 Hz) TREBLE: . 10dB. - 10dB
(10kHz) Loudness Contour: . 6dB ( 100Hz)
(Volume control set at -40dB position)
.3dB ( 10kHz) Hum and Noise ( IMF.
shon•circuited A network) PHONO: 86dB
(Phono Interference Filter SW OFF)
TUNER, AUX. TAPE PLAY: 95dB
Hum and Noise ( DIN: continuous rated
power output/50mW) PHONO: 70dB/
58dB TUNER, AUX. TAPE PLAY: 85dB/
60dB Dimensions: 420(w) x 147(h) x
327(d) mm

REC. RET. PRICE £ 198.25 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £143.60 Inc. VAT

TX- 606 Stereo Tuner
Despite its modest price, the Pioneer TX- 606 is a tuner deserving the description " Hi -Fi". A perfect
match for the SA- 606 and SA- 706 amps, this tuner features high sensitivity, signal-to-noise ratio and
wide band reception. Amongst its many advanced Hi -Fi features are: FET - equipped FM front end,
ceramic filters. IC in FM discriminator. MPX, phase locked loop. 2large tuning meters. extra- long tuning
dial and multi- purpose FM muting/FM mono-auto/AM selector switch.
SPECIFICATIONS
FM SECTION
Sensitivity ( DIN): Mono: 1.9uV
Stereo: 50uV Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( DIN):
Mono: 73dB Stereo: 65dB Distortion ( at
65d81) 100Hz: Mono: 015%, Stereo 0.25%
1kHz: Mono: 0 15%. Stereo: 0.25%
6kHz: Mono. 0.15%. Stereo: 0.25%
Frequency response: 20 to 15.000 Hz
.0.2dB. - 1.0dB Capture Ratio: 1.0dB

Stereo Separation: 40dB ( 1kHz) 35dB
(30 - 15,000Hz) 'Aerial Input:"300 ohms
balanced 75 ohms unbalanced
AM SECTION
Sensitivity: 300uV/m ( IHF. ferrite aerial),
15uV ( IHF, external aerial) Selectivity:
30dB Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50dB
Aerial: Built-in ferrite loopstick aerial
Dimensions: 420 ( w) x 147 ( h) x 264 ( d)
mm

REC. RET. PRICE £ 120.14 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £92.90 Inc. VAT
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6025 TURNTABLE
This semi- automatic, belt drive turntable features the revolutionary
tonearm design used on every Marantz turntable. Tracking error
distortion has been lowered by 30% below that of aconventional
tonearm. Other features of this perfectly engineered turntable
include: AC synchronous motor, bias control and calibrated
counterweight, and automatic return/shut-off.
SPECIFICATION
Drive System: Belt. Drive Motor Type:
Synchro. Speed (r.p.m.): 33445. Wow
and Flutter: NAB 0.07%. DIN 45 507.
0.09%. Rumble: NAB 60 dB, DIN 65 dB.

Dimensions: 454(W) x 130(H) X
354 (D) rn(n.
The Ortofon FF1OE Mk. II Cartridge is
recommended for use with this turntable.

Rec. Ret. Price £92.00 inc. VAT

COMET Price £68.90 inc. VAT

1050 AMPLIFIER

,44,/oso

9

e

Rec. Ret. Price £ 133.00 inc. VAT

COMET Price £92.90 inc. VAT

Delivering 40 watts RMS per channel intó 8ohms, with no more
than 0.1% total harmonic distortion, the 1050 provides power to
spare for the average-sized listening room. An impressive
specification includes: full complementary direct coupled output
stage (DC), loudness and mono switches, low filter, 41 stepped
detented volume control, detented graphic base and treble tone
controls, tape monitor, stereo headphone jack and provision for
operating two pairs of speaker systems.
SPECIFICATION
Power Output per Channel DIN 8Ohms
(1 kHz): 40 W. Total Harmonic
Distortion at Rated Power Output: 0.1%.
Intermodulation Distortion: 0.1%.
Damping Factor 8Ohms: 45. Sensitivity
(at MAIN IN) for Rated Output: 1.5 V.

Impedance ( at MAIN IN): 36 kOhms.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz • 50 kHz.
Signal-to.Noise Ratio (at MAIN IN): 100
dB. Dimensions: 416(W) X 146(H) X
300(D) mm.

5010 CASSETTE DECK
Another high quality cassette deck from the Marantz range — this
time the front-loading 5010. Incorporating Dolby noise reduction,
this impressive machine has many features including: professional
extended VU meters, super hard permalloy head, 3position tape
EO/bias selector, switchable peak limiter, jacks for stereo
microphones and headphones and total shut-off.
SPECIFICATION
Tape Speed: I,.ips. Wow and Flutter
(WRMS): 0.1%. Frequency Response
(overall: ref. level — 20 below 0VU).
FECR: 35 Hz — 15 kHz, ± 3dB
Cr02: 40 Hz — 14 kHz, ± 3dB

Normal: 40 Hz — 13 kHz, ± 3dB
Signal-to- Noise Ratio: Playback: 52 dB.
Overall, Dolby Off: 50 dB. Overall,
Dolby On: 58 dB. Dimensions: 440(W) X
146(H) x 290(D) mm.

Rec. Ret Price £213-00 inc. VAT
COMET Price £154.90 inc. VAT

HD 440 LOUDSPEAKERS
(Illustrated)

186

With apower handling capacity
(1PM) of 55 watts, these 3way
loudspeakers are ideal for high
quality home HiFi systems. Powerful
performers despite their compact
dimensions, and as low in colouration
as they are high in accuracy and
tonal definition, new 'diamond'
speaker grilles give unique
appearance.

4G LOUDSPEAKERS

SPECIFICATION
Frequency Response: 40 Hz — 18 kHz. Efficiency
(dB SPL/W/m/I kHz): 87 dB. Power Handling
Capacity ( IPM): 55 W. Speaker Complement
Woofer: 200 mm; Mid- range: 90 mm; Tweeter: 90
mm; Super Tweeter —. Crossover Level: 2/8
kHz. Nominal Impedance: 8Ohms. Dimensions:
286(W) x 486(H) X 216(D) mm.

SPECIFICATION
Nominal Impedance: 8Ohms. Power Rating: 15
watts continuous (40 watt integrated program
material). Sensitivity: 95 dB ( 1watt 1kHz at 0.5
meter). Frequency Response: 40 Hz — 18 kHz ±
5dB. Distortion: Less than 0.9%. Dimensions:
19.."(H) x
x

Rec. Ret. Price £ 153-00 inc. VAT
COMET Price £98.90 inc. VAT

Rec. Ret. Price £ 39.00 inc. VAT

Superbly styled, these compact
bookshelf speakers are suitable for
use with amplifiers from 10-30 watts.
With an all-round performance
matching their elegant looks,
Marantz 4G loudspeakers are yet
another outstanding example of
Marantz HiFi technolocjy.

COMET Price £58.90 inc. VAT
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MR215 AM/FM RECEIVER

MR 230 AM/FM RECEIVER

Rated at 15 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms, the MR 215 is ergineered to
give high quality, low distortion performance combined with needle-sharp
AM/FM reception but now at aprice which represents incredible value for money.
The power amplifier has direct coupled complementary output circuizs ( DC), and
controls include loudness switch, FM muting, speaker selection and tape
monitor. In the tuner section Marantz have incorporated ceramic filters and
MOSFET components in the RF stage, together with a phase lockeo loop ( PLI)
FM demodulator. Other features include 41 detented volume convol, 11 detented
ganged bass and treble tone controls, speaker protection circuit. and signal
strength and FM centre tuning meters.
SPECIFICATION
POWER AMPLIFICATION SECTION
Power Output per Channel DIN 8 Ohms ( 1kHz)
26 W. Total Harmonic Distortion at Rated Power
Output: 0.15%. PRE- AMPLIFICATION SECTION.
Frequency Response Phono ( RIAA): * 10 dB.
Signal.to- Noise Ratio Phono 72 dB. Aux: 80 dB.
Input Sensitivity/Impedance Phono : 2.8mV/47 k
Ohm. Aux 180 inV/20 kOhrns. FM TUNER
SECTION ( 87.5 - 108 MHz). Usable Sensitivity

Rec. Ret. Price £ 143.00 inc. VAT

Delivering 30 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms, the larger MR 230 has all the
features that make the MR 125 such a high quality receiver and brings Marantz
into your receiver budget. Despite its bigger punch, distortion is low - thanks to
the direct coupled complementary output circuits ( DC) in the power amplifier and the phase locked loop FM multiplex demodulator guantees perfect stereo
detection. Easy adjustments, accurate controls . . . the Marantz MR 230 has
them all.

(40kHz Dec. 98 MHz) Stereo ( S/N 48 dB) 50dB.
Alternate Channel Selectivity ( 98 MHz * 300 kHz) :
65 dB. Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( 98 MHz) Weighted
Mono 68 dB, Weighted Stereo : 60 dB.
AM/MW TUNER SECTION ( 525 - 1605 kHz).
Usable Sensitivity ( 260B S/N 300. Mod. 1MHz)
30pV. Selectivity ( 1 MHz * 9kHz) 20 dB.
GENERAL. Dimensions : 440 ( AI)
137 ( HI
358(D) rnm.

SPECIFICATION
POWER AMPLIFICATION SECTION,
Power Output per Channel DIN 8 Ohms ( 1kHz):
48W. Total Harmonic Distortion at Rated Power
Output 0.15%. Damping Factor 30.
PRE-AMPLIFICAtION SECTION. Frequency
Response Phono ( RIAA) * 1dB. Signal-to•Noim
Ratio Phono 72 dB. Aux 80 dB. Input Sensitivity/
Impedance Phono 2.8rnV/47 kOhms. Aux:
180mV/20 kOhms. FM TUNER SECTION

Rec. Ret. Price £215.03 inc. VAT

(87,5 - 108 MHz). Usable sensitivity ( 40 kHz Dan.
98 MHz) Stereo ( S/N 46 dB): 50 dB. Alternate
Channel Selectivity ( 98 MHz * 300 kHz): 65 dB.
Signal- to Noise Ratio ( 98 MHz) Weighted .
Mono
66 dB. Weighted Stereo 60 dB.
AM/MW TUNER SECTION ( 525 - 1605 kHz).
Usable Sensitivity ( 26 dB S/N 30% Mod. 1 MHz) :
30pV. Selectivity ( 1 MHz * 9511,): 20 dB.
GENERAL. Dimensions: 440 ( W)
137 ( 11) x 358 ( D) mm.

Comet Pricef148.90 inc. VAT

Comet Price £98.90 Inc. VAT.

Memo

MR 250 AM/FM RECEIVER
1820 CASSETTE DECK
With the attractively- styled 1820. Marantz have produced the ideal front- loading
cassette deck for the home Hi -Fi installation. Driven by a DC servo- controlled
motor, this Dolby deck has a host of Hi- F4 features including: superhard
permalloy recording/playback head, tape selector switch and big VU meters. A
fine example of Marantz engineering at a price which makes this a BEST BUY.
SPECIFICATION
Tape Drive System: Single Capstan Drive. Track
System Compatible Stereo 4- track, 2channel
Tape Speed: 1 ips ( 4.75 cm/sec). Head: Rec.
Play Superhard Permalloy, Erase- Ferrite. Motor:
DC Servo Controlled Motor • 1. Recording

Rec. Ret. Price £ 147.00 inc. VAT

System: AC Bias, Erasing System: AC Erase.
Overall Frequency Response : ( Dolby otl) Cr02
Tape 28Hz to 15kHz + 2.5 d8 - 3.5 dB.Total
Harmonic Distortion: Cr02 Tape 2.5%. Wow and
Flutter ( DIN VVTD): 017%. Dimensions
416(W) x 146(H)
244(D) run.

With aformidable output of 50 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms, the MR 250
achieves this extra performance without any increase in total harmonic distortion.
Marantz sophisticated electronics give excellent performance and super!)
AM/FM listening, ease of operation and accurate tuning through the Marantz
exclusive ' Gyro Touch' flywheel. Tape monitoring circuitry for two tape decks is
also included in the impressive specification. Marantz hi- quality at a new break
through price.
SPECIFICATION
POWER AMPLIFICATION SECTION.
Power Output per Channel DIN 8 Ohms ) lEH.):
64 W. Total Harmonic Distortion at Rated Power
Output 0.15%. Damping Factor : 40.
PRE- AMPLIFICATION SECTION. Frequency
Response Phono ( RIAA) : * 1dB. Signal- to- Noise
Ratio Phono 72 dB. Auti 80 dB. Input Sensitivity/
Impedance Phono: 2.8 mV/47kOhms. Aux
18OrnV/20 kOhms. FM TUNER SECTION

Comet Price f104.90 inc. VAT

2020L AM/FM TUNER
A high performance tuner capable of meeting the high standards
of FM broadcasts - this is the Marantz 2020L. The MOSFET
components in the FM front end, plus the phase locked loop
(PLL) demodulator, give exceptional selectivity as well as
optimum FM stereo channel separation. The circuitry is based on
ceramic IF filters, and other features include: 3 gang FM tuning
capacitor, mono and FM muting switches, signal strength and
centre tuning meters.

(87,5 - 108 MHz). Usable Sensitivity ( 40 kHz
Dev. 98 MHz) SINO0 ( S/N 46 dB) : 50dB.
Alternate Channel Selectivitymm Hz *
300 kHz): 65 dB. Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( 98 MHz)
Weighted Mono: 66 dB. Weighted Stereo 60 dB.
AM/MW TUNER SECTION ( 525 - 1605 kHz).
Usable Sensitivity ( 26 dB S/N 30% Mod. 1MHz):
30pV. Selectivity ( 1 MHz * 9 kHz) : 20 dB.
GENERAL. Dimensions: 440 ( W) x
137 ( H) x 358 ( 0) min.

Comet Price £1811.90 Inc. VAT.

SPECIFICATION
FM TUNER SECTION ( 87.6 - 108 MHz). Usable
Sensitivity Stereo S/N 46 dB: 50pV. Alternate
Channel Selectivity : 65 dB. Signal- to- Noose
Patio ( DIN) Weighted Stereo: 60 dB. Total
Harmonic Distortion. Stereo : 0.4%. Frequency
Response ( 30 Hz - 15 kHz) + 0.2/-2.0dB.
Stereo Separation : 42 dB. Channel Balance

Rec. Ret. Price El 26.00 inc. VAT

0.5 dB. AM/LW TUNER SECTION ( 150 - 350511,).
Usable Sensitivity ( 28 dB S/N 30% Mod. 250 kHz)
200µV. Selectivity ( 250 kHz ± 9 kHz) 24 dB.
lrnage Rejection ( 250 kHz) : 36 dB. I.F. Rejection
(250 kH. ) : 26 dB. Signal- to- Noise Ratio
(250 SW) 48 dB. Total Harmonic Distortion
(250 kHz): 0.5dB. Dimensions : 416(W) x
146(11) Y 240(D) trim.

Comet Price £ 89.90 inc. VAT
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Amplifier — SA2020
Delivering a full 20 watts RMS . per channel of lowdistortion power, the SA2020 packs all the features you'd
expect from units in a much higher price range. There's
a full complement of filters including scratch and rumble,
loudness control, mono/stereo switch and provision for
an extra pair of speakers. Click action volume and tone
controls, and a generous selection of inputs and outputs
add to the all-round versatility of this powerful performer,
with looks and performance to match the ST2002 Tuner
below.
Rec. Ret. Price £60.62 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £47.90 inc. VAT.

Tuner — ST2002
The elegant black anodised front panel of this FM/MW/LW
tuner incorporates a full length, easy- to- read scale with
weighted flywheel tuning and large signal meter. A host
of superbly- engineered Hi -Fi features includes:- switchable AFC, inbuilt multiplex phase locked loop stereo
decoder, stereo beacon and stabilised power supply. A
perfect match for the SA2020 amplifier!
Rec. Ret. Price £60.62 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £45.90 inc. VAT.

Receiver — SR2220
A combination of a 20 watts RMS per channel output with
full FM/MW/LW reception — not forgetting the Comet
discount price — makes the SR2220 an outstanding
value- for- money receiver. The amplifier section includes
a full range of filters ( scratch, rumble and loudness
control), together with bass and treble controls. The
radio section incorporates AFC, inbuilt stereo decoder
and LED stereo beacon.
Rec. Ret. Price £82.99 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £69.90 inc. VAT.

Cassette — SCD2060
Here's a Dolby front- loading deck that's ideal for
stacking with the other Solavox equipment. The key
button cassette function controls make operation easy
and there's a switch for standard or chrome tapes.
Other features of this Comet bargain buy include
large VU meters, auto-stop, tape counter, pause, and
adjustable output level.
Rec. Ret. Price £122.90 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £89.90 inc. VAT.
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We didn't think the Solavox PR Mk l's
could be improved upon

...and yet here's
the new Mk 11 range

With our range of Solavox PR Mk. l's we brought
you high fidelity loudspeakers at an incredibly low price.
We thought this was a HiFi bargain that couldn't be
bettered. And we were right. Until now . . •
The new Mk. ll's take excellence one step further.
Produced by one of Britain's leading manufacturers,
they combine high power handling characteristics with
the ability to give good performance even when connected
to smaller amplifiers.
Their handsome teak effect cabinets and s
see-through
grilles house British speaker engineering at its best.
And they sound even better than they look. The two
larger speakers in the range even have their own midrange control to enable you to achieve the ideal sound

balance for your listening room.

PR 25

MU!
Compact in size, yet offering full deep rich bass
and impeccably balanced sound. Two-way
speaker system incorporates 200mm bass unit
and 70mm tweeter. Power handling 5to 25watts
RMS. Size: (mm) 272w X 375h X 240d.

P1135 Midi

Gives outstanding clarity of tone and wide
frequency response without objectionable sound
colouration. Three-way speaker system with
200mm bass unit, 120mm mid-range and 70mm
tweeter. Power handling up to 35 watts RMS.
Variable mid- range control. Size: (mm) 272wX

Rec.Ret.Price £5105 inc VAT

Comet Price
£38.90 incVAT per pair

Rec.Ret . Pr ice £77-50 inc VAT

Comet Price
£57.90 inc.VAT per pair

493hX240d.

P1145 MI(11

Superb all-round performance from aspeaker
system incorporating aprecision-designed
8- element crossover unit. Large 250mm bass
unit, 120mm mid-range and 70mm tweeter.
Power handling up to 45 watts RMS. Variable
mid-range control. Size: (mm) 335wX565hX294d.

Rec.Ret.Price £102-10 inc VAT

Comet Price
£77.90 inc.VAT per pair
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Wharfedale.
DENTON XP2

SHELTON XP2

With two new drivers to provide abigger margin of power handling than
before, the Denton XP2 has aperformance which proves Wharfedale's
determination to maintain the company's lead in the budget
loudspeaker market. Suitable for amplifiers of 10-30 watts RMS output,
the Denton incorporates anew fibrous cone which is terminated in a
compliant, highly plasticised PVC surround. This gives the speaker an
exceptional acoustic performance.

Meet the Shelton XP2, a newcomer to the Wharfedale range which
incorporates adome tweeter to put it firmly on the peak of the budget
market. Power handling is 10-35 watts, and the performance is well in
keeping with Wharfedale's impressive international reputation. Behind
the attractive grille is speaker engineering dedicated to producing pure,
colouration-free sound. . anew deep-flared bass unit cone, 70% more
metal around the voice coil than on conventional speakers to improve
power handling, and acomplex
8-element crossover network.

DENTON XP2 SPECIFICATION

SHELTON XP2 SPECIFICATION

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 12 litres.
Frequency Response (-3dB): 65 Hz to 18 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass/mid 1X 170 mm
Treble 1X 50 mm.
Power Handling (to DIN 45573): 25 watts.
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 30 watts

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 15 litres
Frequency Response (-3dB): 63 Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass/Mid 1X 200mm
Treble 1X 19 mm dome
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 28 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 35 watts

Sensitivity for 1watt input, measured at
1metre: 88 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10 ,
Nm 2).
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover Points: 3.5 kHz
Dimensions: ( H) 355 mm, (W) 246 mm,
(D) 222 mm

Sensitivity for Iwatt input, measured at
1metre: 86 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10 ,
Nm 2)
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover points and rates: 3.5 kHz, 12 dB/
octave 8element
Dimensions: (H) 412 mm, (WI 246 mm,
(D) 240 mm

Rec. Ret. Price £73.73 inc. VAT

Rec. Ret. Price £93.96 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £59•50 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc. VAT

LINTON XP2

GLENDALE XP2

A world-famous model with an improved performance that is
destined to make it an even bigger Hi-1'i household word — this is
the new Linton XP2. Wharfedale have applied the full weight of their
advanced engineering and measurement programme to the new
XPs, and the Linton has emerged with a power handling of 10-40
watts, an increase of 5watts over the previous model. Bass and treble
drivers are new, and join the outstandingly- successful mid- range unit
proved on the Linton 3XP to complete a3-way speaker that generates
smooth, undistorted sound.

Wharfedale continue to make you sit up and listen with the new
Glendale XP2, aspeaker producing apower handling of 15-50 watts,
and designed for either floor standing or bookshelf locations. Again, the
bass and treble drivers are new — the large 250 mm bass unit being
used with acoustic suspension loading to give a — 3dB cut off point of 50
Hz. The bass response is superb, and the new Glendale certainly
enhances its reputation as aloudspeaker that has proved capable of
covering the entire musical spectrum, from classical through to jazz
arid pop in even the most difficult of acoustic environments. This is a
unit heading arange of loudspeakers
bearing advanced development
not seen on products costing
twice as much or more.

LIN TON XP2 SPECIFICATION

GLENDALE XP2 SPECIFICATION

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 20 litres
Frequency Response (-3dB): 60 Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass 1X 200 mm,
Mid 1X 100 mm, Treble 1x 19 mm
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 35 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 40 watts

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 31 litres
Frequency Response (- 3dB): 50 Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass 1X 250 mm,
Mid 1X 100 mm, Treble 1X 19 mm dome
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 40 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 15 to 50 watts

Sensitivity for 1watt input measured at
1metre: 87 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2x 10
Nm 2)
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover Points and rates: IkHz, 4.5 kHz 6 &
12 dB/octave 9element
Dimensions: (
H) 476 mm, ( W) 264 mm,
(D) 240 mm

Sensitivity for Iwatt input, measured at
1metre: 86 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10 ,
Nm 2
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover Points and rates: 1.3 kHz, 4.5 kHz
6 & 12 dB/octave 11 element
Dimensions: ( H) 565 mm, ( W) 305 mm,
(D) 265 mm

Rec. Ret Price £ 114.17 inc. VAT

Rec. Ret. Price £ 151.67 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £74.50 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £101.90 inc. VAT
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The Wharfedale Es...
The high efficiency of the Wharfedale E50 and E70 loudspeakers has already established them among the market
leaders in acoustic technology. They make smaller amplifiers sound larger, reduce distortion and provide true
high fidelity sound throughout the entire spectrum. And now the smaller E30 joins the range — a loudspeaker
sharing the same superb bass response, smooth mid- range and light and sweet treble
characteristics of the E50 and E70. With walnut veneered cabinets and see-through
fishnet grilles, the Wharfedale E's look just as good as they sound. See them at
Comet . . . at discount prices that bring the best within reach of your pocket.

WHARFEDALE E70 LOUDSPEAKER
Suitable for amplifiers from 3 to 120 watts
RMS per channel. One watt produces
94 dB S.P.L. at 1 metre.
SPECIFICATIONS
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 100 watts.
Sensitivity: 1watt produces 94 dB S.P.L. at 1 metre.
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
Typical frequency response: Drive unit complement: 1 x
250mm ( 10") low inertia moving coil bass driver. 2 >
100mm ( 4") high flux moving coil mid- range driver.
1X 25mm ( 1") compression drive horn loaded treble unit.
Controls: Upper contour control ( Range 2 kHz to 20 kHz)
five positions up to maximum of 5 dB attenuation.
Lower contour control ( Range 200 Hz to 2 kHz) five
positions up to maximum of 5 dB attenuation.
Bass Loading: Optimised reflex. Maximally flat fourth
order Butterworth.
Crossover type: 6and 12 dB per octave. 6element network
with 13 element contour control. Vibration resistant
mounted.
Crossover points: 800 Hz and 7 kHz.
Nominal Internal Volume: 70 litres.
Internal cabinet damping: High hysteresis expanded
urethane foam.
Cabinet materials: Natural Walnut Veneer on high
composition board.
External Dimensions- Height 815 mm ( 32"). Width 342 mm
(13 1
/ "). Depth 360 mm ( 14").
2
Weight: 32 kg ( 70 lb). packed: 33 kg ( 72 lb)-

Rec. Ret. Price £364.82 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £322.90 inc. VAT

WHARFEDALE E50 LOUDSPEAKER
Suitable for amplifiers from 3 to 80 watts
RMS per channel. One watt produces
94 dB at 1 metre.
SPECIFICATIONS
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 70 watts.
Sensitivity: 1watt produces 94 dB at 1 metre.
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
Drive unit complement: 1 > 250mm ( 10") low inertia
moving coil bass driver. 1 > 100mm ( 4") high flux moving
coil mid- range driver. 1 X 25mm ( 1") compression drive
horn loaded treble unit.
Controls: Upper contour control ( Range 2 kHz to 20 kHz)
five positions up to maximum of 5 dB attenuation.
Lower contour control ( Range 200 Hz to 2 kHz) five
positions up to maximum cif 5 dB attenuation.
Bass Loading: Optimised reflex. Maximally flat fourth
order Butterworth.
Crossover type: 6and 12 dB per octave, 5element network
with 13 element contour control. Vibration resistant
mounted.
Crossover points: 800 Hz and 7 kHz.
Nominal Internal Volume: 50 litres.
Internal cabinet damping: ugh hysteresis expanded
urethane foam.
Cabinet materials: Natural Walnut Veneer on high
composition board.
External Dimensions: Height 665 mm ( 26"). Width 342 mm
(13 1
2 "). Depth 342 mm ( 13 1
/
2 1.
/
Weight: 19 kg ( 42 lb), packed: 20 kg ( 44 lb).

Rec. Ret. Price £ 95.72 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £262.90 inc. VAT

WHARFEDALE E30 LOUDSPEAKER
Suitable for amplifiers from 15 to 75 watts
RMS per channel. One watt produces
94 dB at 1 metre.
SPECIFICATIONS

Suitable for amplifiers ( RMS per channel): 15-75 watts.
Sensitivity ( 1watt at 1 metre): 94 dB S.P.L
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms.
Typical Frequency Response (± 3 dB): 63 Hz to 18 kHz.
Drive Units: 2 X 170 mm moving coil mid- range driver.
1 X 25 mm ( 1") horn loaded tweeter.
Crossover Type: 6and 12 dB per octave 9element network.
Vibration resistant mounted.
Crossover point: 4 kHz.
Controls: Treble level control — 4dB to + 2dB ( range 3kFiz
to 20 kHz) variable.
Cabinet Materials: Natural Walnut veneer on high density
particle board.
External Dimensions: H 580 mm, W 335 mm, D 261 mm.

COMET PRICE £ 199.90 inc. VAT

for the full range of
WHARFEDALE SPEAKERS
see the
COMET price list pages
90^
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Amplifier RA 314

Delivering a power output of 25 watts RMS per channel with total
harmonic distortion as low as 0.05% at full power, the RA 314 is an
impressive all-round performer. Circuitry is DC coupled, giving
improved bass performance, and an important feature is the inclusion
of large, quick- response twin power meters which also serve as
'power- on' indicators. Other features include full tape dubbing in both
directions, low and high filters, loudness and mono/stereo buttons,
and provision for 2 pairs of speakers.
COMET PRICE £77.90 inc. VAT

Amplifier RA 414

Moving up in performance from the RA 314 is the 35 watts RMS per
channel RA 414 - a stereo amplifier sharing the same low distortion
qualities and fine specification of the lower power unit. DC coupled
circuitry is used with a thick- film power output stage to ensure
simplicity of construction and servicing, plus a notable bass performance. An additional feature is a control for mono/stereo and reverse
stereo.
COMET PRICE £97.90 inc. VAT

Amplifier RA 714

With an impressive output of 50 watts RMS per channel, the RA 714
delivers this power whilst achieving total harmonic and intermodulation
distortion figures of only 0.03%. The DC circuitry provides excellent
damping to the loudspeakers at low frequencies to give a tight.
cleaner- sounding bass. There's a muting button too, and a relay is
provided to protect the amplifier against short circuiting of the
speaker leads.
COMET PRICE £ 126 90 inc. VAT

Tuner RT 426

The RT 426 is packed with features to ensure excellent VHF/MW/LW
reception. And impressive specification includes NFB phase lock loop
MPX to pull in marginal programme signals, and to give long term
stability of stereo separation, low drift and low distortion. A single
meter serves for both FM tuning and signal strength - and buttons for
hi- blend and interstation muting are also provided.

COMET PRICE £83.110 Inc. VAT

Tuner RT 726

Here's another outstanding unit in this Rotel value- for- money range an FM/AM tuner that combines pin- sharp reception with elegant styling.
Fitted with variable level output control, the RT 726 also incorporates
phase lock loop MPX, FM tuning meter, signal strength meter, hi- blend
button and interstation muting button.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

Cassette Deck RD 15F

This Dolby front- loader is high in both looks and performance - and
incorporates all the features you need for really high fidelity recording
and playback. These include superhard permalloy record/playback
head, easy- to- operate keys, big VU meters, peak level beacon,
'record' and ' Dolby- in' warning lights, auto-stop, cue and review. The
RD 15F also has three separate bias settings for low noise, chrome
and ferrichrome tapes - plus two equalisation settings.
COMET PRICE £98.90 Inc. VAT
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AU117 STEREO AMPLIFIER
The smallest in the new AU range
from Sansui, the AU117 includes
advanced power amps,
Darlington- arranged power output
and has a healthy power output of
15 watts per channel, min. RMS,
with no more than 0.17% total
harmonic distortion. A unit that is
high on value and performance.

AU217 STEREO AMPLIFIER
The AU217 delivers 30 watts per
channel, min. RMS, both channels
driven into 8 ohms with no more
than 0.06% total harmonic
distortion, it has a low output
impedance and features low
distortion thanks to a Darlingtonarranged power output. There's a
precise phono equalizer and
accurate RIAA equalization that
allows you to enjoy ' unclipped'
record reproduction even at full
power operation.
AU317 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Sansui's new design results in a
low- distortion DC coupled high
calibre amp that certainly holds its
own against many of its much
higher priced competitors.
Delivering a respectable 50 watts
per channel RMS, both channels
driven into 8 ohms the AU317 is
certainly an amplifier in the
highest class.

TU217 FM/AM STEREO TUNER
The TU217 is top notch Sansui
technology at a down to earth
Comet price. Features include
wide channel separation in FM
stereo due to a super- stable phase
locked loop multiplex decoder in
IC form, ultra low distortion from
all stations thanks to the linearphase IF section, IC quadrature
detectors and other perfected
circuits widen dynamic range.
Altogether Sansui have made
Radio Reception smooth, sure and
simple.

SC1110 " DIRECT-O-MATIC"
CASSETTE DECK
This new " Direct-O-Matic" deck
from Sansui puts your tape right
up front, not deep inside the
chassis, which means better tape
handling, more stable transport
and easier access for
maintenance, and it aids
performance too by providing
greater stability as the cassette
shell is held firmly in place, a
hinged cover protects the heads
when not in use. Other features
include Dolby, Auto Stop, Tape
Selector, illuminated tape counter,
quick- change mode facility,
super- hard permalloy head and
large illuminated VU meters.

COMET PRICE £72.90 Inc. VAT

SPECIFICATION
Power Output: Min. RMS both channels driven
from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.17%
total harmonic distortion. 15 watts per channel
into 8 Ohms. Total Harmonic Distortion: Less
than 0.17% at or below rated min. RMS power
output. Frequency Response ( at 1watt): Overall
(from AUX) 10 to 40,000 Hz + 0.5 dB, —2 dB.
Channel Separation ( at 1,000 Hz): Phono 65 dB,
Aux 68 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X 110(H) X
340(D) mm.

COMET PRICE £108•90 Inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £160.90 Inc. VAT

SPECIFICATION
Power Output: Min. RMS both channels driven
from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.06%
total harmonic distortion. 30 watts per channel
into 8 Ohms. Total Harmonic Distortion: Less
than 0.06% at or below rated min. RMS power
output. Frequency Response (at 1watt): Overall
(from AUX) 10 to 50,000 Hz -+ 0.5 dB, — 1.5 dB.
Channel Separation (at 1,000 Hz): Phono 65 dB,
Aux 68 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X 110(H) X
340(D) mm.

SPECIFICATION
Power Output: Min. RMS both channels driven,
from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.03%
total harmonic distortion. 50 watts per channel
into 8 Ohms. Total Harmonic Distortion: Less
than 0.03% at or below rated min. RMS power
output. Frequency Response ( at 1watt): Overall
(from AUX) 5 to 70,000 Hz + 0 dB, — 1.8 dB,
Power amp in DC to 200,000 Hz + 0 dB, — 2.5 dB.
Channel Separation ( at 1,000 Hz): Phono 65 dB,
Aux 73 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X 110(H) X
340(13) mm.

SPECIFICATION

COMET PRICE £ 05.90 inc. VAT

FM SECTION. Sensitivity: Mono 10.6 dBf ( IHF T100 1.85 uV), Stereo 20 dBf. Signal- to- Noise Ratio
(at 65 dBf): Mono 71 dB, Stereo 70 dB. Frequency
Response: Stereo 30 to 15,000 Hz I 1dB, — 1dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB at 1,000 Hz. AM
SECTION. Selectivity (± 10 kHz): 35 dB. Signalto-Noise Ratio: 48 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X
110(H) X 307(D) mm.

SPECIFICATION
Heads: REC/PB ( Super Hard Permalloy) ERASE
(Ferrite). Motor: Electronically Speed Controlled
DC Motor. Wow and Flutter: within 0.08%
(WRMS). Frequency Response ( Record/Playback)
Chromium Tape: 30 — 16,000 Hz. Signal- to-Noise
Ratio ( Record/Playback) Chromium: 64 dB ( with
DOLBY) (Above 5 kHz). Bias Frequency: 85 kHz.
Dimensions: 430(W) X 160(H) X 302(D) mm.

COMET PRICE £116.90 inc. VAT

ALSO AVAILABLE SANSUI SC2110 STEREO CASSETTE DECK.
COMET PRICE £179.90.
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The Complete)
Hi-Fi Service

All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m. ( with the exception of branches marked t)
SCOTLAND
WAREHOU1118
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
GLASGOW

West Hendersons Wynd. Dundee
INeseeeven Roed. Edrnburgh, EMS 504
1
1
4.t Lodge Road. Blytherrood Tracang Etlate, Renne,.
.
«amuit Road. Bir.mehrats Ineuetrial Est.. Tanno.ede. Udeingelon

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

0312 28101
031-564 4414
041 884 5731
ud.ngemn 8151.

DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
'AYR
TDUMFRIE S
}DUNFERMLINE
EDINBURGH
FALKIRK
GLASGOW
GREENOCK
IKILMARNOCK
,KIRKCALOY
TPERTH

Cor...lion Street Aberdeen
4143 Datte. Arcade. Ayr
66 Glaftgor• Street Dune..
12/14 Cnelrnes Street Dunfermane
118 Dalry Ro., Rem Hayrnarlrel. Echnburgh
Howrgate. Falk.
22 Byrd» Ro., Glasgow
4Jerne. Street Or.n.k
30 Grange Street KlIrmernock
27/29 Hien Sont Kekcaldy
35-34 George Street Perth

Tel.
Tel
Tel
T.L
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

022429434
0212 62284
0387 0158
0383 3513677
031-3413 011/2
0334 34247
041-334 4407
0475 20201
0563 20126
059288405/6
0/38 38316

NORTHERN ENGLAND
MIMOUN ,
BIRKENHEAD
GRIMSBY
HULL
JARROW
LEEDS
LIVERPOOL
•MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
ROCHDALE
SHEFFIELD
STOCKPORT
STOCKTON
WIGAN

10.23 ... Ion Street Birkenhead
389 Veone Street, Grimer,. De.31 lER
Reeerreir Road. Clough Ro.. 0131. HUB 70D
56-64 EIllson Street («rots NE32 3MT
71 Arrnley flood. Leeds. LS12 MF
Seflon
Flale
LItherland. Liverpool
Marlborough MM. Popl., Street Feelevrorth
Saville Row ton Northumberland Street)
Corn. of Well th .
Oueeneway
T. Mill, 1Los
Road, Malén Badge
1H.., 01114.1.. $tockport
Teste... Portack Lane, Stocklon. Cleveland
Wharf Mill. Prince« Street, Wigan. 053 4EZ

Te 051.7 7081
Te 0472 56323
Te 0482 44441
Te 0532882211
Te 0332 40551
Te • 051-9288868
Te 061-682 60111
T• 0632 29898
Te 0106 50808
Ta 0742341721
T• 0614772000
IS 0542812311
T 0.234741

DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYNE
BARNSLEY
BARROW-lN-FURNESS
BIRKENHEAD
BLACKBURN
BOLTON
BRAOFORD
BRIDLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
DRIFFIELD
GOOLE
HAL'FAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER .
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTMERHAM .
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST HELENS
SUNDERLAND
WAKEFIELD
YORK

aaaaaa Arcade. Slamforrl Street. Ashton under Lyne
72 Eldon Street Berneley
Realoneon Seeet Banow.ln.Furnese
220 New Chester Road. Loarter Trannwae, Nr Rock Ferry, Birk.head
49-51 Dan.. Street Blackburn
8179 111.0burn Road. Bolton
100107 lietnnIngh•rn Leine. B.P.
65 The Promenade, BrIdlIngton
38-40 Manchester Ro.. Burnley
4042 C.1151.1. Carlisle
43-45 St tram. Street off 11.4 Dlarnond Street
40 St Mary* Gate. Cheytertleld
249/251 Eal•Mon Ro•Cl. Crewe
57 Rusa. Street, DerlIngton
71 Desy Hel, Dewsbury
I? Market Place. Doncaster
30/30a market Place, Defflteld
82. Pouture Ro.. floc.
70 Horion Sneet Hall.
16 Pen mn.? Street Harrogate .
101 New Ro. S0e. Hombre, Leeds. LS18 400
12 Zetland Street, Huddersfield ..
96-104 George Street Hull
65 Lots Street Km hm
George Street lancaeler
96 Bredshawgele. Leigh
52 Bold Street, Liverpool. LI 4E0
170 Cheelergela. Maccleslield
Drunagele Tous., 2/4 Deenagete Manehesler
Kure Save Centse. Pest Tesco Hyper-Marltel, Ferhille flood. 1114m,
Manchester
320-326 Pateline Ro.. Northenden. Manche..
GitlYgate. Ponlefract
37 Church Street Preeton
Canklow Roett Rotherharn
& 9York Place, Sc...rot/0h
156 N'eh Street Scunthorpe. ° RIS 6EN
167 Lord Street, Southpon
Salk Sere Centm. Bote., Ro
St ... I
4.7 St. Thon. Suera, Sunderland 501 IHR
1111
Wakefield
SS Pec.dilly, York. 101 1PL

T
TO
TS
15

061-308 4225
0226 83339/9
022931520731565
051-647 4427

T•
I.

0234 5113
L2(7 387133/5

1.
Ton
T 0282 35214
0228 38441/2
;: 0244 313724
Ta 0246 71390
T• 0270 21431
Te 0325 57381
T• 092411203
Te 030209520
T• 0377 43277
T. 0406 3441
Te 0422 59434
T• 0423 87312
Te 0532 588879
T.
T 0484 40261
0482 20181
Te 0535 67021
1. 0524 62904
T. 0.2 670711
T• 031-708 7170
Te 0825 610030
Te 061-834 1/181
Tel
Tel
Tel
TM
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel.

061-775 11886
081-998 1163
0677 704249
07722190g
07696060?
0723 75337
0724 88615/6
0704 31813
074435118
0763 59993
0924 71499
000421884/6

Tel
Tm
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

021-47211181
021-7080684
0533 52238
0803 411(131
0602 396118
0002 60411

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM
tEiCESTER

Heeley Ro.. Sen, 0.. Bnrningharn. 132116EY
Tnetr S... Centre 1570-1572 Coventry 0H44, Yard.
Sm. Street Leiceeter

NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
WILLENHALL

Round,. Way. Horta., NR78.30
121 Town Street. Sandiacre.Noltongham
Walealf Roud, Willanhall .

ORDERING BY MAIL

• Closed all des Mondas

DISCOURT SMOPS
BURTON.0.4-TRENT
DUDLEY
GREAT YARMOUTH
HARLES'
KETTERING
KINGS LYNN
LEAMINGTON SPA
LINCOLN
MANSFIELD
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME
NORTHAMPTON
NUNEATON
SHREWSBURY
TELFORD
WEST 1311014WICH
WOLVERHAMPTON
WORCESTER

Bargate Shopping Centre, Burton-on-trent
119 Wellington Ro.. Dudley
137/138 Kmg Street Great Yarmouth
52 Toron Road, Hardes Stoke-on-Trent ST? 2.05
93-17 Monta4,, Street, Kelmng
18/20 Ralhasy Ro., Kongs Lynn
360.15 SE..I. Leerrungton S.
12-14 Clesketgate, Lincoln
5/ Westgatre, Maisf ' ale
London Rote/Brook Lene.Neweaatle under Lyme
36 Gold Street Northampton
96/100 Oum., RO.. Nuneaton
7Barker Street Shrewebury
610 Tan Bank, Wellrngton. Telford
1210195 S.M. W.? Bronworch
41 Exchtenge Street Oueen li Sguare
4Vrylds Le., Worcester

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
TM
T•I
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

0263 45751/2
0384 214511
0493 58828/1
0782 261405
0536515191
0553 52013/4
0125 36417
0522 37437/8
0623 35112
0702825435
0104 22151/2
0682 387023
0743 87629
0152 47261/2
021-553 1157/8
0102 21113/4
0903358805

LONDON
AAAAA OUM
DAGENHAM
HACKBR1DGE ( Nt Croydon)
HAYES terfiddlese.
NEASDEN
POTTERS BAR

Rarnharn Ro. South, Degenhern, RMIO 8ST
110 London Road, Hecktedge. Wellmetow Surrey
StIverd. Ro., Pump Lane. Kayes
The 010 Book Cendre Building. NOM? Cèrcular Road, Neasden
Station Clou. [... La, Pollen Bar

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

01.5955111
014894321
01-573 1841
014308577
070743491

Irgl.°E'ea :Te "
BROMLEY
CATFORO
CHELSEA
HOUNSLOW
KINGSTON.UPON-THA
PUTNEY
TOTTENHAM
SOUTH
WARENOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON

258210 Broadway, Bealeyteeth
263272 Hagh Street Bromley
80182 Ruer. Green, Gallon,
.13115 Hlogle Rome Ch..
10 Sternes Ro.. Hounelots
S 35-37 London Road.lOngslon.upon•Thames
278 Upper Richmond Rond. Putney
4221112111.42. Tottenham

15 Station Street Brighton
Chickenhall Lane Eattleige Southampton
Ferry Hinkieey Ro.. Oeney .41. Chlore
Monarch Hotse. 75-81 Caver..? Road. Reatang
Merdelone Road. Ratte.,
am,. Street Cenee.E.1 Street. Southamp.

DISCOURT &ROPS
BASILDON
BEOFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
FOLKESTONE..
GUILDFORD
SPOT WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH

Shen Roett Venge, Peser, Brosi.n
18120 St Peler, Street B.P.
210 010 Christchurch Flood. Bournemetellt
72/74 ItlevornaMet Roed, CarribrIdge
26-30 Tontine Street, Follmston• . .
SM Woodendge flood. Gurldford
16 Frognmor, Hien Wycombe
St Marger.. Green, Iplwich
52 ,520 Wellington Street Luton
81/90 Palmerston Road. Soulesea. Portsmouth
33 Cathenne Stmet Sale.,
264 High Street Slough
817-821 London Road. Wastclolf.on.S.
14 Gmensway. Stevenage
/ 3-75 Crickleoe Road. Stvonclon
78 Owen. Roact Welters/
54 St Thomas Street Weyrnouth

WOOING
417
g
WALES AND SOUTH WEST
AAAAA °USES

ree. 004,14

Tel: 01-301 191
Tel 01464 0430
7*1 0141808511/2
Tel 01-352 48411
TM 01 ,572 5013
Tel 00541111/18
Tel 01-7651189112
Ter 01-801 8777

A

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Te/

0273 6824211
0703 614722
0665 48232
0734 599911
063449171
0703 36944

Tel 0268 558299/556344
Tai 0234 4162516
Tel 0202 29333405
Tel 0223 312248
Tel 0303 59166/7
tel 0.3 3800314
Tel 0494444771/2
Tel 0473 215516/7
7•1 0382 414965/419118
Tel 0705 24606/7/8
Tel 0722 24652/3
7•1 0753 70535
Tel 0702 715151
Tel .3868545/
Tel 0793 416061/
Tel 0923 21311/2
Tel 030 57 /4711
Tel 048 62 20026

BRISTOL
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH

Berton 1.1.II Treeng fatale larnetol
Mameglas ln... Est.. Newport, SPI 20E
119 Mayllower Street, Plymouth

Tel 0272 559011
Tel 0833 50431
TM 0752 29501

DISCOUNT 1110811
BATH
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CHELTENHAM
EXETER
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
SWANSEA
TAUNTON
TOROUAT
WREXHAM

Unr12. Ham Gardens Bath
I. SI Thomas Street Bristol
558 CowerMge Road Ume Cardiff
1022 SI Mmes Street Cheltenharn
Summerland S.M. Exeter
Mono+. Houes Station Road. Gloucester
65 SIOran Street Hereford
218 He Sheet Swansea
45 St Mn. Street Taunton
164 Higher Union Street Tarn.
20.28 Brook Street. Wreshem

Tel
Te1
Tel
tai
Tm
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

CHANNEL ISLANDS
P1,0.. s• •. 010. open.. in 91 D H 141 VAT
Dol and, a small, Isle0 hansporletion char. Inclure.
GUERNSEY
Charrois. Milla, St Peler Port Guernely
JERSEY
9Commercial Guilde.. St SNI.. -lem.

0235.302/3
0272 2903es.
0222 586134 19
0242 25766
0312 74435
0452 1111233
0432 59251
0792 41094
0823 861147
0803 211581/2
0875 57115

. Tel 0481 27141
TM 063472501

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable
to " COMET". If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD include your card
number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD".
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
LEEDS 78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF
Postage and Packlng (
per item): Cartridges 30p; Headphones £1; Pick-up
Arms £ 1; Headshells 30p; Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity;
Spool tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p; Microphones 75p.

ORDERING BY PHONE

Securicor Delivery All stock items will be delivered by Securicor within 72
hours from receipt of order ( Add £4.50 for Securicor delivery mainland UK
only). All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery. Comet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD holders. Simply ' phone Leeds 0532 40551, ask for Credit
Mail Order, stating your card number with your order. You can leave the
rest to us!

CREDIT FACILITIES

on Comet Discount Prices
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £70 can be
purchased on Credit on Comet's discounted prices over 8, 12, 24 and 30
months. Send your requirements to the Mail Order Department ( address at
right) marked " Credit Mail Order" and we will send you by return of post an
application form and details of our repayment terms - all entirely without
obligation.

194

Order by Mail or Telephone
Leeds 0532 40551
using ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD.

BAULAWAIM

MA_

All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are cor ect at time of going to
COMET
press.
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches: no deposit
credit terms over 9 months, goods delivered on first month's payment in
advance.
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íIdBTe
FI
it We think our
Speaker Offers
are unbeatable

th

Armstrong 602+ FREE
STAND ..
£180.00*
Castle Richmond Tk Mk 2 £74.00
Castle Kendal Mk 2 ..
£108.00
Goodmans Achromat
Beta ..
£129.00*
Good mans Achromat
Kappa ..
£150.00*
Goodmans Achromat
Sigma ..
£220.00*
Goodmans RB18
£57.00*
Goodmans RB20
£72.00*
Goodmans HE1. •
£205.00*
Goodmans HE2 •.
£179.00*
Goodmans RB3599.90 .. £
*
Goodmans RB65
£122.00*
KEF Cantata
£349.00*
KEF Calinda
£189.00*
KEF Corelli .. ..
£128.00*
KEF Reference 104 ..
£215.00*
KEF Reference 104AB..
£229.00*
KEF Reference 105 ..
£599.00*
KEF Celeste Ill
£83.00*
KEF Concorde 3+ FREE
STAND ..
£145.00*
Monitor Audio MA4 ..
£169.00*
Monitor Audio MA5 Mk 2 £121.00*
Monitor Audio MA6 ..
£130.00*
Monitor Audio MA7 ..
£79.95*
Monitor Audio MA8 ..
£110.00*
Monitor Audio Mini Mntor £83.00*
Mordaunt Short Carnival
£75.00*
Mordaunt Short Festival
£99.90*
Mordaunt Short Pageant £145.00*
Tannoy Arden ..
£395.00
Tannoy Berkeley ..
£350.00
Tannoy Cheviot ..
£250.00*
Tannoy Devon ..
£210.00
Tan noy Eaton ..
£210.00
Tannoy Oxford ..
£159.00*
Tannoy Chester ..
£238.00*
Tannoy Ascot ..
£238.00*
Tannoy Dorset ..
£278.00*
Tannoy Mayfair ..
£318.00*
Wharfedale E50 ..
£249.00*
Wharfedale E70 ..
£299.00*
Wharfedale Chevin XP2
£31.50*
Wharfedale Dovedale SP £312.00*
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 £127.95*
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2£159•90*
Wharfedale Denton XP2
£49.50*
Wharfedale Shelton XP2
£59.50*
Wharfedale Linton XP2
£74.50*
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 £99.90*

Free Delivery on UK Mainland
Extra Special Offers on
Certain Lines*

Celestion 442
Celestion 551
Celestion 662
Celestion Ditton 11
Celestion Ditton 15XR
Celestion Ditton 22
Celestion Ditton 25
Celestion Ditton 33
Celestion Ditton 66
Celestion Hadleigh 2
Celestion UL6
CelestiOn UL8
JR 149 ( various
finishes to order)

PHONE
FOR
SPECIAL
OFFER
QUOTE

131 The Parade, High Street. Watford WD1 1NA.
166 St. Albans Road,Watford WD2 4AS.
Tel: Watford ( STD Code 0923, or London Area 92) 34644
EXPORT SALES- EXPORTATIONS- EXPORT VERKAUFE-VIENTAS EXPORTADAS-EXPORTAZIONI

Spendor BC1 Mk 2
Spendor BC2
Spendor BC3
Spendor Mini Monitor
SA1
Mordaunt Short
Signifer
Rogers Export Monitor
& Stands
Rogers Compact
Monitor
Rogers LS3/5A Teak &
Walnut

PHONE
FOR
SPECIAL
OFFER
QUOTE

EIC 111'•
fe Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shutt ...N.,
IWed. Cheques with £50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.
P.O.A.-Price on application
Sp. off.-Special offer price for cash
P.P.T.B.k-P & P to be advised
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 124%
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice. E&OE
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

• TAPE

RECORDERS ( P/P £ 3-50)
Akai 4000DB
..
£276.90
Akai 4000DS Mk 2
..
£219.90
Tandberg 1521, 102IX, 104IX TD20A P.O.A.
Revox All range from .. £447-00
CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P £2.50)
Aiwa ADI250•
•
£ 135.00
Aiwa AD6300£ 135-00
Aiwa AD6350 • ..•. £ 145.00
Aiwa AD6400•.
£ 177.00
Aiwa AD6500
.
•
£ 188.00
Aiwa AD6550 ( Sp. off.). • £ 199.00
Aiwa AD6600
•
•
£265.00
Aiwa AD61300 ( Sp. off.)• • £ 269.00
Aiwa AD6900•
•
£ 353.00
Akai CS702D Mk 2... • £ 119.90
Akai CS707D ( Sp. off.) .. . • £ 135.00
Akai GXC310D ( Sp. off.) .. • • [ 134.00
Akai GXC325D ( Sp. off.) .. • • met»
Akai GXC5700/2 ( Sp. off.) . • £485.00
Akai GXC725D• .. • . £25490
Akai GXC730D• .. • . £292.90
Akai GXC709D ( Sp. off.) [ 169-90
Akai GXC750D ( Sp. off.) .. • . [35910
Akai GXC706D ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 139.90
Harman Kardon HK2000 ( Sp. off.) £ 169-00
Hitachi 0220 ( Sp. off.) .. £85.00
Hitachi 0550 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 109.00
Hitachi 0560
£152.00
Hitachi 0580
.
£ 186.00
Hitachi 0555 Auto Reverse (Sp. off.) £ 151.00
Hitachi D850 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 190.00
Hitachi 0900 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £25400
Hitachi 02310 (Sp. off.) .. £49.00
Hitachi 02360 ( Sp. off.) .. £83-00
JVC KDIO
Ell&00
JVC K021
..
£ 115.00
JVC KD720B
..
£85.00
Marantz 5010B ( Sp. off.) .. £ 127.50
National Technics RS612US.
£89.90
Pioneer CTF4040 (Sp. off.) £ 11000
Pioneer CTF500
..
[99-50
Pioneer CTF700
..
£207.00
Pioneer CTF1000
£399.00
Pioneer CTF9I91 ( Sp. off.) .. £215.00
Pioneer CTF900
£299.90
Pye 9154 DNL ( Sp. off.)
£51.50
Pye 9148 DNL ( Sp. off.) .. £94-50
Rotel RDISF
..
£99.90
Sansui SC I100 (Silver) .. £ 117.00
Sansui SC II10 ( Black)
£ 117.00
Sansui SCII20
£ 121-50
Sansui SC2000 .. .. £ 145.00
Sharp RTI 155H
£ 105-00
Sharp RT3151 Timer .. £ 179.50
Toshiba PC3I 10 ( Sp. off.) .. £59.50
Toshiba PC530
[ 157.00
Toshiba PC3060 ( Sp. off.) .. £84.00
Toshiba PC4020 ( Sp. off.) .. £65-00
Toshiba PC4030 ( Sp. off.) .. £99.00
Toshiba PC5060 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 125.00
Toshiba PC6030
£299.03
MICS., ACCESSORIES ( P/P £ 1.00)
ADC SLM2
[40.50
ADC SSI
.
.£ 60.00
ADC SS2 Sound shaper ( P/P £2.50) £ 135.00
Aiwa CM2000A Stereo .. £23.00
Akai ADM20 ( Sp. off.) .. £6-50
Akai AD1140
Akai ADM80
[ 10-25
Akai ACM 100 Electret Cardioid £24.50
Akai ACM50 Electret Cardioid [9.75
Beyer M8 I
8LM
.
.
£62-00
Ferrograph Demagnetiser 02 .. £ 11.00
Garrard MRMI01 Mk 2 . . £80.00
Harman Kardon HS2 Stand (
pair) £ 18.50
Harman Kardon TS4 Stand ( pair) [ 18-50
Monitor Audio C3F Cable Sm ( each)
VS0
Monitor Audio Stylift
£5.50
Monitor Audio Sound Cab le Sm ( each) £7.70
Monitor Audio Sound Cable 10m £ 14-00
Neal 101 Resolver Mk 2
..
£ 17.50
Sansui AX Mixer .. .. £ 157.50
Sennheiser MD722LM and MZAI2 £9.90
Toshiba EM4I0
£20.50
Toshiba EM120 . . . £ 12.25
Zerostat Pistol ( add£1.06P/P) .. £6-50

•

•

e

KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Celestion HFI300 8- and 15-ohm .. £8.00
Celestion HF2000
£9.20
Coles 4001G
£6.30
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter .. £40-00
KEF KK3 ( add P/P £5.00) £ 120.00

KEF B139, DNI2, B110, T27
P/P Free • ( Per Pair) ..
KEF B110 SPI003
KEF BI39 SP1044
KEF B200 SPI014
KEF DN12 SPI004
KEF DNI2 SPI 106
KEF DNI3 SPI017
KEF DN22 pair ( I04AB Crossover)
KEF 127 SPI032
.
Micro Seiki Shock Absorbers MS13 .
1
Wharfedale Denton 2XP Kit ( pair)
(Sp. off.) ..
Wharfedale Glendale XP Kit ( pair)
Wharfedale Linton 3XP Kit ( pair)

•

[99.50
£10.75
£24.75
£11-75
£7.00
£475
£5.00
£3400
£8.40
[9.50

£19.90
£56-00
£41.00

TUNERS ( P/P £2.50)
Aiwa AT9700
[240-00
Akai AT2250L . .. £86-75
Akai AT2450L . .. £ 138-00
Armstrong 623
..
£ 134-00
Armstrong 624 .. .
maim
Harrison ST2I0 Remote Control
P.O.A.
Hitachi FT300 ( Sp. off.) .. £65.00
JVC JTVIOL, JTVI IG, JTV22
P.O.A.
Marantz 2100 .. .. £99-00
Pioneer TX606 . . .. [93.50
Pioneer TX5500 Mk 2 • . [74.00
Pioneer TX9500 Mk 2 • . £260-00
Quad FM3 . . .. £ 109.00
Rogers 175 (Series 2) • •
From Stock
Rotel RT426
..
£84-90
Rotel RT726
..
£99.90
..
[59.90
Rotel RT226
Sansui TU2I7
..
£ 109.00
Sansui TU5I7
..
£ 181.00
Sansui TU7I7
.
£ 199.90
Toshiba ST220 (Sp. Off.)
£68.00
Toshiba ST420 (Sp. off.) £ 111.00

•

STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £2.50)
Akai AM2600
£240-50
Akai AM2250
awn
Akai AM2450
[ 143.00
Aiwa AA8700
£267.00
Armstrong 621 Teak .. £ 120.00
Harrison S200
Hitachi HA250 ( Sp. off.) .. £79-90
Hitachi HA330 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 109.90
Hitachi HA5300 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 165.00
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet £356-00
JVC JASIO, JASI G. JAS22, JAS81 •
P.O.A.
Marantz 1030 (Sp. off.) ..
uses()
Marantz 1040 (Sp. off.) ..
ceoo
National Panasonic 51.12300 (Sp. off.) £59.00
Pioneer SA5300 ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £59-00
£142.00
Pioneer SA7500 Mk 2 ..
Pioneer SA13500 Mk 2 ..
£234-oo
Pioneer SA506 ..
.. £83 50
Pioneer SA606 ..
.. £ 115.50
Pioneer SA706 ..
£149.90
Quad 33/303, 33/405
From Stock
••
P.O.A.
Rogers A75 ( Series 2)
Rote RA214•
•
•.
£59.90
Rote RA3I2
• • £6450
Rote RA4I2 (Sp. off.)
. • £79.90
Rote RA3I4
• • £7490
Rote RA4I 4
• . [9490
Rote RA7I 4
• • £ 119.90
Rote RABIO (Sp. off.) • •
• • ¿ 100-00
Rote RA4I3 ( Sp. off.) • •
• • ¿89-90
Sansui AUII7 ( Sp. off.)
. • £72 90
• • £ 111 90
Sansui AU2I7 ( Sp. off.)
Sansui AU3I7 ( Sp. off.)
• • ¿ 161-00
Sansui AU5 17 ..
. • £265.00
• • ¿312-00
Sansui AU7I7
Sansui AUI1000 (Sp. off.) ..
• • £355 00
Toshiba SB220 ( Sp. off.) ..
• • £79.00
Toshiba SB420 ( Sp. off.) ..
.. ( 129-90
Toshiba SB620
• • £215 50
Toshiba SB820
• . £305.50

•

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £3.50)
Aiwa AX7400 .• • £ 163.00
Aiwa AX7500 ( Sp. off.) .. • • £ 149.50
Aiwa AX7600 .• . £ 225.00
Akai AAIO I
0 ( Sp. off.) .. • • £95-00
Akai AA1020 ( Sp. off.) • .. • • £ 127-50
Akai AA' 125" .. • . £ 143.90
Akai AA 1135•
•
£ 176-90
Akai AA1150 ( Sp. Off.) . • £216.00
Akai AA I135L
• • £243.90
Armstrong 625 ..
£185-00
Armstrong 626 Long wave
£218.00
Goodmans Module 90 (Sp. off.) .. £135.00
Harman Kardon HK670
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon HK230E ( Sp.off.)
£79.00
Hitachi HA250L ( Sp. off.) ..
£79.90
Hitachi SR302 ( Sp. off.) ..
£95-00
Hitachi SR303L Long wave
£127.50
Hitachi SR502 ( Sp. off.) ..
£119-00
Hitachi SR503 Longwave..
£135.00
JVC 112S61L, 81, 20IL, 301, 401, 501
P.O.A.
JVC JRS20 1L
£225.00
Marantz 2226B
£169.90
Marantz 2216 ( Sp. off.) ..
£111-00
Maranta Superscope RI220
£56.75
Marantz Superscope RI262
£114.00
Marantz Superscope 1270..
£105.00
Pioneer LX690
£191.90
Pioneer SX590
£135.90
Pioneer SX690
£169.90
\ ..Pioneer SX980
£369.90 .1

( *Pioneer SX550 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 120.00 ‘‘
Pioneer SX750 (Sp. off.) .. £229.00
Pioneer SX790
£219.00
Pioneer SX890
[272.50
Rote RX7707 ( Sp. off.) Long wave £ 162.50
Rote RX203
ROtg RX303
£ 109-90
Rote RX403
£ 119-90
Rote RX50 3
£ 48
Rote
..
. 90
RX603 (Sp. off.)
.. £249.90
Rote
£299.90
Sansui 5050 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 135-00
Sansui 9090 ( P.P.T.B.A.) ( Sp. off.) [365.00
Sansui G301 (Sp. off.) .. £ 129.90
Sansui G401..
£ 175.00
£ 129.90
Sansui G2000
Sansui G3000 (Sp. off.)
£ 135.00
Sansui 33IL ( Long wave) . . . £95.00
land berg TR220, TR2055;TR2040,
TR2030L, TR2045, TR2080, TR2075,
TR2025FM, L & MB .. . .
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA220L Long wave ( Sp. off.) £86.00
Toshiba SA320L Long wave (Sp. off.) £ 111.00
Toshiba SA420 (Sp. off.) .. £ 150.00
Toshiba SA620 ( Sp. off.) .. £245-00
Toshiba SA750
..
£206.50 Toshiba SA735
£ 170-50
STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on appl.) ( Some exclude spkrs.)
Aiwa AF3090 Cassette Receiver .. £359.00
Aiwa AF3060
£232.00
Aiwa AF5300+SpeaÏters £348.00
Akai AC3500 (Sp. off.) Limited stock £249.00
Ekco ZU4L, ZU5.1, ZUSG, ZU7
(Sp. off.)
..
£ 135-00
G
d GAI50 (Sp. off.) - . . £ 199-00
Goodmans MCD100 Mk 2+ MC35 £399.00
Goodmans 4000 Casseiver+spks £285.00
Hacker GAR600 ...... ¿160-00
Hacker MC6OODS (SP. off.) .. £250.00
Hitachi SDT300* . " [373.00
Hitachi SDT4000I Cas seiver* .. £254.00
Hitachi SDT400
£352.50
Hitachi 5017820
£245.50
Hitachi SDT7840
£253.00
Hitachi SDT7765 ( Sp. off.) .. £278.00
Hitachi SDT7675 ( Sp. off.) .. £319.00
Hitachi SDT768OR (Sp. off.) .. cats-so
Hitachi SDT7785 ( Sp. off.)£ 352.50
Hitachi SDT7710 (
Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 187.00
JVC 1845 excl. Spkrs ( Sp. off.) .. £ 199.00
JVC MF45FL Dolby B
JVC MF47 Dolby B..
Pioneer X5OH Rack System .. £390.00
Pioneer X5OV Rack System .. £420.00
Pioneer X7OH Rack System .. £480.00
Pioneer X7OV Rack System .. £499-00
Pioneer 90H Rack System.. .. £535.00
Pioneer X9OV Rack System .. £565.00
Panasonic SAI3OL Rack Syst (Sp. off.) £299-50
Panasonic SG5090
£399.90
Panasonic SG5070L .. [368-00
Panasonic SG6070L .
L599.00
Panasonic SG70 Cassette FiCV .. £220.00
Panasonic SGI090L
£240-00
Panasonic SG208OLD (Sp. off.) .. £335-90
Panasonic SG2080L (Sp. off.) .. £299.90
Panasonic SG3060L ( Sp. off.) .. [269.90
Panasonic SG3090 (Sp. off.) .. £349.90
Sansui G301 System A"
£399.00
Sansui AU2I7 System B•
[496.00
Sharp SG220 and L5220
£ 186.50
Sharp SG-400 excl. Spkrs
£242.00
Sharp SG450 exc. Spkrs
£295-00
Sharp SG500
.
Toshiba 5M2700
£ 175.00
Toshiba SM2900 (Sp. off.) .. £ 183.00
Toshiba 5M3 100 ( Sp. off.) .. £223.00
Toshiba 5M3150 ( Sp. off.) .. £255.00
Toshiba 5M3600 ( Sp. off.) .. £299.00
Toshiba 5M3750
£395-00
Toshiba SM3350
£296-00
Toshiba SM2950 ......¿265-00
Toshiba SM3650
..
£389-00
Toshiba 220. Rck Syst (ex. spkrs).. £450-00
Toshiba 225 Rack System£ 490-00
Toshiba 230. Rack System ..
.. £450.00
Toshiba 335. Rack System ( ex.
spkrs)
£485.00
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
Achromat Beta
..
£ 139-90
Achromat Cappa
..
£ 184.90
Achromat Sigma
..
£259.90
Armstrong 602 (12 stand extra) .. £ 175.00
B & W DM2A, DM4, DMS, DM6,
DM7, DM2 Mk 2.. ..
P.O.A.
Castle Richmond Teak Mk 2 .. £74-00
Castle Kendal Mk 2
£ 108.00
Celestion 442£ 275.00
Celestion 551
£ 325.00
Celestion 662
..
£ 475.00
Celestion Ditton II
£ 66.95
Celestion Dittos ISXR£ 9795
Celesion Ditton 22..
.
Celestion Ditton 25
£
135•95
£241-95

o

•

Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion

Ditton 33
£ 174.95
Ditton 66£ 399-90
Hadleigh 2
UL6
£137
95
23.00
UL8
£ 150.95

F

Chartwell PMI00, PM200, PM400,
PM450, LS3/5A
P.O.A.
Dalesford D ( Sp. off.) .. £99.90
Goodmans RBI8
..
[57.50
Good mans RB20
£73.50
Goodmans HE I
..
[249.90
Goodmans HE2
..
£222.90
Goodmans RB35
£ 105.00
Goodmans RB65
[ 126.00

JR149 ( various finishes to order..
KEF Cantata* -------¿390-00
KEF Calinda•
£218.00
KEF Corelli.
KEF Reference 104 ( Sp. off.) .. £215.00
KEF Reference 104A13.
.. [261.00
KEF Reference 105.
.. [645.00
KEF Celeste Ill ..
.. £89.00
KEF Concorde 3 ..
.. [ 159-90
Leak 3020* (Sp. off.) Teak..
.. £68.00
Leak 3030e ( Sp. off.) Teak..
.. £89.90
Leak 3050* ( Sp. off.) Teak..
.. [ 125 00
£
5600
Leak 3080 (Sp. off.) Teak.. ..
Marantz 4G ( Sp. off.) ..
eoo
Monitor Audio MA4*
£ 175.00
Monitor Audio MAS Mk 2" ( Sp. off.) [ 125.00
Monitor Audio MA6'
£ 130.00
Monitor Audio MA7'
£79.95
Monitor Audio MA8.
£ 110.00
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor ( Sp. off.) £85.00
Mordaunt Short Carnival, Festival
Pageant Series 2, Signifer Tk/WInt P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic .. ..
From Stock
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands t P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut
P.O.A.
Rogers Compact Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Sansui E203
[54.00
Spendor BCI Mk 2, BC2, BC3 and
Mini Monitor SA1, various finishes P.O.A.
Tannoy Arden
..
£399.00
Tannoy Berkeley .. £355.00
Tannoy Cheviot P/P Free. ( Sp. off.) [250.00
Tannoy Devon
..
£240.00
Tannoy Eaton
..
£210-00
Tannoy Oxford, Chester, Ascot,
Dorset, Mayfair ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax 2 (add P/P
£3.50)
_
£46.00
Vidotone 0100 (add P/P £3.50) .. £37.50
Wharfedale E30
P.O.A.
Wharfedale ESC). .. • • £268.90
Wharfedale E70. . • [331.00
Wharfedale Chevin XP2 .. • . £31.50
Wharfedale Dovedale SP .. . • [ 140-00
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 ••• . • £ 127.95
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2• • £ 159.90
Wharfedale Denton XP2 . • £49.50
Wharfedale Shelton XP2
Wharfedale Linton XP2
£74.50
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 .. [99.90
STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P £ 1.25)
Akai ASE7
£8.50
Akai ASE II
£ 12.50
Akai ASE22+Volume control .. £ 14.00
AKG K240 ( Sp. off.)
£35.00
Aiwa HR30 ( Sp. off.)
£ 14.75
AKG KI40
P.O.A.
Beyer ETI000
£ 102.00
Beyer 0T202/K100-7 [35.00
Beyer DT204
£66.00
Beyer DT220
£24-00
Beyer DT440
£24.00
Beyer 01441
£30.25
Goodmans OHPIO (Sp. off.) £ 18-90
Koss ESPIO
£222-00
Koss HV IA
£27.50
Koss HV ILC
£31-00
Koss HV2 ( Sp. off.)..
£ 15.00
Koss K6A
£ 14-90
Koss K6ALC
£ 17.90
Koss K6LC ( Sp. off.) .. £ 14-50
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone £49-00
Koss KI25
£ 15.90
Koss KI35
£ 19.25
Koss KI45
£25-50
Koss Phase 2
£37.50
Koss Phase 2+2 excl. record for
Mail Orders .. . •
£87.00
Koss Pro 4AA .. • •
£25.00
Koss Technician 2
£35.50
Koss Technician VFR .. • •
£39.50
Leak 3000 .. .. • •
£35.30
Micro Seiki MXI Electret .. • •
£56.00
Pioneer Monitor 10
[34-25
Pioneer 5E205 ..
£11.25
Pioneer 5E305 ..
£17.50
Pioneer SE500
£36.25
Pioneer 5E505 .. • .
£31-50
Pioneer SE700 .
£37.50
Pioneer SEQ404 Quad ra ph on i
c ..
£23.50
Sansui SS30
£16.00
Sansui SS60
£27.50
Sennheiser HD224X
£32.50
Sennheiser HD400
£10.50
Sennheiser H D4 I
4X ..
[17.00
Sennheiser H0424X
£23.50
Sennheiser HD420
£22.90
Sennheiser HD430
£29.90
Sennheisser Unipolar 2000
£89.90
Stax SRS/SRD6S8 Electrostatic
£89.75
Stax 5F144 Electret
£68.50,

•
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[BARCLAYCARD

Phone us to check

ACCESS CARD

You may telephone
your order quoting

our latest low price

Access or
Barclaycard No.

Buy it wii.h Accens

SAVE EVEll Mont

By Putchosing oComplete Sgotem
Stay SRX3/SRDESB .. .. mole
Stax Sigma+SRD658 .. .. L217.00
TURNTABLES ( P/P £3.00) AND
ARMS ( P/P £ 1-25)
ADC LMF I .. .. .. .. £60.00
.. ...
. £ 6.00
ADC LMF2 • ..
ADC LMG-1 Headshell .. .. £5.00
ADC LMH-2 Shell .. .. .. £ 6.50
Audio Technica AT1005/2 (Sp. off.) £25 00
BSR BDS80 chassis .. .. .. £25.00
BSR 80595 chassis .. .. .. £27 50
Decca International arm .. .. £ 54 00
Garrard 5825 Mk 6 chassis . £ 27 50
Hadcock GH228 and Unilift p/p free £60 00
Reference Fluid Arm .. ..
P.O.A.
SME 52 Headshell .. .. .. £ 550
SME 3009 5/2 Det. Head .. .. £64 90
SME 3009 Fixed Head .. .. £ 59 90
SME Series 3 .. .. .. £ 109 90
SME Damper FD200 ( P/P £ 1extra) £ 18 50
SME CAI Series 3Spare Arm/Shell £ 15 90
Sugden BDI Chassis Kit .. .. £ 16 00
Sugden BDI Module Kit .. ..
E43 00
Sugden BDI Chassis .. .. £ 19 00
Sugden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis ( Sp. off.) £ 31 00
Sugden BD2A and SAU2 Chassis .. £ 39 90
Sugden SAU2 .. .. .. £ 15 50
Sugden SAU4 .. .. .. £ 37 50
TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
ADC Accutrac 4000 ( Sp. off.) .. £225 00
ADC 1500FG & QLM34/3.. £ 69 50
ADC 1600DD & QLM36/3 .. £89 00
ADC 170000 Quartz & XLM/3 £ 110 00
Aiwa AP2200 and Cartridge .. £99 90
Aiwa AP2500
..
£ 158.50
Akai AP100 (Sp. off.) .. . £ 59 90
Akai AP101
..
£76.90
Akai AP206
£99 90
Akai AP306
£ 127 90
Akai AP006 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 105 00
BSR BDS80 Mod. ex. Cart. ( Sp. off.) £29 90
BSR BDS95 Module ex. Cart. .. £ 35 00
Garrard 86S8 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 50-00
G
d DD75 M75EDT2 ( Sp. off.) £69 90
G
d DDI 30 & M75ED2 £87 00
Garrard SP25 716 Module & Cart. £ 39 SO
'G
d GT20 and M75EDT2
E59.00
G
dGT25& M75EDT2 ( Sp. off.)
E67.00
Garrard GT35 & M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.)
E79 90
Harman Kardon ST7 ( Sp. off.) .. £255 00
Hitachi PS38 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £ 79 90
Hitachi PS48 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.)
E99 90
Hitachi PS58 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £ 125 00
Hitachi H550Q ( Sp. off.) .. £ 129 90
Hitachi HT350 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £87 00
Hitachi HT353 Quartz ( Sp. off.) .. £ 99 90
Hitachi HT463 Quartz ( Sp. off.) .. £ 126 50
Hitachi HT550 Quartz ( Sp. off.) .. £ 129 90
JVC JLA20 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £61 50
JVC QLA2, QLF4
P.O.A.
Marantz 6100W ( Sp. off.) .. £57.50
Marantz 6150 Direct Drive .. £85 00
Micro Seiki MBIO and FFISE Mk 2 £85 00
Micro Seiki MBIO
£71 00
Micro Seiki DD20
..
£88 50
Monitor Audio ET500 excl. arm .. £ 125 00
National Panasonic 5L19-1- cart. £ 62 50
Philips GA3I2 ( Sp. off.) ..
E76 SO
Pioneer PL514 & Ortofon FISE/2 £71 95
Pioneer PL5 14
..
£59 50
Pioneer PL5I6
£79 90
Pioneer PL518
£ 109.00
Pioneer PL520
..
£ 148 SO
Pioneer PL530 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 155 00
Pioneer PL550 ( Sp. off.) , . £ 181 SO
Pioneer PL I5R ( Sp. off.) .. £ 54 00
P7Oneer PL117D ( Sp. off.) ..
E79 90
Pioneer PL55X Direct Drive (Sp.
off.)
£ 120 00
Rotel RP900 ( Sp. off) .. £ 49 90
Rotel RP3000 with Arm ( Sp. off.) .. £ 110 00
Rotel RP3300
£ 79 90
Rotel RP5300 Direct Drive .. £ 92 95
Sansui 5R222 Mk 2
..
£ 57 50
Sansui SR232E
.
£ 64 00
Sansui 5R525 Direct Drive (Sp. off.) £94.50
Sansui FRIOBOP ( Sp. off.) .. £59.00
Sansui SR333E Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £99 90
Sansui SR838E
£218.50
Sugden 80101 and SAU2
£58.50
Sugden BD101 and SAU4
£75.00

•

e

•
£74•00
Sugden BD101 excl. arm £43.50
Ultimo 20A
.. £48 50
Sugden BD2 and arm, black £ 17.00
Ultimo 10X
.. £36-50
Sugden 802 PC SAU2 (Sp off)E49.50
UAD Pre-amp
Sugden BD103 and Arm .. £35 00
PORTABLE RADIOS AND
Sugden BD103 excl. Arm £ 73.50
RADIO CASSETTES
Sugden BD103 & SAU4 .. £ 115-00
Sugden BD2A PC SAU2 (Sp. off.)£55 ( P/P Free)
Aiwa TPR903 .. .. £ 109.00
Thorens TD104 .. .. £ 35 00
Thorens TD105 .. .. £ 132.00 Aiwa TPR9I0 .. .. £ 121.50
Thorens TDII0 ( Manual) £ 110-00 Aiwa TPR940 .. .. £ 143.00
Thorens TD I15 (Automatic £ 127.00 Aiwa TPR950 .. .. £ 189•00
Thorens TDI26 Mk 3/BC £ 188.00 Hacker RP7ORanger(Sp.off.) £21-00
Thorens TD126 Mk 3/C .. £ 229.00 Hacker RP78 Aviemore
Thorens TDI25/2AB (sp.
( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 39.00
off.) .. .. .. £ 135 00 Hacker SKI° Stereo .. £ 114.00
Thorens TDI26C Mk 2
Panasonic DR26".. .. £ 170.90
( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 169 00 Panasonic DR28 * .. .. £ 197.90
Thorens TD160BC Mk 2 ..
185 00 Panasonic DR49 5 ..- .. £ 349-90
Thorens TD160BC/SME
Roberts FL606MB .. .. £49.00
3009 Fixed ( Sp. off.) .. £ 139.00 Roberts RM20 .. .. £26.50
Roberts RT22
. O.A.
Toshiba SR220, 5R225,
Roberts R1130
E42 00
5R335 , SR370, SRA230.
SR330, 5R430 .. ..
P.O.A. Roberts RM50 .. £61.00
Roberts Rambler .. £22-50

e

•

CARTRIDGES ( P/P £ 1.00)
ADC XLM Mk 3 .. £36.00
ADC XLM Super, Case
and Headshell £33.00
ADC VLM Mk 3 .. £24.50
ADC ZLM..
£59-50
AKG P6E
£ 17.00
AKG P7E
£25.50
AKG P8E
£45.50
AKG P8ES..
mete
Decca Deram Con. L. Blue £6.00
Decca London Mk 5 Export £36.00
Decca London Export Gold £54.00
Decca London Maroon .. £41.00
Decca London Blue .032.50
Empire 999REX • . £5.50
Empire 2000E • • £8.50
Empire 2000E/2 • • £ 13.90
Empire 2000E/3 • • £ 14.75
Empire 2000T . • £28•50
Empire 2000Z • • £48.50
Goldring G800 • • £4.75
Goldring G800E
£7.75
Goldring G900SE Mk 2 .. £36.50
Goldring Dl 10 Stylus .. £3.00
Goldring 0110E Stylus .. £175
Lentek Pre-amp Din or
Phono
..
£56.00
Lentek Entre .. . £98.00
Ortofon FF 10E ( Sp. off.). £890
Ortofon MCIO ( Sp. off.). £29.50
Ortofon FIS Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £ 13 00
Ortofon FISE Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £ 17 00
Ortofon FFI 5E Mk 2 (Sp. off.) £ 12 50
Ortofon M20E Super (Sp.
off.)
..
£39 00
Ortofon M20FL Super ( Sp.
off.) ... .£ 44-00
Ortofon VMS20E/2 CAP210
(Sp. off.) . £27.50
Ortofon MC20 and STM72
£78-00
Ortofon SL20E ( Sp. off.) .. £49.00
Ortofon MC20 ( Sp. off.) .. £45.00
Ortofon MCIO & STM72
(Sp. off.)
£42.50
Ortofon MC20 & MCA76
(Sp. off.) .. £ 103.50
Ortofon MCA76
P.O.A.
Ortofon MCAIO . .
P.O.A.
Ortofon MISES
P OEA.
Satin MI I7G ( Sp. off.) .. £ 57 75
Shure M44E ( Sp. off.) .. £ 7.60
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) .. £8.55
Shure M75-65 ( Sp. off.) .. £7.60
Shure M75B Type 2 ( Sp. off.) men
Shure M75ED Type 2 ( Sp.
off.)
£ 15.75
Shure M75E1 Type 2 ( Sp. off.) £ 13.30
Shure M95ED ( Sp. off.) .. £( 995
Shure M95E.1 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 13 80
Shure VI5 Type 3 .. £52 00
Shure VIS Type 4 .. £ 65 00
Sonus Blue
£ 66.00
Stanton 500A
£ 13.90
Stanton 500EE
£ 19.90
Stanton 680EE
£29.90
Stanton 681EEE
£45 00
Stanton 8815
£78.00

•VIDEO TAPE

FOR PHILIPS
VHS, BETAMAX &
U-MATIC MACHINES
(P/P 65p)
Akai VHST60 ( 1hour) .. £7.90
Akai VHSTI20 (2 hours) £ 11.10
Akai VIIST180 ( 3 hours) £ 13-50
Philips LVC60
£ 11.00
Philips LVC90
£ 3-00

Philips
Philips
Scotch
Scotch
Scotch
Scotch

LVCI20
LVCI50
VC30
VC45
VC60
UCA30

£ 14•75
£ 16.75
£ 14 00
£ 18•50
£22.00
£ 14.50

SANSUI 33IL
SYSTEM
Sansui 33IL Receiver with L.W.
Sansui SR222B Turntable
Shure M75ED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Shelton XP2
Speakers

Scotch UCA60
Scotch Betamax L.
250
Scotch Betamax L500
TDK VHS E60
TDK E120..
TDK VHS E180

£20.50
£7.80
£10.80
£7.90
£10.50
£13.00

SANSUI GX3000
SYSTEM
Sansui GX3000 Receiver
Sansui SR222 Mk 2 Turntable
Ortofon FFISE Cartridge
Pair KEF Celeste Ill Speakers

Special offer £210 Special offer £269
PIONEER SX690
SYSTEM
Pioneer SX690 Receiver
Pioneer PL5I6 Turntable
Orcofon FFISE Mk 2 Cartridge
Pair Celestion Ditton ISXR
Speakers

HARMAN
KARDON 330C
SYSTEM

Special offer £350

Harman Kardon 330C Receiver
Micro Seik MBIO Turntable inc.
Magnetic Cartridge
Pair Tannoy TI25 Oxford
Speakers
SPECIAL 4299.90
OFFER
n•

TOSHIBA SA220
SYSTEM

PIONEER SX590
SYSTEM

SA220L Receiver; SRA230
Turntable Cartridge;
552200 Speakers; PC3I00
Cassette Deck; HR7I0 Stereo
Headphones; SMA2 Stand,
2 Microphones; 3 C60
Cassettes; 1Record
SPECIAL t275.50
OFFER
16,

Pioneer SX590 Receiver
Pioneer PL5I4 Turntable
Ortofon FFISE Mk 2 Cartridge
Pair Monitor Audio Mini
Monotor Speakers

SANSUI AU2I7 PIONEER SA706
RACK SYSTEM
SYSTEM
Sansui AU2I7 Amplifier

AIWA AF3060
SYSTEM

SANSUI 5050
SYSTEM
Sansui SOSO Receiver
Sansui 222P Turntable
Ortofon FFI5E/2 Cartridge
Pair KEF Celeste Speakers

Special offer £267

Sansui TU2I7 Tuner
Sansui SCIII0 Cassette Deck
Sansui SR222 Mk 2 Turntable
and Cartridge
Sansui SX5 Rack RX100
Accessory unit
Pair KEF Celeste Ill Speakers
SPECIAL 4'530
OFFER

AIWA AX7500
SYSTEM
Aiwa AX7500 Receiver
Aiwa AP2200 Turntable
Pair Monitor Audio MA6
Speakers
Or with Aiwa AD6300 Cassette
Deck for £ 129 extra

Pioneer SA706 Amplifier
Pioneer PL5I4 Turntable
Shure M9SED Cartridge
Pair Celestion Dittos 22 Speakers

Special offer £355
HITACHI
SR503L
SYSTEM
H tachi SR503L Receiver
Hitachi 0220 Cassette Deck
Hitachi HT350 Turntable +
Cartridge
Pair KEF Celeste Ill Speakers

Special offer £ 375 Special offer £380
AIWA AX7600
SYSTEM
Aiwa AX7600 Receiver
Aiwa AP2500 Turntable
Stanton 680EE Cartridge
Pair Mordaunt Short Pageant 2
Speakers

Special offer £499

Or with Aiwa AD6300 Cassette
Decx for £ 129 extra

TOSHIBA
SA320L
SYSTEM
TDshiba SA320L Receiver
Sansui SR222 Mk 2 Turntable
Ortofon FF I5E Mk 2 Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Shelton XP2
Speakers

.

Special offer £283

Aiwa AF3060 Cassette Receiver
Pair Celestion Dittos ISXR
Speakers

Special offer £320
Aiwa AP2200 Turntable
Cartridge £95 extra

AIWA AF3090
SYSTEM
Aiwa AF3090 Cassette Receiver
Pair Celestion Dittos 22
Speakers

Special offer £459
Or with Aiwa AP2200
Turntable Cartridge for
£95 extra

SANSUI G301
RACK
SYSTEM
Sansui G301 Receiver
Sansui SCII20 Cassette Deck
Sansui 5R232 Turntable + Cart.
Sansui GX100 Rack
Pair Celeste Ill Speakers

Special offer £230 Special offer £450

All these Systems sent Carriage FREE on UK Mainland

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 12Y2% EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
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MARANTZ 1820
Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck

•aîîîe

MARANTZ mi3215
AM/EM
Stereo
Receiver.
15 watts
RMS per
channel output.
Rec Price

£143.00

£96.90

MARANTZ MA „.
Stereo
Receiver.
•

RMS per
channel output.

ReË1;e
oso

£148. 90

PIONEER sx „.
AM/FM
Stereo
Receiver.
20 watts
RMS per

AIWA AA 8700 2x75
AKAI AM 2250 2x25
AKAI AM 2450 2x45
AMSTRAD 8000 Mk 32x10
AMSTRAD IC 2000 2a25
AMSTRAD EX 220 2x25
AMSTRAD EX 330 2x35
ARMSTRONG 621 2x40
MARANTZ 1050 2a25
MARANTZ 1072 2x36
MARANTZ 1090 2x45
PIONEER SA 506 2a25
PIONEER SA 606 2a40
PIONEER SA 706 2x60
HOTEL RA 214 2x20
ROTEL RA 314 2a25
ROTEL RA 414 2a35
ROTEL RA 714 2a50
SANSU1 AU 117 2x15
SANSUI AU 217 2x30
SANSUI AU 317 2a50 DC coupled
SOLAVOX SA2020 2a20
TENSAI TA 2030 2x23
TENSAI TA 2045 2x35
GARRARD MRM101 HiFi Music recovery
module. this unit is able to 'see' ascratch
or noise pulse in an audio signal waveform
then electronically delete it giving clean
record replay

Tuner, Amplifiers-cont.

HIC
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

352.92

289 90
79 90
124 90
24 90
29 90
49 50
62 90
114 99
92.90
119.90
149.90
81.90
111.90
143.60
62.90
77.90
97.90
126.90
72.90
109.90
160.90
47.90
72.90
97.90

42.86
70.13
87.66
15000
133.00
173.00
205.00
109.52
148.10
198 25

60.62

130 78

85.90

419 84
492.04

314.90
354.90
219.90 .

CASSEIVERS
Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette Combinations
AIWA AF3070 2a30 Dolby cassette
AIWA AF3090 2x40 Dolby cassette
AKAI AC 35001
GOODMANS 4000 2x28 Dolby cassette
inc. pair Goodmans MC35 loudspeakers ..

AM/PM

30 watts

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

PIONEER SX 590 2a20
PIONEER SX 750 2a50
PIONEER SX 690 2o30
PIONEER SX 980 2a80
PIONEER SX 1080 2x120
ROTEL RX 203 2a20
ROTEL RX 403 2a25
ROTEL RX 503 2a35
SANSUI 62000 2a16
SANSUI 63000 2a26
SOLAVOX SR 2220 2x20
TENSAI TR 1030 2x23
TENSAI IR 1045 2x35

RFC
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

174.22
218.12
473 72
554 95
-

134.90
169.90
169.90

369.80

439.90
89.45
117.90
- . 134.90
114.94
139.94
82 99
69.90
104.90
132.90

TUNERS
AIWA AT 9700 Ouartz-locked digital FM
AKAI 22501 MW/LW/FM
AMSTRAD 3000 Mk. II
AMSTRAD EX 202
AMSTRAD EX 303
ARMSTRONG 624 FM
ARMSTRONG 623 MW/LW/FM
MARANTZ 20201
MARANTZ 2100
PIONEER TX 606
ROTEL RT226
ROTEL RT426
ROTEL RT726
SANSUI TU 217
SOLAVOX ST 2002 FM/MW/LW
TENSAI TT 3045

371 59
6036
68.18
79 87
130.00
168 00
126 00
160.00
120.14
60E2
-

269.90
82.90
35.90
45.90
56.90
99.90
129.90
89.90
109.90
92.90
64.90
83.90
99.90
105.90
45.90
77.90

TURNTABLES

299.90

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
AMA AX7600 2Jr 40
AKAI AA11252x25
ALBA UA1500 2x15
AMSTRAD E0222 2a25
AMSTRAD EX333 2a30
ARMSTRONG 625 FM 2a40
ARMSTRONG 626 AM/FM 2o40

29E52
101 29
138 80
237 00
273 00

209.94
129.90
49.90
69.90
99.90
184.90
209.90

MARANTZ MR 215 2 15
MARANTZ MR 230 2x30
MARANTZ MR250 2a50
MARANTZ 22268L 2a26 FM/MW/LW
MARANTZ 22386 2x38 FM/MW
MARANTZ 2238131 2a38 FM/MW/LW
MARANTZ 2252B 2x52
PIONEER SX 550 2x20

143 00
215 00
259 00
397.00
495 00
-

96.90
148.90
189.90
194.90
194.94
289.90
299.90
99.90

channel output

#
10 *te
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AIWA AP2200 OffeCt drive auto return
inc cartridge
138.00
AIWA AP2500 Direct drive auto stop
and lift
209.94
ALBA 210 inc. magnetic cartridge
AMSTRAD TP12D belt drive
67.21
BSR 182/ADC AC30
BSR P208 belt drive auto, fitted ADC OLM 33
magnetic canndge
BSR Quanta 500 belt drive. fitted ADC CILM 32
magnetic canndge
BSR Quanta 600 belt dove OC servo auto return
fitted AOC OLM 32 magnetic cartridge
BSR Quanta 700 direct drive auto return.
fitted ADC OLM 34 magnetic cartridge
BSR Quanta 800 direct drive quartz locked.
auto return, fined ADC XLM magnetic
cartridge
CONNOISSEUR BDI kit
23 63
CONNOISSEUR 802
GARRARD SP25 Mk. 6bell drive with
Shure M75/6/SM
67 50
GARRARO GT20 belt-drive Shure M75E0
101.25

yyyyyyyyyty

10E90
158.45
24.90
34.90
28.90
3E90
49.90
69.90
79.90

109.90
18.50
38.90
44 50
65.90

111
41t
tttttttt1
411
411,1
y 1
411
411
411
411
411
41
1
411
411
411111;i:
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Super Service - The McOnomy Way ...

àà

• CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE • ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT ,
• GUARANTEE- 12 months guarantee covering parts and labour
on all products.
• DELIVERY SERVICE - up to 25 miles for a small charge.
Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck
Rec Price

£128.75

• AFTER SALES SERVICE - fully equipped service departments always at your disposal.
• BRAND NAMES- products sold by McOnomy bear the
name land carry the reputation) of well-known manufacturers.
• DISPLAY- all products in McOnomy stores are clearly
displayed in comfortable surroundings.
• LATE OPENING - 9.00 a.m. - 800 p.m Weekdays
530 p m Saturdays - Scottish Branches also open Sunday 10.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
Personal callers welcome at all branches.

4/79
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All offers subject to availability.
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Turntables - continued

REC.
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

GARRARD GT25 belt- dove auto stop
M7580

Speakers-continued

GARRARD 0135 servo belt.drive auto stop
M75ED

113 91

74.90

SOLAVOX PR45 Mk 23way
TENSAI TS 900U

GARRARD 00130 Direct drive
Shure M75ED

137 12

89.90

TENSAI TS 930
WHARFED ALE Chem

13122
92 00
141 00
67.33

68 .90

MARANTZ 6025 belt- drive
MARANTZ 6170 Direct dove
PIONEER PL512 belt- drive
PIONEER PL514 belt- drive auto arm
return
PIONEER PL516 E.G. servo belt-drive
auto arm return
PIONEER P1520 Direct drive
PIONEER PL518 DC servo Direct drive
auto return
SANSUI SR222P

52 .
90

79 62

61.90

WHARFEDALE Dovedale SP2
WHAR FEDALE E30 High Power

107 31
-

82.90
109.90

144 38

113.90

SANSUI SR232E Auto arm retum

99.90

57.90
63.90
54.90
93 .90

TENSAI 108608 belt- drive with cartridge ...
TENSAI 108550 Direct drive with cartridge .

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS

CELESTION Dillon 33
CELESTION Dillon 442
CELESTION Dillon 551
GOODMANS Mini 2
GOODMANS RB18
GOODMANS RB20
GOODMANS 8835
GOODMANS RB65
GOODMANS Beta
GOOOMANS Kappa
GOODMANS HE2
GOODMANS HE!
GOODMANS Sigma
JR 149
JR L.P.& System with 30 watt bass amp.
for use with amps 15 to 100 watt
priced singly
MARANTZ 46
MARANTZ 4G3
MARANTZ H0440
PIONEER CS 323
PIONEER CS 424
PIONEER CS 525
SANYO Hi Fi One
SOLAVOX TK15
SOLAVOX PR25 Mk 22 way
SOLAVOX PR35 Mk 23 way

WHARFEDALE E50 High Power
WHA RFEDALE (70 High Power

26 30
57.48
87.67
158.00
169.06
217 74
21116
245.10

19.90
41.90
62.90
104.90
129.90
142.90
164.90
189.90

340.20
401.78

284.90
334.90

163.55
214.99
261.21
297.37
305.42
163.13

44.94
58.50
73.90
108.90
129.90
139.90
184.90
222.90
249.90
259.90
129.90

202.50
89.00
111.00
15100

172.50
58.90
79.90
98.90

65.61
127.42
151.52

54.90
102.90
12190

36.90
51 05
77.50

74.90
2/90
38.90
57.90

OUR

PRICE
102 10

PRICE
77.90

49.16

49.04
73.90
33.90

71 73

4990

93 96
114 17

59.50
74.50

151 .67
188 15
255 .26

101.90
126.90
169.90

295 72
364 82

189.90
262 . 90
322.90

Stereo Amplifier
Rec.

AIWA
AIWA
AIWA
AIWA

A01250
A06350
A06400
A06550

Dolby
Dolby
Dolby
Dolb y

AMSTRAD 7050 Dolby
MARANTZ 1820 Dolby
MARANTZ 5000 Dolby

139.90
149.90

24 144
285.33
485.00

189.90
219.90
389.90

500
4040 Dolby
700 Dolby ( 3meters)
900
1000 Dolby 3head
Dolby

213.00

154.90

320.00
485.00
128.75
148.20
259.26

229.90
349.90
99.90
114.90
204.90

385.67

304.90

524.04

399.90
98.90
116.90
179.90

12 /90

89.90
84.90

-

SANSUI SC1110 Dolby
SANSUI SC2I10 Dolby
SOLAVOX SCO 2060 Dolby
TENSAI TFL 805 Dolb y

-

TAPE RECORDERS
AMI 4000 DS Mk II
PHILIPS N4504,4- track DNL
PIONEER R1707 auto reverse

536 04

FM/MW/LW Stereo Receiver,
RMS per channel output

20 watts
RE`C

Price

£82.99

69 .90

Front loading

Rec Price

£122.90
FOR DETAILS OF McONOMY'S
SUPER PRICES ON CUT PRICE
CASSETTES, CARTRIDGES,
HEADPHONES, PICK-UP ARMS
AND MICROPHONES,
SEE OVER PAGE.

ANA/FM
Stereo
Receiver
50 watts
RMS per
channel
ou:put

£169.90

Open 9..00 am - 8.00 pm Weekdays, 9.00 am - 5.30 pm Saturdays.
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10.00 am - 5.30 pm.

PIONEER

52 North Road, Cardiff
_ 4-9 Kimberley Road, ( oft Strode Road). Clevedon
Annandale St Lane. Edinburgh

Tel

0222 394016

Tel

0272 876041

SLASGOW
U IL

Anderston Cross Centre. Argyle Street Glasgow
Status City. Clough Road, Hull

Tel

031-557 1004

Tel

041-204 2355

Dua

.
EICESTER

Rutland Centre, Yeoman Street Leicester

Tel

0482 442134

JEWHAVEN

Avis Way. Newhaven _.._.

Tel

0533 536741

direct drive. automatic
turntable

Tel

37912 5081

:LEVEDON
EDINBURGH

£

Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck

139.90
149.94
399.90

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME AT ALL BRANCHES

:ARDIFF _

£47. 90

8.
143.90
172.90
66.90
104.90
132.90

111.04
147.00
186.00

MARANTZ 5010 Dolby
MARANTZ 5025 Dolby
MARANTZ 5030
PIONEER CTF
PIONEER CTF
PIONEER CTF
PIONEER CTF
PIONEER CTF
ROTEL RD I5F

185.66
19510

20 watts RMS per channel

Price

£60.62

CASSETTE RECORDERS

AIWA AD6900 Dolby
AMI CS7020 Mk. II Dolby
AMI GXC706 Dolby
AMI GXC7090 Dolby

SPEAKERS
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 1000
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 2500
AMSTRAD IX 300
CELESTION Damn 15 XR
CELESTION .U16
CELESTION Onion 22
CELESTION 1118

XP

WHARFEDALE Denton XP2
WHARFEDALE Shelton XP2
WHARFEDALE Lin t
on XP2
WHARFEDALE Glendale XP2
WHARFEDALE Tees dal
e SP 2

89.90

REC.

etfoll,

ustomers unable to call at their local branch can phone their order and pay our driver on delivery.

For details of Mail Order see overleaf

motor,

£109.90
4.'79
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Mi ONOMY
N.., One, I

CUT PRICE CASSETTES
HEADPHONES
REC
OUR
PRICE PRICE
16 56 12.50
17.66 10.75
20.92 14.90
43 87 23.50
15 15 12.90
23.46 19.50
4.90

AMSTRAD HPS 6A
KOSS K6
KOSS K6/LC
KOSS PRO-4AA
PIONEER SE205
PIONEER SE305
SOLAVOX 300

CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica ATI1E
Audio Technica AT13EA
Goldring 0800
Ortofon FF10E Mk. II
Ortofon FF15E Mk, II
Shure M55E
Shure M75EJ
Shure M75ED
Shure M95ED
Shure V15. Mk. III
Stanton 500A
Stanton 500 EE

12.56
9.50
21 94 14.50
8.44
4.90
12.50
8.90
17.00 13.90
14.85
8 90
21.94 12.90
24 98 14.90
33.41 19.90
69.19 48.90
18 68 11 90
26.16 17.50

BASF LH
C60
C90
C120

OUR PRICE
068
090
129

LAZER SP PACK
C90 five pack with storage rack
£1 . 95

BASF SUPER LH1
C60
C90
C120

110
148
190

BASF CRO2
C60
C90
C120

129
160
235

MEMOREX MAX 3
C60
C90
C120

099
135
175

MAXELL
SLN C60
SLN C90
SLN C120
UD C60
UD C90
UD Cl 2D
UDXLI C60
MU C90

069
089
110
110
129
170
145
180

TOK
DC60
OC90
DC120
ADC60
ADC90
ADC120
SAC60
SAC90

069
099
129
099
142
190
127
180

MEMOREX CHROME
C60
C90

OUR PRICE
120
165

Now you can afford to buy the best quality tapes for your cassette deck.
The very best ... for a price you'd normally pay for tapes that are not in the same Hi -Fi class.
You've checked our prices so if there isn't aMcOnomy branch near you, well mail your order
to you FREE, irrespective of quantity.
With top brand names at these prices, can you afford not to buy the best?
Send your order or '
phone Leicester Mail Order Department 0533 536741
Barclay Card number.

and quote your Access or

Mconornx
PICK-UP ARMS
CONNOISSEUR SAU2
SME S2 head shell
SME CA1 Carry arm
SME FD200 Damper
SME 3009 Ser II fixed head
shell
SME 3009 Ser III

Ilf
23 63
743
21 38
24 47

16 90
5 25
14.90
18.50

80 72
147 32

59.90
99.90

BY MAIL
List your requirements, and enclose
cheque or postal order ( Including the appropriate delivery charges) made payable to
'McONOMY'. ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
holders can purchase by including their
card number and marking the order
'ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD'.
Postage and Packing ( per item). Cartridges 30p; Headphones 75p; Pick-up Arms
75p; Headshells 30p; Microphones 75p.
CREDIT BY ' PHONE
Simply ' phone Leicester 0533 536741, ask
for Credit Mail Order stating your Access or
Barclaycard number with your order - and
we handle the rest!

MICROPHONES

AKAI ADM 20
AMSTRAD DM 701 Pack ( pair)
EAGLE UD50 HL

4/79

200

18 99
16 82

7.50
13.90
12.90

SECURICOR DELIVERY
Any stock item will be delivered by
Securicor ( add £4.50 for this service UK
mainland only) within 72 hours from receipt
of order. All goods are fully insured against
loss or damage whilst in transit.

CREDIT TOO!
On McOnomy Discount Prices ( available
on mainland England, Scotland and Wales).
Orders with a total value exceeding
£70 can now be purchased on Credit at
McOnomy discount prices over 8, 12, 24
and 30 months. Send your requirements to
our Mail Order Department at Leicester,
marked ' Credit Mail Order' - and an
application form together with details of
our repayment terms will be sent to you
by return of post without obligation.

BARCLAYCARD

•VISA

Buy it with Acces.s

MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THIS ADDRESS:-

McONOMY MAIL ORDER
Rutland Centre, Yeoman Street,
Leicester L11

•

IlD E _LTA

(HOUNSLOW)

it-sir D

Huge stocks• Huge discounts
MAIL ORDER INFORMATION
AND PRICES

AMPLIFIERS
JVC JAS 10 ..
P.O.A.
JVC JAS IIG
P.O.A.
JVC JAS 22 ..
P.O.A.
JVC JAS 44 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 1030 ..
£73.00
Marantz 1040 ..
£87-00
Pioneer SA506 ..
£81.00
Pioneer SA606 .. £109.00
Pioneer SA706 .. £145.00
Quad ..
P.O.A.
Sony TA73
£51.00
Sony TA5650
£149.00
Trio KA5500
£149-00
Yamaha ..
P.O.A.

TUNERS
JVC JTVIO • • £53.00
JVC JTV IOL • •
P.O.A.
JVC JTV IIG • •
P.O.A.
Quad FM3 • •
P.O.A.
Sony ST 73 • • £49.00
Sony STII • • £ 71.00
Sony ST3950 • • £ 109.00
Sony STS950 £ 195.00
Technics
.•
P.O.A.
Yamaha .. •.
P.O.A.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Aiwa AX7400 £ 163.00
Aiwa AX7600 £219.00
Armstrong 625 .. £ 177.00
Armstrong 626 .. £ 99.00
JVC JRS 6IL
P.O.A.
JVC JRS 20IL . .
P.O.A.
JVC JRS 6001 .. £295.00
Marantz 2225 .. £ 159.00
Marantz 2230 .. £ 195-00
Marantz 2238 .. £ 249.00
Pioneer SX550 .. £ 129.00
Sony 1800 .. £95.00
Sony 4800 .. £ 189 00
Tandberg 1055 .. £ 199.00
Tandberg 2025FM £209 00
Tandberg 2025L £225 00
Tandberg 2025MB £249 00
Tandberg 2075 .. £399 00
Technics 5070 .. £95 00
Toshiba SA 220L £75 00
Toshiba SA420L £ 129 00
Yamaha CRI00011 £350.00

!DE
F31]

LARGEST SHOWROOM IN LONDON

TURNTABLES
Connoisseur BDI
Kit .. £ 7.00
Dual 601-VI5 Ill £ l9.00
JVC JLA20
P.O.A.
JVC JLF50 £ 119.00
JVC QL7.. £ 167.00
Pioneer PL512 .. £ 53.00
Pioneer PL5I4 .. £ 59.00
Pioneer PLII7 £ 69-00
Sony PSX4
£89.00
Sony PSX6 £ 139.00
Sony PSX7 £ 159-00
Sony 6750 .. £ 159.00
Toshiba 370 .. £ 109.00
Thorens TD 16011
BC
£79.00
Thorens TDI26 II
BC
£ 169.00
Trio 1033
P.O.A.
Trio 2055
P.O.A.
Technics 51_220
P.O.A.
Technics SL230
P.O.A.
Technics SL3200
P.O.A.
Technics SL5200
P.O.A.
Yamaha ..
P.O.A.

ALSO

AKAI

ARMSTRONG
AR BOSE
CELESTION CELEF
DUAL
FERROGRApH
HARMAN KARDON
HITACHI
IMF

JBL

JVC

LECSON

MARANTZ

TAPE DECKS
Pioneer ..
P.O.A.
Sony TC399
P.O.A.
Sony TC645
P.O.A.
Revox B77
P.O.A.
Tandberg 20A ..
P.Q.A.
Technics ..
P.O.A.

MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NEAL
QUAD

NATIONAL

ORTOPHON
RICHARD ALLAN

REVOX

ROGERS

ROTEL

SANSUI

SANYO

SONY

SONEX BLUE

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa 1250 .. £ 133.00
Aiwa 6350 .. £ 147.00
Aiwa 6400 .. £ 179.00
Aiwa 6900 ..
P.O.A.
JVC KD720
P.O.A.

JVC KDIO
P.O.A.
Nakamichi
P.O.A.
Pioneer CTF4040 £ 107.00
Pioneer CTF900 £227 00
Pioneer CTF1000 £367 00
Sanyo 5050 • • £85.00
Sony TCK IA •.
P.O.A.
Sony TCU2 • •
P.O.A.
Sony TCK60 •.
P.O.A.
Sony TCK96R • •
P.O.A.
TechniCs 615 . •
P.O.A.
Technics 631
P.O.A.
Teac A140
£89-00
Teac A360 £ 149.00
Teac A420 •.£ 195.00
Tandberg TCD 320 P.O.A.
Toshiba ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC511
P.O.A.

MAIN
AGENTS
AND
STOCKISTS
OF
ACCUPHASE

SHORE
STUDIOCRAFT
TANDBERG
TDK

TEAK
TOSHIBA

VIDEOTONE

SHARP

SHE
SUPPEX
TANNOY
TECHNICS
TRIO
YAMAHA

TELEPHONE 01-572 2285
(3 LINES)

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
(PAIR)
AR 18 .. £79.00
Celestion Ditton
I5XR
£ 7.00
Celestion Ditton
22 ..
P.O.A.
Clestion Ditton 22 P.O.A.
Celef
P.O.A.
Goodmans RB3S
P.O.A.
Goodmans RB65
P.O.A.
I.M.F. TLS 80 II
P.O.A.
JR 149 ..
P.O.A.
Full JVC Range ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio
MA4 II
£ 180.00
Monitor Audio
MAS II .. £ 135.00
Monitor Audio
MA6
£ 135-00
Monitor Audio
MA7
£90-00
Pioneer Range ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy
P.O.A.

RING FOR BEST PRICES ON MAKES
AND MODELS NOT GIVEN HERE
EXPORT WELCOME
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Technics ..
P.O.A.
Videotone
Minimax 2 .. £44.00
Wharfedale Chevin P.O.A.
Wharfdale Linton
XP2
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Glendale
XP2
P.O.A.
MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa 5300 ..
P.
O.A.
Garrard GA I
50
£209.00
Hitachi ..
P.O.A.
JVC 33L
P.O.A.
JVC MF 47L
P.O.A.
National 1030L
P.O.A.
National 5090 ..
P.O.A.
National 6070 ..
P.O.A.
Sharp Range ..
P.O.A.
Sony HMKII
P.O.A.
Sony HMK33
P.O.A.
Sony HMP 70 .. £2
.39.00
Toshiba SM2700
P.O.A.
Toshiba 3100 ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba 3650 ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba 3750 ..
P.O.A.
HEADPHONES
JVC Full Range ..
P.O.A.
Koss ..
P.O.A.
Sennheiser
P.O.A.
Yamaha HP3 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha HPI
P.O.A.

ALSO
Video; Colour and Monochrome Televisions; Noise
Reduction
Units; Headphones;
Pick-up
Arms;
Cart ridges ; Rad io-cassettes ;
Radio/cassettes;
1n-car
leads and plugs.
Prices are subject to
change without any notice
and subject to availability.
All prices correct 22/
9/78..

TA [HOUNSLOW) ir1111D
50 BELL RD., HOUNSLOW. MIDDLESEX. TEL: 01-572 2285
OPEN MON. -SAT. 9-6 CLOSED WED. HALF DAY.
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• CalMtliSh

Britains
leading Hi Fi and Cassette Centre
Major stockist3 of Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, Castle, Ferguson, Goodmails, Hitachi, JVC, Leak Nakamichi,
Tandberg, Toshiba Trio,VVharfcciale, & Yamaha

National, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Teac
Our Price
AMP LIFIERS

AMPLIFIERS

Our Price

£169.95

£47.95
egi•,. 4..

Akai AM2250
POA
Aiwa AA8700
259.95
Amotrad EX220
47.95
Eagle A7600
109.95
Hitachi HA330/250
POA
Pioneer SA606
113.95

tachi HA-5300
Amstrad EX 330
Executive 35W output stereo

Powerful 60W per channel
Stereo Amplifier with

amplifier with scratch &
rumble filters, twin watt

Dynaharmony System. 32
contact attenuator for volume

meters, meter range/quietness
switch, eS/N radio better then
6048 on any input.

control, independent 3stage
adding gain selector plus full
range of filters,

vied' *92

Goodmans
R820
Superb true Hi.Fi speak rs to suiE

Technics SEX 1/2.1
Wharf ESSWES70/E311

POA
MIA

amplifiers rated at 10-50W
undistorted music powe

Wharf Dovedele SP2 *

156.95

sue
s
lo
s
eb

P
e Our Price

£71.95
Wharfedale Linton XIV
Successor to the famous Linton
30P, this unit has an unproved
Hi Frequency um!, apore, rating
of 35W and suitable tor amplifiers
ot between 4-8 ohms

1

-Lioli

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Trio 3700 Only £ 69.95
SPEAKERS
AR 19/17/15
PE1A
Cattle Richmond II
74.95
Gelation Ditton 22
137.95
Celeetion Dinon 15XR
99.95
JVC SK 500/SK 700
POA
ill 98/40/50
POA
KEF Complete range
POA
Morality 4G
56.95
Nordstrom Short Range
POA
Tennov/KLH Complete range

£

o

Sony TA313
POA
94.94
Too AS30
Toshiba SR420/58620
POA
Technics SU8011/13022
POA
Yamaha cummotsto
POA
range from JVC JAS 11G/JAS 22
&JAS 44 JAS 55/JAS 77

;sPEAgit-e
KS

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Monitor Audio Muni Monitor Only £ 86.95

£179.95

:

•

130

Top performance
AM/FM stereo receiver ohms, five presets on

New front

Hoar the sounds of the
'80's with this NEW Microle0Cesor
Dolby Cassette Deck featuring
auto programme locating device,
LCD quartz clock/timer. memory
counter, second display counter,
lull auto stop 8. many other reatare.

loading Dolby cassette

Our juice

£96.95
EiTi r I
• •

Free Cassette Care Kit
PIONEER CT F500
Just released
latest front
loading Dolby Cassette Deck from
Pioneer with lull auto stop.
pneumatically damped loading
door, permalldy play head and
ferrite erase head. W&F of only
0 Ir..

deck with bias fine control.
2point peak indicators,
rec. mute switch,
cue/review, auto stop,
aW& Fof only 0.08%.

Our Price

£84.95

"*CZn
11008 't
Hitachi
0220
Front Loading Dolby
Cassette Deck with full
auto-stop, bias equalisation,
Highly recommended model.

Cavendish u
CASSIII1 MIRE
ales

° . tiity-TAILgâ/I
T
£109 .95
,r

one

, Pe
ed

‘ 1 •
8
JVC QL-A2 "
Beautiful Quartz- locked auto
return turntable with core- less
DC servomotor, & W&F of only
0.025%. A S/N radio of only
72dB, and finished to complement
any system.

-_
Pioneer ••••
PL '512
New 2speed belt- drive manual
turn table with W8iF of only
0.055%, static- balance Sshaped
tonearm.

TUNERS
51 95
45.95
POA
POA
POA

Maranti 2100
Pioneer 1%606
Sony ST212
Cony ST515

136.95
112.95
144.95
POA
POA
139.95
115.95
139.95
104.95
139.95
106.95

£116.95

Technics 616
Sony TCK 4A/5

Super quality at an attractive price
A new front loading Dolby cassette
deck with anormal, chrome and
ferrichrome tape facility, alow
W 8, Fof only 0.1%, twin vu
meters, and aDC motor with an
electronic stabilising circuit.

POA
POA

Technics 631
Sony TCK5
Sony IC 158

179.95
POA
164.95
POA
199.95
199.95
POA

Over £200
Aiwa 6800
Pionne CTF 900
Pioneer 1000
JVC K065
JVC K085
JVC K095

POA
POA
POA

259 95
294.95
399 95
POA
POA
POA

Ferguson 3925
New concept in stereo acasseiver combining Medium
& Stereo VHF radio, front
loading cassette deck, 2EIW
output, complete with stereo
headphones & VHF aerial.
Area 3070

299.95

Aiwa 31390
Ferguson 3926

347.95
165.95

Goodmans 4000
(with speakers)
National SG70

279.95
POA

Sony HST 89
Cavendish

GUARANTEE of SERVICE
1000 ITEMS TO CHOOSE PROM

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE

BEST PRODUCTS

AT PRICES WHICH ARE HARD TO BEAT

A

Underground

Station

24 Hour Answering Service

°Den 9am - 6nm Mon Sat

••• • • •,••••
••••1•1•••
Rim HOT WM
Cl MI/ its.
rer mu me
OM oncn ethose edreelemments
%HU hulloed on 22.2.79
Memo chock proof end
.WM.44 er time ot mother.

=CZ
202.

Our Price

Amstrad 70/0

large VU meters, super hard
Permalloy Head, total shut off.

•OVER

POA

CASSEIVERS

mom

1
PM

Under £200
Aiwa 6400
Akai 7060
Hitachi 0580
JVC KO 201/55
Pioneer CTF 700
Sansui SC2100
Toshiba PC5480

POA
POA
PON
64 95

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Sony ST- Ill Only 149 .95

arm.

317 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
HI-FI CENTRE
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD. LONDON El
CASSETTE CENTRE

Right next door to Whiterhapel

Technics ST8080-7300
Toshiba ST420
Foshibe
"
ST220
395
Trio 5500
POA,
POA Yamaha CT 410/710 510

Our Price

Superb value front loading Dolby
cassette deck with biaMequalizer,

89.95
84.95
POA
88.95
99.95
POA
POA

151 95
Pon

19
"

r,£79.95

Dolby plus individual Bias &

level meters.

POA
119.95
POA

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY ADC1600with OLM 36 Cartridge Only £ 84 95

Superscope CD- 312 by Marengo

loading, cue & review, twin

JVC JRS 61/81/201/301
Semi 02000
Sony SIR 212/STRU3
Technics Complete Range
Toshiba SA735
Ysihsha CR820 420620

Area AP2200
POA
G
dSP25 VI
43.95
G
d0135
87.95
Hitachi HT 550 01353 01
POA
JVC CILA2/1115/OLF4/01.1 POA
Mervin 6170
96.95
Pioneer 516
81.95
Pioneer PL 514
59.95
Sony 1020
69.95
Sony PST 212/20
POA
Technics 51220/230/3203/3300 Technics 5200/5300
Toshiba SR255
79.95
Trio KO 1033
54.95

£595

Fine Stereo Cassette Deck with
equalizer, autotape selector, top

129.95
164.95
67.95
76.95
POA
128.95
179.95
166.95

TUR 88888 ES

Our Price

eOur Price

• ' • • •

Toshiba PC-4020

Tel: 01-247 3453

readout watt meters, and PLI
MPX with auto pilot signal
canceller.

Akai 1125
Anon AX7400
Amstrad 222
Eagle 7200
Hitachi SR303
Hitachi 503
Mammy 2226 BL
Pioneer SX690

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Toshiba SA 220 L £69.95

-

Und« £100
Akai 7030
Amstrad EX700
JVC 605720
Philips 52533
Teat A150
Sony TC U2
Sony IC KlA
Undo; £ 150
Aima 1250
Hitachi 0550
Hitachi 0555
Hitachi 0560
JVC KO 10/5/25
Marantz 5010
Teac A103
Taac A106
Sharp 1157
Toshiba PC530
Toshiba PC2300

per channel, with no more than
0.3% THD and IMO, Direct'

Our Price

£139.95

ooe 0°

Pioneer SX-590
AM/FM Stereo Receiver with

£79 . 95

Abu AD.6350K
Sharp RT 3151E

FM,

five two- octave slider tone
controls, full range of inputs.

£63.95

Our Price

o • co c
_)

RECEIVERS

continuous power output of 201N

65W per channel into 4'

Amstrad EX303
Amstrad E0202
Hitachi 60340
JVC JTV22/77
JVC JTV / 0 / JTV 11G1

Our Price

000CI

59 95

,J
Goodmans MODULE

3y1)ECKS

Our Price

.

Vlii S.

s"7-Érrito
POSSIBLY THE LARGEST
SELECTION IN BRITAIN- COME
AND TEST THEM ON OUR COMPARATORS.

1

6;;Price
(133.95

RECEI VERS
0
Our
Price

PUA

ow to order

ORDERING 8Y MAIL To Order try mail care
du goods rostrumd and enclote choque ponel
orders or gore your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
combe, Id sending cosh plume eel a 'quieted
unique) Piero ne b & eCheep; below
Mail ocdOr to
279/213 10141TECHAPEL an. LONDON E
11 porno by ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD you
may phone in your order for prompt thievery
SECURICOR DELIVERY DisereMeed PrOmet
dewy Add f4 to order
POSTA PACKING Add the lollorong tor P & P
Amps Tune Amps Stored Timm Turntebloo,
Culotte Mayen.. Dolby Decks In Can add ( 150
Music Centres 5spook ors odd ( 4Securicor 4
Corindoe add 50p

* OVER 1000 MODELS IN STOCK
* BIGGEST DISCOUNTS
* TEST ON OUR COMPARATORS
* ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
Cavendish introduce you to four Hi Fi Systems All complete with Matching Racks

CAVENDISH SYSTEM R51 CAVENDI,SH SYSTEM R5 26

71141"
.
4..

AIWA AS 5300K
New model high quality 4band
Music Centre with facility for
60M stations to be pre-set.
Also Dolby cassette deck with
normaliCr02/FeCr tape facility
and belt drive auto. turntable.
Complete with speakers.

- £399.95

Hitachi )785
True Hr Fi Music Centre

with SW ' Me-LW/FM stereo
receiver with 6pre runed controls
and MC Turntable with
auto return and stroboscope
Oolby cassette deck with tern,
chrome/normal la etar ,

Goodmans MCCI 100 Mark II
with improved turntable
linsh peelormance seer no
FMIAMIL/MtSaoc ,biru
mue.0 centre inirur ingi thin
per channel amp cierro FMirrino
with leyepresee selectors Dolby
cassette deck and bell dewe
tuentable lilted with Sshaped '
one er

SG 400 AIM1p quality
model with LW/MW/SW/FM/
FM. MP.K. Stern receiver
with 5Fist pre--at buttons:
née) Dolby cassette deck with
auto Cr02/normal tape selections,
mech pause & auto stop; hell
drive turntable. 25w per channel

Aiwa 5300
Akai AC3800L

369.95
POA

National 5070
National 5090/3060

Aiwa 5600
Ferguson 3971
Ferguson 3920

449.95

National 5070
Sanyo 4580

Our Price

£324.95
Complete woth all leatts aorl
rartrodpe Serdatror del ,wery 18

PUA
POA
POA
POA
329.95
499.95
POA

Toshiba SPS.330
Direct drive, full auto
turntable with cartridge. Iyenne
Toshiba PC 335
77,7
Dolby Cassette Deck

339.95
POA

Sanyo 4001
Sony HMK 80

259.95
POA

Toshiba SC 8 SY 335
oPower amp. 8 pre-amp '

Sony HMK 77/778
£239.95
POA

JVC MF33

POA

National 1090

POA

POA

Toshiba 3350/3650
POA
Toshiba 5M3600/3750 PUA
Sanyo 5001 £299.95
Sharp 4E0
Sony HMK 33

£379.95
POA

£69.95

£43.95

JVC RC-2221.11
Perfect blend of Hi- Fr performance &
real economy in this FM/MW/LW
radroicassattereCOrder. Battery/mains,
auto stop. 1.3W power output, 10cm
speaker delivers real Hi Fi sound.

Sony TC-525
HiFi performance stereo cassette
recorder featuring stereo playback
through amplifier or mono through
its own weaker. Plus (he & maim.
Sony Variable Monitor System,
pause & tape counter.

Our Price

£136.95

W.

de
Sharp 9191E
Crown CSC 6581.
Hapi mnsitokity;Sseeeo MW LIV SW VHF
'adds cassette avoids ,with LC0 Quarto
duos, clock, auto rev:offing toi pine,
tune two way speaker system cue IS
.ey
g To Srrur

Battery Mains, Radios
Akai 370

Ferguson 3711
Ferguson 3283
Grundig C5500
Grundig C6500
Hitachi 5300
ITTRC2500
ITT 'Tiny'
JVC RC 222
JVC 324
Maranta 1053
National 554/553
National 533/301

POA
44.95
42.95
79.95
85.95
34.95
55.95
39.95
43.95
69.95

36.95
POA
POA

Magnificent Battery/mains Stereo
cassette recorder with FM/FM

JVC RC
717 1.1.8
Terrific stereo radio Mott.

stereo/SW/MW/LW,

recorder with 25w per

Auto Programme
Search System, twin VU meters.
cue/review. FW/5111
1aerial,

charnel cutout. thimble mikes
sleep tuner, built in Cue
•rev,. tac irai

National 539
POA
Nordmende Globecordr 145.95
Philips AR664
79.95
Sanyo 2560 LU
39.95
Sanyo 2441
62.95
Sharp 1754
36.95
Sharp 2800
54.95
Sony 210
65.95
Stereo Recorders/ Battery Mains
ITT 120
59.95
JVC 1635
POA
Sony IC 525
69.95
Sony TC 158
156.95
Technics 646
POA

Save on C.90 Superbuys
eosI
cassette tap

Agfa Carat
BASF Super
BASF Standard
Memorex MRX3

Battery Mains

'Vera 7;2

Ferguson 3107
Hitachi 247'295'
Hitachi 36 ' Mini'

National 309

Philips 21 TO

Philips 2213
Sanyo 2522
Sharp 610
Sony IC 63
Sony IC 65
Mini Cassel«
JVC MK 100
Sanyo 1000
Sanyo 3000
Sony " C44

POA
21.95
POA
POA
POA
21 95
29 95
28 95
22 95
19 95
32 95

POA
46 95
44 9,
59 95

1.60p

Maxwell UD XL

1.25p

Philips Ferro

80p
1.37p

Sony K
TDK SA

Toshiba ST 335
Stereo Tuner
Maranty 4GMSpeakers
Securicor delivery EIO

Our Price

£509.95

Complete with matching rack and all leads.

Aiwa 903
Aiwa 950
Akai AJ480
Crown CSC626112.95
Hitachi 8080
Hitachi 8015
JVC 838
JVC 727/828
JVC 717109.95
JVC 626/838
Philips AR774
Sanyo 9970
Sharp 91 91179.95
Sharp 9090159.95
Sony 520
Sony CF 570
Toshiba 8510
Ferguson 370481.95
Ferguson 3709
Hitachi 8050
Grundig 8800
Toshiba 8700
Toshiba 8510

speakers
tomplete with

f

matching rack and
all leads.
Sect, rico'

f10

CAVENDISH SYSTEM RS5

,

Stereo Radio
Cassette
Battery Mains

Our Price

FM/MN/ Radio Cassette Recorder
with high sel«tivity receiver.
arito stop, mechanicallPaohb
digital tape counter and built in
condenser mike.

CAVENDISH SYSTEM R511

Sharp 450
Sharp SG500
Sony HMK 55/8

Our Price

Hitachi IRK 5400

Desk

• ',Inn('
EX 350 Speker

199.95
299.95
POA

164.95

Ferguson 3922
Hitachi ST 7675
Hitachi ST 7680R
Hitachi STD 170
Hitachi SOT 300
Hitachi SOT/400
ITT MC 22
JVC MF47

Garrard SP259I
Turntable
Amstrad 6/(330
Arnold.«
•Arnstrad 67(303
Stereo Tun«
`Amstrad EX 700
Dolby Cassette

Our Puce
4.9
£.275

Sharp

JVC JLA 20 turntable
(with ZIS Cartridge)
JVC JAS 11G stereo amplifier
JVC JTV 11G stereo tuner
JVC K010 stereo cassette deck
Cnodniaris RB 20

Pioneer PL 514% Itirritable
Pioneer SA 506 Amplifier
Pioneer TX 606 Tuner
Pioneer CT 506 Cassette Deck
Pioneer CS 323 Speakers
Complete with Pioneer X5OH
Console and all leads.
Securicor delivery £ 10.

VIDEO CASSETTE
CENTRE

99.95
PU A
156.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
117.95
125.95

POA
159.95
POA
64.95
POA
169.95
PUA

Pas ayew to London'. Top Video ',hire ex the rno4
ne poolI
Tr:. on ...per... eker. Feee•reon. JOl.. ha...nee Miler. sons Breams
Toehrha. Hoy feu reed, co wywd all sow.
ptheramme.

VIDEO TAPES
VH

30 f5
60 f6
120 f9
180 E11

Philips

60 £995
LVC 90 111 85
LVC 120 El3 95
LVC 150 El4 95

95
95
95
95

LVC

Special
Introductory Offer

Betamax
LVC 250 C6 95

10 Thorn VHS
180 tapes only
f110 ( post free)

LVC 500 £ 8 95

POA

P&P
1-3tapes ace( hop
4 6tan, add II 50

ADC XLMIll
AOC Vla1111
ADC 2LM
ADC OLM3611
Shute 75E0
shwa 75E1
Shure 95f O

36 95
24 50
56 95
16 95

13.50

Shure V15 1V

12 50
18 95
64 95

One« in 10

33 95

Shun 7455E
850
Shufe VIS
46.95
Ortolan 7820FL 4195
Ortolan VMS2OF 27.45

Ortoton Mt 20
Ortolan WOE
Owneon FISE
Oetotan FF157
Aida TeChnrci
AT 12
AT 14
AT 15

50 95

41.99
17 50
12.50
POA
18 75
26 95
38 95

AT 20
43 95
Stanton 500A
14 95
Stanton 500E( 20 75
Suntan 680E E 32 95
Stanton sail( 47 95

-HEADPHONES
Audio Technica AT702
Audio Technica AT 703
Koss K6W
Pioneer SE505
Pioneer 5E205

12.95
14.95
14.95
36.95
12 95

Pioneer SE300
Sennheiser HD 414X
Sennheiser HO 424%
Sony 09A

18.95

15.95
22.95
13.95

Yamaha HP1 .HP2 ' 1-1P3 pr) A

1.90p
80p
92p
1.66p
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THE BEST HI-FI & AUDIO AT THE BEST PRICES ALWAYS
e

o

o

o

oitoàetaelii

ft

AIWA AD6550 Stereo CASSETTE DECK
Handsome styling combined with front badin
and Dolby noise reduction system, plus other
innovative features are rapidly establishing
this model as a serious contender with Hi -Fi
enthusiasts.
Power consumption 10 watts.
Wow and Flutter 0-05%. Features include:
VU renters, peak pulse lights, damped cassette
ejection and fine adjustment for LH (normal)
tapes enabling tapes to be set at their optimum
performance level.
Also:

£220.00

AIWA

AD6400 £ 179.95

ARMSTRONG 626 STEREO
RECEIVER
An AM'FM Receiver built to high
standards of performance. Features: volume, bass, treble, balance and input selector controls.
Three preset tuning
buttons.
Tuning and preset tuning meters.
Output 50 watts at 4 ohms. £189.
Also Model 625 FM, £174.00.
ARMSTRONG 602 SPEAKER
In Teak or Rosewood, providing performance
synonymous with Armstrong quality. Frequency response 55 Hz- 20 kHz. Sensitivity
21
watts.
Maximum
power
100 watts.
Impedance 8 ohms. £169.00 per pair.

If you've been given a price

BEFORE YOU BUY - GIVE US A RING
on Colchester 49842

there's a good chance we can beat it!
*******************************
OUR FIRST FLOOR IS DEVOTED
TO A REALLY COMPREHENSIVE DISPLAY
OF AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT.
IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING AUDIO VISUAL—
COME TO THE EXPERTS!

Our modernised store
is nearing completion
look out for the
opening date
We still have just a few

EXTRA SPECIAL
CLEARANCE OFFERS
Waiting to be
snapped up!
Phone for details

204

MAI Mk II
Handling power
20-80 watts
760h x 342w x
380d mm.
£275-00
MA3 Mk 11
Handling power
15-125 watts
715h x 349wX
337d mm.
£375•00
MA4
Handling power
15-75 watts
596h x 316w X
280d mm.
£195 00
MAS Mk II
Handling
power 20-50
watts 558h x
304w x 254d
mm. £145•00

MONITOR AUDIO SPEAKERS
MA8
Handling
power 10-40
watts 405h X
228w X 203d
mm.
£119.00

AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
AM2200 .
£94 95
AM2400
£ 149.95
AM2600 .. £232 00
AMSTRAD
EX330
.
£ 64 95
IC2000 Mk 3
£ 44 75
ARMSTRONG 621 £ 110 00
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
P80
.
£ 189 95
HITACHI
HA2500
£ 80 00
HA330
£ 112 00
HA5300
£ 180 00
HA6I0
£ 179 00
PIONEER
SA506
£ 89 95
SA606
£ 114 00
SA706
£ 154 95
SA8500 Mk II
£240 00
ROTEL
RA2I4
£ 64 95
RA3I4
£ 78 00
RA4I 4
£ 99 95
RA714
£ 119.00
SONY
TA73
£54 95
TA5650
£ 210 00
TECHNICS
SU7I00 .. • • £ 98 95
SU7300.. £ 134 95
SU7700• • £ 169 95
SU8080. • £269 95
SU901 I.
•
£ 143 95
5E9021"
£ 179 95
TRIO
KA3700 . £ 73 00
KAI500 Mk II
£ 79 95
YAMAHA
CA410 . • £ 89 95
CA5I 0•
•
£ 139 95
CA7I0. • £ 189 95
CA810.
£ 259.95
CAI010 • • • £ 349 95
CA2010 • • • . £420.00

eTUNERS

AKAI
AT2200
AT2400
AT2600
AMSTRAD
EX303

£94.95
£14595
£209.95
£54.95

ARMSTRONG
623
624 .

£119 00
(99.95

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
T55
P.O.A.
HITACHI
FT340
FT440

.. ( 94 95
.
£ 129 95

PIONEER
TX606
£102
TX6500 Mk 11 .. £110
TX8500 Mk II .. £ 199
TX9500 Mk 11 .. £260
ROTEL
RT425
RT725

00
00
00
00

£79 95
£ 94 95

SONY
ST73
.
£5495
ST2950F • •
£89 95
ST3950
£159 00
ST5950SD ( Sp offer) £18900
TECHNICS
ST7300 .
ST8080
ST9031

.

£115 95
£ 202 95
£143 95

TRIO
KT5500
£ 84 00
KT6500
£ 136 00
KT7500
£ 220 00
KT8300 .. £ 315 00
YAMAHA
CT4I0 .. £ 99
CT510 .. £ 109
CT610 .. £ 124
CT7I0
£ 149
CT810
.
£ 179
CT1010
£219

95
95
95
00
95
00

fle RECEIVERS
AIWA
AX7400 ..
AX7500 ..
AX7600 ..

£ 159-95
£ 177 00
£210 00

AXAI
AAI 125
AA1135

£139.95
£ 179 95

.

AMSTRAD
5050
..
ARMSTRONG
625 ..
626 ..

Our modernised store
is nearing completion
look out for the
opening date
We still have just a few

EXTRA SPECIAL
CLEARANCE OFFERS
Waiting to be
snapped up!
Phone for details

£89.95
£17400
£189.00

HITACHI
SR303L
611.503L
SR603L
SR703

PIONEER
S)450 (Sp. offer)

5X590
5X6500 (Sp. offer)
5X6900
5)(8500
5)(950

ROTEL
RX303
RX403
RX503
RX603
RX803

SONY..

.. £ 126.00
.. £ 139.00
.. £ 159-00

.. £ 189-00

••
••
••
••

mum)
£139•95
£192 00
£179 9S
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

.. £ 109-00
.. £ 119.00
.. £ 144-00
.. caeca
.. £26000
FRA/P.O.A.

TECHNICS
SAIOOL
SA200L
SA300L
SA400
SA500
SA600

£110 95
£155 95
£200.95
£224 95
£269-95
£314 9S

TRIO
KR2090 ..
KR2090L
KR3090
KR4070
KR4070L

P.O.A.
£124.95
£15495
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

YAMAHA
CR450 ..
CR620 ..
CR820 ..
CR1020..
CR2020 ..
• TURNTABLES
AIWA
AP2200
AP2500

GARRARD

GT20/Shure M7SED2
GT25/Shure M75ED2
GT35/Shure M75ED2
0075/Shure M7SED2
SP25 Mk V/Shure M75-6

£158.00
£239.00
£310-oo
°seen
£$69.00

• ACOUSTIC RESEARCH al ACCUPFLASE • AKAI
• AIWA.. AMSTRAD • ARMSTRONG

At Wicks we keep abreast of all the latest

• CAMBRIDGE • CELESTION • ERA

developments and have set up a specialist

• GARRARD • GOLORINGU GOOOMANS
• HARMEN KARDEN U J.B.L. • B.I.C. II KEF

department and studio to cater for this

• KOSS • LEAKU MARANTZ • METROSOUNO

Consultant able to offer practical

• B.B.C. MONITOR 1.1 NATIONAL PANASONIC

unbiased advice on SONY Audio Visual

[sec*
£72.95
£87.95
£89.95
£44 00

new technology with an Audio Visual

• ORTOFON• PIONEER II ROGERS• ROTEL

Equipment.

• REVOX al SCAN OYNA • SANSUIU SHURE

We also have a wide range of A.V.

• S.M.E. • SANYO.. TEACU TECHNICS
• THORENS • TRIO• WHARFEDALE

Equipment by NATIONAL
PANASONIC, SANYO and AKAI.
We can put you in the picture with

• YAMAHA • HITACHIU GRUNDIG

Audio Visual for industry and home.

HITACHI
HT350
PS38 ..
PS48 ..
PS5500 ..
PS58 ..

£89
£99
£132
£144
£154

00
00
00
00
00

e

e SPEAKERS

TECHNICS
5L220
5L230
SL3200
SL150-2
SL 1300-2
SLI310-2
SL 1400-2
SL 1410-2
SL1500-2
SL 1510-2

• CASSETTE DECKS
AMSTRAD
IWA
£64 00
EX300
AD I
250..
AD6350.
ARMSTRONG
.. £ 169-00 AD6400 (Sp. offer)
602 (Sp. offer) ..
AD6550 (
Sp. offer)
£62.95 ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AD613O0.
£a4i s ARI8
£90 00 ADI800 (Sp. offer)
£115.00
AKAI
£155470 CELESTION
£185•00 Ditton 11
P.O.A. CS702D-2
£99 00 CS707D .
£249.00 Ditton 15XR
GXC570D
£259.00 Ditton 22 ..
£129 00
GXC725D
£165 00
Ditton 33
GXC730D
£194 00
Ditton 44
GXC709D
£7095
£235 00
Ditton 25
£7095
£340 00 HITACHI
Ditton 66
£39.95 UL6
£130 00 D220 ..
.
[119.95
£160 00 0550 ..
UL8
.
£139.95
..
ULIO
£220 00 0555 ..
£159.95
0850 ..
£289.95
0900 ..
GOODMANS
£52.90
RBI8
£67•90 PIONEER
RB20
..
CFT4040 (
Sp. offer)
£87.95
£9100
RB35
..
.
£99.95
£124.00 CTF500
RB65
..
£107.95
CTF700
£224.95
CTF8080
£301.95 KEF
CTF1000
[99.95
£301.95 Chorale
£12995 ROTEL
Corelli ..
£269.95
£12000 RDIOF
Calsnda
£269.95
P.O.A. RD3OF
Cantata ..
£238.95
£27500
Ref 104AB
£238.95

TRIO
KDI033B
KD2055
KD2070
KD3070
KD500
KD550

£54 95
£102.00
£105•00
£132.00
£19100
£220.00

•.
••
.•

PIONEER

PL514
PL516
P1518 ..
PL530
PL550
P1570 ..
PL590 less arm ..

SONY

PS212 ..
PST1
PST20
PSX4
PSX6
PSX7
TTS8000

Our staff have an intimate
knowledge of all the Hi -Fi
apparatus we stock and will
provide acomplete and
leisurely demonstration in
the relaxed atmosphere of
our demonstration
showroom.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

£000
£8.00

£14.00
meat
£17.00

Goa)
£4800
£69.00

DELIVERY BY
SECURICOR
Order by
post or
telephone
with confidence you'll receive your
order in 72 hours by
Securicor. Please add
£4 for delivery.

£99.00
£129.00
£179.95

MONITOR AUDIO
£119 00
MA8 .
£145 00
MAS Mk II
£195 00
MA4 Mk 11
£375 00
MA3 Mk II
MAI Mk II
.. £275 00
FRA/P.O.A.
SONY ..
WHARFEDALE
Denton XP2
Linton XP2 .. •
Glendale XP2
Teesdale SPI
Dovedale Sri ..
Make two of your
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD. Give us your
number by phone do it before 12 noon
,and will guarantee earns day
dispatch.

D. t. WICKS & CO., 49/55 NORTH STATION RD., COLCHESTER,
ESSEX. TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER (0206) 49842/3/4
Telephone Orders: Colchester 78807

.•
•.
••
•.
e

£49-00
£78 00
£105 00
£139 00
£180.00

£132.00
£149.95
£179 95
£220-00
£299 95
£169 00
£119 00
£158 00
£629.00
£250 00
£289 00
£190 00
£99-00
£ 119.95
£ 144 00
£199 00
£240 00
£ 119-00
£ 104.95
£ 199.95
£229 00
£380•00

PORTABLE STEREO
RADIO CASSETTE
AIWA
TPR920
.. £14095
TPR940
.. [16400

e CASSETTE RECEIVERS
AIWA

AF3070
AF3090
SONY
HST89 ..

YAMAHA
TC5 II ..
TC800D
TC800G L

HITACHI
5017820
S017840
SDT7765
SDT7785 (ex. spiirs)
SDT4001 ( ex. spkrs)
SDT400

£99.00
£155.00

met»

£164.00
£195.00

• TAPE DECKS
AKAI

.. £24000

PIONEER
RT707

.. £399.00

SONY
TC399
TC645

.. £23000
.. I:29000

SONY
HMK11/13 .
HMK33/B
HMK55/13
HMK77/B
HMK80/13 (ex. spkrs)

3001/MC25
4001/11C35
5001/11C35

£22000
£25000
£289.95
£35000
£23500
£36000

• • £220.00
• • £255-00
• • £329.00
• . £449-00
•£390 00
. £ 199 95
. £27500
£299 95

GUARANTEE

Simply write telling us what you want
enclosing cheque or Postal Order to cover cost
plus £ 4delivery charge by Securicor.

Everything from Wicks is covered
by the manufacturer's own
guarantee - usually Ior 3years.
During the guarantee Period...
will service the eetmornentfrerof
charge if you return the goods el• a
carrier. you pay the forward carriage,
we pay the return. From wicks.
there's a99% chance of a24- hour
turnrOund service.

BY TELEPHONE
To reserve equipment in stock, just ring
Colchester ( 0206) 78807 and well hold it for
you for 48 hours giving you time to call
personally or send your settlement by post.

mag go MM

[19095

Prices are subject to change
without prior notice and
goods advertised are subject
to availability. E. 8. O.E.

ORDERING BY POST

•

aso.00

NATIONAL PANASONIC
SGI090L .. £249 00
SG 3060L ..
£320 00
5G2080 .. £369 00

SANYO
EIS-00

400DS Mk II
4000DB

£32000

MUSIC CENTRES
AIWA
AF5300
.. £ 350 00
AF5600
.. £420.00

£164.00

TC158SD

LEAK
3020
3030
3050

'Such nice people'

After hours: Colchester 42166

•

•

.•
••
•.
••
•.
••
••
.•
••
••

SONY

SH U RE
M55E
M75/65 ..
M75E.1/11
M7SED/11
M95E1 ..
M9SED
VIS Type 3
VIS Type 4

I"DEMONSTRATIONS

•

•

e CARTRIDGES
£99.95
£169-00

SONIC VIDEO

We are appointed agents for

MASSIVE RANGE
ALWAYS IN STOCK
FULL AFTER
SALES SERVICE
H BIG DISCOUNTS
Li HELPFUL,
COURTEOUS SALES
STAFF D ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT

MMM

ORDER BY POST

SEND TO:

Please supply (give make and model number)

D. T. Wicks & Co.,
49/55 North Station Road,
Colchester, Essex. Telephone:
Colchester ( 0206) 49842/3/4.

Ienclose
(
chagua/P0')
or Iwish to use my Access/Barclaycard'.
The number is

'delete as applICable

NAME
ADDRESS
HEN 4
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WILMSLOW
Jinni
Thefirm for Speakers

HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
y••7..

r
Audax HD12.9 025 ..

• • £6 00
Audax HD205.14 .. • • £945
Audax HD I1P25EBC • • £ 1I98
Audax HDI3 D34H.. £ 12.00
Audax HD20 BZ514 .. £945
Baker Superb. • £ 22.50
Castle 8RS/DD•

.

[ 12.35

Chartwell CE205 r bass,
matched pairs only, pair . • £59.90
Coles 4001
[6.25
Coles 3000 .. . • .. £6.25
Celestion HFI300 II .. £8.25
Celestion HF2000
£9.95
Dalesford D30/110 5' .. £10.95
Dalesford 050/153 64"
£11.95
Dalesford 050/200 8" .. £11.95
Dalesford D70/250 10" .. £24 95
Dalesford 0100/310 12' .. £34 95
Dalesford DIO tweeter ..
£8 25
Decca London ..
£41 25
Decca C0/1000/8
£8 95
Decca DK30
£27 SO
EMI I
4A/770 14 - x 9'
£16 95
EMI rx 5 d/c 10 watt ..
£3.95
EMI Type 350 4ohm
£9.25
lsophon KK10/8
£8.25
lsophon KK8/8
£7 50
Jordan Watts Module .. £17 95
Jordan 50 mm unit .. • £22 50
Jordan CB Crossover .. £22 50
KEF T27 ..
£8 SO
KEF B110
£10.95
KEF B200 ..
£11-95
KEF 0139 .. • • £24.95
KEF DNI3
•
•
£4 95
KEF DNI2
•
•
£7 25
KEF DN22 pair • • £36 00
Lowther PM6
£49 95
Lowther PM6 Mk I :
£52 00
Lowther PMI
£86 50
Peerless KOIODT • ..
£8 95
Peerless DTIOHFC
£9 75
Peerless K040MRF .. £ 11 75
Radford BD2511 .. £26 95
Radford MD9
..
£ 14.50
Radford MD6
£ 19.50
Radford FNINFN831 .. £ 19.95
Richard Allan CG8T
£9.95
Richard Allan CGI2T Super £22 45
Richard Allan HP8B
[ IS 50
Richard Allan LP8B .. £ 10.35
Richard Allan HPI2B £25.25
Richard Allan 0120
£7.25
Richard Allan DT30 .. £7.45
Seas H086 • . • £8.75
Shackman Electrostatic c/w
polar network and a/o parr £99.95

.•

Shackman units, pair .. £ 112.00
Tannoy HPD 295A
£91.50
Tannoy HPD 3I5A .• £ 102.95
Tannoy HPD 385A
£ 119.9.5

)
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The firm for Hi Fi
5Swan Street,
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Baker Group 25
Baker Group 35

..

..

£ 13.00

•

Baker Group 50/12

•

..

cieso

£21.00

Baker Group 50/15

£33.00

Celestion G12M

..

£ 13-50

Celestion G I2H

..

£ 17.95

Celestion G 18C
£39.95
Celestion Powercell 12/I00 £43.95
Celestion Powercell 15/100 • • £ 4895
Celestion Powercell 15/125 .. £49-95
Celestion Powercell I5M

£47.50

Celestion GI2/75 ( alum. dome).. £22.50
Celestion GI2/75 ( d/cone)

£24.50

Celestion G I
2M/50 ( cambric edge) £ 16.95
Celestion GI5/100 ( alum. dome) £ 32-50
Celestion MHI000
•. £ 13 50
Fane Pop 40
. • £ 10•95
Fane Pop SOH

• . £ 12 50

Fane Pop 75
Fane Pop 65•

. £ 16.95
£ 19.95

•

Fane Pop 80

• £21.95

Fane Pop 100

• . [35.95

Fane Guitar 80L

• • £ 19.75
•
£ 19-95

Fane Guitar 808.
Fane Disco 80

..

Fane PA80.

•

Fane Bass 85

..•

..

..•

£21.50

•
.

Fane Crescendo I2A•

£ 19.50
£ 29.95

•

Fane Crescendo I2B

£ 42.95
£44.95

Fane Crescendo 15/100 .. £54.95
Fane Crescendo 15/125 .. £6415
Fane Crescendo 18..
Fane 92011 Horn

...

£ 75.95
•

Fane HPX1/HPX2
Fane 144 horn

..•

£ 45•95

.. £2.50
•

£ 6-50

Fane 1104 horn ..

. • £ 13.75

Fane 373 horn ..

•. £9.75

Goodmans SPA
Goodmans I2P

• • £4.25
•. £ 19.75
. • £22.50

Goodmans I2PD..
Goodmans I2PG..

. • £21.25

Goodman, 18P
..
£45.50
Goodmans 50H X
£20.50
Motorola Piezo Horn • •
ceso
Richard Allan HD8T • • £ 14.50
Richard Allan HDIOT • • £ 15.75
Richard Allan HDI2T • . £20.95
Richard Allan HDI5
£36.95
Richard Allan HDI5T
£37.95

SPEAKER
KITS

KITS INCLUDE DRIVE UNITS, CROSSOVERS, BAF/LONG FIBRE WOOL. ETC.,
FOR PAIR OF SPEAKERS.
CARRIAGE £3.50.
PRACTICAL HI-F1 & AUDIO
PRO9-TL ( Rogers) .. £ 118.00
Felt panels for PRO9-TL £5.50 4L1.50 p & o
HI- F1
ANSWERS
MONITOR
(Rogers)
£ 129.00
HI- F1 NEWS STATE OF THE
ART ( Atkinson) £ 161.00
HI-FI NEWS MINILINK ( ATKIN
SON
.
£4300
HI- F1 FOR PLEASURE COMPACT
MONITOR ( Colloms) .. £ 106-50
(carr. £ 5)
POPULAR HI- F1 MINI MONITOR
(Colloms)

£63.00

POPULAR HI- F1 Round Sound
(Stephens) including complete
cabinet kit ..

09.00

PRICES PER PAIR - CARRIAGE £2.50
Dalesford System I ..

.. £55.75

Dalesford System 3 ..
Dalesford System 1 .

.. £ 101-73

Dalesford System 5 ..

.. £ 139.00

Dalesford System 6 ..
Eagle SK2I0

£93.00

.. £ 108.00

£15•00

Eagle SK2I5

.. £29.00

Eagle SK320 . •

.. £37.00

Eagle SK325

£67.00

Eagle SK335
KEF kit 1

£91.00
..

Lowther PM6 kit
Lowther PM6 Mk Ikit
Peerless 1060

.. £59.50
£103•00
£173-00
.. £71.95

PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
BSC3 ( Rogers) • • • • £60.00
PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
MONITOR ( Giles) .. £ 119.00
PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
TRIANGLE ( Giles) .. £86.00
PRACTICAL HI-FI MINI
TRIANGLE ( Giles) .. £99.00
HI- F1 NEWS TABOR (Jones) .. £ 1.95
HI-FI NEWS TABOR ( with H4
bass units) ..
f..55.00
WIRELESS WORLD T.L./KEF
(Bailey) • • .. £ 112.00
WIRELESS WORLD T.L./
RADFORD ( Bailey) . £ 154.00

Peerless 1120
.. £ 139.00
Peerless 2050
.. £49.95
Peerless 2060
.. £65.95
Radford Studio 90 ..
.. £ 154.00
Radford monitor 180
.. [ 208-00
Radford Studio 270 ..
.. £275.00
Radford Studio 360
• . £390.00
RamK it 50 ( makes Ram 100) £69.95
Richard Allan Tango Twin £43 SO
Richard Allan Maramba TR8 £61.50
Richard Allan Charisma TRI2 £90•00
Richard Allan Super Triple £73.00
Richard Allan RAS
..
£46•50
Richard Allan RA82.. £74 00
Richard Allan RA82L £79•95
Seas Mini
£ 17•90
Seas 203
£35•50
Seas 302
£43.90

SMART BADGES FREE
WITH ALL
ABOVE KITS (TO GIVE THAT PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TO YOUR DIY Spkrs!)

Seas 303
£73.90
Seas 503
.. £111.90
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
£26.95

SEND 3x 7p STAMPS FOR REPRINTS/
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF ANY OF
THE ABOVE DESIGNS.

Wharfedale LInton 3XP
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP

POPULAR HI- F1 ( Jordan) .. £91.00

£41.95
£56.95

Carriage and
Insurance

Everything in stock for the
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!

TVVEETERS:CROSSOVERS 40p each
SPEAKERS UP TO 10'
75p each
SPEAKERS 12 - ..
El •
SO each
SPEAKERS 15'
£
2.50 each
SPEAKERS 18 - .. £.50 each
SPEAKER KITS .. £2•50 pair
MAG. DESIGN KITS £3.50 pair
All prices correct at 1/2/79

BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL
FOAM, CROSSOVERS
FELT PANELS, COMPONENTS
ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF
GRILLE FABRICS
(Send /Sp in stomps for fabric
somples1

Send 15p stamp for free 38 page
catalogue "Choosing a Speaker

William]

Telephone : Speakers, Mail Order and Export:
0625 529599 Hi Fi: 0625 526213
=

.. £52.90

Dalesford System 2 ..

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

The firm for Speakers
Works, Bank Square,
Wi)mslow, Cheshire.
Swan
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AUDIO INDEX
E
RECOMMENDED RECORD4NGS OF ttiE
WHOLE REPERTOIRE

Equipment tests from the past year, 66 in
all, by the Hi -Fi Nevvs and Record Review
expert technical team * Basic Audip
Data —the editor clarifies four areas of
ignorance: decibels, time constants,
sound wavelengths and mechanica .
resonance * Recommended classical
record library brought up to date *
Audio Index — aguide to hi-fi brand
names, manufacturers and importers.
Wonderful value at £ 1.20.

Synthamello
Mixadesk?
Knowwhatwe mean? No?
If you like playing, recording or
appreciating good music, or if you're
interested in electronic hardware, here is
the ideal monthly magazinefor you.
Sound International is written b
genuine human beings as opposed to
elec-tronics boffi ns. We don't sneer at you
or peer down our noses from ivory towers.
We explain and demystify, to name but
th ree. We survey cu rrent developments.
We charge 50p an issue.
Weals° gofo lunch.
If music bethefood of love, get stuffed
with Sound International.

On sale at leading newsagents or direct
(please send £ 1.40, incl p&p) from:
Subscription Department, Link House,
25 West Street, Poole, Dorset.

ti A LINK HOUSE ANNUAL

ALINKHOUSEMAGAZINEI
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 13p per word ( private), minimum £2.60. Box Nos.
45p extra. Trade rates 16p per word, minimum £3.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JUNE
issue must reach these offices by 4th April addressed to:
The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly
printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after
Box No. indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to " The
Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear.

From the above

date,

consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

Thorens TD160 turntable, as new, SME adaptor mounting plate if required, £65 o.n.o.; Revox A77 Mk 4 twotrack tape recorder, immaculate, hardly used, £ 375.
Remote control for above, £25. Agfa PE36, 4200 ft
tapes, £5 each, all boxes, manuals etc. Tel.: Watford
46955.
D.
Editions 1957/1978 HiFi News & Record Review.
Offers. E. Williams, 2 College Road, Kensal Rise,
NWIO. Tel.: 01-969 4957,
D.
SME 3009/11 improved non-detachable, never unpacked
from maker's packing, best offer over £35; SME 3009 II
improved detachable, very little use, best offer over £ 30;
Shure V15/II, offers. Box No. 2628, c/o HiFi News. D.
Pair of Keesonic KBM loudspeakers, immaculate, little
used, walnut, makers packing best offer over £275; can
deliver within reasonable radius. Box No. 2629, c/o
Hi-Fi News.
D.
Uher 4000IC automatic, case, microphone, for sale,
hardly used, £ 170 o.n.o. Saxton, Hogg Lane, Grays,
Essex Tel • 0375 71044
D.

FOR SALE—private
Sony 756/2 reel-to-reel tape deck, two track, two speed
(7} and 15), as new, £275 o.n.o. Reel-to-reel tapes, matt
backed
metal spools with 3600 ft, used once only, £5
each (Agfa). D. Leitch, 23 Larch Crescent, Wood of
Doune, Doune, Perthshire, FK16 6JB, Tel.: 041-649 8309
(9.30-5.30).
D.

lor

Trio KA2002A amplifier, going cheap 19 w/ch, good
as new, £40. Leak Stereo 30, soiled, £30. Tel.: 01-363
1108.
D.
Pair k &W DM3 speakers, teak, immaculate, £ 100, no
offers. SME shell, £2. Unused stylift, £2. Tel.: 041-956
3391.
D.
Michell hydraulic reference turntable, complete with
arm, £ 100; also Harrison S200 amplifier, £ 150. Tel.:
021-477 5898 after 6pm.
D.
Leak 30, Chapman FMI005 (AM/FMS), Garrard 301,
Decca Mk Ill pu in modern teak cabinet with record
storage space, plus two Wharfedale Super 10/12S/DD in
3cu. ft. teak cabinets, £ 100 o.n.o. Tel.: Hartley Wintney
2024 (evenings).
D.
Dual 721 turntable, JVC X1 cartridge fitted, spare headshell, phono lead, can demonstrate, £ 150 o.n.o. Alba 900
amplifier, £ 30. Tel.: Wolverhampton 731601, ext. 87. D.
Sugden A48 amplifier £90; R2I tuner E60, excellent
conditions, prefer buyer to collect. Tel.: Alton 86119. D.
Maranta 2230 AM/FM 30 x 30 W stereo receiver, excellent condition, and reliability, price new, £253; offers
£100 and above. Box No. 2627, c/o HiFi News.
D.
Technics SPIO Mark 11 turntable, plinth and EPA 100
arm as new in manufacturers boxes, £ 1000; Lux MQ 3600
valve amplifier as new in manufacturers box, £400. 14-15
Paul Street, Taunton, Somerset. Tel.: Taunton 5281. D.
BBC LS5/1AE speakers ( pair) offers over £ 1,000. 14-15
Paul Street, Taunton, Somerset. Tel.: Taunton 5281. D.
Matched pair Rogers ( LS3/6) BBC studio monitors,
teak, £ 145 o.n.o.; Soundcraftsman 20/12 audio frequency
equalizer (cost £ 245), £ 140; all in mint condition in
original packing; also Decca professional arm with
SH4E head and new stylus. Offers. L. George, Frog
Meadow, Dedham. Tel.: Colchester 323327.
D.
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Bang & Olufsen VHF tuner amplifier model 1001 wall/
table mounting, £75; Connoisseur record deck CTE, arm
new Shure cartridge M95ED, £25; immaculate condition.
Tel.: Horsham 3552.
D.
Trio KX1030 front loading cassette deck with three
ferrite heads and adjustable bias, £ 200; National Panasonic SL18 belt drive record deck with cartridge, £45;
Sony ST8OF stereo tuner ( upright model), £50; XP2
Chevin speakers, ARO 2000 amplifier, all excellent condition with packing, demonstration arranged. Tel.: Park
Street (0227) 73342 evenings.
D.
Ferrograph Logic 7, 7604H new, boxed, £545; S.A.E.
Mark VI FM digital stereo tuner s/m mint, £250, Tel.:
Southport 0704 42811.
D.
Garrard 301 SME Series II in SME plinth, £75; Quad
FM tuner with Multiplex, £ 20; BDI kit, £ 10; Decca
FFSS pickup, £ 15. Tel.: Wetherby 63269.
D.

WILMSLOW AUDIO

CROSSOVER
WITH
FALCON
Your guarantee of high quality Crossover Networks and Components, available direct or from
your specialist supplier. We also stock most units
by: KEF, SonAudax, Peerless, Coles, Celestion,
Dalesford, etc. Send large S.A.E. (94 stamp) for
price list PLI2 (Overseas $ 1.bill).
Fabric available Bexhill only.
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Mail Orders and Callers:
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk NRI4SJT
Telephone: 0508-78272
Callers only:
26 Station Road, Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex
TN40 IRG. Telephone: 0424-219950 or 04243 4932

Two Leak TL12 plus valve amps., £45; Hadcock
GH228, uni-lift Mk 3, £45; or swop ether for Thorens
T0124/Il Radford valve c/u, £ 75. Tel.: Dunstable
609 354.
D.
Bower and Wilkins DM2s matched pair ( teak) mint,
£115 pair; Goodmans Maxims, offers; buyer collects.
Tel.: Crewe 67094.
D.
Decca London cartridge, Decca professional arm, Vortexion WVB2A, suit enthusiast, ribbon microphone with
heavy table stand, will separate, offers. Tel.: 037-045066.
D.
Pair B & W DM3 loudspeakers teak finish, very good
condition, £60. Tel.: I.uton 53351 after 7pm.
D.
Quad 22 preamplifier, two Quad II power amplifiers,
fully serviced by Quad six months ago, excellent condition,
£120. Tel.: 0222 387076 ( Cardiff).
D.

THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS
For the best prices and largest stocks In
the country see our advertisement on
p. 206.
Thorens TD124/11 with plinth and cover, in superb
condition, fitted with almost new SME Series 3 arm and
Shure V15 Type 4cartridge, £ 160. Tel.: Camberley 32892.
D.
JVC 4VN-990 2ch, amplifier as S.E.A. graphic equalizer will play any matrix records, 13 months old, £200.
Tel.: Stoke-on-Trent 267119.
D.
Garrard 401, SME 2000, SME 3009/1I, VI5/111, nice
condition, demonstrated, £ 85 o.n.o.; Decca International
arm, electronic lift, mint, £ 35. Tel.: Harpenden 4696.
D.
Acoustic Research AR3A speakers, £ 200; Dynaco
amplifier and pre-amplifier, £ 150; Empire troubadour,
£125; all in superb condition, offers considered. Tel.:
01-435 4304.
D.

Build your own P.A., Group and Disco Speakers,
by R. F. C. Stephens. Save money with this practical
guide. Plans for 17 different designs. Line source, LB..
Horn and Reflex types, for 8.-18- drive units. £. 95
post free ($ 13 overseas).
The Infra- Bass Loudspeaker by G. Holliman.
Full constructional details for versions using IS, 12' and
10" drive units. £2.95 post free ($ 6overseas).
The Dalesford Speaker Book, by R. F. C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen home constructor.
Latest technology DIY designs. Plans for IB., and
Reflex designs for 10-100 watts. Also unusual centrebass system. £2•20 post free ($ 5 overseas).

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING
S Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES
GRILLE FABRICS «LORE1.1
TOP QUALITY WADDINGS
PURE WOOL FIBRES
ACOUSTICALLY-TRANSPARENT
BLACK EOM PADDING
Fabric Samples,

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, N.YORKS.
Telephone 0757 85-206

Wharfedale Speakers, pair W 15/RS, pair 8/RS/DD,
one super 3/CS/I-IF, pair HS/400/3 crossovers, £60 o.n.o.
Bryn Offa, Wrexham Road, Johnstown. Tel.: Wrexham
(0978) 840700.
D.
Bang & Olufsen Beocord 1500 Deluxe, 7in. reel, £ 150.
Beocord 2,200, £ 150. Beocentre 1800, £ 175. Rosewood,
all excellent condition. Tel.: Maidstone, Kent, 890919 D.
Two Lowther PM4 Chassis Units plus two full stabilizers, overhauled by manufacturers, further particulars
telephone Falkirk (0324) 31049.
D.
and

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
I Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 048261684.
X.
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes on our Scully
Lathe. Tel.: Bracknell 54935. London Road, Binsfield,
Bracknell, Berkshire.
X.

12p ( stamps)

Lecson ACI Pre- amp, boxed
Tel.: Hoddesdon (09924) 61746.

STUDIO FACILITIES

unused, £ 110.
D.

Armstrong 602 Speakers, teak, new, any offers? Write
Hawes, 61 Cressex Road, High Wycombe. Or Tel.:
27683 ext. 4 daytime.
D.
Leeson Ad 1 Pre-amp and AP1X power amp, £ 300
o.n.o. Grace G707 arm fitted with new Supex SD900E
cartridge, £ 100 o.n.o. SRX3 electrostatic headphones
with SRD7 (2 input) adaptor, £90. All cared for lovingly
and in mint condition. Box 2630, c/o Hi Fi News.
D.
Complete Quad Equipment 33/303, FM3 Electrostatic
speakers (Gold), virtually unused, housed on new pre
wired rack system, £ 555. Tel.: 051-632 1164, 9-5 p.m.
051-677 3858 after 7p.m. and weekends.
D.

Warren Recordings ( members A.P.R.S.). Tape-Disc
demos-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203
0306.
X.
J. & B. Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demos,
pressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editingstereo/mono. S.a.e. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-648 9952.
X.
Your tapes to disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite
pressings, sleeve/labels. Top professional quality. S.a.e.
for photo leaflet. Deroy Records, ' Eastwood', Cove,
Dunoartonshire, Scotland.
X.
Ellie Jay Records announce new price reductions for the
manufacture of records and sleeves. Fast reliable service
for quantities from 100 to 10,000. Tel.: 01-908 2735. X.
Elstree Mobile Recording Studios • high speed cassette
copies • a mobile recording service on location • everything from recording to the finished sleeved record/cassette. Tel.: Alan Fish, 01-953 9021/6921.
F.
Disc Cutting. Masters and Demos. Pressings. Cassettes. Mobile Recording Studio. Free Brochure. TAM
Studio, 13... Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel.: 01-346
0033.
X.

SERVICING
HiFi cassette tape recorders.
Repairs by expert
engineers. NuSound. See advertisement, page 160.
X.
Audio repairs by electronics engineer, 30 years experience, extensive facilities enabling equipment restoration
etc. Quality valved equipment included. Personal service.
Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel.: 01-504 5467.
X.

Philips RH69I stereo tuner, good condition essential,
please reply Box No. 2616, c/o IliFi News.
L.
Chapman S6 BS/FM tuner, condition not critical, complete with glass dial panel. Tel.: 0704 42811.
D.

LET US TURN YOUR
HI-FI ON with our
DIGITAL TIMER

Wanted urgently, DBX 117 or 119, good price paid.
Tel.: Watford 46955.
D.
Lister,

Porlock
D.

Wanted, Armstrong 523 AM/FM tuner, cash available,
please reply to Mr. Hollingdale, 15 Balcombe Road,
Horley, Surrey.
D.
Wanted at any reasonable cost, records by Jean Jacques
Perry, on Vanguard label. Tel.: 0246 75479 after 6pm.
D.

RECORDS FOR SALE

illisED

I
I
me%ECONDS

NEEDS

TAPES

CI Can be set to turn ON and OFF once aday at any
time.
ID Can be set to repeat everyday if desired.
D Very accurate-can be set to the nearest minuteunlike conventional timers.
13 Can switch appliances IkW-the biggest hi-fl,
T.V., electric blankets, heaters, lights, etc.
13 Housed in high quality teak veneered cabinet,
size 7' x 5" x2' approx.
1:1 UK made-fully guaranteed.
D Very good value-all inclusive price, £29.95.
Please send £29.95 or s.a.e. for further details to:
AKR PRODUCTS,
24 CRANBOURNE STREET,
LONDON WC2H 7AA
Mail order only

Binaural-the best headphone stereo you've ever heard,
new EP eight sound sequences, Whitetower AMC 701,
£1.50 incl. pp. Whitetower Music, 2 Roche Gardens,
Bletchley, MK3 614R.
D.

NO

CLEARED
LIKE MAGIC

BATTERIES
OR
CHEMICALS

WITH THIS
REVOLUTIONARY
NEW UNIT
SIMPLY
This ingenious new rePASS TAPE THROUGH
cording accessory unit
UNIT TO ERASE COMPLETELY
utilises
a process
of
eliminating static positive/negative ions whilst maintaining the original tone quality of the tape. In
5seconds existing recordings are completely cleared
leaving tapes free from crackle or hiss and ready for
immediatefreshrecordings.Can be used INSTANTLY
anywhere as it requires NO batteries ... NO electricity
N 0 chemicals. The compact size of only 51" x3" x I ¡"
is designed for pocket or briefcase portability. FIRST
QUOTA now available at £9-50+35p p & p.
CREDIT CARD holders phone 01-521 6684.
MISTER LEWIS ( HFN I)
82 High Street,
London, Eli 7LD

FOR SALE-trade

Audio and radio servicing, design, modification, installation, etc., will travel. Tel.: R. Lucas, Tadworth (Surrey)
2703.
X.

WANTED

Quad FM3 tuner, please ring Dr.
862129, evenings only.

1
1
0 SENSATIONAL

A COMPLETE
RECORDED
CASSETTE TAPE

Sugden, Ortofon, Quad, Monitor Audio, A.R., etc.
Demonstrations/service. Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn BB2 2AF. Tel.: 59595/6 (0245).
X.
A.D. period hi-fi cabinets are individually made to your
requirements. Send rough sketch of cabinet you have in
mind, with your phone number. We will quote a price if
we are able to help, or visit our workshop. Village
Workshop, 14A Vickers Road, London NW5 4NL.
Tel.: 01-267 8504.
X.
Don't buy a cartridge until you have got our price,
cartridges by: ADC, AKG, Coral, Decca, Empire,
Grado, Shure and Sonus, SME Series 2 and 3 pickup
arms. Tel.: (0262) 78802, 9am-9pm Monday to Saturday;
or write to Alles Cartridges, 12 Market Place, Bridlington,
Y016 4QJ. Mail order only. Export enquiries welcome.
X.
Clearance sale-Linsley Hood 75 watt power amp
modules, fit Powertran standard chassis, basic module,
£10.50; module with BDY56 power transistors, £ 13.50;
Linsley-Hood amplifiers constructed and repaired, prices
inclusive, details free. I. G. Bowman ( Dept HEN/RR),
59 Fowey Avenue, Torquay, S. Devon.
D.

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?

The sign of the small family firm
where personal service to
customers still counts.
Our most popular model for
records/cassettes/hi-fi
equipment:

or 2DN.

Whatever your requirements
we can make acabinet to
suit, in wood or melamine.

For all details
Send two 91p stamps for brochure to: Dept. HFN/2/79
ECC 4 Brunswick Drive, Harrogate, Yorkshire.

When it comes to HI-FI everyone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you - Good, well see you soon.
TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD & ELS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC • SMC • KEF • TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.
W.J. TAYLOR ( MUSIC) LTD.
126-130 HAWTHORN RD.
KINGSTANDING,
BIRMINGHAM B44 8QA.
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Loudspeakers, Pre- Amplifier
Power-Amplifier, Pick-up Arm
Moving- Coil Cartridge

Are you still trying
to get the best reception
with equipment like this?
The human hand and the human ear may
be sensitive mechanisms. But they can't do what
our CT710 tuner can.
Our CT710 has an IF stage that uses an
Auto- DX circuit.
In plain language, it can select the bandwidth that will give you the best reception from
the station you want.Then switch to it.
All by itself.
So you don't have to dither about deciding
which is the lesser of the two evils. Interference
or noise/distortion.You always get the right

decision. And you always get the best possible
reception.
The CT710's other features should get a
good reception too.
Like the sensitive FM front-end that
fastens onto weaker signals. An NFB-PLL
Multiplex Demodulator that means very low
distortion, wide band performance and awide
dynamic range. Plus aspecial cancelling circuit
that wipes out the pilot signal before it interferes with your listening.
It all sounds very much like what you'd
expect from Yamaha.
In fact, it sounds especially good. Because
throughout assembly, we constantly compare the
sound from the CT710 with original sources.
So what you hear is as close as possible
to the real thing.
Try adding the CT710 to your system
and you'll hear what we mean.
It's the kind of sound quality Yamaha
had to have ahand in.

YamahaYes•

IF YOU WOULD LIKE FURTHER INFORMATION? ON THE FULL RANGi:' OF YAMAHA PRODUCTS. SF.til) FUR OUR FREE 32 PAGE COLOUR BOOK TO.
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS LTD. 10 BYRON ROAD. WEALDSTONE. HARROW. MIDDX. HA3 7TL. 01-863 8622.

